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SPECIAL NOTICE 
Beginning wi th  this issue, the contents and page layout for Research 
and Technology Operating Plan Summary have been changed I t  IS 
suggested that the recipient of RTOP Summary read the ln t roduct~on 
in d e t a ~ l  before attempting to  locate desired items In the publication. 

INTRODUCTION 
This publication represents the NASA Research and Technology program for FY 1973. It 
is a compilation of the "Summary" portlons of each of the RTOPs (Research and Technology 
Operating Plans) used for management review and control of research currently in progress 
throughout NASA. The RTOP Summary is designed t o  facilitate communication and coordi- 
nation among concerned technical personnel in government, in Industry, and in universities. 
W e  belleve also that this publication can help to  expedite the technology transfer process. 
The RTOP Summary is arranged in  five sections. The first section contains citations and 
abstracts of the RTOPs. Following this section are four indexes. Subject, Technical Monitor. 
Responsible NASA Organizatlon, and RTOP Number. 
The Subject lndex is an alphabetical listing of the main subject headlngs by which the 
RTOPs have been identified. 
The Technical Monltor lndex is an alphabetical listing of the names of individuals respon- 
sible for the RTOP. 
The Responsible NASA Organization lndex is an alphabetical listing of the NASA organiza- 
tions which developed the RTOPs contained in the Journal. 
The RTOP Number lndex provides a cross-index from the RTOP number assigned by the 
NASA responsible organization t o  the corresponding accession number assigned sequen- 
tially t o  the RTOPs in RTOP Summary. 
As indicated above, responsible technical monitors are listed on the RTOP summaries. 
Although personal exchanges of a professional nature are encouraged, your consideration IS 
requested in avoiding excessive contacts which might be disruptive t o  on-going research 
and development. 
Any comments or suggestions you may have t o  help us evaluate or Improve the effectiveness 
of the RTOP Summary would be appreciated. These should be forwarded to :  
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology 
Resources and lnstitutlonal Management Dlvision (RMS) 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
~ssociateAdministrat@'for 
~ e r o n a u t i c s - i i i d - s ~ &  Technology 
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY-- This IS a program of fundamental research on the mechanlcal 
behavlor of polymers It IS Intended to determine the molecular 
parameters whlch control rheologlcal behavlor Thls has been 
successful ~n stmple amorphous systems whlch are not chem~cally 
reactlng The goal now IS to extend thls work flrst to longer 
tlmes where degradation may set In and then to shorter tlmes 
where the materlal 1s glass hard The general approach should 
Involve the syntheses of both new and modlfled polymeric and 
prototype chemlcal structures the characterlzatlon of these 
matertals and the determlnatlon of chemlcal structure and property 
relatlonshlps Appllcatlons for the mechanlcal properties work 
mlght range from Improved solld propellants expuls~on bladder 
and valve seat materials for llquld propulsion sealants for 
hlgh-speed alrcraft and new types of reinforced plastlcs 
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W73-70001 501 -01-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Callf. 
PHYSICS ANG CHEMISTRY OF SOLIDS 
Glen Goodwin 41  5-965-5065 
Studles of the physlcs and chemistry of metals as affected 
by embrlttllng gaseous and liquld specles are to be conducted. 
A portion of the program will be dlrected toward galnlng an 
understanding of the mechanisms of interaction of various fuels 
and oxldlzers with steels, aluminum, and titanium alloys and 
other contalner materials. An integral pan of this work is to be 
performed under stress ernbrittling conditions to  simulate 
pressure-fed booster, transfer, storage and launch problems. 
Assessment of property changes and degradat~on will be made 
by mechanlcal measurements (e g.. strength, crack growth and 
hardness), degree of hydrogen charg~ng in the metal, and 
determination of deterioration products In the fuel and metal. 
The other and more bas~c portlon of the program will deal with 
the physlcs and chemistty of the very f~rst stages of embrlttlement 
of well-def~ned (as to crystallography and cleanliness) surfaces 
of high strength metals by gaseous agents uslng the newly 
evolv~ng surface analytical technique of "Secondary Ion Mass 
Spectroscopy" 1SI MS). 
, 
W73-70002 501 -01 -03 
Jet Propulsion Lab, Calif Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FOR ELECTRONIC AP- 
PLICATIONS 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
1502-23-53; 502-33-93) 
This is a program of experimental and theoretical research 
aimed at determ~n~ng the baslc relationships between electron~c 
and defect structures of materials and their potentially useful 
electron~c properties The knowledge obtained will make poss~ble 
the development of improved, or new, component concepts for 
NASA f l~ght and ground-based electron~c systems. During the 
coming year, the research w ~ l l  encompass theoretical stud~es of 
rad~at~on coupl~ng with infrared sensitive superconducting weak 
Ilnks, experimental investigat~ons of tadlation coupling in thin-film 
superconducting structures, charge transport and storage in and 
formation of h~ghly insulating thln films, thermomagnetic and 
magneto-optic effects in films of varlous intermetallic compounds 
with low Cur~e-point temperatures and the effect of oxygen In 
these films, the effect of radiation damage on and noise properties 
in space-charge-l~rn~ted currents In s~l~con,  and photo effects 
associated w ~ t h  thin film Schottky barr~ers In gallium-arsen~de 
W73-70003 501 -01 -06 
Lewls Research Center Cleveland Ohlo 
ATOMIC STRUCTURE A N D  PROPERTIES 
J C Freche 21 6-433 4000 
(501 -21-20) 
The broad object~ve of thls work IS to gain a better 
understandlng of the baslc structure and behavlor of metall~c 
and nonmetallic mater~als The ultlmate value of such an Improved 
understand~ng will be In ~ t s  utlllzatlon to produce new and 
Improved mater~als part~cularly for aeronautical appllcat~ons The 
approach taken to achleve thls lrnproved understand~ng IS to 
conduct baslc research on both model mater~al systems as well 
as more real~st~c composltlons Three broad classes of mater~als 
are Included In the effort these are alloys coatlngs and refractory 
compounds The alloys portlon 1s concerned wlth the structure 
of metalllc phases as related to mechanlcal behavlor w ~ t h  notch 
embrlttlement and d~sperslon strengthening belng prlme areas 
of endeavor The coatlngs effort deals wlth the stablllty of 
~ntermetalllc materlals Refractory compounds are belng 
~nvest~gated from a materlals structure fracture phenomenon 
relat~onsh~p standpoint ( I  e the effects of materlal varldble on 
fracture behav~or are belng studled) 
W73-70004 501-01-10 
Jet Propulsion Lab. Cal~f lnst of Tech Pasadena 
VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS 
John W Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
1502-01 -05) 
Thls 1s a program of fundamental research on the mechanlcal 
behav~or of polymers I t  IS ~ntended to determine the molecular 
parameters wh~ch  control rheologlcal behavlor Thls has been 
successful In slmple amorphous systems whlch are not chern~cally 
reactlng The goal now IS to extend thls work f~rst to longer 
tlmes where degradat~on may set In, and then to shorter tlmes 
where the mater~al 1s glass-hard The general approach should 
lnvolve the syntheses of both new and mod~f~ed  polymer~c and 
prototype chemlcal structures the character~zat~on of these 
materlals and the determlnat~on of chemlcal structure and property 
relat~onsh~ps Appl~cat~ons for the mechanlcal properties work 
m~gh t  range from Improved solld propellants expuls~on bladder 
and valve seat materlals for llquld propulsion sealants for 
hlgh-speed alrcraft and new types of reinforced plastlcs 
W73-70005 501-21-23 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
COMPOSITES 
G. W Brooks 703-827-2042 
(501 -22-03, 766-74-01 1 
The objective IS' to define and investigate superlor 
reinforcements and matrix-mater~als for filamentary composites 
and to study the fundamental mechanical and chem~cal behav~or 
of structural composites. The work will focus on investigation of 
new or advanced filamentary materials, matrix mater~als and 
composites t o  establish rnechan~cal propenles, fabrication 
problems, and reststance to appropriate environments with a 
view toward their structural applications In advanced aeronautical 
vehicles. Laminates with controlled flaws and d~sbonds will be 
used In develop~ng holographic techniques for nondestructive 
evaluation. Resin matrlx development will emphasize systems 
that combine good thermo-oxidative stability and m ~ l d  processing 
conditions. Studies will also be made of adheslves, resins, 
bonding of resin-matr~x composites to structural metals and 
metal-matrix composites. and brazing metal-matrix composites 
to structural metals Thls program will yield Information on the 
fundamental behav~or of advanced composites and will provide . 
a bass for select~ng advanced composites for further studies 
a~med at appl~cat~ons in flight vehicles. 
W73-70006 501-21-23 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohlo. 
COMPOSITES 
J C. Freche 21 6-433-4000 
The overall object~ve of this research is to develop fiber 
and laminate composite materials, structures, and components 
for varlous aeronautical applications Both polymer and metal 
matrlx composites must exhibit greater strengths, toughness. 
modulus of elasticity. and wherever poss~ble, lighter weight than 
bulk, monolithic engineering materials. Superior property-to-weight 
advantages (e.g.. specif~c weight or specific moduli) must be 
maintained at temperature levels of interest which range from 
cryogenic temperatures to over 2500 F. The work is or~ented 
toward use of these materials in advanced gas turbine engines 
and major efforts are geared toward increasing use temperatures 
for fan blades. compressor blades, turbine buckets, .and nozzle 
vanes, while maintaining superior property-to-we~ght advantages. 
The major objectives for the programs are as follows: 1. To 
develop or synthesize improved polymers suitable for use as 
matrix materials for temperatures up to 600 F. 2. To improve 
such properties of polymer matrices as thermo-oxidative stability. 
shear strength (in association with f~bers) toughness, and 
nonflammability characteristics 
W73.70007 501 -21 -20  
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
ADVANCED MATERIALS FOR AERONAUTICS 
J. C. Freche 21 6-433-4000 
(501 -01 -061 
The objective of this RTOP IS to prov~de improved materials. 
both metallic and nonmetall~c, for use in advanced a~r-breath~ng 
power plants, particularly for aeronaut~cal appl~cations Mater~als 
are sought that offer Improvements not only In technical 
preformance but also in economy in terms of costs and life 
The classes of materials to be investigated Include Ni- and 
Co-base superalloys. Fe-base alloys, tltanlum alloys, d~spers~on 
strengthened alloys, protective coatings, and refractory com- 
pounds Property Improvements are sought by basic changes in 
mater~als per se, e.g.. alloy compositional changes, and by 
process changes applied to exist~ng and new mater~als. Material 
improvements are judged by the usual relevant property 
measurements. In addition, highly promising mater~als are 
evaluated by exposure to a s~mulated gas tu rb~ne  engine 
envlronment Plans are also be~ng made for the ult~mate evaluat~on 
of NASA-Lew~s developments to be prov~ded by englne tests of 
components Pr~mary efforts In th~s  regard w ~ l l  be the evaluat~on 
o f  ox~da t lon  resistant d~spers~on strengthened alloys, e g 
TD-NlCrAI as components In a gas turb~ne englne Thus the 
approach of th~s  RTOP spans the w ~ d e  spectrum of mater~al 
and process development to advanced evaluat~on and englne 
testlng 
W73-70008 501 -21 -20  
Langley Research Center, Langley Stat~on. Va. 
ADVANCED MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(501 -22-03;  501-21-26) 
The object~ves are: (1) to determine the behavior and the 
suitability of advanced materials for aircraft structural appl~cat~ons: 
(2) to conduct studies on advanced fabr~cat~on methods, mater~als 
behavior, and effects of environments on material preformance: 
and (3) to make metallurgical examination and studies t o  
character~ze the nature and magn~tude of the mater~al degradation. 
The work will consist of research to establish the propertles of 
mater~als exposed to s~mulated a~rcraft envlronment and will 
Include analytical stud~es on creep, ox~dation, and d~ffusion. 
Su~table adjustment of heat treatment parameters or surface 
treatments to  enhance performance of materials for a~rcraft 
applications will also be investigated. Research effort will be 
devoted to development and study of insulating coatings for 
actively cooled aircraft structures, to determine thermochem~cal 
~nteractions in ceram~c-metal systems. and to study coating that 
reflect intense rnonochromat~c rad~ation in the v~sible and near 
Infrared wavelengths. Some attention w ~ l l  be given to study of 
advanced fabrication methods, to effects of fabrication on material 
properties. and to the appllcat~on of nondestructive evaluation 
techniques to predict degradation of material properties. Effects 
assoc~ated w ~ t h  high-speed airflow and aqueous environments 
conducive to stress corrosion will be invest~gated to establish 
possible degradation In mechanical or physical propertles of 
materials. Fracture surlaces obta~ned from materials tested under 
varlous loads and environments will be systematically characterized 
metallurg~cally to a ~ d  In interpreting materials fa~lures in aircraft 
structures. 
W73-70009 501-21-22 
Langley Research Center Langley Stat~on Va 
POLYMERS 
G W Brooks 703-827 2042 
The oblect~ves are (1)  to conduct research on the 
preparation of new h ~ g h  performance polymers for aeronaut~cal 
appllcat~ons (2) to character~ze the chem~cal thermal and phys~cal 
propertles of these polymers and relate the propenles to molecular 
structure and (3)  to adapt and test appropriate polymers as 
coatlngs and adheslves The approach w ~ l l  emphas~ze research 
on processable. thermally-stable polymers wh~ch  retain good 
mechanical propertles at h ~ g h  temperatures New aromatlc and 
heteroaromatlc polymers w ~ l l  be synthes~zed or otherw~se obta~ned 
and the~r  molecular structures systemat~cally vaned to determine 
how well selected propenles such as ~mproved thermoox~dat~ve 
stab~l~ty  and processabll~ty can be bu~ l t  Into h ~ g h  performance 
polymer~c mater~als To thls end exploratory leads already 
emerglng from Langleys polymer research program will be 
pursued The study w ~ l l  employ routlne polymer character~zat~on 
techn~ques such as spectrometry vlscometry osmometry 
therrnograv~metrlc analys~s w ~ t h  assoc~ated mass spectrometry 
elemental analys~s and melt rheology New characterlzatlon 
methods lnclud~ng torsional b ra~d  analys~s automatic dl 
electrometry and thermomechan~cal analys~s will also be used 
espec~ally for determlnlng soften~ng and transltlon temperatures 
A test program will be establ~shed to evaluate the effects of 
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operating environment on polymeric adhesives and coatings. 
Thls information will lead to an understanding of the principles 
involved in developing adhesives and coatings, which In turn 
wil l  define relationships between molecular structure and 
appllcatlon properties and will direct future programs. 
W73-70010 501 -21 -22 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
POLYMERS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The obiectives are. to synthesize and characterize the 
physical and thermochemlcal properties of  polymers and 
composites for potential applications in aeronautical technology; 
to formulate these materials lnto practical forms for application 
and evaluat~on as candidate aircraft components: and to study 
and understand the mechanisms and klnetics of ignition, flame 
spread, flame extinguishment and thermal and oxidative 
degradatlon in polymeric materials. The principal approach lnvolves 
the syntheses of new and modified polymers. the characterization 
of these materlals. the development of processing methods and 
their formulation lnto practical aircraft materials Emphasls will 
be placed on the continued development of aromatic polycarbon- 
ates as hlgh Impact resistant. optically transparent polymers 
suitable for high speed alrcraft windows wlth fire protection 
capability In the area of materials degradation the approach 
lnvolves the syntheses of both new and modifled polymeric and 
prototype chemlcal structures. the characterization of these 
mater~als and the determination of chemlcal structure and property 
relat~onships as related to the area of ignition, flammability. 
thermal degradat~on and Identification of combust~on/pyrolysis 
products. 
W73-70011 501 -21 -26 
Langley Research Center bngley Statlon Va 
FABRICATION AND PROCESSING 
G W Brooks 703-827 2042 
(501 21 - 2 0  501 -21 -23) 
The objectlves are to lnvestlgate and develop advanced 
methods for fabrlcatlon and jolnlng of structural materlals for 
alrcraft appllcatlons to determlne posslble changes In envlronmen- 
tal resistance of materlals produced by fabrlcat~on methods and 
to apply the methods that are developed to fabrlcatlon and 
processlng of alrcraFt components The work will focus on 
lnvestlgatlon of new or advanced 101n1ng methods and on 
lnvestlgatlon of fabrlcatlon and processlng methods for new or 
advanced structural materlals Other research areas to be studled 
Include effects of fabrlcatlon and processlng on material propertles 
and appllcat~ons of nondestructlve evaluat~on technlques to predlct 
degradatlon of material propenles Thls program will yleld 
lnformatlon on the status of advanced fabrlcatlon and lolnlng 
methods for alrcraft structural materlal on the state-of-the-art 
of nondestructlve evaluat~on technlques and will prov~de a basls 
for selecting fabrlcatlon and nondestructlve evaluat~on methods 
that may Improve structural Integrity servlce l ~ f e  and/or cost 
W73-70012 501 -21 -33 
Lewls Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio 
MATERIALS FOR HIGH POWER LASERS 
Roben L Davles 2 16-433-6608 
This program lnvolvcs the development of materials 
technology and materlals for use in hlgh power lasers. The 
program Includes the developrra.ant of an understanding of damage 
mechanisms In laser optlcs components, the Improvement of 
sultable candldales for laser optlcs, and chemlcal compatlbillty 
studles of container materlals for closed-cycle gas lasers. The 
major oblectlves of the program are . 1 .  To Identify and develop 
candidate materials capable of sewing as effic~ent and durable 
optics for the extraction of radlant energy from high powered 
CW laser systems. 2. To conduct fundamental studles lnto the 
basic degradation processes which cause failure due to lnteractlon 
of the laser output with the wlndow materlal. 3. To determlne 
the compatibility of the contaming materials w ~ t h  a laser gas 
system. 
W73-70013 501-21 -21 
Lew~s Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo. 
FATIGUE. FRACTURE. A N D  LlFE PREDICTION 
S. S. Manson 21 6-433-4000 
A major objectlve is to obtain a better understanding of 
the fallure or fracture mechanisms that are lnvolved In the 
application of advanced materials to aeronautics structures or 
propuls~on systems. A second major objectlve is to develop 
methods for predicting the life of specimens or components 
when they are subjected to constant temperature and monotonic 
loads or to complex patterns of temperatures and cyclic loads 
as a function of time. To achieve these objectlves, research is 
underway to extend exlsting life prediction techniques and 
analyses. and to develop new methods for determlnlng the 
stress and strain distributions In the vicinity of discontinuities 
such as flaws or cracks, as well as to understand the reaction 
of advanced materials to these discontinuities when subjected 
to various environmental conditions. Various approaches are 
also being examined for predicting the time to initiation of the 
first detectable cracks as a result of mechanical and thermal 
fatigue and to pred~cting the propagation rate of these cracks. 
Standard fracture test methods. NDE techniques, and specimens 
are belng developed to properly characterlze the fatigue and 
fracture behavlor of materials and to provide background 
Information for ratlonal deslgn procedures. 
W73-70014 501-21-21 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
FATIGUE, FRACTURE, AND LlFE PREDICTION 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The time dependent failure of structural metals caused by 
subcritlcal crack growth IS being studied in order to develop 
analytical techniques and physical test criteria for predicting and 
minimizing the effects of t h ~ s  phenomenon. Such crack growth 
can be a dlrect result of either fatigue or environment-induced 
cracking or the combined result of both phenomena Special 
emphasis shall be placed on the behavior of metal alloys in low 
pressure gaseous hydrogen and other aggressive environments. 
Concurrent studies shall concentrate on developing analytical 
failure criteria which are based on fracture mechanics concepts 
and whlch incorporate the effects of subcrltical crack growth. 
W73-70015 501 31-71 
Ames Research Center Moffett held Callf 
AST FUEL TANK SEALANTS 
Glen Goodwln 41 5 965-5065 
(501-38-12) 
Thls RTOP Includes the following areas of sealants research 
and technology Synthesls, characterlzatlon, compounding and 
curlng of sealant elastomers thermal degradatlon and stress 
relaxation of gum and fllled sealants Interaction of tltanlum 
wlth sealants measurements of thelr dynamlc propertles and 
the~r appllcatlon to fuel tanks In advanced alrcraft for fllght 
testing The objective IS to develop fuel tank sealants whlch 
offer long servlce llfe under condltlons encountered In advanced 
supersonic a~rcraft The spec~flc objectlves are to Syntheslze. 
characterlze and vulcanize sealant elastomers study mechan~sm(s) 
by whlch they deterlorate on exposure to heat both In presence 
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and absence of fuels; select optimum sealant and determine its 
thermophysical and dynamic properties; and evaluate it by 
performing appropriate environmental and flight testing. Novel 
elastomers will be synthesized as candidate fuel tank sealants 
designed to meet flight requirements of Mach 2.7 - 3.0 and 
higher. The mechanism(s) of thermal degradation of these sealants 
will be investigated. Gum sealants will be selected, compounded 
and tested under simulated fuel tank conditions to establish 
their long term service life. The optimum sealant will then be 
applied to a fuel tank in an advanced aircraft and flight-tested. 
W73-70016 501 -02-01 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
BASIC RESEARCH AND ADVANCED CONCEPTS 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objectives are: to  exercise new analytical tools to  
improve understanding of behavior of complex shell structures 
under thermal and mechan~cal oads and to demonstrare the teasl- 
bility of using newly developed rectangular cross-section boron fila- 
ments instead of the conventional round f~laments in laminated 
composite structures. In-house and university stud~es will be per- 
formed to ident~fy new ohenomena and to conduct analytical and 
experimental' stud~es of me n ~ e c h a ~ l ~ c s  UI shell sl lucrural 
elements and components when subjected to load. A university 
program will be formulated to transfer complex analysis programs 
to the university to  be exercised on selected problems. Candidate 
computer programs are BOSOR Ill and STAGS; candidate 
problems include thermal stresses, po~n t  loads, cutouts, and 
shape imperfections; stability under transverse shear: or 
postbuckling strength and collapse. Under contract. a supply of 
rectangular boron filaments will be fabricated by a process 
being developed with FY 72 funds. (Contract ~endinal .  The 
- 
rectangular filaments wil l  be laminated into multiple-ply 
un~directional composite specimens whose cross-sections are 
similar in appearance to brick walls. The specimens with be 
tested in-house t o  determine the elastic constants and lailure 
modes for such laminates. Use of rectangular instead of round 
filaments should improve the structural properties o f  laminated 
composite plates, particularly transverse to the fiber direction. 
W73-70017 501 -22-01 
bngley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODS 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objectives are: to  develop the technology for automating 
as much as possible of the preliminary and detailed design 
processes for advanced aeronautical vehicles; two high priority 
thrusts are to lay the foundation for incorporating the disciplines 
of ( 1 )  fatigue and fracture, and (2) flutter and aeroelasticity into 
automated systems; to  improve fundamental structural and 
aeroelastic analysis and design methodology basic to multidisci- 
plinary designs, IPAD (Integrated Programs for Aerospace Vehicle 
Des~gn) development will continue In-house and on contract. 
In-house development of a small-scale pilot verslon of IPAD 
will Include exercising the systeq developed in FY 72. expanding 
it to include other disciplines, and exploring ways to incorporate 
fatigue and fracture. Under contract. two system definition studies 
will be completed to formulate paper designs of an industrial 
version of IPAD. Aeroelasticity. flutter, and thermal stress 
consideration will be included In SAVES. an automated structural 
design system under development in-house for eventual 
incorporation into the in-house IPAD. SAVES development will 
be focused on wings for application to advanced supersonic 
technology vehicles. The planned extension of SAVES to include 
complete vehicle automated structural design capability will be 
postponed to facil~tate this focused activity. Maintenance and 
improvements to YASTRbN- will coptinue under contract and 
in-house. Basic plate and shell analysis and design methodology 
will be improved under selected contracts and grants for relining 
analysis and generating experimental data on the strength of 
stiffened shell structural components. 
W73-70018 501 -22-04 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
AEROEIASTICITY 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
This RTOP is intended to provide improved capability for 
the treatment of aircraft aeroelastic problems. with emphasis in 
the area of flutter:ln-house effort will be directed toward the 
development of new unsteady aerodynamic theories, the 
improvement of fluner analysis procedures, and the acquisition 
of advanced aeroelastic analysis capability from other sources. 
Contract and grant activities will support these objectives. The 
contract for the addition of aeroelastic capability to  the NASTRAN 
structural analysis program will include advanced fluner analysis. 
aircraft response to turbulence. and elastic effects on stability 
and control. Other contracts and grants will cover unsteady 
transonic aerodynamic theory, flutter suppression using active 
controls, and optimization of structures w i t h  aeroelastic 
constraints. Methods for the analysis of transonic lighter 
maneuverability data obtained in the wind tunnel will be developed 
in-house. A comparison of fluner characteristics measured in 
d~fferent types and sizes of iransonic wind tunnels will be 
made. Related aeroelast~c research will be conducted under 
vehicle related RTOP's such as space shuttle. V/STOL rotorcraft. 
active controls, advanced transport, and advanced supersonic 
technologies. 
W73.70019 501 -22-05 
Ames Research Center, Moffen Field, Calif. 
LOADS AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS . 
C. F. Coe 41 5-965-5880 
(501 -06-06; 502-32-041 
The effects of non-steady aerodynamic phenomena. such 
as boundary layer noise and panel fluner, are known and 
appreciated, but basic understanding of the cause of these 
effects is limited. An objective of this research program is to  
measure the unsteady forces within the boundary layer, including 
such factors as the intensity and spatial 'correlation of surface 
static pressures. Mathematical procedures will be developed to 
enimate the wind tunnel results, and guide the research program. 
Similarly. methods will be evolved to calculate structural response 
(and feedback) to the aerodynamic input. With regard to panel . 
flutter, the damping influence of the boundary layer will be 
thoroughly examined. 
W73-70020 501 -22-45 
bngley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
LOADS AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS 
G .  W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objectives of the work to be performed under this 
RTOP are to investigate and define the methods of predict~ng 
the f l~ght loads. pressure distributions and aerodynamic 
characteristics of aerospacecraft in steady and unsteady flight 
conditions and to develop improved methods for predicting the 
dynam~c response of aerospace type structures to oscillatory. 
random and transient loadings, Improved analytical procedures 
w ~ l l  be applied to optimization programs that consider dynamic 
factors. Some of the factors that will be considered include 
noise, flutter. gust response, active controls, vibration and other 
dynamic environments. 
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W73-70021 501 -22-07 
Lengley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
STRUCTURAL ACOUSTICS 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(502-32-04; 501'-22-05) 
The objectives of this work are to develop fundamental 
information end understanding concerning the loadings exerted 
on a structure by its presence in and interaction with turbulent. 
flowing fluid: to  develop techniques of determining structural 
stress and displacement response especially suited to acoustically 
loaded structures: and to apply these techniques to practical 
flight structures of current interest. A broad range of both 
analytical and experimental studies is required for various types 
of flight type structures that are excited by engine noise and/or 
flow induced noises. Experimental and analytical development 
of advanced methods such as the modal density for determining 
structural response to acoustic loads and noise transmission will 
be carried out. Fatigue of those structural configurations subjected 
to unusually intense acoustic loads such as engine acoustic 
liners will be studied. 
W73-70022 501 -22-08 
Flight Research Center. Edwards, Calif. 
FLIGHT LOADS MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
J. M. Jenkins 805-258-331 1 
Problems have occurred when fllght-loads measurements 
have been required on aircraft which are subject to significant 
aerodynamic rating. The aerodynamic heating of flight structures 
induces non-uniform temperature fields throughout the structure. 
The non-uniform temperature fields lead to large induced thermal 
stresses which are sensed by the strain gages. If the objective 
is to  measure aerodynamic loads only, then the unwanted 
temperatures induced strain-gage outputs must be accounted 
for and deducted from flight data. This operation is to be 
conducted by ground-temperature simulation of the aerodynamic 
heating, measuring the thermal responses of the strain gages 
and then utilizing this information as a thermal calibration for 
corrected purposes. This general concept is currently being 
explored utilizing the YF-12 (A/C No. 935) as a test bed. In 
addition to the thermal aspects, deflection measuring systems 
for in-flight use are being investigzted using this aircraft. 
W73-70023 501-22.10 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SUPPORT OF DOD I N  BALLOON ENGINEERING 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
An objective of this program IS the development of equipment 
at LRC for measuring the biaxial structural characteristics of 
fabrics and films under controlled environments. Another is the 
development of contractors' manufacturing techniques to improve 
quality and reduce scrap rates of lightweight FTL balloon 
materials. An attempt will be made t o  improve material 
performance at temperature extremes by custom chemical 
synthesis of adhesives with glasseous phase transition at lower 
temperatures. A second approach to this problem is the fabrication 
on the flying thread loom and testing of a laminate of polyethylene 
and fibers. Mylar is stronger than poly, but is more brittle at 
tropospheric temperatures particularly when coated with adhesive. 
PRD-49 fibers offer significantly increased strength in both 
heavy and light balloon material applicat~ons. As ,part of this 
program. it is planned to manufacture and test a material 
weighing about 12 oz/yd square but having strengths ap- 
proximately three times as high as the current material of the 
same weight. In addition, a material of equal strength, but less 
weight and very lightweight lammate for large balloons capable 
of achieving altitudes of 5 0  km with 250 pound payloads will 
be investigated. Such balloons could be used for pollution 
detection and the same material may be applicable to rocket 
launched high altltude or space deployed balloons. It is also 
proposed t o  study the effects on the thermal environment of 
some typical balloons if a tinted material is used to vary the 
sdar absorptivity of the material. 
W73-70024 601 -22-02 
Langley Research Centar. Langley Station, Va. 
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
This work covers several essential elements 01 a comerehen'- 
sive, long-range,plan to advance the science and rechnology of 
aerospace structural design toward conditions of opt imum 
reliability, efficiency, and economy, while shortening the design 
time required. The ultimate goal is to develop a fully automated 
procedure for design. At present, three essential factors in the 
design process (fatigue, fracture. and nondestructive evaluation) 
rest on a technology base that is seriously behind the conjoined 
technologies o f  static strength and aeroelastic analyses. 
Consequently, fatigue, fracture, and NDI are the weakest links 
in the chain of design, and as such, demand special attention 
and high priority. The individual tasks here embrace a balanced 
mix of theoretical and experimental approaches which range 
from mathematically based models of fatigue and fracture 
phenomena, through the generation of urgently needed engineering 
data, to the conception. construction. test, and evaluation of 
bold new structural concepts. To the degree possible, the work 
anticipates the design problems and materials that will be 
encountered by the space shuttle. satellites, advanced subsonic 
and supersonic transports, rotary-wing aircraft, and vertical- and 
short-take-off-and-landing aircraft. The ongolng research includes 
such studies as ways to deal with stress concentrations, growth 
of cracks in complex structures, size effects, load histories. 
environmental effects, nondestructive testing, and economical 
ways to monitor cyclic strains in aircraft during s'ewice. 
W73-70025 501 -22-06 
Flight Research Center, Edwards. Calif. 
HYPERSONIC VEHICLE STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY 
Andrew E. \lano 805-258-331 1 
The program wil l  a t tempt t o  experimentally validate 
significant hypersonic-vehicle structural concepts and investigate 
flight-loads measuring techniques for these structural concepts 
as they apply to the MHTV. 
W73-70026 501 -22-06 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. . 
HYPERSONIC VEHICLE STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
Research and development is being carried out to establish 
a technology base from which the structures and thermal control 
systems for hypersonic vehicles can be designed. Included in 
the program are both experimental and analytical efforts on 
engine and airframe structure concepts which will withstand the 
rigors of extended and repeated use in a hypersonic environ- 
ment. Research data obtained from experiments will serve to 
verify design and analysis methods and to establish design 
guidelines. 
W73-70027 501 -22-03 
bngley Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
COMPOSITE MATERIALS APPLICATION TO AIRCRAFT 
STRUCTURES 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(501 -21-23: 766-74-01) 
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The objective is to condu,ct research on composite materials 
to resolve problems that may hinder their application, to develop 
the technology required for their utilization in future aircraft 
structures. and to establish confidence in the use of composites 
through longtime flight service of structural components on 
commercial transport aircraft and Army helicopters. The work 
consists of the following: Develop analytical methods to improve 
understanding of composite materials; evaluate behavior under 
various environmental conditions; develop concepts, fabrication. 
and nondestructive evaluation technology, develop new design 
methods and generate supporting test data to provide reliable 
design allowables for composite structural elements and 
components, fabricate and test critical components to demonstrate 
performance, conduct engineering studies to determine applicabili- 
ty of composites in primary or secondary structures of commercial 
or military aircraft and develop applications to operational heli- 
copters and commercial transport. Both in-house..and contractual 
efforts will be undertaken. The r ~ u l t s o f t h e s e  studies will provide 
new technical information and flight-service experience that will 
develop confidence required to permit early application of 
filamentary composites in aircrah structures. 
W73-70028 501 -22-03 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
COMPOSITE MATERIALS APPLICATION TO AIRCRAFT 
STRUCTURES, 
S. S. Manson 216-433-4000 
Composite materials offer a high potential for reducing the 
weight of certain engine components and also airframe structural 
components. However, before full advantage can be taken of 
the unusual properties of composite materials in such applications. 
considerable material property and design information is needed. 
It is proposed that studies be continued that will: (1.) Develop 
(in-house) analytical design techniques for predicting structural 
characteristics of given composite configurations '(2.) Develop 
(in-house) analytical design techniques for optimizing composite 
structures for minimum weight.~3.),~evelop (in-house) multiaxial 
testing facility for measuring the mechanical properties of fiber 
composites under complex loadings and environments, (4 .  
Determine (by contract) the effects of residual stresses and 
thermal fatigue on the load-carrying ability of composite structmes. 
5. Develop (by contract) improved finite element capability 
consistent w ~ t h  NASTRAN requirements to permit improved 
stress analyses of fiber composite components. 
W73-70029 501 -32-01 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
AST STRUCTURAL DESIGN %ONCEPTS AND WEIGHT 
STUDIES 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objectives are to assess relative merits of various struc- 
tural concepts and materials for advanced supersonic aircraft 
configurations and to determine the structural approaches best 
suited for the AST environment and provide structural weight 
estimates based on in-depth structural design studies. Under 
contract, structural concepts will be developed for prescribed 
AST aerodynamic configurations. These concepts will be evaluated 
through design studies making use of the best available materials 
technology, design tools. and design criteria, and through simplified 
cost-benefit studies. The best concepts which would merit further 
evaluation by testing will be identified. Subsequently, similar 
studies will be carried out on an advanced veriable-sweep 
configuration and an advanced arrow-wing configuration. 
W73-70030 501 -32-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
AST FLUTTER DESIGN MODULE 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objectives are to develop automated design methods 
with multidisciplinary capabilities for AST vehicles with particular 
anention to aeroelastic and flutter considerations and to perform 
design studies to assess good aeroelastic design practices and 
guide advanced structural concepts and materials studies. Under 
contract. developments in unsteady aerodynamic loads and fluner 
calculation procedures will be undertaken to improve their 
application in iterative desigr, processes. Optimization tech- 
niques under aeroelastic constraints will be developed to replace 
cut-and-try procedures for allev~ating aeroelastic problems. 
Future contract work will involve aeroelastic and fluner design 
studies and development of a multidisciplinary automated design 
system for AST vehicles by industry teams working at Langley 
using tools developed under contract and in-house. 
W73-70031 501 -32-03 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
AST LOADS AND AEROELASTICIW TECHNOLOGY 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objective of this RTOP is to develop technology in the 
area of loads and aeroelasticity to a sufficient state of readiness 
to provide an adequate base for confident initiation of development 
of advanced supersonic transports. Promising new approaches 
to the needed aerodynamic analysis will be vigorously pursued 
and focused theories will provide improved inputs to the fluner 
design module being developed (501-32-02). Loads analysis 
techniques including aeroelastic effects in considering nonlinear 
aerodynamics will be developed. Both existing and new wind 
tunnel experimental results, will be used to guide and verify the 
new analysis technology. Related work is being done at Langley. 
Ames and Flight. In addition, U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics 
Laboratory has related programs which are coordinated at least 
annually. The DOTISST technical follow.on program has related 
tasks which have been considered in developing this program. 
W73-70032 501 -32-04 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
AST MATERIALS AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS 
Alan L. Caner 805-258-331 1 
(501 -32-05; 501 -32-06) 
The objectives are: to determine the structural performance 
of candidate AST materials and fabricat~on techniques (corrugated 
and honey comb sandwich, composites, conventional skin - 
stringer, etc.) subjected to load and thermal cycling, and to conduct 
a coordinated program of flight and laboratory tests on specimens 
supplied by bngley. For the flight program, representative panels 
would be designed, fabricated and flight rated under contract 
and installed on the YF-12 for exposure to realistic operating 
environment during NASA flight tests. Subsequently the panels 
would be subjected to thermal and load testing in the FRC 
Heat Facility. In addition, a series of small specimens, supplied 
by Langley. will be tested in the laboratory for additional 
background information. 
W73-70033 601 -32-06 
Langley Research Center.. Langley Station. Va. 
AST - MATERIALS AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS - 
TITANIUM 
G. W. Brooks 703-82712042 
The objective of this program is to  advance titanium matgrials 
and structural component technology in order to  provide 
combinations of materials and structural configurations that have 
long-time structural integrity and low weight. To achieve this 
objective a research program will be conducted on the important 
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technology areas including advanced fabrication methods, strength 
and fatigue characteristics of components produced by advanced 
fabrication methods, and the verification of the performance and 
capabil~ties of the fabricated hardware through in-service flight 
tests on the YF-12 airplane. The initial work will be accomplished 
with Ti-6AI-4V. Later work will include studies of new or 
improved titanium alloys to determine their potential role in 
future supersonic aircraft. The work will also include assessment 
of the relative merits of advanced structural concepts for wings 
and fuselage structure. to identify problem areas in such designs 
that may be related to aerodynamic heating: to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of advanced concepts by construction and test of 
representatwe components and to develop design allowables for 
structural elements and components. It is anticipated that this 
program will provide important advances in materials and structural 
component technology for advanced supersonic aircraft and will 
hopefully indicate approaches for achieving lower structural weight. 
improved structural integrity and lower fabrication costs 
W73-70034 501 -32-06 
bngley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
AST - MATERIALS AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS - 
COMPOSITES 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(501 -32-05) 
The objective is to develop and improve composite materials 
and structural component technology in order to achieve longtime 
structural integrity and low weight in future supersonic aircraft 
structures. The technology development program will consist of 
investigations of time-temperature-stress-limitations for different 
types of high-temperature composite materials to determine 
their suitability for advanced supersonic aircrah applications. 
The program will also aim at development of new or improved 
resins. adhesives and coatings. performance of strength, fatigue 
and fracture tests to establish structural integrity for various 
types of composite materials in representative components, and 
fabrication. ground test and installation of suitable components 
on 'the YF-12 airplane for flight service evaluation. The work 
will include development of advanced structural concepts for 
wing and fuselage structure, assessment of problems related to 
aerodynamic heating to establish their influence on design. 
demonstration of the effectiveness of advanced concepts through 
construction and test of representative composite components. 
and development of design allowables for structural elements 
and components of high-temperature composite materials. The 
effects .of simulated longtime supersonic aircraft environment 
exposure on elements and components will be established. The 
development of fabrication methods and nondestructive evaluation 
techniques will also be included. All of these programs will help 
to establish the future role of advanced composite materials in  
structural applications for supersonic aircraft and will help to 
generate the confidence required for the early application of 
such materials. 
W73-70036 601-31-07 
b n g l q  Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
AST WIND TUNNEL TECHNIQUES FOR ~ ' C f l h i  CON1- 
n ~ o u  
G. W. B h  703-827-2042 
(601-22-04) 
The objectives of this program are to establish the feasibility 
of wind tunnel simulation of advanced active control concepts; 
to  develop modeling and testing techniques for elastic mode 
suppression studies, that is. gust load alleviation, ride qualify 
improvement, and flutter suppression; and to define expected 
accuracies in extrapolating the wind tunnel data to full scale 
values. This task is a continuation and extension of current 
Aeroelasticity Branch studies using an existing modified supersonic 
transport delta planform semi-span model wing and a cable 
mounted 8-52 model. The delta wing model can be considered 
similar to that of an SST and will be used to develop fluner 
suppression modeling technology. A later model generally typical 
of an advanced supersonic transport wing would be studied to 
measure the effectiveness of a flutter suppression integrated 
active control system. The wind tunnel studies will be conducted 
in-house with contract support for system des~gn and evalua- 
tion: Related activities are conducted by the U.S. Air Force 
Flight Dynamics Laboratory and a portion of this program is 
being conducted in cooperation with the USAFFDL. 
W73-70036 501 -32-60 
Langley Research Center. bngley Station. Va. 
SUBSONIC/SONIC CTOL TRANSPORT T E C H N O L O G Y :  
STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS (ATT) 
W. J. Alford, Jr. 703-827-3586 
(501-21-20; 501-22-01) 
The objective of this RTOP is to address areas of supporting 
technology required to accelerate and bring to the ready state 
those structures and materials advancements which will result 
in cost effective applications in the next-generation long-haul 
high-subsonic CTOL transports. The primary emphasis will be 
on tasks defined to support the flight validation program which 
is a necessary precursor to  acceptance o f  composites in 
commercial passenger transport service. The approach wil l  
entail early attention to structural design criteria for composites. 
consideration of advanced materials for engine noise reduction. 
and effort in manufacturing technology and verification 
hardware. 
W73-70037 501 -03-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
JOINT UNIVERSITY RESEARCH O N  AIR TRANSPORTA- 
TION AVIONICS 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
(135-06-01 ; 135-1 7-02] 
The primary objective of this effon is to foster development 
of a university research capab~lity across the disciplines that 
involve the avionics and flight control systems of aircraft and 
their interaction with the air traffic and airport airside operating 
environments. A secondary objective is to  encourage university 
interest in interdisciplinary education that will provide engineers 
and scientists capable of attacking the system problems involved 
in these areas of alr transportation. The planned approach is to 
establish a pilot program of research grants at several universities 
currently active in complementary technical areas. Joint university 
research projects and technical interchanges will be stimulated 
by this approach. 
W73-70038 501.03-11 
Ames Research Center. Motfen Field. Calif. 
APPLICATION OF CONTROL AND GUIDANCE THEORY 
TO THE AUTOMATIC AND M A N U A L  CONTROL OF FUTURE 
S T 0 1  AND VTOL AIRCRAFT. 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(768-8 1-03) 
The purpose of this research is to develop the in- 
terrelationships between control theory and the design of flight 
control and avionic systems for STOL and VTOL aircraft. 
Consideration will be given to the definition of the mission and 
to the vehicle environment. including ATC and navigation aids, 
atmospheric and gust effects, and aircraft. noise. Models of the 
aircraft and its subsystems must /be developed for a variety of 
flight modes and these models used for analysis and synthesis 
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of STOL and VTOL aircraft guidance and control systems. The 
resultant models, along with suitable analysis and synthesis 
techniques will be applied to the synthesis of a complete 
control and guidance system for STOL and VTOL aircraft. The 
resultant system will be tested for pilot acceptability As the 
analysis and synthesis of STOL and VTOL systems proceeds, i t  
becomes apparent that new or improved mathematical theories 
are needed to improve the design procedure. Research will be 
conducted, largely through the grant and research associate 
programs, to provide these new and improved theories, and to 
demonstrate their applicability to the ongoing STOL and VTOL 
system designs. 
W73-70039 501 -23-1 1 
bngley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
AUTOMATED VTOL AVIONICS AND SENSOR TECHNOL- 
OGY 
G. 6 .  Graves 703-827-3745 
(776-75-02; 768-81-06; 760-63-041 
This effort will define and develop the advanced avionics 
technology required for reliable. all-weather operations of a 
viable short-haul transponation system in the 1980's. Technology 
developed under this RTOP along with coordinated efforts in 
aeronautics (760-63-04) and operating systems (768-81-06) 
are the major elements of an integrated b R C  program with the 
ultimate goal to  develop and demonstrate operational capability 
of VTOL as a short-haul transportation system The navigation. 
guidance, and control requirements' of enroute, terminal area, 
and approach and landing of VTOL aircraft will be determined 
with emphasis on automatic operations. New technology will be 
used to develop low cost and reliable ratio-inertial navigation 
systems, displays. sensors, and hemispheric coverage landing 
guidance systems. Designs of functionally integrated systems 
will be implemented in prototype hardware for specific VTOL 
aircraft and flight tests win be conducted to evaluate and 
demonstrate systems performance. VTOL guidance, navigation 
and control requirements, and concepts will be investigated by 
extending previous analytical studies, simulation. and flight 
experiments (CH-46C) to include automatic flight and landing 
operations. Point designs for functionally integrated systems will 
be developed and demonstrated in flight operations for a jet-lift 
Harrier (1974) and for an advanced VTOL such as a lift-fan in 
1977. 
W73-70040 501.23-21 
Flight Research Canter. Edwards. Calif. 
GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS AND 
DISPLAYS 
S. W. Gee v 5 - 2 5 8 - 3 3 1 1  
(760-60-05) 
This program is a coordinated effort to provide avionic 
system technology, development and cr~teria that will continue 
the improvements in safety and utility of all aircraft. particularly 
general aviation type aircraft. Various new concepts in flight 
control. navigation, and display systems are being investigated 
through the use of s~mulators and. flight vehicles that will 
reduce the pilot's workload and enhance his performance by 
applying human factors engineering to system design. 
W73-70041 501.23-22 
bngley Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
AVIONICS FOR GENERAL AVIATION 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
The objective is to develop avionics.which will improve 
the safety and uti l~ty of general aviation aircraft operating in the 
environment w ~ t h  air carriers and military vehicles. One effort is 
in the development of collision-hazard warning techniques which 
are suitable for general aviation as well as other classes of 
aircraft. This work 'is based on an open-access CW Doppler 
technique operating at microwave frequencies w i th  unique 
modulation method which permits the measurement of range 
and closing velocity. and the interchange of altitude information 
between aircraft. A low-cost transponder is required on each 
aircraft with the cost of associated interrogation and display 
equipment determined by aircraft performance. The cost of 
installations for low-speed, low-altitude aircraft would be much 
less than the cost for high-performance vehicles. Another effort 
is research on an aircraft position display based on a map 
overlay using liquid crystals. The display would be compatible 
with current VOR receiving equipment. I t  would aid the pilot in 
his navigation task and improve safety during adverse weather 
conditions. 
W73-70042 501-23-23 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARD FOR FLIGHT AP. 
PLlCATlONS 
Fouad G. Major 301-982-561 1 
The objective is to  develop an ultra-stable portable atomic 
frequencyltime standard which, by virtue of its low ultimate 
cost, could be widely accepted and, hence materially contribute 
to the safety and economy of a frequencyltime system of 
aircraft collision avoidance and be useful for other flight 
applications. A standard no larger than one-half cubic foot is 
envisioned in which the atomic resonance, acting as a frequency 
discriminator, has a fractional line width of better than 10 to 
the minus 10 allowing superior performance (bener than one 
part in 1 0  to the 13th power: 1 for 1000 seconds averaging 
time) to be achieved with a relaxation of demands on the 
frequency locking servo electronics and, hence, minimum cost. 
Such a standard must be such. that its atomic resonance line 
width and stability are not compromised by size reduction. This 
requires a radically new approach to the confinement and isolation 
of the reference atomic system. The approach which will be 
pursued is based on the suspension of free atomic ions in high 
frequency electric fields, whose feasibility has already been 
tested with regard to the number and lifetime of ions which 
may be stored. Specifically, ions of isotope 199 of mercury will 
be used which has a microwave hyperfine transition frequency 
of approximately 40.7 GHz. This resonance will be detected by 
an optical method using a mercury 202 lamp. Upon successful 
observation of the microwave resonance early in FY 73, contracts 
will be awarded for the engineering, layout, and fabrication of 
flight model Ion frequencyltime standards. Three prototype units 
are projected to be ready for flight tests in CY 75. 
W73-70043 501 -23-31 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
HIGHLY RELIABLE COMPUTERS FOR ACTIVE CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
New digital computer architectural concepts, techniques. 
and advanced technology will be investigated and developed to 
improve the reliabil~ty and fault tolerance of digital computers 
for the NASA Digital Fly-by-W~re Program (Phase II) and the 
Active Control Technology Program. Hardware redundancy. 
software diagnosis, and self test and repalr will be used to 
establish electron~c systems with improved availability dur~ng 
flight, thereby providing flight safety and instilling pilot 
confidence. Other features w ~ l l  be incorporated to ease ground 
maintenance and shorten equipment down time. Effort will 
conslst of: the establishment of advanced computer design 
capab~lities and design aids; in-house investigat~ons to validate 
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. .. . - -  
reliability improvements; specification of computers for specific W23-70046. 601 -09-03 
programs; and development of new components and devices Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
having potential for reliability improvement of digital systems. H U M A N  RESPONSE .TO THE AERONAUTICAL ENVIRON- 
Maximum use will be made of past and ongoing space technology ' MENT 
efforts. W. R. Winter 805-258-331 1 
, (501 -29-21) 
- -.. . 
The objectives are to evaluate aircrew workload and perform- 
ance, and identify factors influencing pilot error. The appioaches 
W73-70044 501 -23-60 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va. 
SUBSONIC/SONIC CTOL TRANSPORT TECH N O  LOGY:  
AVIONICS AND FLIGHT CONTROLS (AAT) 
W. J. Alford, Jr. 703-827-3586 I ' 
1501-15-01: 791.91-01; 766-73-01) 
The objectives are: to  establish adequate design criteria 
and requirements for flight controls and avionics for high ' 
subsonic/sonic CTOL transports; to establish terminal area 
operating.requirements for high subsonic/sonic CTOL transports 
in  the future terminal area environment; and to investigate 
conceptual control-system designs in light of the established 
requirements. The approaches are to identity constraining criteria 
for application of active controls and propose modifications; 
investigate center of gravity limitations and off-design condi- , 
t lons; define terminal-area Impact on subsonic/sonic CTOL 1 
transport control of flight design requirements and conduct 
studies of the implementation of maneuver-load control, gustload 
alleviation, and reduced static stability for tranzport conf~gura- I 
tions and determine sensor, actuator, and comp-titeL r@uireemsnts. - , #  ' 
This work will be closely coordinated with related efforts under 
, 
RTOPS 135-19-07. 5 0 1 - 2 3 - 1  1. 501  -23-12 .  501-23-22 ,  
501-23-42. 766-75-01. 766-75-02, 768-81-01. 768-81-02. , 
and 768-8 1-05. 
W73-70045 501  -09-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO THE AERONAUTICAL ENVIRON- 
MENT 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(501 -29-1 1) 
The objective of this work is to further the understanding 
of the psychophysiological effects of aircraft noise on people 
and to develop a quantitative understanding of individual response 
to noise exposure. This objective includes the development of 
research evaluation techniques and measuring scales along with 
accomplishment of research to assess effects of nose on sleep. 
subjective reactions. and hearing. Emphasis will be placed on 
laboratory studies with complementary studies in communities 
exposed to noise and with special overflight programs where 
selected juries are exposed to noise. Studies will be concerned 
with responses of people during both awake and sleep periods 
and under background noise conditions associated with outdoor. 
indoor, and inflight situations. Laboratory studies will be 
complemented by residential studies to obtain basic information 
on responses of people living near airports. Studies will evaluate 
both auditory and non-auditory effects of low frequency nolse 
(below 300 Hzl on people. The development of methods for 
conducting meaningful laboratory tests will be directed toward 
obtaining improved stimuli presentation and improved subjective 
response measures. Included will be studies to generate testing 
methods and procedures to be used in the new Aircract Noise 
Reduction Laboratory. Studies w ~ l l  be conducted to evaluate 
hearing threshold shifts and will include effects ranglng form 
temporary hearing effects to ear damage. Studies will be initiated 
to develop a program to futher the understanding of responses 
of people to sonic booms with special attention to low level 
sonic boom exposures. , . 
are to: 1. study and define pilot tasks, workload and performance; 
2. evaluate effects of various existing and proposed displays on 
performance; 3, correlate pilot performance on established tasks 
with physiological responses: and 4. study and define contingencies 
leading to pilot error in aircraft accidents. 
W73-70047 501 -29-01 
Ames Research en te r .  Moffen Field, Calif. 
ACCEPTANCE OF AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS - TECHNOLOGY 
ASSESSMENT 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
(741 -72-06) 
The objectives of this program are to develop an understan- 
ding of the social effects of technology innovations. as exemplified 
by STOL transport systems. and to provide technology that will 
lead to improved safety and comfon 6f aircraft crows and 
- passengersT-Studies 6xofithe<ho% andlong term soc/al impact& 
(including economic. psychological and political of STOL as an 
element of the total transport system will be continued. Prototype 
seatlrestraint systems will be designed, fabricated, impact tested 
and subjected to passenger comfort acceptance. Design., fabrica- 
tion and testing of the liquid cooled collar for aircrew thermal 
protection of helicopter pilots will be completed. 
W73.70048 501-29-1 1 
' Langley Research Center, bngley Stat~on. Va. 
ACCEPTANCE OF AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS - COMMUNITY 
NOISE 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(50 1-09-02) 
The objective of this work is to evaluate (a) noise 
characteristics of advanced VTOL and STOL aircraft. (b) acoustic 
retrofit systems for CTOL aircraft, and Ic) noise alleviation 
procedures for aircraft and airport operations. This work will 
provide criter~a for the prediction of community acceptance of 
aircraft operations/airport community noise. Emphasls will be 
placed on laboratory studies and airport-community studies/ 
surveys which may be supplemented by programed overtlight 
studies. These studies will be closely interrelated withlor in 
support of NASA project activities (STOLl  and w i th  the 
DOT/FAA (acoust~c retrofit) and PONYA (DPRS) in programs to 
control aircraft and airport noise. The laboratory techniques 
employed will range from listening room testing with trained 
subjects to real-life situations where test environments represent 
the airport-community home and where the test subjects may 
be people plagued by aircraft noise. Survey programs will be 
initiated to improve and validate annoyance predictive equations 
and to provide data for presenting this information in a handbook 
form. Further studies will be made to evaluate the potential of 
alleviating airport-community noise exposure bv means of 
runway selectivity based on dynamic preferential runway systems 
which have shown considerable promise in initial operations at 
JFK lnternat~onal Airport. 
W73-70049 501 -29-12 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
ACCEPTANCE OF A I R C R A F T  O P E R A T I O N S  - R I D E  
QUALITY 
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
The obiectives are: to establish the aspects of airplane 
flight that are critical to passenger acceptance of the quality of 
the ride experienced. and to establish criteria useful in the 
design of aircraft and ride smoothing systems and to establish 
limits in procedures for aircraft operations particularly in terminal 
areas so that the ride is generally acceptable. A research 
program is in progress which involves field studies using current 
scheduled airline systems. The flight characteristics of the aircraft 
and subject responses to the ride experiences are being measured. 
A simulation program is planned using three Langley simulators 
whose characteristics are such that frequencies of motion and 
vibrations ranging from less than one HZ to 35 Hz will be 
investigated. The visual aspects will be an inherent part of dne 
simulation studies. Subjects and motions used and experienced 
in the field studies will be' used and the elements of the motion 
critical to ride acceptance will be isolated. Field studies, using 
one or more airplane simulators, the General Purpose Airborne 
Simulator (GPAS) at FRC. the Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) 
at Comell Aero Lab, and the Navion Variable Stability Aircraft 
at Princeton, will be performed to verify the findings of the 
ground-based simulations and the analysis of general flight 
studies. These experiments will be used for the establishment 
of an evolving set of criteria for ride smoothness requirements 
and operational limits as they regard airplane attitude, 
acceleration, and angular motions. 
W73-70060 501 -29-21 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
ACCEPTANCE OF A I R C R A F T  O P E R A T I O N S  - R I D E  
QUALITY 
W. R. Winter 805-258-331 1 
(501 -29-1 2; 501 -09-03) 
This flight test program investigates the rilationship of 
vehicle motion to passenger comfort. A variable stability aircraft 
provides the necessary in-flight control of vehicle motion and 
conditions .from wh)ch an assessment of passenger ride quality 
can be made. The program will validate some existing simulator 
data and will provide flight data in new areas which are beyond 
most groundbase simulator capabilities. The effect is coord~nated 
with other Government agencies and industry for the purpose 
of having a common basis and understanding from which ride 
quality criteria may be established. 
W73-70051 501 -29-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
H. P Klein 415-965-5094 
(501 -29-031 
This program w i l l  investigate flight management and 
crew/system interaction mechanisms and requirements for 
advanced aircraft. The program will develop working specifications 
for a fully integrated airborne flight, system. Special attention 
wil l  be given to safety, human factors and full system simulation. 
The objectives will: (1) determine system/pilot communication 
requirements (esp.ecially C R T  displays) for aircraft flight 
management in the 1980's and define the content. format, 
location, functions, and pilot procedures for such displays; (2) 
determine pilot/system communication requirements and device 
specifications for entering alphanumeric data and system 
commands; and 13) integrate the results of objectives 1 and 2 in 
the design of a representative flight deck system. Full-flight 
simulation is being developed in the Ames Biotechnology 
Simulation Facility that involves piloted full mission profiles 
from take-off to. lending. The simulation development is an 
in-house effort with some contracts to provide necessary computer 
programming and supportive studies as required. Evaluations 
will be made of the effects of the pilot-system interface and 
cockpit environment on: (a) the pilot's ability to be constantly 
apprised of past, present and (predicted) future system status; 
(b) the pilot's ability to monitor the system for exceeding 
performance tolerances or system failures; and (c) the pilot's 
ability to make decisions and execute them in an accurate and 
timely manner. 
W73-70052 501 -29-13 
bngley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
The proliferation and increasing complexity of flight deck 
crew tasks (such as aircraft systems monitoring and control. 
traffic control, collision avoidance, etc.) make it mandatory to 
keep these functions withln the crew's workload capacity - with 
a reserve margin for emergency situations. The task is to 
develop techniques for optimizing crew functions at both the 
systems and subsystems levels. The objective is to apply these 
techniques to the definition of efficient systems for advanced 
CTOL, VTOL. QUESTOL (in cooperation with ARC in appropriate 
areas), etc. Previous approaches have been primarily on an ad 
hoc, subjective basis resulting in a multitude of competing 
systems and procedures. The necessity for less confusion and 
conflict and for more standardization requires the application of 
objective methods for the design and development of viable 
systems and procedures. Therefore, this ATOP wiii concentrate 
on the following: la) Development. evaluation. and validation 
of theories and analyrical techniques which model the pilot and 
crew as information gatherers and processors. decision makers 
and system managers for use in systems design and evaluation. 
Use of conventional pilot models which treat the human as a 
servomechanism will be de-emphasized. (b) Development and 
validation of objectlve measurement techniques for determining 
workload under realistic conditions, as opposed to constrained 
and often-encumbered laboratory situations. Crucial tothis activity 
is the application of the oculometer and development of on-line 
oculometer data analysis procedures. For example. complete 
oculometer data should be an effective alternative to physiological 
workload measures. 
W73-70063 501 -29-03 
Ames, Research Center.. Moffen Field. &lif. 
SIMULATION RESEARCH FOR AERONAUTICS 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
(501 -29-02; 501 -09-01) 
Research is being conducted on existing Ames simulators 
to identify, define and solve problems related to technology 
advances iequired for higher-fidelity more cost-effective simulators 
used for aircraft research and development end for pilot iraining. 
Specific programs underway include: (1 )i developing information 
on pilots' perception and use of motion cues in flight control 
tasks. (21 establishing minimum field-of-view requirements for 
CTOL and STOL simulation. (3) developing improved methods 
for quantifying pilot performance and workload in simulators, 
(4) developing techniques t o  measure the pilot's display 
information usage. (5) developing improved methods for generating 
landing scenes. and (6) developing models of the pilot's visual 
process. Concurrent research is also being carried out to develop 
advanced hardware and software to increase the number and 
fidelity of cues provided the pilot in eircraft research simulators. 
This work is based, in part, on previous research results from 
the programs described ebove and others. Specific work addressed 
in this program is: (1) investigation of the effectiveness of 
apparent vertical motion cues, e.g.. seat cushion inflation, in 
replacing actual motions. and the development of better washout 
techniques for motion simulators. (2) development of improved 
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visual systems, including a better virtual-image lens system. 
wider field-of-view. and flying spot scanner techniques for 
generating visual cues without the use of a model-camera 
system and (3) development of more flexible and realistic control 
feed systems for aircraft simulation. 
W73-70054 501-29-14 
bngley Research Center. bngley Station. Va. 
FLIGHT SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY - PILOTING CUES 
G. 6 .  Graves 703-827-3745 
The objective of this research is to  obtain the knowledge 
required to produce valid simulation of crew tasks in controlling 
vehicles under typical flight conditions while minimizing the 
complexity of the simulation equipment. Primary factors to be 
considered include the detail, resolution, and field-of-view of 
visual systems, the amount ,of motion and dynamic motion 
response, and the influence of other environmental factors such 
as noise. Existing simulators will be used to study vision and 
motion cue requirements for a range of flight conditions so that 
a better understanding can be obtalned of the vision-vestibular 
system. The Real-Time Dynamic Simulator (RDS) is being used 
to study large-amplitude, low-frequency motions. The Vision- 
Motion Simulator (VMS), which incorporates a visual display 
mounted in a cockpit capable of rapid motion about all axes, 
will be used to investigate maneuvers involving higher frequency 
motions. In addition, attention will be given to evaluation of the 
factors involved in the use of simulators for training; here. the 
approach is to  benefit by analysis of ongoing simulation work 
at bngley, including programs in the Differential Maneuvering 
Simulator (DMS). 
W73-70055 501 -39-01 
Ames Research Center, Moffen Field. Calif. 
SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY FOR AERONAUTICS 
Leonard Robem 41 5-965-5066 
(501 -26-08) 
Simulation technology research and development is being 
conducted to develop advanced hardware to increase the number 
and fidelity of cues provided to the pilot in simulations of 
advanced aircraft. Results of this research and development are 
directly applicable to the development of advanced flight simulators 
for aeronautical research and for pilot training. Simulation 
technology is being advanced through the application of 
high-speed digital computers, through the development of highly 
sophisticated computer analysis and programming techniques, 
and through the development and operation o f  complex 
high-performance mot ion generating equipment. Current 
simulation technology is being restricted by limitations to the 
visual scene being presented to the pilot. Work under this 
RTOP in FY '73 is being concentrated on the development of 
techniques and equipment to  improve the visual scene. 
W73-70066 601-39-1 1 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
FLIGHT SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY - S l M  U L A T I O N  
TECHNIQUES 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
(501-29-14) 
Computer based flight simulation studies permeate all phases 
of aerospace technology development, from conceptual design 
through pilot training. The alliance of flexible simulator hardware 
with high-speed computing equipment represents a research 
epproach to problems that could not otherwise be practically 
=bed. The objective of the work under this RTOP is to  provide 
substantial improvement in NASA's capability for flight simulation 
through the integration of the specialized simulation espects of 
computer science, applied mathematics, optics, and servomech- 
anisms. Emphasis will be placed on computer techniques for 
visual scene generation to remove the field-of-view restrictions 
which encumber present systems. Effort will be undertaken on 
advanced mathematical and computing techniques to permit a 
high degree of simulat~on f~delity within reasonable computer 
memory and speed limitations. This also includes work on 
optimal strategies to handle the onset and washout cues to 
simulate flight motions within the limited displacements which 
are practical for ground simulators. Development and procurement 
will be undertaken on specialized systems which are capable of 
providing general support to a broad spectrum of aeronautical 
research programs where it has not been practical to  support 
these efforts by individual program funding. 
W73-70057 501 -04-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field, Calif. 
BASIC NOISE RESEARCH 
L Robens 41 5-965-5066 
This research is directed at improving the understa,nding of 
the fundamentals of aerothermodynamic noise generation and 
propagation. The primary objective is to  develop improved and/or 
new methods for prediction of airfoil generated noise and noise 
generated in jet exhausts and in jet flap devices. The research 
wil l  involve both analytical and experimental studies of 
aerodynamic noise generation in propulsion and lift producing 
fluid flows. 
w73-70058 501-04-01 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
BASIC NOISE RESEARCH 
Arthur A. Medeiros 21 6-433-6654 
(501-24-01) 
This work is directed toward obtaining an understanding 
of the principles involved in the generation and suppression of 
turbomachinery and jet noise. The work includes both analytical 
and experimental studies. Experiments are conducted both on 
small-scale and full-scale hardware. Experimental results are 
used to guide analytical studies. 
w73-70059 501 -04-01 
Langley Research Center. bngley Station. Va. 
BASIC NOISE RESEARCH 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(501 -24-01 ) 
The objectives of this work are t o  obtain improved 
understanding of the fundamentals of noise generation and 
noise suppression of gas turbine power plants of commercial. 
general aviation, and military CTOL aircrah under various operating 
conditions and for which such components as exhaust jets. 
burners, blades, and vanes are significant noise sources. The 
objectives include the identification of noise generation 
mechanisms. development of methods of predicting radiated 
noise, and the identification and evaluation of approaches to 
noise reduction. Both theoretical and experimental studies are 
involved and work will be accomplished in-house and under 
contract. Emphasis is placed on substantially improving the 
capability of existing jet noise research systems. Jet exhaust 
noise studies will be performed in-house on small models to 
correlate measurements of the flow field with near field and far 
field acoustic measurements in order to  locate the virtual sources. 
Emphasis is on subsonic exit velocities for the purpose of 
defining the requirements for optimum jet exhaust noise suppressor 
designs. The effects of nozzle configuration, sound speed profiles. 
and combustion effects will be included. Contract and grant 
studies will evaluate the effects of combustion end nozzle 
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configurations and will develop improved analytical prediction 
procedures. In-house studies will be made to define high frequency 
blade loads as related to high pressure ratio operations. 
W73-70060 601 -04-01 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
BASlC NOISE RESEARCH 
R. R. McDonald 21 3-354-6186 
The general objectives of this task are: (1)  to obtain a 
correlation between the fluctuations and the intensity and 
frequency spectrum of the noise radiated from supersonic jets 
and (2) to reduce the noise generated by attempting to reduce 
the turbulence and the shear. Experimental measurements of 
the perceptive noise level are made at selected locations in the 
surroundings of high temperature jets emerglng from a nozzle. 
The temperature of the air flowing through the nozzle is elevated 
by burning methanol or jet fuel as is done in a jet engine. 
However, the flow is mixed and controlled much more closely 
than 'in an actual engine. Compressed air is supplied on a 
steady state basis by an existing air compressor facility at 
pressures encountered in turbojet engines. Measurements of 
mass flow rate, gas temperature and pressure are made to  
determine the flow condit~ons. Velocity distributions in the jets 
are determ~ned from measurements of pressures and temperatures 
obtained with probes. Three significant pleces of information are 
acquired from crossed laser beams set up as a Schlieren s);stem. 
First, a radial distribution of the fluctuating dens~ty: second. the 
convection velocity of the moving eddies; and third a relation- 
ship between the fluCua!ing density and the radiated nolse are 
establ~shed. Microphones are located so that the noise radiated 
from predetermined volume elements of the jet can be identified. ' 
The frequency spectrum is analyzed and correlations established 
between the fluctuating densities and the radiated noise. The 
tests are conducted in an anechoic chamber. 
W73-70061 501 -04-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
BASlC POLLUTION RESEARCH 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(1  60-44-79) 
The objective of this research is to provide basic data for 
use in the assessment of the impact on the atmosphere of 
jet-powered aircraft operations. The data will be used for the 
development of impact assessment models and for the planning 
of atmospher~c experiments with jet powered aircraft. The 
approach involves theoretical studies of the production of 
pollutants by jet engines and of the interaction of these pollutants 
with the atmosphere; both chemical and hydrodynamical aspects 
will be considered. Sensitivity studies with theoretical models 
will Identify critical chemical reactions for study in the laboratory. 
Both the theoretical and the experimental studies will be utilized 
in stratospher~c and tropospheric pollution dispersion models 
that are being developed under other RTOP's. 
W73-70062 501 -04-02 
Langley Research Center, bng ley  Station, Va. 
BASlC POLLUTION RESEARCH 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The oblect~ves are: (1)  to develop a mathematical description 
of the interaction of combustion emiss~ons from aircraft with 
the stratospheric environment. The mathematical model w ~ l l  be 
concerned with the wake region in the immediate vicinity of 
the aircraft and will incorporate kinetics, mixing, and the 
space-time variation of the concentration of reactants: (2) t o  
get a better understanding of thk influence.of various chemical and 
physical factors on the production of gaseous and particulate pol- 
lutants in high temperature combustion 8ymtemn with emphas~s on 
nitric oxide and mot formation. %me of the factors to be examined 
include the nature of the fuel, pressure. temperature mixing. and 
diffusion. These factors will be examined by using flame burners 
and a shock tube to  produce well characterized combustion environ- 
ments. (3) to develop a flight configured mass spectrometer to 
provide in situ measurements of contaminated from high altitude 
a~rcraft P small mass spectrometer. previously designed and devel- 
oped.\wilf be altered to a flighk configuration (over.':guideline iteml); 
W73-70063 501 -04-02 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
BASlC POLLUTION RESEARCH 
Rob Roy McDonald 21 3-354-61 8 6  
The objective of Part I of this RTOP is to measure the 
rate constants of key reactions in the upper atmosphere which 
affect the stability of the ozone layer and which involve pollutants 
emined by high-flying aircrah. The approach is experimental In 
nature. and measurements will be made under cond~tions of 
temperature and pressure which simulate those of the upper 
atmosphere. The NO emissions from conventional aircraft gas 
turbines increases as operational combustion temperatures 
continue an increasing trend. The overal goal of Pan II of t h ~ s  
RTOP is to  demonstrate how this emission can be minimized 
by jud~cious control of fuel-air mix~ng and thermochemistry. The 
near term objective is to evaluate the potent~al for s~gnificant 
NO reduction of such unconvent~onal design concepts as increased 
fuel atomization, fuel prevaporization and premixing, prcduct 
gas recirculation, staged combustion, nonadiabatic combustion. 
and various comb~nations of these. Initially, design studies will 
be made to delineate the impact of these concepts on NO and 
other pollutants. Analyses will emphasize m~xing, and chemical 
equil~bria/kinetics effects in attempting to exploit the relatively 
slow NO reaction. 
W73-70064 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
BASlC PROPULSION RESEARCH 
Walter 0 .  Logan. Jr. 216-433-6429 
(791-91-10) 
Realistic assessment of aeronautical mission requirements. 
propuls~on technology needs. and engine component and system 
characterist~cs requlres that fundamental criter~a governing the 
operation of airbreathing propulsion systems be Identified and 
explored on a systematic basis. In-house programs and 
NASA-supported university research will be ~n i t~a ted  or merged 
with current programs to provide input on problems such as: 
Des~gn characteristics and propulsion systems requirements for 
future a~rcraft and aeronautical missions; Fluid mechanics of 
advanced turbomachinery; Thermodynamic and f l u~d  flow 
characteristics of combustion processes for operation in the 
hypersonic f l~ght regime; Basic studies In other areas requiring 
an interdisciplinary viewpoint to perceive and def~ne propulsion 
technology requirements. 
W73-70065 501 -04-03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
BASlC PROPULSION RESEARCH 
L. Roberts 41 5.965-5066 
This effort is a continuation of the work to Investigate 
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a a n c e  hypersonic inlat flow fields. The major objective is to 
conduct coordinated experimental and analytical studies of 
hypersonic inlat flows in which the effects of coupling between 
the inlet. fuel ~njection system and combustor will be evaluated. 
and in which fuel injection and combustor pressure rise are 
simulated so that the effects of these factors on mixing. flow 
distonion and inlet performance can be determined. A body of 
detailed internal flow data. urgently needed to enable assessments 
of analytical methods. will be obtained. The study will be 
conducted utilizing both in-house and contract efforts. and will 
be conducted in phases. 
W73-70066 51 0-04.02 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
BASIC POLLUTION RESEARCH 
R. A. Rudey 216-433-6160 
1501 -24-02: 501 -24- 18) 
The concentration of various particulate and gaseous 
pollutants in the. reglon of the atmosphere between 20.000 and 
40.000 feet will be measured by employing sampling devices 
on commercial alr transports. These measurements will be used 
to establish baseline data on the contaminants in the atmosphere 
in order to deduce the contribution of jet aircraft to atmospheric 
pollution. and basic studles will be conducted to develop and 
better understand the factors involved in the formation and 
dispersion of jet englne pollutants. This information may then 
be used to determine the necessary steps required to reduce 
pollution by jet alrcrah. Components to be measured include 
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide. oxides of nitrogen, oxides of 
sulphur, ozone. water vapor. and total particulates. 
W73-70067 501 -24-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
NOISE TECHNOLOGY 
A. A. Medeiros 2 16-433-6654 
(501-04-01: 765-68-01) 
Research is performed on fan and jet source noise and its 
suppresslon. Engine noise testing w ~ l l  be conducted with the 
CTOL MK I Quiet Engines incorporating an acoustically treated 
nacelle. In the fan source noise research. the effects of several 
aerodynamic design principles on noise will be investigated The 
6-foot fan acoustic test rig will be used to evaluate the design 
changes. Jet source noise research will be conducted to determine 
the effect of nozzle scale and geometry changes on noise over 
a wide range of subsonic and supersonic jet velocities. The 
J-85 hot jet facility and several smaller hot and cold flow 
support test rigs will be used in this study. Full-scale J-85 
suppressor nozzles. Including novel designs, will be evaluated to 
assess noise suppression characterist~cs at both low and high 
jet velocities. Acoustic liner technology for exhaust jet noise 
suppression IS being investigated. This work is belng conducted 
by Boeing under a NASA contract (NAS3-15570). 
W73-70068 501  -24-01 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
NOISE TECHNOLOGY 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(501 -04-01 ) 
The objective of this work is to develop technology for 
use In the reduction of propulsion systems noise, Included are 
objectives (a) to develop and verify methods of predicting the 
propagation of sound in and radiation from acoustically lined 
ducts for airflow and (b) to develop and verlfy methods of 
predicting the performance of resonator and expansion chamber 
exhaust mufflers for reciprocating and rotary engines. A broad 
range of both analytical and experimental studies is required. 
This includes precision measurements of the sound fields inside 
of finite ducts with airflow of varying cross sectional areas and 
with and without acoustical treatment materials. Also required 
are studies of model scaling, test techniques including spinning 
mode synthesizer applications and the evaluation of the acoustical 
performance of duct liner materials at ambient and elevated 
temperatures. In-house materials and duct propagation studies 
are planned and these will be augmented with contract studies. 
A basic need is the development of exhaust muffler performance 
prediction methods for the basic behavlor of the resonator 
elements and their interactions with adjacent resonators and 
with the main exhaust flow. and the application of computer 
techniques to the optimization of muffler performance. 
W73-70069 501 -24-02 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
POLLUTION TECHNOLOGY 
R. A. Rudey 216-433-6160 
Various techniques for reducing pollutant emissions will be 
investigated in full-scale primary combustors. various combustor 
segment rigs and In basic flame tube-type rigs. Techniques that 
will be explored for reducing nitric oxide emissions will include 
reduced reaction zona dwell-time, prevaporization of fuel, and 
premixing of fuel and alr prior to combustion, Improved fuel 
atomization and primary zone fuel-air ratlo optimization will be 
investigated for measuring carbon 'monoxide and unburned 
hydrocarbon emission. Extensive tests will be required in order 
to evolve combustor configurations which combine low pollutant 
engine characterist~cs with acceptable levels of other required 
combustion performance characteristics A contract program will 
be conducted to identify the odor causing constituents in gas 
turbine engine exhaust at engine idle conditions. A contract 
program will be initiated to study pollutant emission characterist~cs 
of small engine combustors and to develop technology for 
reducing these emissions. A contract program will be initiated 
to develop technology related to  dividing and distributing fuel to  
many low-pressure premix-type fuel injectors to be used for 
Investigating fuel distribution effects on emissions. 
W73-70070 501 -24-18 
Lew~s Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo. 
CLEAN COMBUSTOR TECHNOLOGY 
R. A. Rudey 216-433-61 6 0  
A three-phase program will be initiated to generate and 
demonstrate the technology requlred to develop advanced CTOL 
aircraft engines with lower exhaust emissions than is posslble 
using current technology. The effort is primarily aimed at advanced 
commerical engines with compressor pressure ratios of 2 0  to 
35  but will also conslder military engine requirements. Primary 
emphasls will be placed on reduclng nitric oxide emission but 
reductions in unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, smoke. 
and particulates will also be sought. These reductions in pollutant 
emissions will be accomplished with minimum and acceptable 
sacrifices in other normal combustion performance requirements. 
The three phases will consist of initial screening of candidate 
configurations (e.g.. N A S A .  LeRC s w ~ r l - c a n  combustor).  
experimental test ing of  best candidates, and an actual 
demonstration of the best designk) In a modern high pressure 
ratio engine. Th~s  effort is a change in scope of an existing 
activity staned in FY 1972 under RTOP 132-86-02. 
W73-70071 501 -24-05 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
INLET TECHNOLOGY 
L Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
The objective of this research is to provide information 
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needed in the design and operation of effic~ent air induction 
systems .for supersonic aircraft. The specific areas receiving 
attention are: (1)  a general understanding of basic flow problems 
encountered (f low fields at inlet entrance, boundary layer 
growth, interaction with shocks, separation. bleed, etc..) and 
derivation of mathematical design procedures; (2) more detailed 
studies of two general classes of inlets, two-dimensional and 
axisymmetric, (31 continuous up-dating of available computer 
programs derived to aid in inlet design. and (4) flow distort~on 
and fluctuations at the compressor face. The research studies 
are both analytical and experimental, and involve in-house, grant. 
and contract efforts. 
W73-70072 501 -24-05 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SUBSONIC A N D  SUPERSONIC INLET TECHNOLOGY 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objectives are: to develop an understanding of the 
inlet and propulsion system requirements for advanced aircraft, 
to determine the types of designs which satisfy these requirements. 
and to provide the technology required to assure successful 
operation of these inlets. The research is applicable to  both 
military and commercial aircraft Currently primary emphasis is 
directed toward developing reliable methods for predicting the 
pressure distributions on inlet and nacelle surfaces at subsonic 
and transonic speeds. Contracts have been awarded to Grumman 
Aerospace and General Electric Corps. to  develop analytical 
methods for predicting these pressure distributions. Experimental 
research on axisymmetric nacelles and rectangular, rarnp- 
compression-surface inlets is being conducted in-house for 
correlation with the analytical results. Design procedures will be 
developed from this information. 
W73-70073 501 :24-05 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
INLET TECHNOLOGY 
M. A. Beheim 216-433-4000 
1501 -24-03: 501 -24-1 3) 
Bas~c inlet technology will be developed to improve the 
methods for design of supersonic inlets. These methods include 
prediction of their steady-state and dynamic performance and 
compatibility with the airframe and engine. Inlet operating 
conditions from takeoff with noise suppression through subsonic 
crulse and transonic acceleration to supersonic cruise Mach 
numbers will be covered. These methods wi l l  include a 
comprehensive set of computer programs to analyze the viscous 
and invisc~d inlet flows and empirical data correlations from a 
matrix of supersonic cruise and dash inlets operating in both 
isolated and installed environments. Methods will be developed 
to evaluate such barrier problems as inlet-engine compatibility. 
inlet-aidrame compatibility and  sola at ion of propulsion systems 
in single or twin nacelles. Effects of scale and flight conditions 
will be evaluated. Experimental programs will take place in 
10x10, 8x6 and on the F-106 aircraft. Computer programs will 
be developed in-house and on contract and analysis will be 
compared with experimental results. 
W73-70074 601 -24-06 
bngley Research Canter. Langley Station. Va. 
NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(501 -1 7-01) 
A prime goal of jet exlt research is to achieve exhaust 
nozzle designs capable of near ideal conversion of the pressure 
and thermal energy of the englne internal flow into thrust of 
the exhaust jet: and. to devise and investigate exheust nozzle 
mechanisms. whlch permit var~ation of throat size and nozzle 
expansion ratio to maintain this near Ideal performance over 
any required range of vehicle airspeed and nozzle pressure ratio. 
An equally Important goal is realization of systematic design 
procedures for incorporation of single or multiple exhaust nozzles 
into an airframe to yield a configuration not penalized by loss 
of thrust or increase in drag related. to the exhaust nozzle 
installat~on. A further goal IS continued study of boundary layer 
and jet mixlng, and of jet effects on base and boattail drag. 
and to reduce to science the knowledge of these mutual 
interferences between exhaust jet plume. airframe. and external 
airstream, with a view to explo~t hese phenomena for achievement 
of improved vehicle performance. The term exhaust nozzle here 
is meant to include jet noise suppressors and thrust reversers. 
Studles of the effect of jet deflection on lift Induced on the 
airframe will be continued. This work IS directed toward aircraft 
configurations of high rnaneuverabil~ty and increased range. 
Exploitation of jet entrainment of the external flow to improve 
pressure recovery on the airframe and to reduce induced drag 
on the wing will be continued, lnvestlgation of exhaust nozzles 
capable of jet noise attenuation yet having high performance 
over a wide speed range will be continued. 
W73-70075 501 -24-07 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohlo. 
FAN AND COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY 
M. J. Hartmann 216-433-6650 
Approaches to reduce fan and compressor we~ght, to improve 
performance, and to reduce noise generation will be Investigated 
Reduct~ons in component weight can be obtained by increasing 
stage pressure ratio, thus reducing the number of stages and 
by increasing the flow rate to obtain a smaller diameter. Low 
noise requires optimization of blade row spacing. rotating speed 
and blade loading. These light weight fans and compressors 
must also operate effic~ently and without stall over a broad 
range of operating conditions including severely distorted inlet 
flow. (a) Blading for higher stage pressure ratio compressors 
must be designed to operate at higher Mach numbers and 
higher levels of aerodynamic loading. (bl Approaches such as 
casing treatment to improve stall margin and distortion tolerance 
for high Mach number. hlgh loading stages must be studied. (c) 
High flow capacity designs with high axial velocity and low hub 
tip ratio whlch will be applicable to hlgh bypass ratio turbojet 
englnes will be studied. (dl Low noise fans with optlmlzed 
blade spacing and blade shapes des~gned to minimize shock 
noise must be investigated. (e) Initial steps must be taken to 
develop three-dimensional design techniques which will accurately 
predict flow choking limitations and three dimensional shock 
configurations. ( f )  Promising concepts developed in single stage 
studies will be incorporated into multistage designs to study 
stage matching effects. 
W73-70076 601 -24-08 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
COMBUSTOR TECHNOLOGY 
R. A. Rudey 216-433-6160 
Primary combustor research will establish the technology 
necessary for combustors having high performance and good 
durability at operating conditions typical of edvenced commercial 
and military aircraft. Three different types of primary combustors 
are under investigation: a rern Induction combustor. e sw~rl-can 
modular combustor, end a one-s~de-entry combustor. Extensive 
tests are needed to assess the overell merit of these different 
deslgns. Prlmery combustors of three sizes will be investigated 
with varying configurstions considered for each individual slze. 
The reheat burner program will be aimed primarily at ,the 
mixed-flow, high core engine turbine exhaust temperature type 
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of engine. Reheat burner concepts such as swirl-can modular 
elements, fuel prevaporizlng and. premixing configurat~ons will 
be investigated. Research will be conducted on combustor liner 
cooling, jet penetration. and mixing. primary zone mixing, fuel 
injection. swirl-can modules, high energy ignition systems, and 
short length combustor inlet diffusers. 
W73-70077 501 -24-09 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
TURBINE TECHNOLOGY 
Jack 8. Esgar 2 16-433-6625 
(501-21 -31 ; 501-38-13) 
The turbine program includes research on turbine aerodyna- 
mics, turbine cool~ng. and turbine life. Each of these areas are 
interrelated, and it is not practical to conduct research In one 
area without considering how the other areas will be affected. 
Advanced cooling schemes for very high gas temperature operation 
will require increased use of fllm and transpiration cooling. The 
effects of these and other types of cooling air discharge are 
being investigated from the standpoints of both heat transfer 
and aerodynamics. and the effects on blade life will be investigated 
in the future. The turbine aerodynamics research is also 
investigating the effect of air discharge in the form of a jet flap 
for provlding pneumatic variable geometry to the turbine. 
Inves!igations are being made on multistage turbines with work 
factors from 3 to 5 for application to high bypass ratio lift or 
cruise engines. Heat transfer. fluid flow, aerodynamics. and life 
investigations are underway for a variety of convection, film. 
and transpiration configurations for turbine sizes ranglng from 
those for hellcopter engines to high spool turbines for turbofan 
engines. Fundamental heat transfer investigations on film and 
transpiration cooling are also continuing. Turblne cooling problems 
become much more severe at the very high heat fluxes that are 
encountered with turbine inlet temperatures In excess of 3000 F. 
and high gas pressures encountered with compressor pressure 
ratios in the range from 30 to 40. Design and fabrication of a 
turbine rlg to investigate the aerodynamic, heat transfer. and 
life problems encountered with these high temperature. high 
pressure turbines will be accomplished using CofF funds. 
W73-70078 501-24-10 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SUBSIDIARY MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
W. J. Anderson 2 16-433-4000 
(502-01 -07: 502-31 -51) 
Basic materials, development. deslgn theory, analysis and 
experimentation will be performed for extreme conditions with 
lubricants. lubrication systems component materials and 
component designs for bearings and seals of advanced aircraft 
turblne engines to  achieve efficient performance. reliability and 
extended life Materials, fabrication techniques. design and 
lubrication techniques for gearing will be developed. Analytic 
techniques for balancing, determining and controlling the dynamic 
behavior of shafts and rotors will be developed and corroborated 
experimentally to provide better design tools for high speed 
turbomachinery, shafting and transmissions. 
W73-70079 501 -24-1 9 
Ames Research Canter. Moffen Field. Calif. 
AST PROPULSION NOISE 
L. Robens 41 5-965-5066 
(780-81-01; 501-24-1 1) 
This RTOP covers research to reduce the noise level of 
supersonic aircraft. The noise comes from two sources, turbulent 
jet mixing from the engine exhaust, and compressor noise. 
Much research in these areas has been conducted In the past, 
however nearly all was done at zero forward speed. Recent 
work has Indicated that the jet turbulent mixlng noise reduction 
expected at forward speed does not occur with mlxer suppressor 
nozzles. thus expected nose reductions do not materialize. From 
the standpoint of compressor noise, distortion at the compressor 
face arising from aircraft attitude and flow around the airframe 
can increase noise. This increase in noise can probably be 
avolded by proper engine placement and/or careful inlet design. 
Solution of these problems requires research at forward speed 
in a ground based facility, that is in a wind tunnel. The proposed 
program develops techniques for noise measurements in wind 
tunnels and provides for the necessary research measurements. 
The first study is of compressor and exhaust noise using a J-85 
engine and existing inlet and suppressor hardware. This 
nacelle-alone study in the Ames 40- by 80- Foot Wlnd Tunnel 
will develop both techniques and privde research ~nformation. 
The second program will involve studies of small scale mixer 
nozzles at forward speed. The thlrd program will study installat~on 
effects. With results from the first 3 studies and DOT sponsored 
studies, the best inlet and exhaust devices will be selected for 
nacelle-alone studies in the wind tunnel. Finally, using all these 
results plus aerodynamic results, an advanced airframe-englne 
concept will be developed and studied at large scale. 
W73-70080 501 -24-20 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
AST POLLUTION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
1501 -04-02; 501 -24-02; 501 -24-1 8) 
The basic objective IS to develop an understanding of the 
interaction of supersonic jet exhausts with the upper atmosphere 
to provide data which can be used to  assess jet wake impact 
on the natural atmospheric composition. Detailed objectives are 
to determine the composition of  the Je t  Wake and the 
perturbations (chemical, hydrodynamic) in the stratosphere caused 
by the passage of  supersonic aircraft individually and on 
semiregular schedules In a specified alr corridor; and to determine 
the appropriate jet wake models .for use in Impact assessment 
studies. The Program will be accomplished in four phases. 
Phase I will provide data to evaluate the methods, feasibility 
and value of conducting an airborne experiment to  achieve the 
above objectives. In Phase II the complete flight plan will be 
developed. cost estimates will be made and study data assembled 
and evaluated from Phase I so the value of the flight experiment 
can be stated and recommendations made to NASA Hqrs., to 
continue the program. Phase Ill is the flight experiment portion 
of the program where chase aircraft Intercept and measure 
components In the wake produced by the source aircraft. In 
Phase IV data from all Phases will be evaluated and correlated 
to meet the program objectives. Reports w ~ l l  be prepared and 
submitted to the various concerned organizations. 
W73-70081 501 -24-20 
Langley Research Canter. Langley Station. Va. 
ADVANCED SUPERSONIC T R A N S P O R T  P O L L U T I O N  
REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
E. S. Love 703-827-2893 
The objective of work to be performed under this RTOP is 
to evaluate the use of laser radar techniques tor application to 
studies of jet wake composition and dispersion in the stratosphere. 
This work is in support of the cooperative NASA-DOT jet wake 
experiment program being developed under the management of 
Dr. L. Poppoff of Ames. The work under this RTOP will include 
analytical studies required to make a preliminary evaluation of 
the feasibility of using either ground or airborne lidar techniques 
for monitoring the wake from a jet aircraft flylng in the 
stratosphere. Results from on-going Langley experimental and 
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analytocal studies in lidar sensing of the atmosphere will provide 
basic inputs to this evaluation and will be supplemented by 
studies focused on the specific problem of monitoring an aircraft 
wake in the stratos~here. 
W73-70082 . 501 -24-60 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SUBSONIC/SONIC CTOL TRANSPORT TECH N O L O G Y  
DEVELOPMENT: PROPULSION 
M .  A. Beheim 21 6-433-4000 
(791-91-02) 
NASA has initiated an effort t o  study the application of 
advanced technology to the improvement of future subsonic/sonic 
commercial transport aircraft designed for flight speeds up to 
Mach 0.98. The results of this study are to be resolved in 
terms of economic factors involv~ng a complex interaction of 
parameters such as aircraft drag, propulsion efficiency, operating 
costs, low-speed flight characteristics, propulsion and aircraft 
noise, and propulsion system exhaust emissions. Detailed analyses 
of these factors have been completed through in-house and 
contract studies. and documentation IS in progress. Results of 
these and other studies indicate that the installation effects on 
representative airframe configurations have a significant effect 
on the economic performance of the aircraft and the propulsion 
system. The studles also identified areas where advanced 
technology would decrease nolse and improve the system 
economics. The approach is to continue wind-tunnel studies of 
installation effects using half-span and full-span models with 
powered engine simulators. Also, investigations of fan noise and 
performance characteristics for fan pressure ratios from 1.8 to 
2.0 with main emphasis on two-stage fans will be initiated. 
Also, wind-tunnel studies on integrated engine and nacelles 
directed at noise suppression. transonic optimization. and 
maintainability will be initiated. 
W73-70083 501 -24-04 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 
J. H. Povolny 216-433-6624 
(501 -24-05: 501 -24-08) 
The objective is to develop the technology relative to 
turbine engine systems required for future subsonic and supersonic 
aircraft. Particular emphasis will be placed on seeking an 
understanding and solution of the dynamic Interaction problems 
associated with flight systems. The latest turbojet and turbofan 
engines des~gned for both subsonic and supersonic cruise and 
supersonic dash applications w ~ l l  be used in the investigations. 
Exploratory and performance evaluations will be made of systems 
applicable to the A T  and military airplanes currently being 
designed. Thls effort is concerned wlth the effects of inlet 
produced environment on the englne and the interactions of the 
various engine components as well as interactions between the 
englne and the Inlet. This effort is closely related to the inlet. 
inlet control, and inlet engine dynamics research described in 
RTOP 501 -24-05. 
W73-70084 501 -24-1 1 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
VTOL TECHNOLOGY 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(760-62-01 ) 
This RTOP covers acoustic and performance research on 
I lh fan propulsion systems. Llft fan propulsion systems require 
special consideration because of the desirab~llty of limiting depth 
and weight whlch restricts acoustic treatment. In addition the 
fans operate in severe distortion which affects performance and 
increases noose. For the former difficulty, detailed knowledge of 
noise sources in lift fan turbomachinery are required. For the 
latter, detailed integration studoes are required. The proposed 
program attacks these problems. Studles with a statorless fan 
will provode data on a l ih fan free of rotor-stator interaction 
noise, with possibly improved performance, and will provide 
valuable data on rotor alone noose. Past studies have shown 
advantages to  serrations for rotors and on NASA quiet fan B. 
Further cascade studies have shown an advantage to serrations 
for transonic cascades. Serrations will be studied on the statorless 
fan, on the LF 336 fan and on a model fan to tip Mach 
numbers of 1.2. Another stator for the LF 336 fan will be 
fabricated which theoretically gives the same advantage as 2 
chords spacing. Finally, research will be conducted with inlet 
stators to reduce inflow distortion and limit the increase in 
noise with crossflow. 
W73-70085 501 -24-1 1 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
VTOL TECHNOLOGY 
W. L. Stewart 216-433-6131 
NASA is engaged in a program directed at the investigation 
of commercial VTOL aircraft employing direct lift fan engines. 
Responsib~lity for VTOL airframe and aircraft studies is at Ames 
and is covered under another RTOP. The propulsion needs of 
the program are the responsibility of Lewis Research Center 
and include ( 1 )  establishing a technology base for l i b f a n  
engines, and (2) providing propulsion support to Ames for their 
aircraft studies as required. The engine technology program is 
directed at the investigation of problems associated with the 
engine components, integration of the engine components, engine 
installation effects, and engine noise generation. Lift engine 
configurations being considered include remote drive fans, driven 
by either turbojet or turbofan gas generators, and integral drive 
fans 
W73-70086 501 -24-1 2 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
STOL A N D  RTOL PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(760-61 -02) 
The baslc objective is to develop propulsion technology 
required to minimlze the noise of short takeoff and landing 
(STOL) and reduced takeoff and landing (RTOL) aircraft Work 
under this RTOP will be closely coordinated with the aerodynamic 
and configuration development work under RTOP 760-61-02. 
In-house and contract analytical and experimental studies w ~ l l  
be made to develop an understandong of fundamentals and to 
develop prediction techniques. In-house anechoic chamber and 
wlnd-tunnel investigations of l ~ f t  augmentation noise and noise 
reduction techniques will be conducted. Contracts and grants 
will be used to determine noise of low-pressure ratio. low 
t~p -speed  fans suitable for EBF and upper-surface-blowing 
propulsion systems, and to study airfoil and flap noise generation 
and suppression. 
W73-70087 501 -24-1 2 
Lewls Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio 
STOL TECHNOLOGY 
Raymond J Rulis 21 6-433-6651 
(741 -89-04: 765-69-01 ) 
The objective of this RTOP is to develop the propulsion 
technology required to support the development of a viable 
STOL aircraft system. Major programi elements are: (a) evaluation 
of high bypass fans for aerodynamic performance and noise: (b) 
determination of instal lat~on effects on fan englnes w i t h  
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acoustically treated nacelles; (c) evaluation and development of 
light-weight composite materials and structures for high bypass 
fans; Id) development and optimization of acoustic treatment 
for jet engines: le) jet-flap interaction evaluation including the 
design and testing of jet velociry reducers. 
W73-70088 601 -24- 1 4  
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
LOW COST SMALL ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 
Harold Gold 216-433-6684 
(501-24-07. 501 -24-08; 501 -24-03) 
An effort is being made to establish a general base of 
low-cost engine technology which could be directly applied to 
turbojet and turbofan engines in the 500  to 1000 pound,thrust 
range. Such engines would be suitable for application to a wide 
range of non-recoverable missiles and drones and to general 
aviation aircraft where in both cases broader use of gas turbine 
engines is currently inhibited by their cost. Contribution to small 
gas turbine engine cost reduction in the size and the number of 
stages iequired and use of low-cost materials. In addition, use 
of novel construction and fabrication techniques for axial flow 
compressor and turbines is being ~nvestigated. The feasibility of 
these low cost approaches is being demonstrated by the fabrication 
and testing of an expendable engine of 600  pounds thrust for 
possible ordnance use. 
W73-70089 501-24-1 5 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohlo. 
HIGH PERFORMANCE SMALL ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 
W. L. Stewart 216-433-6131 
The objective of the program under this RTOP is to 
investigate problems associated with achieving high performance 
in. advanced small gas turbine engines for such applications as 
small aircrah, helicopters. APU's and automotive use. As the 
size of these engines is reduced it becomes increasingly difficult 
to achieve the aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of 
the associated components while maintaining the required 
simplicity and ruggedness. Programs underway include the 
investigat~on of advanced small centrifugal and mixed flow 
compressors, cooled axial- and radial-inflow turbines. combustors. 
as well as advanced bearings and seals required for the high 
rpm's encountered in these applications. 
W73-70090 501 -24-1 6 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo 
HYPERSONIC PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
E. A. Lezberg 21 6-433-4000 
(50 1-04-03) 
Engine testing of the HRE. Aerothermodynamic Integration 
Model will be conducted at the Plum Brook. HTF over a Mach 
number range of 5-7 to provide information on component 
interactions. ignition. combustion mode transition and perform- 
ance. Testing should span about a 6 to 7 month period'beginning 
In the first quarter of FY 1973. and include tests at two 
pressure (altitude) levels and at angle of attack 
W73-70091 501 -24-1 6 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
HYPERSONIC RESEARCH ENGINE 
K. F. Rubert 703-827-3675 
The objectives are: to define a practical. high-performance, 
Mach 3 -8  liquid hydrogen hypersonic ramjet engine of laboratory 
size building a full-scale, water-cooled, aerothermodynam~c 
integration model (AIM), and a full-scale, hydrogen-cooled, 
structures assembly model (SAM) of the HRE: and measuring 
the aerothermodynamic performance from Mach 5 to 7 with 
the AIM and evaluating at Mach 7 the engine structures thermal 
performance and low cycle fatigue characteristics: and to advance 
and crystallize the technology of hypersonic airbreathing propulsion 
systems and evaluate the requirements for future research. The 
superior fuel economy of airbreathlng propulsion requires that 
such systems be reexamined in light of the current technology 
for application to any new hypersonic atmospheric flight 
mission. 
W73-70092 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
NUCLEAR PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
F. E. Rom 216-433-4000 
I1 12-27-1 5) 
The objective is to assess the feasib~lity and safety of 
operation of nuclear propulsion systems for very large advanced 
subsonic aircraft. air cushion vehicles and other transportation 
and mobile reactor application. Analyrical studies supported by 
limited experimental research on key powerplant components 
will be conducted. Work will focus on the problems of: safety 
and fission product containment. long-life and heavy powerplant 
components, and integrated reactor-shield-containment system 
conceptual design. The safety work is directed toward developing 
methods for containing fiss~on products in the event of crash. 
The containment system must not rupture due to  crash impact 
or to  fisslon product decay heat after impact. The component 
work is directed toward high burnup fuel elements ( 2 0  
percent); high shutdown margin. low fuel inventory reactors. 
low weight radiation shields: and compact light-weight heat 
exchangers and coolant circulators. The conceptual design work 
is directed toward developing a minimum weight reactor-shield- 
containment vessel system by using each component for 
several functions. e.g., as radiation shielding. impact energy 
absorber, and thermal protection of the containment vessel after 
core meltdown. 
W73- 70093 501 -06-01 
Langley Research Center. bngley Station, Va. 
COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMICS 
P. J. Bobbitt 703-827-3561 
The objectives are: To develop and apply analytical and 
numerical procedures which can be used reliably, accurately. 
and efficiently for the study of complex aerodynamic flow fields 
throughout the range of flight speeds by advanced high speed 
computers, to apply the procedures to two- and three-deminsional 
bodies and configurations and to account, in special cases, for 
viscosity at least to the extent of coupling boundan/-layer 
displacement and separation effects with the lnvlscid flow field: 
To develop improved methods for calculating turbulent boundary 
layer flows and for predicting the effects of shock-boundary 
layer interaction. Analytical and numerical procedures will be 
developed for the prediction of pressure distributions, aerodynamic 
characteristics. flow flelds and heat transfer for lnvlscid and 
coupled inviscid-viscous flows with attached boundary layers. 
detached lee side f lows with vortex formation and other 
interactions. Both llnear and nonlinear flow equations will be 
applied as appropriate. Mathematical techniques required typically 
depend on the problem, however, finite-element, finite-difference 
relaxation, timeasymptotic, character~stics and Integral methods 
are the most commonly used for solving nonlinear problems. 
Linear problems will generally be solved by the distribution of 
various types of singularities whose strengths are determined by 
the solution of a matrix equation 
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W73-70094 501 -06.01 
Ames Research Center. Muffett Field. Calif. 
COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMICS 
V L. Peterson 415-965-5859 
1501 -06-05; 501 -06-08) 
The purpose is to  develop numerical methods and computer 
programs that can be applied reliably and effectively for the 
study of fluid dynamic problems throughout the range of flight 
speeds by both serial and parallel processlng computers. 
Intended appllcat~ons are the numerical simulation of subsonic. 
transonic, supersonic and hypersonic fields for both inviscid and 
viscous flows including the unsteady case. Proposed methods 
will be analyzed to determine their order of accuracy, stability. 
convergence, dissipation, and dispersive properties. The most 
promising methods will be incorporated In advanced aircraft 
synthesis programs. A graphics scheme having an interactive 
capability, displaying the solution as the computations are being 
executed will be used to determine the abillty of each method 
to compute significant flow features. The high speed CDC 
7600, and llliac IV systems will permit computations using 
both approximate methods and the full Navier-Stokes equations 
for solving the flow field over complex two- and three- 
dimensional shapes for steady and unsteady cases. Other 
objectives include studies of the interference caused by the 
model support and by the wind tunnel walls which may be 
either solid or porous, and the effects of unsteady flow. 
W73.70095 501.06-01 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Callf. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMICS 
John W. Lucas 2 13-354-3247 
(501 -06-07; 501 -06-09) 
The object of this RTOP is to develop a new theory of 
differential systems. and a unique capability for symbolic 
manipulation by computer; and to apply these to selected 
Important equations of continuum mechanics. This approach 
makes possible systematlc and exhaustive analysis of sets of 
nonlinear partial differential equations for propenies and special 
solutions previously found by ad hoc methods. Examples are: 
(11 invariance transformatlons. 12) general similarity solutions. 
(31 generalized characteristlcs. 14) integral conservation theorems. 
( 5 )  functional variable transformations and discovery of 
superposition prlnclples, (6) separation of variables, and (7) 
variational principles. Of these. (3). (4) and especially (7) are of 
direct applicability in writing programs for numerical computa- 
tion. The method is based on the modern calculus of exterior 
differential forms. and IS especially appropriate for nonlinear 
equations such as occur in describing fluid flows. The systematic 
structure of the theory alloys the use of computer analysis. In  
joint work at IIT and JPL a unique series of computer programs 
has been developed for noncommutative symbolic calculation 
with exterior differentlal forms. These have now been applied at 
JPL to the derivation and systematic analytical integration of 
the equations for the invariance generators of sets of differenti- 
al forms. It is from these that the most general similarity 
solut~ons are found. An Important theoretical advance to be 
attempted will be to apply the new theory to the systematic 
discovery of variational principles. These are used in  relaxation 
computer calculations of complex flows. and again have previously 
been found by ad hoc methods. 
W73-70096 601 -06-02 
Ames Research Canter. Moffett Field. Callf. 
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL AERONAUTICAL 
CODES FOR lLLlAC 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(501 -06-01 : 501 -06-03. 501 -06-08) 
The objective IS to develop efficient, reliable, and accurate 
computer programs to be used on llliac IV for numerically 
calculating three-dimensional flow fields, both inviscid and viscous. 
around wings and wing-body combinations at angle of attack 
for a Mach number range from subsonic through supercritical to 
supersonlc. Included will be the creation of a new parallel 
processing program language. CFD code. and the development 
of software to support this language on both the llliac IV. and 
any other serial processing machlne. The g'eneralized relaxation 
techniques presently used on serial processing machines for 
flow field calculations will be extended to more complex 
configurations Including swept wings wlth taper and camber. 
The extension of these techniques is practical only because of 
the computing speed and storage capabilities of the llliac IV. 
For the viscous calculations, in regions with strong adverse 
pressure gradients, the simplified equations for the existing 
eddy viscosity models will be replaced with a full set o f  
Navier-Stokes equations The CFD code language will be 
developed to permit those interested in fluid flow simulation to 
make the transition from serial processors to parallel processors 
in a simple manner. The software developed will include translators 
which will permit the CFD code to be translated into a code for 
direct execution on llliac IV, and also to be translated into 
FORTRAN to provide programs for testing or simulating llliac IV. 
programs on serial processing machines 
W73-70097 501 -06.03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
PHYSICAL MODELING AND VERIFICATION OF ILLIAC 
COMPUTER CODES 
Glen Gwdwin 41 5-965-5065 
(501 -06-02; 501 -06-08) 
The objective is to perform fundamental experiments 
designed to verify three-dlrnensional llliac IV computer codes 
and to provide the necessary modeling of the physlcs of turbulent 
flows to be included in these codes. The Reynolds numbers of 
interest will extend from the low values of conventional wind 
tunnels up to the practical range of existlng and future aircraft 
for the transonic and supersonlc speed regimes and the types 
of flows studied will emphasize pressure gradients. separation. 
and shock interaction regions. Initially, experimental ver~fication 
of a three-dimensional, transonic inviscid-flow computer code at 
sufficiently high Reynolds number to preclude occurrence of 
dominant viscous effects will be obtained; the trailing-edge 
Kutta condition will be experimentally investigated to provide a 
physical model for computer code ,input that will result in the 
resolution o f  the theoretically predicted and experimentally 
measured lift-curve for airfoil sections at angle of attack. 
Completely documented turbulent flows at high Reynolds number 
wi l l  be provided t o  verity the variable pressure-gradient 
boundary-layer codes. An existing helium blowdown facility will 
be modified to provlde transonic and moderately supersonic alr 
flows through an 18-inch square test section at Reynolds numbers 
of 0.5 x 1 0  to the 6th power l o  25 x 1 0  to the 6th power per 
foot for lengths to 8 feet. Measurements of skin friction. mean 
velocity and temperature profiles, fluctuating velocit~es and 
density, shear stress across turbulent boundary layers undergoing 
favorable and adverse pressure gradients and near shock 
interaction regions will be documented for Reynolds numbers to 
200 x 10 to the 6th power. Apparatus and techniques will be 
developed as necessary to provide the measurements at the 
high pressures attendant wlth the high Reynolds numbers. 
W73-70098 601.06- 04 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
VORTEX AERODYNAMICS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 . 
(501 -38-1 3) 
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The techn~cal objectives are to provide an improved 
understanding of the formation and effects of various types of 
vortex flows in all speed ranges and to develop improved 
analytical design and analysis methods that Include the effects 
of these vortex flows. Primary emphasis will be on the wing 
leading-edge vonex flow associated with slender supersonic 
cruise vehicles. the vortex lift associated with maneuver strakes 
and wing tip separation, and the vortices encouritered in leeward 
regions and juncture areas of hypersonic configurations. Both 
in-house and contract research will be used to accomplish the 
objectives. In-house wind-tunnel tests will be used to study the 
effects of vortices on aerodynamic performance, stability and 
control. aerodynamic heating, surface loading and flow field 
characterist~cs assoc~ated with both cruise and maneuvering 
vehicles. In the analytical area, the possibility of including vortex 
effects in modern finite element lifting surface theories will be 
investigated through both in-house and contract efforts. The 
vortex breakdown phenomena and the effects of vortex flow on 
multiple lifting components will be investigated by both analytical 
and exper~mental methods. 
W73-70099 501 -06-04 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif 
VORTEX AERODYNAMICS 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(506-06-01 ; 501 -38-1 31 
The objectives of the research are to provide a basic 
understanding of the wing trailing vortex system and to accelerate 
the vortex dissipation in order to reduce the hazard to following 
aircraft. This baslc understanding will result in the abil~ty to 
predict the vortex Intensity, given the conditions of the 
generating wing and the atmosphere. This involves the 
measurement of the three components of vortex velocity and 
turbulence up to large distances behind the wlng for various 
conditions of angle of anack. wlng sweep, flap deflection. etc. 
Acceleraling the vortex dissipation can be accomplished by 
three means, turbulent diffusion, vortex bursting, and vortex 
ins'tability. The research objective is to develop a more thorough 
understanding of these mechanisms so that the wing can be 
tallored to enhance the vortex dissipation. The approach to this 
research is both experimental and analytical, and includes both 
in-house investigations and studies performed under contract 
and university grant. 
W73-70100 501 -06-05 
Flight Research Center, Edwards. Calif. 
AIRFOIL AND CONFIGURATION AERODYNAMICS 
E. J. Saltzman 805-258-331 1 
The objective is to provide concepts for improved airfoils. 
components and configurat~ons for advanced subsonic. transonic. 
supersonic and hypersonic aircrah. The improvements sought 
are in the area of performance, i.e., aerodynamic efficiency. The 
work will be primarily experimental, utilizing available freeflight 
vehicles, and will be aimed at (1) investigating local aerodynamic 
flow phenomena which affect alrcrah efficiency and whlch are 
essentially independent of the aircraft configuration. but are 
dependent on the flow properties, the local geometry, the 
surface wnd~t ions and Reynolds numbers achieveable with the 
research aircraft, and which cannot be achleved with ground 
facilities; (2) Investigation of boanail and base drag aerodynamics 
and studying means of reducing these forms of drag; (3)  
investigation of the effects of upstream flow conditions and 
surface imperfections on flow separation: 14) measurement of 
the penalties of surface imperfections in thick turbulent boundary 
layers; (5) prwision of experimental confirmation for the--- 
W73-70101 501 -06-05 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
AIRFOIL AND CONFIGURATION AERODYNAMICS 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(501 -06-01, 501 -06-07; 501 -06-08) 
This RTOP covers experimental investigations on airfoils, 
components. and conf~gurations for advanced subsonic, transonic, 
and supersonic aircraft. The objectives of this research are: to 
provide basic aerodynamic information on advanced and/or 
improved airfoils, to improve the basic understanding of 
complicated flow situations such as flow separation on 
multi-element h~gh-lift wing configurations, and to determine 
the potential configuration advantages of the R .  T. Jones 
antisymmetric wing concept for use on Remotely Piloted 
Vehicles (RPV). The airfoil data will be for use on both flxed 
and rotary-wlng aircraft. This work will be primarily experimental 
and will be conducted in-house. Complimentary theoretical 
investigations are covered in RTOP 501 -06-01. 
W73-70102 501 -06-06 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
NONSTEADY AERODYNAMICS 
C. F. Coe 41 5-965-5880 
The principal objective of this research is to obtain an 
improved understanding and definition of the unsteady aerodyna- 
mic pressures and forces associated with aircraft buffet as 
affected by aerodynamic and geometric parameters and an 
improved understanding of the reactlon or coupling of the 
aircraft structure to the unsteady aerodynamics Wind tunnel 
tests, verified by selective flight tests, will be conducted to 
obtain unsteady loads, pressures and model response characteris- 
tics for condit~ons from buffet onset throught maximum buffet 
and 'wing rock' onset (incipient -stall). Additional wind tunnel 
parametric studies will be made to assess various approaches 
toward alleviation of wing buffet. 
W73-70103 501 -06-06 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Callf. 
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS '. 
V. L. Peterson 41 5-965-5859 
(501 -06-01 ) 
This continuing effort is t o  conduct analytical and 
experimental investigation of turbulent boundary layer flows 
under conditions where our present understanding of such flows 
is inadequate and must be improved. These conditions, for 
whlch the flow may be separated or attached. includea(l) flows 
over highly curved surfaces providing severe adverse pressure 
gradients (with and without bleed or mass injection). (21 flows 
in the Immediate region of, and downstream of, shock-wave 
boundary-layer interaction, and (3) flows subject to  variation of 
edge entropy and vorticity In addition, this effort is concerned 
with the problem of obtaining improved methods for predicting 
the skln friction and heat transfer rates used for estimating 
aircraft performance. and with the development of advanced 
computer programs. for predicting flows for both Internal and 
external conf~gurations. Th~s RTOP is a consolidation of 501 -06-07 
and -08. I t  is requested that the funds be consolidated to form 
a total of S175K for the new 501-06-08. 
W73-70104 501 -06-08 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS 
M. H. Bertram 703-827-3406 
(501 -06-07) 
This work is to  improve our ability to  predict the behavior 
of turbulent boundary layers and turbulent free mixing for 
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aeronautical design purposes. Basic theoretical and experimental 
research to  be done on turbulent boundary layer phenomena 
including effects of compressibil~ty, pressure gradients, mass 
and heat transfer and three-dimensional flow. Studies are to 
include interaction of turbulent boundary layers and shock waves, 
the development of physical models of turbulence, and separated 
turbulent flows and an examination of means for reducing 
turbulent skin friction drag in subsonic and supersonic flows. A 
coordinated theoretical and experimental program is done in 
which .theoretical models are postulated based on the physics 
of the situation. wlth inputs from carefully conducted experi- 
ments to measure surface shear and heat transfer and probe 
the structure of the turbulent boundary layer by standard 
techniques and by means of hot wires, lasers and other advanced 
measurement techniques. 
W73-70105 501-064 0 
Langley Research Center, Langley Statlon. Va. 
INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3235 
Advanced wind tunnel and flight instrumentation and 
measurement techniques will be developed to satisfy advanced 
aeronautical research testing requirements. Funds and manpower 
expended will be almed at performing research and developing 
instrumentation broadly applicable t o  aeronautical testing 
programs and because of their broad applicability are not properly 
chargeable to any one aeronautical subprogram or project. 
Specifically the work will include such things as the development 
of instrumentation required to define wind tunnel flow quantities 
(1.e.. semiconductor materials, ion implantation. and micro 
construction techniques), and heat transfer and force measurement 
using similar techniques, stream composition by adapting and 
using miniatur~zed mass spectroscoplc techniques. 
W73-70106 501 -06-10 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
A laser velocimeter system incorporating a 4-watt Argon 
laser and an AEDC slgnal processor. based on the back scattering 
technique. IS to be developed for measuring velocities in the 
Ames test facilities. Measurements made w i t h  the laser 
velocimeter will be compared wlth those made in the same test 
facility, and for the same flow conditions, using a hot wire 
anemometer. Mean velocity, turbulence intensity, and Reynolds 
stress components are to be measured. 
~ 7 3 - 7 0 1 0 7  51 0-06-05 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
AIRFOIL A N D  CONFIGURATION AERODYANMICS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(501 -06-01 ; 501 -1 5-01 ; 760-64-01) 
The objective IS t o  provide improved airfoils, components, 
and configurations for advanced subsonic, transonic, supersonic. 
and hypersonic atrcrah. The irpprovements sought are in the 
areas of performance, stability and control. aeroelasticity. and 
aerodynamic heating. The work will be primarily experimental 
and will be aimed at: (1) providing experimental confirmation 
for the analytical results on airfolls, components, and configuratlons 
studied under the "Computational Aerodynamics'' ATOP; and 
(2) stimulating research in investigating untried 'far-out' design 
ideas which are not pinned down to a particular aeronautical 
system. Examples include supercrltical airfoils. leading and traillng 
edge high lift devices, var~able-sweep wing and tails, and anti-spin 
configurations. 
W73-70108 
Flight Research Canter. Edwards. Calif. 
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS 
E. J. Saltzman 805-258-331 1 
Free flight vehicles of relatively-large scale will be utillzed 
to  generate thick turbulent boundary-layers which will be studied 
using the latest available instrumentation and techniques to 
improve our ability to predict the behavior of turbulent boundary 
layers for aeronautical design purposes The objectives are basic 
theoretical and experimental research on turbulent boundary-layer 
phenomena including effects of compressibility. pressure gradients. 
mass and heat transfer and three-dimensional flow and roughness. 
Studies are to include interaction of turbulent boundary layers 
and shock waves, the development of physical models of 
turbulence. and separated turbulent flows, an experimental flight 
program of carefully conducted experiments which probe the 
structure of the turbulent boundary layer by means of hot wires 
and other advanced measurement techniques. The f l~ght  results 
will be compared wlth results from ground facility experiments 
and with available theoretical predictions and reponed through 
the normal NASA publication media. 
W73-70109 501 -06-1 1 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Fleld, Calif. 
SONIC BOOM 
V. L. Peterson 41 5-965.5859 
Analytical and experimental studies are in progress to 
minlmize sonlc boom, as well as to  develop an Improved 
understanding of sonic boom phenomena. New and advanced 
theoretical methods will be used to  establish flight profiles 
which will produce acceptable levels of sonic boom pressures 
on the ground for both supersonic and hypersonic configurations. 
The results from these studies will be used to design vehicles 
which generate minimum sonic boom intensities. The configura- 
tions will be tested and the data compared with the analytical 
results. 
W73-70110 501 -06-1 1 
Langley Research Center, Langley Statton, Va. 
SONIC BOOM . 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objective of this work is to develop an improved 
understanding of sonic boom phenomena to provide more accurate 
prediction and measurement techniques, and to develop design 
methods that will lead to  advanced low-boom economically 
viable SST and HST configuratlons. The research will be 
accomplished by wind-tunnel and laboratory experimentation, by 
conduct of theoretical studies. by engineering assessment of 
conceptual airplane designs. and by acquisition and analysis of 
data from flight test programs. In-house activities wi l l  be 
supplemented by university grants and by aerospace industry 
contracts. 
W73-70111 501 -06-07 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY A N D  TRANSITION 
John W. Lucas 213-354-4530 
(501 -06-01 : 501 -06-09) 
The objective of this program is to provide improved 
understanding of the fluid mechanical processes involved In the 
transition to turbulence within supersonic boundary layers. Through 
coordinated theoretical and experimental studles. the relatlons- 
hip between boundary layer stablllh/ and transition is investigated. 
and other mechanisms relating to the onset of turbulence are 
explored, with a view toward gaining insight into the relation 
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between laboratory and free-flight observations of transition. 
The program relies heavily on the unique performance of the 
JPL wind tunnels and upon computer programs perfected through 
lengthy development. 
W73-70112 601 -06-07 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY A N D  TRANSITION 
M. H. Bertram 703-827-3406 
(501 -06-08) 
This research 1s done to improve the understanding and 
prediction of boundary layer stability and transitlon because of 
the importance of transition behavior on aerodynamic heating 
and its influence on thermal protection systems. on aircrah 
lift-drag ratlos, on missile observables and on vehicle dynamics. 
Emphasis will be on understanding the role of the fundamental 
factors that affect transitlon as measured in ground facilities 
and in flight in order to Improve the correlation of such 
measurements and to establish a base of information for design 
applications. Means will be investigated for the control of the 
wind tunnel environment to more closely simulate the conditions 
of flight. Using models of simple geometry. such as slender 
cones. the effects of the disturbance environment on transition 
as measured in wind tunnels and ballistic ranges will be identified 
and evaluated. Attention must be given to  disturbances introduced 
by model surlace and structure as well as the tunnel environment. 
Through boundary layer control and other disturbance suppression 
devices, 'quiet' supersonic tunnels which would suppress adverse 
environmental disturbances are to be developed. The program is 
primarily experimental but with close theoretical support and 
should be directed toward understanding o f  fundamental 
processes. 
W73-70113 501 -06-09 
bngley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
TUNNEL A N D  SCALE EFFECTS ON TRANSONIC FLOW 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(760-64-01) 
The objective is to determine th'e wind tunnel and scale 
effects on flow characterist~cs at transonic speeds including 
correlation between wlnd tunnel and flight. Research will Include 
determination of model  support interference. tunnel wall 
constraints, and flow quality. Studies and development of  
ground-based facility concepts to achieve the desired flow 
characteristics will be undertaken Systematic studies will be 
made of scale effects on the transonic aerodynamic characteristics 
of wings, bodies, and complete configurations. Experimental 
pressure and flow fleld surveys will be made at the highest 
attainable Reynolds numbers. The following concepts of facility 
design will be studied analytically and experimentally at model 
scale to assess the most feaslble facility approach: (A )  
injector-driven closed clrcuit tunnel of 2 meter size (200 psia 
stag): (B) a cryogenically cooled facility for maximum Reynolds 
number at mlnlmum dynamic pressure. Operation of a proton/pe 
model of a 3-D magnetic suspension and balance system will 
be undertaken. The various facility studies will be supplemented 
by analytical and experimental efforts to  develop transonic test 
sectlon designs for minimum wall-boundary interference. 
W73-70114 501 -06-09 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
TUNNEL AND.SCALE EFFECTS 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
(501 -06-01 ; 501 -06-07) 
This is a program of coordinated theoretical and experimental 
Investigations of transonic flow in wind tunnels with particular 
emphasis on the effects of viscosity on simple flow geometries. 
Interference problems unique to transonic flow wind tunnel 
testing are investigated. The investigations include studies of 
transonic scaling and similarity together with studies of support 
interference. model geometry alteration, blockage, boundary-layer/ 
shock-wave interactions, tunnel geometry and free-flight model 
acceleration effects. During the coming year, the effort will 
emphasize experimental studies of the effects of both laminar 
and turbulent boundary layer separation on shock wave dynamics 
for biconvex airfoils and tunnel floor mounted bodies. Parallel 
theoretical studies will guide this phase of the experimental 
program. Experiments to assess the magnitudes of wind tunnel 
interference sources on the aerodynamic characteristics of simple 
models will be continued. The task objectives are ultimately to 
provide an understanding of viscous transonic flows and to 
define wind tunnel interference effects in order to build a firm 
foundation for reliable transonic wind tunnel testing programs. 
W73-701.15 501 -06-09 
Ames Research Center. Moffetc Field, Callf. 
TUNNEL A N D  SCALE EFFECTS O N  TRANSONIC FLOW 
L. Robens 41 5-965-5066 
(136-13-01; 136-13-04) 
The general objective of thls research 1s to  develop improved 
transonic wind tunnel test techniques In order to ensure reliable 
correspondence between viscosity-dependent data obtained from 
scale-model tests and that from full-scale flight tests. Tunnel 
wall constraints, flow quality and means for simulating higher 
Reynolds number flows through the use of dense gas mixtures 
will be investigated analytically and experimentally. 
W73-70116 501 -26-01 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
HANDLING QUALITIES - CRITERIA FOR HIGHLY AUGMEN- 
TED VEHICLES 
H. A. Rediess 805-258-331 1 
The overall objective of this effort is to advance the 
fundamental knowledge of flight dynamics and to exploit this 
knowledge to  develop methods for optimizing specific fllght 
control or performance goals and to improve fllght test analysis 
techniques. Analytical studies, computer simulations and flight 
test investigations are being performed both in-house and under 
research contracts and grants to meet this objective. The range 
of command responses of augmented aerospace vehicles that 
optimizes the p~lot-vehicle performance for speciflc misslons or 
a specific task withln a mission. The maln emphasis will be to 
investigate criteria for desired command responses that are 
meaningful to the systems designer and not needlessly restrictive 
as to  the system concept employed. This activity will also study 
and document the relationship between the stability and control 
characterist~cs of airplanes in general and the pilot's assessments 
of the handllng qualities, through the use of simulators (both 
fixed-based and airbornel and the actual airplanes Effects of 
turbulence on the flying and ride qualities will be of major 
concern. 
W73-70117 501 -26-02 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Fleld, Calif. 
H A N D L I N G  Q U A L I T I E S  - TURBULENCE/FLEXIBILITY 
EFFECTS 
Kleln H. P. 415-965-5094 
Aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence is a prime 
factor in the design and operattons of all alrcrah In order to 
study these phenomenon accurate models of the turbulence are 
needed. An effort is continuing to develop realmtic turbulence 
models. Two in-flight programs will be conducted to: a) evaluate 
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turbulence models using a variable stability aircraft and; b) 
measure gust velocities at two points in order to provide data 
for spatial gust distrlbut~on effects. Analytical efforts will provide 
a statistical program for predicting the effects of turbulence on 
handling and r ~ d e  qualities. and on structural loads. The ride 
qualities and handling qualities of large, flexible aircraft are 
major factors affecting pilot-vehicle performance. Research is 
needed to: (a) refine currently available r ~ d e  qualities criteria; 
(b) develop analytical pilot/vehicle system models which account 
for the effects of ride qualities on pilot control performance; (c) 
determine ride qualities/handllng qualities/turbulence model  
Interactions. Several piloted simulation studies will be carried 
out. Initial studies will use the Vertical Acceleration and Roll 
Device (VARD) to determine the effects of cockpit vibrat~on at 
several selected levels and frequencies on pilot performance for 
different sets of idealized vehicle dynamics. In a subsequent 
study on the VARD. the effects of ride qualities associated wlth 
low-altltude high speed penetration missions of a large, flexible 
bomber aircraft will be determined. 
W73.70118 501 -26-04 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
VEHICLE DYNAMICS - STALL/SPIN/HIGH A (DIRECTLY 
PROPORTIONAL TO) CHARACTERISTICS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The broad objective is to expand fundamental knowledge 
of the stall/spin characteristics of alrcraft, and to determine the 
effects of these characteristics In terms of piloting the alrcraft. 
Specific objectives are: (1)  to  investigate the fundamental nature 
of stall/spin including the development of methods for theoretical 
analysis. (2) to investigate use of control systems for automatic 
spin prevention, (3) to determine aerodynamic characteristics at 
hlgh angles of attack. and (4) to determine characteristics which 
produce a spin-resistant airplane. The methods of approach 
include wind-tunnel force tests. theoretical' analysis. piloted 
simulator tests, and dynamic model tests. 
W73-70119 501 -26-04 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
VEHICLE DYNAMICS - STALL/SPIN/HIGH A (DIRECTLY 
PROPORTIONAL TO) CHARACTERISTICS 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
The primary emphasis in this program will be on the 
identification of aerodynamic characteristics leading to out-of- 
control aircraft motions brought about by flying at high angles 
of attack, improvement of  methods for predicting these 
characteristics, and the application of these findings to the 
definition of new criteria for designing vehicles capable of 
perform~ng controlled maneuvers over an expanded angle-of-attack 
envelope, Insofar as possible Ames will continue to conduct 
high angle-of-attack force tests, o f  various aircraft under 
development. in the high Reynolds number 12-foot wind tunnel 
to provide data needed in spin investigations conducted by 
Langley. Ames also has agreed to provide wind-tunnel test time 
and aerodynamic consultation to the Flight Research Center in 
support of their program to investigate problems related to 
aircraft spin with a remotely piloted scale model of the F-15 
a~rplane. The Ames program is an integrated effort ~nvolving 
analysis, wind-tunnel invest~gatlons, piloted simulator studies 
and coordination with Alr Force and NASA flight investigations. 
T h ~ s  program is divided into the fol lowing four specific 
projects:-.- 
W73.70120 601 -26.05 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ADVANCED CONTROL APPLICATIONS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(766-75-02: 742-73-01) 
The objectives are: to develop a broad base of technology 
in advanced control systems which make available to the deslgner 
the ability to improve the performance of aircraft by reducing 
the size to stabillzing surfaces, by allowing a wider choice of 
configuration and wing loading, by avoiding undesirable flight 
regimes which might Impose hazardous loads or loss of control. 
and by making the aircraft less sensitive to turbulence and 
gusts; and to  investigate and encourage the adoptlon of techniques 
allowing maximum utilization of these principles by incorporating 
these considerations in the early design stages of an aircraft. 
Analytical studies to Investigate the appccation of several aspects 
of modern control theory to airplane dynamics and control 
systems synthesis are conducted These studies include methods 
for decoupling the airplane responses to individual control inputs. 
the development of synthesls techniques for complex multivariable 
control systems whlch operate over a wide range of flight 
conditions, the application of adaptive control techniques. and 
the synthesls of gust-alleviation systems. Simulation stud~es to 
investigate the effect of promising systems on pilot opinion and 
handling qualities are utilized. Systems for gust alleviation. 
maneuver load control. and structural mode damping applicable 
to modern airplane configurations are developed. 
W73-70121 501  -26-06 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
A D V A N C E D  CONTROL APPLICATIONS - FLY-BY-WIRE 
EXPERIMENTS 
C. R. Jarvls 805-258-331 1 
(766-75-01 ) 
The overall objective of this joint effort with LaRC IS to 
provide the technology required for the ~mplementation of 
advanced rellable digital fly-by-wire systems in future aircraft. In 
Phase IA, flight tests will be conducted on the single-channel 
digital system in an F-8C aircraft to determine the basic system 
and operational performance. These tests will investigate handling 
qualities and aircraft response, turbulence and engine noise 
effects. filter and gain va~iations. and high angle of attack areas 
during low speed and cruise flight. In Phase 18. through a 
cooperative effort with LaRC. a dual-channel digltal fly-by-wire 
system using multl-purpose aircraft computers will be developed 
and flight tested in the F-8C aircraft. Software development 
and simulation support for this phase will be provided by LaRC. 
In Phase II, through cooperation with LaRC. a reliable multichannel 
fly-by-wire system will be developed and flight tested using 
informat~on attained from Phase IA and 10. 
W73-70122 501 -26-07 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
IN.FLIGHT SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY..GPAS 
J. J. Perry 805-258-331 1 
The objective is to develop the General Purpose Airborne 
Simulator (GPASI hardware in support of Flight Dynamics research 
efforts in the improvement of aircraft flying and ride qualities in 
turbulence. and simulation efforts in the conduct of simulation 
technology programs. Model-controlled system electronics for 
the direct lift controls IDLC) and side force generators (SFG) 
are installed. Present a~rborne analog computer wlth modern 
digital computer system to fully utll~ze expanded capability is 
replaced Turbulence measuring and simulation techniques to 
measure turbulence intensity and simulate model aircraft's 
response to turbulence are developed. 
W 3 - 7 0 1 2 3  601 -26-08 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
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GROUND-BASED SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY 
Leonard Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
Research in the area of flight simulation technology is 
being conducted with the objective of defining simulator fidelity 
requirements for a broad scope of piloting tasks. The results of 
this research will promote the most efficient use of .costly 
motion and visual systems In both research and training 
simulators. Flight research and simulation facilities at Ames, 
especially the large-amplitude motion devices and the visual 
simulation systems. are being utilized in this program. Current 
aircraft development programs, utilizing extenswe simulation work. 
are providing a framework for the development of simulator 
fidelity requirements. New information regarding human motion 
perception characteristics will aid in the establishment of analytical 
methods for defining simulator motion requirements. Several 
studies of v~sual cue requirements will be conducted as a 
contractual effort. Research on flight dynamlcs problems in 
simulation facilities requires continuous efforts in re-configuring 
simulation facilities, improving computational and data acquisition 
capabilities, and provid~ng additional cues and ~mproved cue 
fidelity as required by various research program requirements. 
The funding of the upgrading and support of Ames simulation 
facilities has been submitted under the ROS budget In FY '73. 
This RTOP provides for the procurement of special purpose 
computers, graphics, and peripheral equipment and the 
development and procurement of computer software which as 
ADP equipment has been specifically excluded from the Ames 
ROS allocation. 
W73-70124 501 -26-09 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT 
J. P. Smith 805-258-331 1 
The objective of this work is to provide the ground-based 
simulation facilities required for support of flight dynamics 
research. This effort will be accomplished by the analysis of 
program requirements, and the design, development. and 
construction of the necessary ground-based simulation facilities 
and equipment. 
W73-70125 760-60-05 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHT DYNAMICS - CONTROL AND 
DISPLAY 
M .  R. Barber 805-258-331 1 
(501-23L21) 
The objectives are: to identlfy and demonstrate the optimum 
levels of stability control. and handling qualities for general 
aviation aircraft that can be achieved through the application of 
modern control technology: and to define minimum system ,. 
characteristics that permit realizing these levels. Flight and 
simulator studies will be continued in control display interactions. 
Degradation of system and component performance will be 
used in addition to mixing control modes between axis in order 
to define minimum system characteristics. Economical system 
mechanizations that provide these characteristics will be explored. 
Studies will be made of benefits, including direct lift/drag control 
devices in a flight path command mode of control. 
W73-70128 760-61 -01 
Ames Reeearch Center, Moffen Field, Cal~f. 
STOLAERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE - TWO DIMENSION- 
A L  LIFT AUGMENTATION AND NOISE STUDIES 
L. Robem 41 5-965-5066 
(780-61 -021 
Thle RTOP covers research on Ames STOL aerodvnamics 
and noise studies. The problem is to provide an aerodynamically 
efficient, quiet, powered lift system. The work includes advanced 
augmentors, crulse augmentors, and basic noise studles. 
Contracted studies have shown that augmentor noise can be 
reduced below the goals by careful nozzle design and effective 
acoustic treatment. High pressure ratio air and special engines 
having relatively poor cruise fuel consumption are required for 
propulsion. Means to quiet the compressor noise is the critical 
item for noise reduction. In-house. Ames has developed a low 
pressure augmentor that is inherently more quiet and could use 
existing relatively quiet and efficient engines. This approach. 
combined with a crulse augmentor is being studled under contract: 
In-house efforts will continue to improve the augmentor. The 
acoustic and phys~cal properties of high aspect ratio and distributed 
jets representatwe of powered lift systems will be studied 
theoretically and experlrnentally in an attempt to improve noise 
predictions for this type of noise source. The noise generated 
by an airfoil in a jet will be studied in-house. 
W73-70127 760-61 -02 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va. 
STOL AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE - CONFIGURATION 
STUDIES 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(501-24-12) 
The objective is to  provide the technology required for 
improved performance and handling qualities of powered-lift 
short takeoff and landlng (STOL) and reduced takeoff and 
landing (RTOL) aircraft configurations that are designed for low 
noise. This work will be closely coordinated wlth that under 
RTOP 501-24-12. Pr~mary emphasis in FY 73 will be placed on 
configurations with propulsion systems using the principle of 
anached flow on the upper .surface to reduce noise. Theory, 
wind tunnels. static rigs, and simulators will be used to provide 
basic aerodynamic and handling qualities data through parametric 
ranges when appropriate. Design studies will be used to determine 
the problems and potential of integrating these results to minimize 
noise. This is a consolidation of RTOP requests 760-61-01, 
760-61-02. and 760-61-03. 
W73-70128 760-61 -02 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
STOL AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE - CONFIGURATION 
STUDIES 
L. Robens 41 5-965-5066 
(760-61-01) 
This RTOP covers research to improve performance, stability. 
and control and reduce noise of promising powered lift STOL 
transport concepts, Large scale models will be used to study 
low speed performance, and smaller models suited for high 
speed wind tunnels will be used to study use of the augmentor 
in cruise. The large-scale DeHavilland model will be modified by 
incorporating an advanced, quiet, augmentor. A large scale 
half-span model will be built w ~ t h  the Ames developed low 
pressure augmentor. The low pressure expanding duct IBF will 
be tested in FY 1973. A study will begin of means to configure 
STOL aircraft to reduce noise. 
W73.70129 760-61 -03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
STOL FLIGHT DYNAMICS 
L. Robens 41 5-565-5066 
(766-7 1-02) 
Generalized analytical studies. ground based simulation. 
and flight research will provide data for the revlsion and extension 
of existing handllng qualities criteria for application to powered 
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Ilft STOL transport aircraft. Data will apply to the following 
critical areas: flight path, airspeed, and attitude control; landing 
flare in the presence of ground effect; and roll and yaw control 
for cross-wind operation. The program will be coordinated with 
the C-8 augmentor wing. QUESTOL. and OV-1OA research 
aircraft programs. The latter aircraft wi l l  be utllized in a 
coordinated simulation flight program to study handling qualities 
problems related to flight path control, power management. and 
minimum speed selection. The C-8 and OUESTOL flight programs 
are covered by RTOPS 766-7 1-02 and 741 -86-01 respectively. 
Tentative certification criteria based on studies of representative 
STOL aircraft will be developed in cooperative FAAJNASA 
piloted simulation studies on the Flight Simulator for Advanced 
Aircraft. These results will contribute to generalized criteria for 
all concepts. Development of procedures for demonstrating 
compliance to the criteria will also be undertaken. 
W73-70130  760-62-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Callf. 
VTOL AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
(501-24-1 1) 
This RTOP covers research on the aerodynamics, perform- 
ance. stability and control of promising jet-lift VTOL transport 
configurations, including a better understanding of propulsion- 
aerodynamic interactlons. Analytical methods for predicting these 
character~stics will be ~mproved. b r g e  scale studles of a research 
model. both in and out of ground effect will continue, b r g e  
scale studies of aircraft components will continue, as will research 
on the noise generated by jet lift VTOL aircraft at forward 
speed. Analytical studies, in-house and under contract, will 
continue to improve prediction methods. Cruise aerodynamics 
will be studied both experimentally and analytically and the 
control system work will be extended to Improve the characterist~cs 
of the system. 
W73-70131 760-62-01 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
VTOL AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The basic research objective is to provide the technology 
required for improved performance, stability, and control of 
promising I~ft-fan or Ilh-jet VTOL configurations that would have 
application in civil and military transports as well as military 
fighter and attack aircraft. An additional objective of these 
investigations is to use experimental results to  assist the 
development of more useful analytical methods for predicting 
the aerodynamic characteristics and gain a better understanding 
of propulsion-aerodynamic interactions. Limited fundamental 
studies will be continued in-house and by contract to develop, 
through theory and experiment, engineering design methods for 
optimizing the aerodynamics of lift-fan V/STOL aircraft. University 
grants will augment the in-house analytical work. A major 
emphasis will be placed on investigations of promising lift-fan 
transport configurations in the V/STOL tunnel. Dynamic-stability 
and free-flight tests of a selected eonfiguration can be made in 
the full-scale tunnel In addition, exploratory wind-tunnel research 
under this RTOP will also be concerned with a general study of 
a VTOL fighter-type configuration using the ejector-augmented-lift 
principle or the deflected thrust concepts suitable for application 
in the Navy sea-control concept. 
W73-70132 760-62-02 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,, Calif. 
VTOL FLIGHT DYNAMICS 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5007 
(760-61 -03; 700-63-05) 
This research is directed toward developing design and 
certification criteria for satisfactory manual control of jet or fan 
l ih  VTOL aircraft. Two areas are of primary concern: control of 
the aircraft for precise decelerating approaches to  hover; and 
precision control in hover. ~ i i g h t  and simulation studies have 
indicated that thrust vector management to control speed and 
position relative to the flight path IS the primary problem to be 
solved to obtain satisfactory manual control durlng the IFR 
approach. Analysis and simulation, centered on a Lift-Fan Research 
Transport configuration will be conducted to evaluate various 
techniques of automating control of the magnitude and direction 
of the thrust, and to develop improved concepts. A simulation 
of the XV-58 aircraft will be developed based on fllght and 
wind tunnel data. This w ~ l l  provide a means of verification of 
other simulations of lift fan aircraft. In addition. it will be used 
to quantify all factors contributing to the excessive pilot work 
load in the decelerating approach and to  determine w h a t  
modifications are required to convert the XV-5B into an interim 
aircraftfor further flight research on handling qualities prior to 
the development of the Lift Fan Research Transport. Control 
systems for precise control of hovering aircraft will be considered 
for both commercial and military applications. Candidate systems 
for specific VTOL aircraft will be developed through analysis 
and simulation. In fllght verification and extension of results will 
be accomplished with the X-148 variable stability aircraft. The 
long range plan includes simulations and eventual in-flight 
verification to  establish certification criteria for VTOL commercial 
aircraft - - -  
W73-70133 760-62-02 
Natlonal Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington. 
D.C. 
V/STOL FLIGHT DYNAMICS 
Ralph W. May. Jr. 202-755-2405 
Flight and ground-based simulation research is being carried 
out by Ames and Langley with V/STOL aircraft to study 
handling-qualities and terminal-area operation problems of such 
aircraft. As part of the overall investigation. the Navy X-22 
tilt-duct. V/STOL airplane is belng utilized in a program funded 
by the Navy, Air force. FAA and NASA. The X-22 has a wider 
allowable descent envelope than most other VTOL aircraft and 
reduced cruise-to-approach crew work-load requlrements. These 
two significant factors of the X-22 make this aircraft particularly 
sultable for extending the termlnal area operations research 
already performed to determine minimum airspace requirements 
and associated terminal area flight procedures for IFR 
operations. 
W73-70134 760-63-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
ROTORCRAFT A E R O D Y N A M I C S  A N D  D Y N A M I C S  - 
ANALYSIS A N D  TESTS OF ROTORCRAFT FLOW FIELDS 
A N D  SYSTEM ELEMENTS 
L. Roberts 
(760-63-02) 
Much of the improvement in helicopter performance achieved 
In the past has been the result of semi-empirical cut-and-try 
approaches To ensure more orderly progress, future analyses 
will require more sophisticated treatments of the flow fields and 
rotor blade motions. The latter are even more necessary in 
order to study the equally pressing problems of rotor, noise. 
dynamic loads and stability. These new analyses require laboratory 
verifications such as are obtainable in full scale wind tunnel 
testing, and those involved in such invest~gations need the 
analyses in order to insure meaningful research. For these ends. 
several existing theories will be procured and consolidated with 
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in-house programs. Such theorles or program will incorporate 
reroelastic affects. non-uniform flow field effects based on 
free-wake celculations, oscillating airfoil effects and considerat~ons 
of the three dimensional flow field at the rotor's blade tips. 
These theories will be used to develop improved rotor blade 
designs for performance and noose requirements. and to develop 
means for the reduction of vibratory loads and the improvement 
of rotor and mtorcraft stability. l hey  will also be used to 
eveluate promising concepts of rotor control such as the 
controllable-twist-rotor. jet-flap applications on both jet and shah 
driven rotors, and feed back control methods on hingeless 
rotors. This program will be a joint NASA and Army AMRDL 
effort. 
W73-70135 760-63-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
ROTORCRAFT AERODYNAMIC A N D  DYNAMICS TEST A N D  
ANALYSIS OF ROTOR SYSTEMS A N D  CONFIGURATIONS 
- HELICOPTER 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
(760-63-01 ; 760-63-031 
This RTOP covers research on performance, dynamic loads. 
stability, control system, and noise characteristics of advanced 
helicopter rotor concepts and configurations. Large scale wind 
tunnel tests will ,be conducted to evaluate these configurations 
and provide a data base to improve analytical techniques for 
future concept civaluation. Development of the H ~ g h  Performance 
Rotor test rig will be completed and test of the baseline rotor 
conducted. The baseline blade set will be modified with extensive 
Instrumentation to measure surface pressures, boundary layer 
characterist~cs and acoustics. Tests will be conducted of a 
series of rotors with modified tip planforms designed for nose 
reduction. which will permit noise/performance trade offs and 
provide data for correlation with acoustic theory. Tests of the 
Controllable Twist Rotor are conducted to determine performance/ 
stress trade off Tests of a hingeless rotor with a hub moment 
feedback control system are conducted to determine rotor steady 
state and transient response and transfer functions, both open 
and closed loop. Tests of the Reverse Velocity Rotor in the 
12-food wind tunnel are conducted. Techniques for measuring 
blade vibratory shear forces on HPR are develo~ed. 
W73-70136 760-63-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ROTORCRAFT AERODYN.AMlC PERFORMANCE - TEST 
A N D  ANALYSIS OF ROTOR SYSTEMS A N D  CONFIGURAT- 
IONS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
Analytical and experimental studies will be made to identify 
factors contributing to the aerodynamic. structural, and noise 
characteristics of rotors. University grants and contracted studies 
will be continued to define wake geometry and analytical 
procedures which include wake characteristics in predicting 
airloads. structural responses, performance and noise In-house 
experimental studles will be continued to better define unsteady 
local-flow parameters significant in rotor blade section Ilft 
analysis and blade airfoil development. Analytical. wind tunnel, 
and whir l  tower investigations will be made to  determine 
performance, dynamic loads, vibrations. and noise characteristics 
of advanced rotor concepts, rotorcrah configurations, and tail 
rotor arrangements. Advanced research rotor systems will be 
developed specifically for flight tests on the Rotor Systems 
Research Aircraft (RSRAI. Work will proceed on the necessary 
studles, supporting technology, design, and development of a 
series of advanced rotor systems in order to begin flight testing 
on the RSRA in F.Y. 1976. These programs will, in general. be 
carried out jointly with the bngley Directorate of the Army Air 
Mobility R and D Laboratory 
W73-70137 760-63-03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
ROTORCRAFT A E R O D Y N A M I C S  A N D  D Y N A M I C S  - 
ANALYSIS A N D  TESTS OF SYSTEMS A N D  CONFIGURA- 
TIONS - TlLT ROTOR 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(760-63-01 ; 760.63-02) 
This RTOP covers activities in iesearch and supporting 
technology for the tilt rotor aircrah program to provide a sound 
base for definition of performance, dynamic loads, stability. 
control system and noise character~stics of advanced tilt rotor 
concepts and configurations. In-house development of a 4 and 
9 degree of freedom math model of ti lt rotor dynamics will be 
completed and correlated with full scale wind tunnel data. 
Development of more sophisticated models of the complete 
aircrah and its various subsystems will continue, including control 
systems for mode suppression. Contracted analyses and tests 
will be conducted for rotor control systems for gust alleviation 
and blade load suppression. Contracted analyses- and in-house 
tests will be conducted for airfoils specifically optimized for the 
tilt rotor. Contracted analyses and tests will be conducted to 
study rotor wind interference problems. 
W73-70138 760-63-04 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
R O T O R C R A F T  F L I G H T  D Y N A M I C S  - T l L T  ROTOR 
AIRCRAFT 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(767-78-01) 
This RTOP describes a program to  define and perform 
simulation and flight investigations for the tilt rotor transport 
aircraft to generate a more thorough data base required for' use 
by designers, c i v~ l  and military operators, and regulatory agencies 
in handling qualities, dynamics and flight control for this type of 
aircraft. The flight experiments for this program will be conducted 
on the tilt rotor research aircraft as a vehicle reasonably 
representative of a tilt rotor transport aircrah. A simulation will 
be set up for the tilt rotor transport aircraft to investigate the 
operational boundaries. stabilization and control requirements. 
and performance of this type of aircraft as a functlon of design 
and operational parameters. I t  is planned to set up this slmulation 
In conjunction with the Aeronautical Projects Office slmulation 
of the Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft. This slmulatlon will then be 
used for specific evaluation of proposed configurations for the 
research aircrah by the Aeronautical Projects Office (RTOP 
767-78-01) and for the research and technology investigations 
to establish deslgn and operational criteria as described in this 
RTOP which will cons~der aircraft of size and performance 
suitable for operational military or commercial applications. 
W73-70139 760-63-04 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ROTORCRAFT FLIGHT DYNAMICS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(768-81 -06) 
Using broad capability helicopter in-flight simulators as 
primary tools. conduct research is required to develop improved 
design and certification criteria (primarily in areas of handling 
qualities and overall fllght characteristics) for various classes of 
VTOL veh~cles such as lift-fan transports as well as helicopters 
and other rotorcrah. Such research required for both manual 
IFR flight simulations, as well as for advanced vehlcles having 
automated fllght and active control capability with satisfactory 
provision for pilots to monitor and take over fllght control 
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manually with particular emphasis on flight in the terminal 
areas is to be conducted Representatwe types of problems to 
be investigated include deflning the requirements and flight/ 
operational characteristics of advanced flight control systems 
including actlve controls. inherent stability and augmented 
stabilization. cockpit displays and pilot controls including pilot 
workload. veh~cle/piloting Interfaces with groundbased and 
onboard navigation systems for manual flight in IFR condltions. 
and vehicle/piloting interfaces with automated f l~ght systems. 
The CH-46 in-flight simulator will be used heavily in FY 1973 
and preparations made t'o phase in a CH-47 in-flight simulator 
with improved capabll~ty. The SH-3A test helicopter will be 
used for cockpit dlsplay-pilot workload studies. and the large 
CH-54 helicopter will be used to examine size and weight 
effects on handling qualities. Handling qualities research on the 
X-22 alrcraft will be conducted by this RTOP (joint Navy/Air 
Fo rce /FAA/NASA program w i t h  NASA funding provided 
directly by NASA Headquarters). 
W73-70140 760-63-05 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
R O T O R C R A F T  - A D V A N C E D  T E C H N O L O G Y  C l V l L  
HELICOPTER 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objective of thls effort is to initiate a coordinated 
program to expedite the entry of an advanced technology 
helicopter into an integrated VTOL short-haul transportation 
system The approach will involve contract efforts in the areas 
of vehicle operational data acquisition and preliminary studies of 
the technology application potential and of the veh~cle/atr- 
transponatlon system interface requirements. 
W73-70141 760-64-01 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
SUBSONlC/SONlC AIRCRAFT - AERODYNAMIC PERFOR- 
MANCE 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(501 -06-05: 501-1 5-01) 
The objective is to provide the required data base to  
evaluate configuration aerodynamic performance, stability and 
control characteristics of advanced subsonlc/sonic transport 
concepts (apart from the mainline and primary alternate ATT 
Configurations) in both cruise and terminal area flight reglmes. 
Transonic and low-speed wind-tunnel investigations to obtain 
three-dimensional force, moment and flow data on advanced 
subsonic/sonic transport aircraft beyond the mainllne and primary 
alternate configurations to  be investigated in the A T  program 
under RTOP 501 - 15-01 are conducted. 
W73-70142 760-64-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SUBSONIC/SONIC AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC PERFOR- 
MANCE 
E. W. Perkins 415-965-5852 
This RTOP covers investigations of the aerodynamic 
performance. stability and control characteristics, and airport 
and community noise characterist~cs of (1) edvanced transport 
aircraft concepts capable of operating at transonic and low 
supersonic speeds such as the R. T. Jones entisymmetric design 
end (2) transport aircraft capable of operating at reduced takeoff 
and landing distances (RTOL) compared to conventional transports. 
For the antlsymmetric wing-body configuration tests will be 
conducted for subsonic. transonic and supersonic Mach numbers 
up to M equals 1.5. The data will be compared with theory. 
and this information will be used for rnisslon studles to assess 
the antisymmetric configuration potentlal for advanced trensport 
consideration. Concurrently, an analytical and experimental 
lnvestigatlon of nacelle-airframe interference effects on engine 
type and nacelle size, shape and location will be made. This 
combined effort will be accomplished both In-house and on 
contract 
W73-70143 760.64-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SUBSONIC/SONIC AIRCRAFT - FLIGHT DYNAMICS 
M.  D. White 415-565-5009 
Analysis and plloted simulator stud~es and flight evaluation 
of reduced take-off and landing (RTOL) aircraft will be conducted. 
The initial steps in the program will be to select candidate 
control and display systems based on current STOL and CTOL 
research. Mathematical models will be developed based on 
aerodynamic data from wind tunnel tests and theoretically based 
computations. Piloted simulation will be conducted to establish 
optimum system parameters and cenlfication criteria. In flight 
verification will be performed on demonstration aircraft. 
W73-70144 760-64-03 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field, Calif. 
CIVIL AIRCRAFT DEVUOPMENT TESTING 
S. L. Treon 41 5-965-5850 
Aircraft companies in the course of developing commercial 
aircraft, seek time in the Ames wind tunnel facilities. on a fee 
basis. for the purpose of studying the Reynolds number sensitive 
characteristics of wing high lift devices at subsonic speeds and 
the drag. ' the static stability and control. and inlet airframe 
interactions of rhelr designs at transonic speeds. The results of 
these studies are frequently of mutual benefit to both the 
aircraft company and NASA. 
W73-70145 7 6 0 - W - 6 0  
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
S U B S O N I C / S O N I C  CTOL TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY: 
AIRFRAME A N D  NACELLE AERODYNAMICS (ATT) 
W. J. Alford. Jr. 703-827-3586 
(760-64-01 ; 760-64-021 
The objective is to establish as a bass for development of 
improved subsonic/sonic CTOL transport systems. a foundation 
of advanced technology 'in qupercritical aerodynamics. Transpon 
configuration wind tunnel tests in relation to systems studies 
and the development of a means for accurately analyzing and 
predicting the interference effects of configuration components 
are continued. An experimental data base for designing large 
high-speed transport aircraft incorporating wing mounted nacelles 
(both 2 and 4 engines) is provided. A practical approach for 
incorporating gust load, maneuver load and flutter suppression 
controls in advanced wing designs is developed. The development 
of practical approaches for incorporating effective control high-lift 
devices In supercritical wing designs is continued Overall 
nacelle configurations (flow through and powered) for practical 
transport aircraft operating near the speed of sound are 
developed. 
W73-70146 760.66.01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT - OPTIMUM DESIGN/CCV 
T. J. Gregory 415-965-5881 
(760-65-04; 760-65-07: 750-65-081 
The objective of this research effort is to privide information 
In areas where experience has shown that design knowledge 
for advenced supersonic transport aircraft 1s incomplete. The 
potentiel performance gains to be reallzed by relaxing conventional 
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aerodynamic stability requirements (CCV concepts) wil l  be 
assessed by theoretical studies and wind tunnel tests. These 
efforts will be coordinated with related studies on the handling 
qualities criteria and control system mechanizatlon techniques 
for CCV supersonlc transport aircrafi proposed under RTOP's 
7 6 0 - 0 5 - 0 7  and 760-05-08. Correlation of theoretical and 
experimental results from wind tunnel tests and flight tests will 
be made. Theoretical methods for improving the prediction of 
flow fields about arbitrary shapes will be developed. 
W73-70147 760-65-03 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va. 
AST - AERODYNAMICS AND PERFORMANCE (CONCEPTS) 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(760-65-01 ; 760-65-04) 
The objective of this program is to develop the aerodynamic 
technology which would serve as a basis for an advanced 
supersonic transport aircraft in terms of maximum aerodynamic 
performance at both supersonlc and subsonic speeds and to 
provide sufficient control power for all phases of flight. The 
approach to be taken is to  develop, through in-house and 
contractor effort, airframe stability and control power criterla for 
advanced arrow-wing configurations with active controls. Wind 
tunnel investigations especially at high angles of attack and 
off-design ~ a c h  numbers are to be conducted to improve those 
aerodynamic characteristics identified as critical in the studies. 
From these investigations, alrcrah modifications are to be indicated 
which are most apt to produce improved performance Multiple 
solutions to a glven aerodynamic problem will be sought in 
order to afford the designer options in the total job of configuration 
integration and optimization. Other configurations such as blended 
arrow-wind and variable-sweep transports are to be examined 
and an assessment of their subsonic stability, control and 
performance is to be made. 
W73-70148 760-65-04 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va. 
AST - AERODYNAMICS AND PERFORMANCE (THEORY) 
A. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(760-65-01 ; 760-65-03; 760-65-01, 760-65-041 
The objective of this program is to  formulate and validate 
improved analytical techniques or empirical methods for the 
deslgn and for the prediction of the aerodynamic behavior. of 
advanced supersonlc transport configurations at both subsonic 
and supersonic speeds. The approach to be followed is to make 
an assessment of available analytical and/or empirical methods 
for designing and predicting the aerodynamics and performance 
of advanced supersonic transport configurations. These methods 
will be improved, when required, and new techniques will be 
util~zed to show the effect of configuration changes on the 
panlcular component involved. and also on the overall performance 
of the aircraft. Emphasis will be placed on the development of 
aerodynamic design and/or analytical methods for deta~ling 
surface pressures, flow field inforrnatlon, and for handling leading 
edge separation and the attendant vortex flows. 
W73-70149 760-65-04 
Arnes Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF METHODS FOR 
PREDICTING THE LOW-SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARAC- 
TERISTICS OF ADVANCED SUPERSONIC TECHNOLOGY 
AIRCRAFT 
L. Robem 41 5-965-5066 
The research performed under this RTOP is to develop 
and evaluate aerodynamic theories for use in predicting the 
high-lift characteristics of advanced supersonic technology aircraft. 
including wing-body interference and ground effects. 
W73-70160 760-65-05 
Flight Research Center, Edwards. Calif. 
AST - COOPERATIVE AUTOPILOT/SAS/P R O P U  L S l O N  
CONTROL SYSTEM 
G. J. Matranga 805-258-331 1 
(501 -24-21) 
Significant airplane flight path disturbances. attributable to 
the propulsion system. have been obsewed on the XB-70 and 
YF-12 airplanes at high speed. This RTOP proposes to develop 
wind tunnel and analytical techniques for predicting airframe/ 
propulsion system Interactions of advanced supersonic aircraft 
and to determine the feasibility and benefits of a cooperative 
autopilot/SAS/propulsion control system. This goal would be 
achieved by,  conducting simulator and analytical studies to 
determine the possible benefits to be derived through the use 
of such an integrated control system on the YF-12. Contracts 
would be let for the design, construction, and installation of 
such a system on the YF-12. Flight tests then would verify the 
benefits that can be obtained by such a system In an operational 
environment. 
W73-70151 760-65-06 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field, Calif. . 
DEVELOPMENT OF FLEXSTAB FOR AST 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
The aeroelastic deflections experienced by large supersonic 
aircraft both In steady state and maneuvering (penurbed) fllght 
have a major impact upon performance, stability, control, and 
the internal loads arising from such deflections. A major objective 
of this research is, to develop Improved analytical methods and 
to incorporate such improvements in the FLEXSTAB system of 
computer programs for calculating stability and control of 
flexible aircraft Both longitudinal and lateral-directional motions 
are included. Modif~cat~ons are planned that will provide improved 
lateral-directional results, more complete loads information. effects 
of actlve controls, and improved representation of non-linear 
aerodynamics. As modifications are made, the FLEXSTAB program 
will be validated by comparing computed results with experimental 
measurements from both flight and wind tunnel tests. 
W73-70152 760-65-07 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Callf. 
AST - HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA FOR ACT- 
CONFIGURED ADVANCED SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
L. Roberts 4 15-565-5066 
(760-65-08) 
Studies on the Ames piloted motion simulators and a 
parallel analytical effoort will be directed toward the development 
of quantitative criterla for ACT-configured advanced supersonic 
airplanes. The initial simulat~ons will use available mathematical 
models of the Concorde and 82707-300 airplane, and will be 
supported by analysis and trade-off studies. Stability and 
operating procedures will be systematically varied and the stability 
augmentation and control required to cope with each level of 
stability determined. Both long~tudinal and lateral characteristics 
will be considered, and the operating procedures required for 
noise abatement will be included. Results will be utilized in a 
contractual investigation to determine performance gains to be 
reallzed through configuration changes that employ active controls. 
Prospective new designs will be investigated in later program 
phases. 
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W73-70153 760-65-08 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Caltf. 
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR ACT-CONFIGU R E D  
S U P E R S O N I C  A I R P L A N E S  II - INVESTIGATION OF 
CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANIZATION TECHNIOUES 
Leonard Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(760-65-07) 
The objectives are to determine failure modes of alternative 
control system mechanizations, the ability of the crew to react 
to these failures and the resultant effect on control system 
design requirements. P~loted motion simulator studies will be 
conducted to investigate the acceptabil~ty of various redundancy 
concepts in terms of the control stability and responses in 
normal operation and the ability of the pilot to detect and react 
to failure in the systems. Math model will be developed on the 
basis of contracted efforts of Boeing extending current Phase I 
and Phase II SST technology follow-on efforts sponsored by 
DOT, and data from in-house studies at LaRC and ARC Emphas~s 
will be placed on actuator systems and structural support 
compliances scaled to the size of the SST class of airplane. 
This effort is complimentary to RTOP 760-65-07 and will be 
carried out jolntly w ~ t h  that RTOP. 
W73-70154 760-65-09 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
A D V A N C E D  SUPERSONIC TECHNOLOGY: SYSTEMS 
STUDIES 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
This RTOP covers the conduct of systems studies whlch 
will identiFy and assess the Impact of new technologies applicable 
to future supersonic commercial aircraft. It is necessary to 
determine how these advancements can be successfully integrated 
into a design for a supersonic cruise aircraft. In particular, to 
investigate such areas as subsonic/supersonic performance. 
economics, safety, comfort, and those characteristtcs such as 
noise, pollution, etc , w h ~ c h  interact with the social community 
Contractual system studies will evaluate advanced supersonic 
technology in aerodynam~cs/configurations, propulsion, structures. 
mater~als, flight controls, and avionics. The impact of these new 
technologies will develop into a base of knowledge for design. 
These studies will define the state of readiness and evaluate 
high r~sk  and recommend the actions necessary to m~nimize 
these h ~ g h  risk areas. This work  will be supported and 
complemented by program elements under Langley Research 
Center, Lewis Research Center. Ames Research Center. Flight 
Research Center. and the Department of Defense (DOT-FAA). 
covering fundamental aerodynamic and structural technology. 
propuls~on. inlet and nozzle studies, flight research support of 
programs and inputs from SST technical follow-on program of ' 
the DOT-FAA. The proposed contracts shall be a level of effort 
, over a period of two 12) years with three (3) or more contractors 
for one (1)  year wtth optlons for the second (2nd) year wtth 
only two 12) contractors. 
W73-70155 760-66-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC PER- 
FORMANCE 
V. L. Peterson 41 5-965-5859 
Recent mtsslon studies indicate that hypersonic, hydrogen- 
fueled aircraft w i t h  airbreathing engines offer attract ive 
performance capabil~ties for both civil and m~litary a~rcrafl. Such 
studies must be supplemented by detailed studtes of varlous 
components of a configuration, particularly the air induction 
system with emphasis on the effects of inlet shape on the 
vehicle aerodynamics. Sufficiently deta~led information on the 
various inlet f low components (e.g, boundary layers and 
shock-wave boundary layer Interactions In three-dimensional flows) 
must be acquired so that advanced computer programs can be 
developed to provide the performance estimates needed to 
establish a more credible basis for conducting future mission 
studies. 
W73-70156 760-66-01 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC PER- 
FORMANCE 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
1501 -04-03) 
The purpose of this work is to provide the technology for 
the des~gn of efficient, practical. hypersonic airbreath~ng aircraft. 
A number of a~rcrafl systems are being studied. These include 
hypersonic transports, military strike and reconnaissance 
vehicles. hypersonic research airplanes, and the airbreathtng 
launch vehicle. The airbreathing launch vehicle w h ~ c h  is capable 
of providing a truly low-cost space logistics system can fill an 
expected need in the NASA/DOD program in the 1985-1995 
time period. The hypersonic transport, with ~ t s  long-range capab~lity 
and cruise sonic boom levels that may be acceptable over 
populated areas, has the potential of prowding a major step in 
air transportation in the latter part of the century. Airbreathing 
vehicle systems must fully exploit the interactions between 
aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, trajectory selection, etc . to 
achieve maximum overall eff~ciency and operational flexibility. 
Detailed work on configuration concepts, reliable prediction 
techniques, full-scale Reynolds number effects, engine-airframe 
~ntegration, etc.. will be vigorously pursued to provide the 
technological base necessary. The technology for all three systems 
needs to be demonstrated in flight before commitment to 
mission hardware is made. The hypersonic research aircraft will 
be used as a focal point in the technology development. 
W73-70157 760-66-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
HYPERSONIC RESEARCH AIRPLANE CONCEPT DEVELOP- 
MENT 
R.  E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(760-66-01 ; 501 -04-03: 501 -22-06) 
The purpose of t h ~ s  work is to develop an advanced 
concept for a hypersonic research airplane (HRAI designed to 
demonstrate in fltght much of the technology required for future 
transport. military, and space-launch hypersonic airbreathing 
systems. Part~cular emphasis will be placed on incorporating 
features in the HRA to  demonstrate effic~ent hypersonic 
airbreathing propulsion and long lived structures. This program 
will be conducted by interdivisional groups assisted by industrial 
design specialists. Systematic, in-depth studies wtll be conducted 
to develop an HRA concept embodying the most promising 
aerodynamic, propulsive and structural features required for 
future operational systems derived from the ongoing technology 
programs. Feed back from the HRA will provide major focus 
and gu~dance for the ongoing programs. The projected schedule 
for the HRA requlres that the concept be defined and the 
pre-project R and D be completed in 1975. The detailed deslgn, 
development and procurement of the HRA would be inittated in 
1976 with the flight research program beginning in 1982. 
W73-70158 760-67-01 
Langley Research Center. Langley Statlon. Va. 
M I L I T A R Y  A I R C R A F T  - A I R C R A F T  A N D  M I S S I L E  
AERODYNAMICS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
1791-94-01: 501-17-01) 
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The objective is to develop advanced concepts which will 
provide the aerodynamic technology for the design of military 
systems. Research conducted under this RTOP will provide the 
aerodynamic technical base for the Advanced Flghter Technol- 
ogy program (LAC RTOP 791-94-011. The approach to be used 
will combine both analytical and experimental techniques. Studles 
of airplanes will include advanced aerodynamic concepts such 
as wing warp. maneuver devices, component Interference and 
second-order area rule at lift. Particular emphasis will be placed 
on the improvement of performance, stability and control 
characteristics in the high angle-of-attack range at subsonic. 
transonic and supersonic speeds. The subsonic studies will also 
Include wing buffet. oscillatory stability and post-stall aerodyna- 
mics. Including spin damping. Studles of missiles will provide 
the technology for advanced missiles at all speeds for various 
mission requirements including the aerodynamlc stability and 
control characteristics of surface-to-air, air-to-ground. alr-to-air. 
and surface-to-surface missiles with wing. tail, canard, o r ~ j e t  
controls. Develop missile configurat~ons for future application 
through mission determination. trade studies, and performance 
evaluations. Emphasis is to  be given to aerodynamic problems 
of fundamental importance to a class of configurations to permit 
a later selection for a specific development. 
W73-70159 760-67-01 
Ames Research Centel. Moffen Fleld. Cal~f 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT - AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMICS 
L Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(501 -26-04) 
Experimental and analytical stud~es will be made to prov~de 
the aerodynamlc technology for deslgn of advanced mllltary 
alrcraft Large-scale low-speed wlnd tunnel studles will be 
conducted on components and Integrated conflguratlons to derlve 
~nformatlon on hlgh-lift devlces. Ilh and drag stablllty and 
control effects of englne power and effects of varlatlons In 
wlng geometry Speclflc mllltary alrcrah development programs 
will be supported 
W73-70160 760-67-03 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT - VECTORED THRUST MANEUVER- 
ABILITY 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objective of thls research is to explore and deflne the 
potential for increased maneuverability of fighter-type aircraft 
through the use of thrust vectoring. The achievement of a high 
longitudinal deceleration. an increased normal acceleration and 
rate of turn, with a reduction in time to turn may result in 
increased combat capability for defensive and offensive tactics 
through vectoring in forward flight (VIFFI. The objective is to be 
accomplished in three phases. The first two phases are primarily 
to open the envelope of the Harrier to permit unrestricted 
vectoring at rated thrust over the structural envelope of the 
airplane. These flrst two phases are to be conducted under a 
joint agreement with the United Kingdom. Ministry of Defense. 
Phase I l l  is to be an NASA research program for an extensive 
exploration and evaluation of vectoring for possible application 
to advanced fighters. The phases are further defined as follows: 
Phase I (a) Documentation and qualitative flight evaluation of 
VlFF effectlveness to 500  KlAS and 80-percent fan rpm. using 
the NASA Kestrel and MOD Harrier aircraft. (b) Checkout and 
validation of the Langley Differential Maneuvering Simulator 
(DMSI for VlFF studies and use of the DMS to evaluate 
vectoring effectlveness with Harrier type aircraft. (c) Supporting 
wind-tunnel tests to obtain aerodynamic interactions at high 
speeds. (d) Utilize the NASA Kestrel aircraft for further 
documentation, minor wing modiflcatlons to Improve vectoring 
capability and support of the NASA/MOD effort 
W73-70161 760-67-05 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT - REMOTE PILOTED VEHICLE 
R. D. Reed 805-258-331 1 
This program lnvolves the design and construction of three 
318 scale remote piloted F-15 fighter aircraft configurations to 
be air-launched. flown through high angle-of-attack maneuvers 
and recovered by horizontal landing on Edwards Dry Lake or by 
parachute recovery. These vehicles are to be flown to gather 
needed flight data at angle-of-attack values at. near, and beyond 
the aircraft stall or departure. The overall objectives are to 
develop a remote piloted vehlcle (RPV) test technique that is 
well suited to stall/spin type research; to obtain high angle-of- 
anack data specifically for a 318 scale F-15 configuration up to 
and including post-stall. prespin conditions. and to assess 
advanced control systems in pre-stall, post-stall, and pre-spin 
fllght 
W73-70162 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
DOD ASSISTANCE 
M.  D. White 41 5-965-5009 , 
(1 36-63-02; 760-74-01; 764-74-01) 
Technical assistance, consultive services, and facillty support 
will be provided to the DOD In support of aircraft development 
programs, Included are research efforts to develop new criteria 
to aid In assuring satisfactory handllng qualities of piloted aircraft 
and to  define and develop techniques for improvement of marginal 
or unsatisfactory handling characteristics o f  new airplane 
designs. Ground based and airborne f l~ght simulators will be 
employed as required. Specific weapon systems programs for 
which support is planned during FY 1973 include the F-14, the 
8-1, the KC-135, and the. Light Weight Fighter. A potential 
area for future support is the B-1 and the Light Weight Fighter. 
Reporting on past support of the A-10  will be completed. 
W73-70163 760-1 7-01 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
DOD ASSISTANCE - SPECIFIC MILITARY DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objective is to determine the aerodynamic characteristics 
of models and model components at subsonic, transonic, and 
supersonic speeds. Current emphasis is focused on the USN 
F-14. USAF F-15. USAF 8-1, USAF F-4. USAF A-X and 
several foreign vehicles. Future emphasis will be on the USAF 
l~ghtweighl fighter prototype and the tilt pr?p/rotor V/STOL 
concept. Results will be obtained by means of wind-tunnel 
investigations conducted over appropriate ranges of aerodynamic 
variables to determine forces, moments and loads, as well as 
by the use of the many available analytical programs. Analysls 
of the results will be performed and documented 
W73-70164 760-1 6-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Cal~f. 
DOT ASSISTANCE - CERTIFICATION CRITERIA DEVELOP- 
MENT 
L. Roberts 41  5-565-5066 
The DOT will be assisted in the development of supersonic 
transport airworthiness standards and of flight test procedures 
for demonstrating compliance This will be accomplished by 
piloted simulation studies to be conducted jointly by DOT and 
NASA. Airworthiness authorities from the United Kingdom and 
France will partic~pate as appropriate. 
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W73-70165 501 -08-05 reliable instrumentation for measuring various parameters such 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. as v~sibi l i ty, fog drop concentration. remote sensing of  
STRATOSPHERIC MONITORING USING LASER RADAR atmospheric characteristics in the fog, and haze nucleus 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 measurements. Laboratory experiments with controlled fogs 
The objective of this research involves the experimental containing haze nuclei should be performed to qualib the fog 
and theoretical ~nvestigatton of the scattering character~stics of development and field instrumentation concepts. 
the aerosol layers commonly associated with the lower 
stratosphere. The experimental phase will utilize an optical radar 
to obtain measurements of the volume backscatter function at 
a number of wavelengths through the visible In addition. 
measurements of depolar~zation due to this aerosol layer will be 
studied. The theoretical approach will include: comparison of 
experimentally measured volume backscatter function as a function 
of  wavelength with accepted models of aerosol scattering: 
determinat~on of cross-section variation by using experimental 
measurements of depolarization; determination of a systematic 
variation of these layers with latitude and a calibration of the 
optical radar measurements by comparison w i t h  in si tu 
measurements. 
W73-70166 501 -08-10 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va 
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objectives are: to investigate and define atmospheric , 
parameters for use in the design, and development and operation ; 
of CTOL and V/STOL aircraft. Pr~mary emphasis w ~ l l  be glven 
to definition of clear air turbulence and mountain wave turbulence. 
The approach utilizes the new Langley 48  Inch Optical Radar 
System. Two experiments are planned to define and better 
understand those atmospheric processes that contribute to 
formation of turbulence. Supporting data will be obtained by 
aircraft and balloon flights. An over guide line request is made 
to continue stud~es of the spectra of atmospheric turbulence 
uslng an Instrumented 8-57 airplane and the investigation of 
rad~ation environment at altitudes of SST type aircraft. 
W73-70167 501-08-10 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS 
G. H Fichtl 205-453-31 68  
(133-61-10) 
The natural environment is one of major consideration in 
the design and safe operation of aeronautical systems 
(conventional aircraft. V/STOL vehicles, etc.). The object~ves of 
the research under this RTOP are concerned with two areas of 
the natural environment. namely. (1)  the defin~tion of the mean 
wind and turbulent environment at and around airports (including 
V/STOL ports) and at cruise altitudes for aeronautical system 
design and operation. and (2) the feasible modification of fog at 
airports t o  improve visibility. The first objective w ~ l l  be 
accomplished through the development of empirical/theoreticaI 
models. In the region of the atmosphere near the ground. the 
atmospheric boundary layer, these models shall define (a) the 
mean w ~ n d  profile. (b) mean and instantaneous wind shear. (c) 
the statistical properties of turbulence (spectra, higher-order 
stat~stics, etc.). (d) the modification of atmospher~c flows as the 
air passes from rough to smooth terraln (a typical situation 
around an airport), (el the structure of wakes behind buildings 
(aircraft towers. control towers, etc.) and natural obstruct~ons 
such as hills, trees, etc , and (f)  the structure of the mean and 
turbulent flow in the cold air outflow of. thunderstorms. The 
second objective IS to study fog and - i ts llfe cycle by lab and 
f~eld testing programs and by a parallel program to develop 
W73-70168 501-38-17 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
AIRPORT AIR POLLUTION 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(1  60-75-22: 501 -04-021 
The purpose will be to analytically evaluate the environmental 
impact of future V/STOL passenger transportation systems in 
the context of realistic background air pollution environments in 
high traff~c. multiple airport urban areas. The scope of the work 
will include developing: (a) a source model of present and 
future air transportation system emissions. (b) a dispersion 
model of advection and diffusion, ( c )  a model of the photochemical 
processes occurring in the atmosphere. (d l  two  meteorological 
models (one statistical and one predictive) to provide inputs to 
the dispersion model, and (e) a source and sink inventory 
model of the San Fransico Bay Area emissions contributing to 
the background levels for- demonstration and field verification 
purposes. The models will then be used to carry out sensitivity 
studies of engine emissions. STOL operational profiles. STOL-porl 
locations. and air traffic levels In their effects on urban air 
quality under typical meteorological conditions. 
W73-70169 501 -38-1 7 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
AIRPORT AIR POLLUTION 
,C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
This RTOP covers two principal areas of research and 
investigat~on. The first area is concerned with the anticipation 
and assessment of potential environmental problems associated 
w ~ t h  the operation of advanced air transport systems such as 
,V/STOL. ATET. HST. AST, Space Shuttle. and other emerglng 
air transportation systems. Factors which would be considered 
In the assessment of potential problems would be: operational 
modes, use frequency: and volume. nature, and dispersion of 
exhaust emissions coupled with the nature of the surroundings In 
which the system would function. Such an effort would be a con- 
tlnuing one. reassessing new information as i t  becomes available. 
discontinuing interest in those systems whlch no longer pose 
significant problems. and through contractual or in-house research. 
anempt to provide solutions to those problems which have 
been ident~fied. The second work area would be d~rected towards 
the development and improvement of techniques used in the 
formulation of numerical d~spersion models. Work would be 
oriented towards the requirements of models used to predict 
the effect of airport operations on pollution levels in the 
surrounding areas. Such modeling would also allow the prediction 
of the effect of altering airport operations in various ways. the 
relat~ve contributions of a~rcraft and nonaircraft operations, peak 
short-term pollution concentrations. and the concentrat ions 
downwind of the airport. Work in this area would be pointed 
not towards the development of a dispersion model for a 
particular airport. but to the the development of techniques and 
component models which--- 
W73-70170 501  -38-1 2 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
TIRE TRACTION AND BRAKING 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
Aircraft operations on runways where heavy brak~ng IS 
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required, yet directional control must be maintained, presents 
requirements on antiskid systems, tires and runway that are 
vital to aircraft safety and passenger comfort as well as being 
necessary to procedures for alleviating alrport congestion. Further. 
airfield roughness can contribute to high takeoff, landing and 
taxi loads on the aircraft. The objectives of thts RTOP are ( 1 )  
to improve the performance of brak~ng systems, (2)  to improve 
the performance and llfetime of pneurnatlc tires, (3 )  to develop 
new landing gear systems that would permit continuous use of 
prlme runways regardless of crosswinds, thus rellevlng congestion 
problems dur~ng weather condltlon. (4) to evaluate cornering 
capabilities under heavy braklng so that hlgh speed turn-offs 
can be designed to increase the flow of traffic at congested 
airports. (5)  to define acceptable levels of runway and taxlway 
roughness, and (6)  to relate the character of runway surface to 
brak~ng and cornering performance. Research to meet these 
objectives will employ full scale aircraft and landing gear systems 
in additlon to scaled models of pneumatic tires and landlng 
gear systems. Tests will be conducted at the Aircraft Landing 
Loads and Traction Facility, airport runways, lnclud~ng the landing 
research runway at Wallops Station, ground test vehlcles and 
various laboratory equipment. 
W73-70171 501 -38-1 2 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
TIRE TRACTION. BRAKING 
Glen Goodwln 41 5-965-5065 
(501 -38- 19) 
The objectives are: To improve aircraft braking and control 
on the runway by the utilization of improved materials for 
aircraft tires and brake Ilnlngs; to develop and evaluate improved 
elastomeric materials for use In tires for present and future high 
speed alrcrah having improved properties and less wear than 
conventional alrcraft tire materials, and to develop and evaluate 
composite materials based on p-polyphenylene whlch could serve 
as long wearlng and improved frictronal materials for ajrcraft 
brake Ilnings. Tread vulcanizates composed of improved elastomers . 
. 
and various polyblends of natural rubber will be evaluated by 
performing stress relaxation measurements and other tests. 
Improved processing and curlng methods will be sought in 
order to yield elastomerlc materials having ~mproved thermochemi- 
cal and physical properties. especially at elevated temperatures. 
Brake lining compositions based on p-polyphenylene will be 
evaluated on a brake tester. and other tests will be performed 
to assess their performance as improved linings for aircraft. 
Other studles w ~ l l  ~nclude composite formulation and processing 
optimization based on test results obtained. 
W73-70172 501 -38-12 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
TIRE TRACTION. BRAKING 
C. David Miller 21 6-433-4000 
The objective is to improve aircraft braking to reduce 
frequencies of accidents due to airplanes sllding off sldes of 
runways or running off ends of runways, particularly after aborted 
takeoffs. Through,'grants at the University of Michigan and RPI. 
and through in-house analytical effort. a concurrent two- 
pronged approach is directed toward (1) a basically new method 
of braking designed to dissipate aircrafl kinetic energy into a 
thermally conductive runway sutface and (2) improvement of 
materials and systems for conventional brakes 
W73-70173 601-38-18 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
CROSSWIND LANDING FOR STOL OPERATIONS 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objective is to investigate STOL crosswind landing 
problems 'and methods of extending the crosswind limits for 
landing. A flight investigation will be conducted to determine 
the relation between airplane control, airplane response, pilotlng 
technique, flight safety marglns, and crosswind l~mi ts  durlng the 
STOL-type landlng operatlons. A f l~ght investigation will also be 
conducted to determine the effects of wind gradient modlf~catlon 
by fences. An analytical study and model tests will be conducted 
to Investigate. crosswind landlng gear conflguratlons and a 
crosswind landing gear will be designed, bullt. and flight tested. 
Studies also will be made o f  control concepts such as the use 
of alrfoil generated s,ide force for crosswind landlng control. 
W73-70174 501 -38-1 1 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
AIRCRAFT OPERATING EXPERIENCES 
R E. Bower 703-827-3285 
Statistical data on the operatlonal experiences of general 
aviation airplanes are belng collected and analyzed. The data 
are collected durlng routine operatlons by the use of NASA 
Instrumentation The data provide informat~on on the ground 
and f l~ght  loads, airspeed and altitude operating practices. and 
the turbulence environment The information obtained provides 
a continuous basis for comparing actual airplane operations 
w l th  concepts used in des~gn, for detecting unanticipated 
operatlonal aspects, and provides a reservoir of data useful in 
the design and development of airwonhiness requirements for 
new types of airplanes. 
VV73-70175 501 -38-13 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
HAZARD A V O I D A N C E  A N D  E L I M I N A T I O N  ( W A K E  
VORTEX) 
M. D. White 415-965-5009 
(50 1-06-04) . , 
The trailing vortex systems generated by aircraft can be 
hazardous to other aircraft following along or near the same 
flight path. Flight test measurements will be made In order to 
increase the basic knowledge of the structure of tralllng vonlces 
and thelr disslpation mechanisms This data will supplement 
and overcome shortcomings o f  w i n d  tunnel  and tower 
measurements. In addition, devlces which show promise of 
accelerating the vortex dissipation in the wind tunnel can be 
quantitatively examined in flight. Hot wire anemometers will be 
mounted on the nose boom of a probe aircraft and will be used 
to gather veloclty and temperature data at various separation 
distances. From the measured velocity data a picture of the 
total flow field will be constructed in space and time, Investigations 
will be made of the vortex 'wakes left by conventional aircraft 
as well as those left by powered-lift STOL aircraft. 
W73-70176 501-38-13 
bngley Research Center. Langley 'Station, Va. 
HAZARD AVOIDANCE AND ELIMINATION 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
The objective is to provide basic technology data for the 
improvement of the level of safety in aircraft operations. (1). 
Technical assistance is being provided to vartous agencies havlng 
safety of flight problems. (2)  The feasibility of using Raman 
optical radar to obtain a remote measurement of visual ranges 
along the glideslope which will be usable to a pilot will be 
studied. (3) The investigation of means for accelerating breakup 
or disslpation of aircraft trailing vortices will be continued. 
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W73-70177 501 -38-1 3 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
HAZARD AVOIDANCE A N D  ELIMINATION 
Patrick T. Chiarito 21 6-433-6941 
The objective is to provide basic data for the improvement 
of the operational safety of civil and military aircraft. Through 
NASA supported research, which complements research 
conducted by other segments of the aviation community, devices 
and techniques which overcome operational problems are 
provided. These problems are presented by the desire to improve 
the safety of airplane operations while extending the mission of 
the airplane and improving the economics of its operation. 
Commercial and general aviation aircraft, including V/STOL. 
subsonic and supersonic, will be considered. Specific areas of 
current Interest include: lightning hazards to aircraft avionics. 
rotor burst protection, detection of incipient structural failure. 
ozone hazard in high altitude aircraft, wind shear effects, and 
icing tests. lubrication sump fire hazards, and aircraft altimetry 
svstems. 
W73-70178 501 -38-13 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
HAZARD AVOIDANCE A N D  ELIMINATION 
Robert M. Huffacker 205-453-1 156 
(1 13-61-13) 
The laser Doppler technique is used to (1)  develop a 
clear air turbulence detection system for research purposes and 
to act as an on-board warning system for aircraft: and (2)  
continue the development of laser Doppler technology and its 
application for measuring natural and induced turbulence in the 
atmosphere. During FY'73 three major tasks, leading to a program 
to flight test a breadboard CAT detection system beginning in 
early FY'74. will be completed. The Germanium windows will 
be tested and changes required to ensure improved performance 
Identified. A test to  establish compatibility of the CAT system 
with the (CY990) aircraft will be completed. Modification to the 
system indicated as required by the mating test will be made 
and an extensive ground test program to establish system 
operating characteristics will be completed. In parallel with 
these efforts, work will be continued to establish the feasibility 
of using Laser Doppler Systems as general atmospheric 
measurement instrumentation. Analyses and tests will be 
performed with ground-based laser Doppler instrumentation to 
determine operational constraints. data processing techniques. 
atmospheric losses, and to optimize optics configurations. 
W73-70179 501-38-15 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
ENGINE NOISE A N D  SONIC BOOM EFFECTS 
G. W. Brook 703-827-2042 
The objective of this work is to provide basic information 
on noise and sonic boom induced seismic responses and building 
damage as a basis for defining acceptable sonic boom exposures 
for communities during repeated operations. The seismic study 
involves the collection and collation of data available from 
extenslve air force measurements of natural and man-made 
seismic disturbances so that direct comparisons can be made 
with similar data from noise and sonic boom tests. Some 
additional measurements may be made for some particular 
man-made disturbances such as highway traffic, etc The structural 
damage study is analytical and involves a statistical approach 
to the prediction of building structural damage. The existlng 
damage and loading data will be used as empirical inputs to 
the analysis. 
W73-70180 501 -38-1 9 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
EVALUATION PROGRAM OF IMPROVED AIRCRAFT CABIN 
MATE RIALS 
Richard W. Bricker 7 13-483-3 166 
(908-44-38) 
The objective of this program is to evaluate the effectiveness 
of new fire-retardant materials for comparison with materials 
used in current aircraft interiors and to  demonstrate the increased 
evacuation time that can be obtained from the use of better 
insulation materials and nonflammable emergency passenger 
evacuation slides. Tests will be conducted using a 737 fuselage 
to provide the data necessary to fulfill the task objectives: 
pre-test analyses and subsequent data correlation with data 
from similar tests but employing more flammable materials will 
complete the overall task objectives. 
W73-70181 501 -38-1 9 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
FIRE. RETARDATION 
Glen Goodwin 41  5-965-5065 
(501-38-12: 501-21-22: 501-17-01) 
The objectives are: to reduce the hazards of aircraft crash 
fires by application of fire retardant materials to modern airframe; 
to develop and test the necessary designs and concepts which 
will provide the optimum .crash fire protection: to characterize 
and evaluate the necessary fire-retardant materials which will 
provide the maximum fire resistance and least smoke evolution 
when exposed to fire. A study will be made of the practical 
applicability of Ames-developed fire-retardant polymers and other 
such materials for application to military and commercial aircraft 
for fire protection. Various parameters, including fire resistance 
and smoke evolution of materials, human survivability factors. 
costs. and weight penalties will be assessed in detail. The best 
materials such as foams, coatings, window materials and sealants. 
will be selected for' detail testing. Guidelines will be developed 
for conducting a full-scale fire test of an aircraft. 
W73-70182 501 -38- 16  
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
R. E Bower 703-827-3285 
An advanced aircraft flight data system under development 
for several years will be used as the primary means of data 
collection on several flight test programs this year (CH-540. 
Twin Otter. and CH-461 The data system with both PCM and 
analog capability is compatible with ground-based automatic 
data processing techniques. An automatic pre-flight checkout 
system will be designed. Control-position, air-temperature. and 
airflow-direction sensors for flight research programs will be 
developed, modified. or adapted to provide customized measure- 
ments that conform to safety guidelines and physical and electrical 
restrictions 
W73-70183 501 -38- 1 6  
Flight Research Center. Edwards, Calif. 
FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION . 
L. D. Webb 805-258-331 1 
The advanced type research flights being conducted at 
FRC require the use of new and unproven types of sensors to 
obtain- the desired research measurements. The objective of this 
program is the design, development and testing of advanced 
sensors particularly when the work is being done in advance of, 
or apart from, the vehicle on which it will ultimately be used. 
Examples of needed sensors are altimeters for use at high 
speeds and extreme altitudes, miniature pressure transducers 
capable of withstanding Mach 3 stagnatlon temperatures, pressure 
survey rakes suitable for measuring dynamic flows. Special 
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compensated pitot-static probes, and miniature flow-direction 
sensors for determining local flow angularities. Whenever possible. 
off-the-shelf Items w ~ l l  be used with flight suitability being 
determined in FRC labs. Development of new concepts will be 
sponsored if no available devices suit the needs. 
W73-70184 791  -90.03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
UNCONVENTIONAL ADVANCED COMMUTER A I R  L l N  E 
SYSTEMS 
J. V. Foster 4'1 5-965-5083 
The study will examine unconventional technlcal approaches 
for aircraft and terminal systems applicable to  rapld handling of 
aircraft and passengers for high-density downtown air-commuter 
operations. Advanced system concepts for potential ~mplementa- 
tlon in the 1980's time period will be examined. A conceptual 
commuter airline system will be formulated based on high 
passenger density, rapid aircraft turn-around, all-weather operation. 
and completely automated systems. Unconventional techniques 
will be examined for feasibility as part of the systems. Two 
principal objectives exist for the study: first, a preliminary 
evaluation of nonconvent~onal technology applicable to air- 
commuter systems, and second. exposure of research required 
to fill technical gaps for an advanced system of the 1980's. 
W73-70185 791  -91 -03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SYSTEMS ANALYSES OF LONG HAUL HIGH PRODUCTIVI- 
TY TRANSPORTS ITST) 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
The objective of this research is to assess the technlcal 
and economlc feasibility of transport aircraft operating at long 
ranges, over the entire speed spectrum subsonic to supersonic. 
Emphasis will be on total vehicle performance Including with an 
attempt to ldentlfy the most promlsing technical approaches 
with regard to vehlcle configuration. design specifications and 
operating characteristics. The study approach will be to perform 
simplified In-house vehicle analyses wlth synthesis programs. 
then contract for more complete studies with aircraft manufactur- 
ers, lnltial studies would cover a broad cross section of 
configurations, design speeds, and technical approaches. Later 
studies would concentrate on the more promising approaches 
W73-70186 791  -91 - 0 4  
Ames Research center. Moffett F~eld. Calif. 
AERONAUTICAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS (ACSYNT) 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(791-91 -03) 
The objective of this research is to develop an overall 
system synthesis capability whlch can Identify the best system 
characteristics for any air transportation system and the required 
technology and costs necessary to atttain the desired air 
transportation system. Mathematical models of the alr vehicle 
elements will be developed and verifled by comparison with 
operational situations. 
W73.70187 791-91-05 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Callf. 
IMPROVED AERONAUTICAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS CAPABIL- 
I TY 
D E. Wilcox 41 5-965-5887 
The objective of thls RTOP is the development of an 
overall systems analysis capability with improved analytical tools 
and modeling techniques. These tools and methodologies are 
used in the identification of promising aeronautical systems. and 
in the definition of technology requirements and costs of such 
systems. lnvestigat~ons will be conducted In-house and under 
contract to assess current systems analysis capabilities and 
develop improved computer modeling techniques for study of 
military and civll aviation systems. This will lnvolve the application 
of advanced mathematical and statistical methods t o  the 
development of computer models for: aerodynamic and structural 
analysis; weight and cost estimation: propulsion system analysis; 
demand, market. and economics analysis: and aeronautical system 
synthesis. 
W73-70108 791 -91 -09 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
ANALYSIS SUPPORT FOR AERONAUTICAL PROGRAM 
PLANNING 
R. H. Petersen 41  5-965-5886 
The oblectlve of this RTOP is to provide special, short-term 
studies In support of the aeronautical program planning act~vities 
of OAST and to meet other OAST requests for quick response 
support. 
W73-70189 791-91-10 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
ADVANCED AIRBREATHING PROP U L S l O  N SYSTEMS. 
ANALYSIS 
R. J. Weber 216-433-6273 
(501 -04-03) 
Desirable design characteristics of advanced propulsion 
systems will be determined for application to varlous future 
aircraft and missions. Cycle analyses and weight estimates for a 
variety of engine designs will be combined with structural and 
aerodynamic estimates for various airframes. Results will help 
to Identify the potentlal for accomplishing more demanding 
missions or developing more economical vehicles and wi l l  
illuminate the needs for advances in propulsion system technology. 
The study will be directed at such concepts as non-conventional 
fuels, nuclear aircraft, hypersonic transports, and airbreathing 
boosters. 
W73-70190 791 -91-51 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
LOW-DENSITY SHORT-HAUL TRANSPORTATION SYS- 
TEMS - TRAVELER ACCEPTANCE FACTORS 
R .  E. Bower 703-827-3285 
(501 -29-1 2) 
The objective is to identlfy and examine in detail those 
factors influencing acceptance and use of aircraft as the preferred 
mode of travel by the public in the low-density short-haul 
market. The approach will be to carry out studies. principally by 
university grant, which will Include surveys by questionnaire. 
measurements aboard airliners, data analysis. and math modeling. 
Questionnaires will be used to obtain the attitudes of various 
groups and types of travelers concerning, ride quality, safety. 
convenlence. travel time. cost, and other factors deemed 
significant A data base for deriving a rlde-quality model will be 
generated wherein measurements will be recorded of  the 
environmental factors (e g , noise level, motion/vibrations in 
various degrees of freedom, temperature. etc.) and correlated 
subjective reactions of the passengers during scheduled airline 
short-haul operations of second- and third-level carriers. From 
the attitudinal survey analysis and ride-quality model, crlterla 
will be developed suitable for use to prescribe some of the 
technical requirements for a traveler-acceptable system; to assess 
the suitability of specific aircraft and/or operational procedures 
In meeting these requlrements: and to aid in structuring related 
systems studies, vehicle R and D efforts, and airline demonstration 
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programs. The crlteria .will then be used to evaluate the 
passenger-acceptability of one or two aircraft developed to 
serve the low-density short-haul market. and to define specific 
improvements where indicated. 
W73-70191 791-91-53 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
LOW-DENSITY, SHORT-HAUL TRANSPORTATION SYS- 
TEMS; OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS 
G W. Mesenholder 21 3-354-4058 
The long-term major objectives are to: (1 ) develop Operating 
Systems Techniques and a uniform methodology for the analysis 
and optimization of these Operating Systems for Low-Density. 
Short-Haul Air-Corridor Transportation Systems performing in 
some specified (demand, scheduled, hybrid) mode, w h ~ c h  may 
or may not be engaged also in cargo transport. (2) conduct 
operating cost vs Level-of-Service Tradeofi Studies: and 13) 
determine the transition zone and investigate characteristics of 
transition from pure demand to scheduled mode The long-term 
study will also investigate the sensitivity of the air-fleet and 
aircraft deslgn to regional market characteristlcs, proposed 
operational modes, and air-corridor topology. The short-term 
objectives are to: (1) develop the overall study program design 
and modular structures: (2) develop a modular simulation program 
w ~ t h  parametrized inputs (e.g. payload. number of passengers, 
passenger origin-destination demand matrices, variable aircraft 
characteristics, air-corridor topology, cargo demand programs. 
cost matrices) for use as a general design and analysis tool; 
and ( 3 )  develop a rudimentary operating system (vehicle 
management scheme) for an existing air-corridor and for use in 
exercising the simulation program to demonstrate the feaslblllty 
of the long range objectives. All pertinent concepts will be 
clearly defined, delineated and invest~gated. Systems performance 
criteria will be developed and analyzed. A pract ical fleet 
management scheme for an existing air-corridor will be developed, 
analyzed and its interactions and implications studied. A digltal 
computer s~mulation program will be developed as a general 
analysis tool S e n s i ~ i t y  studies involving passenger demand 
distributions will be initiated. ACMD Studies will be used as 
data basic model. 
W73.70192 791 -92-04 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. Tex. 
STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT DIRECTED 
C H A N G E S  O N  B A S I C  C O S T S  A N D  SCHEDULE OF 
SELECTED FLIGHT VEHICLES 
J. L. Ryan 713-483-3018 
(908-44-35; 975-50-01) 
The objectives of this study are: to determine the effects 
of government directed changes on the basic cost and schedule 
of selected historical NASA spacecraft and government aircraft 
acquisition programs. and to analyze the effects of such changes 
for cost and schedule implications for future NASA advanced 
aircraft and space programs. The focus of the FY73 studies will 
be on the first two of the following study elements: Investigations 
will be conducted to: (1)  identify the or~glnal (or basic) technical 
performance characteristics, costs and schedule baselme of select 
flight vehicles including aircraft and recoverable aircraft type 
systems le.g.. RPV's); (21 identify discreet changes by the 
appropriate NASA Level I. II, or Ill; a n d t 3 )  analyze the effect 
of changes for the cost and schedule implications vis-a-vis 
future NASA advanced aircraft and space programs. 
' , 
W73-70193 791-93.01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
S H O R T - H A U L  V / S T O L  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  SYSTEM 
STUDIES 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(791-93-02; 791 -93-03) 
The general objectives of this program are to determine 
the characteristics of advanced STOL systems wh~ch  satisfy 
economic viability and environmental constraints. Prevlous studies 
which considered only economic viability will be extended to 
Include a variety of noise reduction techniques related to the 
aircraft and transportation system deslgn. Environmental effects 
will be evaluated in terms of overall noise reduction, decreased 
air and ground traffic at CTOL ports. and decreased pollution 
W73-70194 791 -93-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
VTOL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS STUDIES 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(1  39-06-02; 130-06-03) 
The objectives are: to refine the Avionics Evaluation 
Program (AEP); to apply the AEP to advanced integrated avionics 
and airframe systems; and to assess the effect of these advanced 
technologies on V lOL  mission performance. The results of the 
operational analysis on the various system configurat ions 
conducted under FY 1972 ,RTOP 139-06-03. will be analyzed. 
and those subsystems which are most signifcant in satisfying 
the particular mission requirements will be identified. The 
sensitivity of mission performance to each of these subsystems 
will be determlned. and higher order models of the critical 
subsystems will be developed A technological forecast for 
integrated avionics and other airframe subsystems will be 
conducted such that the candidate subsystems and components 
can reflect feasible concepts based upon A and D underway at 
thls time. 
W73-70195 791 -93-03 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
ANALYSIS OF FUTURE CIVIL AIR TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEMS A N D  CONCEPTS 
G. C. Kenyon 41 5-965-5887 
The objective of this RTOP is to  prov~de system analyses 
of future civil air transportatlon systems and concepts in order 
to identify promising aeronautical systems. determine optlmum 
characteristics. and define technology requirements and costs 
associated with such systems Stud~es of general aviation aircraft, 
transport aircraft for regions of low population density. STOL 
and VTOL transports for short haul applications, advanced 
subsonic/transonic transport aircraft, and advanced supersonic 
transports will be conducted. In all cases, total system studies 
will be carried out considering all of the Interactions between 
aircraft, airports. airways, community impact. and economics 
(both within the aviation industry and on a national basis) 
W73-70196- 791 -93-04 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Calif. 
ANALYSIS OF FUTURE MILITARY AVIATION SYSTEMS 
A N D  CONCEPTS 
M. H. Waters 415-965-5887 
The objective of this RTOP is to provide system analyses 
of future military aviation systems and concepts in order to 
identify promising aeronautical systems. deprrnine opt imum 
characterjstics, and define technology requirements and costs 
associated with such systems. Studies of current and projected 
tactlcal a.ircraft missions will be conducted to evaluate the 
future requirements of Jactical aircrafl deslgn. Analysis of the 
Impact of future technologies and advanced weapon systems on 
the performance and costs of tactical aircraft will be performed. 
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W73-70197 791 -93-51 
bngley Research Center. Langley station. Va. 
VLF W I D E  A R E A  N A V I G A T I O N  FOR LOW-DENSITY 
SHORT-HAUL TRANSPORTATION 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
The objective of this work is to investigate VLF navigation 
techniques and to develop promisipg approaches for en route 
and terminal area navigation. Systems such as Omega can 
provide large geographic coverage with a limlted number of 
ground stations, and are relatively unaffected by altitude or 
terraln. Characteristics such as these are highly desirable for 
short-haul, low-density transportation systems, where direct 
terminal - to- terminal  routes at relatively low altitudes are 
required. The application of VLF navigation to civil aviation will 
also enhance air safety by reducing pilot work loads and relieving 
airlane congestion resulting from the current practice of navigating 
withln a network of approximately 1000 VOR stations. Work 
will be conducted in two areas. The first area consists of the 
measurement and analysis of errors due to propagation anomalies 
and atmospheric noise. The second area consists of the 
development and evaluation of Omega avionics. including both 
differentlal and composite Omega configurations. 
W73-70198 791 -94-02 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
LIFT-FAN RESEARCH VEHICLE STUDIES 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(760-62-01 ; 760-62-021 
The objectives are: to study lift-fan research vehicl; to 
acquire preliminary design information for a possible V/STOL 
I l f t- fan transport research aircraft based on various lift-fan 
propulsion systems arrangements. to  acquire conceptual design 
information for a V/STOL lift-fan commercial short-haul transport. 
and to gain a better understanding of potential aerodynamic 
problems and enable preliminary examination of terminal area 
flight characteristics. Contracted engineering studles will be 
init~ated (or extended) to provide bener technical input to feasibility 
evaluations of a proposed lift-fan research aircraft. The adequacy 
of the research aircraft to provide the transport design data 
required will be determined to some extent by parallel design 
studies of representative commercial lift-fan transports. Math 
models of the research and civil transport aircraft will be provided 
for simulation studies carried out under RTOP 760-62-02. The 
studies will include relating the commercial alrcraft to potential 
advanced transporation systems and studies to be conducted 
under ACMD management. 
W73-70199 791 -94-04 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES 
L Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
Several forms of remotely manned systems have been 
developed for both space and military functions. Preliminary 
studles of remotely piloted vehlcles for military uses suggest 
that slmple systems can be developed that will perform miss~ons 
such as battlefield surveillance, reconnalssance and ground attack. 
Vehicles with higher technology can perform more sophisticated 
missions involving air-to-air combat, interception and more 
complex functions. The technology base for these systems has 
been developing rapldly. and there are indications that the cost 
of performing remotely-manned functions is decreasing at a 
rapid rate. The impact of this. technology and its rate of  
development suggest that future aircraft systems could be 
substantially different from contemporary _aircraft Therefore. 
there is a need to assess the various aircraft and missions that 
can use remote piloting technology, and to  rapidly assess the 
crltical technology areas involving the vehicles and their missions. 
A number of in-house synthesis studies are contemplated using 
computerized.deslgn techniques to assess vehicle tradeoffs and 
sensitivities and to enable selection among alternate vehlcle 
concepts. These studies may require l im~ted wlnd tunnel and 
simulator studies of new configurations and critical technical 
areas where analytical methods do not provide the specific 
information necessary for cred~table plannlng studies. Contract 
studies to address critical areas or to add systems analysis 
depth are required. 
W73-70200 791 -94-08 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio. 
CTOL QUIET CLEAN ENGINE ( M K  I I )  
A. A. Medeiros 2 16-433-6654 
(501 -24-01 : 765-68-01) 
Design studies will be undertaken to Identify second 
generation quiet clean propulsion systems suitable for use in 
advanced CTOL aircraft in the late 1970 time period. The goal 
of the studies is to provide untreated engine designs which will 
be 10  EPNd8 lower than the first series of Quiet Engines.-The 
designs will incorporate recent advances in noise and low 
emission combustor technology. The studies will Identify the 
engine cycle, mechanical arrangements and component designs 
that will have the best possibility of achlevlng the goals. Following 
these studies a demonstration of the noise and emission 
characteristics of the best engine designs can then be 
undertaken 
W73-70201 791  -94-60 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
S U  B S O N  IC/SONIC CTOL TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY: 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS A N D  DESIGN INTEGRATION (ATT) 
W. J. Alford 703-827-3285 
(501-15-01: 501-1 5-03: 501-15-04: 766-73-01 1 
Thls RTOP covers the continuation of system and design 
integration activities. The objective is to define in more depth 
hlgh subsonic/sonic CTOL transports systems utilizing advanced 
technologies and reflecting refined Inputs from research results. 
economic studies, alternate missions, and novel concepts. 
Spec~fically the approach will address four main categories of 
work: (1) In-depth studies of the CTOL transport reflecting 
refined inputs from the following sources: a. Contractural and 
in-house study results, b High and low speed wind tunnel data. 
c .  Active Control System (ACS) and composite conceptual 
approaches d. Airline study results: (21. In-depth studies of 
candidate means of demonstrating technology. readiness, reflecting 
related plans of other agencies. ,cost, validity of data and the 
scheduling compatibility of technology readiness and demonstra- 
tion hardware development: (3) .  Investigation of the application 
of the advanced technologies defined to date to  reduced 
runwaylrange concepts: (4). lnvestigatlon of novel and innovative 
design approaches to reduced and long range commercial 
transports. These system and design studies will integrate the 
data as it is generated in complementary program elements 
under LRC. FRC, LeRC, and ARC RTOPS's covering advanced 
technology, experimental flight research, propulsion, wind tunnel 
tests and simulations. 
W73-70202 791 -94-61 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohlo. ' 
CTOL TRANSPORT PROPULSION STUDIES 
J. H. Povlny 21 6-433-6624 
1501-1 5-02) 
NASA has inititated an effort to study the application of 
advanced technology to the Improvement of future subsonic 
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commercial transport aircraft designed for flight speeds up to 
Mach 0.98. The results of thls study are to be resolved in 
terms of economic factors involving a complex interact~on of 
parameters such as aircraft drag. propulsion efficiency, operating 
costs. low-speed flight characteristics, propulsion and aircraft 
noise, and propulsion system exhaust emissions. Detailed analysis 
of these factors has been completed through in-house and 
contract studies and documentation is in progress. The studies 
concentrated on two-spool. fixed-area, turbofan engines Results 
indicated that the environmental constraints impose com- 
promises to the optimum englne cycle with resulting economic 
penalties. The studies also ident~fied areas where advanced 
technology would decrease the noise and exhaust emissions 
and improve the system economics. The propulsion system 
studies have been extened to continue in-house and contract 
studies of combinations of unconventional englne cycles in an 
attempt to determine an optimum cycle for a qulet and clean 
propulsion system. Also, contractual studies of controls for fast 
engine response have been in~tiated. 
Aeronautics Systems and Experim'ental 
Programs 
W73- 70203 741 -86-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
QUESTOL PROJECT SUPPORT - DESIGN A N D  TECHNOL- 
OGY 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
This RTOP covers Ames support of the Qu~et Experimental 
STOL Transport Aircraft (QUESTOL) program, During the course 
of the development of the aircraft. several areas of study will 
be carried out at Ames to adequately support the effort. The 
planned areas of work are in aerodynamics, performance, stability 
and control. handling qualit~es, and augmentor wing and externally 
blown flap noise. Also planned is simulat~on of the potential 
aircraft to establish design criteria prior to proposal evaluation 
and during design and aircraft development program for the 
specific aircraft under consideration The simulation effon to 
prov~de design criteria prior to final aircraft design will be 
accomplished with the Ames moving base simulators. Wind 
tunnel test in the Arnes 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel of the 
externally blown flap concept for the proposed research aircraft 
will be conducted with large scale models utilizing JT15D 
turbofan engines to allow a better match of engine fan flow to 
flap size for the externally blown flap concept. As proposed for 
the research aircraft, the aircraft will be multiconcept and the 
wing and empennage can be converted from the externally 
blown flap configuration to the augmentor wing, or internally 
blown flap configurat~on as required with min~mal changes. 
W73-70204 741 -86-05 
Flight Research Center. Edwards, Cal~f. 
QUESTOL PROJECT SUPPORT - DESIGN A N D  FLIGHT 
OPERATIONS 
D.A. Kier 805-258-3311 
This RTOP covers FRC Support of the Quiet Experimental 
STOL Transport Research A~rplane [OUESTOL) Project. The work 
will be basically accomplished in-house. A major portion of the 
work will be a continuation of the activities begun in FY 72. 
Specifically involved are: QUESTOL contract review including 
Phase II proposal evaluation and support of the Ames Project 
Office activities (e.g. Contract' Negotiat~ons. Risk Assessment, 
Simulation. etc.). design and construction of the data acquisition 
systems. TF-34JEBF noise investigations (tn cooperation w ~ t h  
the Lewis Reseakh Center), initial flight program planning and 
flight experiments select~on and planning, conducting the flight 
research operations Including program safety, reliability. and 
quality assurance. New efforts initiated under this RTOP in FY 
73 will be the GPAS ride qualities study. a cooperative effon 
with Arnes in simulation, f l~ght experiments selection. and crew 
training activities. 
W73.70205 741  -87-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
QUESTOL PROJECT 
Leonard Robens 41  5-965-5066 
In order to provide a technical base for the future des~gn. 
development. fabrication, and operation of safe.. reliable, quiet 
and economic fan-jet STOL transports. an airplane, designated 
as the Quiet Experimental STOL (QUESTOL) airplane will be 
designed, built and flown In a research program to provide a 
comprehensive set of data for use by designers, civil and 
military operators. and regulatory agencies concerned with the 
establishment of STOL transport systems. In order to investigate 
alternative STOL powered lift concepts. the airplane will be 
bullt initially in the externally-blown flap configuration, and will 
be subsequently converted to the augmentor wing lift concept. 
The definition. design and manufacture of the QUESTOL airplane 
will be carried out through a two-phase contractual effon 
Phase I is a competitive design phase and includes program 
definit~on and aircraft design activities. This phase is being 
conducted by three contractors, McDonnell Douglas Corporation, 
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, and Grumman Aerospace 
Corporation and wlll be completed in June 1972. Phase II is 
the fabrication phase and will be carried out by one of the 
design phase contractors. Two essentially identical aircraft will 
be fabricated during Phase II. It is expected that the Phase II 
contract will be awarded In Oct. 1972. The f l~ght research 
program will be developed in cooperation w ~ t h  other Government 
agencies and interested industry -groups and carried out by 
NASA as an in-house effort The project will be managed by 
Arnes Research Center with major elements of the activ~ty 
being carr~ed out by, other OAST centers. 
W73-70206 765-68-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
CTOL (MK I )  QUIET ENGINE 
A. A. Medeiras 2 16-433-6654 
(501 -24-01) 
Prel~minan/ design studies and Lewis in-house research 
have indicated that a substantial reduction in noise output of 
engines suitable for subsonic transport aircraft can be achieved. 
The next step in this program is to demonstrate this technology 
in an experimental engine A contract program is providing 
engine deta~led designs; a fan development program; and 
fabrication. testing and delivery of test engines l o  Lewis Research 
Center. Subsequent tests of these engines at Lewis w i t h  
acoustically treated nacelles will demonstrate minimum ~nstalled 
propulsion system noise levels. 
W73-70207 765-69-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
QUIET. CLEAN STOL EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE (QCSEE) 
Raymond J. Rulis 216-433-6651 
(501-24-1 2) 
The objective of this RTOP is to develop and establish the 
technology required for turbofan englnes incorporating advanced 
noise reduct~on and emlssion reduction techniques needed to 
meet the expected stringent noise and pollution levels of future 
STOL aircraft. Experimental test engines will be designed and 
built with acoustic nacelles which.would be appropriate for use 
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on Civil STOL aircraft systems meeting low noise end emission 
standards. 
W73-70208 765-70-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
JT3D/JT8D RETROFIT DEMONSTRATION 
A. A. Medeiros 2 16-433-6654 
The objectives are: to develop modifications for JT3D 
and JT8D engines and acoustic nacelles to reduce noise and 
emiss~ons, and to demonstrate the reduced levels by engine 
ground tests and flight tests in their respective airplanes. The 
approaches ere to fabricate and test modified JT3D and JT8D 
engines, develop and fabricate acoustic nacelles for both ground 
and flight tests. equlp 707. 727. 737. DC-8 and DC-9 airplanes 
with modified power plant installations and conduct flight tests 
for performance and nose evaluations, and obtain airline 
consultation servlces to assure modifications and analyses are 
compatible with airllne requirements. 
W73-70209 766-71 -01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
C-8A AUGMENTOR W l N G  PROOF OF CONCEPT FLIGHT 
PROGRAM 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5086 
(766-7 1-02; 768-83-01 ; 768-81 -031 
An existing C-8A aircraft will be modified to incorporate 
an autmentor-wing powered high-lift device and jet englnes to 
provide a proof of concept for prov~ding the takeoff and landing 
performance required for fan jet STOL transport alrcraft and to 
make available an aircraft for carrying out limited longterm 
flight research on the jet STOL type of alrcraft. The modified 
aircraft IS expected to have the capability of takeoff and landing 
at speeds of 6 0  to 65 knots required for a STOL balanced field 
length of 1500 feet. The aircraft will have the performance and 
control characteristics required to allow flight investigations of 
takeoff and landing approach profiles and procedures for 
minimizing noise or approach tlme. I t  will also be used to 
further develop criteria for handling qualities. performance 
requirements. resolve operating problems. and air traffic 
operation. The program is a cooperatlve- effort by NASA and 
the Canadian Government that has been undelway since 1965. 
The program encompasses analytical studies, wind tunnel 
investigations, ground based simulation studies. design feasibility 
studies, detail design and modification, of aircraft. and flight 
investigations. The program will provide much needed information 
for the designers of fan jet STOL aircraft which the NASA 
short-haul V/STOL transport studies showed to be one of two 
V/STOL concepts that had the lowest direct operating costs for 
500 mile range commercial transports. 
W73-70210 766-71 -02 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT PROGRAM - AUGMENTOR WlNG 
JET STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(760-61-03) 
The primary objective is to perform flight experiments 
essential to the verification and refinement of jet STOL handling 
qualities deslgn and certification criteria. These criteria are under 
development through analysis and ground-based piloted simulation 
under RTOP 760-61-03. The program will use the Augmentor 
Wing Jet STOL Research Aircraft (AWJSRA) to verify analysis 
and simulation. In addition, it w ~ l l  use in-flight simulation with 
an interim aircraft to provide a wide variation in parameters 
required tosat is fy  the generalized objective and to assist in 
planning the flight program for the AWJSRA. The AWJSRA 
flight program and the in-flight simulation will encompass basic 
STOL handling qualities. stability and command augmentatlon 
systems, flight director laws. and control integration with ,the 
results having application to handl~ng qualities design criteria. 
Operational characteristics to be considered include flight path 
control authorlry. operating marglns, maneuver capability. stability 
limitations. and field length factors. The flight test program for 
the AWJSRA will start in late FY 73. These flights will be 
preceded by the In-flight simulation program Handllng qualities 
and controls flight research will proceed through FY 74. Flight 
director and flight operations experiments will be carrled out in 
conjunction with "STOL operating experiments In collaborat~on 
with DOTIFAA. These joint experiments will continue through 
FY 75 and will be concluded by mid FY 76. 
W73-70211 766-76-01 
Fl~ght Research Center. Edwards, Calif. 
TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY (TACT) 
Weneth D. Painter 805-258-331 1 
(760-69-01) 
The objectives of thls effort are to evaluate and flight test 
a variable sweep supercritical wing which is believed capable of 
improved aerodynamic efficiency in the transonic region. 
demonstrate the improved transonic drag rise and lift levels for 
buffet onset shown in wind-tunnel investigations, identify problem 
areas in structural and aerodynamic design and fllght operations. 
and establish the deslred level of confidence in prediction 
techniques for future applications. 
W73-70212 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
F-111 TACT RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
S. L. Treon 415-965-5848 
(501 -06-02; 501 -26-04) 
The overall objective of the Transonic Aircraft Technology 
(TACT) Program is to provide a 'proof-of-concept' research flight 
demonstration of recent advances in supercritical wing technology 
applied to a maneuvering fighter configuration w ~ t h  variable 
sweep capability. Specifically, the effort at the Ames Research 
Center will be to provide thorough wind tunnel investigations as 
the basis for prediction of aerodynamic performance, stability. 
control, buffeting characteristics, and structural loads of the 
TACT airplane. Correlation of the wlnd tunnel results with full-scale 
flight test data is a further major objective. 
W73.70213 766-75-01 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
DIGITALFLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM FLIGHT EXPERIMENT 
C R. Jamis 805-258-331 1 
(501 -26-06) 
The overall objective of this joint effort with LaRC is to 
provlde the technology required for the implementation of  
advanced reliable dlgital fly-by-wire systems In future aircraft. In 
Phase IA, fllght tests w ~ l l  be conducted on the single-channel 
digital system in an F-8C aircraft to determine the basic system 
and operational performance. These tests will Investigate handling 
qualities and aircraft response, turbulence and engine nolse 
effects. filter and galn variations, and high angle of attack areas 
during low speed and cruise flight. In Phase IB. through a 
cooperative effort with LaRC, a dual-channel dlgital fly-by-wire 
system using multi-purpose aircraft computers will be developed 
and flight tested in the F-8C aircraft. Software development 
and simulation support for this phase will be provided by LaRC 
In Phase II, through cooperation with LaRC. a rellable multichannel 
fly-by-wire system will be developed and flight tested using 
Information attained from Phase IA and IB 
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W73-70214 766-75-02 
Langley Research Center. bng ley  Station. Va. 
D I G I T A L  F L Y - B Y - W I R E  F L I G H T  C O N T R O L  SYSTEM 
RESEARCH A N D  DEVELOPMENT 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
(136-62-03; 766-75-01) 
The objective of this effort is to provide a design base for 
reliable, cost-effective digital fly-by-wire flight control systems 
for commercial and military aircraft applications. The approach 
to be followed is as follows: In coordination with FRC, define 
flight test objectives for the overall fly-by-wire program; participate 
in the evaluat~on of flight test results of the single-channel 
Apollo system being conducted by FRC in the F8-C aircraft. 
and use these results to  assist in the definition of software 
requirements for an advanced digital fly-by-wire system using 
multi-purpose computers and strapdown inert~al reference; develop 
and verify the software for this system. and conduct simulations 
to determine the performance of the advanced system with an 
F8-C aircraft: together w ~ t h  FRC, plan a follow-on program to 
develop a cost-effectwe and rellable multi-channel system for 
aircraft applicat~ons: integrate this work w ~ t h  effons on reliable 
electronics being conducted under the Active Controls Technology 
Program. and initiate research on critical components for the 
multi-channel system. 
W73-70215 766-74-01 
bngley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
COMPOSITE M A T E R I A L S  A P P L I C A T I O N S  TO C - 1 3 0  
CENTER WING STRUCTURE 
G.W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
1501 -22-031 
The objective of this program is to obtain longtime f l~ght 
service performance of filamentary composite mater~als in the 
center wing box of C-130 aircraft. The objective will be achieved 
through a systematic program as follows: 1)  Conduct advanced 
development study to provide design allowables, manufacturing 
and process methods, and required'analysis methods; 2) Perform 
detailed design; 3) Fabricate three composite-reinforced aluminum 
alloy wing boxes, 41 Perform ground test on one full-scale box 
lfatlgue and strength); 5) Install wing boxes in two C-130 
aircraft; return aircraft to Air Force; 6)  Perform periodic monitoring 
to establish performance of wing boxes. The results of this 
flight service program .wil l  provide meaningful data on the 
performance of composite mater~als in a prirnary structure in 
the flight environment. Results will also be obtained on design, 
manufacturing and processing methods, non-destructive evaluation 
and field inspection procedures heretofore unavailable on large 
scale composite-reinforced prirnary aircraft structures. The program 
will provide confidence needed before commitments are made 
to future applications in aircraft structures. 
W73-70216 766-72-01 
Flight Research Center, Edwards. Calif. 
YF-12 FLIGHT TESTS 
G. J. Matranga 805-258-331 1 
(766-72-02) 
The YF-12 type airplanes are the only airplanes in the free 
world .which are capable of sustained Mach 3 flight. Major 
areas of research include the examination of the hot. flexible 
structure; dynamic Inlet behavior: a~rframe/propulsion interaction; 
and general problems related to high speed and high altitude 
flight. In the structures area, thermocouples and strain .gages 
have been ~nstalled in airplane 935. Ground calibrations ' w ~ l l  
allow for the measurement of hot loads in flight. Flight results 
will be compared with NASTRAN predicted informat~on. Dynamic 
~nlet  information obtained in flight will be compared with results 
from a 113 scale inlet model and a full scale inlet operated in 
the wind tunnel. Airframe/propulsion interaction flight information 
will be related to data predicted using a 1/12 scale airplane 
model. 
W73-70217 766-72-02 
Ames Research Center, Moffen Field. Calif. 
YF-12 DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH 
L. Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
The unique performance capabilities of the YF-12 airplane 
provides an opportunity to obtain heretofore unavailable flight 
data. These data are invaluable for the assessment of theoretical 
and empirical prediction methods. and an evaluation of wind 
tunnel tests of that airplane or its components. Comprehensive 
wind tunnel tests will be made in the areas of: (1) the engine-air 
inlet and ~nternal flow system; (2) the effects on the aircraft 
aerodynam~cs produced by the various modes of operation of 
the propulsion system: and (3)  aeroelastic effects on the aircraft 
stability character~stics. Flight tests will be conducted by the 
NASA Flight Research Center for correlation with the wind 
tunnel results, and with predict~ons based purely on aerodyna- 
mic theory. 
W73-70218 766-72-02 
Flight Research Center, Edwards. Calif. 
YF-12 DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH 
J. D. Watts 805-258-331 1 
A closely coordinated flight and g!ound test program utilizing 
the YF-12 airplane is being carried out in parallel with an 
extensive wind tunnel and analytical program. The over-all 
objectwe is to thoroughly evaluate the state-of-the-art of flight 
loads measurement, loads predictions including aeroelastlcity 
and thermal effects, and structural analysis for flexible hot-structure 
aircraft. The major efforts in the program are: flight measurement 
of wing and fuselage loads and deflections, laboratory determina- 
tion of temperature effects on loads and deflection measure- 
ments, 112 scale rigid YF-12 pressure model tests. an 8000  
degree-of-freedom NASTRAN structural model of the aircraft. 
and a FLEXSTAB panelized aerodynamic model of the aircraft. 
Data from all these sources will be correlated in the final 
analysis. Propulsion predictability of steady-state supersonic inlet 
performance, inlet flow dynamics, and Interactions of engine, 
inlet. and aircraft control systems is the major problem to be 
evaluated on the YF-12 airplane. The effort involves simulations. 
w ~ n d  tunnel tests of a 1/12 scale airplane model, a 113 scale 
inlet model, and a full-scale inlet, and flight tests with the 
YF-12 airplane. Other research includes boundary layer 
experiments. infrared TV remote temperature measuring system 
tests, advanced autopilot development and testing. and modal 
suppression. 
W73-70219 766-72-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
YF-12 DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH 
M. L. Spearman 703-827-3 134 
1766-72-02: 766-72-02; 766-72-02) 
The objectives are. to evaluate analytical techniques for 
predicting boundary layer transition. heat transfer. and skin 
friction; to provide the basis for improved design prediction 
techniques; and to define and provide solutions for unknown 
problems in flight. The approach will be t o  conduct pertinent 
ground-based analyses and wind-tunnel tests on a bundary 
layer test component (hollow cylinder l o f t  long end 1.5 ft in 
diameter) that will be flight tested on the YF-12 aircraft. These 
data with those from flight Iests on the same component will 
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be analyzed and correlated. Funding provided by this RTOP will 
accommodate the design and construction of a model/tunnel 
adapter for installing the hollow cylinder in the Langley Unitary 
Plan wind tunnel. 
W73-70220 766-72-02 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
PROGRAMS - YF-12 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
M.  0 .  Dustin 216-433-6754 
(501 -24-03) 
The objectives are: (1)  to evaluate the capablllty of 
currently available computer simulation techniques to determine 
dynamic characteristics of a high Mach number alrcraft: (2) to 
investlgate advanced concepts for improving inlet stability margins; 
and (3) to study the exlsting aircraft control systems and 
investlgate alternate control methods which can both improve 
the propulsion system performance and minimize propulsion 
system-airframe interaction. 
W73-70221 766-73-61 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
F-8 SUPERCRITICAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
W. H. Andrews 805-258-331 1 
The in~tial  phase of the Supercr~tical Wing Flight Evaluation 
was completed in May 1971 with 7 flights of the testbed 
alrcraft having been flown. The airplane was then removed from 
flight status untll Aug. 1971 to complete the installation of 
performance instrumentation. Flight testing was resumed in 
mid-August and to date 41  flights have been performed. The 
flight envelope was expanded to  an altitude of 51.000 R. a 
Mach number of 1.2 and a dynamic pressure of approx~mately 
600  psf. Within these bounds wing pressure distribution and 
performance data have been recorded and analyzed. In addition. 
the modified airplane stability. control, and structures characteris- 
tics are being documented. Representative results of the program 
have been published .n a Working Paper and an NASA SP 
report compiled from a series of papers presented durlng a 
one-day symposium on Supercr~tical Wing Technology held at 
FRC in Feb. 1972. The flight program 1s continuing with an 
additional evaluation of performance and wing boundary layer 
and wake measurements. In June the alrplane will be removed 
from fllght status to install fuselage side fairings designed to 
improve the overall area ruling of the configuration. Return to 
flight status In July will be to  complete the performance 
evaluation. 
W73-70222 767-77-01 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
~l;e basic objective is to develop and bring into operation 
t w o  versatile flight research aircraft to provide economical 
rotorcraft research capability in the real and dynamic environment 
of flight. These research aircraft will provide the research 
capabilities that, cannot be duplicated in groundbase facilities 
and that have previously been restricted because of the expense 
of specialized vehicles. The versatility of, the Rotor Systems 
Research Aircraft will provide: (1  1 economical flight research of 
a wide variety of promising new rotor concepts. and (2) real-world 
verification of rotorcraft supporting technology offering potential 
solutions to existing or anticipated problem areas. 
W73.70223 767-78-01 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va. 
TILT-ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SUPPORT 
R. E. Bower 703-827-3285 
Facility support, related technical assistance. consultative 
services, and additional analytical studies will be provided as 
required to support the joint NASA/Army Tilt-Rotor Research 
Aircraft  Project. Data available from previously conducted 
analytical and experimental studies wi l l  be prepared for 
publication. 
W73-70224 767-78-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
V/STOL TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROJECT 
L. Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(760-63-03; 760-63-041 
The objectives are to  deslgn, develop and bring into 
operation two tilt rotor research aircraft to provide flight research 
vehicles for proof-of-concept of the tilt rotor V/STOL concept 
and operations fllght research for potential military and c i v~ l  
missions. The flight research program will include (1  I expermental 
exploration through flight research of current technology of 
interest to industry for their consideration for development of 
useful. quiet. easlly maintainable commercial or military V/STOL 
tilt rotor aircraft. particularly by verifying rotor/pylon/wing dynamic 
stability and aircraft performance over the entlre operational 
flight envelope. (2)  establishment of safe operating envelope 
and initially assess the handling qualities for use in follow on 
advanced fllght research. (31 investigation of tilt rotor gust 
sensitivity and load alleviation systems, (4) investigation of tilt 
rotor disc loading and tip speed on downwash and noise and 
the impact on hover mode operations, and (5) evaluation of 
potentlal benefits of applying tilt rotor capabilities to various 
Army Air Mobility Missions. This is a joint program wlth the 
Army, in accordance wlth'the memorandum of understanding 
with the Army dated November 1. 1971. The program will be 
managed through a joint NASA/Army Project Office in accordance 
with an approved Project Plan for development of two V/STOL 
Tilt Research Aircraft. Two or more contractors will be selected 
on or about September 1, 1972 to participate for a three 
month period in competitive detail design. analysis and program 
planning studles resulting in a proposal for the development of 
the two aircraft. These firm proposals will lead--- 
W73-70225 768-81-01 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
VEHICLE DEPENDENT ASPECTS OF TERMINAL AREA 
GUIDANCE A N D  CONTROL t 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
(768-81 -02; 768-83-041 
The objective 1s to determine the alrcraft performance and 
control system characteristics needed for efficient operation in 
terminal areas wlth advanced air-traffic management concepts 
and improved avionics. Emphasis is placed on vehicle dependent 
aspects such as maneuver capability, speed control. turbulence 
response, ride quality. flight path control. and the relation of 
control characteristics to avionic systems. CTOL. STOL, and 
VTOL aircraft will be considered. Concurrent Langley efforts on 
terminal area operating practices. handling qualities. control 
configured vehicles, and avionics such as wide area navigation 
systems, digital flight control systems, and displays for terminal 
area and final approach to landlng are important considerations 
in this work. Modeling and simulation capabilities will be used 
to examine the performance of various classes of alrcraft with 
selected terminal area traffic and alrspace constraints, control 
concepts, avlonic systems. and the ground based elements of 
alr-traffic navigation and control systems Aircratt and airborne 
systems characteristics will be related to control concepts. 
safety considerations, traffic density. delays. and economics. 
Aerodynamic and control simulations will be utllized to  evaluate 
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aircraft performance I~mitations. Parametric sensitivity and tradeoff 
studies between aircraft performance characterist~cs and ground 
and airborne electronic system capabilities will be made. Analysis 
and simulation studies will be closely related to the airborne 
systems technology effon under RTOP 768-81-02. 
W73.70226 768-81 -02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Statlon. Va. 
ADVANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY FOR 
CTOL AIRCRAFT 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
1768-81-01 ; 768-83-04) 
The objectives of this program are t o  develop and 
demonstrate technology which will (1) allow reductions in delays 
caused by adverse weather, thereby increasing schedule reliablllty 
and allowing reconsideration of reserve fuel requirements. ( 2 )  
allow Increases in capacity of present airports. (3) allow for the 
reduction of noise signature and exposure in alrport commun~ties. 
and 14) improve the safety in both the terminal area and the 
landing phase of flight. Special attention will be given to avionic 
systems whlch take full advantage of advanced terminal area 
navigation systems and the M~crowave Landing System being 
developed by FAA. The problems of approach and landing in 
CAT I l l  weather, considering noise alleviation and a required 
Increase in runway acceptance rate wlth rninlmum delays, are 
paramount in the air transport system. The alrborne equipment 
and procedures. available for use with ground facilities, to 
anack these problems have only been examined in pans and 
pieces. It is urgent that a coherent program be developed 
which will directly address the problems of integrating 
aircraft-pllot-displays and controls In the advanced high-density 
airport environment. Simulat~on and flight studies wi l l  be 
conducted at LRC. Wallops, and FAA facillt~es. The most advanced 
equipment will be operated in models of present and future 
airport environments to Investigate reliabil~ty, digital techniques. 
automatics. displays, and procedures. Flight modes including 
terminal area descent, final approach, landing and rollout will 
be emphasized. The entire program will be actively coordinated 
with the DOT and the users including the air carriers and alrline 
pilots. 
W73-70227 768-81 -03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
S T O L  O P E R A T I N G  S Y S T E M S  EXPERIMENTS USING 
M O D I L S  A N D  THE C I V I L / M I L I T A R Y  M I C R O W A V E  
LANDING SYSTEM (MLS) 
Leonard Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
(768-83-01 : 768-81 -05) 
The objective is to develop a data-base for use by industry 
and Government in establishing systems concepts. design criterla 
and operational procedures for STOL aircraft. STOL pons. STOL 
landing guidance sytems. airborne avionics, flight control systems 
and air traffic control. The basic approach is to conduct a group 
of closely related investigations for STOL. encompassing analysis, 
slmulation, flight experiments and supporting studies. Emphasls 
will be on terminal area navigation. guidance, control and fllght 
management for making steep ascents and descents. tight turns. 
and slow speed approaches and landings. Flight experiments 
will be conducted using a versatile integrated avlonlcs system 
(STOLAND, developed under RTOP 768-83-01) installed in the 
C8A and modifled C8A aircraft, and the following navigation 
and landing aids: VOR/DME. TACAN, and MODILS (Modular 
ILS, furnished by the FAA). Finally, the data obtained in simulation 
of candidate microwave landing systems concepts (MLS), and 
in fllght experlments using MODILS wi l l  be checked using a 
prototype MLS to be furnished by the FAA Concepts and 
criteria developed under this RTOP will be used in operational 
experimental using QUESTOL. 
W73-70228 788-81 -04 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va 
STOL - AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL INTEGRATION STUDIES 
G. 8. Graves, Jr. 703-827-3745 
This work is concerned with the problems of integrating 
STOL airplanes and the air traffic control (ATCI system in the 
terminal area. The objective IS to determine:' (1)  aircraft design 
and equipment requirements and operating procedures. and (2) 
airspace requirements and ATC equipment and handling 
procedures for efficient shon.haul operatlons. Real-time simulation 
studies are being conducted by linking a STOL airplane simulator 
at Langley Research Center with the FAA's ATC simulator at 
Atlantic City. Studies will also be conducted by linking a STOL 
a~rplane in fllght at Wallops Station with the ATC simulator. 
W73-70229 768-81 -05  
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Callf. 
ADVANCED INTEGRATED AVIONICS CONFIGURATIONS 
SUITABLE FOR FUTURE LARGE HIGH PERFORMANCE 
JET V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
Leonard Robens 41 5-965-5066 
(501-23-12) 
The objective is in flight investigat~on of specific current 
system technologies for a low-cost, highly rellable inertial guldance 
and navigation concept which can be used as an Integrated 
sensor package, and for use in improving guldance and navigation. 
This system will make full use of digital computer technology 
with the system elements regrouped for maximum performance 
and minimum complexity. I t  will be a multiple redundant system 
which fully utilizes an aircraft control computer for navigation. 
guidance and flight control. The first fllght system will be a 
system which replaces the standard set of inertial sensors with 
a single redundant strapdown inertial reference unit (SIRU). 
There are four tasks In thls program. Task 1 is the establishment 
of requirements. development of technology, and identification 
of defic~encies for rectification. Task 2 is the ident~fication and 
projection of perfromance and system requirements through 
computer analysis for an advanced SIR. Task 3 is comprised of 
a comprehensive slmulation. laboratory, and flight test program 
to confirm and refine the SIRU performance. Task 4 is the 
development of appropriate alded inertial Kalman filters through 
simulation studies and flight tests. 
W73-70230 768-81 -08 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
NATIONAL MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM FEASIBILITY 
DEMONSTRATION A N D  V/STOL OPERATIONAL- VALIDA- 
TION 
H. Lessing 415-965-5428 
(768-8 1-03; 768-83-01 : 768-83-00) 
The overall objective is to support the user agencies and. 
the FAA in the task of developing a common civil/military 
approach and landing system called the National Microwave 
Landing System (MLSI. This includes contractor concept 
evaluation, computer modeling and simulation, and prototype 
valldatlon. The baslc approach is to conduct closely related field 
investigations and computer simulations to develop realistic criteria 
for MLS proof-of-concept evaluation and prototype validations. 
The field investigations will include ground and flight tests with 
a programmable avionlc system referred to as STOLAND. These 
investigations will emphasize MLS performance for termlnal 
area navigation and approach and landing guidance for Cat. I l l  
operatlons. The three basic tasks in the program are: (1) 
coordination and facilities suppon for contractor Brassboard 
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Feasibll~w Demonstration: (2) realistic computer simulation using 
field data leading to performance projections for government 
and contractor guidance. and (3) prototype MLS configurution K 
validation for V/STOL applications. 
W73-70231 768-83-01 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
DEVELOPMENT OF STOL INTEGRATED AVIONICS FOR 
TERMINAL AREA FLIGHT INVESTIGATIONS I N  A N  ATC 
ENVIRONMENT 
Leonard Roberts 41  5-965-5066 
(768-82-01 : 769-81 -07) 
The overall objective IS to develop nav~gation. guidance. 
and control avionics for use In STOL flight experiments and for 
use in STOL velldation f l~gh ts  for the new common-use 
civil/military Microwave Landlng System (MLS). The potential 
advantages of STOL car! be realized only with advanced avionics 
systems, alr traffic control and operat~onal procedures which 
exploit the capabilities of STOL for making steep ascents and 
descents. 'tight turns. and slow speed approaches and landings. 
Performance and design requirements for a flexible avionics 
system which will operate in varlous manual and automatic 
modes will be deflned to satisfy the objectives of STOL flight 
experlments and of STOL MLS validation flights. In particular. 
requirements will be based on the use of the developmental 
scanning beam system. MODILS, to be provided by the FAA 
for use in the STOL f l~ght experlments. The flexible avionlcs 
system referred t o  as STOLAND,  wil l  be designed and 
developed and then installed In appropriate STOL a~rcraft and 
tested in flight. With the exception of MODILS, the flight tests 
will be conducted using standard instrumentat~on, tracking, data 
processing. and navlgation aids. The detailed design and 
development of STOLAND, which will be performed by a 
contractor, will be supported by relatively complete f~xed base 
and moving base s~mulations of the a~rcraft and avionics system 
at Ames Research Center. 
Space Research and Technology Base 
~ 7 3 . 7 0 2 3 2  502-01 -01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SURFACE PHYSICS A N D  CHEMISTRY 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
This research includes experimental and some theoretical 
stud~es of the interaction of atoms and molecules with the 
surfaces of solid materials. Our efforts are concentrated in three 
major areas: (a) the characterization of well defined surfaces by 
advanced analytical techniques with respect to crystallography. 
chemical compos~tion. binding states, and electrical properties: 
(b) the Interaction of metal vapors with insulator and metalllc 
substrate surfaces to study the kinetlcs of heterogeneous 
nucleat~on and growth. epitaxial and interface phenomena, surface 
mass transport, and the properties of thin coatings; and (c) the 
interaction of corrosive gases w ~ t h  metals to study in situ the 
early stages of the formation of corrosive reaction products and 
the dependence upon substrate crystallography and substrate 
defect structure. These lnvestigat~ons are conducted using in 
situ UHV electron microscopy and LEEDIAuger techniques 
W73-70233 502-01 -02  
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
PHYSICS A N D  CHEMISTRY 
Glen Goodwln 41  5-965-5065 
The objective of this effort is to explolt the unique capablllty 
of the ILLIAC IV computer to determine reliable wave functions 
for the ground and excited states of atoms, diatomic molecules. 
and linear polyatomic molecules. The approach will entail a 
collaborative effort between Ames scientists and Professor 8 .  
Crasemann of the University of Oregon. The wave functions 
determined by this effort will be utlllzed to  calculate reliable 
values for a large number of atomlc and molecular properties 
such as bond dissociat~on energies. Auger transit~on probabilities. 
and radiation transition probabilities. The data will be of use in 
a very broad range of applications. Specific examples are as 
follows: (a) the study of highly ionized atoms in environments 
such as those existing inside stars or the solar corona, and (b) 
the study of chemical compos~tion and radiative transport in 
cool stellar atmospheres or hot bow shock layers of entry 
 robes whlch contaln d~atomic molecules as constituents. 
W73-70234 502-01 -02  
Langiey Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
PHYSICS A N D  CHEMISTRY OF SOLIDS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The effects of hazardous condit~ons encountered by man 
in space and planetary environments w i l l  impose serious 
constraints on both mission and spacecraft design for any long 
term manned'space mission. Of primary concern is the physical 
incapacitation and subsequent reduced performance level of 
astronauts due to mitogenic inhimion of somatic cells. a condlt~on 
which underlies cr~tical space radiation sickness and other 
lncapacltating malaise. Inhibition and over-stimulation of mitosis 
by radiation and weightlessness, respectively, can lead to severe 
homeostasis upset and even death. Research is planned to 
determine the basic molecular processes involved in the 
regulation of mitogenesis In somatic cells. and the functional 
alteration of these processes by adverse elements of space and 
planetary envlronments. Following elucidation of these biological 
Interactions, invest~gations will be concerned with only the physics 
and chemistry of the processes to establish the correlation and 
lnteractlons between structural form and function In the systems 
at the fundamental molecular level. Specif~c areas to be studied 
are: The molecular structure of' the membrane, the specific 
ionlc partitioning ability of the membrane. the molecular structure 
and colling dynamics of the human chromosome and the effects 
of ionic envlronments on the physical state of the chromosomal 
DNA-protein molecules. The information gained from these studies 
will be used to construct an integrated systems model of the 
cell which explalns the mitotic dynamics in terms of molecular 
chemical and physical principles. The information gained will 
pinpoint the key molecular processes underlying mitos~s and 
provide a rational basis for countermeasure development. 
W73-70235 502-01 -02  
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
PHYSICS A N D  CHEMISTRY OF SOLIDS 
Robert A. Lad 21 6-433-6601 
The objective is to obtain an increased understanding of 
the baslc properties of the solid state, both bulk and surface. 
with particular emphasis on the role of electronic and magnetic 
properties, atomic structure and chemical reactivity in the 
determinat~on of physical. chemical and mechanical properties. 
The research is designed to apply to materials preparation and 
to  the control of physical phenomena in materials of structural 
and electronic importance in aeronautical and space propulsion 
systems. energy conversion systems and space communications. 
Programs in deformation and diffusion in metals and alloys: 
theoret~cal and experimental studies of diffusion in alloy systems. 
reductilizing effects In M o  and W, diffusion effects in dispersion 
strengthened alloys, hydrogen embrittlement in Ti. Programs in 
surface phenomena: Oxidative vaporization of metals and oxides. 
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theoretical calculations of forces at surfaces, hydrogen interact~ons 
with Ti surface. Programs tn magnetic materials: High coercive 
force permanent magnets, magnetic and magnetoelastic 
interactions in rare earth alloys. Programs in chemistry: Preparation 
of pure metals. thermodynamics and chemical binding in refractory 
hard metals, ordering in llquid crystals. 
W73-70236 502-01 -03 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FOR ELECTRONIC AP- 
PLICATION 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
Electronic and optical properties of materials are .crucial 
for all solid-state devices. Of interest for these devices are 
semiconductor surface recombination rates, impurity type. stability 
to temperature. light and absorbed gases, also the magnetic 
susceptib~litvp. photochemical actlvity and sublimation energy of 
crystalline and amorphous ~nsulators. The properly studies covered 
by this RTOP are fundamental to improved solar cells, pollut~on-gas 
sensors, light-emitting diodes and diode lasers. optically pumped 
maser amplifiers, and-catalysis. Solar cells could have improved 
efficiency by using GaAs with reduced surface recombination 
rate and, for high temperature power production. by employing 
P-N junctions in either GaAs or Cds. High-temperature translstors. 
blue and green light-emitting diodes and diode lasers require 
. improved  doping and characterization of wide band gap 
semiconductors such as. GaAs. CdS and ZnSe. As an outgrowth 
from studies of organic photochromics. paramagnetic organic 
solids have recently been dtscovered and they suggest potential 
application as mm wavelength tunable maser amplifiers. 
Calculations on LiH in the gas and solld phase provides basic 
information on microscopic and thermodynamic properties of 
solids. 
W73-70237 502-01 -03 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS FOR ELECTRONIC AP- 
PLICATIONS 
E. W. Urban 205-453-5134 
(1 14-03-03) 
A wide variety of superconductinq devices have been 
proposed for space applications, including magnets and 
instrumentation. All are limited in utility by excessively low 
operating temperature requirements; magnets are additionally 
restricted by magnetic-thermal Instabilities. I t  is important to  
seek techniques for increasing superconducting transition 
temperatures, to investigate new superconducting instrumentation 
concepts, and to improve the stability of magnetlc materials. 
Theoretical and experimental studies are being made of the 
properties and preparation of known and new superconductors 
to determine those parameters which govern transition 
temperatures and magnetic field properties, with an ultimate 
goal of being able to specify the characteristics of and to 
produce materials of greater utility in space; also studles are 
made to enhance the capabilities of superconducting quantum 
instrumentation for space experiments and technological 
applications. It has been recognized for some time that valuable 
improvements in semiconductor electronics for space as well as 
commercial application is possible by improving the surface 
characteristics of the materials used In their construction. The 
importance of surface effects are recognized not only due to 
their importance played in the quantum-mechanical transitions. 
but also the contributions from surface areas become more 
significant wlth microminiaturizat~on as for instance in thin film 
circuits. solar cells, etc. In situ studies of surfaces characterized 
on atomlc scale are proposed in order to obtain a better insight 
of certain atomic interactions occurring at and on the sudace 
and their role played in charge carrier, mobility and recombination. 
W73-70238 502-01 -04 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio 
INTERDISCIPLINARY MATERIALS LABORATORIES 
Robert A. Lad 21 6-433-6601 
The objectives are: to obtain new understanding of the 
relationships between electronic, atomic. molecular and 
microscop~c structures of solids and their useful mechanical. 
structural electronic and chemical properties; to employ the 
expertise existent In universities to obtain knowledge in these 
areas; and to  aid in determining the best directions to follow in 
improving exlsting materials and obtaining new materials. 
Research is conducted at the University of Washington (ceramics). 
RPI (physical metallurgy) and Rice University (solid state physics 
and chemistry). These programs are interdisciplinary in character 
and involve participation in several departments at each school. 
Research topics include interatomic forces in solids. corrosion. 
diffusion, polymer rheology, composites, computer memory  
materials, hydrogen embrittlement. superconductivity. grain 
boundary mobility in ceramics, dispersion strengthening. 
electromigration. crystal growth and others. The research is 
chosen to be of NASA-wide interest and utility. The results are 
disseminated in summary reports, journal publications and topical 
conferences. 
W73-70239 502-01 -05 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
NON-METALLIC SUPERCONDUCTORS 
John W. Lucas 213-354-4530 
(501-01 -22) 
The primary objective is to ascertain the feasibility of 
synthesizing a high temperature superconductor. The achievement 
of the objective requlres understanding and lnvestigatlons of 
new theories and new systems leading to superconductors of 
relatively high transition temperatures. The general approach 
involves a theoretical and experimental study of a two-dimensional 
model. This is achieved by incorporation of molecular layers of 
metals into either layered structures of semiconductors (e.g.. 
molybdenum disulfide) or incorporation of polarizable molecules 
into metallic layered compounds (e.g.. niobium diselenide, tantalum 
disulfide). Monod~mensional systems (e.g.. DNA) will also be 
investigated by a similar approach. 
W3-70240 502-01 -06 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio 
RELATIONSHIP OF ATOMIC STRUCTURES WITH MATERI- 
AL PROPERTIES 
W. D. Klopp 216-433-4000 
(501-01 -06) 
The objective of this program is to elucidate the relations 
between atomic and microstructural, properties and mechanical 
properties for refractory and nickel-base alloys in order to guide 
the development of  these materials for advanced space 
applications. To achieve this objective, the coarsening behavior 
of strengthening HfC precipitates in Ta and M o  alloys is being 
studied. Solution softening is being studied in dilute refractory 
meta l  alloys to  improve low temperature ducti l i ty. The 
microstructure of irradiated tungsten is being investigated. 
Diffusional weakening in thoria-strengthened nichrome is under 
evaluation. 
W73-70241 602-21.20 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio 
ADVANCED MATERIALS FOR SPACE 
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS A N D  SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
W. D. Klopp 216-433-4000 
The primary objectives of these programs are to characterize 
the suitability of presint materials. and to develop new materials 
for advanced space systems including APR. thermionics. and 
re-entry vehicle heat shields. The major objectives of the program 
are: (1) To evaluate and develop refractory material systems 
with superior mechanical propenies such as long time vacuum 
and irradiation creep resistance for heat pipe. advanced power 
reactor (APR) and thermionic applications: (21 To conclude the 
process and material development of  Ni-Cr-ThO2, coated 
columbium, and coated tantalum systems for metallic re-entry 
vehlcle heat shields; and (3) To explore the feasibility of developing 
ceramic fiber systems with suitable high temperature stability 
for advanced reusable surface insulation heat shield concepts. 
. . .  
W73-70242 502-21 -20 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
ADVANCED' MATERIALS FOR SPACE 
G. W.  Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objectives of the research are: (1) to  develop and 
characterize new and improved carbon and graphite materials 
for use as high-temperature load carrying structure such as 
heat shields and leading edges of advanced spacecraft; (2) to 
develop and investigate coatings and infiltrated oxidation inhibitors 
to enhance oxidation resistance at high temperature; and (3) to 
develop the mass spectroscopic instrumentation and techniques 
required to support current and projected materials research 
programs. Raw materials and manufacturing processes will be 
varied systematically to produce carbons and graphites with 
desirable combinations of propenies. The resulting materials will 
be analyzed and characterized to correlate their physical. 
mechanical, and microstructural propenies to their behavior under 
load and temperature. New binders and improved formlng 
procedures will be developed as required. Efforts will be made 
t o  improve the oxidation resistance of experimental and 
commercial graphites and carbon-carbon materials by impregna- 
tion with inhlbltors and protective oxide formers and by the 
application of diffusion, slurry. and plasma sprayed coatings. 
Material and coating performance will be evaluated in static 
environments and In supersonic arc-heated airstreams. Mass 
spectrometric methods will be developed for monitoring the 
processing of polymeric and other ablative materials. Nonchemical 
techniques will be developed for measurement of submicrogram 
quantities of elements in metals. Direct measurement will be 
made of diffusion coefficients in solids without resorting to 
chemlcal or radioactive tracer analysis. 
W73-70243 502-21 -27 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
SPACE STATION THERMAL CONTROL 
D. W. Gates 205-453-3102 
As a continuation of work in the thermal-control coatings 
field, our efforts will be directed toward methods of improving 
NASA's capabilities of controlling spacecraft temperatures. Effort 
will be directed toward improvement of the whlte paints and 
their reliability for extended mission requirements. While 
maintaining the 0.9E required. in the present thermal designs 
for space station, the DA must be a minimum to obtain the 
requlred total life or the least EVA required to restore the 
thermal-control surfaces. This is being done by improving both 
binders and pigments, and protection of the coating after 
application, to its eventual mission requirement. Backup knowledge 
for these development efforts will include laboratory studies of 
coatings, measurement design parameter data and long life-tlmes 
of coatings and their substrates at cryogenic temperatures. 
Maximum effort w ~ l l  be toward reducing the present best whlte 
paint. composed of Zn2Ti04 pigment in an 01-650 glass resin 
binder, to a NASA specification coating. 
W73-70244 502-21.27 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
THERMAL CONTROL 
G W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
An experimental program is In progress to define, study. 
and solve the problems associated with utilization of second- 
surface mirror coatings for passive thermal control of spacecraft. 
The development of the technology necessary to economically 
utllize second-surface mirror coatings on large spacecraft surfaces 
will be emphasized. Experimental aromatic-heterocyclic polymers 
will be evaluated to provide improved radiation stability for the 
second-surface mlrror coatings. The approach shall include: (1 
understanding the principles of second-surface mirrors, determin- 
ing the materials to be employed, and developing complete coatlng 
systems and procedures for their application to spacecraft, and 
(2) the continued use of the Space Environmental Effects System 
fac~llty to evaluate the radiation stability of thermal control 
coatings. 
W73-70245 502-21 -27 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt.' Md. 
SPACE VEHICLE THERMAL CONTROL - HEAT PIPES. 
VACUUM DEPOSITED COATINGS 
S. Ollendoft 301 -982-6966 
The objectives of this task are to improve the an of 
spacecraft temperature control by the development of more 
reliable heat pipes, and to increase cost effectiveness of heat 
pipe technology. The approaches which are being considered 
are. ( 1 )  to develop very reliable high performance heat pipes 
with moderate heat transfer capacity for ambient temperatures. 
(2) to formulate standard procedures and processes for fabricating 
and testing heat pipes, and (3)  to establish heat pipe performance 
in the zero-g environment via sounding rockets and orbiting 
experiments. For the coating technology. the approach is to 
develop stable thin films via vacuum depos~ted coatings. The 
work proposed under this RTOP is not being undertaken by any 
other NASA center. 
W73-70246 502-21 -27 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
THERMAL CONTROL 
John V. Foster 41 5-965-5083 
The objectives are: to  develop a fundamental understanding 
of heat pipe phenomena; to develop into useful components 
different types of heat pipes, each capable of performing an 
unique thermal control function: to provide baslc heat pipe 
design data and computer routines, not ava~lable from other 
sources, as deslgn aids for the thermal englneer; and to establish 
and participate in flight tests of advanced heat pipes to establish 
their practicabillty. The Ames Research Center shall act as a 
means of  extrapolating basic understanding into practical 
missions. Specific approaches will include the Investigation of: 
(1) the interaction between noncondensing gas and the working 
fluid In gas-loaded pipes: (2) vapor modulation effects on pipe 
temperature: (3) materials compatibility end life testing; (4) 
arterial dynamics; (5) transient performance; (6) wick hydrodyna- 
mics; and (7) electrohydrodynamic wicklng. Development will 
be continued on variable conductance, feedback-controlled. 
one-way.  thermal accumulator, and ,high performance/fixed 
conductance heat pipes. The Ames .Heat Pipe Experiment on 
OAO-C and the Advanced Thermal Control Flight Experiment on 
ATS-F will remain a part of this program. 
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W73-70247 502-21 -27 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
THERMAL CONTROL 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
The objective is to provlde the technology necessary to 
insure that adequate temperature control of the spacecraft planned 
for the new missions now being considered can be accomplished. 
These missions, traveling in toward the sun, outward away from 
the sun to the outer planets. and in earth orbit pose some new 
and severe thermal problems. New power/propulsion techniques 
such as solar electric propulsion and nuclear power create new 
and different thermal problems. The technology for these missions 
will be provlded by a program of research in four broad areas: 
(1) Defin~tion of thermal control requirements and identif~cation 
of necessary advances. (2) Development of advanced analytical 
and design techniques which will allow better prediction of 
spacecraft heat transfer. (3) Development of selected temperature 
control devices which can be used for more effective spacecraft 
temperature control design. These devices will typtcally be aimed 
at controlling or modifying the flow of heat between various 
parts of the spacecraft. between the spacecraft and space. or to 
measure some particular heat transfer parameter. (4) Improve- 
ments in the technology of materials selection. utilization and 
performance of temperature control insul,ations, devices, and 
coating systems. In all areas, informal contacts with workers at 
other NASA centers w ~ l l  be utilized to insure minimal duplication 
of effort and to facilitate information exchange. For this fiscal 
year, primary emphasis of this RTOP is upon the practical 
application of heat plpes to spacecraft thermal control and 
participation in the NASA coatings program. Studies will be 
aimed at understanding hydrogen generation in water-sta~nless 
steel heat pipes and at developing standardized heat pipe cleaning 
procedures. 
W73-70248 502-21 -28 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
OPTICAL CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT 
Hoyt M .  Weathers 205-453-3040 
(975-72-39; 114-03-071 
The Induced environment around spacecraft, both manned 
and unmanned. does extst and has seriously degraded the 
results of  several measurements and experiments. The 
contamination can originate from many sources, including materlal 
outgassing. particulates and debris. vents of several kinds, attltude 
thruster flrings, leakage, and even from within experiments. A 
program for the study. control. monitoring, and abatement of 
contamination has been established withln the Space Sciences 
Laboratory as the key activity in the overall MSFC program in 
this area. This program is vital to the determination of the 
degradation of the optical properties of astronomical Instruments. 
thermal control surfaces, and other critical optical surfaces to 
be used on Skylab. HEAO. Space Station. Space Shuttle. RAM. 
Sortie Can. and LST. In  order t o  continue the optical 
contamination effects work at MSFC and to provide the research 
which is basic to a better understanding of these effects, it is 
essential that the tasks defined in this RTOP be continued. 
W73-70249 502-21 -28 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo. 
OPTICAL CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT 
H. Mark 2 16-433-6201 
The objective of this work is to determine the effects of 
releasing gases from a space vehicle or from a neighboring 
vehicle in such a way as to contaminate a critical surface and 
affect the operation of the vehicle or any of its optical instruments 
or components Determination of the effects on space vehicle 
surfaces of firing chemical rockets for maneuvering or docking 
in the vicinity of another space vehlcle will be included. Critical 
low temperature instrument surfaces on which condensates will 
most probably appear will be studied. Effects for higher 
temperature surfaces on which undesirable reactions could occur 
will be Included. The effects of additional environmental features 
will be considered and some effort will also be directed towards 
application of plume .vehicle interactions for refurbishment of 
contaminated surfaces. In addition spectral data will be obtained 
to  help identify the contaminant as well as to provide the 
possibility o f  correct ing measurements made  by  optical 
instruments under these conditions. 
W73.70250 502-21 -28 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
OPTICAL CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT 
R. Kruger 301 -982-5034 
(502-21-281 
The purposes of this RTOP are to define the 'contamination 
environment of unmanned spacecraft, develop monitoring 
techniques. and develop information so that degradation hazards 
may be reduced. The approaches are to: Study correlation of 
in-chamber effects with space phenomena to develop predictwe 
testing techniques and thereby Increase spacecraft reliability: 
Investigate the characteristics of the contaminant fluxes and 
their effects on the sensitive surface; Conduct outgassing studies 
In space simulation chambers, investigating the fluxes which 
originate from either the chamber equipment or the spacecraft; 
Measure flux directional properties and character using pressure 
gages, residual gas analyzers. quartz crystal microbalances, etc.; 
Study the effects of such fluxes in space and determine ways 
to lesson their detrimental effects: Devlse fllght experiments to 
measure the self-generated environment of  unmanned spacecraft 
in orbit and monitor them. so that, if degrading occurs, corrective 
action may be taken 
W73-70251 502-21 -29 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. AIa. 
METEOROIDS (SPACE STATION) 
K. S. Clifton 205-453-0942 
( 1 14-03-46) 
Low light level television systems will be used in 
ground-based observations of meteors in order to define the 
mass distribut~on of the near-Earth meteoroid environment. 
Specifically. data will be recorded to determine the slope of the 
mass-f lux curve in the mass range between that defined 
photographically and that measured by the Pegasus satellites, a 
region of critical importance to long-term orbiting spacecraft. In 
addition, the temporal and other variations in meteor influx 
rates will also be investigated. With the use of video processors. 
filters. and spectral gratings meteor parameters such.as luminosity. 
color, and spectra will also be examined. Furthermore. two  
station observations can allow the calculation of meteor heights, 
velocities, and orbital parameters. The meteoroid simulation 
program is conducted using llght gas' and plasma.accelerators. 
At the present time they are utilized in support of four objectives. 
(1) To verlfy and support an accurate theoretical model of the 
hypervelocity impact phenomena: (2) TO define damage to such 
structures as Skylab bumper and hull. MDA instrumentation 
cables. proposed lunar tug fuel tanks. solar. cells. IU panels. 
etc.. from hypervelocity impact; (3)  To s~mulate meteor phenomena 
in support of the groundbased work; and (41 To increase the 
acceleration velocity of projectiles. 
W73-70252 502-21 -29 
Langley Research Center. Langley .Station, Va. 
METEORS A N D  METEOROID STUDIES 
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS A N D  SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The broad objective is to provide on a contlnuous basis to 
the designers of future spacecraft sufficient knowledge of the 
meteorold environment. and the effects of the meteoroid 
environment on space operations to  Insure proper mission planning 
and implementation. Models of the meteoroid environment in 
the solar system will be generated and periodically updated as 
new data are obtained. Particular attention will be given to the 
meteorold environment in the Asteroid Belt and in space near 
major planets such as Mars. Jupiter and Saturn which are 
currently planned as targets'for flight investigations. The effects 
of meteoroid impacts on spacecraft will be studied both analytically 
and experimentally. The Langley Research Center will serve as 
the lead Center for all OAST meteorold research. The talents 
and resources of other Centers will also be utilized. All available 
meteoroid data from flight experiments, meteor observations. 
zodiacal llght measurements, asteroid observations, etc.. will be 
used to  generate the environment models. Laboratory panlcle 
accelerators will be used t o  investigate impact damage. 
Meteorold damage predictions will be made for most major 
NASA spacecraft and the flight performance of these spacecraft 
will be observed to generate feedback into the environment 
models for updating or slmply improving confidence levels 
Man-made debris particular in earth orblt will also be considered 
and feed Into spacecraft damage prediction models. 
W73-70253 502-21 -30 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
A. Mills Scott 301 -982-4246 
The objectives are to develop and publlsh: (1) NASA 
design criteria monographs describing terrestrial, extraterrestrial. 
and space system environments and 12) GSFC environmental 
test specifications. For this task. we .assess data from three 
sources: space and terrestrial research, space system operational 
performance, and environmental test experience. The objective. 
whlch is to improve design and performance of space systems. 
is carried out in three complementary ways: (1) Development of 
some 30  NASA. Design Criteria Monographs. each of which 
presents an engineering description or model of an environment 
which can affect the design of space systems and the plannlng 
of space missions. As Lead Center, GSFC initiates. coordinates. 
and reviews efforts of participating NASA Centers, contributing 
scientists. engineers, and contractors. (21 Formulation of GSFC 
general speciflcatlons for testing spacecraft and sounding rocket 
payloads. Revisions are made in response to new environmental 
knowledge or when NASA adopts new launch vehicles (3) The 
Past Experience and Performance (PEP) effort compares actual 
spacecraft operational results with prior environmental tests. 
The object is to improve the test program and attain maximum 
reliability in future spacecraft 
W73-70254 502-21 -30 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech, Pasadena. 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
The objective of this work is to prepare space vehicle 
environmental design criteria for interplanetary and planetary 
environments. The effort during FY'73 is directed toward  
completing the first draft of a Space Vehicle Design Criteria 
Document for the interplanetary charged particle environment 
and inlt~ating an cometary environmental design criteria document. 
Together with knowledgeable scientists, engineers, and designers 
important environmental parameters. will be identified Based on 
the current s tate-of - the-ar t  knowledge of  the specified 
environment, engineering . descript~ons, and/or models will be 
developed and space vehlcle design criteria for the important 
parameters established. A n  environmental deslgn criterla 
document will be composed. edited. and written in the established 
style. The documents are to pass through the regular review 
cycle with the final draft sent to  GSFC for publication. This task 
is in direct support of the Space Vehicle Design Crlteria Program. 
The resulting documsnts provide space vehicle design criteria 
for potential space mlssions to major and minor solar system 
objects. 
W73-70255 502-21 -30 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
William W. Vaughan 205-453-31 0 6  
To meet the scientists. engineers, and designers requirement 
for documents, such as guidelines and monograms of environment 
parameters, the following work has been undertaken to develop 
space and terrestrial environment criteria, ground wind, inflight. 
lunar surface, surface extremes. earth orbital, planetary. and 
others which are required. These models or monographs are 
being put together by knowledgeable scientists based on data 
obtained in the past. as well as data presently being recorded. 
These documents are necessary in the overall design, development, 
- and operational requirements of present and future space vehicle 
and systems. Due to the changing requirements of NASA projects 
and Increase In data records. it is necessary to maintain a 
contlnuous effort to analyze these data and potential engineer- 
ing apphcations. This permits-the development of timely guideline 
and monographs for environmental criteria. Thls work was covered 
during FY 7 2  under code 114-03-55 with the same title of this 
RTOP. 
W73-70256 502-21-32 
bngley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
RADIATION SHIELDING A N D  DOSIMETRY 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objectives are: to experimentally obtain data on the 
production of nucleons and heavy ions from elemental materials 
under high-energy proton and alpha panicle bombardment and 
improve biological dose calculations for manned space missions; 
to develop a real-t~me REM dosimeter for extended manned 
space missions and theoretically estimate eye damage from 
heavy cosmic ions using fractional cell lethality and Katz cell 
inactivation model; to make a critical analysis of current active 
dosimetry methods of monitoring dose to internal organs, to 
develop models for the interaction of heavy ions with heavy 
nuclel for heavy ion shielding studies: and to continue effort to 
determine the damaging effects of space radiation on various 
types of photographic film proposed for space experiments. 
W73-70257 502-31 -50 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
EXTERNAL INSULATION 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(502-37-02) 
The properties of ceramic materials will be evaluated to 
establish their suitability for use as surface insulation thermal 
protection systems. Methods for improving the thermal and 
mechanical propertles of current low-density materials will be 
investigated. Low-density rlgidized fibrous materials such as 
silica, mulllte, zlrconia, and alumina will. be subjected to cyclic 
heating. Thermal and mechanical stability 'will be determined 
through mechanical tests and microscopic examination. 
Improvements in properties will be pursued by varying processing 
methods and materials. Coatlngs required to seal fibrous materials 
against excessive moisture absorption and to provlde suitable 
surface emittance propertles will be evaluated in combination 
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS A N D  SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
with the various fiber systems. The structural behavior of the 
coating, fiber. substrate system will be studied analytically and 
through structural tests of representative panels. A more flexible 
form of surface ~nsulation will be developed for areas of entry 
vehicles where the temperature is less than 800 K Approaches 
to be followed include mult~dimensional fibrous reinforcement 
and Impregnation with h ~ g h  temperature silicone resins Such 
materials could be made waterproof without resorting to glazed 
ceramic coatings and also offer a potential for lower cost than 
current rigidized fibrous systerns. 
W73-70258 502-31-50 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SPACE SHUTTLE: EXTERNAL INSULATION 
Glen Goodwin 415-965-5065 
(502-37-02) 
The objective of this project is to determine: ( I )  the 
material property changes of the ingredients of this class of 
materials as they are processed and subsequently exposed to 
the shuttle ascent and entry environment; and (2) how these 
changes relate to the thermal performance and reliability of this 
class of thermal protection material. Silica, mullite and other 
material systems will be studied in their current status to 
provide a baseline for assessing the effects of future improvements 
on their performance and reliability. This will be accomplished 
by assessing the chemical and morphological states of the 
material ingredients before and after processing Into the insulation 
itself. The coatlng will likewise be studied. After cyclic exposure 
to simulated entry environments, changes in the materials w ~ l l  
be assessed, related to the thermal and mechanical performance 
of the materials and recommendations will be made for improving 
the material composition. processing and coating to achleve 
higher performance and greater reliability. 
W73-70259 502-31-50 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
SHUlTLE EXTERNAL INSULATION 
A. W. Hall 216-433-4000 
This research and development effort IS related to the 
general class of materials that might be used in the reusable 
surface insulation (RSI) concept for the Space Shuttle and 
advanced thermal protection systerns. The . objectives of this 
work may be briefly summarized as follows: ( 1 )  TO fully 
characterize the RSI materials; (2 )  To improve the mechanical 
behavior of RSI bodies. (3) To improve the surface character of 
RSI bodies: (4) To opt~mize currently used fibers and to seek 
new and Improved fiber compositions. The first three objectives 
will be pursued by obtaining currently used RSI materials from 
NASA contractors for in-house studies. Materials characterizat~on 
will be made at several stages of processing. Improvements in 
mechanical properties and surface characteristics will be sought 
by the introduction of other selected materials intended to bring 
about the desired improvements. These materials will be 
compatible with, but completely independent of, the fabrication 
processing steps. Optimized and improved flbers will be sought 
by contractual efforts. 
W73-70260 502-31 -51 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
BEARINGS, LUBRICANTS A N D  SEALS FOR SHUlTLE 
R. L. Johnson 21 6-433-4000 
(502-01 -07; 501 -24-10) 
Materials and lubricants selection, development. design. 
theory. analys~s and experlmentatlon of bearings and seals will 
be performed under extreme conditions associated with (a) 
engine and (bl vehicle components subject to lubrication, friction. 
wear and hydraulics problems. Components must function in 
cryogenics, after exposure to vacuum, and in alr at extreme 
temperatures. Rolling element bearings and face type seals for 
hydrogen pumps of shuttle.engines will be operated under 
conditions simulating problem areas. Veh~cle frame control 
bearings, hydraulic fluids, and seals for actuation systerns of 
flight control surfaces will be studied. Minimum weight. efficiency 
and extended life are essential. 
W73-70261 502-31 - 5 2  
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
COMPOSITES FOR SHUlTLE 
R W. Hall 216-433-4000 
(501 -21 -23) 
The principal objectives are to establish the characteristics 
of  and to  obtain design information for certain advanced 
f~ber/polymer composites that are applicable to Space Shunle 
tankage. The hlgh strength to weight ratios and the high modulus 
to weight ratios of these systems offer considerable promise for 
reducing the structural weight of the Shuttle system and thus 
increasing the payload. A new high strength, high modulus 
organic fiber will be further investigated as a filament winding 
material in addition to a polyimide/glass fiber system for increased 
temperature capabil~ty. Adhesive systems will be investigated to 
provide better bond strength over a wider temperature range. A 
LOX compatible nonburning F-W matrix resin will be developed. 
Acoustic emission techniques will be developed to characterize 
flawed areas. Impermeable polymeric films will be evaluated for 
composite vessel liners. F-W graphite composite vessels will be 
subjected to low-cycle and sustained loading tests. 
W73-70262 502-31 -53 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
H IGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
1502-37-02) 
This program will encompass a number of work areas 
dealing with the effects of the entry environment on candidate 
thermal protection and skin materials for space shuttle. with a 
common goal of evaluating the oxidation susceptibility and 
resulting effect on the mechanical and optical properties of 
these materials. Oxidation experiments will be run in high- 
tempe!ature environmental chambers w i t h  atomic oxygen 
generators to provide reactive species appropriate for shuttle 
thermal-environmental condit~ons. Mechanical property experi- 
ments will be run which incorporate environmental simulation. 
tensile tests, and appropriate .metallurgical. chemical and physlcal 
property measurements. 
W73-70263 502.22-01 
Langley Research Center. Langley Statlon. Va. 
STRUCTURAL DESIGN STUDIES 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objective is to conduct system design studies where 
the application o f  advanced structural concepts. materials, 
methods., and processes could provide technical breakthroughs 
and cost reductions for current and projected systems. Specific 
objectives are to (a) assess the impact of advanced structural 
technology on mission requirements and economics; (b) evaluate 
advanced structural design concapts and the effects of varying 
key structural parameters on system weight. performance. and 
cost; (c) make results available to NASA programs, contractors. 
and non-aerospace users. in the form of reports; and ( d )  
continue the development of soundly conceived structural design 
criteria to provide a un~form basis for formulating requirements 
for flightworthy aerospace structure. The program is managed 
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by the Structural Systems Offlce of the Structures Division 
using a prime contractor to apply short term support from 
recognized authorities in industry and the academic community. 
The SS,O will identify tasks and assign multidisciplinary teams 
to derive specific Information from systems studies and criteria 
development. Planning and direction will be coordinated with 
In-house expertise and designated contacts. at other centers. 
and results applied to aeronautical space. and non-aerospace 
systems. 
W73.70264 502-22-02 
Lewis ~esearch Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
COMPOSITE TANK TECHNOLOGY 
R H. Johns 216-433-4000 
Composite propellant tanks and pressure vessels have a 
high potential for welght savings In launch vehlcle applications. 
In addition, they have an added safety advantage if a burst 
condition is reached as there is no fragmentation or flying 
shrapnel. The liner may be a load-carrying part of the structure 
or simply an impervious sealing medium. A wide variety of 
metals are available for the liners. In addition, many filament 
and resin combinations can be considered. They offer a variety 
of properties which can be tailored to particular applications. 
Applications vary from small, high-pressure gaseous pressure 
vessels to large, low pressure cryogenic propellant tanks. Strain 
compatiblllty between liner and overwrap, reinforcements around 
openings, liner buckling and pressure vessel efficiency are some 
of the problems which need study. Also, environment. load 
history and manufacturing technology will be studied. 
W73-70265 502-22-03 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
FRACTURE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
R. H. Johns 216-433-6380 
Work conducted under this RTOP will provide methods. 
data. materials and other applied technology for the design and 
fabrication of reliable, low cost, efficient aircraft and aerospace 
vehicles. Speclfic tasks will be directed to character~zation of a 
new cryoworked steel and to extension of current methods of 
analysis for surface and embedded flaws. Both complex crack-part 
geometry stress intensity solutions, and analysis of surface and 
embedded flaws, whlch experience large plastic deformations In 
the crack tip region, will be pursued. Analytical models and 
basic crack growth data for validation of the models will be 
developed for subcritical crack growth conditions. Environmental 
degradation of crack growth resistance caused by gaseous 
hydrogen and other typical degrading envlronrnents will be 
included. The effects of loading profile. loading sequence, and 
material creep sensitivity will also be investigated. Effective 
correlation and generalization of basic crack growth data which 
will permit improved design accuracy with a minimum amount 
of empirical testing is the objective of these tasks. 
W73-70266 502-22-04 
Goddard Space Flight Center,  ree en belt. Md. 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH DYNAMICS 
J. P. Young 301-982-4964 
The overall objective of t h ~ s  effort is to Improve spacecrafi 
and component structural dynamic test specifications (acceleration. 
vibration, shock. and acoustic noise) and test techniques so as 
to provide a better balance between conservatism in severity. 
rlsks associated with insufficient testing, and economy. Program 
objectives will be mer by performing a series of research tasks 
in the areas of development of an improved component test 
specification; expanded treatment of the protofl~ght program 
concept and combined environment testing in the general rest 
specification; further study of factors that can determine the 
recommended use of acoustic testing; and an investigation of 
alternatives to the use of a uniform test factor. 
W73-70267 502-22-05 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calk Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
A D V A N C E D  CONCEPTS FOR SPACECRAFT ANTENNA 
STRUCTURES 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
(502-23-1 2) 
Outer planet and planetary orbit missions In the 1975.1985 
period will require substantially increased communication 
capabilities. JPL studies indicate that optimum telecommunication 
design for these missions IS realized with antennas havlng 
much higher gain than those now used on Mariner spacecraft; 
however. the assumed gain vs, weight used in these studies 
has not been verified. nor is the technology sufficiently well 
developed The principal objective of this five-year effort is to 
fulfill the need to develop and make available the knowledge 
required by fllght project to be able to utilize new large antennas. 
A number of furlable antenna configurations have been considered 
from 15 to 100 feet in diameter for operating radio frequencies 
up to X-band. The technical approach is to demonstrate feasibility 
on small scale development models and to design and fabricate 
larger models such as 14-15-foot diameter furlable conclal 
antennas. The technology wi l l  then be investigated for 
extrapolation to larger sues. Criteria which will con!inue to be 
considered include: weight (goal is 0 .25 Ib/R squared), surface 
accuracy in the operating environment, reliability of deployment. 
long life. avoidance of adverse interaction between structure 
and the attitude control subsystem, and amenability to preflight 
verification by analysis and tests This effort will be coordinated 
with "Microwave Deep Space Comrnunlcations and Tracking." 
RTOP Code 115-21-20. Another objective of thls task is to 
perform investigations in selected areas of structures, dynamics. 
and materials relevant to future flight projects. The results of 
these invest~gations will be applicable to entire structures of 
spacecraft carrying large antennas, Increasing reliability and 
performance and decreasing cost application to projects is 
anticipated as the work is completed. 
W73-70268 502-22-06 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
STOP (STRUCTURAL-THERMAL.0PTICAL-PROGRAM) 
This RTOP is intended to advance analytical capabilities 
where the thermal distortions of structural components result in 
degradation of functional performance. For example, the 
degradation in the performance of a space telescope because of 
varying thermal loads in orbit. These loads result in the deformation 
of the structure supporting the optical elements and also distortions 
in the structural components themselves. Applications exist in 
areas such as the b r g e  Space Telescope. Small Astronomy 
Satellite. RF Antennas, and any complex system where alignments 
are critical. The approach is to utilize the NASTRAN program 
for the structural analysis of complex systems and to apply the 
same technology of the finite element method to thermal analysis: 
thus a unified thermostructural model IS feasible. Subsequently, 
it enables the structural analysis to use the temperature output 
directly. The structural results can then be used as an input. 
through an ~nterface computer program which is being developed 
under STOP, to ray trace programs for optical or RF performance 
analysis. 
W73.70269 502-32-01 
bng ley  Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
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SPACE SHUlTLE STRUCTURAL DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 
G W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objectives are. to develop the criteria, analytical 
tools, and insight concerning efficient structure/TPS arrangements 
required to support design decisions for the Space Shuttle; to 
evaluate primary structure concepts embodying the application 
of  advanced materlal systems such as composites or new 
arrangements conventional materials toward shuttle structural 
components with signifcant potential for rnlnimizing mass; to 
determine material and structural allowables for confident design 
of such advanced components: to demonstrate their readiness 
for Phase C baseline commitment or later application for mass 
reduction and payload growth; and to define and evaluate 
feasible approaches to design of secondary structures such as 
window systems including material specifications and seal 
requirements. 
W73-70270 502-32-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
SPACE SHUlTLE DYNAMICS A N D  AEROELASTICITY 
C. F. Coe 41 5-965-5880 
(501 -22-05: 502-37-01 ) 
Wind tunnel test support and analys~s will be provided to 
investigate several dynamic and aeroelastic problems that must 
be confronted in the development of a space shuttle vehlcle. ' 
The primary emphasis will be on transonic buffet (including 
aeroelastic effects), aerodynamic noise inputs and response, and 
flutter. A cold-jet plume simulation capability will be developed 
so that static and dynamic loads can be measured in the 
presence of an exhaust~plurne. Elasticity scaled models will be 
tested In wind tunnels as needed to Investigate buffeting and 
flutter. and pressure fluctuations will be measured in regions of 
high intensity turbulence to evaluate aerodynamic noise inputs 
Full-scale thermal protection system panels will be tested to 
study the response of panels to high intensity aero-acoustic 
noise generated by shock waves and separated flows. An exlsting 
computer program (FLEXSTABI will be used in conjunction with 
experimental tests to evaluate aeroelastic effects on loads and 
stability andcontrol of launch configurations 
W73-7027 1 502-32-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SHUlTLE DYNAMICS A N D  AEROELASTICITY 
G W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
The objective of this research is to develop the structural 
dynamics. aeroelasticiry, loads, hydroelastlcity, and vibro-acoustics 
technology for space shuttle vehicles. The technology under 
development is directly applicable to speciflc problems such as 
vehicle dynamlc behavlor and control; flutter, buffet and ground 
winds,  booster recovery and landing loads: liquid-structure 
interaction and suppression: pogo: engine and aero-noise 
environments and the integrity of systems within the shuttle 
noise and thermal environment. Both analytical and experimental 
approaches are required to determine critlcal loadlng conditions. 
vehicle dynamic responses, stability boundaries, and control 
requirements. Dynamic models and wind tunnels are being used 
extensively for this in-house and contract effort. The results will 
influence the shuttle design and lead to llghter weight and 
more reliability in the fllght system. 
W73-70272 502-32-03 
Lewls Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SHUlTLE COMPOSITE TANK TECHNOLOGY 
R. W. Hall 21 6-433-4000 
(502-22-02. 502-31 -521 
The work conducted under this RTOP will ~ r o v i d e  !he 
technology for application of filament wound composites to 
Space Shuttle vehicle tankage. Applications for this technology 
will include large, low-pressure, load-carrying liquid propellant 
tanks; nonintegral lnonload carrying) liquid tanks. and small. 
high-pressure gas storage vessels. Filaments of glass, boron. 
graphite, and high modulus polymer whlch offer significant weight 
or cost savings, while maintaining or improving the reliability 
attainable with conventional metal vessels. will be evaluated. 
The development of the advanced concepts for filament-wound 
pressure vessels already in progress will be continued. In FY 
1973 additional. activities will be specifically directed toward 
Space Shuttle system component design and development. 
W73-70273 502-32-04 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
SHUTTLE FRACTURE CONTROL METHODS 
R W. Hall 216-433-4000 
(502-22-03) 
The work conducted under this RTOP will provide technology 
required for establishing effective fracture control design and 
operational methods for the Space Shuttle vehicle structures. 
Technology beneflts for commercial aircraft, other space vehicle. 
and space station applications will also result. Speciflc areas of 
current work Include: (1) development of fracture data on materials 
using flaw geometries and loading conditions of specific interest 
to the Space Shuttle vehicle structures, (2) development of 
analytical evaluation of crack tip stress intens~ty for specific 
Space Shuttle vehicle flaw geometries and loading conditions, 
and (3)  definition of fracture control design approaches specifically 
suited to the Space Shuttle vehicle structures. FY 1973 effons 
will, continue in these areas, with increased emphasis on the 
effects of environment on flaw propagation and the Integration 
of NDT with proof test procedures to provide Improved detection 
of tight defects 
W73-70274 502-04-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
I O N  THRUSTER RESEARCH 
P. D. Reader 21 6-433-4000 
(502-24-03: 758-57-04) 
The broad objective of the work described herein is to 
provide the basic research needed to increase In an orderly and 
meaningful manner the knowledge of the behavior of electrostatic 
thrusters and their interaction with the spacecraft to be employed 
In communication and scientific missions. By  conducting 
pertinent expermental and analytic studies, the overall program 
is directed at obtaining a more thorough understanding of the 
basic physical processes (1) occurring in and external to 
electrostatic thrusters and ( 2 )  interacting wlth the spacecraft or 
its intended mission Major programs are dlrected at searching 
for baslc understanding of thruster and spacecraft interactions 
to permit refinement of the designs of a given thruster and 
spacecrah to enable the combined system to experience no 
significant degradation in mission performance. Specifically, the 
basic research goals are to investigate the surface deposition of 
materials from thruster component erosion, the electromagnetic 
and magnetostatic interactions affecting the thruster/spacecraft 
interface, problems of ground simulation of thruster-spacecraft 
Interactions in space, thruster/space environment phenomena 
and theoretical and experimental thruster diagnostics. 
W73-70275 . 502-04-02 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohlo. 
ADVANCED PLASMA THRUSTER A N D  LASER R'E-  
SEARCH 
G. R Seikel 21 6-433-4000. 
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The objective is to Investigate plasma thruster and laser 
concepts that show promlse for applications of interest to 
NASA. lnvestigations are aimed at both understanding the physics 
of the processes and demonstrating the feas~billty of high 
performance systems. lnvestigations will also attempt to define 
possible new applications which could be of interest. Analytical 
and experimental studies which include extensive diagnostics 
will be made. Thruster investigations will emphasize demonstrating 
endurance for low power thrusters and improving performance 
by minimizing energy losses. Laser investigations will explore 
novel lasers and anempt to demonstrate their feasibility in MW 
quasi-steady experiments. Research will include investigations of 
various laser applications including the transmission of power to 
drive thrusters. information transmission. and remote measure- 
ments. 
W73-70276 602-04-05 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
QUASI-STEADY P I A S M A  PROPULSION RESEARCH 
C. H. Nelson .703-827-2893 
The long-range objective of this research is to develop 
plasma thrusters for prlme propulsion, which have the potential 
advantages over the ion engine of higher thrust per unit area. 
variable specific impulse with little loss in efficiency and simplicity 
In design. So far the efficiency of plasma thrusters is not 
sufficiently high to compete for prime propulsion missions of 
specific impulses approximately 3000  sec. However. plasma 
thrusters for high specific impulse [approximately 2000 to 2500 
sec) lower thrust auxiliary propulsion missions (e.g. north-south 
stationkeep~ng) are becoming competitive. Recent prime plasma 
propulsion research has concentrated on quasi-steady operation. 
with approximately millisec current pulses. of the MPD arc and 
generally the use of gas propellants. The auxiliary propuls~on 
thrusters have been of similar design, however, short (ap- 
prox~mately mu sec) current pulses were used and ablation of 
solids for gas propellant production. The efficiency 'o f  the 
quasl-steady gas propellant thrusters has been limited by critical 
values. whereas, for the short pulse, ablative sol~d thrusters, the 
efficiency was not subject to this critical limit. The operatlon of 
the quasi-steady MPD arc thruster has been studied, however. 
in much greater detail and is better understood. An effort will 
be made to improve the operation of the prime propulsion 
thruster by making use of some of the experiences of the more 
efficient high specific impulse auxiliary propuls~on thruster. 
Changes in propellant, propellant feed geometry and pulse durat~on 
will be used together with extensive diagnostics. The ultimate 
purpose of this research is to declde if a prime plasma propulsion 
device can be made competitive with the ion engine and if this 
is not the case to improve the operation of the high speciflc 
impulse auxll~ary plasma thruster. 
W73-70277 502-04-1 4 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. 
D.C 
PHYSICAL PROCESSES I N  PLASMA PROPULSION 
J. P. Mullin 202-755-2380 
Plasma thrusters offer promise for future electric propulsion 
application w i t h  simpler systems than presently available 
Development 'of such systems has been handicapped by a lack 
of understanding of the physical processes involved in efficient 
plasma acceleration. The proposed research is aimed at Increasing 
understanding of the pulsed and steady flow phenomenon 
experienced in such devices. The research also seeks to  better 
understand hollow cathode operation. Such cathodes are basic 
components of ion thrusters and improved knowledge will prov~de 
some insight into scaling laws and operatlon on a variety of 
propellants. In addition resiaich a~med at increased understanding 
of high powered gas-dynamic lasers is being carried out. 
W73-70278 602.04-20 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
SPACECRAFT LIQUID PROPULSION RESEARCH 
P. M e e k  21 3-354-2546 
(502-24-26) 
The chemical-physical processes that are the essence of 
liquid propellant rocket engines are being characterized. These 
processes include ignition, combustion and decomposition. the 
fluid dynamics and chemistry of nozzle flows. compatibility of 
chamber walls with reaction products.and plume effects on space- 
craft components/structure. 'The feaslbil~ty of applying chemical 
propulsion technology to a teleoperator/robot capable of propelling 
~tself and functioning in space, planetary atmospheres, and/or 
on extraterrestrial surfaces will be demonstrated. The mixing 
effectiveness of various IiquidJliquid, gaslliquid, and gas/gas 
propellant injection systems are being evaluated exper~mentally 
and the mechanisms that control mlxing are being correlated 
with injector dimensions and operating conditions. An on-line 
high-speed mass-spectrometer in combination with a molecular 
beam probe, is belng used t o  relate englne cond~ t ions  
(compositions) and injector variables and bound the relevance 
of non-reactive data and predict~ons of analytical/computer 
models. The origin of sollds deposited f rom fluorinated 
ox~dizer/am~ne propellants is sought The margin of stability for 
engines utilizing space storable propellants is being determined 
and modified as required to give a high confidence level for a 
successful mission (proposed). A combustion model (Distributed 
Energy Release) in conjunction with a 2-dimensional non-hear 
combustion instability model (COMB and THDL) is being used 
to predict stabil~ty margins. -Densities and pressures within the 
exhaust plume of a small rocket nozzle are being determined 
These properties are being mapped by an electron beam 
fluorescence technique and the use of quartz crystal microbal- 
ances. Studies of novel and advanced concepts and energy 
sources which can yield a large increase in propuls~on capabil~ty 
will be conducted. 
W73-70279 502-04-25 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
LIQUID ROCKET RESEARCH 
R. J. Priern 216-433-6259 
-The objectives of this work are. to provide basic analytical 
and experimental data for chemlcal propulsion systems: to improve 
performance, reliabil~ry and cost effectiveness, and to establish 
new and novel concepts for propulsion which provide large 
increases in performance. These objectives will be attained 
through theoretical studies to  delineate the important design. 
parameters required to achieve engineering improvements. 
exper~mental stud~es to demonstrate the valldity of specific 
theoretical approaches and design parameters, and exploratory 
studies to investigate new techniques or theoretical approaches 
that will provide further engineering improvements in liquid 
rocket engines. Areas in which this effort will be applied are 
the following: (1)  Combustion (2 )  Fluid flow. coollng and heat 
transfer (3)  Thermodynamic. transport and klnetic data (4)  
Contamination of spacecraft surfaces (5) Instrumentation (6 )  
Appl~cat~on of lasers for propulsion and (7) Mission and system 
analysis. 
W73-70280 502-04-35 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio 
RESEARCH I N  ATOMIC A N D  METALLIC HYDROGEN 
James C. Laurence 21 6-433-4000 
Hydrogen is the lightest, simplest, and most prevalent of 
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all the elements. Its low mass and availability are sufficient 
reason for ~ t s  selection as a propellant and a fuel. In the more 
energetic forms, metallic hydrogen. i f  metastable, and atomic 
hydrogen, is storable, could provide energy-to- m ass ratios 
exceeding those of any chemical reaction and thus would be a 
means of energy storage as well as being superior and 
non-polluting fuels The energy available from either metallic or 
atomic hydrogen is nearly the same and results from release of 
the 4 eV binding energy. In addition. metallic hydrogen 1s 
theorized to be a high temperature superconductor. The objective 
of the Lewis program is to produce atomic and metallic hydrogen 
using approaches and equipment not available when previous 
studies were made. Dissociation of the hydrogen molecule and 
short-term manipulation of the atomic species without recombina- 
tion are feasible, as is perhaps monatomic layer collection on 
approprlate surfaces. These processes have not. however, been 
developed enough to produce significant quantities or concentra- 
tions of atomic hydrogen. Using the latest capabilities and 
techniques in dissociation of gases and the very high magnetlc 
field strength and very low cryogenic temperature facilities 
available at Lewls, collection of significant quantities--- 
W73-70281 502-04-36 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
PROPAGATION STUDIES USING EXTENDED WAVE- 
LENGTH TUNING OF CO A N D  HF LASERS 
C. H Nelson ,703-827-2893 
(503-10-01 1 
The obiective of this research is to study propagation of 
CO and HF laser wavelengths through the atmosphere by 
performing laboratory studies of absorption of CO and HF laser 
wavelengths by atmospheric constituents 1i.e.. H20, C02). The 
CO laser radiates discrete wavelengths between 4.4 and 5.8 
microns; the HF laser radiates discrete wavelengths between 
2.65 and 3.00 microns. These lasers are important since they 
have demonstrated high efficiency and output power and are 
therefore suitable for a variety of NASA and DOD related 
appl~cations. Furthermore, their wide wavelength coverage 
brlngs some of the emission wavelengths in spectral regions 
where the transmission through the atmosphere could be hlgher 
than that of the C02 laser (10.6 microns). To perform thls 
study. ~t is necessary to develop low power CO and HF lasers 
radiating over a wide wavelength range. In our laboratory, 
several subsonic low power CO and HF lasers have been 
constructed for propagation studies. but the wavelength coverage 
is limited (i.e.. 5.2 to 5.8 microns for CO. 2.7 to 3.0 microns 
for HF). These wavelength ranges lie within totally absorbing 
regions of the atmosphere (e.g.. subsonic CO emits withln the 
6.3 microns absorption band of H20;  subsonic HF, emits within 
the 2.7 mlcrons aborption band of H20). Analytical studies 
recently performed at LaRC for HF and at AFCRL for CO show 
the presence of transmission windows (greater than or equal to 
8 0  percent) at the edges of the known absorption bands of 
H 2 0  at sea level under h ~ g h  resolution. These studies imply 
that by extending wavelength coverage of CO less than 5.0 
microns and that of HF greater than 2.8 micron, the transmissivity 
of the atmosphere would be greater than 8 0  percent for select 
lines of the--- 
W73-70282 602-04-46 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
SOLID PROPELLANT RESEARCH 
Paul J Meeks 21 3-354-2546 
(758-56-47. 502-24-461 
The long range objectives of this program are to. (1)  solve 
problems in the field of tgnition. combustion. and combustion 
instability of solid propellants relevant to current and future 
motor technology development programs. 12) develop a general 
model for the predictlon of the network polymer macrostructure 
of practical propellant systems from measureable characteristics 
of starting ingredients and their formulated properties. and (3) 
develop an omnibus theory of propellant viscoelastic behavior. 
by which a knowledge of basic molecular parameters will permit 
the prediction of propellant materlal response in a generallzed 
stress-time-temperature field: and to integrate this theory with 
a comprehensive stress analysis program to create, together 
with the propellant development activltles, a reliable motor- 
oriented technology base. During this fiscal year the objectives 
are to (1 ) study parametrically the variation in L*-instability 
characteristics with oxidizer partlcle size and the convective 
flow contribution to acoustic instability, (21 expand the current 
polymer macrostructure model to include the more complex 
urethane reaction system and determine whlch of two theories 
is more general, and 13) seek more definite knowledge of finite 
deformation, rupture as a function of molecular parameters and 
in a macroscopic context, and binder-filler interactions. 
W73-70283 602-24-2 1 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
LAUNCH VEHICLE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
J. L. Lombardo 205-453-3800 
(1 13-31-12) 
The effon outlined in this plan 1s directed at integrating 
recent results into the JANNAF's formulation of a General 
Engine Performance Prediction Methodology, conducting 
additional tests to Investigate transonic flow phenomena based 
on inhomogeneous mass concentration in altitude compensating 
nozzles, demonstrating the technology for operating low speed. 
separately driven Inducers wlth saturated propellants, obtaining 
flow field properties of hydrogen-oxygen rocket exhaust plumes 
using optical techniques, and formulating a small perturbat~on 
theory for unsteady cavitating flow past pump Inducer sections. 
This work will be accomplished uslng available test data where 
possible. Additional tests will be conducted to provide data 
where necessary. The existing JANNAF engine performance 
predictlon methodology must be extended to include two phase 
flow. mixing across stream tube boundaries, droplet evaporatlon 
and combustion downstream of the nozzle throat. and solid 
propellant combustion. This effon requlres the generation of 
analytical models and modif icat ion of  existing computer  
programs. Therefore. the FY 7 3  resources are to be applied to 
extending the JANNAF Rocket Engine Performance Evaluation 
Methodology. Thls RTOP is a continuation of FY 7 2  RTOP 
113.31-21. 
W73-70284 602-24-22 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. Tex. 
ADVANCED PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
R. C. Kahl 713-483-4671 
The ability to predict rocket engine performance will be 
advanced through, a combined analytical and experimental 
approach which includes' a) Experimental evaluation of engine 
and nozzle performance effects caused by striated propellant 
injection. and b) JANNAF performance computer program 
improvements. Nozzle performance degradations caused by 
striated propellant injection, mixture ratio, and mass flow variation 
will be experimentally investigated to provide accurate data 
whlch will be used to calibrate the JANNAF performance models. 
The two dimensional kinetic (TDK) thrust chamber performance 
prediction program that forms pan of the JANNAF performance 
evaluation methodology will be modifled to allow for calculations 
through strong shocks and for multl-phase flow, including 
unvaporized propellant and solid parttcles. 
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W73-70285 602-24-24 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. 
ADVANCED LIQUID ROCKET COMPONENT TECHNOL- 
OGY 
H. W. Douglass 216-433-691 5 
The objectlve of this program is to provide improvements 
in the technology of liquid rocket components and subsystems, 
including (.I) turbomachinery. (2) feed systems. (3)  thrust 
chambers, and (41 associated instrumentation. These programs 
will be pursued largely for applications utilizing high energy 
propellants. In turbomachinery, the major efforts will be devoted 
to investigation of axial flow pumps, inducer design, cavitation 
in cryogenic propellants, turbopump stability, and POG 0 
suppression. In the area of propellant feed systems, efforts will 
be devoted to propellant flow controllers, a hot gas powered 
ejector pump, and improvements in valve design. Effort on 
regenerat~vely cooled thrust chambers will investigate improved 
materials, fabrication techniques, and NDT inspection procedures 
Research will also be continued to  improve the accuracy of 
flow measurement techniques in cryogenic fluids. Design Criteria 
Monographs will be generated and distributed. 
W73-70286 502-24-26 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. ~asabena. 
ADVANCED SPACECRAFT ENGINE COMPONENTS 
P. Meeks 21 3-354-2546 
(502-04-20; 757-53-30) 
The objective of thls plan IS to develop the feed system 
component and rocket engine technology required to support 
advanced propulsion systems that will be used for planetary 
missions. The work includes the development of components. 
rocket engines. and establishing criterla and technologies required 
for the integration into advanced chemical propulsion systems 
for long duration missions. The current work is directed toward 
space storable propellants for unmanned spacecraft which include' 
FLOX. IF2. OF2. MMH. N2H4. 82H6, and N2H4 mixtures. The 
implications of simulant or processing fluids are being considered. 
Tasks involve investigations of materials and propellants. 
components, and rocket engines. Major emphasis is being given 
to understanding the effects of ten year flight environmental 
and operational conditions. Of critical concern is the lack of 
suitable verification methods for assuring satisfactory material 
propellant compatlbllity relative to these multi-year mission 
requirements. 
W73-70287 602-24-31 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohlo. 
ADVANCED LIQUID ROCKET SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
E. W. Conrad 216-433-6874 
1909-74-031 
Analytical' and experimental studies are being made to 
provide the technology required for near-earth space propulsion 
systems using hydrogen-oxygen propellants. and for deep space 
missions uslng both cryogenic and space storable propellants. 
The scope includes problems posed by such potential applications 
as the space' tug. 00s. OMS. and planetary orbiters. The major 
areas of technical concern are the niain rocket engine, fluld 
management, thermal management, and aux1lia;y propulsion, 
which in turn are strongly influenced by the overall system 
configuratlon. Basic configuration models have been evolved 
through several NASA, Air Force, and European contracts as 
wel l  as in-house studies. and provide a rational basis for 
propulsion. thermal and fluid system activities. In the main 
propulsion area, the ~nit ial  emphasis 1s on the technology of 
critical engine components. Engine system problems will be 
studied with emphasis on the start transients and off-design 
operating conditions. Auxiliary propulsion requirements for 
docking. Dropellant settling and attitude control will be established. 
Work will be done on the problems of long-term storage of 
cryogenic propellants in both near-earth orbit and deep space. 
storage during boost and orbit hold in the cargo bay. and 
inspection technlques to assure adequacy for reuse. The fluid 
management area is concerned with optimum tank pressurization. 
propellant l ~ n e  (and engine] preconditioning, accurate outage 
control, zero gravity venting, propellant acquisition and gaging. 
and provision for propellant transfer. 
W73-70288 502-24-34 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. 
D.C. 
TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION 
W. Cohen 202-755-2400 
The objective of this work is to obtain necessary data for 
long range program planning, which includes selection of  fruitful 
new research directions. evaluation of cost effectiveness of 
components and systems, estimates of costs of programs. 
allocation of resources,. justification of new starts. In general the 
programs will include technology identification, preliminary 
analysis, and feasibility studies. 
W 3 - 7 0 2 8 9  502-24-41 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
ADVANCED PYROTECHNIC/ROCKET SYSTEMS TECHNOL- 
OGY 
C.  H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The overall objective is to develop and demonstrate 
technology for pyrotechnic and related rocket systems that is 
needed to meet aerospace flight program requirements. 
Pyrotechnic systems work will include continued studies to 
validate accelerated aging technlques developed w ~ t h  prior year 
funding, evaluation of electrostatic insensitive pyrotechnic 
composition for single and dual bridgewire devlces. development 
of measurement techniques to quantatively define the reduction 
in pyrotechnic shock achieved in the program directed to the 
minimization of this induced environment, and the program to  
increase the understanding of pyrotechnic performance mechan- 
isms and their monitoring and evaluation will continue. Three 
modest ongolng efforts in related solid rocket system technology 
will be concluded during FY 73 or FY 74. In the first of these. 
improved non-destructwe test techniques wi l l  include the 
demonstration of a laser holographic interferometry method in 
both inert subscale and live full scale fiber glass case, solid 
rockets. The second of these lnvolves a contracted effort to 
characterize Improved strength molded reinforced composites 
for rocket motor components. The third effort is a limited 
in-house investigation of gas phase reactions occurring above 
the surface of a double-base solid propellant. 
W73-70290 502-24-46 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
A D V A N C E D  SOLID PROPULSION A N D  PYROTECHNIC 
CONCEPTS 
Paul J. Meeks 213-354-2546 
(758-56-47; 502-04-451 
The objectives are: to conduct research, and to develop 
advanced technology In the disciplines of solid propellants and 
pyrotechnics. and to test propellants, mo to rs  and critical 
components toward the goal of improved propulsion systems 
for NASA spacecraft and upper stages. Speclfic objectives in (I)  
'Propulsion and Motor Technology' are: (A) Develop technology 
leading to and including demonstration firing of a new high 
mass-fraction Conesphere Motor design concept. Development 
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activities will include case fabrication, structural integrity, scaling. 
and staging. ( 0 )  Develop and demonstrate an advanced propulsion 
concept that will be effective in dense planetary atmospheres. 
Two concepts are under consideration, liquid jet and explos~ve 
charge. IC) Develop a rational designer-usable stress analysis, 
comblnlng latest methods. data, and failure criteria. (Dl Reassess 
current stop-restart techniques with the aim of identifying the 
most promising for advanced development. Specific objectives 
in (11) 'Propellant Binders and Formulating' are. (A)  Perfect the 
new concept for occluding aluminum powder in ammonium 
perchlorate crystals, and determine effects on low-pressure 
combustion efficiency and two-phase flow losses. (0)  Prepare 
and characterize new polymers as potential propellant binders. 
(C) Applylng continuing development from Network Polymer 
Formation studies. advance the a n  of propellant formulating for 
the purposes of improving the results and reducing the cost of 
this activity. Use the advanced formulating methods for evaluating 
new binder polymers. (D) Develop propellants to meet specific 
requirements. including the Conesphere Motor and an improved 
low-acceleration motor demonstration. Additionally. (Ill) complete 
the study of radiation effects on propellant and pyrotechnic 
materials. and (IV) develop technology toward the development 
of laser pyrotechnic ignition systems. 
W73-70291 502.24-03 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
ADVANCED BOMBARDMENT THRUSTER TECHNOLOGY 
P. D. Reader 21 6-433-4000 
(502-04-01 ; 758-57-04) 
The broad objective of the work described herein is to 
provide the technology programs necessary to ensure orderly 
and meaningful advances In the state-of-the art of electrostatic 
thrusters. The overall program IS directed at applying the 
knowledge gained from ion thruster research programs to the 
design, fabrication, and testing of new thruster components; 
integration of promising new components into thrusters sized 
for wldest possible applications and evaluation thruster 
performance. A major program IS directed at producing mercury 
electron-bombardment ion thrusters for high efficiency application. 
lnteractlons of multi-thruster clusters are also being Investigated. 
Pertinent information from experimental and analytical studies 
and demonstrated components will be integrated into a specific 
thruster system design. This design will cover the widest possible 
range of currently foreseen mission types. Thruster system 
interactions and integration problems will be Investigated to the 
extent necessary to clearly define Interface problem areas 
W73-70292 502-24-1 0 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena 
SOLAR POWERED ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS A N D  
INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY 
A. Briglio. Jr. 21 3-354-6137 
(758-57-1 1 ; 502-25-56) 
The broad objective is to provide a continuing technology 
and integration base to focus th'e solar-electric propulsion (SEP) 
subsystem development effort. To provlde this technology and 
integration base in a timely and effective form to support the 
thrust subsystem (TSSI work. supporting subsystems trade studies 
must be performed based upon mission, vehicle, and operations 
support studies. In addition, the ,technology areas impacted by 
the thrust subsystem deslgn will require definition, evaluation 
and functional descriptions. In FY'72, the design concept of an 
attachable module was deflned. It was found that this approach 
provided many of the multi-mission- aspects of an electric 
propulslon stage and some of the performance advantages of a 
completely integrated spacecraft. Early in FY'73, the thrust 
subsystem design point selection will be completed In the form 
of a preliminary subsystem functional description. Throughout 
the fiscal year, work will be underway on the preparation of the 
functional descriptions of the supponlng subsystems, leading 
towards completion of these documents in FY'74. Thrust 
subsystem performance interfaces will also be studied in FY'73. 
in support of an updating of the TSS Preliminary Functional 
Description under RTOP 758-57-1 1 and selection of the TSS 
design point at the end of March 1973 (RTOP 758-57-11). 
This deslgn point will take into consideration the requirements 
of the three different vehicle approaches whlch have been 
studied: the solar-electric anachable module, the stage, and the 
integrated spacecraft. Appropriate inputs (e.g.. thermal control 
and configuration requirements) will be provided to the power 
conditioning development efforts at JPL and LeRC. Major efforts 
in FY'73 are divided into three categories: 1)  thrust subsystem 
element evaluation; 2) thrust subsystem support interfaces; and 
3)  SEP mission software development and thrust subsystem 
performance interfaces. 
W73-70293 502-24- 1 2  
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
PIONEER SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION SPACECRAFT 
J. V. Foster 41  5-965-5083 
The technical feasibility and cost effectiveness of a spinning, 
electric propulsion spacecraft using Pioneer components was 
demonstrated under Contract Number NAS2-6287. Three 
spacecraft configurations (2.. 3-. and 5-kw) were developed. 
These systems appeared, not only to provide excellent science 
mlsslon capability, but could also serve as a highly desirable 
technology flight test for the electric propulslon subsystem. The 
study did not restrlct the spacecraft configuration nor include 
evaluation of inbound missions. In addition, slnce ~t was an 
Initial feasibility study. with primary emphasis on missions, 
spacecraft hardware problems were Identified but not evaluated 
in detail. The objectives of this extension are to concentrate on 
the hardware aspects of adaptlng the Pioneer spacecraft for use 
with solar electric propulsion. The principal objectlve will be to 
minimize spacecraft modifications while adding the electric 
propulsion elements. In addition. the interaction of the electric 
propulslon elements w l t h  the scientific instruments and 
spacecraft will be studied. The expected results will include the 
definition of a Basic Pioneer Solar Electric Propulsion Spacecraft. 
and evaluation of its capabilitles. modifications required for 
specific missions, and an evaluation of the interaction of the 
electric propulsion elements with the spacecraft and instruments. 
The approach will be to start with the baseline Pioneer FIG 
configuration (excluding RTG's) and add solar electric propulsion 
with minimum modifications to ' form a basic solar electric 
s~acecraft. 
W73.70294 502-24-1 3 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
STAGE (SEPS) FOR GEOSYNCHRONOUS MISSIONS 
C. H. Guttman 205-453-3190 
(680-40-05) 
The objective of this RTOP 1s to continue the Phase A 
study activity for utilizing a Solar Electric Propulsion Stage 
(SEPS) in conjunction wlth the Tug/Shuttle or chemlcal stage 
/Shuttle for performing geosynchronous delivery and retrieval 
missions. This is a continuat~on of Exhibit C. NAS8-27360. that 
will accomplish the objectives of this RTOP. A secondary objective 
of this RTOP is to investigate all of the, environmental effects 
that will Impact the SEPS, evaluate and understand these effects, 
and recommend future activities to offset future problem areas. 
A third objectlve of this RTOP is to initlate design of a peak 
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power tracker for the SEPS. The Phase A study has been 
completed and the activity is presently In study phase A-1. The 
FY '73 funding IS for tasks in study phase A-2. Thls is a 
continuation of RTOP 113-26-24. IFY'721 
W73-70296 602-24-18 
Jet Propuls~on Lab.. Calif. lnst of Tech. Pasadena 
PULSED PLASMA A lT ITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM TECH- 
NOLOGY FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS 
A. Brlglio, Jr. 213-354-61 37 
The objectives of this program are: (a) contlnue to assess 
the application of pulsed plasma thrusters for programmed 
maneuvers, and att i tude control torquer appllcatlons for 
long-duration planetary planetary missions; (bl perform extended 
single-axls control system hardware simulations with the LES-6 
and other available pulsed plasma thrusters, and continue support 
to other NASA centers (GSFC. LaRC) pulsed plasma thruster 
developments and applications; and (c) continue development of 
high-energy:high total impulse thrusters. 
W73-70296 502-34-33 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SPACE SHUTTLE AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
J. W. Gregory 21 6-433-6860 
The objective of this program is to provide improvements 
in the technology of engine components for the Auxiliary 
Propulsion System of the Space Shuttle The major portion of 
this work will be devoted to advancements in the thruster 
assembly, including the injector, thrust chamber. Igniter, and 
valves. The operating conditions for the experimental work are 
selected to fit the particular requirements of the Space ~ h u i t l e .  
This includes operation with hydrogenloxygen propellants at 
thrust levels in the range from 1000-2000 pounds, chamber 
pressures from 100-500 psia. and approprlate ranges of propellant 
inlet pressures and temperatures. Complete thruster assemblies 
will be fabricated and tested to provide an evaluation of overall 
performance (both pulsing and steady-state). thruster life (high 
cycle fatigue). and operating characteristics for typical duty 
cycles. Evaluation of thruster component technology will be 
extended to low propellant inlet temperatures, down to liquld 
conditions. Unique problem areas of ignition, injection. pulse 
mode operation: and stability with liquid or near-liquid propellants 
will be investigated. Other programs relating to the supply and 
regulation of the propellants fed to the attitude control engines 
as well as more basic programs to evaluate critical problem 
areas in combustion. valves, and ignition devices are included. 
W73-70297 502-05-50 
Lewis Research Center. ~leveland.'Ohio. 
SOLAR CELL BASIC RESEARCH 
Daniel T. Bernatowicz 21 6-433-4000 
(502-25-52) 
The objective of this work is to raise the efficiency of 
slllcon solar cells so that cost benefits might be realized on 
space and terrestrial applications. The approach will be multlfold: 
( I )  To Increase the current by improving the surface of the cell. 
the diffused reglon profile and the diffusion length in low 
resistivity slllcon: (2)  To improve the output power by decreasing 
the excess dark forward current; (3)  To increase the open-circuit 
voltage by using 0 1 ohm-cm material and identifying the losses 
in these cells; (4) To Increase understanding of the solar cell 
through Improved formulation of the diffus~on equations and 
model~ng of other current less mechanisms. 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SOLID ELECTROLYTE RESEARCH 
Harvey J. Schwartz 2 16-433-4000 
(502-25-53) 
The key to the development of a true high energy density 
battery for space power and terrestrial electric transportation 
vehicle applications lies in finding a sultable separator w h ~ c h  
can keep the reactive electrode materials apart while allowing 
transfer of ions necessary for the cell reaction. An ideal separator 
would be a chemically stable solid material which allows free 
passage o f  only those ions which are required for the 
electrochemical reactions. A bas~c research program will be 
continued to Identify and evaluate potential solid Ionic conductors. 
Candidate materials w ~ l l  be synthesized in  pure form and evaluated 
Emphasis will be on alkali metal and halide ion conductors in 
keeping w ~ t h  the long range goal of developing a 150 watt-hour 
per pound secondary battery. 
W73-70299 502-05-54 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadene. 
PLANETARY S O h R  POWER RESEARCH 
A. Briglio, Jr. 21 3-354-6137 
(502-25-56) 
The objectives of the solar cell junction research are to 
separate the damage in the space charge region due to proton 
and electron irradiation from the damage In the base region 
and to further study the recombination term (second exponential) 
in the current-voltage character~stics in sllicon solar cells. Tlie 
distinction w ~ l l  be made by irradiating with low energy protons. 
which cause damage only at a very shallow depth. and irradlatlng 
with 1 MeV electrons, which will damage all parts of the cell. 
Spectral response and dark and light current-voltage curves 
taken before and after irradiation will give the required data to 
analyze lifetime degradation in both base and junctlon regions. 
and hence, to determine which and to what amount each pan 
contributes to loss of current, voltage. fill factor, and efficiency. 
The objective of the inversion layer solar cell is to determine 
the feasibility of forming a depletion layer barrier by induced 
inversion rather than by impurity diffusion and hence possibly 
increase the short wave length response. A contract is being let 
to investigate several means of forming an Inversion layer in 
lightly doped P-type silicon wafers and to form contacts to the 
device. Spectral response and electrical characteristics including 
efficiency will be measured as devices are made. 
W73-70300 502-05-55 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Callf. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE RESEARCH 
A Briglio. Jr. 2 13-354-61 37 
(502-25-57) 
The primary objective of this task is to improve battery 
performance for spacecraft and terrestrial uses through a 
continuing research and development effort. One element of 
this task, and the major act~vity for FY'73, is the investigation 
of the effects of pulse charging on battery performance. Most 
batteries exhlbit performance problems due to capacity decline. 
gassing, or dendrite formation. Prelim~nary experiments and the 
electrochemical l~terature indicate that pulse charging will 
improve battery performance in these areas. The development 
of more rapid and efficient methods of charg~ng, as well as 
delaying the onset of certaln debilitating changes. will provide 
direct support to both long and short-term missions and terrestrial 
applications. The immediate objectives are: ( 1 )  to determine the 
effects of pulse charging on degradative changes in alkaline 
cells; (2) to develop pulse charging procedures to  extend the 
life of spacecraft batteries: (3) to define the interfaces imposed 
by integration of pulse charging systems on spacecraft. The 
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elements of this task wil l  be accomplished by: ( 1 )  the 
determination of the effects of pulse charging techniques on the 
gassing behavior o f  sealed n~ckel-cadmium cells: (2) the 
determination of the effects of pulse charging on the formation 
and propagetion of dendritic growths on zinc and cadmium 
electrodes: (3)  the development of optimum pulse charging 
techniques for extending the useful lives of spacecraft batteries. 
W73-70301 502-25-52 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SOLAR CELL TECHNOLOGY 
D. T. Bernatowlcz 21 6-433-4000 
(502-05-50) 
Research and development will be conducted to improve 
the performance and reduce the cost of silicon solar cells and 
modules. Results of this program can produce s~gnificant reduction 
in cost of space power and can make solar cells more pract~cal 
for wider terrestrial applications. The investigations will be in 
four areas: 1. Novel Cells a Improved single-crystal wafer 
cells. These include field-effect cells and epijunct~on cells as 
well as more conventional cells made with Improved junctions. 
surface treatments. and lower resistivity material. b. New concepts 
with potential of great reductions in cost. Deposited polycrvstal- 
line and multisphere cells will be ~nvestigated. 2. FEP-covered 
Modules. Development of large modules with conventional cells 
will continue until they are shown flight-ready. Development 
will also be started to incorporate wrap-around cells. 3. Flight 
Experiments. FEP-covered cells and modules will be flown to 
demonstrate their space worthiness 4. Terrestrial Applications 
Especially attractive terrestrial applications for solar cells will be 
searched out and demonstration units will be built. 
W73-70302 502-25-53 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
HIGH ENERGY CELLS 
Harvey J Schwartz 21 6-433-6910 
(502-05-51 
The broad spectrum of space mlssion power requirements 
already known and anticipated dlctate development of a variety 
of electrochemical power sources to meet these needs. Because 
of the s~m~lari ty in energy source requirements, most of this 
same technology development will be directly applicable to 
terrestrial electrlc vehicle applications Major emphasis will be 
placed on technology leading to an advanced HZ-02 fuel cell 
system: on improved silver-zinc batteries for 5 year operation in 
synchronous orbit; new approaches to nickel-cadmium and 
silver-cadmium battery construction for long-life in low-altitude 
orbit: and on the application of solid ionic conductors to a 150  
wan-hour per pound secondary battery. 
W73-70303 502-25-56 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Callf. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena 
PLANETARY SOLAR POWER TECHNOLOGY 
A. Briglio, Jr. 21 3-354-6 137 
(502-05-54) 
The JPL FY 73  Program for planetary solar arrays and 
solar cell technology development has the following major 
objectives. 1. Completion of the 100-W/Kg solar array feasibility 
study. 2 .  Continuation of the solar array dynamic integration 
program. 3. Complet~on of, the first phase of the thick-film 
silicon growth technique investigation. 4, Initiation of a program 
to develop high-efficiency 4-mil silicon solar cells. 5. ~evelopment 
of a solar cell and module fabricatton techn~ques to improve 
performance and reduce cost. 6. Continue the program to develop 
electrical design informat~on for deep-space application. 7. 
Continue the program to develop the materials property data 
and analytical modeling techniques to permit design of solar 
arrays for long-life mlssion. 8. Initlate a program to develop 
reliable non-destructive testing techniques to evaluate solderless 
solar cell modules. 9. Publish a revised edition of the solar cell 
rad~ation handbook. 10. Investigate the silane process to determine 
its feasibility as a method of producing superlor silicon solar 
cell materials. 11. Complete the state-of-the-art Ga As cell 
evaluation program. This work will be accomplished through 
combined in-house and contracted efforts with Industry and 
universities. Special conside'ration in the approach to meeting 
these objectives will be given to the mission requirements of 
the solar-electric propulsion effort. 
W73-70304 502-25-57 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
DEEP SPACE BAlTERIES 
A. Briglio. Jr. 213-354-61 37 
(502-05-55) 
Thls RTOP is directed toward providing the technologies 
for various planetary miss~ons. (1) The development of reliable 
batteries for long-life (3  to 12 year) planetary missions: (2) the 
definition and resolution of the interfaces consequent from the 
integration of long-life battery systems in spacecraft; and (3)  
the continued investigations and development of batteries, which 
are required in order to improve the performance of battery 
systems for selected shon term (less than 3 years) space 
missions, and (4) the defin~tion and development of banery 
technology for planetary entry probes. The objectives have been 
defined from realizations that the technologies for batteries and 
Interfaces requlred'for long-life missions, such as Jupiter orbiter. 
Jupiter entry probe, and outer planet missions, are not available 
and that improvements in battery electrical performance and 
reliabil~ty should be obtained for short-l~fe mlsslons, such as 
those to Mars. Venus, Mercury, and comets. The elements of 
this task will be accomplished by: (1) the development of 
suitable and reliable components, designs, and fabrication 
techniques; (2) the investigations of the edects of particular 
environmental conditions on batteries, (3)  the securing and 
evaluation of data from characterizat~on tests of the components. 
batteries, and battery systems, and (4)  the establishment of the 
controls. technology levels. and procedures required for flight 
technology read~ness. The subtasks titled Development o f  
Nongassing Batter~es. and Mission-Dependent Battery Develop- 
ments and Evaluat~ons a.re structured to ach~eve the program 
objectives. 
W73-70305 502-25-58 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
BA lTERY QUALITY CONTROL A N D  TESTS 
Thomas J. Hennigan 301 -982-5547 
The objectives are to :  A.  Advance battery material 
development. B Increase the usable energy density of nickel 
cadmium cells. C. Improve cell and cell component characterization 
methods and cell fabrication process control. D. Develop analytical 
methods for cell component analysis. E. Maintain a NASA test 
facil~ty to perform battery life tests and investigate methods of 
accelerated testing. F. lnvesttgate thermal properties of sealed 
cells. 
W73-70306 502-25-59 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
THERMAL A N A L Y S I S  A N D  D E S I G N  OF T H E R M A L  
CONTROL HARDWARE FOR 200  A H  N l C A D  BA lTERY 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-3745 
The objective of this RTOP is to develop the thermal 
control technology required to build 200 AH better~es for space 
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use. Experimental 200  AH NiCad cells are being developed on 
contract No. NAS1-10982 by Heliotek at the present time. 
Preliminary thermal studies of these cells have indicated that 
thermal control of large batteries will be a major factor in their 
design. Heat plpes, or s~milar devlces will be investigated. Slnce 
these batteries will be assembled. repaired and serviced while 
In orbit, special emphasis will be placed on ease of handling. 
This will be accomplished by modularizatlon of cell and thermal 
control device Into one basic. easily handled and assembled 
unit. 
W73-70307 502-25-70 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio. 
POWER PROCESSING & DISTRIBUT1,ON: COMPONENTS. 
CIRCUITS, A N D  SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
P. A. Thollot 21 6-433-6228 
The objectives of  this program are to advance the 
state-of-the-art and establlsh the technology required to improve 
spacecraft power processing & dlstrlbution systems. This includes 
improvement in electrical component and/or device characteristics. 
electrical circuit performance. and the general optimization of 
power processing and distribution systems including util~zation 
of integral solar array power regulation and condition~ng. In 
addition to general technology this program has as an objective 
dlrected technology for specific applications. Included In this 
category are: power processing concepts wlth efficiencies in 
excess of 90% and power densities o! about 2.5 Kg/Kw for ion 
thrusters; single and multi-module power conditioning units 
meeting typical space station-base & shuttle requirements; and 
components and devices such as solid state switches which will 
meet the space shuttle requirement for remotely controlled 
circuit breakers. Space station-base & shuttle flight programs 
and satellites for survey, scientific and commun~cation purposes. 
Contract and in-house studies, exper~mental investigations, and 
hardware fabrication as required to establish the technology of 
new components, circuits and power processing and distribution 
systems for manned and unmanned spacecraft. 
W73- 70308 502-25-72 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
P O W E R  PROCESSING FOR EARTH ORBITAL SPACE 
SCIENCE A N D  APPLICATIONS SATELLITES 
Fred C. Yagerhofer 301 -982-4886 
Power conditioning developments are investigating technl- 
ques to improve power conversion efficiencies and reliability. 
and also transfer electrical power from an oriented platform 
such as a solar array or antenna. to a spinning spacecraft. 
Investigations of synchronous rectifiers. thick and thin film 
integrated circuits. and the utilization of ferromagnetic air core 
or ceramic transformers so as to  reduce weight and size by 
increasing the operating frequency of the power conditioning 
subsystem are proposed. 
W73-70309 502-25-73 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala 
MULTI -KW D C  DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM - EVALUATION 
A N D  DEMONSTRATION 
J. G. Felch 205-453-4631 
(1  13-60-21) 
An in-house and contract program is proposed, oriented to 
demonstrate the major advantages disclosed by the current 
study (RTOP 113-60-21) for DC power distribution in excess of 
1 0 0  volts. A technology test facility for e lect r~c power 
processing, distribution and control will be developed at MSFC 
This facility will provlde for both component and subsystem 
level dynamic performance demonstration test and evaluation of 
Multikilowatt DC Distribution System for 28 to 120 VDC. utilizing 
dynamic source and load simulators. 
W73-70310 502-25-74 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
POWER SYSTEMS A N D  CIRCUITS DEVELOPMENT FOR 
PLANETARY SPACECRAFT 
Anthony Briglio. Jr. 21 3-354-61 37 
This RTOP provldes for the development of power processing 
and distribution and related power system configuration and 
integration technology for future planetary spacecraft. I t  develops 
the necessary capability. techniques and hardware required to 
produce high-reliability, long-life power systems for RTG-powered 
outer-planet missions and for advanced photovoltaic powered 
miss~ons. I t  also initiates studies to establlsh power system 
requirements and identify potential problem areas for nuclear 
thermionic powered missions. Existing power processing and 
distribution system technology cannot meet  the str ingent 
requirements for many future missions which require extremely 
long Ilfe. low specific weight and immunity from single piece 
part failure. The faul l- tolerance capab~lity presently being 
developed may have to be further developed to a capability lor 
completely autonomous operation. The work to be done includes: 
(1) Further development and test of high-quality breadboard 
power processlng and distribution equipment for an RTG-powered 
outer-planet spacecraft. Effort will be concentrated upon improving 
previously developed designs and upon obtaining a test history 
with them. (2) The development of new technology circuit 
configurat~ons and techniques to improve the performance. 
reliability and life times of photovoltaic/battery power processlng 
and distribution systems. These developments are necessary to 
insure that technology is available to meet the requirements of 
advanced solar powered missions, particularly where an electric 
thruster is included on the spacecraft. (3) Initial studies to 
identify power system requirements and potentlal problem areas 
for nuclear thermionic powered missions. This will be a preliminary 
e f f 0 ~  to determine what needs to be done to prepare for such 
a mission. 
W73-70311 502-35-60 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
S P A C E  S H U l T L E  H - 0  APU ( W A S  FLIGHT CONTROL 
POWER UNIT) 
Donald G. Beremand 2 16-433-6844 
APU's are 'required on the Shuttle to provide hydraulic 
power for aerodynamic control-surface actuation and electric 
power for general vehicle use. Parametric studies were performed 
and preliminary APU designs were generated under two parallel 
contracts. A Reference System was then synthesized by Lewis 
Research Center combining the best features of both. Prlrnary 
technology requirements were identified to  be system dynamic 
controls in the propellant feed and conditioning subsystem, and 
hydrogen pump development. Detail analysis. design. fabrication 
and test of a 400  HP test APU supplled with hlgh-pressure 
liquid or gaseous propellants are being conducted under Contract 
NAS3-15708 by AiResearch. This effort includes development 
of a system computer model to permit ready evaluation of , 
system modifications and parametric changes as required for 
flnal application. Two units will be delivered in August of 1974. 
The liquld hydrogen pump requirement will be pursued Initially 
through evaluation tests of a flight type unit adapted from 
existing facility type pump technology. In-house effort will be 
used to provide conceptual deslgns of liquid H2.02 supply for 
the APU. 
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W73.70312 502-35-62 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohlo 
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF SOLAR ENERGY 
R. L Thomas 216-433-6632 
The Terrestrial-Applications of Solar-Energy program is to 
develop the technology and systems for non-polluting, non- 
depleting energy sources. The energy sources available are 
solar--heat and sunlight--and solar derived including the winds. 
sun warmed ocean layers. and fuel from burning of plants etc. 
The output of the systems would be energy in the form of 
electrical power. mechanical shaft power, as fuel such as hydrogen. 
The initial program consists of evaluating all presently proposed 
systems and recommending technology and system development 
plans for the most promising candidates. These systems include 
space heating/cooling of homes, generation of electrical power 
(from systems for individual residences to large utility systems 
of 1000 HWe or morel, and production of fuels. 
W73-70313 502-35-64 
Lewls Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
ADVANCED H.0 POWER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
D. G. Beremand 216-433-6844 
This activity 1s directed toward the continued investigation 
and advancement of Hydrogen-Oxygen Turbine engine technology. 
This work is in support of advanced H - 0  Space Power Systems 
(such as advanced Shunle APU's) as well as the widening 
interest in non-pollut~ng H - 0  ground power systems. Engine 
applications, designs and technology requirements will be 
evaluated and an experimental program undertaken appropriate 
to these technology needs Potentla1 areas of invest~gation include 
Stoichometrlc H-0 )  engines with water-injection-cooled combus- 
tors, utilizatior~ of water-cooled turbines. and mater~als develop- 
ment for hydrogen turbines. The H - 0  APU will be employed as 
a test bed for in-house testing of advanced concepts. 
W73-70314 502-07-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif 
GAS DYNAMICS RESEARCH 
Glen Goodwln 41 5-965-5065 
(502-27-01 ; 502-27-02)  
The objectives are to acquire a basic understanding of the 
characteristics of high energy fluid flows and related aerothermody- 
namic phenomena, so as to be able to identify and understand 
potential problems relevant to long lead time NASA miss~on 
requirements: To investigate both theoretically and experimentally 
the kinetic rate processes that occur in high temperature gases: 
To obtaln theoretical predictions of the particulate and continuum 
dynamics of high-enthalpy gases subjected to force fields and 
energy sources: To develop computer codes that numerically 
simulate the complete three-dimensional flow field including 
viscous effects about entry vehicles. A three-dimensional treatment 
of coupled vibration-rotation transitions In diatomic gases has 
been worked out, and a similar approach for pure rotational 
excitation is being developed. These studies will be extended to 
include triatomic molecules and the effects of anharmonicity 
and more precise interaction potentials than the simple exponential 
models used so far. High s$ed computers using f ln~te dlfference. 
Monte Carlo. and other computer simulation techniques will be 
appl~ed to solve the equations for the time dependent particulate 
and continuum dynamics of multi-species gas. The Illlac will be 
used to obtain more accurate atomlc and molecular wave 
functions to permlt a reliable means for estimating optical 
transition strengths and ultimately the radiative transfer through 
high temperature gases. The computer codes developed that 
simulate three-dimensional flow fields including viscous effects 
will be checked experimentally 
W73-70315 602-07-01 
Langley Research Center. bngley Station, Va. 
GAS DYNAMICS RESEARCH 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
(502.27-01 ; 502-27-021 
The objective of this research is to acquire a basic 
understanding of the characterlstics of high energy fluid flows 
and related aerothermodynamic phenomena. The intent is to 
undertake research to ident~fy and understand potential problems 
relevant to long lead time NASA mission requirements. The 
objective will be pursued using analytical and experimental 
methods and will be conducted principally in-house with some 
contract suppon. This work will encompass the fol lowlng 
topics: (a) Various mathematical models for spectral absorption 
coeffic~ents will be developed and evaluated for use in flow 
fleld calculations. (b l  A survey and tabulation of "best available" 
absorption coefficient data will be performed on contract (cl 
Analytical study of the dependence of flow field and surface 
transfer parameters on transport properties, the diffusion model. 
and surface catalyticity. (d) Shock tube measurements of precursor 
ionizat~on and election density profiles, very high-temperature 
phenomena (30.000-40.000 K) in xenon and krypton, and reaction 
rates for specles characterist~c of planetary entry probe shock 
and ablation layers. 
W73-70316 502-27-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calit. 
E A R T H  O R B I T A L  REENTRY TECHWULOGY: THERMAL 
PROTECTION SYSTEMS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
1502-31 -50) 
New reusable concepts for thermal protect~on of advanced 
eanh orbital spacecraft wit be studied. The goal' IS to provide 
lower weight and cost than current systems and to provide 
greater cross-range capability. The objective will be accomplished 
in-house, both analyt~cally and experimentally, Immediate attention 
will be given to a study of the application of RSI to the shuttle 
orbiter for cross-ranges up to 3000 nautlcal miles. and to 
Identify optimum character~stics that RSI should possess. In 
addition. the followlng aspects wi l l  be investigated: TPS 
inspectab~lity, structure inspectability. fail-safe characteristics, and 
optical and catalytic properties of RSI materials. 
W73-70317 502-27-02 
Langley Research Center, bngley Statiori. '/a. 
EARTH-ORBITAL REENTRY TECHNOLOGY 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
(502-07-01 : 502-37-01 ) 
The objective is to develop the aerodynamic and heat 
protection technology requlred for des~gn of advanced earth-orbital 
spacecraft for the late 1980's. The intent 1s to undertake 
research to identify promising new concepts which offer. significant 
advantages over current spacecraft design In areas of performance: 
stability and control: handling qualities; control systems: and in 
light-weight. low-cost thermal protection system capability. The 
objective will be carried out in-house using analytical and 
experimental methods to examine all phases of atmospheric 
flight from launch to reentry and landlng. Fully reusable orbiter 
and launch vehicles concepts wi l l  b e -  studied to identify 
configurations arid subsystems whlch might provide advantages 
in cost, weight, structural design, control system effectiveness. 
and stability anc control. 
W73-70318 502-27-01 
Jet Propuls~on Lab. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena 
PLANETARY ENTRY TECHNOLOGY 
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Rob R. McDonald 2 13-354-61 8 6  
(186-68-591 
The principal obiective of this RTOP IS to provlde the 
knowledge required by the designer of an atmospheric entry 
probe heat shield and structure The knowledge required for 
heat shield des~gn is primarily concerned with aerodynamic heat 
transfer and material response, while the knowledge required 
for structural design is concerned with aerodynamic loads, inertial 
forces. and material strength. If by investigating the environmental 
factors affecting the probe deslgn we can place reasonable 
bounds on heat transfer. loads, and inertial forces. then excessive : 
heat shield and structure are eliminated. Many research tasks 
must be completed before the project phase of a Juplter. 
Saturn. Uranus, or Neptune atmospheric entw probe may be 
initiated. The many tasks planned for this RTOP over the next 
several years are outlined and briefly defined. These tasks 
nominally fall In one of three categories as to whether it 
reduces the prediction uncertainties (1 l in the aerothermodynamic 
environment experienced by a probe, (21 in the action of the 
aerothermodynamic environment on the probe, or (3) in the 
ablatlon and thermomechanlcal response of the probe. 
W73-70319 502.27-01 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
PLANETARY ENTRY TECHNOLOGY ' 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
(502-07-01) 
The objective of this work is to develop the aerothermodyna- 
mic and ablative heat protection technology required to design 
spacecraft for reentry into the Earth atmosphere and for entry 
into the atmospheres of Mars. Venus and the outer planets. 
The intent is to develop a sound base of technology relevant to 
long leadtime NASA planetary exploration mission requirements. 
The objective will be pursued using analytical and experimental 
methods and will be conducted primarily in-house with contract 
support as justified. This work will encompass the following 
topics: (a) Studies to. (1) define Earth and other planetary entry 
vehicle heating and aerodynam~c environments and (2) minimize 
radiative and conve-tive heatlng rates and optimize aerodynamic 
performance by choice of trajectory, vehicle shape, heat shield 
materlal. etc. (b) Evaluation of heat shleld concept and new and 
available heat shield materials in simulated Earth or planetary 
entry environments. (c l  Development of aerothermodynamic 
technology requlred for upgrading of existing facilities or design 
of new facilities considered appropriate to development of 
planetary entry aerothermodynamic behavior. 
W73-70320 502-27-01 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
PLANETARY ENTRY TECHNOLOGY 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(502-07-01 : 186-68-51 1 
The objectives are to develop the aerothermodynamlc and 
ablative heat-protection technology required to design spacecraft 
for entry into Venus and the outer planets, and to evaluate heat 
shield design concepts for future space-exploration vehicles 
capable of entering atmospheres at speeds to 6 0  km/sec. The 
work includes aerothermodynamic studies: to define the heating 
environments to be encountered; to minimize the heating rates 
and total heat loads by proper choice of trajectory, vehlcle 
shape, and heat shield material; to evaluate available materials 
in simulated environments including a number of different 
atmospheric compositions and combined convective and radiative 
and convective heatlng loads; to develop new materials tailored 
to provide maximum heat protection in given environments 
Shock tube measurements of radiative emission, radiative cooling. 
and ionization equilib~stion time will be performed for hydrogen 
and hydrogen-hehum mlxtures at speeds and pressures dupllcatlng 
the condltlons for entry Into the outer planets Heat shleld 
materials capable of the severe entry condltlons of the outer 
planets will be tested In arc jets and the~r  performance evaluated 
Reallstlc computations of the In-depth materlal response the 
entry envlronment, and the alteration of the envlronment In the 
vlclnlty of the heat shleld due to ablat~on will be made to 
provlde a baslc understanding of heat shleld performance Proof 
of concept for reflectlng heat sh~elds has been demonstrated for 
teflon and boron nltrlde Development of more ef f~c~ent  reflectlng 
heat shlelds will contlnue 
W73-70321 502-37-01 
bngley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SPACE SHUlTLE AEROTHERMODYNAMICS. CONFIGURA- 
TIONS. A N D  OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS STUDIES 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
This RTOP addresses those configuration aerothermodynarnic 
and operational flight mechanics technologies of greatest current 
concern to NASA in those areas where Langley expertise can 
be most effectively appl~ed. The RTOP supports the shuttle 
program by (1)  provlding time in Langley ground-based facilities 
for direct OSMF/contractor requested support; ( 2 )  continuing to 
perform independent in-house orbiter design studies: (31 giving 
full technical support to the Subscale Orbiter program, should i t  
materialize: (4 )  examining pivotal issues . o n  the ascent 
configurations such as defining launch vehicle control requirements 
and developing the technology base needed to analyze abort 
and normal staging maneuvers; (51 definlng operational maneuvers 
and procedures permitting accomplishment of mission goals 
with min~mum cost and risk: and (61 maintaming a strong basic 
aerotherrnodynamic supporting technology program. In addition. 
Langley will perform independent evaluat~ons and assessments 
of the contractor's conflgurations as required. The program 
represented by this RTOP is coordinated with other NASA 
Centers through the Aerothermodynamics/Configurations Working 
Group The Program Office at MSC looks to LRC for major 
support in certain critical areas - this effort is coordinated with 
MSC through weekly .conference calls. 
W73-70322 502-37-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SPACE SHUITLE:  CONFIGURATIONS AND AEROTHER- 
MODYNAMICS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
To evaluate the aerodynam~c performance. stability and 
control, heating and sonlc boom overpressures of the space 
shuttle orbiter and launch configuration, and to pinpoint and 
find the solutlon to aerothermodynarnic of these vehicles 
in support of the Phase C/D studies Accordingly. models resulting 
from contractor and in-house studies will be tested in subsonic. 
transonic, supersonic and hypersonic facilities of the Ames 
Research Center. Shadowgraph and oil-flow photographs. flow 
field pressure surveys, heat transfer and static and dynamic 
aerodynamic data will be obtained. The wind-tunnel and trajectory 
data will be used to  evaluate the space shuttle characteristics 
relatlve to existing airplanes and entry vehicles such as lifting 
bodies. The effects of realistic gaps. joints, and surface conditions 
on boundary-layer trans~tion and heat transfer will be determined. 
Numerical methods and computer programs will be developed 
for calculating the three-dimensional inviscid and viscous real 
gas flow around space shuttle orbiter conflgurations at angle of 
attack and for calculating the thermochemical response of the 
upper mesosphere to shuttle launch (except for effects of rocket 
exhaust) and entry. Near-field pressure signatures of proposed 
shuttle configurations will be obtalned in appropriate ground-based 
test facilities and trajectory constraints requlred to limit sonic 
boom overpressures will be determined. 
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W73-70323 502-37-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
SPACE SHUlTLE:  THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS 
Glen Goodwin 4 15-965-5065 
(502-31 -50: 502-31 -53: 502-27-02) 
Candidate materials for use In space shuttle thermal  
protection systems will be evaluated to determine performance 
and to identify failure modes. Samples of candidate materlals 
(metallic and non-metallic) will be tested in arc-jet facilities 
capable of duplicating a number of full-scale flight conditions. 
Heat shield materials to be investigated include the nickel. 
cobalt and columbium alloys, reuseable surface insulators and 
carbonaceous and polymeric mater~als. Emphasis wtll be on the 
evaluation of materials that require little or no refurbishment. 
Performance evaluation will include determination of the emittance 
of  the surface and its catalytic behavior regarding surface 
recombination of dissociated boundary layer species. In order to 
accomplish these objectives considerable improvements in arc-jet 
operation will be made This will include use of the 2' x 9' 
supersonic duct. increasing the total power and flexiblllty of the 
D.C. power supply and increasing the level of enthalpy of the 
arc jet streams. 
W73-70324 502-37-02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SPACE SHUlTLE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS 
G. W. Brooks 703-827-2042 
(502-3 1-50) 
The obiective of this program is to investigate thermal 
protection systems for the space !;huttle in order to assess the 
adequacy of existing technology and to identify and implement 
programs required to establish a firm technology base. The 
work will be accomplished prlmarlly by contract work supported 
by in-house studies and testing. Three basic classes of heat 
shlelds ' are being investigated. low-cost ablators. reusable 
surface ~nsulators, and metallic radiators. Parametric studles will 
be made to provide rattonal and up-to-date estimates of the 
weight and cost of heat shlelds. Large-scale models will be 
designed, fabricated and tested to validate analytical results and 
prototype designs. Results of these studies will serve as a basis 
for selection and design of shuttle thermal protection systems. 
W73-70325 502-03-1 1 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 
LASMI FHYSICS 
H. H. Plotk~n 301-982-6171 
(1 15-22-08; 160-79-61) 
This RTOP is to continue at GSFC the program initiated 
and monitored by NASA Headquarters. Office of Aeronautics 
and Space Technology in prior fiscal years. The overall objective 
IS to perform fundamental theoretical and experimental research 
in the physics of quantum electronics, lasers, masers, and related 
devices. and in the areas of thelr application which are particularly 
related to NASA's interests. The work is performed under grants 
to four universities. and the requirements and resulting information 
are coordinated and disseminated among all relevant Centers 
and elements of NASA. Subjects to be Investigated in FY73 
will include study of new laser molecules and excitation processes, 
means for stabilizing lasers, production and transmission properties 
of ultrashort pulses, infrared mixers and rectifiers, theory of high 
pressure and high power lasers. and laser spectroscopy of 
astronomical sources The results are required in on-going NASA 
programs and to advance technology needed for optical space 
communication. earth observations, astrophysics, power  
generation end transfer. navigation, and materlals studies. 
W73-70326 502-03- 12 
Natlonal Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. 
D.C 
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION RESEARCH 
J. K. Meson 202-755-2450 
(502-03-1 1 ) 
Thls program of research is directed towards providing 
NASA w i t h  fundamental tools and methods of  optical 
communication at earth orbital and interplanetary distances for 
misslons in the 1970-1985 time period. The future requirements 
for high data rate communication may well be satisfied by 
optical commun~catlon systems using laser technology. This 
program will advance optical technology by means of two 
grants for research in laser transmitters, modulators. receivers 
and optimal communicat~on techniques. and will complement 
related research and development at NASA fleld Centers. 
W73-70327 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
H P. Klein 415-965-5094 
(1 1 5-02-02; 1 1 5-04-20; 1 15-23- 10) 
The objectives of thls RTOP are: (1)  to Improve greatly 
our abillty to manage large amounts of data, (2) to utilize 
effectively Information obtained from a variety of sensory systems: 
(3) to develop methods to reduce the costs and improve credibility 
of information processing results In the near term, the principal 
goals are the development of: (1) a model of meaningful memory: 
12) problem-solving strategies: and (3)  question-answering 
approaches The primary technical approach is the creation of a 
model for representing information and knowledge. This model 
will be programmed on a digital computer and will test memory 
as i t  affects perception, quest~on-answering and learn~ng. Since 
an effective method of representation is essential for a successful 
robot, the results of this study will feed in d~rectly to the 
ongoing robot project. Current grants and contracts will augment 
this research and will be redirected, where feasible. to the 
development of an integrated program. The initial approach is 
to develop the model based on certaln facts of human information 
processing. However, the model will be self-sustalnlng as a 
component in a machine system. 
W73-70328 502-03-32 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. lnst of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ARTIF IC IAL  INTELLIGENCE FOR INTEGRATED ROBOT 
SYSTEMS 
R. V. Powell 21 3-354-6586 ,- 
(970-83-20: 503-24-01 : 502-23-46: 502-33-93; 186-68-55) 
The long-range objective of this RTOP is to make a 
significant contribution to NASA strength in robotics. so that 
when missions to planetary bodies require adaptive, semiautono- 
mous machines, the necessary conceptual tools and approaches 
will be available end demonstrable. This goal will be approached 
through research on how machines should be structured to 
perform meaningful scientific and operational tasks in a complex. 
perceptually rich, dynam~c environment. The primary short-term 
objective is to design, construct, and put into operation, by 
January 1975. an integrated "breadboard" robot system that 
can be used in subsequent research as a tool for develop~ng. 
testing. and displaying concepts of robot system design and 
operation, and of machine intelligence. This work will ensure 
that the program is sharply focused on problems germane to 
the long-range interests of NASA and its planetary program. 
The robot breadboard for January 1975 will be designed for 
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functions typical of a roving vehicle on the surface of Mars. The 
primary tasks will be to provide the necessary sensory and 
motor capabilities, and to integrate these into a well-coordinated 
system by means of suitably structured software. The performance 
requirements are that the rover shall be able to move from 
where it is to a designated location, and to pick up a designated 
rock from the ground: each of these tasks is to be done safely 
and without human assistance once the initiating command has 
been glven. To accomplish the tasks, the rover must be able to 
recognize an irregular object from ~ t s  surroundings, to plan a 
path to its objective around obstacles, to p ~ c k  out a target with 
~ t s  ensors, determine its distance, and recognize it from somewhat 
different perspectives. Many of these capabilities will require 
advances beyond the present state of the art, particularly in the 
area of perception. 
W73-70329 502-03-33 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena 
STUDY TO GENERATE A NASA SOFTWARE RESEARCH 
PLAN 
R .  V. Powell 213-354-6586 
The basic objective of this study is to develop a plan for 
software research within NASA. Th~s plan will ident~fy important 
software problems and the act~vities needed to solve them. It 
will detail work units, their priorities. and recommended funding 
levels. The study will assess NASA software scope and the 
state-of-the-art as ingred~ents to the plan. The study will be 
approached through several survey techniques and will emphasize 
quantitative measures of potential pay off from proposed research 
activities. The study will involve major NASA centers to  gather 
and verify facts about their software activity, to identify and 
define problems, and to generate research recommendations. 
Other government agencies, universities, and industry will also 
be surveyed as required. An important element of the study will 
be a software conference/workshop to speed factfindlng and to 
initiate inter-center discussions of software generation technology 
problems. 
W73-70330 502-03-51 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ELECTRONIC MATERIALS A N D  PROCESSES 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
Research in selected areas of electronic materials and 
processes will be conducted. Analytical studies and laboratory 
investigations of materials with potential application in new 
electronic devices to meet future aerospace mission require- 
ments will be emphaslzed. Research contracts will be used to 
further develop these materials in a form suitable for device 
development. Current efforts on electronic materials include 
research on organic materials and layered ferroelectric materials 
with controllable indices of refraction for application as the 
storage medium in optical mass memory systems under 
development by NASA for eanh resources satellites and space 
station/base. New materials and processing techniques will be 
Investigated for the development of a high resolution, modular. 
two cotor. monolithic array of light-emitting diodes and an x-ray 
addressed liquid crystal matrix device for application in alrcraft 
and spacecraft display systems. 
W73-70331 502-03-52 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ELECTRONIC DEVllCES A N D  COMPONENTS 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
Research programs leading to the development of electronic 
components and devices from new materials and processes will 
be conducted. The primary objective is to investigate those 
technologies which can provlde increased performance in 
spacecraft and aircraff data handllng systems with new electronic 
devices and components that have improved reliability. Theoretical 
and experimental research will be conducted in-house to 
demonstrate feasibility of dev~ce and component concepts. Also. 
research contracts will be Implemented to further develop and 
refine new electronic dev~ces and components. Areas of research 
which are being currently emphaslzed are: the investigation of 
Epitaxial Garnet Films for Bubble Domains for Application in 
High Density Memories: the Development of Charge Couple 
Devices for Shift Registers and Photo-imaging Applications: the 
Development of Improved Complementary M O S  Integrated 
Circuits: and the Development of Solid State Photosensor Arrays 
for Planetary lmag~ng and Spectrometry. 
W73-70332 502-03-53 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SOLID STATE SENSORS A N D  PROCESSING TECH- 
NIQUES 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
1502-01 -03; 502-33-86: 502-03-51 ) 
The objective is to develop an advanced solid state sensor 
and component technology leadlng to improved devices for 
aerospace vehicle and eanh obse~a t ion  applications. This will 
be accomplished through research of new solid state mater~als 
and processing techniques and the subsequent development 
and application of these new concepts to prototype devices. 
Emphasis will be placed on the exploitation of solid state 
characterist~cs and processing techniques which provide 
advantages over exlsting technology, e.g.. slze, rel~abi l i ty, 
sensitivity, efficiency, bandwidth. and high temperature operation. 
Specific technology areas to be investigated include' metal alloy 
and semiconductor strain gages with Improved gage factor and 
high temperature characteristics: radiation and ion implantation 
doped, semiconductor, infrared detectors and imagers w ~ t h  
increased detectivity and extended long wavelength response. 
calibration techniques and high spatial resolution ion detector 
for mass spectrometry: ion implantation doping of Il-VI and 
Ill-V compound semiconductors with improved electro-optical 
and h ~ g h  temperature properties, and diagnostic techniques for 
assessing new material properties, processing techniques and 
prototype device performance 
W73-70333 502-23.41 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
EARTH-ORIENTED A lT lTUDE REFERENCE 
G. B Graves 703-827-3745 
The overall objectwe of this work is to develop technology 
and sensors for pointlng and navigatlon of earth-oriented, orbital 
spacecraft. An IR horizon sensor head, with an Indicated accuracy 
of 0.01 5 deg to 0.03 deg. will be developed to the level of a 
flight prototype model. Laboratory equipment and techniques to 
calibrate and evaluate the sensor wi l l  be developed. A 
combining-logic module to  combine four IR horizon sensor heads 
Into an operational attitude determination system will be designed 
and breadboarded. Analytical error studies of the 4-sensor 
configuration indicate a local-vertical measurement accuracy of 
0.005 deg to 0.008 deg (1  deg) is achievable. This work will 
provide an improved horizon sensor for application in point~ng 
and navigatlon of earth orbital vehicles, including shuttle sortie 
pallets. shuttle launched research and applications modules, and 
advanced applications satellites. 
W73-70334 602-23-42 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
INERTIAL COMPONENTS 
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0. F. Walls 205-453-0793 
(115-17-05; 125-17-14) 
Develop and evaluate a three-axis strapdown inertial 
navigation system using operational laser gyros with minimal 
weight. size, and cost. Contlnue the laser gyro development 
work in order to Increase the tube life and decrease the 
electromagnetic sensitivity. Determine the env~ronmenta l  
capabilities, and the necessary improvements required to make 
the gyro meet spaceborne and airborne specifications. Contlnue 
evaluation of  the three-axis laser gyro configuration. and 
investigate the feasibility of flight testing this configuration in 
conjunction with NASAs fly-by-wire or automated VTOL avionics 
program. 
W73-70335 502-23-43 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ADVANCED COMPONENTS FOR PRECISION CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 
H. E. Evans 301 -982-5194 
This task covers research. destgn and evaluation of cost 
effective advanced control and stabilization components and 
related control circuitry for precision pointlng applications and 
long duration missions. Components and control systems for 
both earth orbital and interplanetary applications are included. 
For precise po~nting systems. prototype components and control 
systems will be developed to extend bandwidth and eliminate 
hardware limit cycling by using unique des~gns that minimize 
penubating forces due to friction, wear, thermal effects and 
transmissability. The ultimate objective of this work is a system 
pointlng accuracy of 0.01 second of arc and an operating life 
of ten years. Component technology advancements include the 
technical breakthroughs in the areas of electronic commutation 
and magnetic suspension techniques. These concepts are 
integrated Into cost effective precision component designs such 
as long life bearings (magnetic, hydrodynamic), tsolation systems. 
and advanced motors and actuators. Speed and position control 
systems compatible with these new concepts form part of this 
work. Results of this work directly supports unmanned earth 
orbltal and planetary missions and the manned Space Station 
and Shuttle programs. 
W73-70336 502-23-44 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
ADVANCED SPACECRAFT A N D  EXPERIMENT CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 
G. 0. Graves 703-827-3745 
(909-71 -08: 909-74-35; 502-23-41) 
Technology will be developed to permit the design of 
cost-effective spacecraft and experiment control systems for 
earth orbital mlssions Simulations will be made of new and 
exist~ng control concepts for earth orbital vehicle/m~ssions in 
order to determine required system and component performance. 
Effective system configuration. low-cost system integration, 
multipurpose operation, and component standardizatton will be 
used to reduce system and component costs whtle achieving 
required performance. Control software and hardware needs will 
be defined and development efforts undertaken. Critical hardware 
elements will be carried through prototype development to 
establish feasibility. This effort is directly coordinated with GSFC. 
MSC. MSFC, and JPL GSFC developed components will be 
integrated into Langley control actuator hardware. 
W73-70337 502-23-45 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex 
EOS/SPACE STATION/FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT SIMULA- 
TION PROGRAM 
C. F. Lively. Jr 71 3-483-3256 
The objective of this task is to complete the development 
of a digital computer program which simulates the motion of a 
controlled, multibodies flexible spacecrah subjected to environ- 
mental disturbances and prescribed forces and torques. The 
total motion of the flexible spacecraft will be represented as a 
superposition of linear elastic deformations upon arbitrary, nominal 
large displacements of the structure where it is modeled as a 
system of interconnected rigid bodies. The simulation will provide 
for orbital dynamics, rigid body dynamics, flexible body dynamics. 
environmental disturbances. control systems. and their interactions 
Versattllty In the modeling of vehlcle characteristics is achleved 
by treating the system of interconnected bodies as a general 
topological tree and includes the capability to model various 
candidate control system design concepts. 
W73-70338 502-23-46 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena 
EXTENDED LIFE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM IELACS) 
FOR UNMANNED PLANETARY VEHICLES 
Robert V. Powell 213-354-6586 
(1  86-68-54) 
The long range objective of "Extended Life Attitude Control 
System" (EIACSI IS to develop and demonstrate a spacecraft 
control concept that is applicable to a wide range of unmanned. 
planetary missions, such as outer planet flybys and orbiters. 
atmosphere probes. landers, sample and return, and combat or 
asteroid rendezvous. In combination. these missions demand 
improvements in technology for longer life, improved accuracy. 
lower weight, less power. and greater cost effectiveness. It is 
also the goal of ELACS. to produce technology advancements 
that can be utilized by other space programs. The approach 
depends upon the concept of a programmable processor capable 
of being programmed to meet' the requirements of the different 
individual mtssions and vehicles The processor must be hybrld 
in order to Interface with both analog and digital Inputs and 
outputs It is designated "Hybrid Programmable Attitude Control 
Electronics" (HYPACE). New technology advances must be made 
to assure that there will sensors, actuators. and reaction devices 
to provide the inputs and outputs demanded by the processor. 
to accomplish a particular mission. Analytical formulations are 
required for control laws. system integration, and dynamic analysis. 
Increased autonomy is a necessity d;e to communication 
distances. This, together with the long life requirements, demands 
that reliability be improved at both the device and system level. 
But, since absolute reliability is impossible to achieve. failure 
tolerant designs must be incorporated at both the device and 
system level. The culmination of these activities will be a 
demonstration of breadboard hardware, as a complete system. 
on a gas bearing spacecraft simulator. 
W73-70339 502-23-31 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
OPTICAL M A S S  MEMORY 
Earl J. Reinbolt 205-453-3770 
(1  1 5-23-40) 
The long range objective of this RTOP is to design. develop 
and demonstrate a new optical mass memory technology having 
read-write capabtlity. 10  to the 12th power bit capacity and 
power, speed, size and welght characteristics compat~ble with 
anticipated requirements for in-flight space use in the late 
1970's. During FY '73 the following efforts will be pursued: 1. 
An existing breadboard. used in conjunction with computer 
simulation programs, allows evaluation of alternative optical 
systems, storage media, and other characteristic "subsystems" 
or subtechniques will be refined A program is In use currently. 
The interfacing of the breadboard with an existlng computer 
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system is planned for '73. 2. Investlgatlons of "page composer" 
techniques and materials will be continued. 3 Investigations of 
storage materials, particularly thermoplastics. lithium niobate and 
photopolymers will be continued. 4. Investigation of the optical 
systems and techniques wi l l  be continued. 5 .  A design 
improvement is underway to update the present holographic 
memory breadboard system to 10 to  the 8th power bits. A 
demonstration of the system updated to 10  to the 6th power 
bits, using improved techniques, components and materials is 
expected late In FY '73. 6.  Iron-doped llthlum niobate IS showlng 
promise as a storage material, and for use in the page composer 
is expected to be completed in FY '73 will be evaluated, using 
the breadboard 
W73-70340 502-23-32 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
A U T O M A T E D  D A T A  H A N D  LING TECHNIQUES A N D  
COMPONENTS 
D. H Schaefer 301 -982-5184 
Operational Earth Resource missions will sense a very 
large number of images in many spectral regions. I t  has been 
estimated that sensors may be receiving inputs at a total rate 
equivalent to 10  to the 12th power bits per second. In order to 
effectively utilize this avalanche of ~nformation. data reduction 
on-board the spacecraft must be performed. The focus of this 
RTOP is to develop methods of on-board analysis of data 
generated in Earth R?source missions The development of 
these methods should also assist other NASA mlsslons including 
missions around planets other than the Earth. Three tasks will 
be undertaken. The first is the development of "parallel" image 
processing systems. Such systems process all points of an 
image simultaneously. Technologies capable of performing such 
processing include coherent optical techniques. non-coherent 
optical techniques. advanced large scale integration techniques 
and techniques involving electron optlcs. The emphasis will be 
to develop automatic image processing systems that can accept 
an image directly as an input and. in a parallel manner, process 
this image to obtain deslred information. Such systems may 
well combine several types of  parallel image processing 
techniques into a single plece of hardware 
W73-70341 502-23-33 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
C E N T R A L  M U L T I P R O C E S S O R  A N D  MANIMACHINE 
TECHNIQUES 
E A. Dalke 713-483-4065 
(1  15-25-02; 908-51 -33; 1 15-23-40; 977-41 -33) 
The objective of this development is the laboratory prototype 
demonstration of an advanced information management system 
employing the Shuttle and candidate payloads as the baseline 
configuration The scope of this demonstration will encompass 
mult~processing and redundancy back-up. high order language. 
crew interfacing. payloads and vehicle system data acquisition 
and control interfaces, onboard information handling and ground 
support operation This will utilize the fault tolerant onboard 
rnult~computer/multiprocessor system being defined and 
implemented as part of this RTOP during FY-72. Thls activ~ty 
will provide a long-term RTOP effort to design and implement a 
fault tolerant system tailored to representative automated 
payloads, sortie cans and advanced orbiting vehlcle operational 
processing. A laboratory prototype system wi l l  initially be 
implemented using the most advanced available aerospace 
computers (to be acquired with FY-72 funds) and multipurpose 
display (FY-71 RTOP), a new multicomputer interconnectjdata 
bus system (FY-73 non-RTOP funds) & a new data acquisition 
and control system and peripherals (FY-74 RTOP funds) as the 
basic development system. The final phases will involve the 
laboratory demonstration of overall system concept to evaluate 
the new technology developed & including a projected crew 
station environment utilizing advanced software techniques for 
information acquisition and handling. 
W73-70342 502.23-1 1 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
MICROWAVE NEAR EARTH COMMUNICATIONS A N D  
TRACKING 
V. R. Simas 301 -982-4654 
The objective of the work under this RTOP is to achieve 
technological advances in communication and tracking systems 
in order to satisfy the demanding communication requirements 
for future space flight projects, such as Space Shuttle. Earth 
Observation Satellite (EOS) Program and TDRS. The capability 
and performance requirements on the communicat~on links for 
these advanced projects are characterized by high data rates 
(100-MHz bandwidth), simultaneous multi-link operation. and 
reliable long life operation. The attainment of these parameters 
will require technological advances in both Spacecraft and Ground 
Termlnal techniques and hardware. (1) High power (10  watt) 
efficient solid-state signal sources at Ku-band will be developed. 
This will circumvent the liab~lltles associated with vacuum tube 
TWTS. namely limited life. size and weight. and high voltages. 
(21 I n  succeeding generations of spacecraft programs, the 
antenna requlrernents are envic,ioned to continue to increase. 
The demand for wider bandwidths will drive the operating 
frequency hlgher and will require large antenna areas with 
attendant narrow beams resulting in point ing difficulties. 
Simultaneous multiple beams will probably be required for some 
spacecraft which will compound the antenna problem. Phased 
arrays may be the only type of antenna capable of meeting 
future requirements. Continuing growth of microwave solid-state 
circuitry makes the realization of spacecraft phased arrays feasible. 
Reflect arrays have power and weight advantages compared to 
other phased array techniques, thus, this area is being pursued 
first. 
W73-70343 502-23-1 2 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech. Pasadena. 
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES A N D  COMPONENTS 
R. V. Powell 21 3-354-6586 
(502-22-05: 502-33-92) 
This RTOP develops microwave techniques, components, 
and subsystem technology for planetary communication and 
tracking applications in the 1977-1987 decade. Mlssions flown 
during that period require new subsystem capability, in order to 
provide useful data at reasonable risk, cost, and lead time. The 
goal is to develop microwave techniques and components for 
all the communication and tracking functions of a wide variety 
of possible missions. especially missions operating i r  new and 
partially unknown envlronments hostlle to communication. For 
this reason, the technology devised here is to permit maximum 
commonality from mission to mlssion. so as to reduce mission 
lead times and provlde flexibility in mission mix planning. During 
FY'73, techniques and components will be sought which increase 
data rates in severely data rate limited situations Components 
for the Venus-Mercury '73 S IX  Experiment will be delivered to 
the project. Spacecraft absorption concepts compatible with the 
multimission approach will be designed to permit the pointing 
of high gain spacecraft antennas to Earth, or of entry probe and 
relay bus antennas to each other. A hybird analogjdigital 
implementation of the lowest frequency spacecraft transponder 
tracking loop will be demonstrated. Microminiature spacecraft 
radio technology will be assessed for spacecraft and probe use 
to increase reliability and reduce fabrication costs. A 4 3 m  
unfurlable spacecraft X-band antenna will be demonstrated. Lens 
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antennas will be evaluated for planetary entry and relay use. 
Analytic and experimental techniques will be developed for 
coping w i t h  signal attenuation through dense planetary 
atmospheres. Work on antenna breakdown in Earth's atmosphere 
will be extended to cover absorption. Conceptural antenna designs 
for planetary entry will be conceived so that pointlng problems 
can be assessed and crude data rate estimates made for various 
planets. 
W73-70344 502-23-13 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
CODING FOR SPACE COMMUNICATION 
J V. Foster 41 5-965-5083 
The objective is to develop error detection/correction coding 
techniques applicable to telemetry links wlth requirements for 
data rates greater than 15 Mbps. Develop proof-of-concept 
hardware to determine extent equipment performance departs 
from theoretical predictions. Investigate the feasibility of extending 
the performance to  greater than 5 0  Mbps. For low data rate 
deep space telemetry, study the requirements for mechanizing 
the recent developments in concatenated codes which show 
promlse of provjding additional systern gain. Complete the 
development of prototype decoding, encoding. and channel 
simulation equipment being assembled for the high data rate 
telemetry coding systern. Evaluate the system performance. 
including maximum data rates and gains. Investigate ava~lability 
of circuit cornponents for extending system rates to greater 
than 5 0  Mbps. Perform a design study for implementation of a 
concatenated block and convolutional/Viterbi decoding system 
for potential application to  deep space telemetry. 
W73.70345 502-23-1 4 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING FOR SPACE COM- 
MUNICATIONS 
Ford Kalil 301 -982-2357 
The Networks Directorate interfaces with all space programs 
and provides recommendations to new programs regarding 
telecommunications and related systems for the most effic~ent 
ulitlzation of existing and projected ground networks capabilities 
w i th  minimum augmentation. These recommendations must 
especially consider the spacecraft systems whose implementations 
could be impractical or more costly than augmenting the ground 
systems. The Networks Directorate recommendations mus t  
consider the overall telecommunications system from the 
viewPoin; of both the spacecraft and the ground. Hence, the 
purpose of this RTOP is to :  ( I )  Provide the Networks 
Directorate with current and projected state of the art performance 
for parameters, components, and systems used in space 
electronics, in particular space telecommunications and in- 
tegrally related systems: and 12) Provide cost-effectiveness 
evaluations for different component and system configurations 
based on a broad range of mission profiles. Provide continuous 
computerized review of technology and techniques used in space 
electronics with emphasis on telecommunications and related 
systems, subsystems. and cornponents. Evaluate the present 
state of the a n  and provide mean~ngful technology forecasts in 
several areas such as: power sources, modulators, detectors. 
data processing cornponents, antennas. and optical apertures. 
acquisition, and tracking/ pointing. prime power (power supplies). 
weight and thermal factors, lifetime. efficiencies. optim~zations 
and cost effectiveness of practical configurations related to 
various actual and projected mission requirements. 
W73-70346 502-23-1 5 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS A N D  TRACKING 
Walter J. Carrlon 301-982-4942 
Program conducts studies and develops technology of 
components, systems. and operational techniques for spacecraft 
communication and tracking with lasers. Optical technology is 
directed toward satlsfylng NASA's needs for precision tracking 
and h ~ g h  data rate communication in the 1975 to 1985 era. 
Using latest developments from cont~nuously changing state-of- 
the-an, proof-of-concept models of laser transminers, receivers. 
modulators, and telescopes, are designed and constructed. 
Performance of components and systems is measured in laboratory 
and field stations under conditions In which effects of 
environmental perturbations such as atmospheric propagation. 
acoustic vibration, and solar radiation background can be studied. 
leading to theoretical systems analysis and selection of optimum 
components and parameters. Prototype track~ng and communica- 
tion terminals are developed and employed in experiments with 
satellite equipment such as passive reflectors. laser detectors. 
and radiating sources. in order to prove concepts and provide 
baseline data for specific application designs. GSFC emphasis is 
on development and evaluation of complete operational systems 
needed for space laser applications. Fundamental research in 
devices. component operation.~control systems. and environmental 
properties are performed when necessary for direct support of 
system development, test. and analysis. 
W73-70347 502-23-16 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
AIRBORNE VISIBLE USER OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS 
(AVLOC) 
Joseph L. Randall 205-453-3770 
(1 15-22-05: 975-75-49: 755-43-1 1) 
The purpose of the experiment is to  establish a two-way 
laser commun~cations llnk with one end of the link located at 
the MSFC Madkin Mountain Optical Tracking Station, while the 
other end will be packaged in the belly of an RE-57F aircraft 
orbiting over Madkin Mountain at 50.000-70.000 feet. Initial 
acquisition of the corresponding laser beams (blue-green argon 
laser beam uplink. red helium-neon laser beam downlink) and 
continuous. closed loop tracking of the same IS required within 
the experimental procedure. The optional communication modes 
will include a 30-megabit psuedo-random coded data link The 
objectives of the experiment are: (1) Evaluation of optical 
acquisltlon and tracklng techniques, as well as optical communica- 
tions systems performance in an aerospace environment. and 
12) determining turbulence effects on laser beams propagating 
vertically through the atmosphere. The Ground Station and the 
airborne equipment are being completed in FY '72. The FY '73 
effon will conslst of completion of the Flight Experiment Program 
and analysls of the data. 
W73-70348 502-23-21 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
LARGE TELESCOPE TECHNOLOGY 
Joseph L. Randall 205-453-3770 
(1 15-22-09) 
The objective of this effort is to establish the bass for a 
flight demonstration of a three-meter, diffraction-limited oplical 
telescope. During fiscal year 1973 the following efforts will be 
pursued: 1. Studies. using a 0 5 meter segmented mirror system 
and a 0 .5  meter deformable mirror system will be continued to 
prove primary mirror figure control techniques and systems 2. 
The studies above will be enlarged to incorporate testing of the 
58-actuator mirror developed by the Langley Research Center. 
3. Efforts to Improve automation of the control systems to 
malntain optical figure will be continued. 4. The structural and 
thermal  characteristics of a mechanically-acluated and a 
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thermally-actuated mirror will be investigated analytically and 
through simulation studies. . , 
W73-70349 502-23-51 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
DESIGN. PROCESSING A N D  TESTING OF LSI ARRAYS 
D. L. Anderson 205-453-3770 . 
(1 15-25-02) 
The overall object~ve of this effon is to develop technology 
and automated techniques for the design, processing and testing 
of large scale integrated circu~t arrays having pred~ctable. long 
operating lifet~me. This program includes two major tasks (1)  
the investigat~on and development of automated techniques for 
the design. processing and testing of large scale integrated 
circuit arrays. and (21 the development ,and evaluation of new 
technologies which offer improved performance and reliability 
for microelectronic devices. Automation of design and testing is 
well advanced, so the major effort in this area will be in 
automating wafer processing. New technology development will 
be d~rected at improved performance and long life. The work 
performed under this program will be closely coordinated with, 
,and complement, the work being conducted on predictable 
long-life m~croelectronics at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and 
Langley Research Center. 
W73-70350 502-23-52 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
SCREENING A N D  RELIABILITY TESTING OF M I -  
CROCIRCUITS A N D  ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
L. C. Hamiter 205-453-3986 
To develop approaches for assessing and assuring predictable 
long operating life of microcircuits and other electronic devices 
used in aerospace applications. These activities will be directed 
toward two major task areas. a. Studies will be conducted to 
identify long life failure mechanisms that can be elim~nated 
through device redesign, improved process technology. or better 
application restraints. Complementing these studies wil l  be 
programs to implement the recommended corrective actions. b. 
Techniques will be developed for predicting and assuring long 
life operation of microelectronic devices. This will Include new 
and improved criteria and procedures for qualificat~on, screen,ing 
and testing along with new approaches to understanding device 
physics of failure. These tasks w ~ l l  be closely coordinated with 
the Predictable Long Life M~croelectronics Program at JPL. 
Much of the effort will be performed in-house utilizing the 
capability of the recently established LSI Laboratory. 
W73-70351 502-23-53 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
PREDICTABLE LONG-LIFE COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY 
R. V. Powell 213-254-6586 
This effort is to provide a major segment of the technology 
necessary to achleve long-lifetime microelectron~c devices of 
predictable life characteristics. The JPL objective is a meaningful 
part of the more encompassing NASA goal to attain predictable 
long-l~fet ime microelectronic dev~ces. The more-focused JPL 
near-term objectives are contained in Block 15. Operating Plan. 
A serles of Inter-Center planning meetings and revlews (Langley. 
Marshall and JPL) has resulted in the follow~ng: Identification 
of the tasks to be accomplished in order to ach~eve the predictable 
long-lifetime goal. Establishment of prior~ty criteria. Application 
of the priority criteria to the list of tasks to be accomplished. A 
preliminary assignment of task areas to individual NASA Centers 
has been made. 
W73-70352 502-23-54 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ASTRONOMICAL SENSORS A N D  IMAGING SYSTEMS FOR 
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPES 
Lawrence -Dunkelman 301 -982-4988 
(188-78-57; 188-78-58; 502-33-94) 
The purpose of this effort is to develop high performance 
optical image recording system(s) for advanced astronomical 
space telescopes. As a corollary effon i t  IS planned to develop 
holographic reflecting gratings. These gratlngs are 'des~red because 
the low scatter~ng properties present information of h~gher fidelity. 
In order to realize the observational potential of the Large 
Space Telescope, current technology must be modified, extended. 
and improved to provide the full range of detectors required. 
Emphasis is placed on electro-optical detection techniques in 
order to provide high quantum detect~vity, desired spectral 
response and the capability o f  electronic readout. Other 
characreristics such as resolution, format, magnification, and 
image control must be matched to space telescope instrumentation 
requirements which are being developed simultaneously. These 
techniques In conjunction with real-time image processing are 
used to enhance the system performance and increase the 
design capability of the space telescopes. Also i t  is planned to 
develop, through light interference phenomena, spaceflight 
qualified ,reflecting diffraction gratings that exhibit optical/ 
mechanical properties which in the 2 0  to 1 lOOA spectral region 
are superior to mechanically ruled diffraction gratings. Spectral 
informat~on is to be isolated by the development and applications 
o f  diffraction gratings produced by holographic techniques. 
St~gmatic imaging, dispersion and effective working focal ratio 
are some of the characteristics which must be matched to a 
detection system. A most important characteristic of holographic 
gratlngs is the low level of scattered radiation which would 
permit photometric analysis of dim objects. Another important 
characteristic is the ellmination of "ghosts" (cant.)--- 
W73-70353 502-23-55 
National Aeronautics and Space Admin~stration, Washington. 
D C. 
ELECTRONIC DEVICE A N D  SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
C. E. Pontious 202-755-2440 
The objective of this program is to provlde ef fect~ve 
coordinat~on of NASA sponsored research and development 
efforts on electronic devices and systems with sim~lar work 
supported by the DOD and other government agencies. Through 
associate membership on the Advisory Group on Electron Devices 
and its constituent Working Groups. NASA program managers 
receive expert advice on the feasibility, currency and soundness 
o f  planned R & D  procurement activities, long range R&D 
requirements, complementary work In other government agencies. 
and forecasts of new technical developments. 
W73-70354 502-23-56 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
LASERS FOR REMOTE SENSING 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
(1 60-44-64: 502-03-53) . 
The basic objective of this research is to develop laser 
technology which relates to NASA research programs and 
requirements in remote sensing o f  earth and planetary 
environments; optical ranging and altimetry, and optical data 
processing and storage techniques. Technology areas to be 
investigated are: (1)  an airborne hydrographic lidar system for 
measurement of ocean depth, fer t i l~ ty .  and turbidity: ( 2 )  
continuously tunable infrared diode lasers for high resolution 
absorption and emission spectroscopy of low concentration 
atmospheric constituents; (3) lasers and laser systems for use 
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in relating laser scatterlng, absorpt~on,  and fluorescence 
measurements to constituent dlstrlbutions in the atmosphere 
and bodies of water; (4)  diode lasers with visible emission and 
improved performance for use In spectroscoplc instrumentat~on. 
optical ranging, and optical data processing systems where 
small size, coherence, efficiency, and reliability are primary 
constraints. Thls work will be accomplished through a combination 
of in-house, grant, and contract effort. 
W73-70355 502-33-81 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SYSTEMS CONCEPTS FOR NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE A N D  
CONTROL DURING APPROACH A N D  LANDING. 
Leonard Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
(909-72-48) 
The objective IS to develop a technology base to  aid the 
establishment of design criteria for shuttle approach and landing 
navigation guidance and control systems. The program includes 
analysis. limited flight simulation and flight tests. In FY 72. 
analysls and simulation continued in-house and flight tests of 
radio ground ranging nav~gation aids were conducted using the 
CV-340 aircraft. In FY 73. limited analysis and simulation will 
continue but the emphasis will shift to f l~ght evaluation of a 
shuttle system concept. Analysis and simulation for FY 73  
includes: a. Limited examination of the automatic/manual control 
system interface. b Examination of the performance of the 
blended INS-ILS/VORTAC system concept. An advanced airborne 
digital avionics system has been installed in a NASA CV-990 
a~rcraft The flight program for FY 73  is a 50-hour test program 
using this CV-990 to  investigate automatic and piloted landing 
system concept (INS-ILS/VORTAC) performance to  c o n f ~ r m  
navigation, guidance and control system performance obtained 
from analyses and simulation. These flight tests will duplicate 
as nearly as possible the shuttle trajectory and performance 
from about 40.000 feet to touchdown. 
W73-70356 502-33-82 
Flight Research Center. Edwards, Calif. 
A VEHICLE STATUS A N D  MONITORING SYSTEM 
J. E. Love 805-258-331 1 
The objective is a state-of-the-art system designed for 
monitoring and continuous inflight recording of parameters which 
determlne the operational status of a veh~cle will be f l~ght 
tested In a high performance jet aircraft. After each f l~ght, a 
quick analysis is performed by computer processing of the 
digitized magnetic flight tape. Operational discrepancies are 
detected and ident~f ied when  sensed quanti t ied exceed 
predetermined thresholds as inserted into the computer for 
analysis. The tape also serves as a history of operation from 
which predictions of malfunction or failure can be made from 
long-term (several hundred hours of flight) parametric trend 
analysis. The flight experience and data accumulated will provide 
basic information for system requlrements for the Space Shuttle 
vehicle to achieve short turnaround time by automatic system 
testing, fault location, and checkout. The objective is also to 
demonstrate the ability to refly -the engine-inlet system based 
upon data from the last f l~ght  with little or no formal ground 
prefl~ght of that system. 
W73-70357 502-33-83 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
SPACE SHUTTLE: ANTENNA TECHNIQUES AND MATER- 
IALS 
G. 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
Cr~tical antenna technology will be developed to meet the 
requlrements imposed by structural des~gn considerat~ons, thermal 
conditions, and the overall reentry environment of the Space 
Shuttle. The reuse capabil~ty of RSI (Reusable Surface Insulation) 
and antenna window materials will be determined by measuring 
the dielectric propenies of these materials after repeated thermal 
cycllng. Antenna designs will be developed which use these 
materials in layers to reduce antenna temperatures. Analytical 
techniques. w ~ t h  experimental verification, will be used to 
determine optimum antenna locations and the eHects of AS1 
and antenna window mater~als on antenna performance. 
W73-70358 502-33-84 
Langley Research Center bngley Stat~on Va 
H IGH TEMPERATURE SENSORS 
G B Graves 703-827-3745 
The objective of thls work IS to develop measurement 
techn~ques and lnstrurnentatlon to determlne the effect of the 
reentry environment on structures used In the Space Shuttle 
Spec~flc efforts will be made to develop heat transfer sensors, 
wlre straln gage measurement methods wlth extended upper 
temperature performance and dynamlc dlsplacernent Instrumenta- 
tlon for analyzing the performance of cand~date panel deslgns 
under both v~brat~on and thermal loads Thls work IS essent~al 
to the development of efflc~ent load bearlng structures w h ~ c h  
meet the aerodynam~c requlrements and can w~thstand repeated 
h ~ g h  temperature exposure w~thout  lmposlng severe w e ~ g h t  
penalt~es on the vehlcle 
W73-70359 502-33-85 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SHUTTLE INSTRUMENTATION/SENSORS 
A. J. Farkas 713-483-2848 
(125-24-20) 
The object of this program is to develop the technology. 
to design, to fabricate and/or modify. and to test and evaluate 
Space Shunle Instrumentation for use in zero g. The object of 
this task is to develop the technology, to design, to fabricate. 
and to test a feasibility model of a zero g sensor using nuclear 
techniques which can be adapted to a variety of measurement 
requirements. The approach will be to increase the accuracy of 
the present gauging system and to increase the response time 
of the system to provide for continuous readout of quantity for 
quantity management. A reduction in source strength will be 
sought to reduce system weight by using a more sensltlve 
detector material or by optimizing the present detector material's 
performance. The system interface electronics, source strength, 
detector/source matrix, and tank geometries will be invest~gated 
to deflne a computer model which will allow optimizat~on of 
these parameters for different dens~ty fluids. The objective of 
this RTOP is to develop a measurement system for determining 
the eriergy available from and the general "health" of chargeable 
batter~es. The measurement system, by maklng charge and 
discharge current measurements along with cell voltage. 
temperature. etc.. will provide a direct rather than ground computer 
calculated measurement of battery charge and "health". The 
battenl status measurement system design will incorporate the 
technology being advanced by Chrysler Corporation for ground 
based systems. 
W73-70360 502-33-86 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
SHUTTLE SENSORS A N D  INSTRUMENTATION 
W. T. Escue 205-453-4626 
(1  15-24-05; 502-33-85: 501 -23-33) 
The technology being conducted in the areas of alr data 
sensors, zero "g" quanti ty. gas analys~s and propellant 
utilization/loading sensors IS an extension of work being conducted 
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under, RTOP 115-24-05. FY-73 technology will contlnue in 
respect to the final space shuttle configuration requirements. 
Acoust~c emission techniques will be pursued for application to 
on-board Incipient failure detection and monitoring of: ( I )  stress 
corrosion. (21 crack propagation. (31 structural integrity. (4) 
hydraul~c. propellant, and hydraulic leaks. and (5) peak acceleration 
and pressure measurements. 
W73-70361 502-33-87 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
MANNED SPACE SHUTTLE: MICROWAVE AMPLIFIERS 
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
G. 0. Graves 703-827-3745 
Highly efficient and reliable microwave power amplifiers 
for the communication subsystem of the Space Shuttle vehicle 
will be developed at C-band frequencies utilizing presently available 
techniques and basic tube deslgns. These tubes will be compatible 
wirh the vehlcle transmitters used in conjunction with the lntelsat 
IV satellite relay communications system. The tubes will have a 
nominal power output of 100 watts and can be used for power 
outputs in the 20 to 100 watt range. The engineering models 
resulting from this effort will be suitable for speciflc system 
design and would form the bass for subsequent qualification 
and life test programs 
W73-70362 502.33-88 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
SPACE SHUTTLE LOW NOISE RECEIVER 
P H. Dalle Mura 301-982-5036 
The space shuttle communications through synchronous 
satellites will require increased antenna sizes or more sensitive 
receiving systems. Since re-entry is a factor, it is obvious that 
the latter area of concern should be developed. It is the objective 
of this RTOP to develop comprehens!ve space qual~fied paramp 
technology at S-band. C-band. and Ku-band The paramp 
developments will employ hybrid microwave integrated circults 
to ach~eve an advanced degree of miniaturization. All-solid-state 
components will be utilized both to enhance size and we~ght  
reductions and to significantly improve operational reliability. 
The paramps will be thoroughly tested for suitabil~ty of operation 
in a space environment. The C-band paramp will have a noise 
figure less than 2 db and thereby significantly reduce the slze 
requirement of the antenna. The development effort will be 
primarily contractual with some effort performed in-house. This 
unit will be completely developed from breadboard stage through 
a space qualified design. The S-band paramp will have a noise 
figure of 1.5 db and a bandwidth of 100 MHz. The complete 
development will carry through to a space qualified design. The 
Ku-band paramp will have a noise figure of 1.8 db and a 
bandwidth of 500 MHz. It will employ high cutoff chip varactors 
to ach~eve this exceptional performance. A space qualified design 
will be produced at the conclusion of the program. 
W73-70363 502-33-91 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Cal~f. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena: 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION FOR UNMANNED PLAN- 
ETARY VEHICLES 
R .  V Powell 213-354-6586 
(502-23-46: 502-23-12) 
The objective of the deep space navigation is the delivery 
of the spacecraft to the target with an accuracy resulting in the 
achievement of misslon objectives. Future candidate mlssions in 
the late 1970's - 1980's may have their objectives seriously 
compromised by delivery accuracy capability limlted to the 
improvements expected from extensions of present capabil~ty 
New concepts and measurement data types now becomlng 
available can help satisfy the anticipated demands. The JPL 
R&T program for navigation system analysis and development 
is directed toward the achievement of greater future misslon 
potential through capablllt~es available from new technology. 
Long range goals for thls RTOP are to develop navigation 
unique technology to meet future mission requirements and to 
demonstrate new concept/technology feasibility. During FY'73 
this RTOP focuses on the navigation functional subsystems of 
measurement, orbit determination and maneuver s'trategy. and 
tasks at the overall systems level. The spacecraft based optical 
navigation measurement data type being developed under this 
RTOP will greatly improve future mission approach and orbit 
phase navigation Orbit determination filter development will 
provide accurate and reliable processing of the various anticipated 
data types even in the presence of unmodeled and random 
forces acting on the spacecraft Computational techniques will 
be developed for optimum multiple and terminal maneuver 
calculations which will be required to minimize on-board propellant 
requirements on the complex future miss~ons. At the systems 
level. requirements analysis and subsystem tradeoffs will aid in 
ordering sub-system goals and priorities. Tradeoffs will also be 
performed between on-board and ground based performance 
requirements. 
W73-70364 502-33-92 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Cal~f. Inst, of Tech., Pasadena. 
DEEP S P A C E  M I C R O W A V E  COMMUNICATION A N D  
TRACKING 
R. V. Powell 213-354-6586 
(502-23-1 2) 
This RTOP develops the communlcatlon and tracking systems 
technology necessary for defining and performing the planetary/ 
interplanetary missions of the 1977-1987 decade These missions 
require new capability, and new kinds of capability. in order to 
provide useful data at reasonable cost. The goal 1s to  develop 
communicat~on systems for navigation, spacecraft command, 
and data return for planetary entry probes, outer. planet orbiters. 
asteroid rendezvous, and slm~lar new classes of miss~ons. This 
discipline is to provide maximum commonality and reliability by 
the multiple-mission approach, and in addition permit planning 
flexibility by provldlng variable capability that can be incorpo- 
rated wlth minimum hardware changes. Techniques for microwave 
link analysis and design are developed, so that proper 
communication and tracking strategy can be determined early in 
misslon planning During FY'73. this effort will concentrate on 
adapting the dual frequency transponder concept to cover the 
new classes of miss~ons considered, whlch require more precise 
radlo nav~gation and antenna pointlng and rely more heavily on 
ranging. The feasibil~ty of the SIX-band system will be extended 
to allow precise radio nav~gation at the 'edge of the Solar 
system and In planetary environments. Techniques will be 
developed for enhancing expected data return subject to minimum 
requlrernents, so that advantage can be taken of non-worst 
case conditions in new propagation medla such as occur in 
Venus and Jupiter entry Theory of the optlmum use of relay 
links in planetary entry, landers, rovers, and sample return will 
be initiated, so that tradeoffs can be made between probe and 
relay bus complexity. These tradeoffs involve acquisit~on, sampling. 
data storage, modulation, detection. and coding, lnterplex 
modulation will be evaluated from the results of the Venus- 
Mercury '73 mission. Three channel lnterplex will be evaluated 
In w h ~ c h  ranglng is the third channel 
W73-70365 502-33-93 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. lnst of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ADVANCED DIGITAL DATA SYSTEMS FOR DEEP SPACE 
Robert V. Powell 213-354-6586 
(502-03-32) 
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The goal of this work is to develop concepts and technology 
for integrated spacecraft data systems which perform the functions 
of control and automatic maintenance, acquisition and processing 
of engineering and scientific data, and spacecraft timing and 
sequencing. Work is presently focused on self-adaptive data 
systems intended for long-life missions to outer planets or for 
the control of semiautonomous planetary rovers; however, the 
results will benefit any NASA mission for which adaptability, 
unattended fault-free operation. and long lifetime are required 
Major problems are to provide reliability to guarantee critical 
functions for 10-20 year lifetime and to provide for automatic 
adaptation to unexpected changes in environment or partial 
spacecraft failure. Minimization of size, weight, and power for 
increasingly complex data systems is also essential. For FY 73  
the technical plan calls for continuation or completion of work 
now In progress and for some new tasks arising directly from 
results of previous work. Activities will include (1)  continued 
development of fault-tolerant computer techniques and their 
extension to make the entire spacecraft fault tolerant. (2) research 
into principles and techniques of spacecraft measurement source 
encoding. (3)  further development of high denslty memory devices 
using charge storage technology and magneto-optic recording 
on thin manganese-b~smuth films, and (4) development of cellular 
logic as a basic architecture for data systems and investlgations 
into optimization and fault diagnosis of digital logic. 
W73-70366 502-33-94 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ADVANCED IMAGING SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
R. V. Powell 213-354-6586 
The long term objective of this RTOP is the development 
of imaging system enabling technology to meet the anticipated 
requirements of future planetary imaging missions. The general 
approach includes the study of future missions as a source for 
the postulation of future imaging requirements, the study of 
current and projected imaging technology as a means of 
establishing a state-of-the-art baseline, and the implementation 
of specific technology development tasks to provide the desired 
enabling technology. Current enabling technology development 
on silicon vidicons, of interest for outer planet type missions 
because of their sensitivity, red response, and potentially long 
life, will phase out with a report on the slow scan capability of 
these devices. Coincidentally. effort on solid state sensors will 
increase. investigating the obstacles to appllcatlon of these 
devices in imaglng systems. Given the desirable character~stics 
of these devices (size, reliability, scan versatility, geometric fidelity. 
magnetic cleanliness) and the long development history, it is 
obvious that there are major problems to appllcatlon. Both a 
systems application'attack and a technology development attack 
are included in the search for solutions 
W73-70367 502-28-04 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SAFETY RESEARCH 
Paul M Ordin 216-433-6941 
(770- 14-02) 
The objectives are to obtain a better understanding of the 
hazards and improve the safety of NASA and contractor operations 
associated with oxidizer and related cryogenic propellants for 
flight, R&D facilities and ground service equipment. Standards/ 
criterla recognizing the threat of failures 01 the oxidizer systems 
are to be prepared. Initiation of system failures induced by 
chemical and physical properties of  the oxidizer, oxidizer 
environment and contaminants will be Investigated. A firmer 
base for risk management techniques related to spacecraft systems 
will be provlded by ASRDI, by conducting or having conducted 
for it, investlgations of combustion, fire propagatlon. fire detectton 
systems, and shrapnel formatton caused by posslble explosions. 
W73-70368 502-28-33 
National Aeronautics and Space Admin~stration. Washington. 
D.C. 
DETECTION OF HEAT SOURCES A N D  SMALL FIRES BY 
AIRBORNE THERMAL INFRARED LINE SCANNERS 
T. B. Kerr 202-755-2420 
Radioisotope-fueled nuclear heat sources present a potential 
hazard from direct radiation and/or fuel release after return 
from orblt. The location and recovery of these sources following 
land impact could be simplified if i t  is posslble to use the heat 
generated by the radiotsotope fuel as a location a ~ d .  The Forest 
Fire Research Laboratory of the Forest Service is using infrared 
detectors to locate small forest fires. This task will utilize 
existing technology to determine feaslbiltty of using the same 
type of equipment in parallel with nuclear detectors for locating 
nuclear sources. 
W73-70369 502-28-34 
Langley Research Center. Langley Statlon, Va 
RECOVERY AIDS FOR AEROSPACE NUCLEAR SYSTEMS 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
Thls RTOP covers the technology development for 
underwater sound generators and detection devices that will 
permit accurate location of nuclear electrical power systems in 
salt water. One of the critical requirements of the sensor 1s that 
it be integrated into an RTG system design and remain in close 
proximity to the radiolsotope fuel cell. It must, therefore. perform 
normally after long periods of exposure to high temperature 
(400-600 C) Unique power sources such as the direct application 
of chemical energy. salt water activated batteries. and solid 
state batteries will be investigated. Candidate location ald designs 
will be carefully assessed to assure reliable operation after 
vehicle reentry and free-fall water impact 
W73-70370 502-28-31 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
NUCLEAR FLIGHT SAFETY RESEARCH A N D  ANALYSIS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(503-35-03) 
The oblectlves of thls RTOP are: ( 1 )  To conduct research 
that will permlt accurate and authoritative predictions of reentry 
conditions for nuclear space power systems. 12) to conduct 
research leading to the ultimate development of nuclear space 
power system intact reentry and ground impact vehicles. and 
(3) to participate In and provide support for the (olnt DOD/AEC/ 
NASA nuclear flight safety review and evaluations. Time-to-melt 
and heating-rate experiments will be performed on thermally 
scaled models at appropriate arc jet test conditions. Candidate 
configurations will be tested in shock tunnels and wind tunnels. 
Results will be applicable to radio-isotope power systems that 
are candidates for manned and unmanned space operations. 
W73-70371 502-19-20 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. 
D.C. 
SAFETY DOCUMENTATION A N D  TRAINING 
J. C. Loria 202-755-2420 
The objective of this work is to improve salety by providing 
the necessary documentation and training to inform and motivate 
personnel. A clear definition of safety responsibilities will be 
sought which will differentiate the policy function from operational 
responsibilities. This RTOP covers contract activities to assist in 
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the delineation and documentation of policy and operational 
procedures and training to expedite the implementation of safety 
policy and procedures. 
W73-70372 502-11-11 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
POWER CONVERSION OF COHERENT LIGHT 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The objective is to conduct a study and development. 
program in efficient conversion of high-~ntensity coherent light 
into electrical power for use in laser power transfer systems. 
byered surface materials will be developed that will selectively 
absorb laser radiation as a nearly perfect black body and reradiate 
over a broad band spectrum as a nearly perfect reflector. This 
will permit the laser energy to be almost totally absorbed by a 
high-temperature device with very little radiation loss. Collector 
temperatures on the order of 8 0 0  K wi l l  be at tempted.  
Interference stacks of alternating layers of varlous materials will 
be investigated, such as An. SIN. Si and S102 layered in 
stainless steel or Mo. Ce02, and MgF2 also layered on stainless 
substrate. In addition, the surface potentials and conduction 
band structure of solids will be investigated by quantum methods. 
with the ultimate purpose of answering the question whether 
coherent radiation can be used more effectively to activate a 
thermoelectric converter than convention broad band radiation. 
W73-70373 790-90-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS DEVELOPMENT 
H. Hornby 41 5-965-5894 
(1 10-06-01) 
The objective of this RTOP is to provide the capability and 
facilities for generation, discussion, and preliminary feasibility 
analyses of innovative ideas relating to  man's future involvement 
in space activities. The work will be accomplished through: (a) 
Identification from all available sources of innovative ideas relating 
to space and space-related activities, and (b) preliminary feasibility 
analyses to determine whether additional study and/or research 
on the ideas 1s warranted. 
W73-70374 790-90-04 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech., Pasadena 
ADVANCED CONCEPTS A N D  FUTURES PLANNING 
R V Powell 213-354-6586 
A survey of present and possible rnissions requ~ring cooling 
below 4K will be made to establish the need of more extensive 
use of helium. A survey of helium technology will be made. 
Mission cooling requirements will be compared to the state of 
technology to determine where additional development will make 
some rnissions practical and will improve the effectiveness of 
planned and future miss~ons. Cryogenic vendors will be consulted. 
Preliminary designs of liquld Hel, liquid Hell, and solid HE 
coollng systems for selected missions will be performed. Particular 
attention w ~ l l  be given to refrigerator (electromechanicall vs 
solid-cooler effectiveness. Assessments of future trends in 
industry-developed cyogenic technology will be made. A final 
repon will be prepared which will contain the results of mlssion 
survey, cryogenic technology, cooling system design, and 
recommendations for further study and/or development. 
W73-70376 790-91 -01 
Ames Research Canter. Moffett Field. Calif. 
ANALYSIS SUPPORT TO OAST MANAGEMENT 
0 L. Swenson 41 5-965-5890 
11 10-06-02; 1 18-06-02)  
The object~ve of this work IS to provide the OAST wlth a 
qulck-response analysis capability for support of current 
Headquarters program ,management. Such analysis will also 
provide technical requlrements information to  augment planning 
of the OAST program for FY 1975 and later. This analysis will 
give consideration to the objectives of OAST Discipline and 
Program Elements and the objectives of the other elements of 
the agency in order to aid in the definition of goals for technology 
emphasls in the OAST. Particular activities identified under this 
RTOP include support to Entry Technology Offlce in the 
establishment of its program plans through 1978 and suppon 
to Lewis Research Center in their studies of orbiting solar 
power stations and nuclear waste disposal. 
W73-70376 790-91 -02  
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
A N A L Y S E S .  ADVANCED CONCEPTS. PLANNING A N D  
SYSTEM SYNTHESIS FOR THE SPACE PROGRAM 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objective of this work IS four fold: (a) To define space 
program models for relation of the OAST Space Technology 
Program to the future mission goals of the agency. (b) To 
provide technical requirements information to augment planning 
of the OAST program for FY 1975 and beyond. (c) To provide 
the OAST with a quick-response analysis capability for support 
of Headquarters program management. (d) To provide a base 
for the discussion, generation and coordination of intu~tive and 
speculative thinking for the future In space. The approaches to 
be taken to achleve these object~ves are: la) To develop long-range 
mission models for space operations in Eanh orbit, at the Moon 
and for exploration of the solar system including extrapolations 
which consider technical achievements and/or increased funding 
levels. (b) To assign personnel responsibilities for special analytical 
tasks in the areas of planetary exploration and earth orbital 
operations to support special tasks for the Associate Administra- 
tion of OAST and his staff (c) To assign personnel to interface 
with. the OAST Vertical Cut Managers for OSS and OMSF to 
provide planning inputs for the analytical capabilities of he LRC. 
(dl To assign a spokesman for Advanced Concepts and Futures, 
Planning at the LRC who will interact with spokesmen at other 
centers to promote speculative thinking for future space 
missions. 
W73-70377 ' 790-91-41 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
S P A C E  E X P L O R A T I O N  - M I S S I O N  A N D  SYSTEMS 
ANALYSIS 
0. L. Swenson 415-965-5890 
(1 10-06-02. 1 18-06-02] 
The objective of this work is to define the mission and 
spacecraft requirements to  accomplish recognized scientific goals 
of exploration within the solar system. These studies will be 
a~med at determining mission strategies and the associated 
vehicle requirements to  accomplish these goals with minimum 
cost and maximum scientific benef~t. In this regard. examina- 
tions will be made of the benefits and cost of the use of 
advanced and evolving technologies. subsystems. and vehicles. 
W73-70378 790-91 -42  
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SPACE MISSION A N D  VEHICLE ANALYSIS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The purpose of this work is to provide studies of future 
space missions and new systems concepts to assist in developing 
the basis from which decisions can be made on future space 
rnissions. mission modes and systems. These include pre- 
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liminary studles of future space missions and techniques, feasibility 
studies of missions proposed as a result of prellmlnary studies; 
atmospheric and in-space trajectory analyses associated with 
proposed future missions: studies of guidance and navigation 
requirements relative to such missions, studles of the use of 
trajectory determination methods in deflnlng planetaw masses 
and gravity fields: and ephemerides improvement and error 
deflnition required for mission studies. The needs for various 
missions such as Multiple Comet/Asteroid Flyby and Planetary 
Rover missions are under study. These Include types of orbits. 
types of propulsion systems, types of spacecraft measurements 
and instrumentation, and modes of operation belng rjtudied. 
Current activities include development of long range programs 
for the scientific exploration of the solar system through mission 
studies. analyses of Multiple Comet/Astero~d Flyby missions 
and Mars Rover missions, asteriod ephemerides imp 'ovement. 
and development of parameter-estimation and rn lss i~n design 
techniques for mission planning purposes. 
W73-70379 790-91.44 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech., Pasadena. 
MISSION A N D  VEHICLE ANALYSIS 
Robert V Powell 2 13-354-6586 
One objective of this effort is to use the in-house data 
and experience combined wtth data from NASA and industry to 
develop a model for the support of pre-project planning activities 
of space exploration missions. This model would basically 
support qualitative trade-offs necessary to definitize plannlng of 
new misslons having maximum return on investment, with 
emphasis upon the development of  a model  f o r  science 
experiments. Basically. this would be accomplished consistent 
with the techniques used to develop the model currently In use 
at JPL. A second objective is the development of a methodology 
for imaging system quantitative evaluatlon. The characteristics 
and limitations of space imaging systems have a major impact 
on mission planning and spacecraft design. Therefore, the analysis 
of proposed imaging system capabilities and the timely 
determination of future Imaging system technology requirements 
are significant aspects of advanced mission analysis. Elementary 
evaluatlon techniques adequate tor the limited objectives of 
"first-look" imaging missions are not adequate for the sophlstic- 
ated use of imaging systems demanded by future misslons. The 
large number of complex parameters must be handled by digital 
computer simulation. Computer techniques will be used to develop 
performance data. Merlt criterla and functions will be developed 
to optimize mission design and to evaluate expected mission 
performance. Merit criteria evaluatlon and maximization will 
provide ? guide to future technology requlrements. 
W73-70380 790-91 -45  
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
SPACE UTILIZATION - MISSION AND SYSTEMS ANALY- 
SI S 
J. M.  Deerwester 415-965-5897 
(1 10-06-03) 
The objective of this RTOP is to conduct and support 
studies to determine the potential applications of space These 
applications are such that they meet current and anticipated 
future needs on earth and contribute to future space exploration 
missions. Applicatrons so identifled, and the attendant technology 
requirements. can respectively serve to aid in setting directions 
for Agency planning and for the OAST technology development 
programs. Candidate missions and systems will be evaluated 
with respect to fulf~llment of needs; economic considerations; 
and technology implications. It should be explicitly noted .that 
this RTOP applies to the utilization of missions and systems 
operating In space and not to earth-based applications of space 
technology In some cases, however, analysis of space missions 
must Include the considerat~on of similar applications performed 
bv more traditional means. 
W73.70381 790-91 -46 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
STUDY OF A N  ORBITING ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
LABORATORY (SHUTTLE COMPATIBLE) 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
A Langley Research Center in-house study to establish 
feasibility o f  a Shuttle Compatible Advanced Technology 
Laboratory (ATL) is nearing completion. Thls study included 
definition of LRC experiments. ATL concepts. and operational 
requirements. Further refinements of the ATL design is required 
to better focus LRC Shuttle Sortie research requirements and to 
make timely contributions to the concurrent OMSF Shuttle and 
Sortle Can design act~vities. The objectives of this deflnition 
study are to: define a Shuttle compatible ATL particularly 
suited to LRCs technical expertise and research requirements; 
advance the state-of-the-art of on-board systems; and focus 
in-house technical expertise on advanced systems. This ATL will 
provlde LRC with the capability of implementing a spaceborne 
research program that is truly accessible to the ground-based 
researcher. This in-house and service suppon contracted effort 
will develop design concepts for an integrated payload system 
compatible with the Shuttle and the current payload carrier (i.e. 
Sortie Can) that will be based on requirements from a related 
LRC experiment payload definition study Laboratory and systems 
concepts will be evaluated and a single concept selected for 
detailed design and development. In addition. costs. schedules. 
and implementation plans will be defined for phased lollow-on 
activity. 
W73-70382 790-92-01 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC/TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT OF SPACE 
ACTIVITIES 
H Hornby 41  5-965-5895 
The objective of this work IS to improve our ability to 
understand, use, and incorporate soc io-econom~c/ technica l  
assessments into the evaluation of projected NASA activities. 
Some of the characteristics of this aggregate assessment which 
distinguish ~t from other concepts are its emphasis on social 
and economic impact of technological applications and its search 
for criteria by whlch the soclal costs and beneflts of such 
application can be measured. In order to satisfy the objective, i t  
IS necessary to focus the activity into reasonably identified 
activities. Those identified for thls RTOP include: (1) a critical 
review of planning studies carried out in the past to point out 
virtues and shortcomings of attempts to Include factors other 
than the purely technical in analyses: (2)  to Increase our proficiency 
with current analyfical tools by performing selected assessments 
In the realms of mineral resource depletion and earth observation 
satellites; and (3)  develop criterla that will guide assessments 
of future programs whlle under development. 
Space Systems and Experimental Pro- 
grams 
~ 7 3 - 7 0 3 8 3  755.43- i  i 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala. 
O P T I C A L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  F L l G  H T  EXPERIMENT 
(ATS-GI 
Joseph L. Randall 205-453-3770 
(502-23-16; 975-22-01 ; 1 15-22-06] 
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This research program IS deslgned to develop and lmplement 
a fllght program to prove the concept of optlcal communlcatlon 
(Op/Coml In space uslng synchronous and low earth orbltlng 
satellites Thls will also Include the development of components 
and techniques necessary to carry out the fllght experlment 
program The approach wtll be to use the results of prevlous 
studles (OCEP) on Op/Com and the current Alrcraft Op/Com 
Fllght Project to develop an Integrated and well planned satelllte 
flrght program Foremos~ rn FY73 will be the stan of a contract 
to deslgn and bulld an Op/Ccm experlment for the ATS G 
satelllte Thls Includes the satell~te package as well as ground 
statlon hardware to perform the experlment Included In the 
ATS G Op/Com experlment must be the early development of 
space quallfled hardware necessary to lmplement the program 
A deflnltlon study for a low earth orblt Op/Com experlment to 
comrnuntcate wlth the ATS-G will be performed In FY73 
W73-70384 755-42-01 
bngley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
METEOROID TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The Meteoroid Technology Satellite (MTS) 1s a Scout 
launched near-earth experiment to obtain baseline data on the 
effectiveness of bumpers or multi-wall structures and the velocity 
dtstrlbutlons of meteoroids. Measurement will also be made of 
the flux of very small mass meteoroids. The velocity measurement 
IS a jolnt Langley Research CenterIManned Spacecraft Center 
experlment. 
W73-70385 756-47-01 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Calif. 
LIFTING BODY FLIGHT RESEARCH 
G. P. Layton 805-258-33 1 1 
The low supersonic and subsonic characterist~cs of lifting 
reentry vehicles are belng studied by means of a coordinated 
flight and wind-tunnel test program with M2-F3, and X-24A 
aircraft. The program wi l l  yleld the detailed aerodynamic 
characteristics of these aircraft and a measure of the ablllty of 
the wlnd tunnels to predlct these, characteristics. In addition. 
operational characreristtcs in the terminal area are belng explored. 
This effon will ultimately yield an IFR termlnal area energy 
management and approach technique applicable to unpowered 
low L ID  entry vehlcles After accomplishing the basic flight 
objectives, the M2-F3 will be used to evaluate command control 
system concepts and reaction control blending techniques. 
Subsequent to the basic program, the X-24A will be convened 
to an X-240 shape to evaluate a new class of vehicle. 
W73-70386 757-51 -09 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
ELECTRIC A U X I L I A R Y  PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR 
APPLICATION SATELLITES 
R. A. Callens 301-982-4205 
(1 13-26-17) 
Unmanned meteorological, communication. earth observation 
and other application spacecraft require. not only long lived. 
llght weight auxiliary propulsion systems. but also ones capable 
of providing north-south station keeping. precession control. 
east-west station keeping, or precise attitude control The objectlve 
of this RTOP IS to identlfy and develop the auxiliary propulsion 
systems needed for these spacecraft. When necessary, they are 
evaluated In either GSFC's Electric Propulsion Laboratory or its 
Hydrazine Test Facility. Additionally, when necessary, space flight 
tests of candidate systems are conducted to further demonstrate 
their capability for space f l~ght application. 
W73-70387 757.53-30 
Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif lnst. of,Tech.. Pasadena. 
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS T E C H N O L O G Y  FOR 
PLANETARY SPACECRAFT 
Paul J. Meeks 213-354-2546 
(502-04-20; 502-24-26) 
The work conducted under this RTOP is directed toward 
the demonstration of the performance and operational capability 
of a space storable propulsion module under simulated 
environmental test conditions for eventual use on planetary 
orbiters. Feasibility testing at the system level. utilizing the 
hardware assembled in FY'72, will continue for the first three 
quarters of FY'73 at which tlme this portlon of the program 
will be completed. Assembly of the Engineering Test Module 
will begin during the fourth quarter Durlng this FY, an engine 
for the Engineering Test Module will be designed based on the 
information obtained during the baslc expermental engineering 
phase and will be fabricated for the propulsion module. The . 
thermal control subsystem and propulsion system structure will 
be designed. fabricated, and tested. The design will be based 
upon the results of the studies performed In FY'72. During 
FY'73, the Test Support Equipment required for the Engineering 
Test Module will be identified and preliminary deslgns of required 
equtpment will be rnit~ated. Work will continue during FY'73 on 
the feed system components required for the Engineering Test 
Module. These components Include propellant valves, isolation 
valves, pressure regulators. rellef valves, filter, and propellant 
acqulsit~on. 
W73-70388 758-56-42 
bng ley  Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
DELTA HYBRID TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objective of this work is to complete the technology 
for a high energy (flox/lithium-lithium hydride) hybr~d propulston 
system so as to allow initiation of a development of a new 
third stage for Delta using this system. The approach will be a 
contracted program in- which the primary effon will be a design 
and demonstration at full scale In heavyweight hardware of (1) 
a suitable fuel configuration using an already developed fuel 
formulation. and (2)  a suitable nozzle which will survive the 
required extreme temperature and chemical environment for 
100 seconds. Secondary emphasls will be on altitude performance 
verification and on demonstration of the benign nature of the 
fuel in response to cracks. separations. etc. 
W73-70389 758-56-47 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
UPPER S T A G E  A N D  P L A N E T A R Y  E X P E R I M E N T A L  
MOTORS 
Paul J. Meeks 213-354-2546 
(502-04-45: 502-24-461 
The first objectlve IS to establish In FY'73 the technologies 
of a prototype solid propellant flight type space motor in. the 
3000 pound class with a two  pulse, two liquid quench termination 
capability. Program scope includes: motor design and analysis. 
bench design tests and early verification of small motor quench 
termination In near vacuum conditions. Full-scale test weight 
motors will also be fabricated and test fired to demonstrate: 
motor design adequacy: sustained termlnatlon. ,and, delivered 
speclfic impulse Utilization of this motor in future launch vehicles 
IS cost effective. All work will be done by an industrial contractor. 
The second objective is to complete the advanced development 
of a planetary spacecraft orbit insertion low thrust sold rocket. 
This motor IS characterized by use of: a hlgh performance 
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propel lant: a light weight composite case: more effective 
insulators; and, a very light.weight all-carbon nozzle. This motor 
. . 
will reduce space craft acceleration levels and rates greatly but 
still provide high performance. This program will be accomplished 
in-house and will prov~de a low thru'st. low program cost solution 
for future planetary spacecrafl orbit insertion missions. 
W73-70390 758-57-04 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
30-CM I O N  THRUSTER A N D  POWER C O N D I T I O N E R  
DEVELOPMENT A N D  TEST 
P. D. Reader 21 3-433-4000 
(502-04-0 1 ; 502-24-03) 
The broad objective of the work described herein is to 
provide flight prototype thruster subsystems of demonstrated 
effictency and durability. The overall program is directed at 
assuring a firm base of technology ready hardware for application 
to anticipated electric propuls~on spacecraft. A major program is 
to provide a qualified thrustor for synchronous satellite raising 
miss~ons and 0.1 to 3 a.u. interplanetary missions. Pertinent 
i n fo rmat~on  f rom experimental and analyttcal studies and 
demonstrated components are betng integrated into a specific 
thruster system design. This design will cover the widest possible 
range of  currently foreseen mission types S tud~es  and 
investigations into thruster system interaction and integratton 
problems will be conducted to the extent necessary to clearly 
define interface ~ r o b l e m  areas. 
W73-70391 758-57-1 1 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Cal~f. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
SOLAR ELECTRIC THRUST SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
A. Briglio, Jr. 21 3-354-61 37 
(502-24- 10: 502-25-56) 
The objective is to prepare the technology of solar-powered 
electric propuls~on for unmanned missions. The propulsion system 
technology planning and development effort covered herein will 
concentrate on laying the foundations for a thrust subsystem 
engineering model development program. which will carry the 
technology to the next major plateau beyond the level already 
demonstrated in the non-completed SEPST I l l  subsystem test. 
Major aspects be the investigation of internal and external 
thrust subsystem Interfaces and interactions, deftnltion of thrust 
subsystem automatic control requirements and thetr implementa- 
tion mode. and development planning and detailed design of 
the engineering model thrust subsystem. Using the SEPST I l l  
experimental setup as a test bed. new elements proposed for 
use in the engineering model subsystem will be evaluated for 
interact~ons and interfaces required with other subsystem elements 
and with support subsystems (such as the computer command 
subsystem). and ~nteractions of these elements with noninterfac- 
ing space vehlcle subsystems (such as the sclence subsystem). 
Particular attention will be gtven to proper deflnltion of thermal 
and mechanlcal interfaces. to mechanlcal interactions with the 
space vehicle structure, and to  conducted and radiated 
electromagnetic tnterference The baseline subsystem control 
program developed for SEPST I l l  is presently being adapted to  
the language of the V~king Orbiter '75 command computer. The 
program derived from this effort will be analyzed for optimum 
mix of sofrware and hardwired logic, and the consequences of 
transferring selected routines from onboard to ground control 
will be evaluated. From this trade-off a baseline definit~on of 
the engineering model thrust subsystem control program will be 
made. 
W73-70392 770-1 8-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING-ENERGY MANAGE-  
MENT. GROUND TRANSPORTATION, A N D  AIR POLLUTION 
REDUCTION 
L. I. Shure 216-433-6995 
(770-90-10; 770-90-1 1 ; 771 -90-04) 
The natlon faces a critlcal need for control and conservation 
of energy and the environment. The problem is how to measure. 
quantify, and reduce major pollution sources while ensuring a 
continuing supply of energy resources with minimum insult to 
the environment. The objective of this program is to apply 
NASA space and aeronautical technology, sk~lls, and expertise 
already developed to ameliorating these problems The approach 
is to focus on areas of established and recognized LeRC capability 
primarily related to power and propuls~on. These capabilities will 
be selectively applied to: (1)  ground transportation, (2)  stationary 
power generation. (31 pollution measurement and pur~fication. 
The above activities will be implemented where encouraged or 
supported by those agencies charged w l th  the primary 
responsibilities in these areas at the federal and local levels. In 
addttion, the above efforts will be coordinated with related 
programs to avoid duplication of effort and to ensure a sign~ficant 
contribution to national needs. 
W73-70393 770-1 8.02 
Ames Research Center. Moffen Field. Calif. 
FIRE SAFETY. AIR POLLUTION REDUCTION. A N D  HEALTH 
CARE DELIVERY 
Glen Goodwin 41  5-965-5065 
(501-38-19) 
This RTOP includes the application of space- derived 
technology to the resolution of problems of national interest. 
spec~fically (a) the appl~cation of fire retardant materials technology 
to high rise building fire safety. (b) the application of chemical 
technology to the production of low pollution hydrocarbon fuels 
for furnaces and other power sources such as automobile engines 
and. (c) the appllcation of magnetics technology to the resolution 
of medical and geodetic problems such as the utilization of 
Ames developed magnetometers for setting and maintaining 
standards for earth magnetic field measurements on the ground. 
These projects will be conducted in cooperation w ~ t h  other 
Agencies and organizations whlch have indicated interest in the 
above projects. These Agencies include the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (building fire-safety), the Environmental 
Protection Agency (low pollution fuels), the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration and the National lnsititute of 
Health (magnetics technology). 
W73-70394 770-1 8 -04  
Langley Research Center, bngley Station. Va. 
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS TO E N V J R  O N M  E N T A L  
PROBLEMS 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objective is to apply Langley technical capabiitty utilizing 
advanced aerospace technology to the solution of selected 
environmental problems. such as air and water pollution. and 
water and waste management. Problem areas for consideration 
are those identified by one or more user agency. such as EPA. 
Corps of Engineers. HEW, as well as State governmental 
organizations, as being of significant value to warrant new 
technologies. Projects for or in cooperation with individual user 
agencles where near-term demonstration can be achieved are 
most desirable. Proposals to other agencies are also cwrd l -  
nated as a part of this work, Included herein are tasks related 
to the applications of laser radar (LIDAR) to air and water 
pollution senslng, to domestic water and waste treatment, and 
to systems for applications in the marine environment. In each 
activ~ty. demonstrat~ons will be conducted In close cooperation 
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with users so that comparisons with other existing techniques 
can be made and so that the relevance of the new technology 
can be evaluated bv the ultimate users. 
W73-70395 770-18-08 
Jet Propulslon Lab., Callf. Inst, of Tech., Pasadena. 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS (STA) 
D. F. Spencer 21 3-354-6852 
JPL w ~ l l  apply space-derived capabilities to the resolution 
of problems of national interest. particularly those relating to 
the clvil systems areas. including Public Safety Support. Medical 
Engineering. Environmental Management and others. Space- 
derived capabilities include experience and technology that is 
applicable in 1) Project and systems management 2)  Systems 
analysis and project engineering 3)  Specialized technical disciplines 
(e.g, communications. guidance. propulsion, etc.) 4)  Design. 
operation. and evaluation of complex test programs. Within the 
civll systems areas. JPL will' (1) identify and define problems. 
(21 determine requirements, (3) apply a systems approach, and 
(4) concentrate on evaluating feasible hardware pilot demonstra- 
tions that will help interested government agencies and/or 
industrial companies In solving problems that are national in 
scope. A mix of tasks will be performed appropriate to JPL's 
capability and emphasizing the application of space technology. 
W73-70396 770-18-1 5 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
LONG RANGE LASER TRAVERSING SYSTEM 
Louis 0. Caudill 301-982-4820 
This RTOP is for development of a lightweight, backpacked 
prototype laser system and for performing field evaluation 
experiments to determine the feasibility of establishing precise 
line of sight using the scattered laser light from a distant 
vertically pointed laser. This work is a direct application of 
Optical Technology, developed under OAST program, and w/l l  
provide the United States Forest Servlce with a surveying 
technique that will save a great deal of time and money. 
W73-70397 770-1 4-02 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio. 
AEROSPACE SAFETY DATA BANK 
George Mandel 21 6-433-6285 
To establish an Aerospace Safety Data Bank to gather. 
analyze, evaluate. retrieve and disseminate safety-related technical 
information available to all elements of NASA, its contractors 
and the technical community; to assure that information on the 
latest state-of-the-art regarding safety is available for use in 
planning. design, fabrication, testing and operations of aerospace 
vehicles and systems and associated ground facilities ASRDl 
will call on all elements of NASA, its contractors, and other 
organizations to provide basic. applied and operational data 
related to ground-based and flight safety experience for the 
'Aerospace Safety Data Bank Cooperative and exchange programs 
have been established with similar information activities in 
government and industry with the intent of utilizing existing 
compilations of accurate data. Llalson is being established with 
these activities to assure access to the information contained in 
these sources as needed. and/or selected information will be 
Identified and incorporated into the Aerospace Safety Data 
Bank as appropriate. A management mechanism will be 
established to provide for the flow of all such information into 
the Data Bank. The information will be made available to all 
elements of NASA. its contractors. other government agencies 
and the technical community, Improved methods of storing. 
searching, retrieving and disseminating information are being 
developed and implemented. 
Nuclear Research and Technology 
W73-70398 503-05-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
ENERGY CONVERSION GENERATION A N D  TRANSPORT 
RESEARCH 
S. J. Kaufman 216-433-4000 
(503-25-01 ; 503-25-04; 503-25-05) 
To conduct research in various technical areas of Interest 
for advanced nuclear electrical power systems. Specific areas to 
be covered are: (1) Heat pipes, (21 Basic and applled shielding. 
and (3) Properties of fuels under investigation. Investigations 
will be conducted on characteristlcs, limitations and reliability of 
heat pipes. Basic shielding studles will be performed to develop 
and improve procedures for designing nuclear space shields. 
The fission gas' release and retention properties of several fuels 
will be investigated. 
W73-70399 503-05-02 
Jet Propulslon Lab.. Cal~f. lnst of Tech.. Pasadena. 
LIQUID METAL M H D  
John W. Lucas 213-354-4530 
Liquid Metal MHD is a prospective electric propulsion 
power system with no moving parts, moderate source temperature 
of 1100C (1800 FI. and AC output. Lithium flowing from a 
reactor heat source is mixed with cesium, causing the cesium 
to vaporize. The mixture flows through a nozzle and separator 
and the lithium flows through a generator and returns to the 
heat source. The cesium flows through a condenser and is 
pumped back to the nozzle. The system is attractive for high 
reliablllty and low development cost. Problem areas requiring 
investigation are efficiency and lifetime Nozzles and separators 
are being investigated with water-nitrogen mixtures. generators 
with cold NaK, and converter materials with hot lithium. The 
approach is to solve the problems that can be studied wlth 
such simulations and then proceed to cesium-lithium converter 
experiments. The FY73 objectives are: (1) power generation 
tests at 3 0  kWe with closed-loop NaK simulating lithium and 
open-loop nitrogen simulating cesium vapor. (2 )  installation and 
test. at lOOOC and 130 m/s of a new Cs-Li loop test section 
representing a generator channel configuration. (3) water-nitrogen 
flow tests of multiple impinging nozzle, short surface separator, 
converter configurations to evaluate design concepts for a 150 
kWe. lOOOC Cs-LI converter, and (4)  research on advanced 
separator concepts. 
W73-70400 503-25-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio. 
THERMlONlC REACTOR POWER TECHNOLOGY 
R. Breitwieser 21 6-433-4000 
Nuclear-powered thermionic conversion systems are of  
Interest for space power generation. Lewis Research Center will 
continue its support of nuclear thermionlcs with primary emphasis 
on the in-core concept based on flashlight-type fuel elements. 
A major part of the program will be directed toward achieving 
dimiensional and chemical stability of tungsten clad fuel elements ' 
at high burnup conditions. The physical properties and creep 
behavior of uranium carbide fuel forms and fuel cladding materials 
will also be established in out-of-pile test programs. Analyses 
will be conducted to define a reference reactor design and. 
using this as a framework. flight safety problems will be considered. 
Thermlonic converter work will focus on improvement of 
performance using better electrode materials and oxygen additives 
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in controlled amounts. The effect of transport of carbide fuel 
constituents through the emitter on converter performance will 
also be investigated. Because the state of the a n  of ~n-core 
thermionics is not as yet advanced to the point that success 
can be insured. a low level analytical effort will be continued 
on the externally-fueled and out-of-core thermionic concepts. 
W73-70401 603-25-02 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
THERMlONlC REACTOR POWER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
John W.  Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
(1  80-06-51. 118-60-01 : 1 13-60-01) 
The overall objective of the joint NASA/AEC technology 
effort is to achieve thermionic reactor power subsystem technology 
readiness. The work performed under this RTOP is one part of 
thls jolnt technology effort. The main objective of this RTOP 
work IS to establish the thermionic reactor operating requirements 
for unmanned electric propulsion. This IS accomplished by system 
design studies, mission engineering studies, well defined key 
technology experiments and detailed evaluations of technology 
from other programs A thermionic reactor power subsystem 
(50  to 300 kWe) would be useful for both electric propulsion 
and auxiliary power missions. The power subsystem consists of 
a thermionic reactor, a radtator, a nuclear shield, a liquld metal 
pump or pumps, controls. and structure. The power subsystem 
technology (except reactor) is being developed under this RTOP. 
The primary thermionlc reactor concept uses internally fueled 
'flashlight' thermionic fuel elements ITFE). The 'flashlight' TFE 
technology is being developed primarily under AEC contract. 
The TFE and system technology for an external fueled converter 
is also being ~nvestigated under this RTOP as a backup concept. 
The major milestones required to achieve technology readiness 
are several thousand hours operation of a prototypic thermionic 
reactor. 10.000 hours operation of several flight prototype TFE's 
and 10.000 hours of operation on fllght protoype heat rejection 
subsystem components. A 'focus technology' application for an 
unmanned nuclear electric propulslon (NEPI system Halley's 
Comet rendezvous in mid FY'86 IS recommended for cons~deration. 
The NEP system developed for Halley's Comet mission would 
be useful for many unmanned outer planet missions The NEP 
power subsystem would then be available for auxiliary electric 
power missions in the 1985 time period. 
W73-70402 503-25-03 
Afomlc Energy Comm~ss~on Germantown M d  
THERMlONlC REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
D S Beard 301-973-4558 
(503-25 01, 503-25-02) 
The thermlonlc reactor IS belng developed to meet electrical 
power requirements In space from 10  s of kilowatts to megawatts 
Present emphasts IS on the 50-300 kWe range Potentla1 
appltcatlons Include nuclear electrlc rocket mlsslons to the outer 
planets large manned space stations. advanced unmanned orbltal 
satellites and satellite-ralslng propulslon stages It  would also 
be useful for remote terrestrial or undersea appllcattons The 
key technology element In a thermlonlc reactor power system IS 
the thermlonlc fuel element (TFE) from whlch the reactor core 
IS constructed The TFE contalns not only the nuclear fuel but 
also the thermlonlc dlodes whlch conven the heat generated by 
the reactor Into electrlclty The ojbectlve of thls program IS the 
development of materials technology for thts TFE Prlmary 
emphasts will be glven to the collector/~nsulator/sheath composite 
structure and U 0 2  fueled emltters 
W73-70403 503-25-04 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo 
NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
S J. Kaufman 216-433-4000 
A technology program is continuing to explore the feasibility 
of a compact fast spectrum reactor for use as the heat source 
for a space electrical power system If successful it could 
significantly improve the performance. Ilfetime, reliability, safety 
and cost effectiveness of space power reactors. The technology 
base being pursued is for a liquid-metal cooled fast spectrum 
reactor which will be compatible with a variety of power conversion 
systems and will have an operating life at rated condition of at 
least 5 years and a growth potentla1 to 10  years. The thermal 
output capaclty of the reactor covers a range of power in 
excess of 2 Megawatts. The continuing effort this fiscal year 
will center around an increased in-pile fuel and material testing 
program and alternate reactor deslgns such as heat-pipe cooled 
concepts. Additional work in the area of flight safety and cost 
effective analyses will also be actively pursued. Results of data 
and analysis obtained to date In the program show that the 
reactor neutronlcs are well in hand that the in-pile restlng of 
fuel elements has proceeded remarkably well with very little 
fuel or fuel pin damage. Analytic procedures in these two areas 
also predlct the behavior very well. 
W73-70404 503-25-07 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown. M d  
NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS TE.CHNOLOGY 
G. A. Newby 301-973-4423 
The objective of this RTOP is to conduct technology tasks 
to support the on-going technology programs at the other 
NASA research centers and the AEC industrial contractors and 
to perform advanced plannlng and applications studies whtch 
may lead to new technology efforts. The output of these technology 
tasks will help to guide the on-going technology programs and 
will provide plannlng guidance for the future direction of the 
space nuclear power program. Speclfic task areas will include 
activities such as advanced applications studies for reactor power 
systems. Including evaluations of satellite raising from one orbit 
to another using nuclear electrlc propulsion, procurement and 
testing of a high powered SNAP-19 RTG as a possible backup 
to the AEC's MHW RTG system currently belng developed for 
military and NASA missions, studies to evaluate the feasibility 
of using space technologies for waste disposal of nuclear power 
reactor wastes or the transmission of reactor electric power 
from space to earth, lnvestigatlons of the feasiblllty of noise 
thermometer concepts for measurement of high temperatures, 
development efforts associated with reentry bodies and materials. 
and investigations of thermoelectric materials degradation 
modes. 
W73-70405 503-25-05 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohio. 
ZrH REACTOR- POWER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
M. J. Saari 216-433-6638 
(503-25-06) 
The ZrH Reactor Power System Technology Program is a 
joint AECINASA effort directed toward the development and 
demonstration of technology required for the design of long-l~fe 
reactor thermoelectrlc systems in the 1 to 1 0  kWe power range 
wlth future growth potential to 2 0  kWe. Thls technology will be 
gained through the design, development, fabrication, and long-term 
testing of an unmanned flight-type 5 kWe reactor thermoelectrlc 
system having at least five year life. This system will utilize a 
ZrH reactor. a shadow shleld, and compact tubular lead telluride 
thermoelectric conveners. Tasks performed under this RTOP 
Include: ( I  I engineering analysis and design of the system: (2)  
fabrication and assembly of thg radiator/structure: (31 design. 
development. and fabrication of piping, insulation. and diagnostic 
/ 
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instrumentat~on: (4)  assembly of the reactor shield subsystem 
with the power conversion subsystem; (5) conduct of long-term 
system testing: and (6) analysis of test data and life potentlal 
evaluatlon. The thermoelectric converter technology. provision of 
thermoelectric converter modules for system assembly; the deslgn 
development, fabrication of liquld metal components and life 
test lng of these components:  and provision of electr~cal 
components are covered by the related RTOP. The reactor. 
shleld, controls, application studies, system test facilities, ,and 
test Support equipment will be provided by the AEC. 
W73-70406 503-25-06 
Lew~s Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio 
THERMOELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY 
FOR REACTOR HEAT SOURCES 
M. J. Saari 216-433-6638 
(503-25-05) 
The.ZrH Reactor Power System Technology Program is a 
joint AECINASA effort directed toward the development and 
demonstrat~on of technology required for the design of long-life 
reactor thermoelectric systems in the 1 to 10  kWe power range 
with future growth potential to 2 0  kWe. This technology will be 
gained through the design, development, fabrication. and long-term 
testing of an unmanned flight-type 5 kWe reactor thermoelectric 
system havlng at least five year life. This system will utilize a 
ZrH reactor. a shadow shield. and compact tubular lead telluride 
thermoelectric converters Tasks in this RTOP include: ( 1 )  
engineering analysis and design of liquid metal and electrical 
components. (2 )  conduct o f  the thermoelectric converter 
technology program including provision of power and pump 
thermoelectric converters for system assembly. (3) fabrication 
and development testing of components: (4) fabrication of  
components for the test system; and (5)  evaluatlon of component 
llfe potential  subsequent to endurance tests. The system 
engineering design, system assembly, and system test are covered 
by RTOP 503-25-05. 
W73-70407 503-35-01 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland. Ohlo. 
BRAYTON CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY 
D. R. Packe 216-433-4000 
The Brayton Conversion Technology program is to provide 
a broad technology base for highly reliable, long lived. and very 
efficient power conversion systems with electrical power capability 
from 500 watts to multiple kilowatts. Typlcal applications for 
thls type of power system would include communications and 
earth observation satellites. earth-orbiting space stations, lunar 
surface and orblting missions,. and interplanetary missions as 
well as ground applications in transportation and stationary 
power. The technology program up to this time has been 
primarily directed toward a 2-1 5 kWe power conversion system. 
This system has been performance and partially endurance tested 
in vacuum at the Plum Brook Space Power Facillw, and in 
FY'73 the system will be Installed at the Marshall Space Flight 
Center for test ing f rom a 'user's vantage against user 
requirements'. Almost all new effort will be devoted to developing 
the technology applicable to the 0.5-to-2.5 kWe (mini) Brayton 
power range. An inhouse analytical and conceptual-deslgn study 
has been completed and will serve as the basis for preliminary 
design and fabrication efforts for an eventual performance test 
of this power system. In general, supporling technology will be 
conducted which IS applicable in a broad power range (0.5 to 
500 kWe) in areas which hold promlse of improved reliability 
and in potentlal problem areas. 
W73-70408 603-35-02 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst of Tech.. Pasadena. 
RTG TECHNOLOGY A N D  APPLICATIONS 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
During FY 73 the work will be aimed primarily at improving 
the state of art in RTG technology for advanced missions and 
assessing RTG technology for near term applications. This will 
be accomplished through basic materials research and generator 
and component design studies and test. Assistance will be 
provided in the analysis, integration and optimal use of RTGs In 
spacecraft missions. Research will also be conducted to define 
and measure the radiation environment from RTG systems and 
to determine the Influence of this environment upon radiation 6 
sensitive subsystems. The work will be conducted in four parallel 
tasks involving both in-house and contracted efforts and will be 
performed within the newly constructed isotope thermoelectric 
system appllcatlon laboratory (ITSAL) at JPL. The efforts will 
include: (1)  a sllicon-germanium technology program. (2) a 
thermoelectric generator and material evaluatlon program. (3)  
and RTG nuclear radiation program, and (4) an RTG analysis 
and integration effort. 
W73-70409 503-35-03 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
NUCLEAR FLIGHT-ABORT SAFETY TECHNOLOGY 
Glen Goodwin 41  5-965-5065 
(502-28-31 ) 
The objectives are: To appraise abort-reentry performance 
of space nuclear power suppl~es. such as multi-hundred watt 
radioisotope heat sources and their components; and to develop 
and evaluate improved heat source configurations that will lessen 
heat source susceptibility to environmental challenges against 
the heat shield but will be fully compatible wlth operational 
requirements. Results will provide deslgn information for nuclear 
space power systems capable of intact abort reentry and 
ground Impact. Exploratory testlng and analysis will be carried 
out on existing and proposed space nuclear power supply systems 
and their components. Breakup modes, aerodynamic stability. 
heating rate distribution. Internal temperature distribution. 
ablation. thermal stress and terminal velocity will be determined 
for varlous abort entry trajectories. In cooperation with LASL 
experts on fuel and its compatibility with materials. Efforts will 
be made to deslgn and develop integrated fuel protection and 
containment modules suitable for assembly into large RTG heat 
sources. 
W73-70410 503-35-04 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
THERMOELECTRIC SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
J. Epstein 301 -982-4564 
The success of missions aimed at exploring the outer 
llmits of the solar system will depend heavily on the availability 
of stable. long term Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators 
(RTG). Accurate predictions for long term performance (5  years) 
and the preclse definitions of the RTG created environment are 
required. Life test and evaluation of several RTG concepts and 
spacecraft experiments for radiation and magnetic environmental 
compatibility are the tasks required to enhance the success 
probability of these missions. The processes involved in the 
interactions within the RTG must be determined and controlled 
The development of methods for minimizing the environmental 
Interference and the verification of these methods by empirical 
means are requlred With the advent of space shuttle concepts 
for recoverabi l~ty of radioisotope and enhanced product~on 
methods for useful power producing radioisotopes, systems studies 
aimed at the cost effectiveness of lsotopic thermoelectric power 
systems for earth orbitlng applications satelllties should be 
actively pursued. 
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W73-70411 503-35-05 
Goddard Space Fllght Center Greenbelt. M d  
THERMAL POWER FOR CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATORS 
T A Cygnarowlcz 301 -982-6078 
( 1  12-27-06) 
A closed cycle. heat drlven Vullleumler (VM) cryogenlc 
refr~gerator 1s belng developed for cryogenlc coollng of Infrared 
detectors aboard spacecraft A jolnt effort wlth AEC will be 
undertaken to evaluate the sultabtl~ty technology requirement 
Interface problems and lntegratlon aspects of a rad~olsotope 
heat source for appllcatlon to cryogenlc refrlgeratlon systems 
Stud~es will be performed a~med at deflnlng and evaluating 
detalled destgns of a radlolsotope heat source thermal control 
system and Interface coupllng wlth the refrlgerator 
W73-70412 503-04-01 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown. Md. 
ADVANCED NUCLEAR PROPULSION RESEAI3CH 
F. Schwenk 301 -973-4546 
This RTOP addresses a research grant with University of 
Arizona where Principal Investigator assigns graduate students 
to research involving both theory. simulation, and computations 
on problems that arise from working with the Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory and, in the past. NASA Centers and the 
NERVA contractors. 
W73-70413 503-04-01 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
ADVANCED NUCLEAR PROPULSION RESEARCH 
M. H. Krasner 2 16-433-4000 
The objective is to investigate feasibility, performance 
potential and applications of advanced fisslon reactor concepts 
for space missions. The approach will be to conduct laboratory 
research. theoretical analysis. and system studies to determine 
basic characteristics of nuclear rocket engines based on the 
porous-wall and lightbulb gaseous fuel reactor concepts, and on 
the rotating fluidized bed reactor concept; and conduct research 
on system and mission studies to provide basis for planning 
future programs on advanced propulsion. 
W73-70414 503-24-02 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown. Md. 
NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 
F. X Gavigan 301-973-4335 
(503-24-03; 503-29-05) 
The objective of thls effort is to provide research and 
technology support In the areas of nuclear engine components 
and reactor components applicable to the small nuclear engine 
concept. Although the previous NERVA nuclear rocket work at 
Aerojet and at Westinghouse has been terminated, nuclear 
rocket engine research and technolog); capability at the Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory remains Intact and is being redirected 
to furnish technology support to a low thrust mglne concept. 
Close coordination and interaction with those organ~zations 
involved in engine definition and stage and misslon studies will 
be maintained FY 73  efforts include Nuclear Furnace planning. 
operation and analysis. fission product studies in support of 
scrubber design, carbide and composite (carbide plus carbon) 
fuel improvement and support of other reactor and engine 
component technology. 
W73-70415 503-24-03 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown. Md. 
NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINE DEFINITION 
N. J. Gerste~n 301 -973-4567 
(792-91 -01 ; 792-91 -021 
The objective of this RTOP 1s to arrive at a reference 
design for the development of a nuclear rocket engine for use 
in unmanned scientific exploration of the outer planets in the 
1980's. The nuclear vehicle would provlde for not only early 
probe type misslons but also for later missions such as outer 
planet orbiters or orbiters of their moons and sample return 
missions. The nuclear rocket engine would be designed for a 
thrust of 15.000 to 20.000 pounds As an in~tial  development 
goal, its speciflc impulse would be approximately 870 seconds 
with an endurance of up to 2 hours as required by the missions 
for which ~t will be used. Development of the small nuclear 
rocket engine would be based on the same technology assumed 
for development of the NERVA engine and would be conducted 
by the Los Alamos Scientiftc Laboratory (LASL). All develop- 
ment  test ing would be conducted at the Nuclear Rocket 
Development Station in Nevada using existing facilities with 
modifications made to suit the speclfic needs for the small 
engine and its components. Development of this system should 
be, therefore, a straightforward application of existing nuclear 
propulsion tbchnology developed in the nuclear rocket program. 
W73-70416 503-24-04 
Atomlc Energy Commission. Germantown. Md. 
FLIGHT SAFETY R A N D  D 
G. P. Dix 301-973-4236 
During the nuclear rocket technology program, the high 
thrust nuclear engine (NERVA) was investigated from a safety 
viewpoint to establlsti baslc limits and envelopes on chemical 
and physical reactions which could occur and to establish 
probabilistic estimates of dose effects. The purpose of the 
safety program was to identify in a gross way the safety 
advantages and features of the nuclear rocket. The redirection 
of the nuclear rocket program from a large, high thrust englne 
to a small, low thrust engine requlres that another type of 
safety program IS now needed to consolidate the results of past 
studies and to emphasize flight safety aspects of the small 
nuclear rocket engine so that safety requirements can be developed 
and fed into the overall small engine and stage design. Studies 
are being made by the stage and engine contractors for each of 
their elements of the small engine nuclear rocket program. 
Overall studies must be performed to look at these operations 
from a broader application viewpotnt. and to examine interfaces 
and to identify unique needs. This is to be carried out through 
contractors who have systems safety capability, except where R 
and D needs are identifted. In the latter case the stage, engine. 
reactor or a specialty contractor w ~ l l  be utlllzed to obtain data. 
The approach will vary depending on whether a safety logic 
analysis technique is being used or whether detailed R and D 
Information 1s being obtained to fill gaps in knowledge. All of 
the output will be used to generate small englne or stage 
requirements. to establish criteria, or to aid in establishing a 
firm base of knowledge to assure that the small engine nuclear 
rockets may be safely flown. 
W73-70417 503-24-05 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown, Md. 
NUCLEAR ROCKET TEST OPERATIONS 
F. X. Gavigan 301 -972-4335 
(502-24-02; 503-24-03) 
The objective of this RTOP is to continue the capability 
for test operations and support to be maintamed at the Nuclear 
Rocket Development Station (NRDS). The following speclfic 
items of effort will be conducted: (1)  The Nuclear Furnace tests 
will be conducted at Test Cell C with unloading and reloading 
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to be accomplished at the E-MAD Building. (2)  The Hybrid 
Hydrostatic bearing in the Mark 25 pump will undergo testlng 
at the Test Cell C 131 Test Cell A will be utilized for heat 
exchanger and component tests in support of scrubber designs. 
(4) The Pewee 2 and XE backup will be disassembled at the 
E-MAD Building. 
W73-70418 503-24-01 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown. Md. 
TELEOPERATOR SYSTEMS 
E. G. Johnsen 301-972-3353 
This teleoperator effort is d~rected towards the develop- 
ment of a multi-moded manipulator system. The FY 1973 effort 
is a continuation of the work lnitlated at MIT's Draper Laboratory 
in FY 7 1. The principal elements of the project are 1 1 ) development 
of operational manipulator pointing system. (2) further develop- 
ment of a hand controller, and (3)  extension of the TOAD 
Simulation System. The work to be done in FY 73  will be 
related to developing practical applications of the multi-moded 
manipulator concept. 
W73-70419 503-24-01 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
TELEOPERATOR SYSTEMS 
W. G. Thornton 205-453-5530 
11 12-30-1 3; 970-63-20; 503-24-06: 792-91 -02) 
The objective of this RTOP is to continue the development 
of advanced tools for manipulator systems of space teleoperators 
To achieve this objective the following tasks will be performed: 
(1) A detailed analysis of representative tasks associated with 
teleoperator operations in space will be completed and updated. 
This task was begun in FY 7 2  and will be updated as required 
in house. (2) Develop methods of using the Adage Graphics 
Terminal in the design analysis and operation of terminal tools. 
(3)  Adapt existing tools to manipulator operations and evaluate 
In house. (4) Develop advanced terminal tools and end effectors 
as required by the funct~onal analysis of task No. 1 above 
Three actions have begun along these lines: (1) The development 
of a multi-fingered m2lti-jointed hand of an advanced design: 
(21 Conceptual des~gn of unique wrist mechanism adapted to 
transfer of informat~on and interchangeablllty: and (3) Design 
and development of specific terminator tools for end effectors. 
W73-70420 503-24-06 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
NUCLEAR STAGE TECHNOLOGY 
H. E. Attaya 205-453-1 121 
(1 12-30-19. 121-30-19) 
The long range objective of thls RTOP is the development 
of an adequate technology base to permit the design of a low 
cost, lighweight, slmple nuclear stage suitable for delivery to 
orbit in the Reusable Space Shuttle. Because of the limited 
space in the Space Shuttle cargo bay. efforts must be made to 
develop a very l~ghtweight and inexpensive nuclear stage suitable 
for clustering in earth orbit. The first applications are for single 
burn, unmanned missions, with no reusability requirement. 
Compat~bil~ty with the Space Shuttle cargo bay dimensions are 
requ~red. Propellant storage duration is not expected to exceed 
10  hours from earth launch to complet~on of nuclear rocket 
firing from earth orbit The PPO foam/gel hydrogen concept 
acts as an excellent groundhold insulation system with maximum 
simplicity The use of slushes. gel/slush mixtures or solid hydrogen 
could eliminate the need for complex and more involved insulation 
concepts. For longer storage times. vapor-cooled shields, multilayer 
insulation and rel~quefiers will be more advantageous. However. 
trade studies and thermal. invest~gation must first be performed 
to determine the most optimum combination In  addition. 
reliquefier improvements must be made to support the trade 
study efforts. In cryogen research experimental and analytical 
invest~gations will be conducted with emphasis on the collection 
of data, improvement in lnstrumentatlon response and stability. 
and improvement in the freeze-thaw technique. The slush hydrogen 
generation system will be operated in-house to collect data. 
develop experience and evaluate the generator system) and 
instrumentation. This is a continuation of FY 7 2  effort under 
RTOP 112-30-19. 
W73-70421 503-10.01 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown. Md. 
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 
H. Harrison 301 -973-4546 
The objective is to obtain new knowledge of fundamental 
processes underlying laser action in order to advance the 
technology of high energy lasers. The present approaches include 
gas dynamic lasers, chemical lasers. and electric discharge lasers. 
all of which utilize the electronic and vibrational energy levels 
of atoms and molecules, to provide coherent radiat~on at optical 
and infrared wavelengths. A theoretical analysis w ~ l l  be made of 
the possibility of using the nucleus Itself to obtain lasing actlon 
at gamma ray wavelengths. Also an experiment has been started 
to find nuclei whose spln levels can be used to obtain maser 
action at microwaves. In addit~on, research should be initiated 
on the basic mechanisms of liquid lasers. independent of dye 
lasers, to obtain high energy radiat~on. 
W73-70422 503-1 0-01 
Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena 
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 
J .  W. Lucas 213-354-4530 
(503-10-02) 
The first objective of thls research IS to develop varlous 
types of high power. efficient. short wavelength lasers Emphasis 
is placed on the understanding of the basic physical phenomena 
governing the interaction of radiation and plasma kinetic 
processes that determine the efficiency. operating wavelength. 
size, and power output of laser devices. A second objective is 
t o  investigate experimental phenomena associated wi th  
population inversion in nuclear Zeeman levels and to study the 
feasibility of using this phenomena for a radio/microwave 
frequency maser. The specific efforts to  be undertaken in FY'73 
are: I 1  ) experimental and theoretical studies of rate processes 
and radiative transport in metallic vapor and molecular inert gas 
plasmas specifically directed toward the development of nuclear 
and magnetogasdynamic lasers. (2)  exper~mental study of a 
supersonic copper-vapor laser operated both repetitively pulsed 
and steady state with a stabilizing appl~ed magnetic fleld, (3)  
feasibility study of a pulsed molecular inert-gas, ultrav~olet laser. 
and (41 exper~mental study to develop a method of producing 
population invers~ons of the nuclear Zeeman levels and a study 
dealing with the production of internal energy in a maser by 
rapid increases in the magnetic field 
W73-70423 503-10-01 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
HIGH RESOLUTION ATMOSPHERIC LASER PROPAGATION 
STUDIES 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objective of t h ~ s  research is to apply continuously 
tunable diode laser monochromators (TDLMI to performing high 
resolution spectroscopic studies of atmospheric absorption by 
major atmospheric constituents In the wavelength range of high 
power infrared lasers (i.e.. HF approximately 2 8 mlcron. DF 
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approximately 3.5 micron, CO approximately 5 micron. C02 
approximately 10.6 m~cron). The TDLM has 5 to 6 orders 
higher resolution than existing high resolution infrared spectrome- 
ters and makes it possible to probe for new atmospheric wlndows. 
Th~s is of special importance for propagation studies with the 
new a?d promising CO (approximately 5 micron) and HF 
(approximately 2 7 micron) lasers whose wavelength ranges lie 
in the edges of the 6.3 micron and 2.9 micron water vapor 
absorption bands and need high resolution definition of absorption 
windows. Research will be continued on high resolut~on computer 
models for horizontal and vert~cal transmlsslon through these 
absorption w~ndows in the wavelength ranges of CO and HF 
lasers. The new experimental high resolution Information from 
the TDLM will be used to improve the computer models 
High-power pulsed T laser operation will be extended from 
operatton with C02 to CO, HF and DF for study of atmospheric 
absorpt~on and molecular relaxation effects for laser propagation. 
W73-70424 ' 503-1 0-01 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. 
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 
Glen Goodwin 415-965-5065 
(503- 10-03) 
The general objective of this RTOP is to conduct experiments 
and analyses of specific top~cs In the physics of quantum 
electronics with the vlew of determining those aspects of coherent 
EM radiation particularly applicable to space science and/or 
technology. Specifically, the work wi l l  be concerned w i th  
quantitative evaluat~ons of the physical processes that take 
place during the generation of the EM radiation within lasers 
and masers. dur~ng the transmiss~on of this radiation through 
the media of natural environments or through man-made dev~ces. 
and in the detection of t h ~ s  radiation. The purpose of the 
program is to provide the fundamental knowledge necessary for 
the development of an optical technology which can utilize 
coherent radiation in communications, power transmission, display 
devices, and general measurement instrumentation to be applied 
in planetary exploration, space phys~cs, and avion~cs. 
W73-70425 503-1 0-02 
Lew~s Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
ELECTRON WAVE INTERACTION A N D  ELECTROMAGNE- 
TIC RESEARCH 
J. C. Laurence 21 6-433-4000 
The primary objective of the Lewis program is to achieve 
intense. magnetic fields in large volume with a minimum mass 
and power requirement Progress toward this objective requires 
both basic and applied research on ways to improve the current 
density, operating temperature, and strength of superconducting 
materials suitable for use in large coils. A second object~ve is 
to achieve better understanding of the physical processes involved 
in conduction o f  electricity both In the normal and the 
superconducting state. with a view to improving the performance 
of electrical components of aerospace power and propulsion 
systems. Superconductors will .be studied theoretically and 
experimentally on both physics and eng~neering levels. In normal 
metals and semiconductors, the galvanomagnetic effects 
(magnetoresistance. Hall effect, magnetothermal effects, etc.) 
will be stud~ed, especially in high f~elds where Landau quantization 
is important The processes of exc~tation and dissoc~ation of 
gases In strong electric and magnetic fields will be stud~ed. The 
intent in each area will be to understand and to develop 
materials and processes w ~ t h  unlque characteristics for specif~c 
applications. Various forms of superconductors (wire, ribbon. 
composites, etc.) will be tested In short samples and in actual 
coils to ascertain relative merits of different mater~als and 
constructlon techniques. Improved superconductlng composites 
will be sought by analytic and experimental methods in order to 
improve superconducting magents. The high field superconducting 
and--- 
W73-70426 603.10-02 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ELECTRON WAVE INTERACTIONS 
John W. Lucas 213-354-4530 
(502-10-01) 
The general objective is to advance understand~ng of the 
interaction of electromagnet~c rad~atlon with sem~conductors 
with a long-range goal of developing highly efficient energy 
conversion devices to be used in laser beam energy transmis- 
sion systems Semiconductors w h ~ c h  may be suited for 
photovoltaic operation in various wavelength intervals will be 
chosen from examples such as s~licon. gallium arsenide. gall~um 
phosphide, germanium, and indium arsenide, and will be examined 
for their potential In energy conversion of laser beams. Barriers 
In the semiconductors w ~ l l  be both p/n junction barriers for the 
medium and longer wavelengths and Schottky barriers (thin 
metal film-semiconductor) for the shorter and med~um wave- 
lengths. 
W73-70427 503-1 0-02 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown, M d  ' 
ELECTRON-WAVE INTERACTIONS 
H. Harrison 301 -973-4546 
One oblective is to reach a higher transition temperature 
(Tc). hopefully ambient, for superconductors. The maximum Tc 
of any known substance is 21 K. Theoretical analysis will be 
undertaken to determine if any comblnat~on of atoms within a 
bulk solid or thin film can be arrayed that they should have a 
higher Tc. In conjunction with the theoretical analyses, experiments 
will be conducted to determine wherher a higher Tc is indeed 
reached. In add~tion. experiments w ~ l l  continue on the present 
paths to explore the possibll~ty of achieving higher Tc by thin 
films alone, by sandwiches of thin film superconductor-insulator- 
superconductor, and by the inverse. Another objective is to 
explore distinctly new ideas seemingly leading to highly efficient 
methods for converting laser radiation to direct or alternating 
current power by solld state components. 
W73-70428 503-1 0-03 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech. Pasadena. 
PLASMA DYNAMICS 
J. W. Lucas 213-354-4530 
The general objective is to advance understanding of the 
behavior of ionized gases The long-range purpose is the utilizat~on 
of nuclear energy In spacecraft applications and the development 
of high-power ion lasers The work will emphasize advancement 
of knowledge of (a) ion molecule interactions, (b) electron Impact 
spectroscopy. (c) the physics of thermionic converters, and (d) 
Interactions between laser beams and l~quid metal Specific 
topics for FY'73 are ( 1 )  production of electronically excited ions 
by ion-molecule reactions, (2) cross-sections for electron-molecule 
(atom) collision processes. (3) study of correlations between the 
theory and the power performance of a low-temperature converter 
that would have an extended l ~ f e  expectancy. and (4) ionization 
of l~quid ceslum with laser energy. Applications are for MHD 
generators for nuclear power conversion, gas core nuclear reactors, 
nuclear and high-power ions lasers. thermionic power converslon. 
and laser plasma dynamic (LPD) generators for laser power 
conversion. 
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Lew~s Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo. 
PLASMA DYNAMICS 
W. D. Rayle 216-433-6203 
(1 12-28-13) 
Research IS directed toward gain~ng understand~ng of plasma 
behavior in useful ranges of density. temperature. and magnetlc 
held strengths. The alm IS to gain the abllity to generate. 
conf~ne. and manipulate plasmas of desirable characteristics in 
ways relevant to potential applications of Importance to NASA 
programs. Theoretical and experimental tools will be investigated 
and developed to improve our understanding and to check that 
understand~ng with specif~c experiments. Applications for the 
knowledge sought are widespread. Including MHD power 
generation. plasma thrusters. and thermonuclear plasmas 
Experimentally, the approach IS first to ident~fy specific plasma 
processes relevant to speciflc potential applications. concerning 
which the present state o f  knowledge is inadequate: then to 
devlse means by whlch a plasma demonstrat~ng such a process 
may be generated and diagnosed. Among the plasma processes 
belng studied exper~mentally and/or theoretically are interaction 
of flowing plasmas with magnetic fields, turbulence and diffusion. 
plasma wave lnteractlons for plasma heating and as diagnostic 
tools, plasma Ion heating processes. and magnetic containment 
W73-70430 503- 10-03 
Atomic Energy Commission. Germantown. Md. 
PLASMA DYNAMICS 
K Thom 301-973-4546 
(503-04-01) 
Fundamental research on specific plasmadynamics problems 
under a grant and contract program for supplementing NASA 
in-house research In areas In which In-house competence does 
not exist, or in which in-house research facllit~es are lacking. 
Speciflc research objectives are, absorption coefficients of 
uranium plasmas: radiation from f~ssioning uranium plasmas. 
stability of fissioning plasmas; nuclear pumped lasers: plasma 
boundary layers, particularly as applicable to high temperature 
M HD power converters. 
W73-70431 503- 10-03 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
PLASMA DYNAMICS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
A plasma focus devlce will be used to investigate the 
emission spectra of a lissionlng u!anium plasma in the UV 
range (below 2000 Angstroms), slnce the non-thermal contribution 
from the f~ssioning plasma in a gas-core reactor is assumed to 
be significant in this range. The plasma temperature and 
denslty w ~ l l  be determined by optical methods such as the 
slope of the bremsstrahlung, Ionization stage, and llne profile. 
Stud~es of the formarlon of the dense plasma focus and potential 
appl~cation of the device will be continued The extremely hot 
(50  to 8 0  m~llion degrees K) and dense (10  to the 19th power 
particles per cubic centimeter) plasma produces very high neutron 
fluxes of the order 10 to the 17th power neutrons per second 
per square centimeter. Various parameters of the plasma focus 
will be changed to investigate scal~ng laws, using neutron. yield 
as the performance indicator To gain additional lnformat~on on 
the focus formation. the stud~es of neutron and x-ray emiss~ons 
will be continued. In addition, the possibilities of  neutron 
radiography and fast act~viation methods will be investigated. 
The radiative properties of a non-fissioning uranium plasma for 
the range of operating conditions of proposed gas-core reactors 
w ~ l l  also be experimentally investigated by means of laser produced 
plasmas and by existing magnetic compresslon devices. 
Specifically, the emission and absorption properties of  a 
non-f~ss~oning uranium plasma in the spectral range from about 
300  Angstroms to 2000  Angstroms at pressures from 100 to 
1000 atmospheres and for the temperature range of 10,000 K 
to 100,000 K will be observed. 
W73-70432 503-1 0 -03  
Ames Research Center, Moffett F~eld. Calif. 
PLASMA DYNAMICS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(503-10-01) 
The objective of this RTOP IS to improve methods for 
plasma generation, acceleration, containment, manipulat~on and 
diagnosis to facilitate development of arc jets accelerators. 
thrusters. lasers, and fissior~ and fusion machines. Using 
capacitor-driven coaxial guns as plasma sources, the interaction 
of plasma bursts of known velocity with a strong axial magnetic 
field 1s be~ng followed in space and tlme by laser-scattering and 
interferometry techniques. Along with u.v, spectroscopy ahd 
neutron yield (from deuterium plasmas) these measurements 
permit determ~nation of temperature, density, and confinement 
time. 
W73-70433 503-1 0 -04  
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va. 
NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
The object~ves are: to invest!gate Interactions of intermediate 
energy protons, alphas and other particles with nuclei, and to 
determine production and different~al cross sectlons for ions. 
protons. alphas and other charged secondar~es. In one part of 
this project, experimental data have been obtained on production 
of protons and heavier secondaries with energies less than 3 0  
MeV from targets under 600 MeV proton bombardment. Cross 
sections w ~ l l  be calculated by analyzing t h ~ s  data in terms of 
numbers of secondary part~cles of glven mass, charge angle. 
and energy. as a funct~on of number of incident protons. In 
another part of this project. experimental data have been obtained 
on the production, in aluminum, of protons and charged plons 
at small angles (approximately less than 10  degrees) and at 
energles greater than 50  MeV. Data consist of photographs of 
particle tracks in an optical spark chamber In a magnetic field. 
From measurements of inc~dent and secondary particle trajectories. 
particle mass, charge, emission angle, and energy will be 
determined Cross sections will be calculated for several types 
of interactions. Fully relativistic descript~on of proton-deuteron 
ip.d), scattering w ~ l l  be formulated. Deuteron structure parameters 
will be extracted by comparison with experimental deuteron 
structure by comparison wlth experimental data. Calculations 
to describe analytically proton-nucleus reactions at high energy 
(greater than 100 MeV) will. be extended. Phenomenolog~cal 
model of heavy-heavy interactions--those between nuclei of 
mass greater than or equal to 10  amu will be developed. 
Predict~ons of previously constructed fully relativistic mult~ple--- 
W73-70434 503- 10-04 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
J. W. Blue 216-433-4000 
Project 1 - Cyclotron Development and Operation covers 
the work required to make the newly modified cyclotron 
operat~onal and to provide the various beams required to meet 
the d~verse needs of the research program. Project 2 - 
Cyclotron Simulation of Reactor Radiation consists of setting up 
and perform~ng reactor simulation experiments on thermionic 
~nsulators. hlgh temperature thermocouples, refractory metals 
and fused sil~ca. Project 3 - Theoretical Studies of Nuclear 
React~ons aim at improving the accuracy with which nuclear 
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reactlons can be calculated. The objective is to provide better 
data for shielding calculations. Project 4 - Experimental Nuclear 
Reactions covers the single encounter of charged and neutral 
particles with nuclei. The many possible outcomes are studied 
and their absolute probabilities determined at solar flare and 
Van Allen energies. Project 5 - Experimental Multiple Nuclear 
Reactions covers the work related to reactor technology and to 
reactor and space shields. In this case the summation of the 
diverse number of single nuclear encounters are studied Project 
6 - Non-Equil~brium Reactions covers the work on solid hydrogen 
and uranium plasmas In which ionizing radiation produces atomic 
electron excitations and ionizations far from temperature 
equilibrium. These species subsequently undergo chemical 
reactions with atoms and molecules that are in thermal equilibrium. 
Project 7 - Technology Applications for Nuclear Physics are 
studied for their use In space technology, medical applications 
and pollution problems. 
W73-70435 792-91 -01 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ADVANCED PROPULSION COMPARISON STUDY 
John W. Lucas 2 13-354-4530 
It is the objective of this RTOP to provide authoritative, 
factual and unbiased informatton to the Advanced Propulsion 
Comparison (APC) Comminee relative to four specified classes 
of upper-stage and spacecraft propulsion advanced chemical 
propulsion, nuclear rocket, nuclear electric propulsion, and solar 
electric propulsion. Cost, schedule, performance and risk 
information will be provided for each mode as utilized in various 
mission sets to be deflned by the committee. The approach 
used in thls effort is to organize a team of experienced specialists 
drawn from the JPL technical divisirjns to analyze mlssion and 
spacecraft requirements for the defined missions, and to derive 
the requirements of the four propulsion concepts. The mission. 
spacecraft. propulsion. and other appropriate requirements will 
be defined by this team in a mission deflnitlon document. 
Based on this document, a second team, assisted by specialists 
in each of the propulsion techniques. will develop additional 
data and more detailed information to be presented In a mission 
description document. A third team will use the mission description 
document as a baseline to develop a broad implementation 
document which will include mission costs, risks and other 
comparative parameters. A close, informal, and frequent Interaction 
with the committee will be maintained so that results from all 
the teams are easily assimilated and are credtble to the 
committee. 
W73-7-36 792-91 -01 
Space Nuclear Systems Office IAEC). Washington. D.C. 
ADVANCED PROPULSION COMPARISON STUDIES 
P. G. Johnson 301-973-4546 
The objective of this study actlvity is to compare the 
several potentlal advanced propulsion systems (and combinations 
thereof) in terms of their overall effectiveness in the space 
program of the 1980's and beyond. A major part of the comparison 
will be an economic basis. including transportation costs (recurring 
and non-recurring). spacecraft costs (taking advantage of variations 
in performance capability). mission costs Oncluding relative success 
probabilities and revised implemenation plans) and the sensitivity 
to activity levels. budget constraints and technology prolections. 
The study approach consists of  a committee-coordinated 
accumulatton of consistent input data (defining mission models, 
performance specifications and system costs) feeding first into 
detalled misslon definition studles (which derlve spacecraft and 
mlssion descriptions and costs corresponding to each propulsion 
system combination) and then into an overall economic analysis 
(which will dlsplay program co.sts as functions of propulsion 
system combinations and other porgrammatic and technical 
constraints and assumptions) The Advanced Propulsion 
Comparison committee will then integrate the economic analysis 
results with other factors and considerations into a b ioad 
assessment of the proper role of advanced space propulsion. 
W73-70437 792-91 -02 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
NUCLEAR STAGE DEFINITION 
R.  J. Harris 205-453-2370 
(1  12-30-1 9: 503-24-06) 
The objective of this project is to provlde Phase A conceptual 
definition of a stage utilizing the small nuclear rocket engine In 
one programmatlc approach, the anticlpated application for this 
stage, durtng the early operational period, is an tnlectlon system 
for high energy, unmanned planetary spacecraft Evolution to a 
system capable of shuttling manned or unmanned payloads 
between orblts in a reusable mode is anticlpated in later 
operational time periods. Another approach for compartson in 
the study calls for initial development of an unmanned reusable 
stage which evolves later Into a manrated stage. In addition 
there are several vartations of the small nuclear rocket engine 
and potential combinations with other propulsion systems which 
could alter the nuclear stage approach. Current study efforts are 
investigating a wide spectrum of system concepts and mission 
applications. The objective is to arrive at a versatile system 
with many mtssion applications through the use of systematic 
synthesis/screening approaches. Studies of these systems were 
Initiated in February 1972 via the re-orientat~on of the Reusable 
Nuclear Stage studies which were begun in October 1969 It  is 
planned to use FY 73 funds to define the selected concepts 
and related operations in greater depth. provide stage related 
data for engine design and support the Advanced Propulsion 
Comparison Study. 
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Earth Observations SR&T 
W73-70438 160-20-51 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS A N D  TECHNOLOGY 
John Flaherty 301 -982-6862 
The impact on the various spacecraft systems of a large 
aperature hlgh resolution earth observing scannlng rad~ometer 
will be studied. The use of a large oscillating mirror In the 
object plane has a substantial effect on the spacecraft attitude 
control and determination systems. The hardware requirements 
for attitude control to properly scan the earth and for attitude 
determination with accuracy comparable to the radiometer 
resolution will be developed. Both automated stellar referenctng 
and earth landmarks recognition systems will be used. Functional 
models of the hardware will be developed where feasible. The 
accurate referencing of the large scanning mirror relatlve to the 
spacecraft is also necessary. and shah angle encoders somewhat 
beyond the present state-of-the-art will be necessary. The 
spacecraft structural requirements for supporting the large 
scanning mirror without causing detrimental vibrations will be 
determlned. High resolution sensors will require high data 
transmission rates. with a directional. glmbaled antenna. They 
will require many very low temperature detectors for the infrared 
spectral regions. which will necessitate a large radiation or 
cryogenic cooler. They will also require hlgh power levels. such 
as may be attained from large. lightweight flexible solar arrays. 
The impact to these requirements on the spacecraft will be 
determlned. The impact on spacecraft operating at synchronous 
and very low orbit. as well as the intermediate 500-1000 mile 
altitudes, will be studied. 
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W73-70439 160-20-52 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
DATA MANAGEMENT A N D  STORAGE 
Mawin S. Maxwell 301-982-4036 
The next generation of Earth Observation Spacecraft wlth 
their advanced sensors will generate very large quantities of 
data. This RTOP will investigate and develop systems that will 
provide the needed spacecraft and supporting ground systems 
to acquire. process, store, and calibrate this data. The first 
consideration is how to optimlze the sensor multiplexer and 
ground processing elements as a total system to maximize the 
information. Techniques are being developed to multiplex and 
demultiplex data at very high data rates. Techniques for data 
distribution within a large repairable, shuttle compatible, spacecraft 
using the data bus concept will be investigated. Systems for 
distributing commands and the desirability of using an on board 
computer to optimize the control and data acquisition in large 
obse~a to ry  spacecraft will be studied. Systems to allow efficient 
direct transmiss~on (APT) of Earth Survey data are being developed 
A study will be conducted of the preferred ways to radiometrically 
calibrate the data from multispectral scanners. On board storage 
of data is one of the major problems in development of adequate 
data systems for Earth Observation Spacecraft. Magnetic tape 
recorders are being developed to provide a 5 year life and to 
efficiently accommodate variable input data both before launch 
and in orbit. Buffer memories and mass memory systems requiring 
no moving parts are also being developed. Close liaison will be 
maintained-wlth RTOP' 160-20-53 to assure compatibility with 
the advanced sensor developments, with RTOP 120-20-59 to 
assure compatibility with the EOS ground data processing 
developments and with the EOS advanced studies RTOPs. 
W73-70440 160-20-52 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech. Pasadena. 
DATA MANAGEMENT A N D  STORAGE 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
(186-68-56: 125-23-12) 
Advanced data management and processing system 
technology will be' developed to satisfy future Earth satellite 
requirements. The focus of the activity will be to develop 
preliminary deslgn of a Computer Aided Telemetry System. an 
, adaptlve hlgh performance television data compressor, and a 
reliable. flexible mass data storage device. It is planned to 
demonstrate the feasibility and utility of these designs the end 
of fiscal year '74. These advanced development activities will 
be performed in-house by personnel who have developed 
innovative solutions to similar problems related to advanced 
planetary misslons. 
W73-70441 160-20-53 
Jet Propulsion Lab, Calif Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
EARTH OBSERVATION IMAGING ANALYSIS TECHNIQ- 
UES 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
The successful choice of Imaging systems for space 
applications has been continually hampered by the lack of 
effective~communication between the investigator and the designer 
and by the lack of quantitative analysis tools for performing 
system evaluation, tradeoff, and optimization. The communication 
problem consists of the fact that the investigator cannot generally 
express his requirements In the language of the designer. both 
because he is unfam~llar with the language and because adequate 
data to quantih the relatlonshlp may not exist. The lack of 
quantitative analysis tools results from the large number of 
parameters involved. the non-l~near components, and the adequacy 
of exlsting technlques for the simple objectives of the past. The 
objectives being established for earth observation missions are 
more sophistlcated, more rigorously defined, and more demanding 
In scope than the objectives of past missions Past analysis 
techniques cannot provide for meetlng these objectives wlthout 
prohibitively costly empiricism. Sufficient evidence now exlsts 
that useful new analytic techniques can be developed based on 
a combination of recent experience in Image simulation and in 
computerlzed performance analysis. tempered by long experience 
in the practical aspects and limitations of space imaging systems. 
Quantitative analysis techniques will be developed through a 
combination of imagery simulation and computer simulation will 
be used to determine parameters necessary'to meet  the 
requirements of the imagery user. The IMSYS computer program 
will, after modification for earth observation misslons, perform 
tradeoff and optimization studies. The techn~ques will then be 
available for selection and evaluation of imaging systems for 
earth obsewation. 
W73-70442 160-20-53 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
VISIBLE A N D  IR SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
H. Ostrow 301 -982-41 07  
Imaging systems with advanced performance capability are 
requlred for future earth survey missions. Systems with increased 
spatial and spectral resolution, response into the emissive IR 
along with inherent registration between spectral channels are 
required. The desired characterist~cs can be achleved by 
development of suitable new sensors. such as large photosensor 
line arrays and advanced scanner systems. Sol~d state linear 
arrays with thousands of elements can be assembled. By using 
multiple arrays. registered high spatial resolution images can be 
obtained without using mechanical scanning technlques. Scannlng 
spectro-rad~ometers can provlde radiometrically accurate data 
from the visible through the emissive IR region. but additional 
development is.required in the area of detector technology and 
coolers to achieve high resolution at high s~gnal-to-noise ratio. 
Other advanced image sensor techniques appear applicable. 
One technique uses an optlcal filter which encodes each spectral 
band into a dlscrete and separable channel In the frequency 
domaln. Thls technique is now being used in some ground 
based applications and provides inherently perfect registration. 
The extension of the technique to earth observation systems 
will be pursued. 
. W73-70443 160-20-54 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center, Greenbelt, Md. 
MICROWAVE SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
C. Laughlln 301 -982-5971 
The objective of this program IS to develop the technology 
of remote sensing of the earth's surface and atmospheric properties 
by microwave radiometry and scatterometry from a spacecraft. 
Active radar scatterometry will be studied both as an independent 
sensor in ~ t s  own right and as a supplementry tool with passive 
microwave radiometry. Studies will be performed to devise 
combined microwave radiometer/scatterometer systems that can 
be accommodated by existing and future spacecrafts System 
studies will be performed to develop various solid aperture and 
phased array antennas with the alm of designing multi-frequency 
and multi-polarity scanning antennas suitable for space borne 
microwave radiometers and scatrerometers. Components and 
calibration techniques that are critical to microwave radiometry 
and scatterometry will be developed. This includes the R F  
switches. stable solid state microwave sources. low nolse RF 
preamplifiers, and accurate reference sources. 
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W73-70444 160-20-54 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY FOR REMOTE SENSING 
G 0. Graves 703-827-3745 
The objective of thls work IS to Improve the remote 
sensing capability of microwave devices The general approach 
is to develop the techniques for the application of passive 
radiometry for obtaining earth resources measurements with 
emphasls in the area of oceanography. Research is focused on. 
( 1 )  improved measurement technlques, and ( 2 )  improved 
techniques for the analysis and interpretation of data. The 
scope of this work includes the development of key components 
such as low-noise antennas and image line integrated circuits. 
the development of techniques for multifrequency or broadband 
measurements, and the development of data processing techniques 
and valtdation of analytical models for inferring physical properties 
from the measurement of scattering and emissions from rough 
surfaces such as the ocean. This work includes the acquisition 
and analysis of experimental data obtained in the laboratory 
and at remote sites. 
W73-70445 160-20-54 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
IPL METHODS FOR GEOLOGIC MAPPING 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
Reglonal geologic problems and geologic mapping on a 
regional scale (1 :250,000) are best attacked with high-altitude 
aircraft and spacecraft multispectral images. This new dimension 
in geologic mapping has not yet been exploited and should 
prove to  be a valuable adjunct to the present standard 
photogeologic methods. In addition to multispectral ~nformation. 
spacecraft images, because of the narrow angle camera field of 
view. should allow the use of photometric function information 
for discrimination of surface rock types. A substantial reduction 
in field time required to produce a regional geologic map IS 
expected from use of computer data analysis methods. A 
systematic approach to the use of remote sensing Images 
requires the investlgation of the geomorphic and surface physical 
propertles. both in situ and by remote imaging. This has three 
main activities: (1) Examinations of typical test sites. using. 
initially, our present ERTS test sites. (2) Obtaining of suitable 
images from available image libraries and by new overfl~ghts. 
This wi l l  include photographic images, data outputs from 
multispectral scanning systems and special purpose scanning 
devices. (3) Develop and apply new methods of image processing 
to the solution of geologic problems. From this broad scale 
investlgatlon we can determine the optimum set of indicators 
and propose speciflc techniques. These methods would be 
developed using one or more test areas or ground truth sites. 
The geologic support might come partially from JPL, however. 
it IS expected that a number of interested users in the USGS, 
posstbly funded by the ERTS-SKYLAB and EROS program. 
would provide the maln inputs. 
W73-70446 160-20-55 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
SURFACE MOTION MONITOR 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
The objective is to measure the motion of a surface with 
respect to benchmarks by using coherent radar technlques. 
Areas that are of particular interest are the ice areas in Greenland. 
the region covered by the Alaskan pipe llne and the Antarctic 
ice cap; and these areas can be used to establish the degree of 
practicality of the system. Key sreas will be imaged by the JPL 
25 cm radar and the imagery will show the large scatterers 
buried beneath the surface of snow The positlon of these 
scatterers will be checked four times during the course of a 
year. This measurement uses the imaging properties of the 
coherent radar. Several Luneberg lens reflectors will be placed 
on the surface. some located on mountains or regions nDt 
expected to move to serve as reference positions. The others 
will be placed on ice flelds. permafrost areas. glacial areas or 
slide areas The relative location of these reflectors will then be 
measured to within a fraction of a wavelength during the four 
over-flights d u n g  the year. These measurements will demonstrate 
that snow cover, cloud cover or weather will have little or no 
effect 
W73.70447 160-20-56 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION SENSING: HETERODYNE 
SPECTROSCOPY 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3020 
The general objective is to develop sensing systems which 
utillze infrared laser technology for the remote monitoring of 
atmospheric pollutants from alrcraft and spacecraft altttudes. 
The systems under investigation and development are of both 
passlve and active types. They will provide certain capabilities 
which are not presently available uslng passive radiometers or 
solar absorption spectrometers. The Initial remote sensing 
instrument will be an active laser absorption spectrometer, using 
a narrow bandwidth heterodyne radiometer as a receiver. Utilizing 
previously determined spectral overlaps between certain emission 
llnes of C02 and CO molecular lasers and pollutant absorption 
lines, the plan is to initially use the instrument as a monitor of 
NO or SO2 A closely related passive heterodyne radiometer. 
using a wider IF bandwidth, will also be developed. The goals 
for FY'73 are to conduct several ground based observations and 
to develop an instrument which will be sultable for use in 
alrcraft Concurrent analysis will continue on the potential of 
other remote senslng systems which make use of laser technology 
and appear to offer advantages over present instruments. 
W73-70448 160-20-58 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
CALIBRATION.  EVALUATION AND SIMULATION OF 
EARTH RESOURCE MULTICHANNEL SURFACE SENSORS 
W. A. Hovis 301-982-6465 
11 60-75-51) 
The objective of this effort is to develop and utillze techniques 
to calibrate advanced earth sensors. to determine the accuracy 
and repeatability of these sensors and to carry out measurements 
and to determine how best to optimize sensor characteristics 
for future earth observations sensors Techniques to calibrate 
large aperture, multi-spectral sensors. designed to view extended 
sources, are developed In this area and utilized to define 
sensitivities and determine noise performance of aircraft, field 
and space flight sensors. Vender calibration sources are calibrated 
periodically and delivered flight sensors are checked for compliance 
with NASA specifications S~mulation is carried out with field 
and aircraft sensors specifically matched to spacecraft sensor 
spectral character and radiant sensitivity. Underflights of aircraft 
in conjunction with ERTS overpasses will be utilized to verify 
ERTS sensor performance and internal calibration accuracy. Field 
measurements are carried out to determine optlmum characteris- 
tics for future spacecrah sensors especially in the areas of 
optimum spectral lntewals. optimum spectral bandwidths and 
determination of dynamic range for varying surface characteristics. 
W73-70449 160-20-59 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ADVANCED IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
John Y Sos 301-982-2841 
(160-75-53) 
The ERTS Ground Data Handllng System IGDHS) IS being 
establ~shed wlth little flexib~l~ty and essentially no R&D capability. 
This approach IS satisfactory to meet initial user requirements 
for ERTS-A and -8 .  But as user applications of satellite imagery 
evolve lnto articulate requirements and as future systems develop. 
the GDHS must also evolve to insure effective utilization of 
imagery data. The tasks In this RTOP will provide the research 
required to develop new techniques and systems for Image 
processlng and analysis. Techniques will be investigated that 
will lead up to the generation of more useful image data 
products such as. imase mosaics. enhanced images, and false 
color presentations. Emphasis will also be placed on the 
development of efficient dig~tal image processlng algorithms and 
systems that do not requlre very large digital computers to 
keep up with the anticipated analysis 
W73-70450 160-44-51 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
TECHNIQUES FOR UTILIZING SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS 
I N  METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 
R. Wexler 301-982-21 88 
(1 60-44-63; 160-44-65: 160-44-58) 
The objective is to apply satellite observations to the 
quantitative measurements of  meteoro log~cal  phenomena. 
Spec~fically, the satellite data are applied to determine sea 
surface temperature, vertical d~st r ibut ion of atmospheric 
temperature. humidity, and ozone, and cloud motions (wind) 
from geostationary satellites. Applications of  these derived 
parameters may then be made to studies of mesoscale systems, 
planetary scale phenomena. stratospheric circulation, the radiation 
heat budget and climatic change Special focal polnts of this 
research are the establishment of a basis for the specification 
of a system for continuous observations of weather features so 
that these observations can be applied to short-term weather 
forecasts. 
W73-70451 160-44-53 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES FOR ATMOSPHERIC 
STRUCTURE A N D  SURFACE CONDITION RELEVANT TO 
METEOROLOGY 
W. A. Hovls 301-982-6465 
The objective of this RTOP is to develop and test techniques 
for remote senslng of the atmosphere. including suspended 
particulate matter and surface interface conditions such as solid 
surface temperatures, so11 moisture content as it is pertinent to 
meteorology. and ocean surface temperature and roughness. 
Cloud physics stud~es are carried out to determine the abll~ty of 
remote sensing to ascertain such parameters as phase; 1.e. ice 
or water, panicle size. size d~str ibut~on and pan~cle shape 
Studies are conducted wlth sensors measuring reflected solar 
energy spectrally, polar~zation of reflected solar energy, cloud 
top temperature. In situ laser nephelometer measurements of 
pan~cle size and slze d~str ibut~on, and atmospheric water vapor 
content. Nephelometer. temperature, and water vapor measure- 
ments are made from high altitudes down through cloud decks 
to obtain a complete profile of physical characteristics of clouds 
observed by the remote sensors. Measurements of surface 
cond~tions that are pertinent to meteorological investigations are 
carried out throughout the spectrum from the vislble through 
the infrared and lnto the microwave region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. The results of these measurements are utilized to 
gu~de the specification, production, and data handling procedures 
for experiments on applications spacecraft 
W73-70452 160-44- 54 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELS RELATING TO AT- 
MOSPHERE A N D  SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS 
R. Fraser 301-982-4235 
( 1  60-44-60) 
The objective is to determine the radiative characteristics 
of gaseous and part~culate constltuents of the atmosphere and 
of natural surfaces Laboratory measurements. ~nvolving absorption 
tubes, will be made to  study the radiative properties of the 
optically active gases. Theoretical analyses of spectral line 
intensities. positions, and shapes will be made In conjunction 
with the experimental measurements. An Infrared Interferometer 
Spectrometer (IRIS) will be flown aloft by means of a high 
altitude balloon and infrared spectra will be obtained with a 
resolution of 0.2 ur~avenumbers in the spectral region 4-50 
micrometers. These measurements will be used to investigate 
radiative properties of the surface of the Earth and of optically 
active gases and particulates in the atmosphere. A microwave 
radiometer mounted on aircraft or h ~ g h  altitude balloon will 
measure radiances at selected wavelengths near 5 mm over 
different kinds of terrain and through a variety of clouds. Theoretical 
analys~s will be made to determine absorption line models. 
These studies w ~ l l  prov~de the physical basis for remotely 
sounding the atmosphere and for sensing characteristics of the 
surface boundary such as land and sea surface temperatures, 
soil moisture, etc. 
W73-70453 160-44-55 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
ANALYSIS OF ENERGY INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LEVELS 
OF T H E  A T M O S P H E R E  A N D  SOLAR TERRESTRIAL 
RELATIONSHIP 
D. F. Heath 301-982-6421 
The objective is to investigate the mechanical, rad~ational 
and chemical energies between the lower and upper regions of 
the atmosphere. The areas of investigation inclbde: tides. 
turbulence and gravity waves originating in the lower atmosphere 
and propagating into the stratosphere and mesosphere, the 
derivation of global distributions of atmospheric ozone, the 
photochemistry and transport mechanisms in the stratosphere. 
the conversion of N~mbus instrumentation and its subsequent 
use to provide high accuracy spectroradiometric measurements 
of the UV solar energy which IS absorbed In the stratosphere. 
the development of new absolute spectroradiometric calibration 
techniques and the development of low cost sounders to measure 
ozone. water vapor. and other trace constituents from small 
Inexpensive sounding rockets. 
W73-70454 160-44-56 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
EARTH OBSERVATIONS LABORATORY. FIELD EXPERI- 
MENTS. AND CALIBRATION OF RADIATION SENSORS 
W. A. Hovis 301 -982-6465 
The objectives of this effort are to provide laboratory 
callbration facilities, improve sensor techniques and components, 
and provide support for f~e ld tests of sensors particularly those 
of NASA aircraft. New calibration techniques for new sensors 
such as the SMS VlSSR with a 16 inch diameter telescope are 
necessary. especially in the vis~ble and near infrared. and are 
developed in this effort. Cal~brat~on of f l~ght sensors by vendors 
requires validation before integration into spacecraft so a major 
objective of this effort is to malntain an up-to-date NASA 
facility for such validation. A master callbration source for 
calibration of instruments viewlng d~ffuse surfaces by reflected 
solar energy IS mainta~ned and constantly recallbrated providing 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
a standard for vendors and other NASA centers. In the microwave 
reglon of the spectrum the emissivities of natural surfaces will 
be determined together wlth development of new components 
and new calibration techniques. Microwave radiometers at several 
frequencies will be used to study the distinguishable features of 
materials such as water, ice. dry soil. swamps. dense vegetation. 
clouds and ramfall. The NASA CV-990, the major aircraft support 
for the NASA meteorology program is modified and equipped. 
as a part of this effort, t o  provlde a hlgh altitude platform for 
tests of meteorological experiments in cloud physics, solid surface 
boundary conditions, sea surface conditions. and temperature 
sounding. 
W73-70455 160-44-57 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Ca l f  
AIRCRAFT SUPPORT OF THE METEOROLOGY PROGRAM 
Glen Goodwin 415-965-5065 
( 1  60-44-60) 
This RTOP is to provide an airborne platform carrying 
instruments for meteorological measurements to calibrate and 
fllght test experimental concepts. demonstrate feaslbillty of new 
instruments. and determine instrument modifications required to 
obtain optimum results from subsequent space borne sensors; 
and also to correlate aircraft remote sensor measurements with 
those of meteorological satellites for evaluation and interpretation 
of the satellite sensors and measurements Experiments developed 
in the meteorological program will be mounted and flown aboard 
Ames Research Center aircraft. Along with supporting expertments. 
environmental sensors will be used to obtain the information 
required to evaluate and demonstrate the adequacy of the 
experimented concepts and instrumentation. In-flight performance 
of the aircraft and flight environmental data are collected by a 
high speed alrborne digital data acquisition system (ADDAS) for 
collation and use with the data collected by the various 
meteorological experiments. 
W73-70456 160-44-58 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
CL IMATOLOGICAL-STATISTICAL ATMOSPHERIC A N D  
CLOUD COYER MODELS 
S. C Brown 205-453-3141 
World-wide Cloud Cover Model - The consequence of 
cloud cover on earth-viewing space mlssions is evaluated by a 
Monte-Carlo computer simulation procedure using the world-wide 
cloud cover statistics. These cloud and severe weather 
(thunderstorm, electr~cal activity, hurricanes, etc.) data contain 
probability distributions for various categories arranged by monthly 
and three hourly reference periods. To account for cloud 
persistence. spatlal and temporal probability values are included. 
Simulation results are glven for a specified satellite pass number. 
These analyses are directly applicable to Skylab and other Earth 
Resources mission analysis studies. Four-Dimensional Atmospheric 
Models (World-wide) - Atmospheric data comprised of monthly 
means and variances were collected and snalyzed for the purpose 
of making electromagnetic energy attenuatlz? predictions. Whlle 
atmospheric moisture IS the most Important parameter other 
thermodynamic quantities (pressure, temperature, and denstty) 
are included In the study These data are being extended to a 
uniform altitude on a global basis. After analysis. analytical 
functions were fitted to these empirtcal data so that profiles 
required in attenuation computations could be Internally generated 
by the computer. Next. a Monte-Carlo procedure will permit 
selection of a proflle for mission simulation (mission analysis) 
studies. The ultimate goal of both tasks is to develop a consistent 
set of atmospheric data for use in earth viewing mission analysis 
studles. This includes sensor design and selection, mission 
feaslb~llty, and mlssion planning. A by-product of Task 2 is a 
"Reference Atmosphere" at any given latitude-long~tude. The 
committee on Extension to the U. S. Standard Atmosphere has 
recently identified thts as a requirement. 
W73-70457 160.44-60 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS UPON REMOTE SENSING FROM 
AIRCRAFT A N D  SATELLITES 
Glen Goodwln 41 5-965-5065 
(1 60-75-22)  
The purpose is to  determine the effects of spectral 
transmittance and variability upon the quantitative interpretat~on 
of radiometric data obtained from aircraft and spacecraft: and 
to develop analytical models for subsequent correction and 
interpretation. The research will directly support the present 
NASA Earth Resources Program in that the measurements and 
analyses will ald the interpretation of multispectral data from 
Earth Resources Technology Satellites (ERTS) and will delineate 
optimum spectral regions for detection and identification of 
selected resource targets. Analytical studies will be made of the 
solar and infrared regions to determine the characteristics and 
influence of the atmosphere, includ~ng clouds, on the sensing of 
surface temperatures and selected spectral reflectance and 
emittance signatures Parametric studies will be made of 
atmospheric transmission effects and spectral signatures of 
selected earth resources targets to determine optimum spectral 
regions for detection and tdentification. Airborne spectroradiome- 
tric measurements of direct and scattered solar radiatton and 
emitted infrared radiation from the earth and atmosphere will 
be made. 
W73-70458 160-44-63 
Langley Research Center, bngley Station, Va. 
N U M E R I C A L  MODEL A N D  SIMULATION OF SEVERE 
STORMS COUPLED EARTH ENERGY AND, M A S S  TRANS- 
PORT CYCLES 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
This work is aimed at the'development of a coordinated 
set of mathematical models applicable to a number of problems 
involving the earth's atmosphere and oceans, either individually 
or in a coupled fashion, on elther a regional or global scale. 
Specifically. the models will be developed to study (1 I severe 
atmospheric disturbances such as hurricanes and tornado 
producing thunderstorms. ( 2 )  the dispersal of pollutants in the 
atmosphere and the influence of these pollutants on the eanh's 
energy balance. (3)  ocean currents and polluant dispersal In 
coastal zone oceans and bays, and (4) the planetary boundary 
layer and the problems associated with the air-sea interface 
More specific objectives can be given for each of these problem 
areas. As an example. the severe storms models will be used in 
conjunction with meteorological data to (al develop a detatled 
understanding of the atmospheric conditions necessary for the 
development and growth of storms. (bl develop requirements 
for better meteorological data and instrumentation including the 
requirements for remote sensing from satellites, (cl  predict storm 
motions with sufficient accuracy to provide meaningful storm 
warnings. After development, the models will be available for 
computer experlments in each of the four areas mentioned 
above. To cite an example consider item (21 above. "the dispersal 
of pollutants in the atmosphere." With the proposed models it 
will be possible to study the effects of increasing or decreasing 
the pollutant load injected--- 
W73- 70459 160-44-64 
Langley Research Center. Langley Statton. Va. 
ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION SENSING 
G. B. Graves 703-827-3745 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
The objective of this work IS to develop techniques and 
sensors to measure atmospheric trace constituents. both gaseous 
and particulate. The primary emphasis is on development of 
remote sensors for measuring pollutant distributions over regional 
and global areas. In situ sampling techniques are included to 
provide Improved ground-truth measurements for fllght tests of 
remote sensors. Chemical analysis techniques for atmospheric 
particles are included to study the origins of the aerosols at 
different altitude reglmes. The research on passive remote sensors 
operating in both infrared and microwave spectral regions requires 
that the spectral signatures of the important trace constituents 
and interferring gases be accurately determined. and work is 
underway on the signatures of 502,  CO, N02. CH3. An 
engineering model of a non-dispersive gas fllter correlation analyzer 
has been developed for aircraft flight testing in early FY 73. 
and analytical feasibility studles of a limb-scanning gas-filter 
radiometer to measure vertical profiles of SO2 and NOx In the 
lower stratosphere are proposed. The work on In situ samplers 
Includes work on sol id-state resonant cavity microwave 
spectrometers t o  measure sulfur dioxide. ammonia, and 
formaldehyde, and on development of particle samplers which 
can determine the atmospheric aerosol size distribut~ons of 
varlous altitudes. 
W73-70460 160-44-65 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va 
EXTENDED MEASUREMENT OF ALBEDO A N D  TERRESTRI- 
A L  RADIATION 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The principle objectives are to adopt existlng methods. 
materials and flight hardware to the development of an accurate. 
but inexpensive, satellite system for measuring the earth heat 
budget. It will be necessary to continue these measurements 
for perhaps two solar cycles (about 22  years) in order to assess 
both short and long-term trends. Studies using eristing data 
will be used in designing and planning the experiment, and 
data analysis. Engineering studies, environmental tests, and 
systems tests using existing facilities will be made to ensure 
that sensors and electronics will operate accurately over long 
periods. Plans for reducing and analyzing data over a long 
period will be implemented. In addition. measurements to validate 
the proposed experiment are planned. These measurements will 
be made with existing sensor designs on a planned meteorological 
satellite. 
W73-70461 160-44-67 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
TECHNIQUES FOR MEASUREMENT OF STRATOSPHERIC 
CONSTITUENTS 
D. F. Heath 301-982-6421 
(1  60-44-68; 160-4444 ;  160-44-79) 
Detect~on techniques will be developed for the measuiement 
of stratospheric trace constituents. The research will be directed 
towards those constituents introduced by stratospheric pollution 
and those naturally occurring in the stratosphere whose 
concentration may be affected by the add~tion of stratospheric 
pollution. The instrumentation developed will be used to  determine 
the changes in space and time of the distributions of the trace 
constituents and an assessment will be made of the effect of 
stratospheric pollution. 
W73-70462 
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va 
OZONE MEASUREMENTS 
J. F. Spurllng 703-824-341 1 
The objective is to improve the techniques for the 
measurement of atmospheric ozone. The approaches are: 1) 
Improvement of the methods of evaluation of remote optical 
measurement of ozone and other atmospheric trace constitutents 
by improved util~zation of the theory of atmospheric transmission 
of light; 2) Evaluation and intercompar~son of satellite-borne, 
aircraft-borne, balloon-borne. and ground-based sensors for the 
measurement of ozone: 3) Development of system des~gn 
parameters of a system for routlne synoptic measurement of 
total atmospheric ozone and vertical ozone profile. 
W73-70463 160-44-69 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN ATMOSPHERIC MOTIONS OF 
DIFFERENT SCALES 
W. W. Vaughan 205-453-3106 
Past research has demonstrated the existence of significant 
relationships between small slze systems which are detectable 
in synoptic data and subsynoptic or mesoscale systems The 
results show the relat~onships are complicated and depend on 
the Four-Dimensional structure of the entire atmosphere from 
the stratosphere to the ground. The best and most promising 
approach is to define small-scale synoptic systems and then 
relate these systems to weather events. Thls approach will 
allow an attack on the problem on a theoretical basis uslng 
principles of hydrodynamics, kinematics, and thermodynamics. 
In numerical weather pred~ction models. systems with a dimension 
of less than approximately 500 km are assumed to  be functionally 
related to larger scale or mean motions. The proposed research 
is to investigate the relationship that exist between mesoscale 
atmospheric phenomena and larger-scale averages of the same 
or related phenomena. In addition, the atmospheric structure 
derived from satellite remote senslng measurements will be 
assessed relative to applicabil~ty of mesoscale structure definition. 
This will be revealed by selected atmospheric variability 
experiments involving radiosonde, rocketsonde, and satellite 
soundings data sets. 
W73-70464 160-44-78 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF MINOR ATMOSPHERIC 
CONSTITUENTS 
Glen Goodwin 41  5-965-5065 
(160-44-78: 501 -38-1 7; 160-75-22) 
The objeaive of this work IS to provide the spectroscopic 
data needed to detect and to quantitatively determine the 
amounts of various minor constituents in the earth's atmosphere 
The constituents to be studied will include pollutant gases such 
as N02. S02. CO and 03 .  High resolution spectrometers and 
interferometer-spectrometers will be used In conjunction with a 
variety of existing absorption cells to measure the absorption 
spectra of each of the minor constituents. An interferometer- 
absorption cell system will be fabricated and installed on an 
aircraft to permit vertical and horizontal sampling of the 
atmosphere. Data obtained in the laboratory will then be used 
in the interpretation of the spectra of the samples to determine 
the amounts of various pollutants actually present In a given 
path through the atmosphere. . 
W73-70465 160.44-79 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
GLOBAL STUDY OF STRATOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS 
Glen Goodwln 41  5-965-5065 
11 60-44-78; 501 -02-02. 501 -38-  17) 
The long range goals are to reach as complete an 
understanding as possible of stratospheric air chemistry and 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
physics. Specifically. we propose to (a) establish a global 
'bench-mark' as a background against which to compare future 
measurements. (b) determine the effect of surface sources of 
contaminants on stratospheric air composition and turbidity. (cl 
evaluate the effect on stratospheric structure of natural weather 
phenomena and volcanic activity. and (d) evaluate the effect or 
stratospheric structure of artificial perturbations (e.g.. space shuttle. 
SST) Alrborne measurements of stratospheric minor constituents 
including material in the 0.1 to 1 micron range will be carried 
out over large geographic areas using aircraft capable of flying 
in the stratosphere These measurements will be made above 
reglons far removed from surface sources (in the sense of 
prevailing circulation patterns) as well as during, immediately 
after and long after large volcanic eruptions and large scale 
weather phenomena capable of affecting the stratosphere. The 
measurement of most of the materials of Interest ( 0 3  H2. CO. 
C02. S02. NO4 aerosols) IS currently within the state-of-the-an. 
An instrument package has been.assembled using commercially 
available items. Flight tests In the CV990 have commenced. 
When the package is working satisfactorily, operations using 
the U - 2  aircraft will commence. A sampling program will be 
designed and carried out to provide the desired air chemistry 
data, and the data so obtained will be correlated wlth model 
studles in order to meet the objectives of the program. 
W73-70466 160-75-01 
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va. 
REMOTE SENSING OF VEGETATION, SOILS A N D  RELATED 
WATER RESOURCES 
J. H. Scott 703-824-341 1 
(1 60-75-2 1 ; 160-75-32; 160-75-30) 
This project is designed to apply remote sensing and 
advanced technology to the agricultural and forestry problems 
in the Chesapeake Bay Area Climatological data and soil 
condltions will be related to the vigor of major crops under 
both normal and stressed situations using multispectral remote 
sensing technlques in combination with ground truth data obtained 
by trained observers. Synoptic identification of crops will be 
accomplished by establishing mult~spectral signatures. The 
Information obtained in this program of immediate benefit to 
the agricultural community will be made available in real-time 
form. A combination of ground instrumentation and trained 
observers will be utilized with mult~spectral remote sensing 
techniques to follow the development of crops over the growing 
season. An important part of this work will be the assessment 
of damage done by the pine bark beetle, and condltions that 
relate to susceptibility and control. 
W73-70467 160-75-02 
Marshall Space Fllght Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING OF VEGETATION A N D  WILDLAND 
RESOURCE STRESSES 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
The prlmary objective of this work is the application of 
exlsting aerospace techniques to local or regional problems of 
concern to state and county decision makers and other groups 
in the regional user community. A secondary objectlve is to 
Introduce such user groups to the potential value of ERTS and 
Skylab Resources data for agricultural purposes and to encourage 
them to plan the use of such data as 11 becomes available in 
the future. To accomplish the above. certaln projects are proposed 
to demonstrate the application of existing remote sensing 
technlques to the detection of stress in crops of this reglons 
User-partners have been chosen. including the Auburn Universi- 
ty Cooperative Extenston Service and the University of Georgia 
Experiment Stations, to provide representation variety in crops 
and test sites for the Southeastern region. Test sites w ~ l l  be 
identified for each of the crops at various locations in Georgia 
and Alabama by the Extension Service and Experiment Station 
personnel. MSFC will provlde aircraft overflights of the selected 
sites at the proper time in the growth cycle to gather multi-spectral 
photographic data. and possibly infrared scanner data, of crops 
under insect or nutrient stress and also of healthy crops. Detalled 
study and analysis of the remotely sensed data and its correlation 
to ground truth data will be done. for the most pan, by the 
Extension Service and Experiment Station personnel, using their 
own or MSFC interpretat~on equipment Determlnatlons will be 
made as to the effectiveness of such data in determining plant 
stress in this region. and the potentlal for scaling up to the use 
of satellite data for this purpose. University and county Extension 
Service personnel will cooperate to develop technlques for 
utilization and dissemination of the results to the user community 
The proposed projects are continuations of demonstration projects 
begun in FY 72 by MSFC. 
W73-70468 160-75-02 
John F. Kennedy Space Center. Cocoa Beach. Fla. 
REMOTE SENSING OF VEGETATION STRESS 
J P. Claybourne 305-867-61 32 
The purpose of thls proposed work IS to establish a 
cost-effective method using remote sensing t o  accurately 
determine the amount (temperature and duration) of crop freeze 
exposure over large geographical areas and to develop a 
comprehensive cold weather climatology classification and 
geoatmospheric model of Florida's croplands for accurate freeze 
exposure forecasting. A specific technical approach has not 
been decided upon. Selection of performing organization will be 
based In part on the technical approach proposed. 
W73-70469 160-75-02 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
REMOTE SENSING OF VEGETATION A N D  WILDLAND 
RESOURCES 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
Research programs directed to aircraft measurement of 
airborne phytopathogens responsible for wlde-scale crop damage 
and the destruction of natural wildland resources are presented. 
Objectives are to develop and/or apply exlsting aerosol sampling 
technology to the study of microorganisms in specific environments 
for the purpose of predicting the extent and severity of disease 
withln a given locality, and to provide real-time information on 
dlsease development. Interest IS in Ilght- and medium-weight 
aircraft outfitted with aerosol sampling instrumentation operating 
In the lower troposphere. Fllght Instrumentation will be analyzed 
for suitability in conducting atmospheric surveys over agricultural 
and natural areas. Worklng relationships w ~ t h  the USDA and 
NOAA have been established to effectively utilize information 
collected The value of aircraft sampling surveys in provlding 
supplemental data (ground-truth verification) to proposed ERTS-8 
experiments dealing with plant/crop disease measurement will 
be assessed using Information gained in thls study. 
W73-70470 160-75-04 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING OF SOIL/VEGETATION RELATION'- 
SHIPS FOR LAND-USE PLANNING 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
(160-75-14; 160-75-23: 160-75-31) 
The primary objectlve of this effort will be to continue 
on-going demonstrations of the use of aerospace technology to 
land-use planning by state and reglonal officials Speclfically, 
effects of strip mining, the Influence of mlcro-rel~ef, and the 
dellneation of phys~ographic areas will be studied wlth remote 
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sensing techniques in cooperation wlth other agencies and 
instltutlons. Demonstrations of data analysls will be made, and 
ERTS and Skylab data will be used when avallable. The approach 
will be to use MSFC sensors and aircraft to obtain medium 
scale data in modes of multlspectral photography, laser altimeter 
profiles, and color infrared photography. In situ Instrumentation 
will also be used for ground correlation. Preliminary demonstration 
analysis will be at MSFC's facilities in Alabama. and will involve 
photogrammetr~c and computer techniques. Land-use classification 
w ~ l l  contlnue to use the NASA/USGS system being developed 
with other agencies. The strip mine study was begun by MSFC 
in FY 1972. 
W73-70q71 160-75-06 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
R E M O T E  S E N S I N G  FOR T H E M A T I C  M A P P I N G  OF 
CULTURAL. NATURAL A N D  PHYSICAL PATTERNS A N D  
CHANGE 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
( 1  60-75-32) 
Basic jesearch will be performed which will develop the 
systems and methodology for rapld and econornlc processlng of 
remote sensed data (primarily multlspectral Imagery) for use in 
traffic flow pattern analysis, thematic mapping production 
techniques, and user Information display applications In the 
field of pattern recognit~on, a dual approach will employ both 
optlcal processlng techniques using laser holography and digltal 
techniques including image enhancement and feature classifica- 
tlon. MSFC's demonstrated capabilities In optlcal data processing 
and data acquired from low altltude multlspectral photography 
will serve as resources to investigate traffic patterns In the New 
Orleans area as a jolnt demonstration project. Digital data 
processing research will investigate the translation of Image 
scene properties, such as tonal and textural variations, into 
terms of thematlc map representations and corresponding data 
structures. 
W73-70472 160-75-07 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR GLOBAL LAND-USE MAPPING 
A N D  R E S O U R C E  M A N A G E M E N T  I N  GEOGRAPHY, 
DEMOGRAPHY, A N D  CARTOGRAPHY 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
The primary objective of this work is the application of 
existing aircraft and spacecraft remote senslng techniques to 
the gatherjng and dissemination of Information urgently needed 
by planners and others at all levels of government Proper 
planning for the use of the region's land resources requires 
present land-use information which is not otherwise avallable. 
This work is to provide such data on a demonstration basis to 
a potential user community in the Southeastern United States. 
and will therefore fulfill a further objective of introducing the 
users to the potentlal benefits of ERTS. Skylab, and aircraft 
remote sensing data. To accomplish these objectives. the 
completion of an existing demonstration pro~ect 1s proposed, 
plus the supplementat~on of the Alabama ERTS proposal wlth 
local aircraft flights and the extension of these techniques on a 
sample basis to  other southeastern states. Multispectral 
photography has already been obtained for a five county test 
site. This data will be interpreted and the land-use information 
given to the Tennessee Valley Authority in manuscript form for 
thelr conversion to multicolor map form. In order to supplement 
the ERTS and high altltude a~rcraft data to be taken over 
Alabama as part of the Alabama ERTS proposal. MSFC will 
gather lower altltude multlspectral data over selected sample 
areas from three different phys~ographic regions within the state 
and will assist in the Interpretation and correlation of thls data 
with the ERTS data. The result 1s to be a land-use study for 
the whole state, and thls plus the preceedlng information will 
be made available to the entlre user community. The same 
methodology will be applied to small demonstration projects In 
other southeastern states, with the results and benefits to be 
demonstrated to the appropriate officials of those states. 
W73-70473 160-75-08 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
MODELS FOR MONITORING, MANAGING A N D  CONSERV- 
ING LAND A N D  WATER RESOURCES 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
The objective of this research is to design and develop 
mathematical models which describe and predict the impingement 
effects of urban expansion on rural areas and the resultant 
'backlash'. Methods for modeling and displaying information for 
regional planners. policy makers, and decislon makers in an 
effective manner. will be developed. The user orlented Marshall 
Interactive Retrieval and Display System (MIRADS) which was 
developed for applications to automated land utilization studles 
will serve as the primary building block for the computerized 
Information system This prototype system will be designed 
specifically towards Interaction with and support of a State of 
Alabama agency and a regional councll of government's agency. 
W73-70474 160-75-10 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR GLOBAL GEOLOGICAL RESOURCE 
SURVEY 
G. F.  McDonough 205-453-2880 
Multlspectral photography and thermal scanner data will 
be, obtained from low level and high altitude aircraft Ground 
geolog~cal surveys will be made and geological files of appropriate 
state geological survey offices will be used. Jolntly with the 
state geologists and other scientific officials these data will be 
studied using multlspectral projectors and stereo viewers. etc. 
to determine features or factors related to geothermals whlch 
can be detected from remote sensing to identify specific locations 
to be explored or prospected for geothermal drllling Thls task 
will be associated with a second broader investigation to identify 
other geologic and environmental factors whlch can be detected 
In areas of heavy vegetation cover. 
W73-70475 160-75-11 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR GEOLOGIC H A Z A R D S  A N P  
DISASTERS, MINE AREA CONSERVATION. SOIL MAPPING 
A N D  LAND-USE PLANNING 
C. T. Paludan 205-453-2142 
The MSFC personnel wlth background capabllit~es in remote 
senslng, data handling, geological surveys, and reglonal plannlng 
activlty have been requested by several users to assist in 
determining: ( 1 )  geological hazard due to limestone cavern 
cave-ins. 12) geological factors affecting proposed new community 
sites. (31 the extent of the effect of strip mining in areas not 
easily accessible by ground surveys, and (41 problems of general 
application of remotely sensed data for regional development. 
These efforts are usually one-of-a-kind requests. whlch have as 
an ancillary purpose, the transference of demonstrable technology 
to the requesting agency. 
W73-70476 160-75-1 1 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
R E M O T E  S E N S I N G ,  FOR GEOLOGIC HAZARDS A N D  
DISASTERS, MINE AREA CONSERVATION. SOIL MAPPING 
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A N D  LAND USE PLANNING 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(160-75-1 1) 
The objectives are: (1)  To analyze landslides and other 
geologic structures prone to mass movement using an infrared 
radiation lmaglng system. (2)  To help solve specific problems of 
several State of California agencles by obtaining infrared imagery 
of water and land features. and assisting In image interpretation. 
Large scale imagery is required for detailed analys~s and correlation 
with carefully completed f~eld studies. To determine those 
factors that influence soil and water surface temperatures, low 
altitude flights on a diurnal and seasonal basis using an infrared 
line scanner wtll be made. 
W73-70477 160-75-13 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR SNOW A N D  ICE MAPPING 
Glen Goodwin 415-965-5065 
(160-75-30; 160-75-31: 160-75-15; 160-75-01 1 
Global snow and ice mapping. hydrological cycle implications 
for better utilization of water resources, flood forecasting. 
navigat~on and related activities w ~ l l - b e  determined. Remote 
sensing techniques will be applied to the study of hydrological 
parameters related to water resource management. w ~ t h  
particular regard t o  the California Water Project. Specific 
watershed areas will be defined in terms of run-off character~stics. 
snow pack, vegetation, etc. Land use, as affected by the Project. 
will be studied. Imagery from U-2 overflights. ERTS and Skylab 
missions will be provided in useable format  to selected 
agencies and personnel. 
W73-70478 160-75-1 3 
Lew~s Research Center Cleveland Ohlo 
REMOTE SENSING FOR SNOW A N D  ICE MAPPING 
H Mark 216-433-4000 
( H L - 1 )  The prlmary objectlve of thls program IS the 
appl~cat~on of remote senslng techn~ques to the problem of 
prov~d~ng accurate Ice maps at operat~onal frequency to Coast 
Guard and to prlvate sh~pp~ng  captalns for them use as an a ~ d  
to navlgatlon across the Great Lakes durlng the Ice season To 
ach~eve thls objectlve a study IS be~ng made of the Ice types 
that occur throughout the season and techn~ques are be~ng 
developed for obtaln~ng Ice ~nformat~on remotely and eventually 
under all weather cond~t~ons so that thls data can be processed 
automat~cally and the resultant lnformat~on appropr~ately d~splayed 
as ~t appl~es to navlgatlonal requlrements 
W73-70479 160-75-1 3 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR SNOW. ICE. A N D  SOIL MOISTURE 
MAPPING 
T. Schmugge 301-982-6360 
The objective is to apply satellite microwave data to the 
quantitative measurement of parameters of hydrological interest. 
These include the mapping of sea and lake ice. snow, and soil 
moisture. Microwave rad~ometers are well suited for these 
measurements because of the large contrasts between the emitted 
radiat~on from liquid and solid surfaces The emissivity of l~quid 
water at microwave frequencies is about 0 .3  - 0.4. while that 
of snow, ice. or land surfaces IS generally greater than 0 7. 
Data from the electrically scannlng microwave radiometers (ESMRI 
scheduled to be on the Nimbus E (wavelength = 1.55 cm) and 
Nimbus F (wavelength = 0.81 cm) satellites will be used. For 
ice mapping the approach will be to prepare mosaics of the 
imagery for the areas of interest From these mosalcs it will be 
poss~ble to determine the areal extent of the ice and to study 
the ice dynamics. The capabil~ties of the satellite borne radiometers 
for snow and soil moisture mapping are less well defined. Here 
we plan to employ multi-stage sampling over selected areas. In 
add~tion to the satell~te data this will involve the use of aircraft 
radiometers and ground based field measurements. The latter 
are necessary to increase our baslc understanding of the emission 
from these surfaces. 
W73-70480 160-75-14 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR GLOBAL SURVEY OF COASTAL, 
RIVER, LAKE A N D  GROUND WATER FEATURES 
Clifford H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objective will be to evaluate, in cooperation with the 
Environmental Protection Agency, remote sensing capability for 
the purpose of mon~toring water quality with a parttcular emphasis 
on eutrophication. Present state-of-the-art instrumentation 
available from AAFE. In-house or by contract will be used from 
aircraft and helicopters Detailed aircraft surveys will be made 
in conjunction with in situ EPA acquired data. Problem areas of 
initial interest as defined by EPA include the eutrophtcat~on 
processes of natural waters, such as lakes. Factors such as 
temperature, nutrients, chlorphyll. dissolved oxygen, and pH are 
Important and will be measured In situ by EPA. Remote sensing 
techniques will be applied for direct and indirect inference and 
correlation w ~ t h  these and other relevant factors. 
W73-70481 160-75-14 
Marshall Space Fl~ght Center, Huntsville, Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR GLOBAL SURVEY OF COASTAL. 
RIVER, LAKE A N D  GROUND WATER FEATURES 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
(160-75-1 5)  
Multispectral aircraft and spacecraft observations will be 
explored in feasibility stud~es of future hydrological flight missions. 
These missions will be for the purpose of (1)  formulating and 
testing prediction models of the cyclic thermal effects of power 
plant condenser discharge on deep reservoirs. (2 )  determining 
the effects of strip mining and forest practices on regional 
hydrology. (3)  substantiate a thermal mixing model for the 
Tennessee River. (4)  predict run-off of stream flow In those 
water sheds without accumulating an historical data base. and 
(5) assessing the phys~ologlcal thermal tolerance to plants and 
organisms in heated waterways A su~table combination of remote 
observations and prediction models will be explored by using 
the MSFC's statistical information retrieval algorithms on aircraft. 
NIMBUS. ERTS. EREP AND GEOS data. 
W73-70482 160-75-1 5 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE A N D  
LARGE SCALE HYDROLOGIC SYSTEMS 
V. V. Salomonson 301 -982-6481 
(160-75-13, 160-75-14; 160-75-32) 
The objective is to develop hydrologic models whlch. as 
closely as possible. represent real hydrologic systems and at the 
same t ime include parameters which can be observed by 
spaceborne sensors and systems. The development of these 
models will permit a quantitat~ve and definitive assessment of 
where and how spaceborne systems may be used to Improve 
the abll~ty of sc~entlsts, engineers and water resources managers 
to observe. mon~tor, and predict hydrologic systems response to 
various inputs such as precipitation and evapotransp~ration. 
Spec~fically. a set of models, either conceptual, stochastic and/or 
deterministic models, w ~ l l  be constructed and developed which 
pertain to hydrologic systems ranglng in scale from those that 
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concern global phenomena to those that simulate localized 
processes such as those occurring on a small agricultural 
watershed. Through the development of these models the 
relative impact of various parameters such as evapotranspiration. 
infiltration. and soil moisture on the eventual streamflow and 
water balance will be assessed for the gobal, regional. and local 
scales. At the same time a parallel objective will be to assess 
the results as they provide a definition of: (a) the roles that 
spaceborne obse~at ions and remote senslng can now play in 
specifying boundary condlt~ons in hydrologic models. and (b l  the 
characteristics and accuracies of sensors that would permit 
systems on future Earth Resources Satellites to make a greater 
contribution to the management and monitoring of hydrologic 
systems Full cognizance will be maintained throughout the 
study of available and planned sensor technology and systems 
on manned and unmanned spacecraft. In addition. the study--- 
W73-70483 160-75-1 5 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala 
INVESTIGATION OF THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE A N D  LARGE 
SCALE HYDROLOGIC SYSTEMS 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
TQe task of planning proper use of the State of Alabama 
water resources is an area of concern for state planners and 
the Alabama Marlne Science Institute. Collect~on of hydrological 
data on the rivers and in the Mobile Basln IS difficult and 
extremely slow by conventional means. A combination of advanced 
in s ~ t u  instruments/communications. remote senslng and 
automated data bank of relatively modest proportions will enable 
several objectives to be attained. Future hydrological data in 
areas which have significantly different patterns of precipitation 
and runoff l i e ,  semi-arid and mountainous regions) will be 
incorporated into the data base. These data will be obtained 
from remote sensors, and the algorithms formulated with recourse 
to only limited ground truth conf~rmation 
W73.70484 160-75-16 
Marshall Space Fl~ght Center Huntsv~lle Ala 
REMOTE SENSING OF O C E A N O G R A P H Y  - O C E A N  
610-PRODUCTIVITY 
R R Morton 205-453 3410 
The object of these stud~es IS to determlne ~f there IS a 
feas~ble means. w ~ t h ~ n  exlstlng technology or ~nstrumentatlon of 
automating or lnstrumentlng varlous data gather~ng processes In 
the f ~ e l d  of marlne b~o-product~v~ty Advanced concepts of 
lnstrumentatlon will also be studled to determlne the most 
promlslng d~rectlon for appl~ed research 
W73-70485 160-75-16 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
REMOTE SENSING OF OCEANIC 610-PRODUCTIVITY 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
(160-75-26; 160-75-24: 164-76-60) 
Biologically rlch and productive areas of the world's oceans 
will be determined, mapped, and assessed by aerospace vehicles 
and technology. Oceanic biomass data will be collected by 
platforms located on marlne vertebrates which transect highly 
productive areas. Joint efforts by NASAJARC. the Navy/NUC. 
NOAA and California Flsh and Game correlate remote sensed 
data, ground trurh. and platform data. Aircraft and long range 
telemetry IS used w ~ t h  development toward satell~te use. Fish 
production in the ocean is dependent on the rate -of primary 
C 0 2  fixation in marine photosynthetic microorganisms. Correla- 
tlons will be attempted between ocean C 0 2  f~xation measured 
locally and chlorophyll content as determined by remote senslng 
from aircraft. Subsequently. EOS-A sensing of chlorophyll will 
give an ocean-wide f~gure for primary production of food. A 
prototype long range telemetry/sonic buoy system to map fish 
approaching fishing grounds is under construction. Ground, ship 
and aircraft receiving systems w ~ l l  be used to  develop a satellite 
data handl~ng system. Development of future satell~te data 
communicat~ons systems will be guided by ARC and NASA 
Headquarters satellite communications expertise. On site sampling 
is correlated with remotely sensed data. Data are sent via 
telecommunications to a large computer for input to a fishery 
management model. Solutions for optimum fishing strategies 
are returned immediately for fisheries management agenc~es. 
e.g. Alaskan Department of Fish and Game 
W73-70486 160-75-16 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
REMOTE SENSING OF OCEANIC 610-PRODUCTIVITY 
W. A Hovis 301 -982-6465 
( 1  60-20-58) 
The object~ve of t h ~ s  effort IS to develop techniques for 
chlorophyll detection by remote sensing of ocean color. Ocean 
color In the 400 to 700 nm range is affected by chlorophyll 
absorption bands centered at 450 and 675 nanometers. Low 
altitude measurements over water with varying chlorophyll 
concentration have shown a clear correlation between color. 
especially in the blue, and chlorophyll content. High altitude 
measurements and theoretical calculations indicate, however. 
that the atmosphere adds severe complications by providing a 
strong background of scattered radiance.and by scattering radiance 
that has been reflected off the ocean's surface out of the field 
of vlew of the sensor. The only practical approach to the total 
problem is to spectromet~cally determine the radiance emerging 
from the top of the atmosphere due to the ocean-atmosphere 
system. determine the effects of the atmosphere by nearly 
simultaneous low altitude measurements and select channels 
for scanning radiometers to determine both the chlorophyll 
concentration and the effects of Rayleigh and Mie Scattering 
from the gases and particles of the atmosphere. The aircrafl 
measurements also indicate than glitter is a more difficult problem 
than originally foreseen and an effort is required to determine 
the range of solar zenith angles that  wi l l  allow useful 
measurements of ocean color to be made. The polarization of 
sea glitter, through the atmosphere, w ~ l l  be determined to see if 
a polarized sensor can be utilized through a w~der  range of 
solar zenith angles than an unpolarized sensor. 
W73-70487 160-75-1 7 
Langley Research Center, bngley Stat~on. Va. 
R E M O T E  S E N S I N G  OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, 
COASTAL PROCESSES AND ESTUARIES 
Clifford H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objective is to investigate the use of existing and 
planned remote sensing data to problems pertinent to coastal 
reglons, particularly the coastal and estuary portions of mid-eastern 
U.S. Data sources include the ERTS A and 8. SKYLAB-EREP. 
ITOS. the supporting aircraft underflights, and additional 
supplementary aircraft- or helicopter-borne sensors. Supporting 
surface obse~at ions w ~ l l  be obtained as required by contractual 
and in-house efforts Problem areas of interest include 
circulation, sedimentation. thermal properties, wave cl imate. 
shoreline characteristics. pollution distribution, and wetlands. 
Analytical modeling will be used to support development and 
utilization of remote sensing systems and data analys~s techniques 
to provide both understanding and pred~ction capabil~ty for coastal 
zone problems 
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W73-70488 160.75-1 7 
Wallops Statlon. Wallops Island. Va. 
REMOTE SENSING OF PHYSICAL O C E A N O G R A P H Y .  
COASTAL PROCESSES A N D  ESTUARIES 
J D Oberholtzer 703-824-341 1 
(160-75-21 ; 160-75-301 
The purpose of this plan is to evaluate and demonstrate 
remote sensing capabilities for determining oceanographic and 
earth resource parameters while providing practical and useful 
support to a controlled demonstratton project being conducted 
by NASA and the Virginia Institute for Marine Sciences (VIMS) 
The objective of the VlMS project is to understand coastal 
circulation on a scale large enough to answer quations regarding 
pollution and distribution continent derived material. The objective 
of this program is to apply remote sensing technology to 
directly support the VlMS project and to expand the remote 
sensing utilization to a wider range of problems The applications 
to be evaluated are the determinatlon of surface roughness. 
water color, tldal, current and thermal structure of the waters in 
the test area and oil slick identification. The data acquisition 
and experiment results presentation phases will be closely 
coordinated between NASA and VlMS and concomitantly with 
local. regional and national user agencies to Insure that the 
data gathered and results obtained have the w~dest possible 
user application Initially, a limlted number of overflights of the 
test site by the Wallops instrumented aircraft will be performed 
to evaluate systems performance and to obtain the measurements 
to serve as the data base for the project. The results obtained 
from the reduction and analysis of this data will be compared 
and correlated with the in situ measurement informat~on gathered 
by the VlMS projects. Accompanying the outputs wi l l  be 
assessment of the quality of the sensor performance and 
comparative in situ measurement data. User comments and 
recommendations will be sollclted and these comments along 
with sensor performance evaluations will serve as the baseline 
for future flight missions. 
W73-70489 160-75-19 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
OCEANOGRAPHIC SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
P. Gloersen 301 -982-6362 
This effort 1s dlrected towards the testing and improvement 
of multichannel microwave radiometer techniques for the remote 
sensing. under nearly all-weather conditions. of the properties of 
the ocean surface from which are determined cenaln oceano- 
graphic parameters of Interest. These parameters include ocean 
surface temperature, roughness, white water coverage. wind 
speeds, ocean-atmosphere energy exchange, cloud water .  
preclpitation. and ice cover properties. While the presently used 
remote infrared techniques are superior in both spatial and 
temperature resolution for the determination of ocean surface 
temperature in clear weather, the techntque falls In areas of 
. persistent cloud cover and does not provide tnformation for the 
determinatlon of the other ocean parameters. Utilization of 
multichannel microwave radiometry for this purpose overcomes 
these diff~culties, but at the expense of spatial resolution. The 
ultimate temperature resolution obtainable from microwave 
radiometry is unknown at this t ihe, but lndicatlons are that 
better than plus or minus 0.5 K may be possible. Such accuracles 
require careful attention to the corrections required by atmospheric 
fluctuations and variations in the emissivity of the ocean surface 
due to roughness and salinity changes. These effects may be 
minimized by the proper choice of frequency, polartzation, and 
view angle. The remaining corrections are obtained from a 
dual-polarization, multi-frequency microwave radiometer approach. 
A matrix data inversion technique will be developed and continually 
updated to extract the destred oceanographic parameters from 
the multichannel data. 
W73-70490 160-75-21 
Wallops Statlon. Wallops Island, Va. 
REMOTE SENSING OF BIOMES, ECOSYSTEMS, ECOLOGI- 
CAL DYNAMICS AND PRODUCTIVITY PRESSURES 
C. R .  Vaughn 703-824-341 1 
(160-75-32. 160-75-01) 
The team approach adopted by the University of California 
for study of hydrological resources in the Feather River Headwaters 
area of Callfornla will be applied by Wallops Station to the 
study of the Chesapeake Bay wetlands. Various multidisc~plinary 
teams are presently studying some of the Bay estuary systems. 
One such team will be contracted to provided detailed inputs of 
the data requirements for wetlands study and management. 
Spectroradiometric analysis o f  wetlands communities and 
community components will be performed by Wallops to define 
the best sensor system - either film fllter comblnat~on or scanner 
channels - for delineation of these structures Ground studies 
belng conducted by the contractor will be used as the basis for 
evaluation of remotely sensed data. Maps showing marsh 
community structure will be developed from ground studies. 
Photography acqulred at a serles of altitudes and seasons will 
be digitized. Automated processtng techniques developed by the 
U. of Kansas and Purdue wlll be applied to the imagery to 
produce maps which will be compared with the community 
structures delineated by the scientists. Based on efforts within 
the detailed study areas the entire wetlands regions of the 
Chesapeake Bay and of the oceanside of the Eastern Shore will 
be mapped. Because of the large area involved (2000 square 
miles) emphasis will be placed on using the lowest scale 
imagery compatible with the requirements of accuracy. 
W73-70491 160-75-22 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING: WATER A N D  LAND POLLUTION 
W. W. Moore 205-453-3917 
The objectives are to detect, identify, monitor, analyze. 
and assess the quantity and quality of the dynamics and 
distributions of alr particulate pollution. A particulate matter 
measuring system would be ut~lized for fleld applications with 
the general detection approach being intercavlty scattering of 
laser radiation by the particulate pollution. Measurement capability 
would include parttcles to 25 microns in size and 50 meters 
per second in speed. Distributions would be directly read out by 
measurement' size interval both graphically and digitally. Thus 
all measurement objectives would be attained. 
W73-70492 160-75-22 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. 
REMOTE SENSING/WATER A N D  LAND POLLUTION 
H. Mark 216-433-4000 
(EEQ-2) The objectives of this research are to detect. 
Identity and monitor by remote sensing techniques and to 
analyze and assess the quantity and quality of dynamics of 
water pollution in the Great Lakes, particularly Lake Erle and 
Lake Ontario. Similarly by remote sensing techniques to detect. 
Identify and monitor land pollution due to strip mining damage 
and the contribution of this to the degradation of streams by 
run off from the polluted land (toxic spoilbank). 
W73-70493 160-75-22 
Goddard Space Fllght Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
CHEMICAL, RADIOCHEMICAL. A N D  GEOLOGIC FACTORS 
AFFECTING THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY OF T H E  
CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERSHED 
Davtd F Nava 301 -982-5483 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
The objective of thls research is to understand the nature, 
sources, end effects of chemical, radlonuclear, geological, and 
biological pollutlon lnfluxes to the geoecolog~cal system of the 
Chesapeake Bay watershed. The multidisciplinary approach. 
designed as Integrated Investigations to view various aspects 
and components of the system simultaneously, involves the 
following, (A) Development and appllcatlon of sensitive and 
accurate classical and instrumental laboratory methods o f  
chemical analysis for determinations of trace element and 
radlonuclear pollutants in water, alr. biotlc, and geological samples. 
(01 Sample analyses to  establish background levels and 
fluctuations of pollutants (C) Radiochemical and bulk chemical 
analyses of water, sediment, and biological samples from areas 
to be affected by the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant. ID) 
Establish detailed knowledge of the interactions of natural and 
man-made activities on the problems of erosion, slltatlon, and 
sedimentation. ( E l  Design of coordinated sample collection. 
preparation, and calibration programs to maximize system data 
return. (F) Conceptual formulation of analytical instrumentation 
to monitor the water and air pollutants In remote locations. The 
research data. conclusions, interpretations, and correlations. 
including studies of possible correlation to ERTS imagery. along 
with data obtained at other laboratories, will serve as the basis 
for  recommendations and/or implernentatlon of significant 
programs to alleviate some of these ecology and environmental 
quality problems. 
W73-70494 160-75-22 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va 
REMOTE SENSING: WATER A N D  LAND POLLUTION, 
BIOTIC AND ABIOTIC DEGRADATION, ENERGY, BUDGET 
AND CULTURAL PRESSURES 
Clifford H. Nelson 703-827-3431 
Cooperative effons with local marine institutions have been 
established to quantitatively measure the ecological consequences 
of specific man-made and natural pollutants In estuaries of the 
lower Chesapeake Bay. This research includes' (1 I An investigation 
to detect and trace organic compounds through the air-water- 
blota Interfaces of the marine environment, (2)  An lnvestigatlon 
to monltor the fate and effects of oil spilled In mini-ecosystems 
constructed in a tidal marsh. and (3)  The applicatlon of exlsting 
and planned remote sensing data to  measure estuarine 
sedimentation, circulation, and chlorophyll concentrations. 
Samples taken from air, water, sediments, and marine biota are 
analyzed for trace synthetic organlc compounds, in parts per 
billion, using advanced sampling and concentrating techniques 
in conjunction wlth microwave spectrometry to assess the effects 
of these organic compounds on marine ecology. Distribution, 
residence times, transpon modes, concentrating mechanisms. 
and toxlc effects of major chemical components of fuel oils will 
be determined uslng samples taken from dosed minl-ecosystems 
and analyzed by gas chromatography interfaced with mass 
spectrometer computer systems. ERTS-A, Skylab A, and aircraft 
data, coupled with rnathematlcal models of estuaries, will be 
employed to correlate, color, thermal, current. and fluorescence 
patterns with sediment transport, chlorophyll concentration, and 
bathymetry of selected areas In the lower Chesapeake Bay. 
W73-70495 160-75-22 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR WATER A N D  AIR POLLUTION 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(1  60-44-78: 160-44-79. 160-44-60) 
A comprehens~ve study of water and air pollutlon will be 
accomplished to establish the sources, types and levels of 
natural and artifically introduced pollutants. Emphasis will be on 
the application of existing NASA technology to the establishment 
of background levels of principal pollutants and thus obtaln a 
reliable data base for the development and testlng of user 
applicatlon models, Intensive remote sensing of water and air 
quality parameters will be utlllzed together with ground truth 
data and other complementary data, obtained by the cooperative 
efforts of Federal and State user agencies, to interpret and 
extract information from the remote sensor data and demonstrate 
the benefits resulting from the application of this information 
Of general Importance are the measurements of chlorophyll 
concentration. sedimentation as it relates to eutrophication. the 
extent and nature of oil films, the biological activity and growth 
capacity of organisms in water and sediment. The spatial extent 
of key atmospheric pollutants will be measured remotely and a 
determination made as to  their usefulness as tracers for specific 
emission sources. Site monitoring and analytical techniques will 
be util ized for the measurement of atmospheric transpon 
deposition and assimilation of chlorinated pestldes and mercury 
by marine organisms and thelr predators. The interaction of 
floral emissions in the photochernical production of smog will 
be Investigated. 
W73-70496 160-75-22 
John F. Kennedy Space Center. Cocoa Beach. Fla. 
REMOTE SENSING OF WATER.AND LAND POLLUTION 
J. P. Claybourne 301 4 6 7 - 6 1 3 2  
The purpose of thls proposed work is to establish a 
cost-effective remote sensing technique to obtain large area 
seawater thermal data adequate for realtime control of the 
dispersion of power plant thermal effluent In a manner as to 
not adversely effect the ecology of South Biscayne Bay and 
Card Sound. Florlda. A specific technical approach has not been 
selected. Selection of a performing organization will be based in 
part on the technical approach proposed. 
W73-70497 160-75-23 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING N A T I O N A L  P A R K  A R E A S  A N D  
ARCHEOLOGICAL A N D  HISTORICAL SITES 
C. T. Paludan 205-453-2142 
Comprehensive lnformatlon on factors affecting cholce of 
recreational areas is not presently available, and it is difficult to 
obtain by conventional field methods These factors Include 
such parameters as ( I )  terrain, (2) transportation. (3) environmental 
impacts and Interaction. (4)  neighboring land-use, both present 
and projected, and (5) aesthetic qualities and consciousness. 
This Information can be iuppl led and is discernable on 
medium-scale multispectral photography. 
W73-70498 160-75-24 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT 
A N D  UTILIZATION OF A N I M A L  RESOURCES 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
(160-75-1 6: 164-76-60) 
The objectives are to convene a conference of experts to 
review the NASA program on wildllfe migration and explore 
potentlal appllcatlons of aerospace technologies to the manage- 
ment, conservation and utilization of wildllfe resources. The 
conference will be asked the following: (1) To identify those 
aspects of the study of wildlife migration to which significant 
contributions can be made by the use of aerospace science and 
technology. (21 To demonstrate on a cost-effective base the 
value of wildlife migration programs utilizing aerospace systems. 
Benefits considered should Include those related to sciences, 
the economy. conservation. recreation, and the preservation of 
endangered species. (3)  To recommend the allocation of  
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
resources in proportion to the relative importance of each element 
of the program (4) To determ~ne the principal categories of 
scientif~c and technical data whlch will be needed. (5) To 
recommend major directions for research and development in 
the technology of bioinstrumentation and relay systems. (6) TO 
identify the technologies and systems which would be required 
to execute the program. (7)  To recommend further studies or 
other activities necessary for the future development of the 
program. A final report embodying the recommendations will be 
subrn~tted by the Chairman to NASA within three months of 
the meeting. 
W73-70499 160-75-26 
Ames Research Center. Moffert Field. Calif. 
BIOLOGIC A N D  BEHAVIORAL MECHANISMS I N  A N I M A L  
NAVIGATION A N D  ORIENTATION 
H. P. Kletn 415-965-5094 
(1 60-75-24; 164-76-60) 
The objectives are. To determine the behavioral and 
physiolog~cal characteristics of whales migrating over long 
distances so that adequate data can be made available to 
national and International organizations concerned wi th  the 
preservation of disappearing specles and with regulations which 
will permit whale catches commensurate with the rate of breeding. 
To investigate the use of the whale as a mobile platform which 
will glve data on the dlstr~but~on of food sources, as consumed 
by the whale. throughout the oceans, To determ-ine the 
feasibility of the use of the whale as a platform for obtaining 
physlcal and chemical oceanographic date on the surface and 
at depth: and to define dates, number of times. formats and bit 
rates needed for future satell~tes, Initially a few whales w ~ l l  be 
instrumented with backpacks equlpped with relay systems for 
telemetering data on location, divlng behavior, and oceanographic 
parameters to aircraft. Harnesses, telemetry systems and the 
backpack relay will undergo systems engineering tests designed 
to prove the feasibility of the experiment. Later whales will be 
instrumented and equipped with backpacks deslgned to transmit 
to satellites and proposals subm~tted for experiments on ERTS. 
EOS or other approprlate missions. Programs will be worked 
out with the Marine Mammal Committee of the lnternat~onal 
Biological Program, the Smithsonian Institution. NOAA, and the 
universities. Satellite interface will be guided by ARC. GSFC 
and Headquarters expertise in satellite communications. 
W73-70500 160-75-27 
Wallops Station, Wallops Island. Va. 
GROUND-BASED PLATFORMS. 010-INSTRUMENTATION 
A N D  A N I M A L  TRACKING SYSTEMS & TECHNIQUES 
Charles R. Vaughn 703-824-341 1 
11 60-75-26) 
Two years of bird tracking experlence at Wallops Station 
has demonstrated track~ng radar effectiveness for migration and 
orientation studies. During spring and fall, radars at Wallops. 
Bermuda. Trinidad, Cape Cod and Antigua will contlnue to map 
migratory routes over the Western Atlantic. At station where 
sufficient data is accumulated, the influence of weather and 
time of day on density and mean altitude of migration will be 
analyzed. Various aspects of bird migration and orlentation. and 
flight dynamics will be studies using Wallops h ~ g h  power tracking 
radars. A platform for carrying a bird to a predetermined altitude 
will be developed. Since the volume density of b~rds can be 
very high during migration. a devlce will be perfected to increase 
the released birds effective cross-section above the background 
noise introduced by the general migratory density Using a 
single bird species, wing beat. speed and varlous physiological 
variables will be studied as a function of alt~tude An S-Band 
transponder for blrds will be developed which will be capable 
of transm~tting physiological data. At Wallops a radar signature 
catalog of birds will be developed which can be used by 
biologists to identify unseen blrds species acqulred by the high 
power radars, Initial efforts will center on modification and use 
of a hand held perlmeter defense doppler radar to obtaln 
signatures of close, identifiable targets. Signatures of released 
blrds from the above tasks will be compared with these signatures 
to determine uniformity of signatures. 
W73-70501 160-75-27 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
GROUND-BASED PLATFORMS. BIO-INSTRUMENTATION 
A N D  A N I M A L  TRACKING SYSTEMS & TECHNIQUES. 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
(164-76-60: 160-75-24) 
The objective 1s to develop ground-based platforms. 
bio-instrumentation and telemetry systems and techniques for 
tracklng and monitoring wild animals. Physiological sensors will 
be categor~zed, qualif~ed. and f~eld tested. A microminiaturized 
biosensors back pack relay wlll be designed. built and tested. 
Use NASA sponsored equipment to investigate large mammal 
physiology and life histor~es, Implantable physiologlcal sensors 
of primary interest to free roaming animal investigations will be 
collected. categorized on use basis. Systems tests will qualify 
the sensors for field use by use of profiles defined by expertise 
at ARC and currently funded wildl~fe investigators. A final report 
of sensor tests will be made available for the FY 73 NASA 
Summer Conference on Wildlife M~gration. Design and fabrication 
of mlcromin~atur~zed relay collar will be done by ARC instrumenta- 
t ion experts. Previous experlence in sensor development. 
m~crom~n~aturization. GSFC input from past experience and future 
satellite channels will guide design and fabrication. Field testing 
with ground and aircraft receivers w ~ l l  be done with ARC 
facilities and animals. The design, fabrication, test and use of 
bio-instrumentat~on at Un~versity of Montana wlll be reviewed 
and guided by ARC expertise. Black and Grizzly bears will be 
instrumented to investigate hibernation physiology, behavior and 
environmental data. A computer model of Grizzly bear will be 
tested by tracking animals which have radio collars attached to 
investigate transplant behavior. ERTS imagery and Nimbus F 
potent~al for bear, mountain sheep and elk habital stud~es will 
be Investigated. 
W73-70502 160-75-20 
John F. Kennedy Space Center. Cocoa Beach. Fla. 
ENVIRONMENTAL C H A N G E S  R E L A T E D  T O  P U B L I C  
HEALTH 
J. P. Claybourne 305-867-6132 
The purpose of this proposed work is to asslst the ,Brevard 
County, (Florida) Mosquito Control District in establish~ng a 
cost-effective method, by applicat~on of remote sensing techniques. 
to quickly locate pools of st111 water In dense foliage areas to 
permit timely l a~ ic id ing  operations. A possible techn~cal approach 
IS alrborne L-band radar. Technical feasibility tests will be the 
initial task. If satisfactory results are obtained from these tests. 
the next -task would be operational and economic analysts to 
develop a cost-effective implementation plan based on this 
suggested technical approach. 
W73-70503 160-75-28 
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va. 
R E M O T E  S E N S I N G  O F  ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES 
RELATED TO PUBLIC HEALTH A N D  WELFARE PRO- 
BLEMS 
E .  M. Holton 703-824-341 1 
(1 60-75-30) 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
Environmental (air, water, land) degradation and changes 
will be monitored, analyzed, assessed. the data obtalned will be 
correlated with public health and welfare problems. In- 
terdisclplinary teams have been established in Richmond. Virginia. 
and Newport News. Virginia, for this effort. The lower Chesapeake 
Bay area (air, water, sediment) will be mapped for trace element 
concentration. The concentration of these elements will be 
correlated with diseased and normal populations. The health of 
a productive segment of the population of Richmond, Virginia. 
as affected by air and water pollution will be monitored and 
assessed.. The feasibility of a mobile health screening van for 
simllar correlations in the Chesapeake Bay Ecological Test Slte 
will be studied. Overflights will initially focus on single point 
source and ambient air pollution. sediment transpon, tidal fluxes, 
and water tables in these areas using aerial photography. The 
extent to wh~ch  remotely sensed data correlates with public 
health data will be determined. 
W73-70504 160-75-30 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR MULTIPLE RESOURCE SURVEY 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
This study is dlrected to objective "MRS-1" as specifled in 
the FY-73 Earth Resources RTOP Request. I t  will identify, 
demonstrate. and evaluate practical applications of remote sensing 
in various regional test areas of the southeastern U.S. These 
projects will, 11) be concentrated on relatively small areas. (2) 
make use of MSFC sensors and alrcraft and orbital and alrcraft 
program data when available, and (3)  be conducted in cooperation 
with local. state, regional, and federal agencies. I t  is anticipated 
that  this study wi l l  provlde. (11 valuable experience and 
information relative to user agency information needs. (21 enhance 
the NASA-User agency interface relationships, and (3)  contribute 
to other NASA efforts to prepare the broad user community for 
ERTS. Skylab, and other earth resources data. Using laboratory 
techniques and equipment MSFC will examine possible means 
of identifying and acquiring selected natural resource data in 
small scale areas for local and regional decision makers and 
means of applying rapid and accurate data interpretation and 
analys~s for accuracy and timel~ness. The tasks described on 
T8's attached represent selected areas of effort for demonstrat~on 
of capability 
W73-70505 160-75-30 
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va. 
REMOTE SENSING FOR MULTIPLE RESOURCE SURVEYS 
I N  THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
J. F. Bettle 703-824-341 1 
In cooperation with local. state. regional, and federal agencies 
and academic institutions, NASA Wallops Station will continue 
the development of the Chesapeake Bay test site as an area 
where many practical applications of remote sensing f rom 
aircraft and spacecraft can be identified, demonstrated. and 
evaluated. Remote sensing systems and techniques will be 
applied to representative disciplines of the Earth Resources 
Survey Program including ecology and oceanography. A major 
objective of t h ~ s  effort is to conduct unfunded cooperative 
multiple resource surveys to aid resource managers in determining 
specific ecological resources and interrelationships in the test 
s ~ t e  area. Information resulting from work within, and the exchange 
and interaction between. these program objectives and disclpllnes 
w ~ l l  strongly ald immediate and long-range problems of interest. 
Relation of the test site program to other and future NASA 
activities (GEOS. AAFE. ERTS. EREP, etc.) will be actively 
pursued for speclfic applications and experiments. An additional 
objective of this effort IS to provlde necessary 'operational' 
supporting services to the unfunded surveys as well as to other 
RTOP's submitted by Wallops Station to the Earth Resources 
Survey Program Office. .To meet automated data handling and 
managing requirements, however. this effort must be supported 
by 160-75-32. 
W73-70506 160-75-31 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
REMOTE SENSING SENSOR TECHNOLOGY FOR EARTH 
RESOURCES SURVEY 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
Photographic film has been utlllzed extensively in space 
misslons because of its high resolution and will be particularly 
Important to future applications missions emphaslzlng eanh 
resources and pollution where unique signatures and identifying 
features must be recognized and quantified. The work proposed 
here deals with four areas where improvement of techniques 
w ~ l l  aid measurably in,enhanced mission capability: (1)  Techniques 
to Improve film threshold sensltivity. 12) calibration techniques 
for remote sensing photography, (3)  Improved multispectral 
signature identificat~on, and 14) investigation of zero 'G' B and 
W and color processing concepts. 
W73-70507 160-75-31 
Wallops Station. Wallops island. Va. 
REMOTE SENSING SENSOR TECHNOLOGY FOR EARTH 
RESOURCES SURVEY 
R. E. Carr 703-824-341 1 
11 60-75- 16) 
Emphasis on the need to develop Improved remote sensing 
techniques in order to lower the cost and improve the effectiveness 
of current coastal resource and wetlands management programs 
was strongly emphasized durlng the Conference on Remote 
Sensing of the Chesapeake Bay held April 1971 at Wallops . 
Station. It is proposed therefore to utilize the Wallops C-54 
aircraft as a platform to explore the potential of two previously 
developed remote sensors hitheno unavailable for evaluation in 
this program. A n  A N / A  PO-102A airborne radar mapping 
system, acquired on ballment loan, will be installed at minimal 
cost and evaluated, using grey-scale density sliclng techniques. 
primarily to aid In acquiring Improved wetland maps. Also, an 
image intensifier camera system will be installed and evaluated. 
using standard photographic techniques, as an aid in locating 
and mapping biologically rich areas In coastal waters and estuarine 
marsh envlronments and in other areas of interest including 
shoreline and wetland mapping, and migratory bird population 
studies. 
W73-70608 160-75-31 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala 
REMOTE SENSING SENSOR TECHNOLOGY FOR EARTH 
RESOURCES SURVEY 
D. K. Weidner 205-453-3424 
This effort is directed to the development of criteria. 
information, and end products that will contribute to the sensor 
technology requirements of earth resources survey appllcatlons. 
More specifically, t h ~ s  effort is directed to. (1) the development 
and testing of a Geodetlc Laser Altimeter, and a second generation 
crossed-beam system w i th  t w o  mult ispectral fan beam 
radiometers. (21 the development of in situ instrumentation and 
communication equipment need for various regional demonstration 
programs. (3) studles relative to the extension of the scanning 
range and speed of infrared and fourier transform spectrometry. 
and (4) studies relative to alternative vehicles (model aircraft. 
drone helicopter. or other remote controlled platform) and sensors 
for obtaining earth resources data from low and/or medium 
altitudes. 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
W73-70609 160.75-31 
Ames Reaearch Csnter. Moffen Field. Calif. 
REMOTE SENSING SENSOR TECHNOLOGY FOR EARTH 
RESOURCES SURVEY 
Glen Goodwin 
(1 60-44-60; 160-75-22) 
The objective is the development of  remote sensor 
technology essential for earth resources survey applications. 
Remote sensing techniques are analyzed theoretically, tested 
experimentally then subjected to field tests for comparison to 
ground truth. The present program lncludes (A) an airborne 
differential video system for real-time surveys of water quality 
and agricultural stress; and IB) an airborne multifrequency 
electromagnetic sounder for measurement of snowfield water 
storage and Ice thickness. For each system field tests show 
that the desired quantities can be measured. Specifically, for (Al 
the conclusions are that (1) oil on water can be seen best 
when the viewing light IS reflected in the ultraviolet and red 
portions of th'e spectrum, and (2) enhancement is obtained by 
measuring the difference between the polarization components 
of reflected I~ght .  For plants, the slope of chlorophyll absorption 
(650-700 nm) region is an indicator of plant stress, which can 
be measured by a two-color difference technique. For (0 )  the 
conclus~ons that frozen lakes can be used as large-scale snow 
gauges have been verified by calculat~ons for models (assuming 
a wide variety of snow types) and by field (tower) tests. Flights 
over frozen lakes will be compared to ground truth. and to  
water run-off measurements obtained by other government 
agencies. A l l  components in each of the applications are 
state-of-the-art. 
W73-70510 160-75-32 
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va. 
REMOTE SENSING DATA MANAGEMENT A N D  IN-  
TERPRETATION TECHNIQUES FOR EARTH RESOURCES 
SURVEY 
C. M.  Curtis 703-824-341 1 
(1  60-75-30) 
This effort consists of two major subdivisions in support of 
the Chesapeake Bay Ecological Test S~ te  Program. One is for 
information storage and retrieval of the Earth Resources data. 
and the other is for the expansion of dlgital image processing 
capabilities. The information storage and retrieval system for a 
regional data bank will be tailored to the particular needs of 
the region's users. A data base will be developed for 'on-l~ne 
browsing' of the index. This data base requires sof tware 
development, and conversion of the HW-625 for on-l~ne access. 
The initial effort to develop a digital image processing system 
for the Wallops HW-625 computer is being continued by 
expanding the capabilities of the Wallops Digital lmage Processing 
System (WALDIPS) WALDIPS is the Wallops version of the 
Kansas Digital, lmage Data System (KANDIDATS). WALDIPS 
will be expanded to  Include both batch processing and interactive 
graphics for processing of Chesapeake Bay Earth Resources 
data. The most feas~ble means of providing a gray scale and 
color display for the HW-625 vlrill be determined. In addition. 
new techniques will be added to WALDIPS as required by the 
system users. The long range objective will be a fully Interactive 
graphic system. A remote terminal to Purdue University's 
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS) will 
provide Wallops experimenters w'ith a small data analysis 
capability. 
W73-70511 160-75-32 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
REMOTE SENSING DATA MANAGEMENT A N D  IN-  
TERPRETATION TECHNIQUES FOR EARTH RESOURCES 
SURVEY 
S. C. Freden 301-982-5818 
GSFC resource scientists (in geology, hydrology, agriculutre) 
and informat~on and computer science specialistis will participate 
jointly to apply dig~tal interpretation techniques developments 
directly t o  resource management  problems I n  geology. 
mineralized (ore-bearing) regions will be examined using remote 
sensing technology to develop automatic methods for recognition 
of potent~al ore-bearing sites on a regional and national scale. 
Also, predictive seismlc models will be developed and data 
from known sites of earthquake hazards obtained for test of 
these models to coordinate the capabilities of the Earth Resources 
missions to reduction of loss of lives and property due to 
earthquakes. In hydrology, necessary data processing develop- 
ments will be carried out to establish a prototype near real-time 
hydrological data dissemination network. In agriculutre/forestry. 
digital classification, and recognition techniques will be applied 
to plant species distribution mapplng and to plant stress detection. 
In each dlscipline, model applications will be devised to enhance 
the automation and generality of the data pro-cessing activities. 
Techniques development will be coordinated In the lmage 
Processing Branch (GSFC) facilities. Coordination with universities. 
government agencies and industry for accomplishment of t h ~ s  
task will be maintained to maximize use of existing data and 
software and to facilitate determination of resource management 
requlrements. Thls effort is related to an Advanced Study RTOP 
683-71-02, "Survey of Resource Models for Potential ERS 
Use". 
W73-70512 160-75-32 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala 
REMOTE SENSING DATA MANAGEMENT A N D  I N -  
TERPRETATION TECHNIQUES FOR EARTH RESOURCES 
SURVEY 
G. F. McDonough 205-453-2880 
This effort is dlrected to the development of criteria. 
information, and end products that will contribute to study 
objective 'DIT-1' specified In the FY-73 RTOP Request. More 
specifically. it is dlrected to the development of more refined 
techniques and conceptural/mathematical models for the 
processing, dlsplay. and management of large amounts of earth 
resources data. A hybrid digital/optical processor and an 
electooptic modulator will be developed and three studies will 
be conducted for the continued refinement of automatic data 
processing techniques. All of the studies defined will be directed 
to an ultimate application, the extraction of information from 
remote sensor data and to the demonstration of benefits resulting 
from applicat~ons of this information. 
W73-70513 160-75-32 
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. 
REMOTE SENSING DATA MANAGEMENT A N D  IN-  
TERPRETATION TECHNIOUES FOR EARTH RESOURCES 
SURVEY 
H. Mark 2 16-433-4000 
(DIT-1) The objective is development of data acquisition. 
handling, processing,, display and management techniques and 
conceptual/mathematical models essential for translation of 
remote sensing data into information suitable for decision by 
resource managers. The area of interest includes vegetation 
stress damage correlation wlth causative agents, automated 
recognition and inventory of surface mining operations, automated 
ice classification and mapplng. To achieve these goals selected 
sample spectral signatures will be obtained and examined In 
the laboratory and compared with field measurements t o  
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determine differences and develop interpretation capability 
required for a real system development. In the ice studies 
pattern recognition computer programs are being developed to 
add to spectral data for practical ice classification. 
W73-70514 160-75-32 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
REMOTE SENSING DATA MANAGEMENT A N D  I N -  
TERPRETATION TECHNIQUES FOR EARTH RESOURCES 
SURVEY 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
I1 60-75-221 
The objectives are: to augment the Earth Resources 
Survey Program by the automated interpretation and analysis of 
ERTS imagery and to obtain a simplification of multidimensional 
data enabling a better understanding of complex phenomena for 
which large amounts of experimental data are available, together 
with a physical mathematical model of ecological interactions. 
A prototypical data-processing, interpretation, and information- 
management system for ERTS imagery will be designed and 
implemented on the ILLIAC IV hardware system at ARC and 
made accessible to selected ERTS data users via facilities on 
the nodes of the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) 
network A combination of statistical techniques will be combined 
in a new tool for the identification and extraction of significant 
information from multidimensional data. An ecological model 
will be developed for guidance in the collection and interpretation 
of data and prediction of the effects of short and long term 
changes. 
W73-70515 160-75-65 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
RADAR AGRICULTURE 
D P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
The purpose of this task is to study the use of  a 
multi-polarizable radar radiometer for identifying plant life, plant 
life conditlons and their growth rates. The equipment that is 
available at JPL is mobile and will be transported to local 
agricultural sites such as California State Polytechnic College 
where reasonably controlled conditlons exist. The final choice of 
location is open but operations at a local site seem to minimize 
the cost. This test will be the first test that combines polarization, 
reflectivity and emissivity as the key measured parameters on a 
simultaneous basis. 
W73-70516 160-75-66 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
RADAR RADIOMETER DEVELOPMENT 
W. A. Collier 21 3-354-5036 
JPL has been developing a unique instrument, a radar 
radiometer, which can s~multaneously measure the radar cross 
section and microwave brightness temperature of naturally 
occurring materials as a function of polarization. The instrument. 
mounted on a portable field vehicle, will be used to generate 
polarization signals of plants and materials. A later version of 
the system will be flown over remote locations to identify the 
type and quality of target. The resultantdata will be of interest 
to geologists and agronomists. 
W73-70517 160-75-66 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, 
D.C. 
OCEANOGRAPHIC REMOTE SENSING 
M. J. Swetnick 202-755-8626 
The objective is coordination of a research program to 
develop sensor specification. observational requirements, and 
data handling techniques for remote sensing and comparative in 
situ measurements of the oceans. The NOAA/NESS' Spacecraft 
Oceanography (SPOC) Group, in cooperation w i t h  N A S A .  
coordinates a program of experiments. research studies, sensor 
evaluation, and data technology wi th ln  the government. 
universities, and industry to fulfill the objectives. Adm~nistrative, 
technical, liaison and funding support IS provided by the SPOC 
Group. Sensor utilization and appropriate ocean features are 
evaluated by the Group and its principal investigators. MI- 
crowave, infrared and optical sensors are being evaluated for 
observing ocean dynamics, ocean color, sea ice and coastal 
processes. 
W73-70518 160-75-87 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
OCEANOGRAPHY STUDIES (RADAR) , 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
The purpose of this task is to apply linear coherent radar 
techniques to measure various ocean phenomena In support of 
Earth and Ocean physics programs. The objectives are: ( 1 )  To 
measure and map sea-state. (2)  To measure ocean wave panerns 
to relate to surface meteorological conditions. high sea warnings 
to ships, harbor design (propagation of  waves through 
breakwaters). (3) To track Luneberg lenses on buoys and measure 
ocean current direction (41 To study estuary flow patterns and 
coastal currents. 15) To measule ice thickness and ice patterns. 
The same basic radar can be used to satisfy all these objectives. 
The JPL 25 cm coherent radar system will be used to acquire 
data and the data will be processed by the JPL radar data 
processing lab. The data analysis will be performed jointly with 
oceanographers. 
W73-70519 160-75-69 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech., Pasadena 
MICROWAVE GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION 
W. A. Collier 21 3-354-5036 
JPC. in conjunction w ~ t h  the University of Nevada. shall 
conduct scientific and technical research and perform experimental 
programs for furthering the applications of passive microwave 
techniques to the remote sensing of earth resources. Specifically. 
they shall study the near-surface characteristics of known 
geothermal areas studied at depth and determine the extent to 
which the microwave signatures at longer wavelengths are 
related to these charact&istics. Several representative geotherms 
will be chosen for study based upon existing data and logistic 
considerations Geological studies will be conducted including 
determination of  near-surface parameters, generation of 
near-surface isothermal maps, and correlation of near-surface 
data with existing down-hole information. Microwave studies 
will be performed at ,21 cm wavelength on isolated controlling 
parameters such as penetration depth. moisture content. and 
salt content and microwave isothermal maps will be generated 
for each geotherm. The microwave and geologic maps will be 
correlated and the potential of the application defined. The 
studies w ~ l l  also be conducted at wavelengths longer than 21 
cm if inexpensive modification of the existing 21 cm radiometer 
proves feasible. 
W73-70520 160-75-85 
Mississippi Test Facility, Bay St. Louis. 
EARTH RESOURCES LABORATORY AT MISSISSIPPI TEST 
FACILITY 
R. 0. Piland 601-688-2034 
The objectives are to: 1. Conduct research investigations 
in the Mississippi/Louisiana/Gulf areas in the application of 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
remote sensing. stressing the interests and needs of agencies in 
the area. 2 Extend these research investigations into experimental 
demonstration projects in cooperation with local agencies where 
appropriate: 3. Utilize existing aircraft and satellite programs as 
a primary source of remote sensing data. and collect and 
analyze surface data for correlation with these flight data; 4. 
Conduct continuing studies of -user requirements of potent~al 
applications in order to guide future research efforts The projects 
planned for FY 73  are in three major categorles: 1. Automated 
Land Use System - Develop and demonstrate remote sensing 
techniques for land use mapping and updating including the 
definition/development of a prototype automated system for 
land use classif~cation and update uslng the State of Mississippi 
as a demonstration area: 2 .  Wetlands characterization Study - 
Develop remote sensing techniques for making those environmen- 
tal measurements necessary to manage the wetlands and coastal 
marshlands, 3. Sea Remote Sensing Study - Develop/define 
remote sensing systems to measure coastal water characteristics 
necessary for the evaluat~on/management of physical and marine 
resources Delajled objectives and plans for RY73 are presented 
in block 15. 
W73-70521 160-75-88 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
EARTH RESOURCES DATA BASE 
Charles M Goldstein 2 16-433-6660 
(111-05-01) 
The objectives are to provide for the storage and retrieval 
of information identifying images and sensor data obtained from 
the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-A). to permit 
user queries based on geographical coordinates, sensor type, 
etc.. to establish the communication capabilitites required to 
servlce the interagency user population, as well as those providing 
the primary input of data, to provide for the transferability of 
these capabilities to other computer configurations. The Aerospace 
Safety Research and Data lnst~tute (ASRDI) generalized data 
base management system. NASIS, will provide the primary 
vehicle for imp lementa t~on  of  the ERTS-A requirements. 
Modifications and extensions required to servlce the unique 
aspects of this data base will be ~mplemented. The commun~cations 
capabilities will be expanded to meet the requirements of users 
as well as of those providing the primary input of data. A 
conversion from the IBM 360  TSS time-shar~ng system to the 
IBM 360  OS operating system will be performed forpurposes 
of transferability t o  other computer  conf~gurat ions.  The 
transferabil~ty of NASIS to other computer systems such as the 
Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-10 shall be invest~gated. 
W73-70522 160-79-51 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
SHORT A N D  LONG TERM GEODYNAMICS 
D. E Smith 301-982-4555 
The long-range objective of this RTOP is the development 
of a model for the dynamizs of the real-Earth that can ultimately 
be used in the assessment and alleviation of the disastrous 
effects of earthquakes. The near-term objectives are. (a) the 
determination of the capability and su~tability of precision space 
tracking systems to provide the necessary measurements of the 
required quality and quantity, and (b) to develop the computer 
software necessary for the handling of these precision data and 
for  the recovery of the geophysical parameters. The baslc 
parameters for the final real-Earth model will include a description 
of the rotation of the Earth on its axis. the motion and properties 
of the major tectonic plates, crustal structure and changes, the 
relationsh~p between seismic activity and Earth rotation, the 
tidal distortion of the solid and l~quid Earth caused by the sun 
and moon. the spat~al structure of the gravitational f~e ld down 
to wavelengths of about 100 km and the secular and periodic 
variations of the field with time. Thus the present plan gives 
descriptions of experiments and investigations that need to be 
performed to provide the basic measurements for the models. 
W73-70523 160-79-55 
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va 
OCEAN DYNAMICS A N D  MARINE GEODESY 
Stanley H. R. 703-824-341 1 
This plan details the required research. studies, and 
experimentation necessary to advance the understanding of - the 
dynam~cs and topography of the world ocean to lOcm accuracy: 
to advance the technology for provlding geodetlc control in 
broad ocean areas, and apply this knowledge to the monitoring 
and prediction of maritime hazards. The approach will be to 
conduct analytical studies and field experiments to develop 
instrumentation to meet the required accuracy. develop a 
calibration and verification plan, Including appropritate ground 
truth: determine sea state. wave height, and electromagnetic 
wave scattering from the sea surface and their effects on 
instrumentation performance: test and demonstrate theoretically 
proven techniques for monitoring and predicting maritime hazards 
using data gathered from the experlments. The experlments and 
analyses rely heavily on informat~on developed from ongolng 
projects at Wallops Station. For example, instrumentation 
development for the GEOSlC and Skylab projects indicate that 
lOcm instrumentation accuracy is feasible and could be flown 
in the 1977-78 time frame. The experimentat~on and analyses 
performed in the areas above indicate that there is a strong 
probability that it IS possible to provide sign~ficant information 
concerning the patterns and transports of surface ocean currents. 
sea state, the gravity field. and geoid features; and will prov~de 
methods for improved marine geodetic control and pred~ct~on of 
maritime hazards. 
W 3 - 7 0 5 2 4  160-79-61 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
LASER INSTRUMENTATION FOR EARTH PHYSICS 
Thomas S. Johnson 301 -982-4835 
(1 15:22-08) 
The objective is the development. testing, and evaluation 
of advanced laser instrumentation and optical techniques to 
meet the specific requirements of the Earth and Ocean Physics 
Applications Program (EOPAP). In particular, to satisfy the 
Immediate. requirements of the San Andreas Fault Experiment 
(SAFE) and other specific observing programs and experlments , 
scheduled in the EOPAP. this RTOP will: (a) Immediately apply 
new techniques to improve the precision and accuracy of laser 
satellite tracking over that presently achieved, extend the tracking 
range, optimize the transmitter-target-receiver parameters and 
simplify the ground statlon for economy and reliability of operation 
as well as ease of transportation: (b) it will apply the precision 
laser ranging techniques to the development of spaceborne 
packages which can be used as laser altimeters capable of 5 
cm ranglng to the ocean surface and the study of sea state 
conditions as well as tracking systems capable of ranglng to 
cooperative targets on other spacecratt or to ground points. 
New s~gnal processing techniques, including waveform dig~tizers 
and subnanosecond analog pulse centroid measurement systems 
are being developed and will be evaluated and applied to laser 
tracking systems presently in use and belng funded by OTDA. 
Spacecraft retroreflector systems, both exlsting and new. will be 
analyzed and results used in optimization of overall ranging 
systems. Exlsting lasers and equipment will be used with new 
signal processing techniques to study ocean surfacelsea state 
modeling parameters while development of long lead time space 
qual~fied laser transmitter for the altimeter system IS initiated. 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
W73-70525 160-79-64 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech. Pasadena. 
EARTH STATICS/DYNAMICS - VLBl 
A. W. Newberry 213-354-7240 
The objective is to conduct studies, research and expeiiments 
leading to the demonstration of the utlllty of applying the Very 
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)  t e c h n i q u e  to  (a )  the 
Astronomical Radio lnterferometrlc Earth Surveying (ARIES)* 
system for accurate measurements of earth stra~n' and (b) the 
effectiveness of simultaneous two frequency VBLl for direct 
calibration of charged partlcle errors, and also to perform studles 
and analyses of flight missions and technology development 
requlrements whlch have a direct, and important bearing on 
Earth and Ocean Dynamics Program planning and implementation. 
The approaches are to adapt and refine systems analysis and 
data experience from intercontinental baselines to the specific 
goal of regional tectonic monitoring. develop and optimize methods 
of  bandwidth synthesis for obtaining full three-dimensional 
measurements of VLBl station locations. Because the tropospheric 
water vapor is a likely limiting error source below 3 0  cm, direct 
calibration methods such as radiometry, w ~ l l  be Investigated and 
feasibility demonstrations performed. (See continuation pagel 
*The acronym ARIES will be used to differentiate between the 
transportable stationregional measurement system and the better 
known but less versatile system which uses only fixed receiving 
stations. 
W73-70526 160-79-64 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY (VLBI) FOR 
EARTH PHYSICS 
J. Ramasastry 301-982-5462 
(1  60-79-33: 160-79-34) 
The objective of this program is to develop and utilize the 
techniques of Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) for precise 
geodetlc and astrometric measurements, Universal tlme- 
synchronizat~on, precision satell~te tracking and Earth physlcs 
investigations with an operational network This network should 
consist of a number of independent stations equlpped with 
receiving antennas capable of observing both natural radio sources 
(Quasars, Pulsars. Radio Galaxies) and satellite borne radio 
sources in the frequency range 1 - 10  GHz, plus a central 
processing facility where the data taken at the stations is 
cross-correlated. Main effort will be concentrated on utilizing 
NASA tracking networks (MSFN. STADAN. ATSR), with simple 
modifications where a!,d when necessary for conducting VLBl 
observations on a routine bass. Radio Astronomy sites (Owens 
Valley. California: Haystack. Massachusetts. Greenbank. West 
Virginia: Agassiz. Massachusetts: Goldstone. Callfornla and .many 
others) will also be utilized where and when necessary. A prime 
benefit of VLBl for the Earth and Ocean Dynamics Program is 
the capability for utilizing a quasar-defided inertial reference-frame 
in geophys~cal invest~gations. This RTOP also seeks improvements 
in the hardware to enhance the precision of the VLBl technique. 
and refinements in associated sof tware t o  process large 
volumes of data. An intenswe, continuing, observational program 
has been undertaken governed by the particular geophysical 
phenomena to be analyzed and evaluated. 
W73-70527 160-79-68 
Goddard Space Fllght Center. Greenbelt. M d  
GEODETIC A N D  EARTH PHYSICS EXPERIMENT SYS- 
TEMS 
J W. Siry 301-982-4905 
The objective of this RTOP IS to conduct the development 
of critical spacecraft and ground systems needed for the Earth 
& Ocean Physics Applicat~ons Program. These include: (1)  A 
unifled set of drag-free systems for the GRAVSATS and Geopause 
Spacecraft, (21 An Attitude Determination System for the 
MAGSATS spacecraft: (3)  Theory and computer programs for 
analysis of spacecraft altimeter data for the GEOS-C and SEASATS 
spacecraft; (4) Satell~te-to-satellite radio tracking systems for 
use with GRAVSATS. SEASATS. MAGSATS. and Geopause 
spacecraft: (5)  Refraction Systems for use with Radlo Tracklng 
Systems and VLBl systems: (6)  Geo-Applications Office Operations 
and Scheduling Systems for Laser and VLBl Observing Programs 
The general aim of these developments IS to provlde measurement 
capabilities which are accurate to 2 cm In range and 0.003 
cm/sec in range rate. In order to make posslble the key 
experiments and flight mlssions needed to meet the program's 
earth dynamics and ocean dynamics objectives. The specific 
approaches for meeting these objectives are indicated in the 
individual task descriptions. 
W73-70528 160-79-69 
Goddard Space ~ l i ~ h t  Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
GEODESY AND GEODETIC SYSTEMS 
J. H. Berbert 301-982-5055 
(1  60-79-51) 
Thls program develops technology and utlllzes available 
spacecraft tracking and surface gravity data to meet the NGSP 
goal for a Standard Earth Reference System accurate to 10  
meters and 3 mgal with 12 deg x 12 deg resolution. Expected 
results include the development of a Standard Geometric and 
Gravimetric Earth Reference System by 1973. This Reference 
System is required as a basis for referencing the dynamic Earth 
measurements of the new Earth Physlcs Program. This will also 
provide a determination of the most suitable gravity models for 
Goddard trajectories near the Earth, and a more accurate 
determination of the coordinates of the NASA tracking statlons 
on a Unified World Datum. Improved gravity fields and station 
coordinates are being developed from available data (NGSP. 
ISAGEX. surface gravity) and evaluated by comparisons with 
previous solutions and with independent data. A 22.5 deg x 
22.5 deg field was reported In April '71. A 15 deg x 15 deg 
field will be reported In May '72 and a preliminary 12 deg x 
12 deg field will be reported in August '72. The use of 
altimeter and SST data are beyond the scope of this RTOP, but 
are incorporated in RTOP 160-79-51 -07. 
W73-70529 160-79-90 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld, Callf. 
APPLICATIONS OF VECTOR MAGNETOMETRY TO EARTH 
RESOURCES A N D  GEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
John V. Foster 41 5-965-5083 
NASA's highly-advanced vector magnetometer systems and - 
data technology will be applied to the remote sensing of the 
geomagnetic field from satellites and hlgh-altitude aircraft Data 
analysis and Interpretive assistance will be provided so that 
users, such as U.S.G.S.. NOAA, and certaln universit~es can 
more fully explolt the unique features of vector data. The 
immediate objective is to demonstrate feaslblllty of locating and 
identifying concealed mineral deposits at high aircraft altitudes 
and to determine the feasibility of spacecraft for similar purposes 
NASA ARC will organize a broadbased constituency of user 
agencles and universities havlng speciflc requirements for vector 
geomagnetic data. The information provided by this group will 
be used to establish satellite mission priorities, hardware 
requlrements and expected benefits. This Information together 
with experimental data taken at high-a~rcraft altitudes will be 
used to determine feasibility of one or more magnetometer 
satellite missions. 
OFFICE 0F.APPLICATIONS 
W73-70530 160-88-50 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. 
D.C. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY SUPPORT TO EARTH OBSERVA- 
TIONS PROGRAMS 
R. T. Hibbard 202-755-8623 
The Earth Observations Programs Office of  NASA 
Headquarters is ohen called on by other NASA organizations 
and various Government agencies to perform and/or support 
certain technical functions whlch am either unrelated to current 
approved projects or span two or more disciplines. Typical of 
these activities would be support of various summer studies 
related to the Office, preparation of films and exhibits as well 
as the publication of related programmatic documents, support 
of the Earth Resources International Workshop, and the conduct 
of disciplinary and multi-disciplinary economic studies. 
Communications SR&T 
W73-70531 1 64-06-50 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
R. V. Powell 213-354-6586 
(1  64-06-53. 164-06-56: 164-21 -54) 
This RTOP conducts applied research in the technological 
areas of modulation, demodulation, detection. and coding In 
order that efficlent, low cost, highly reliable space-based 
information networks can be designed and built. Overall emphasis 
is motivated by the need for bandwidth minimization and 
management. The ultimate goal will be concerned with a specific 
application design which can be evaluated through prototype 
fabrications and satellite experiments. The near-term objectives 
stem from continuing research into modulation methods which 
produce minimum bandwidth RF signals. Since discrete or digital 
types of baseband signals (including quantized analog signals) 
offer the greatest amount of flexibility in devislng bandwidth 
minimizing modulation systems, they are given prime considera- 
tion. Three approaches to bandwidth reduction via the modulation 
process continue to be investigated, 1 ) single-sideband suppressed 
carrier. 2) polyphase or M-ary PSK, and 3)  multi-level (amplitude) 
encoding. Specific goals are: 1)  a combination of the single- 
sideband, multi-level, and multi-phase modulation approaches to 
bandwidth reduction into a cohesive theory, from which maximum 
bandwidth reduction for minimum SNR increase can be 
determined, 2) a complete experimental evaluation of the 
duo-single-sideband suppressed carrier receiver, especially with 
regard to co-channel interference and the methods of implemen- 
tlng effective sideband fllters. 3)  a review of the transfer 
characterist~cs of presently operational communication satellites 
to determine their suitability for handling bandwidth compressive 
modulations. 4)  investigations into the problems associated wlth 
ground communication links, concentrating on cable carrier 
systems (such as the mushrooming community antenna TV 
(CATV) networks) and 5) an .amalgamation of all research areas 
into a preliminary des~gn and functional specification for the 
complete information network. 
W73-70532 164-06-56 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif. 
I N F O R M A T I O N  T R A N S F E R  V I A  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  
SATELLITES 
J. V. Foster 41 5-965-5083 
The objectives are: to determine the requirements for 
effective teleconferencing and interactive computer data transfer 
via communication satellites. fully explolt the technical potential 
of satellite links for this application - which cannot be provided 
by existing land-line facilltles. maximize the communication link 
efficiency from power and bandwidth aspects by application of 
source and channel coding techniques, and analyze the 
trade-offtween system parameters to develop a cost-effective 
ground ter&nal. The approaches are to develop an all-digital 
teleconferencing system for voice, video, hardcopy, and computer 
data transfer, for video teleconferencing applications; to investigate 
effective source and channel coding techniques.to reduce 
bandwidth and power requirements below those of an equivalent 
analog system; to design and fabricate system hardware to 
demonstrate these concepts: to implement a burst-mode random 
access, computer data transfer network concept; to determine 
the design requirements for a high data rate ground terminal 
for teleconferenc~ng on appropriate 1971 WARC frequency bands: 
and to use the above data base to determine the effectiveness 
of satellite links for other user requlrements in coordination 
with university studles. 
W73-70533 164-06-58 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM 
STUDY 
John E. Miller 301 -982-5885 
(164-21 -72: 164-21-73) 
The objecties are: to work with the user agencies to 
develop meaningfl~l user oriented experiments to evaluate and 
demonstrate the applicability of technology to their needs and 
in support of this objective. to conduct a comprehensive 
program to develop the necessary analytical tools for effective 
system planning, to develop system concepts and supporting 
experimental data to assure optimum orbit and spectrum 
utillzation, and to develop the critical space and ground 
technology. The RTOP tasks form four general categories 
corresponding to those enumerated in the objectives. The 
development of user oriented experiments will be accomplished 
through direct access to the user agencies and will be coordinated 
by NASA Headquarters. A methodology and data base will be 
developed to determine the temporal. spatlal and communication 
channel capacity characteristics required for experimental and 
operational system Cost models will be developed to provide 
insight into terrestrial vs. space techniques for telecommunications 
services. Studies to develop planning and coordination procedures 
at 2.5 GHz for the space and ground segment are currently in 
progress. These studies will be extended to the 12 GHz region. 
The development of system concepts to assure optimum orbit 
and spectrum utilization must of necessity await the emergence 
of firm user requirements. However, a significant amount of 
efforl has been expended in the analysis of systems which 
conserve these resources. Studies of demand assignment mutllple 
access techn~ques, multiple beam--- 
W73-70534 164-06-58 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo. 
EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM 
STUDY 
Joseph N. S~vo 21 6-433-61 02  
The objective is to conduct a study of the technological 
and cost factors of an advanced Educational Communications 
Satellite System utilizing the requirements provided by cognizant 
governmental organizations such as the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare: Department of Interior; and the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The scope of the study will 
encompass both space and ground segments. including integration 
of the space system-into existing terrestrial facilities like CATV. 
OFFICE OF APPLICATIONS 
ITFS. state-wide educational networks and public broadcasting 
facil~ties. Educational television (ETV) embraces both instructional 
television IITV) which is intended for classroom or formal 
education. and public television. The latter includes social. cultural. 
news and public affairs programming. and it is aimed at the 
general public. 
W73-70535 164-06-70 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  O F  F I N G E R P R I N T S  BY OPTICAL 
PROCESS1 NG 
J. H. Kerr 205-453-5300 
By using an optical processor In conjunction with a digltal 
computer. a flngerprint classification method is devised based 
on the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of fingerprints. A library is 
constructed which catalogues fingerprints according to  the devised 
classlfication method. By using an optical processor to perform 
correlat~on. the practicality of identifying randomly selected 
fingerprints is determined. An error analysis will be performed 
to assess the accuracy of the classlfication and identification 
methods. A breadboard iystem at MSFC for performing fingerprint 
classification and identification and a prototype system for 
performing fingerprint classif~cat~on and identification will be 
fabricated. This prototy?e system would be used to demonstrate 
the feasibility to local. state, and Federal law enforcement 
agencies. By utilizing an exlsting in-house, state-of-art optical 
data processor in conjunct~on with an existing digital computer. 
flngerprint classification and identification studies will be 
performed. The existirlg optical processor is .composed of an 
electro-optic input device. a fiber-optic detector for sampling 
the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern, thermoplastic material for 
making holographic spatial filters. and is Interfaced to an IBM 
digital computer Depending upon the results of the first study. 
at MSFC a breadboard of an automated system will be fabr~cated. 
This breadboard will conslst of remote terminal to 'simulate a 
local law enforcement agency, a classification optical processor, 
a mass storage unit. an identification optical correlator, and 
digital control computer A prototype system will be developed 
to demonstrate the concept to local, state, and Federal law 
enforcement agencies. 
W73-70536 180-06-01 
Nat~onal Aeronaut~cs and Space Adm~n~strat~on. Washington 
D C 
LAUNCH VEHICLE PLANNING STUDIES 
8 C Lam 202-755-3726 
The objective of thls task IS to prov~de the analysls and 
organlzatlon of program level data requlred In support of OSS 
Launch Vehlcle and Propuls~on Programs plannlng A non- 
hardware organlzatlon establ~shed and exper~enced In the f~eld 
of plannlng research IS employed lndlvldual tasks are formulated 
and asslgned by Launch Vehlcle and Propuls~on Programs The 
contractor prepares technlcal reports presenting the results of 
analyses (econom~c analyses. trade-off studles lnvestlgatlons In 
areas of launch vehlcle technology e tc )  that prov~des a base of 
technlcal ~nformat~on that can be drawn upon In the formulation 
of program recornmendat~ons 
W73-70537 164-18-54 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT,. 
' Andrew B. Mallnoswki 301 -982-6462 
(164-18-51) 
The work in t h ~ s  RTOP is directed towards the development 
and appl~cation of satellite navlgation, surveillance and com- 
munication systems to improve or augment the present mar!time 
traff~c management systems. The major services which can be 
provided by the navigat~on, surveillance and communication 
functions are: passive and active navigation. grounding and 
collison avoidance. voice and data links, and optimum ship 
routing. Because of the unique ability of satell~tes to  keep in 
view all mobile traffic at all tlmes over large geographic regions 
(e.g.. Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans). satellite systems 
which can 1 )  provide accurate navigation aids. 2)  monitor ship 
traffic in congested areas to prevent collisions and groundings, 
3) provide rapid information flow between ship and shore and 
sh~p  to ship, become hlghly attractive candidates for maritime 
traffic management services. Although cons~derable study has 
been devoted to the economic soundness of satellites. there are 
numerous questions that need to be answered if satellite systems 
are to be implemented to operate In place of or In addition to 
any future ground systems Some of the major questions are 
concerned with system performance le.9.. passive or active 
position determination accuracy, channel quality, application and 
resolution of environmental sensors, etc.), capaclty (number of 
users, number of voice data channels, data rates, data type. 
etc.). cost factors, system reliability, state of art readiness for 
experimental and preoperational phases, and cr~tical--- 
W73-70538 164-21 -54  
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena 
COMMUNICATION SATELLITE ANTENNA RESEARCH 
R. V. Powell 213-354-6586 
(164-06-58: 164-21-55: 502-23-12) 
This effort will complete the synthesis of antenna aperture 
distributions and initiate breadboard designs to determine the 
feasibility of pract~cal antennas for NASA's communication. 
broadcast, and data relay satellites This is done to determine 
operating characteristics at higher frequencies, e.g.. K-band, to 
reduce sidelobe levels, and to create multiple shaped beams 
from a single aperture for selected shaped area coverage. 
Specifically, the multiple shaped beam information is needed for 
the proposed ATS-H and ATS-I experiments and the current 
AAFE program. Multiple shaped beams are planned and needed 
to allow transm~ssion to different specific reglons while using a 
mimimum of the allowed spectrum. Low sidelobes with beam 
shaping will permit coverage of unique areas with sharper 
cutoff at international boundaries withln an allowed interference 
level The results of the present shaped beam study will be 
used in this FY'73 program These results will indicate one or 
more types of useful shaped beams to consider for implementation. 
one by uslng some type of phased array. the other by using 
some configurat~on of reflector and feeds. A breadboard system 
w ~ l l  then be built to determine problem areas and expected 
performance advantages. 
W73-70539 164-21-55 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
TRACKING A N D  DATA RELAY SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT 
George 0. Clark 301 -982-6331 
(1 50-22-20) 
The two objectives are, 1) to provide for the defln~tlon of 
a Tracklng and Data Relay Satellite System to be used for 
support of NASA missions, and 2) to provide for the orderly 
development of the technology required for implementing a f~rst 
generatlon TDRSS by 1977. Various studies will be performed 
to establish the criteria for a TDRSS while other stud~es will 
lo& for solut~ons to problems inherent in the system. In addition. 
technology will be developed as requ~red for a first-generation 
TDRSS. 
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W73-70540 164-21-72 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
COMMUNICATION LINK CHARACTERIZATION 
J. Eckerman 301 -982-6786 
(1 64-2 1-73: 164-06-58) 
The NASA interference and propagation program was 
planned by a rnultlagency committee at the request of the 
Director of Telecommunications Poltcy. Initially, emphasis was 
placed on preparation of  the Uni ted States posltton on 
interference between satellite earth stations and microwave relay 
links at frequencies below 10  GHz for the 1 9 7 1  World 
Admin~strat ive Radio Conference IWARC-71). The program 
objective is to acquire. analyze, and disseminate space propagation 
data for a user community of space systems designers, operators 
and regulatory agencies. Measurements and analyses are being 
performed whlch lead to a centralized data base for characteriza- 
tlon of radio frequency phenomena required to design space 
communications systems. The successful implementation of space 
applications services depends upon optimization of satellite 
communications systems. The design and operation of reliable 
communicat~ons ltnks requires data on 1) propagation effects 
caused by natural phenomena, and 2) man-made noise that 
may adversely distort signal transmisstons. The present data 
inadequactes may result in costly over-design. substandard system 
performance or perhaps misston fallure. Th~s communications 
sclences program is designed t o  obtain interference and 
propagation data needed by NASA and other agencies for their 
space programs 
W73-70541 164-21 -73 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICAL 'CONSULhATION PRO- 
GRAMS 
J. Eckerman 301-982-6786 
1164-21-72: 164-06-58) 
Analyses, technical positions and support on space 
communication matters will be given to various agencles as 
well as CClR and UN working group members It  IS the mlssion 
of this project to advise the Executive Office of the President. 
the Federal Communications Commision. Department of State, 
Office of Telecommunications Policy. Department of Defense. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and NASA 
organizations on Space Communications Technology Support is 
required for the following identifiable tasks: 1) Domestic Satellite 
Systems and Orbit Utilization optimization studies. Of particular 
concern is the problem of providing for growth of existing and 
planned satellite services as well as assuring orbital slots and 
frequencies for new services not yet defined: 2) CClR interim 
and plenary in CY72 and 73 respectively; 3) anticipated UN or 
ITU sponsored working parties on direct broadcast; 4) World 
Administrative Radio ConferencelMaritlrne and Mobile (WARC- 
M M )  1974. In addition. special requests from FCC. OTP. OST. 
etc.. not yet defined but certain to come shall be supported 
W73.70542 164-21 -80  
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. M d  
1 0  MICROMETER WAVELENGTH SPACE COM- 
MUNICATION 
Nelson McAvoy 301 -982-4942 
The objective is to develop efficient systems for very 
wideband communication sultable for NASA missions requiring 
hlgh data rate llnks between two spacecraft and between 
spacecraft and ground stations. Ten micrometer wavelength 
systems using C02 lasers can prov~de thls capability with low 
power  consumption, light-weight, small antennas. neglig~ble 
interference. and no spectrum crowding. Effort under this RTOP 
will be on the development of techniques, components and 
systems with C02 lasers that ultimately will be used in missions 
such as TDRS' and Earth Resources Satellites. Component 
technology is now available for the development of an optical 
engineering model of a space-to-space communlcatlon link. During 
FY72, subsystems for an engineering model of a spaceborne 
receiver terminal were started. A contract was let for development 
of the optical. structural, and mechanical subsystem of the 
receiver. Also, In FY72, in-house component development 
commenced on tunable laser local oscillators to cope with 
tracking of plus or mlnus 710  MHz Doppler shift. FY73 and 
FY74 efforts will be directed toward advanced component 
development leading to the development of an engineering 
model of a 300Mbi t lS optical communlcatlon link such as 
would be required between a low orblting satellite and a 
synchronous satellite. Tests will be conducted to evaluate operation 
of high data rate links under simulated cond~tions of pointing 
Instability and channel noise. Component development w ~ l l  
emphasize requirements of the wideband receiver, such as tunable 
local oscillator concepts and g~gahertz mixer response at 130 
K. 
W73-70543 164-21 -81 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
C O M M  U N l C A T l O N S  A N D  NAVIGATIONS SATELLITES 
SUPP,ORT STUDIES 
D. 0. Lowrey 205-453- 1578 
(1 64-76-61) 
Studies and investigations. including laboratory experimenta- 
tion and range testing wi l l  be per formed In support o f  
communications and navigat~on satellite programs aimed at earth 
user applications. The lnvestigatlons will be concentrated in two 
primary areas: ( 1 )  multiple beam and beam contour forming 
antenna techniques. and 12) microstrip and microwave circuit 
techniques. Both tasks will be almed at,communicat~ons systems 
that operate at S-band and higher frequencies with primary 
concentration on Ku-band operation. The work at other centers 
will be studied closely so as to prevent duplication of techniques. 
to provide support in areas that may have been overlooked, and 
to take advantage of the results that are applicable to these 
tasks. A concentrated In-house effort will be employed in the 
performance of these tasks. making use of existing laboratory 
and antenna range facilit~es. The mlcrostrip and microwave 
circuit task will develop clrcuit deslgn and fabrication techniques 
of circuits that can possibly be used In the multiple beam and 
contour beam forming antennas in order to provide light weight 
systems as well as transmitter. recelver and other associated 
microwave circuitry 
W73-70544 164-76-51 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT SPACECRAFT TECHNOLOGY 
Henry C. Hoffman 301-982-4496 
This project will develop long lead time spacecraft system 
rechnology, of specific applicability to synchronous equatorial 
missions, planned for the late 1970's and early 1980's. The 
results could be applicable to missions such as ATS-H and 
ATS-I Tracking and Data Relay Satell~te and TV Distributlon/Direct 
Broadcast satellites. The efforts will be toward both high accuracy 
point ing systems (.001 degrees) and towards a deeper 
understanding of passive systems. Studies will be car!ied out 
on synchronous alt~tude system design concepts. precision 
measurement systems, advanced dynamic analyses of spacecraft 
flexibility. advanced thrusters and torquers for precise earth 
o r~en ted  spacecraft, and damping mechanisms. Damping 
mechan~sm studies will include both analysis and test of dampers 
for use on spinnlng and multi-spin satellites. I n  addillon. 
components not intended as dampers, such as heat plpes and 
fuel in the tanks will also be analyzed and tested , 
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W73-70545 164-76-60 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
DATA COLLECTION 
C. E. Cote 301 -982-421 5 
The objective is to develop technology for collecting data 
and determining position location for upwards of 10 - 100.000 
platforms in support of communications, earth science, earth 
survey and search and rescue appl~cations. A significant objective 
is to develop systems which can be implemented economically 
in terms of user platform equipment. allow for continued growth 
in number of users, and. meet increased requirements in terms 
of data traffic densities, location accuracy, velocity estimat~on 
and real time monitoring and reporting. Experimental systems 
are developed and proposed as experiments on NASA application 
satellites. Advanced mission planning and development form an 
integral part of the program. The approach to meeting the 
above objectives is: (1) initiate and maintain contact with the 
user community; (2) establish user needs and requirements: (3) 
develop technology In systerns and hardware areas, and; (4) 
conduct f l~ght experiments to validate and demonstrate concepts. 
User requirements are established through surveys using mailed 
questionnaires and direct personal contact. Requirements are 
configured into platform concepts to reflect the state of the art 
in technology and data collection systerns evolution. With 
increasing demands for lower cost platforms, h~gher capacity 
systems. and improved precision of  posit ion and velocity 
estimation. studies are carried out in advanced techniques to 
perform satellite on-board data processing and improve 
pos~tion/location accuracy A program of component/technology 
development is carried out, particularly as regards reducing--- 
W73-70546 164-76-60 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
DATA COLLECTION 
H. P. Kle~n 415-965-5094 
(160-75-24; 160-75- 16) 
The objectives are to investigate the capability of curren1 
and future satellite communications systems to  meet the needs 
for tracking wildlife roaming within large geographical areas. 
evaluate the status of current satellite position location techn~ques. 
propose requirements for future NASA satell~te communication 
systems to meet the economlc and scientific needs for wildlife 
migration monitoring and management and to build a data 
transfer station for fishery management via satellite relay. A 
RFP will be prepared by ARC containing the data collection 
requirements (physiological, behavioral, pos~t~onal nd environmen- 
tal) of experimenters studying wildlife migration.'ln turn these 
requirements w ~ l l  lead to further requirements for the satell~te 
communicat~on systems as follows: 1) status of position location 
technology: 2) power. frequency, and bit rate requirements of 
mobile platforms to transmit data to satellites from environmental 
and physiolog~cal sensors: 3) evaluate data processing and 
relaying requirements for satellites: 4 )  evaluate antenna 
requriements for data transmiss~on to satell~tes; 5) evaluate 
microminiaturization of receiving-transmitting units used on 
animals. ARC communication expertise will specify hardware 
requirements for a remote data relay ground station to use the 
ATS. ARC w ~ l l  buy, assemble and check out the system and 
prepare for Summer of 73 prototype systems f~e ld  test in 
fisheries measurements. 
W73-70647 104-76-81 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
MANNED COMMUNICATIONS A N D  NAVIGATION FLIGHT 
EXPERIMENT DEFINITION 
C. W Quantock 205-453-3424 
This study is directed to the development of the in-depth 
Phase A level conceptual des~gn, definition, and specificallon for 
selected experiments that will be flown in a Communicat~ons/ 
Navigation Resear,ch Laboratory on early Shutt le S o r t ~ e  
m~ssions. The conceptual definition of the laboratory is currently 
being developed under a parallel RTOP ent~tled. "Continuation 
of the Study Definit~on of Experiments and Instruments for A 
Communications/Navigation Research Laboratory.'' The experi- 
ments considered In this study will be selected by the NASA 
Headquarters Program Off~ce. Recommendations relative to the 
experiment selection, which will be provided by the NASA 
COR, w ~ l l  be based upon the results of the Laboratory study. 
More specif~cally, this study IS directed to the development of 
the items listed below for each of the selected experiments. ( 1 )  
specifications, including such factors as weight, volume. power 
requirements, special orb~tal characteristics, unique envlronmen- 
tal requirements, etc.: (2)  drawings, including size, configuration. 
interfaces. etc ; (3) interface def~ni t~on document. wherein, 
structural, mechan~cal, electrical or electronic interfaces are 
identified. 
W73-70548 164-76-86 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
DEFINITION OF EXPERIMENTS A N D  INSTRUME,NTS FOR 
A COMMUNlCATlON/NAVIGATION RESEARCH LABORA- 
TORY 
Charles W.  Quantock 205-453-3424 
Th~s study is d~rected to the conceptual design and definition 
of a manned Comrnunications/Nav~gation Laboratory to be flown 
on Shuttle Sortie Miss~ons. The laboratory will be des~gned to 
accommodate several experiments that w ~ l l  complement and 
supplement Communication/Navigation research data obtained 
from unmanned synchronous satellites. More specifically, the 
objectives of this study are to: ( 1 )  Define experiments and 
experiment requirements. (2) ident~fy and develop conceptual 
designs for major laboratory equipment and experiment 
~nstrumentation, (3)  perform a systems and operations analysis, 
(4) Investigate alternat~ve laboratory conf~gurations, payloads, 
and missions. (51 conduct studies relative to the role-of-man 
and on-board experimentation and data management, ( 6 )  
develop a conceptual des~gn and definition of the Com- 
munications/Navigation Laboratory. (71 develop mockups, 
sketches, and floor layouts which show equipment/ 
instrumentation and experiment locations. sizes, shapes, weight, 
volume, etc.. (8) identify any requirements or constraints the 
laboratory might place upon the Shuttle Sortie missions, and 
(9) develop cost, schedule and SRT requirements. Exper~ment 
definitions, which are being developed under a parallel RTOP 
will be a driving factor in the development of the laboratory 
design. A limited amount of the total study effort will be 
directed to studies relative to pre-Shuttle f l~ght opportunities In 
the event they are made available by NASA management 
decision 
W73-70549 164-76-81 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsv~lle. Ala. 
MULTI-USE REUSABLE ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY 
K. R. Taylor 205-453-3424 
During the Space Shuttle era. numerous miss~ons in 
Communication/Navigat~on and other applications discipl~ne are 
planned. The objective of this activity is to develop antenna 
des~gns that will meet the requirements of these missions, in 
the most cost effective manner; and also be compat~ble with 
the mode of operation of the Space Shuttle. Antennas on 
payloads which are deployed and retrieved by the Space Shuttle 
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must be reusable and multi-use designs Thls places a number 
of constraints and requlrements o n  antenna deslgns ~e 
deployment / ret ract~on capabl l~ ty  and Interchangeable feed 
capabtlity Thls actlvlty will def~ne antenna des~gn and test 
models that will be needed to meet the requlrements of future 
appl~cat~ons missions durlng the Space Shuttle era Spec~fic 
results will be (Al  A summary of the requirements for antennas 
to support future communicat~ons/navigat~on and earth 
observatlons mlsslons (6) An evaluation of avallable antenna 
des~gns for appllcabll~ty of these requlrements (C) The deflnlt~on 
of  high galn multl-use/reusable antenna des~gns ID) The 
ldentlflcation of future SR&T requlrements for h ~ g h  galn 
multl-use/reusable antennas 
W73-70550 164-76-83 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
SOLAR POWER SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
Walter E Whitacre 205-453-0470 
The objective of this study is to assess the present and 
projected electrical power generation needs, technology. and 
supply status and to determine the technical and economic 
attractiveness of both ground based and orbit based solar power 
systems. Using avallable data and the results of recent studies 
an assessment will be made of the present known energy 
sources, the present expected life of these sources, the expected 
trends in per caplta energy consumption. population growth. 
and industrial changes. There will also be technical and economic 
comparisons made between solar power systems and other 
known or postulated energy generating systerns such as nuclear 
power plants. hydroelectr~c plants. etc. The study will also 
determine the technology needed to permit operation of a 
ground based solar power system. in the several megawatt 
range. by 1986. Th~s technology development plan will include 
consideration of and for the various environmental costs and 
effects of both the present and postulated generatlon systems 
and the transmission and distribution subsystems which serve 
as part of the solar power system. 
W73-70551 164-76-84 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
USE OF THE SOLAR ELECTRIC .PROPULSION STAGE 
(SEPS) FOR EARTH ORBITAL APPLICATION 
C. H Guttman 205-453-3196 
(680-40-05; 1 13-26-24: 180- 17-56) 
Thls RTOP represents a new start effort In that ~t represents 
an application study to be used In conjunction with an ongoing 
project entitled "Use of the Solar Electrtc Propulsion Stage 
(SEPS) for Performing Earth Geosynchronous Missions." The 
objective of this RTOP IS to determine and define the advantages 
that the Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS) can offer future 
Earth Orbital Application programs in terms of lower cost programs 
while maintaming a higher level of program flexibility and sclence 
return than presently exlsts. 
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Launch Vehicle Development SR&T 
W73-70552 180-06-50 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ANALYSIS OF A D V A N C E D  P R O P U L S I O N  S Y S T E M S  
REQUIREMENTS 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
A continuing program has been underway for several years 
atmed at evaluating and analyzing the capabil~ty of exist~ng and 
proposed propulsive systems. A large number of the proposed 
systems are of the low thrust variety. The theory. analyt~cal 
approaches and computer ~mplementation of the task necessary, 
to study low thrust missions have been pursued at the Aerosystems 
Lab. of  Princeton University and by Analytical Mechanics 
Associates. Inc. Current efforts will be directed at extending the 
capabilities of these computer programs. identifying new program 
requirements. and utilizing the programs to determ~ne propulsive 
requirements for future mlssions. Comparisons will be made 
between high and low thrust misslons as well as missions that 
combine the two. The approach to be taken is to study in 
greater depth selected earth orbital, planetary and interplanetary 
missions where preliminary work has indicated that low thrusl 
propulsion systems show a distinct advantage over conventional 
propulsion in either payload or trip time. The current studies 
will incorporate detailed spacecraft systems performance models 
to include both space envlronment and spacecraft related 
constraints. Orb~t  determination and guidance analyses will be 
performed for those miss~ons that show prornlse after an indepth 
study. The behavior of several orbit determination and guidance 
schemes will be analyzed to determine the relative merits of 
each as well  as possible effects on spacecraft system 
performance. 
W73-70553 180-06-50 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. M d  
ANALYSIS  OF A D V A N C E D  P R O P U L S I O N  S Y S T E M  
REQUIREMENTS 
R. E Coady 301-982-4731 
A cont~nuing program has been under way for several 
years aimed at evaluating and analyzing the capability of existing 
and proposed propulsion systerns for accomplishing planned or 
proposed automated mlssions. The theory. analytic approaches 
and computer implementation necessary to conduct this work 
have been pursued at the Aerospace Systems Lab of Princeton 
University and by Analyt~cal Mechanics Assoc~ates. Inc Current 
efforts are directed at extending the capabilities of these 
computer programs, as well as the use of the progams already 
developed, toward the generation of mission data for a broad 
range of missions and toward updating NASA's Launch Vehicle 
Estimating Factors booklet for solar electric propulsion. Included 
In the current efforts has been work dlrected toward making 
the relationship between impulsive and finite thrust trajectories 
mathematically explicit and the implementation of thls work 
Into an operational tool. Currently work is in progress to extend 
the capabil~ties of present programs to Include more real~stic 
performance and environmental models. Additionally, work has 
begun to study the behavior of several proposed guidance 
schemes in an attempt to establish the criteria on whlch a 
judgment can be made about the relative merits of one mode 
over another. The approach to be taken in the next few years 
is to study selected Earth orbiting, planetary and interplanetary 
missions where preliminary work has indicated that low--- 
W73-70554 180-06-51 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
MISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR N U C L E A R  ELECTR l C  
SPACECRAFT 
P. J. Meeks 213-354-2546 
(503-25-02: 503-05-02) 
The objective of this RTOP is to Investigate the d~rect 
consequence of using nuclear electrlc propulsion to prov~de 
prime propulsion aboard planetary spacecraft. This RTOP is to 
determ~ne unique mlssion features, payload capability, launch 
vehicle character~stics, spacecraft integration problems and 
solut~ons, ground support equipment, prelaunch testing require- 
ments, restrictions due to nuclear'safety, and overall mission 
costs for nuclear reactor electrlc propulsion systems. Thls RTOP 
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the necessary test data reduction methods, 3)  evaluate the 
sensor coefflclents of designated error models for Astrionics 
systems. with and without any error compensation equipment. 
and 4) conduct performance tests with the inertlal sensors 
comblned into an Astrionics sensor package. 
W73-70561 180-1 7-54 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala 
GUIDANCE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
William D. Powers 205-453-31 9 4  
The coming decade of vigorous space activity by NASA 
and other organizations will require an increasingly rellable launch 
vehicle family. This includes the development of technology to 
provlde flexible and rellable guldance computation for future 
space missions. Hlgh performance data processing configurations 
with useful lifetimes up to five years for long duratlon earth 
orbital and planetary missions are to be emphasized Dlgltal 
logic, clrcults and packaging techniques are to  be developed to 
meet the reliability and environmental constraints of these 
advanced missions. Emphasls will be given to continuation of 
research in modular computer configurations including evalua- 
tlon of Modular Computer Breadboard which has been developed 
and fabricated by NASA Electronics Research Center. Existing 
software will be refined and expanded and new software developed 
in the areas of failure detect ion, switching control. and 
recovery The culmination of these developments and evaluations 
will result in the fabrication of a breadboard modular computer 
system utilizing LSI technology. Associated software will be 
developed concurrently 
W73-70562 180-17-56 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION STAGE (SEPS) - SRT 
C. H. Gunman 205-453-3190 
This RTOP represents the total SEPS SRT project effort 
for FY-73. The objective of this task is to provide the lnltlal 
technology research and development necessary to assure 
adequate. timely. and cost effectlve technology development for 
the SEPS project. The objective of this project in FY-73 is not 
to develop hardware at this time but to determtne in detail a 
requirements and technology analysls in each case so that the 
need for, availability, programmatlc, and cost aspects of the 
development ttem can be determined. The tasks to be researched 
and developed under this project include: Dynamics of Off-Loaded 
Stage Mercury Tanks. Long Duration. Low Thrust Navigation 
and Guidance Analysis. Stage Thrust Vector Control Techniques. 
Closed Loop Dynamics of the Stage with Large Solar Arrays. 
Stage Central Computer and sequences (CCSt Requirements 
Analysis. Stage Navigation Sensors, Versatile Thermal Control 
System for the Stage. Environmental Protective Dev~ce for 
Stage Payloads. SEPS Structural Analysis. Survey and Classifica- 
tion of Low-Thrust Trajectories, and SEPS GC&N System Definition 
Studies. A majority of the tasks shown will be spin-offs of 
ongoing inhouse efforts currently being worked. 
W73-70563 180-1 7-57 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
S O L A R  ARRAY TECHNOLOGY FOR SOLAR ELECTRIC 
PROPULSION STAGE (SEPS) 
J. L. Miller 205-453-4566 
The objective of this RTOP is to insure the availability and 
adequacy of technologv to suppon the solar electric p~opulsion 
stage solar array. The approach is to assess the adequacy of 
existing advanced solar array technology and to use that which 
is applicable and to develop that which is not Specifically the 
GE and Hughes rollup solar array concepts will be consldered 
along with the possibility of a different deployment scheme 
using the Lockheed deployable boom concept As a backup 
approach or possibly a product improvement approach, the FEP 
teflon solar cell sandwich blanket concept under development 
by LeRC will be consldered. The effort will be accomplished 
according to a 4 point work breakdown as follows. (A)  Analysis 
of technology available In comparison to SEPS requirements: 
(8) Specific technology; (C) Specific application development. 
(D) Fabrication and test of a full scale test article. 
W73-70564 180-24-51 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Callf. lnst of Tech, Pasadena 
ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTATION 
P. J. Meeks 213-354-2546 
This is an applied research program deslgned towards 
develop~ng and demonstrating electrothermal nondestructive EED 
test techniques, methods to efficiently and rellably functlon 
electroexplos~ve devices at high power levels and techniques for 
allowlng in-fllght monitoring of squib condltlon for long duratlon 
missions. Several techniques have been developed to nondestruc- 
tlvely examine the condltion of the critlcal squlb brldgewlre/ 
header/pyrotechnic interface. The development of new application 
techniques to integrate these NDT tests into flight applications 
is now being addressed. Techniques to examine a n d  analyze 
both unloaded squlb bridgewires and the relationship between 
the loaded assembly and the bare wire will be developed. A 
second most important application of the NDT techniques will 
be In the determination of fallure mode rates so that a falled 
condition can be forecast in several different environments. This 
application information will be dlrectly integrated into long term 
mission squib monitoring technology development. Long durat~on 
missions to the outer planets and beyond necessitate squib 
survivability in an extended radiation and vacuum temperature 
cycling environment A method to periodically monltor squib 
~gnition reliability while a spacecraft is in-transit to the outer 
planets will be developed. I t  is presently planned to make use 
of the spacecraft computer, telemetry techniques and the squib 
firlng circult in.this application. Low level electrical pulses will 
be periodically supplied to each bridgewire of each spacecraft 
squlb The electrothermal responses from the squib will be 
analyzed by the on-board computer for condltion determination 
of bridgewire clrcuit. This information can be used to directly 
influence overall misslon operational flexibility elther by the 
spacecraft computer or by ground commands 
W73-70565 180-31 -02 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
AEROZINE 50/N204 AUTOGENOUS PRESSURIZATION 
SYSTEM 
R L. Haltermann 301 -982-61 13 
The objecttve IS to determine the feaslb~lity of reducing the 
Delta vehicle's second stages inert weight through the replacement 
of the current hellurn cold gas propellant~preSsur~zat~n ransfer 
system by an autogenous AeroZlNE 50/N204 system. The 
hypergolic characteristic of this propellant combination provldes 
the potential for such applications as: 1) studytng alternate 
methods using the basic propellants to provide the performance 
glven by the present pressurization system. 2)  performing a 
systems analysis on the alternate methods to determine amounts 
of propellant required to provide the necessary pressurant volume: 
3)  developing the layout: and weight of the deslgn hardware 
requlred for each system) 4)  performing a critical failure analysis 
on the systems and determlnlng the rellabllity of each. 5) selecting 
the most sensible design and performing subscale testing 
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W73-70566 180-31 -07 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
RS-27 ENGINE LOW LEVEL THRUST QUALIFICATION 
Thomas D Stuart 310-982-5961 
(680-40-02)  
The maximum acceleration level on a Delta mlssion will 
occur during the end of first stage burn. This is true for all two 
stage missions and for three stage missions using the TE-M-364-4 
solid propellant motor where the spacecraft weight exceeds 
1200 pounds (700 pounds wlth a TE-M-364-3 motor). ReorJficing 
the repackage Delta H-1 (designated RS-27) engjne to lower 
the thrust is a straightforward method of reducing the max~mum 
acceleration. The proposed thrust reduction to 160.000 pounds 
would reduce the maximum acceleration. during the last seconds 
of first stage burn. by 25 percent. 
W73-70567 180-31-51 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohlo 
THERMAL SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
J. R. Barber 216-433-6441 
The general objectives of the programs to be conducted 
under this RTOP are to provide the technology required for 
effective design, fabrlcation, maintenance and operation of thermal 
protection systems for use w ~ t h  cryogenic propellants in launch 
vehicles and upper stages. Experimental and analytical studies 
will be conducted to (1) evaluate multllayer insulation perform- 
ance, emphasizing the effects of crltical features (such as seams. 
overlaps, gaps and penetrations), insulation preconditioning and 
surface temperatures. (2)  Investigate the influence of outgassing 
on lnsulation performance, including the effect of perforations. 
(3)  optimize multilayer lnsulation by selectively varying thickness 
and shleld emlssivity. (4)  investigate the concept of a lightweight 
vacuum jacket, and ( 5 )  evaluate a lightweight 'cryogenic 
refrlgeratlon system for long-term space operation. 
W73-70568 180-31 -52  
Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
LIQUID PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
P. J. Meeks 213-354-2546 
(757-53-30. 503-24-26) 
A primary objective IS to design a Dual Mode Propulsion 
System which will be ready for use by 1977 flight projects 
System requirements for the next decade and existlng and 
projected capabilities will be revlewed. Coord~nating closely wlth , 
related OAST R / A D  RTO PS, component  improvements. 
technology deficiencies, and other new approaches will be 
identlfled. Another major objective is to demonstrate and evaluate 
a flight-configuration bimodal (combinat~on monopropellant/ 
bipropellant) rocket engine for unmanned planetary spacecraft 
applications. The engine will be passively-cooled and operable. 
upon command. In elther the monopropellant or bipropellant 
model. I t  will burn the earth-storable propellants N 2 0 4  and 
N2H4 and be capable of operating continuously for at least 
1000 ,seconds at a 4500-N (approximately 1000 Ibf) thrust 
level for orbit-insert~on or plane-change maneuvers, and at a 
reduced thrust of about 1500-N (approximately 340 Ibf) wlth 
monopropellant N2H4 for orbit modification or trajectory correction 
maneuvers, all with a single thrust chamber. A third objective is 
to advance understanding of the chemical and mechanical 
processes occurring wlthln a bed of Shell 405 catalyst durlng 
monopropellant decomposition, with special emphasis on the 
phenomenon known as "washout". The experimental work will 
be extended t o  pulse-mode washout, and a mathematical 
correlation will be developed to predict and control washout. 
W73-70569 180-32-51 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SOLID ROCKET PROPULSION SYSEMS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
A review will be made of the criteria and methods of 
analysis used in ,the design, processes, and techniques used in 
the fabrlcation of solid fuel rocket motors, particularly those 
used in the Scout vehicle, and identify those areas where the 
design and/or process controls are inadequate. A study will be 
performed to define the extent and severity of the solld rocket 
motor outgassing. Optimum motor case materials and/or  
fabrication techniques will be selected. An investigation will be 
conducted to determine and verify by tests a technique for 
predicting the aerodynamic coefficients of control surfaces 
immersed in a rocket exhaust flow external to the nozzle A 
study will survey the existing 'motors, define an op t imum 
configuration for an upper stage motor. and select one or more 
candidates as the start ing point for development of the 
optimum motor. The Apollo standard initlator will be qualified 
to a delay Initlator assembly in a modular concept. In t h ~ s  
concept, the Apollo standard Initiator shall be used to functlon 
higher level hermetically-sealed pyrotechnic assemblles. Separate 
motor delay initiator assemblles will be developed to meet 
three different specified conditions. An investigation will be 
made to evaluate the effectiveness of radiographic and ultrasonic 
nondestructive test methods currently used for determining the 
acceptance of solid propellant motors Methods for upgrading 
the quality of nondestructive test acceptance criteria. through 
improvements in existlng equipment and procedures, and/or the 
use of advanced techniques wil l  also be investigated. A 
development program will be conducted to determine the selection 
of an Improved materlal to replace graphite materials currently 
used for nozzle throat inserts on solid propellant motors. A 
program will--- 
W73-70570 180-32-52 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
SOLID A N D  HYBRID PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
Paul J. Meeks 213-354-2546 
(758-56-47; 502-24-06) 
The objectives are to determ~ne the requirements. the 
applicability, and the effectiveness of solid and hybrid propulsion 
systems In meeting future earth orbit, planetary spacecraft. and 
probe missions; identify optimum propulsion configurations: and 
determine areas of technology advancement required to support 
future use of such propulslon. Standardization of certain classes 
of propulslon systems for multl-mission applications will be 
sought. The major effort will be on the Spacecraft Energetic 
Propulsion (SCEP) concept, propulsion within planetary at- 
mospheres, and demonstration firings of graphite epoxy motor 
chambers. Motor reliability of conventional apogee and small 
upper stage solid motor applications will be examined to determine 
where reliablllty improvements may be achieved. User require- 
ments, analyses. development and motor fabrication techniques 
and user f l~ght  data and experience relative to post flight failures 
wil l  be assessed. Flight instrumentat~on and motor NDT 
Improvements w ~ l l  be stressed. Recommendations for reliability 
Improvement will be provided for future f l~ght  program usage. 
W73-70571 180-32-52 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
DELTA HYBRID TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
(1 13-32-01) 
The objective of this work is to complete the technology 
for a hlgh energy (flox/lithium-llthlum hydride) hybrid propulsion 
system so as to allow initiation of a development of a new 
thlrd stage for Delta uslng this system. The approach will be a 
contracted program in which the primary effort will be a deslgn 
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and demonstrat~on at full scale In heavyweight hardware of (1)  
a su~table fuel configurat~on uslng an already developed fuel 
formulat~on, and 12) a suitable nozzle which will survive the 
required extreme temperature and chemical environment for 
100 seconds. Secondary emphas~s w ~ l l  be on alt~tude performance 
verificat~on and on demonstration of the benign nature of the 
fuel In response to cracks, separations, etc. 
Planetary Exploration SR&T 
W73-70572 185-47-51 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. M d  
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE, ATOMIC OXYGEN. A N D  ENER- 
GETIC BEAM CALIBRATION FOR M A S S  SPECTROMETERS 
H. 8. Niemann 301-982-4706 
The objective of this work is to develop laboratory techniques 
and construct test facilities for the testing and cal~brat~on of
instruments to measure the neutral particle compos~tion and 
temperature in the atmosphere. The large pressure range over 
which the instruments are requ~red to operate and the d~fferent 
chemical propenles of the various atmospheric constituents make 
it necessary to bulld several separate systems each wlth a 
l~mi ted range and flexibility which together satisfy the test 
requirements An absolute pressure cal~brat~on system has been 
constructed for mass spectrometer calibration with non-reactive 
gases. 1.e.. N2. 02 .  C02. H2, etc. A dual chamber system w ~ t h  
liquid hellurn cryogenic pumps and sputter ion pumps IS used in 
order to prov~de for large pumping low ult~mate pressure and 
hydrocarbon free operations Pressure measurement w ~ t h  reference 
manometer and high speed computer compatible data recording 
assures improved measurement accuracy and high efficiency. 
For the evaluation of spectrometers with chemically active gases. 
i e.. 0 and H, substant~al improvements are planned for the use 
of both (1)  thermal dissociation beam system which produces 
atomic constituents by means of dissociat~on induced by a 
heated filament, and (2)  the satell~te energy sputtered beam 
system which produces medium energy atomic beams by means 
of energetic Ion sputtering of vacuum deposited gas layers. 
W ~ t h  further development, complementary studies to be carried 
out with these systems will include ( 1 )  calibration of sensor 
response to active gases of high concentrations, with very low 
background pressures, and (2) an evaluation of the effect of 
beam velocity upon gas surface interactions lnfluenclng the 
eventual optimization of gas detector designs. 
W73-70573 185-47-52 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. M d  
DEVELOPMENT OF NEUTRAL M A S S  SPECTROMETERS 
FOR PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENTS 
H. B. Niemann 301-982-4706 
This research plan is concerned with the overall Improvement 
of neutral gas composit~on measurements planned for the 
atmospheres of the Earth and of the planets. In general. 
Improvements are sought In two baslc areas. ( I )  sensor concept 
and application. and (2)  opt im~zat~on of  basic Instrument 
parameters in antic~pation of restrictive miss~on constraints. In 
the first area. sensor development will be dlrected toward (a) 
the Improvement of amb~ent gas sampling techniques for high 
velocity probes Into high density atmospheres (e.g, the Jov~an 
Turbopause Probe). (b) the design of more effic~ent Ion sources 
of both the open type which provides s~de-energy focusing, and 
the closed type wh~ch  increases the thermal~zat~on of the gas 
being measured, and (cl development of a neutral panicle 
retarding potential analyzer for h ~ g h  velocity probes. In the 
second area, neutral spectrometer system development w ~ l l  be 
directed toward opt~mizing ex~sting techniques In view of rigorous 
requirements anticipated In lorthcomlng Earth and planetary 
flight opportunit~tes. Thls work will concentrate on (1) development 
of smaller l~ghter h~gher resolut~on less expenslve analyzers 
uslng hyperbol~c rods (2) Improvement of Ion current detectors 
applicable to d~gttal systems emphaslzlng accuracy senslttvlty 
and stabll~ty and (3) development of Improved d ~ g ~ t a l  logic and 
on board data processlng sub systems Perlodlc Earth atmosphere 
f l~ght tests w ~ l l  be performed to evaluate developments In the 
Ion source area and In the on-board data processlng system 
under true fl~ght condlt~ons 
W73.70574 185-47-53 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
DEVELOPMENT OF ION MASS SPECTROMETER FOR 
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERIC EXPERIMENT 
H. A. Taylor. Jr. 301 -982-6610 
The Bennett Radio Frequency Ion Mass Spectrometer 
instrument is belng prepared for future planetary flight 
opportunit~es, including both entry probes and orbiters. The 
objectives of the experiments to be perlormed with these 
instruments will be the direct in-situ measurement of ambient 
thermal positive ions distributed in the planetary ionosphere. 
The Bennett ion spectrometer Instrument has been proven 
through repeated successful earth flight tests on both rockets 
and satellites. The most economical preparation of this instrument 
concept for planetary application is that of optimizing exist~ng 
measurement techniques so as to prov~de the simplest, least 
expenslve, and least demanding instrurnent capable of returning 
significant direct measurement results on the exploration of an 
unknown planetary ionosphere. To realize thls objective, further 
refinement of the Bennett spectrometer instrument is planned 
In the following areas. namely (1)  improvements in the select~on 
and testing of ultra light non-reactive sensor insulators. 12) 
optimization of noise suppression and isolation techn~ques, and 
(3)  earth atmosphere test fl~ghts of prototype instruments. The 
flrst two tasks involve electro-mechanical design enhancements. 
emphasizing a controlled and reliable extension of present 
technology. The th~rd  task provides for a cont~nuing program of 
earth f l~ght  testing involving cooperative participation on existing 
and planned Javelln rocket payloads. 
W73-70575 185-47-54 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center Greenbelt M d  
EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT FOR THE DETERMINATION 
OF VENUS CLOUD PARTICLE COMPOSITION 
H B N~emann 301-982-4706 
The objective of thls work 1s to develop a practical techn~que 
for the determlnat~on of the composltlon of cloud particles In 
the lower atmosphere of Venus Although the complex~ty of the 
Venus cloud structure whtch IS expected to be at least equal 
to the complex~ty of the terrestr~al cloud structure requlres a 
study of many different techn~ques the relatively stra~ghtforward 
and laboratory proven method of mass spectrometers for the 
composltlon determlnat~on of so l~d mater~als and condens~bles 
will be adopted for space f l~ght  appllcattons The major effort 
will be extended In the area of mlnlaturlzatlon we~ghr reduct~on 
and efflc~ency In power consumption 
W73-70576 185-47-55 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 
SPECTROSCOPY A N D  PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF PLANETARY 
A N D  COMETARY MOLECULES 
L. J. St~ef 301-982-2529 
The objectives of thls progmm are to measure the optical 
and chemical properties of atoms and molecules which are 
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impor tant  i n  understand~ng the composit~on of planetary 
atmospheres and comets. Emphasis IS placed on those problems 
which are of immediate concern for interpreting the results of 
rocket and. satellite observat~ons. In these lnvestlgations the 
well known techn~ques of optical spectroscopy and of 
photochemlstry are applied under well deflned exper~mental 
cond~t~ons. Soph~st~cated techniques have been developed for 
data reduct~on and for handling the small s~gnal levels which 
are usually encountered. Cross sections have been measured for 
producing the CO Founh Positive Band System and 0 resonance 
llne emission from photod~ssociation of C02. Exatation cross 
secrlons were measured in the vacuum ultraviolet for electron 
Impact on NO. A flash photolysisresonance fluoresence apparatus 
has been constructed to d~rectly measure quantum yields for 
pr im a ry phtotochemical processes. Laboratory evidence for 
format~on of C3 In photodecomposition of methylacetylene (CH3C 
equals CHI has led to the suggestion rhat the latter may be the 
parent molecule for formation of C3 In comets The reactions 
H O 2 i C O  and H02+NO are be~ng lnvest~gated 
W73-70577 185-47-56 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center, Greenbelt. M d  
NEGATIVE IONS I N  PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
A. C. Aikin 301 -982-4913 
The objective IS to determine the alt~tude d~str ibut~on and 
specles of negative Ions present in planetary atmospheres such 
as Venus and Mars. Since negative ion formation and species 
will depend on the presence of minor neutral atmospheric 
const~tuents such as molecular oxygen and water  vapor. 
~dentificat~on of negatlve ions can be used as a tracer of these 
neutral constituents. The present study will simulate ihe lower 
lonosphere of a C02 atmosphere with trace neutral constituents 
and ~dentlfy species of negative ions A negative ion detection 
system for sampl~ng in planetary atmospheres will also be 
developed. This system will ~n i t~a l ly  be utllized for the Earth's 
atmosphere. The research has application to the manned and 
unmanned explorat~on of the Martian surface, since i t  deflnes 
the electrical environment in whlch systems operate. I t  has 
appl~cat~on to meteorology in that negative ions found in the 
mesosphere can be u t~ l~zed  as tracers to determine factors 
~nvolved in large scale circulation and Interaction between the 
stratosphere and mesosphere. 
W73-70578 185-47-61 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex. 
SPECTROSCOPY OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
R D. Hudson 713-483-4981 
The objective of thls program is to provide, by infrared 
and ultrav~olet spectrometric techniques. both In the laboratory 
and by means of sounding rocket probes. ground based telescopes. 
high altitude aircraft, or space veh~cle platforms, fundamental 
data, which can be used to develop and explore the feasibil~ty 
of space f l ~ g h t  experiments for the determination of the 
temperature and composition of planetary atmospheres. This . 
will be achieved by (1) laboratory studies of the absorpt~on of 
ultrav~olet l~gh t  by atmospheric gases at high resolution (delta 
lambda is less than 0 0 4  angstroms). (2) laboratory stud~es of 
the chemical reactions that lead to the production of airglow. 
13) use of rocket probes. high altitude aircraft, and space platforms 
to study atmospheric composit~on. temperature, d~ssociation rates 
and airglow, and (41 telescope studies of the atmospheres of 
Mercury, Venus, Mars. Jupiter, and Saturn, in the infrared at 
h ~ g h  spectral resolution. 
W73-70579 185-47-66 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Cal~f. 
ATMOSPHERIC C H E M I C A L  P H Y S \ C S  - R E S E A R C H  
STUDIES OF PROCESSES I N  PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES, 
COMETS A N D  INTERSTELLAR SPACE 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
( 1  85-47-67)  
The objective is to  determine products, rates. and yields of 
energy transfer reactions In planetary atmospheres. comets, and 
interstellar space. Solar and galactic radiations interact w ~ t h  the 
atmospheric constituents to produce excited and ionized species 
and free rad~cals. wh~ch  then react to form other ionized and 
excited species, and/or neutral unexcited species. and/or reiadiate 
spectral energy, lns~ght into the nature of planetary atmospheres. 
comets and interstellar matter can be obtalned from studies of 
these processes under controlled condit~ons The recomb~nation 
of CO and 0 to produce C02 will be invest~gated under conditions 
simulating the C02-rich atmospheres of Mars and Venus. The 
recombination process In the presence of CI will also be 
investigated to assess the effectiveness of CI in catalyzing the 
recombination reaction. This study IS relevant to the C 0 2  
photochemistry on Venus in view of the presence of HCI in its 
atmosphere. The ultrav~olet photolys~s of CH4. NH3 and H2 will 
be investigated and the fluorescence emission cross-sections 
determined. These stud~es will contribute to our understanding 
of the photochem~stry of Jup~ter and w ~ l l  prov~de scientific 
'support for future Jupiter missions. The equivalent widths of 
the Schumann-Runge absorption bands of 0 2  will be determ~ned 
under various pathlength-pressure conditions to assess the role 
of pressure broadening and ~ t s  possible importance In attenuation 
of ultraviolet radiation In 02-r ich atmospheres 
W73-70580 185-47-67 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Cal~f. 
STRUCTURE OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
11 85-47-66)  
The basic goal IS to connect atmospheric obse~at lons 
w i t h  theory. Immediate objectives are: 1) structure of the 
lonospheres of Venus. Mars and Jupiter; 2) stability against 
photolysis on Mars and Venus; 3) interact~ons of ionospheres 
with planetary magnetospheres and solar wind. 4)  nature and 
genesis of Martian dust storms: 5) runaway greenhouse on 
Venus; 6) temperature structure of Jovian planets and Titan; 
and 7)  mean particle sizes and optical depth of Saturn's rings. 
The abundance and d~s t r~bu t~on  f ions, electrons and minor 
const~tuents on Mars and Venus are be~ng computed. using 
estimates and available data from atmospher~c observations and 
laboratory measurements. The role of kinetics, mass transport. 
and stratif~cation is being considered in the problem of stability 
of the CO2 atmospheres of Mars and Venus. The interaction of 
the solar wind with the atmospheres of Mars and Venus will be 
studied, as well as the Cytherean ionosphere. Us~ng Mariner 9 
photographs of the dust storm on Mars the mean particle size 
and temporal varlation of the optlcal thickness will be determined 
In the greenhouse effect on Venus the temperature structure of 
the atmosphere w ~ l l  be determined from a computer program 
and comb~n~ng  this with an evaluation of the photodissociat~on 
of water vapor in a photochemical model the histoly of water 
w ~ l l  be studled. The same basic computer program will be 
applied to the Jov~an planets and Titan In derlving the top of 
the convection zone and the temperature structure. The role of 
pressure-induced trans~tions of CH4 in greenhouse effects will 
be studied. To estlmate the panlcle slze of Saturn's rings 
comparisons will be made of the infrared absorpt~on bands of 
Ice with multiple scanering calculat~ons. 
W73-70581 185-47-68 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld, Calif. 
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PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES - STRUCTURE A N D  COM- 
POSITION 
Alvin Seiff 41 5-965-5685 
(1 86-68-60: 186-68-63) 
Exploratory mlssions to other planets w ~ l l  In some cases 
employ atmosphere-entry probes for the purpose of making 
measurements of the atmosphere during descent as well as 
from the surface Comprehensive studles have resulted In the 
definition of measurement techniques of this type and 
instrumentation suitable for Mars's atmosphere. Such Instrumenta- 
tion will be part of the 1975 Vtking misston payload. The 
Planetary Atmosphere Experiments Test. supported in part by 
t h ~ s  RTOP. was performed to demonstrate and confirm in the 
Earth's atmosphere the soundness of this concept. The flight 
data obtained demonstrated the validity, accuracy. and usefulness 
of the techniques developed. Studies have also been performed 
and wlll be continued as needed in response to needs of the 
Vlking Project Entry Science Experiment. to evaluate effects of 
proposed changes or to modlfy approaches to the planned 
experiments for the lander vehicles. Current emphasls is required 
on adaptat~on of the experiments l o  Venus probes, as planned 
in the Pioneer Venus Phase B studies. Further work will also be 
devoted to determine implementation requirements of these or 
similar experiments for entry Into Saturn and Jup~ter. 
W73-70582 185-47-71 
Jet Propulsion Lab, Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
ATMOSPHERIC EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
The purpose of this work is to def~ne in detail the key 
investigat~ons to be conducted in studying the atmospheres of 
the planets. In FY'73 spectal emphasis will be placed on Jupiter 
and Saturn, although the results will have relevance to other 
cloudy or hazy planets (tncluding Venus and Earth). ,Principal 
objectives are the definition and recommendation of techniques 
and instrumental concepts to be developed for both space-flight 
and supporting Earth-based investigations. Theoretical and 
laboratory investigations of crucial features of new concepts are 
also to be undertaken and error analyses performed. These 
include (1) new methods in radiative transfer theory for cloudy 
atmospheres (2) invers~on and interpretation of radiometric 
(broadband) and spectroscopic measurements (3) definition of 
relationships between practical instrument parameters and 
feasibility of objectives (4)  spectroscopic properties of atmospheric 
gases and cloud constituent under Jovian conditions and at 
long wavelengths. Prelim~nary studies of techniques for the 
investigation of the outermost regions of the atmospheres of 
Jupiter and Venus from orbiters are to be initiated. A new 
program of stud~es in atmospheric dynamics is proposed in 
support of the above. 
W73-70583 185-47-72 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
THEORETICAL STUDIES - PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
A broad program of expertmenlal and theoretical studies 
related to planelary atmospheres will be conducted, with the 
following object~ves: 1. Understand~ng the p'roperties and 
determination of the parameters of planetary atmospheres. 2. 
Applicat~on of laboratory exper~mental data to understanding 
and interpretation of spectral features of complex planetary 
atmospheres 3. Applying these f~ndings towards desi,gn of ground 
based i n d  spacecraft experiments. 4. Interpretation of above 
data as well' as other observations to a ~ d  in the evolutton of 
valid planetary atmospheric models. This program contrtbutes to 
NASA planetary missions both In its d~rect research relevance 
to planetary armospheric science and in the maintenance w~th in  
JPL of a staff of speclalists who may evaluate and deftne 
scient~f ic objectives and experiments for planetary f l~ght 
projects. The studies to be conducted in FY.73 pertain to. A. 
Photochemistry of planetary atmospheres. 8 .  ~ h e o r e i i c ~ l  studies. 
planetary atmospheric models and radlative transport theory C 
Microwave spectral studies of planetary atmospheres D. Volatile 
evolution. E. Electron Ionization and col l~sions in planetry 
atmospheres. 
W73-70584 185-47-91 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES A N D  MEAS- 
UREMENTS 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
Properties and processes of the earth's upper atmosphere 
as well as the atmosphere of other planets will be studied 
using ground-based and satellite measurements. laboratory 
simulattons and theoretical stud~es. Earth aeronomical measure- 
ments employing various techntques will be compared with 
drag measurements of the NASA-Langley Air Density Explorer 
satellites to obtain a more comprehensive picture of  our 
thermosphere and exosphere The vertical distribution of ozone 
in our atmosphere will be determined spectrophotometrically 
earth's shadow Mariner 9 tracklng data may be analyzed to 
determine the Martian radlo refracttvity profile, to develop consist- 
ent Martian atmospheric models and to ver~fy the techniques for 
future measurements of Mars. Mariner 9 solar occultation data 
may be analyzed to deduce neutral atmosphertc conditions near 
the surface of Mars and to possibly conflrm, or deny, the reality of 
an apparent diurnal variation in the surface pressure of Mars 
suggested from Mariner rad~o refractivity data. A study w ~ l l  be 
performed of the possible effect of helium and other upper 
atmospheric cons~tituents on the density of the Martian exosphere 
which in turn controls the orbital decay of Mariner 9. Mars 2 
and 3. and future Viking spacecraft Des~gn stud~es and formulation 
of  deslgn criteria for possible Instruments, measurement 
techn~ques and spacecraft to funher our understanding of planetary 
atmospheric processes will be continued. 
W73-70585 185-47-94 
Wallops Stat~on. Wallops Island. Va. 
E X P E R I M E N T A L  A N D  T H E O R E T I C A L  S T U D I E S  O F  
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
Shardanand 703-824-341 1 
The objective of this RTOP is to carry out an Integrated 
experimental and theoretical study aimed at improving our 
understanding of the optical properties of planetary atmospheres 
Including the effect of aerosols on slant path visibility through 
the atmosphere Special emphasis will be placed on (1) developing 
and improving model atmospheres for use in remote senslng. 
(2)  development of lnstrumentatlon for measuring o p t ~ c a l  
parameters of the atmospheres. (3) lmprovlng exsting theoretical 
models of radlative transfer through the atmospheres containing 
sign~ficant amounts of particulate matter (he. haze, dust, ice 
crystals, fog droplets). 
W73-70586 185-50-50 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
GEOPHYSICAL PROCESSES RELATED TO ORIGIN A N D  
EVOLUTION OF THE PLANETS 
L. S Walter 301 -982-2282 
The basic purpose of this. research will be twofold. a) To 
develop and evaluate theorles concerning the composition and 
structure of the planets - espec~ally Mars. Venus and the Eanh. 
b) To conceive def~nl t~ve flight experlmenrs w h ~ c h  would serve 
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to establish the val~dity or disprove the theories. The several 
segments under this research plan pertain to a broad variety of 
discipl~nes: a) Petrology and Impact Studies: b) Chemical; c) 
Astronomical: d) Planetary Body Stud~es. 
W73-70587 185-50-60 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
P L A N E T O L O G Y :  G E O M O R P H O L O G Y  AND SURFACE 
PROCESS OF PLANETARY BODIES 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
One objective of t h ~ s  program IS to study the relative 
importance of volcan~c and impact process on the production of 
surface features of planets and satellites of planets and to 
apply these results t o  interpretation of the geologic history of 
the body. For example, meteorite Impact appears to be of 
greater importance for the production of craters on the moon 
than is volcanism. However, volcanic process may be more 
important in explaining surface features on much of the planet 
Mars It may be interpreted from t h ~ s  that Mars is more active 
than the Moon. A second objective is to determine the variable 
response of planets and satell~tes to the same flux of impacting 
bodies. One example is a recent study of Mars doublet craters. 
Twin craters on Mars could have been produced from breakup 
of impacting meteoro;ds due to stresses from the gravitational 
f~e ld  of Mars. Howerer, the theory predicts that breakup would 
be less extenslve for the Moon and separation of fission products 
would be smaller on the Moon than on Mars. Therefore crater 
structure would be d~fferent. An experimental impact program 
has shown that under these condit~ons crater types result that 
are sim~lar to those we see on the Moon. Thus different 
planetary bod~es exposed to the same flux yield different crater 
types and different crater distributions. Mariner 9 has recently 
revealed the presence of Martian calderas and rilles that are 
much larger than those observed to date on other surfaces of 
planetary bodies. Thus, an integral part of this program, the 
study of terrestrial volcan~c structures, w ~ l l  be helpful in interpreting 
the, different response of each planetary environment to the 
same basic endogenelic processes. 
W73-70580 185-50-61 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif 
LUNAR A N 0  PLANETARY STUDIES 
Glen Goodwin 415-965-5065 . . 
The or~j'sctives are to analyze and interpret theoretical 
calculat~ons of the cnmposit~on and thermal history of planetary 
bod~es, planetary suiface phenomena, the process of planetary 
formation and planetary magnetism; and to  investigate 
electromagnct~c heating as a possible factor In the evolution of 
planetary bodies. Electromagnet~c heating is pursued .by computer 
model~ng which comb~nes t h ~ s  heating w ~ t h  radionuclide and 
other sources. includirig models for early solar evolution and 
planetary accretion. Other ~nvest~gations make use of Mariner 9 
surface images of Mars for interpretation of surface features. 
Related theoretical analyses have been made concerning Jupiter 
and the planetary system of Barnard's star 
W73-70589 185-50-71 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Cal~f. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
PLANETOLOGY STUDIES 
D P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
Th~s program is devoted to the development of experimental 
techniques, instrumental configuration and method of data analysis 
for the in S I ~ U  measurement of planetary surface composition. 
X-Ray Diffraction/Fluorescence: the oblect~ve of t h ~ s  task is to 
develop a flight-configured englneerlng model of a combined 
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer and diffractometer for use in 
determining the elemental and mineralogical content of planetary 
materials. The Instrument will be miniatur~zed and capable of 
~uggedization X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis of Planetary Surfaces 
Using Solid-State Detectors The main objective of rh~s  program 
1s to develop a sol~d-state X-ray detector system of h ~ g h  resolution 
that can be flown on instrumented spacecraft missions for the 
chem~cal analysis of planetary surfaces. Sol~d-state detectors 
offer a great improvement in resolution relative to gas-filled 
proportional counters Likely applicat~ons of a flyable solid-state 
X-ray detector include. (1)  use in an X-ray mode of an 
alpha-scatter~ng instrument for chemical analysis of the MartIan 
surface. and (2) use in a combined X-ray diffraction/spectroscopy 
experiment for Martian surface analysis Planetary Frost and Ice 
Studies A program will be carr~ed out to invest~gate the opt~cal 
properties of frosts, ices and Ice s~licate mixtures of suspected 
relevance to the atmospheres and surfaces of the outer planets 
Spectral measurements will be made In the laboratory as well 
as the field. 
W73-70590 185-50-90 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
REMOTE DETECTION OF SURFACE PROPERTIES OF 
PLANETS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The objective of this research is the invest~gation of planetary 
surface properties through analyses of the photometr~c and 
polarimetric characterist~cs of solar radiat~on that has been 
reflected from the planet and is detected by planetary orbiters 
or earthbased instruments, Included among the soil properties 
to be studied In t h ~ s  manner are chemical compos~tion, panicle 
sizes, panicle phase functions (i.e.. individual scattering laws), 
interparticle relationships, degree of multiple scattering. and 
types of large-scale surface topographies. The theoretical part of 
the research involves rigorous der~vations of photometric funct~ons, 
quantitative treatments of polarization phenomena. and studies 
of the effects of rough topographies on brightness measure- 
ments A variety of photometric and polarimetric experiments 
on laboratory soil samples w ~ l l  serve to check, refine, and 
supplement the theoretical expressions, which can then be used 
to interpret existing planetary measurements. 
Planetary Exploration SR&T Advanced 
Technical Development 
W73-70591 186-68-51 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Cal~f. 
HEAT SHIELD E V A L U A T I O N  FOR J U P I T E R  P R O B E  
MISSIONS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
1502-27-01) 
The objective is to develop the heat-protect~on technology 
so that heat-protection systems for unmanned probes entering 
the atmosphere of Jupiter can be des~gned with a minimum 
w e ~ g h t ,  thus, maximizing the scientific payload capability. 
Candidate heat shield materials will be selected, screened, and 
tested under conditions that simulate the h ~ g h  heating rates 
typical of those to be expected at Jovian entry velocities of 50  
km/sec. The tests will be conducted in electric-arc-heated streams 
and high-intensity argon arc and laser rad~ation fluxes both 
singly and in comb~nation. Analytical techniques for predicting 
the characteristics of the heat-shield materials will be developed 
concurrently with the experiments. The development of a pulsed 
constricted-arc facil~ty capable of duplicating Jupiter entry heating 
conditions will continue. This technology is required to permlt 
the design of heat protection systems for unmanned probes 
entering planetary atmospheres at velocities of 50  km/sec 
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W73-70592 186-68-52 
Jet Propulslon Lab.. Callf. lnst of Tech., Pasadena. 
SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM TECHNOLOGY FOR OUTER PLANET 
MISSIONS 
Rob R McDonald 21 3-354-6186 
(1 15-24-06; 185-50-71 ) 
A need exists In planetary exploration for a long life. 
reliable vidicon televlslon instrument which has broad spectral 
capabllltles and high sensitivity The objectlve of this effort will 
be to improve the capabilities of a Mariner type television 
instrument, using a slllcon vidicon, in the areas of Instrument 
lifetime, spectral coverage, and sensitivity. The approach will 
lnltially be to modify exlsting Mariner electronics and support 
equipment to the extent necessary to operate with a sllicon 
vidicon. Thls approach will provide a foundation for development 
of a f l~ght  instrument In subsequent years which would have 
the lifetlme for e~ght  to ten year missions using a minimum of 
new development from exlsting Mariner technology Future work 
will be dlrected toward improving the instrument's capabilitles 
both In terms of performance and lifetime through redeslgn of 
those areas where new technology can significantly alter the 
capabilities of the instrument. The development will also be 
directed to taking maximum advantage of the Inherent capabilitles 
of a silicon vldicon, e.g., broader spectral coverage and higher 
sensltlvlty. 
W73-70593 186-68-53 
Jet Propulslon Lab.. Calif, lnst of Tech., Pasadena 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS T E C H N O L O G Y  FOR OUTER 
PLANET MISSIONS 
R. R .  McDonald 21 3-354-61 86  
(1 86-68-56; 186-70-51 1 
The general objective of this work is to advance radio 
device and system technology of the JS'77 spacecraft to provlde 
increased llfetlme for misslons to the outer planets in 1979 and 
beyond. The plan .for FY'72 and FY'73 contains two types of 
activities. (1 ) the development of an advanced radio for use on 
either the JS'77 mission or a subsequent outer planet mission 
and (2) radlo effort required only for subsequent missions such 
as a JUN. The current JS spacecraft utillzes a Viking Orbiter 
radio system augmented with X-band TWTAs. Weight. power 
and rellability advantages of the advanced radio are sufficiently 
attractive that the JS'77 Project plans to hold t h ~ s  optlon open 
by supporting the rad~o development. Decisions on the JS radio 
are pending cost effectiveness analysis. The radio was chosen 
for emphasis In FY'72 and FY'73 because of rellability and cost 
problems experienced with Mariner radlos and because of the 
large improvements desirable for the JS'77 mlssion. A mlcromln 
transponder breadboard obtalned from a vendor will be augmented. 
evaluated, and tested. The unlt incorporates digital modulation 
and tracking. Also, solid state power ampllflers will be developed. 
wlth attention to stable circuitry and life test preparation. An 
X-band power amplifier will be sought for nine year life, taklng 
into account raw power fluctuations over the lifetlme of RTG 
spacecraft power sources. In additlon to these radlo hardware 
developments, companion radio systems developments and 
analyses will be conducted to understand the digltal implementa- 
tlon of radlo functions and to determlne the effect of the hlgh 
doppler environment near Jupiter on the possibility of rnaintaln- 
ing radio tracklng accurate enough to do a 2 or 3 planet 
misslon. 
W73-70594 186-68-53 
Ames Research Center. Moffetl Field. Calif. 
PLANETARY TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
John V. Foster 41 5-965-5083 
(1 86-68-65, 186-68-60) 
The objectlve is to develop detailed analytical models of 
planetary atmospheres to determlne atmospherlc effects on 
communications from atmosphere probes direct to earth or via 
a spacecraft relay. Prlmary emphasis will be on Venus and 
Saturn. The approach will be to take existing data and develop 
analytical atmospherlc models for evaluation of turbulence. 
absorptlon, attentuation, etc 
W73-70595 186-68-54 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Callf Inst, of Tech. Pasadena. 
GUIDANCE A N D  CONTROL TECHNOLOGY FOR OUTER 
PLANET MISSIONS 
R. R. McDonald 213-354-61 86  
(502-33-91 1 
The objective of this RTOP IS to develop an advanced 
long-life image dissector tube to meet the requirements of star 
trackers for future long-term misslons. The planned performance 
lrnprovements over current image dissectors include 11) increased 
operating lifetime. (2) higher reliablllty, (3) reduction of magnetic 
fleld susceptibility. (4)  high sensitivity. (5) more unlform sensitivity. 
and (6)  higher temperature capability. The deslgn and fabrication 
of the improved image dissector tube is being accompllshed 
under contract. The emphasls of this task will be to fabricate a 
sample quantity of the tubes and to perform evaluation testlng 
and qualification testing of the tubes during FY'73. The advantages 
of this improved image dissector are sufficiently attractive that 
the Mariner Jupiter Saturn Project (MJS'77) plans to hold this 
optlon of its use open and is jointly supporting this contracted 
effort. 
W73-70596 186-68-55 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena 
G A N D  C TECHNOLOGY FOR MARS ROVING VEHICLES 
R. R. McDonald 21 3-354-6186 
The work proposed under this RTOP will provlde technical 
assistance and direction to two NASA Headquarters university 
research contracts at Cornell University and Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute. These contracts provlde for reseaich and advanced 
development in the area of Mars surface exploration. In particular. 
the work 1s dlrected toward developing subsystem and component 
technology for an unmanned Mars rovlng vehicle. 
W73-70597 186-68-56 
Jet Propulsion Lab. Callf. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
SPACECRAFT DATA-SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY FOR OUTER- 
PLANET MISSIONS 
R. R McDonald 213-354-6186 
(502-33-93) 
The goal of this work is to advance the spacecraft 
data-system technology of the MJS' 77 class spacecraft to 
provide increased lifetlme for misslons to the outer planets in 
1979 and beyond. The data system is comprised of three 
distinct subsystems: spacecraft measurement subsystem, central 
computer subsystem, and data-storage subsystem. Designing 
these for a longer mission lifetime presents a unique set of 
problems. A combination of new system architecture, improved 
component technology, and the elimination of mechanical wearout 
mechanisms will be the basis for realizing the improvements 
needed. The MJS'77 subsystems will be assessed to determine 
possible ways for improving reliablltty and to determine the 
limltatlons of those designs. The results of these evaluations 
will then direct the efforts in FY'73 to making those changes in 
design, or system architecture, that are deemed necessary for 
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extending the llfetime to an 8-to-10 year miss~on. These efforts 
may requlre a signlflcant depanure from MJS'77 technology. In 
that event, the FY'73 activities will be oriented towards providing 
surtable feasibility demonstrat~ons In FY'74, to the extent that 
manpower and resources permit. An Imponant part in system 
rellabllity is that of tho component technology that 1s applled. A 
modest level of effort wi:l be devoted to evaluating the impact 
of new component technology on the subsystem des~gns, and 
to acquiring appllcat~ons data so that rel~ability, cost, and power. 
welght and volume est-rr.ates are cred~ble. 
W73-70598 186-68-59 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
OUTER PLANETS Ehl lRY PROBE HIGH SPEED BRAKING 
SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 
Rob R. McDonald 21 3-2154-61 86  
(502-07-031 
In the present taslr, research results w ~ l l  be applied to 
analyze and optimlze the performance of outer planet atmospheric 
entry probes through flow-field analysls, parametric trajectory 
studles, and trajectory dynam~c analysls. The result of this task 
will be to feedback to and to guide the research effon now 
golng on in the OAST-sponsored task and to furnish prel~minary 
estimates of thermal protection-system requirements, optlmum 
body shapes. and structural loads In the entry trajectory 
analys~s we will compute those var~ables required by the flow-field 
analysts and at the same time judge the relatlve severity of a 
planetary entry. In flow-field analysis we will investigate the 
interact~on of the shock-layer gas w ~ t h  the ablat~on layer gas 
and compute ablatlon rates and mass loss. The flow-field analysis 
will be done both in-house and through consultants.-The high 
ablatlon rates are expected to have several effects on the probe 
angular motion - those effects will be studied by means of a 
6-deg of freedom co lputer  program. 
W73-70599 186-68-60 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Cal~f. 
VENUS ENTRY PROBE TECHNOLOGY 
J. V Foster 41 5-965-5083 
( 1  06-68-63)  
The objective of this effort is to define and optim~ze on a 
system and subsystem basis the selected technologies and 
design concepts required for the proposed Venus P~oneer missions 
The approach will take the existlng studies as a baseline and 
perform additional system analysis and tradeoff studles In all 
spacecraft/probe areas for the purpose of deflnlng one optlmum 
choice for each subsystem and system required to support the 
mission objectives. The spacecraft and probe areas to be studled 
include The definltlon of the total probe and spacecraft subsystem 
vs. the mission objectives, solid state att~tude sensors, battery 
stud~es, spacecraft data handling subsystem, antenna subsystem 
designs. probe descent thermal  control designs, probes 
aerodynamics stud~es, probe acceleration test studies, low b ~ t  
rate modu la t~on  and coding studies, stable oscillator and 
transponder designs. communication propagat~on effects of Venus 
atmosphere, detall design of critical structural subsystems, mission 
analys~s, maneuver and navigation stud~es. 
W73-70600 186-68-62 
Jet Propuls~on Lab.. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
PROPULSION AND PYROTECHNIC TECHNOLOGY FOR 
OUTER PLANET MISSIONS 
R R McDonald. Jr. 213-354-6186 
The purpose of this plan is to provide material and propellant 
compatibility ~nformat~on for application to outer planet missions. 
The overall oblect~ve of this plan is to determine which materials 
are acceptably Inert for use In the construction of propuls~on 
subsystem components In contact wlth l lqu~d propellants for 
long durat~on mlsslons Materlal test speclmens Immersed In 
earth storable propellants will be utlllzed to generate test data 
The test program lnvolves contlnulng actual speclmen storage 
tests In a controlled environment uslng the compatlbll~ty test 
faclllty at the JPL Edwards Test Stat~on Detalled chemlcal and 
phys~cal analyses of speclmens and propellants w ~ l l  be performed 
after spec~flc storage per~ods and a ratlng asslgned for des~gn 
purposes 
W73-70601 186-68-63 
Ames Research Center Moffett F~eld Callf 
VENUS PIONEER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DEVELOP- 
MENT 
J V Foster 41 5-965-5083 
(1 86-68 60) 
The oblectlve of thls effon 1s to facllltate the select~on and 
development of sc~entlflc Instruments for the Venus P~oneer 
1976177 dual multlprobe mlsslons The approach to be taken 
1s to conduct v~ ta l  Instrument technology studles to ln~tlate 
advanced development of certaln Instruments requlrlng long 
lead plannlng and feas~bll~ty stud~es to Insure readlness to meet 
program lntegratlon and launch schedules and to lnltlate 
conceptual des~gn and Interface def ln~t~on of all Instruments 
selected for development In support of the system deflnlt~on 
des~gn stud~es 
W73-70602 186-68-65 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
PIONEER FOLLOW ON MISSION TECHNOLOGY 
John V. Foster 41 5-965-5083 
( 1  86-68-60: 186-68-53) 
The objective is to develop basic spacecraft and probe 
configurations, using exlstlng technology, as close as poss~ble to 
Ploneer FIG and PAET configurations respectively. consistant 
with speclfic miss~on requirements. This will provide the basis 
for the realistic estimates of performance, costs, reliabil~ty, and 
scheduling so v~ta l  to project def~nition and decision making. 
Thls can only be accomplished by understanding the required 
technology, subsystems, and the respective interfaces. The 
approach is to concentrate on the most critical areas first: 
understand the technology requlrernents, evaluate alternatives. 
and Investigate the most attractive but unproven concepts. 
Emphas~s will be placed on obtaining experimental data. Evaluat~on 
and application of existing technology will have the highest 
prlorlty. All efforts will be primarily hardware oriented and 
related to speciflc missions. 
W73-70603 186-68.66 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
ADAPTIVE SCIENCE LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
C H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The purpose of t h ~ s  work 1s to provide studies of an 
Adaptive Science Laboratory IASL) to determlne the feasibility 
and technology requirements associated wlth the use of an ASL 
by planetary missions. These studies Include analyses of science 
and assoc~ated instrument requirements, mlsslon mode studies. 
conceptual spacecraft des~gn studies, and cost studies. Because 
sample return mlssions are quite complex and, therefore. 
expensive, it is desirable to analyze an ASL concept as a 
posslble alternat~ve to a sample return miss~on. In any event, a 
mission whose scientific capacity lies between the Vlking (about 
75 Ib of science) and a sample return mission is a desirable 
mission and should be studied thoroughly to determlne its 
feasibil~ty and technological ~mplications. Studies wi l l  be a 
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comb~nation of in-house and contractual activities and will 
concentrate on the appl~cation of  adaptive systems and 
Instruments to Mars exploration. Trade-oHs w ~ l l  be made of the 
additional flexibll~ty of the adapttve systems versus the less 
complicated conventional systems In terms of science. return. 
cost, etc. The use of small rovers to augment sample collect~on 
will also be studied. 
W73-70604 186-68-69 
Jet Propuls~on Lab Cal~f lnst of Tech Pasadena 
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS A N D  SIMULATION 
FOR OUTER PLANET MISSIONS 
R R McDonald 213 354-6186 
Th~s plan prov~des for the generation of env~ronmental 
d e f ~ n ~ t ~ o n  and effects ~nformatlon the evaluat~on of life l lmlt~ng 
elements or character~st~cs of Mar~ner type spacecraft and the 
development of rad~at~on test technology The emphas~s In these 
tasks 1s focused on the c r~ t~ca l  p anetary environments and the 
long l ~ f e  ~mpllcat~ons on outer planet mlsslons u t ~ l ~ z ~ n g  Mar~ner 
based techonology More spec~f~cally the follow~ng tasks w ~ l l  be 
addressed a) Improvements to the upper l ~ m ~ t  model of Juplter s 
trapped radiation b) Development of radiation effects informa- 
tion and radtation test technology, c) Improvements to Saturn's 
ring model, d) ldenti f~cat~on of l ~ f e  limiting elements/character- 
Istics of Mariner subsystems All are continuattons of FY'72 efforts 
exceot task D wh~ch  is new for FY'73. 
W73-70605 186-68-70 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
COMPUTER ANIMATED MISSION DESCRIPTION FILMS 
R. R. McDonald 2 13-354-61 86  
The objectives of t h ~ s  RTOP are to aid NASA In describing 
future planetary missions by effectively ut~ l~z ing computer animated 
f~lms. Toward this end the following activities will be undertaken: 
Develop planetary or small body encounter trajectory-data for 
selected missions. Missions to be selected will be the subject 
of discussion of Headquarters SL/Advance Programs Office and 
JPL personnel Using the trajectory data, generate motlon pictures 
that will ~llustrate mission profiles. These films should be similar 
to those that have been made for the Outer Planets Missions. 
lrnprove the technology for making computer generated trajectory 
f~lms. 
W73-70606 186-70-51 
Jet Propulsion Lab, Cal~f Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
E L E C T R O N I C  PARTS A N D  PACKAGING FOR OUTER 
PLANET MISSIONS 
R. R McDonald 213-354-6186 
(1  86-68-53) 
The long-range object~ve of this work is to develop the 
necessary electronic parts and packaging technology which will 
enable upgrading of the MJS77 spacecraft for eight to ten year 
outer planet missions. Specif~c objectives in FY73 include 
supporting the microminiature radio development tasks (186-68-  
531, evaluation of l ~ f e  and performance improvements which 
could be achieved through appltcatton of hybrid m~croelectronics 
techniques to the MJS power conditioning electronics and 
investigation of radiation susceptibil~ty together with methods of 
radiation hardening for certain MJS electronic devices and 
subsystems, Investigations of areas that have a potential of 
resulting in lower cost electronic packaging w ~ l l  also be performed. 
The work will primarily be performed in-house although the 
development of h ~ g h  resistance value beam-leaded hybr~d reslstor 
network having application in the m~crom~niature radio develop- 
ment task is be~ng conducted via a contract. 
W73-70607 188-36-55 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Callf 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS - PARTICLES A N D  PARTI- 
CLEIFIELD INTERACTION 
Glen Goodw~n 41 5-965-5065 
The objective of this RTOP is to provide for investtgation 
of techniques to Improve space plasma and magnetic field 
measurements and to improve understand~ng of space plasma 
and magnetic f~e ld observations and their relation to the sun 
and the interstellar medium. Techniques to improve the lifetime. 
rel~abil~ty. sensitivity, sampling rate. dynamic range and resolution 
of space plasma experiments are studied. Means for ~mprovement 
of measurement resolutions for the individual plasma parameters, 
the temperature. dens~ty,  velocity vector and temperature 
anisotropy, and invest~gat~on of techniques for ~mprovement of 
calibration procedures and calibration data analysis are included 
Theoret~cal studies provide deslgns of plasma analyzers for testing 
in the laboratory The number and position of flux collectors. 
pos~tion and att~tude of part~cle multipliers, suppression of  
secondary electrons. shapes for apertures, post-analyzer electric 
f~eld requirements and optimum electric f~e ld configurations for 
both the energy to charge analyzer section and deflection plates 
for sampling a range of Incident direct~ons are covered. Laboratory 
sources of simulated space plasmas and calibrat~on beams are 
prepared. Ver~f~cation of instrument performance is accomplished 
uslng these sources. Computer controlled cal~brat~on of f l~ght 
experiments is performed. Calibration data is processed by 
computers at the Ames Computation Center. A variety of charge 
collect~on techniques and s~ngle part~cle countlng devices are 
tested. For space magnetlc measurements, new fluxgate drive 
techniques and core compos~t ions and arrangements for 
min~mum noise are evaluated. Theorettcal studies of models of 
the solar plasma have been accomplished. 
W73-70608 188-36-55 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Wash~ngton. 
D.C. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS - PARTICLES A N D  PARTI- 
CLE/FIELD INTERACTIONS 
E. R. Schmerling 202-755-3674 
(1 88-36-51 ; 188-36-52: 188-36-53. 188-36-541 
The object~ve IS to invest~gate the processes occurring in 
the magnetosphere of the earth and In interplanetary space 
through a study of energetic neutral and charged particles and 
their interactions wtth magnetic and electric fields. Areas of 
investigation Include trapped and auroral parttcles, the magneto- 
pause. ge,omagnetic tail and solar wtnd. The processes w h ~ c h  
result from the arrival of solar part~cles near the earth, and the 
consequences o f  variations in the inctdent flux are to  be 
Investigated, Instruments for measuring neutral and charged 
particles from several eV to several tens of MeV will be developed: 
DC magnetic fields from below 0.1 gamma to several Oersted; 
electric fields and VLF wave act~vity. The theory needed to 
understand the magnetosphere. the auroras. the solar w~nd.  the 
interplanetary regions and the observed boundary effects. down 
to roughly the plasmapause will be developed. 
Physics and Astronomy SR&T 
W73-70609 . 188-36-55 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech. Pasadena 
STUDIES OF JUPITER'S MAGNETOSPHERE 
Donald P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
Explorat~on of Jupiter's magnetosphere is an Important 
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s c ~ e n t ~ f ~ c  goal, cons~stent w ~ t h  NASA s planetary program The 
work In t h ~ s  task IS d~rected toward obtalnlng a deeper 
understand~ng of the structure of Jup~ter s magnetosphere and 
of the Important physlcal processes taklng place In ~t In the 
lnlt~al phases of the work a study of Jov~an decametr~c emlsslons 
will be pursued w ~ t h  the alm of ldentlfy~ng and expla~n~ng the 
physlcal mechanisms In the magnetosphere responsible for these 
emlsslons Th~s study will be based on the recent theoret~cal 
work by Sm~th  Wu and Zmu~dz~nas w h ~ c h  has prov~ded natural 
explanat~ons of some long stand~ng puzzles In the area of Jov~an 
decametr~c emlsslons The ln~ t la l  s tud~es  w ~ l l  serve the 
Important role of prov~d~ng a theoret~cal framework for Interpreting 
the antlclpated Ploneer data on the Jov~an magnetosphere when 
they become generally ava~lable Later phases of the work will 
u t~ l~ze  the P~oneer data In conlunctlon w ~ t h  exlstlng r a d ~ o  
observat~ons and theoret~cal analyses In an attempt to bulld a 
coherent model of Jup~ters magnetosphere It 1s antlclpated 
that the work In the task w ~ l l  eventually lead to defln~tlons of 
new and c r~ t~ca l  rad~o and space-probe experlments deslgned to 
explore spec~f~c features of the magnetosphere 
W73-70610 188-36-55 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
MAGNETODYNAMICS - NON THERMAL PLASMAS 
K. W. Ogilvie 301-982-5904 
The object of t h ~ s  research is to Increase the knowledge 
and understanding of non-thermal plasmas occurring In nature, 
and also to improve the theoretical descr~ptlon of the~r  properties. 
T h ~ s  requires a concomitant Improvement in measurement 
techniques, and interpretation o f  appropriate space and 
laboratory experiments. 
W73-70611 188-36-56 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. 
D.C. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS - PARTICLES A N D  PARTI- 
CLE/PHOTON INTERACTIONS 
E. R. Schmerling 202-755-3674 
( 1  88-36-57) 
The objective is to investigate the absorption of solar 
photons and particles in the earth's upper atmosphere, the 
processes by wh~ch  the absorption products are dissipated, and 
the effects which arise therefrom. Included are the collis~onal. 
photochemical and electromagnetic Interactions which are found 
In the upper atmosphere, the lonosphere and the inner 
magnetosphere Inst ruments for the direct and ind~rec t  
measurement of near-thermal plasmas, electric and magnetlc 
f~elds will be developed. Coordinated invest~gations are to be 
conducted for cause-and-effect studies. together with the 
development of the appropriate theories The region covered 
extends roughly from the lowest ionosphere to the plasmapause. 
W73-70612 188-36-56 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS - PARTICLES AND PARTI- 
CLE/PHOTON INTERACTIONS 
James P. Heppner 301 -982-4797 
The objectives are: (a) to conceive, design. develop and 
test new techn~ques for space measurements of electric flelds. 
magnetlc fields, auroral particles. trapped part~cles, solar- 
interplanetary particles, plasma waves, wave-panicle ~nteractions, 
photon-panicle interactions, plasma composit~on, electron density 
and atomic and molecular collision processes with panlcular 
emphas~s on magnetospheric and Ionospheric regions, and (b) 
to analyze problems and conduct theore t~ca l  studies in 
magnetodynam~cs, plasma physlcs, and atomic and molecular 
~nteractions. The approach includes detector and supporting 
electronics. des~gn, laboratory and contractor fabrication and 
testlng. and theoret~cal studies of field and panicle phenomena 
and dlstr~butlons in space This effort is expected to produce: 
(a) flight ~nst rumentat ion having the capablllty to make 
measurements that previously have not been possible, particularly 
In areas where there are significant gaps in our knowledge as a 
consequence of there being few or no measurements. (b) accurate 
models of  fields In space which have both scient~fic and 
technological utility. (c) indices which describe the instantaneous 
degree of d~sturbance in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, 
and (d l  advances In the understandlng of plasma instabillties 
and other fleld environment. 
W73-70613 188-36-56 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Cal~f. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS - PARTICLES A N D  PARTI- 
CLE/PHOTON INTERACTIONS (AERONOMY) 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(1 85-47-67) 
The objective is to investigate the physics of the earth's 
topside ionosphere and plasmasphere and the coupl~ng of these 
regions with the magnetosphere and solar wind Theoretical 
studies of the thermal charged-particle composit~on, density and 
temperatures are being performed. Computer programs are being 
coded based on the continuity, momentum and energy balance 
equations appropriate to these regions. Data from the Alouette. 
lSlS and other satell~res will be used as boundary conditions. 
Special correlative studies are also being performed to investigate 
the global nature of certain anomalous features, e.g.. the 
plasmapause and ionospheric troughs. The results of these efforts 
are vital to the understanding of the earth's charged part~cle 
environment. and have application to communications between 
terminals immersed in these media. The theory and techniques 
~nvolved are appl~cable to the studies of atmospheres and 
Ionospheres of other planets. Preliminary efforts are being initiated 
to Investigate the charged pan~cle environment of the Venus 
and Jupiter ionosphere. 
W73-70614 188-36-56 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsv~lle. Ala. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS - PARTICLES A N D  PARTI. 
CLE/PHOTON INTERACTIONS 
James 0. Ballance 205-453-3431 
The objective is to develop more representative models of 
the earth's upper atmosphere for use in vehlcle development 
programs. The theoretical studies o f  tr&ellng ionospheric 
d~sturbances will provide a greater insight into the coupling 
between the lower (is less than 9 0  km) and upper (1s greater 
than 90 kml atmospheres. between the charged and neutral 
atmospheres, and the solar-terrestrial relationships The airglow 
research wlll provide us with data on the dynamics of the 
lower thermosphere, the chemical and physical processes occurring 
there, and how all of these processes control the earth's upper 
atmos~here. 
W73-70615 188-36-56 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The overall objective of this work is to accurately measure 
the constituent number density of the terrestrial thermosphere. 
(100 to 300 km) The approach centers on the development of 
a unique molecular .beam mass spectrometer system which 
virtually eliminates gas-surface interactions and makes possible 
the accurate measurement of reactive gases such as atomic 
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oxygen. The feasibility of this instrument deslgn for measurement 
of reactive gases in the atmosphere has been demonstrated by 
theoretical and experimental work. This work has Included deslgn 
and tests of engineering models of the primary instrument 
components such as, the ion source, mass separator, and ion 
collector system. Studies of vehicle requirements for fllght 
measurements wlth this instrument have also been initiated, 
and these preliminary studies indicate that all vehicle requirements 
can be met by using the 3rd stage of the Scout vehicle or the 
2nd stage of a Delta vehicle with only modest modifications 
W73-70616 188-36-56 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
Advanced Magnetometer: The major objective is to develop 
the vector helium magnetometer for use on space mlsslons 
where extremely weak interplanetary or interstellar fields are to 
be measured and where Intense planetary flelds may also be 
encountered. Tests and experlments will be carrled out to  
understand the underlying principles of operation and to develop 
improved components. a more optimum design and new or 
more optimum modes of operation. Spectral Analysis: It IS of 
major Interest to examine the power spectral density of the 
solar w ind  at frequencies up to and beyond the proton 
gyro-frequency. Workers in the field of radio scintillation have 
interpreted their data to indicate the existence of an anomalously 
hlgh number of electron density fluctuations or blobs of scale 
size 100-200 km. Thls claim has been disputed. Because of the 
high data acquisition rate of OGO-5. it is now posslble to 
extend the power spectrum to frequencies corresponding to a 
scale slze of less than 100 km. Hopefully this will shed light on 
the question of blobs. Even ~f blobs are not found, the hlgh 
frequency spectrum is of intrinsic Interest to determine the 
behavior of solar wlnd phenomena In the neighborhood of the 
proton gyro-frequency. 
W73-70617 188-36-57 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
SHUTTLE APPLICATIONS OF IONOSPHERIC P L A S M A  
EXPERIMENTS 
H. A. Taylor 301-982-6610 
The Space Shuttle Program prov~des an unique opportunity 
for performing both pure and applled ionospheric plasma-aeronomy 
experlments In this research plan. a series of theoretical and 
expermental studies are proposed wlth the objective of ( I )  
more completely deflnlng the methods and capabilities of several 
theoretical and experimental research concepts, and (2) adapting 
existing expertmental technlques to best Interface with the manned 
operation concept of such missions. The research studies are In 
two related areas. namely. plasma diagnostlcs, and sensor-plasma 
interactions. In both areas, the potentla1 appllcabllity of anttcipated 
research results to the earth sclence problems of hlgh latitude 
communication, and the coupling of energy from the solar-wind/ 
magnetospher'e to the lower atmosphere will be particularly 
emphasized. The research aces of plasma diagnostics will include 
both a study of the plasma environment characteristics anticipated 
for a typical Shuttle configuratlon, as well as a series of related 
wave-panicle interaction studles, based upon both natural and 
man made perturbations of the amblent ionosphere. In the area 
of sensor-plasma ~nteractions. problems of fundamental plasma 
physics will be explored emphasizing methods which cannot be 
adequately simulated In an earth laboratory. These problems are 
inherent to the complete understanding of dlrect measurement 
techniques for thermal and energetic plasma detectlon, as well 
as the interpretation of both rf and If signal transmission and 
reception techniques in a rarefied plasma. 
W73-70618 188-36-57 
National Aeronautics and Space Administrat~on. Washlngton. 
D.C. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS - RADIO SCIENCE 
E. R. Schmerling 202-755-3674 
11 88-36-56) 
The objectives are: to investigate the interplanetary medium. 
the environments of the earth. the moon, the planets and the 
sun, as well  as celestial mechanics and relativity. by the 
propagation or scatterlng of radio waves: to develop technlques 
for interpreting the refraction. scatterlng, polarization rotation 
i n d  phase shlfting of radio signals occurring naturally or generated 
artificially in terms of physical properties of the intervening 
medium: to develop instruments for generating electromagnetic 
waves in space and measuring the effects of the medium. 
together with the appropriate theory; and to model, in the 
laboratory, the plasma interactions and resonances observed in 
space, and to test the theories developed to explain them. 
W73-70619 188-38-01 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
NON-THERMAL SOLAR X-RAY OBSERVATIONS SOLAR 
PHYSICS - SHUTTLE PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT 
J C. Brandt 301-982-4701 
The nature of particle acceleration In a solar flare is 
among the most important and fundamental problems of the 
physics of a solar flare. Indeed it has been clalmed that the 
acceleration mechanism is the fundamental flare process, all 
other flare manifestations are derived from ~ t .  By studying the 
temporal, spatial and energy history of this process in the sun. 
we will gain insight into the triggering and energy release 
mechanisms of a solar flare. 
W73-70620 188-38-02 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
SOLAR PHYSICS - SHUTTLE PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT - 
SOLAR POINTING INSTRUMENT 
J. C. Brandt 301-982-4701 
Definitive observations of the fine scale structure, on the 
order of 100-1000 km In extent, of solar actlve reglons and 
flare phenomena requlre XUV Instruments larger In size than 
can be accommodated on present rocket and satellite missions. 
but could easily be fit into a shuttle mission Research will be 
directed to define design crlterla for components of instrumentatton 
that would be used for such obsewat~ons. Fabrication methods 
will be investlgated with emphasis on flnding the most economical 
means of achieving the scientific objectives. Me thods  for 
measuring the polarization of hard X-rays durlng flare events 
will also be investlgated. 
W73-70621 188-38-03 
Goddard Space Fllght Center. Greenbelt, Md 
SOLAR PHYSICS - SHUTTLE PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT - 
SOLAR POINTING INSTRUMENT 
J. C Brandt 301-982-4701 
The Laboratory for Solar Phys~cs. GSFC. proposes to study. 
deslgn and build under contract, and test an integrated solar 
pointlng instrument to obtain from orbit spectral line profiles in 
the UV and XUV and also x-ray and GAMMA ray spectra 
originating in the solar chromosphere. transition regton. and 
corona. over both quiet and active regions The main scientific 
purpose of this experiment IS to study the physical structure 
and associated dynamlcs of these solar atmospheric regions. 
Including the solar wind ?t its origin in the low corona. The 
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phase of development of thls expermental package covered by 
thls RTOP would termlnate w ~ t h  test and evaluatlon of the,  
Instrument, but the Instrument will be deslgned to f ~ t  Into the 
Shuttle Sort~e Module and w ~ l l  be constructed so as to be as 
f l~ght ready as posslble pendlng evaluatlon of the tests 
W73-70622 188-38-51 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTS A N D  HARDWARE FOR 
SOLAR PHYSICS RESEARCH 
J. F. Osantowski 301-982-5861 
The objective of thls research program is to develop or 
improve crltlcal technology Items pr~ncipally, but not exclus~vely. 
for solar physlcs research and to supply critical data requ~red by 
scientists in designing and/or proposing advanced ~nstrumentation 
for space or program based observations. Specifically. the 
development of specialized optical components, the development 
or improvement of optical Instrumentation, and the development 
or improvement of various techn~ques of instruments for support 
of solar observatlon is included To accomplish this objective, 
G.SFC will conduct in-house experimental and theoretical studies 
in the following key areas; design, fabrication and testing of 
glancing incidence optical systems for the BA to 300A spectral 
reglon and varlous optical studies of vacuum deposited thin 
fllms and specialized multllayer film combinations as required 
for high efficiency reflectance coatings, band pass filters, etc 
These key areas have been identified, in part, from NASA 
Document SP-213. "A Long-Range Program In Space As- 
tronomy". Other technology areas may be Included to support 
current programs or problem areas. Development and construction 
of a multichannel correlatlon receiver IS proposed as part of the 
new ~nstrumentatlon required to take advantage of the radio 
spectrohel~ograph under construction by the University of Maryland 
at the Clark Lake Observatory in California. 
W73-70623 188-38-52 
Marshall Space Fl~ght Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
GROUND BASED OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN 
Paul J Schwlndt 205-453-3430 
The Real Tlme Solar Magnetograph, belng bullt jolntly by 
the Naval Research Labs, and MSFC, will allow studies of small 
scale variations of the sun's magnetic held in order to determine 
this role in solar activity. The system uses a narrow band filter. 
polarizers, and a SEC vidicon TV system to measure the Zeeman 
effect in chromospheric absorption lines. In direct support of 
the real time solar magnetograph a study will be undertaken 
wlth the objective to determine the bas~c phenomena involved 
in the eruption of solar flares by studying the interactions of 
the solar plasma and local magnetic flelds In the active reglons 
and to analyze basic solar data such as magnetic fleld and the 
absorption llne profiles and Interpret them on the basls of these 
Interactions. The third objective of this study is to observe and 
Investigate millimeter em~ssions from the sun at the shortest 
practical radio wavelength (i.e three m~llimetersl before, durlng. 
and after solar events and during the quiet sun and to correlate 
the results with solar magnetograph. H-alpha records and solar 
flare lnformatlon. The results will be used to determine the 
correlatlon between mlllirneter emissions and solar activlty for 
posslble flare prediction and as a basis for a more complete 
understanding of the physical processes in the solar chromosphere 
through the comparison of observed data with that predicted by 
current solar models. 
W73-70624 188-38-52 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. M d  
GROUhD BASED OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN 
J. C Brandt 301-982-4701 
The development of an observatory to determine solar 
wind propenies at remote locations in the solar system by 
recording and analyzing the properties of Ionic comet tails is 
continuing The Zeiss flltergraph previously used to  obtain 
supporting observations for the GSFC 0 5 0 - 5  wheel experiment 
is dedicated to OSO-7 support, and provides llve video H-alpha 
Images t o  the OSO Control Center and GSFC OSO-7 
experimenters .Photograph~c spectroscopy of active and quiescent 
prominences and other solar phenomena will be performed with 
a 24-inch reflector and universal spectrograph at Capilla Peak. 
A coronal photometry system. intended to obta~n brightness 
maps of the corona during total ecl~pses of the sun with a high 
accuracy In relat~ve point - to-point  photometry  IS nearlng 
completion and will be operated at the ecllpses of 1972 and 
1973. 
W73-70625 188-38-53 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va. 
SOLAR PHYSICS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The principal objective is to generate and to identify some 
of the visible coronal emlsslon lines. Whlle the majorlty of the 
observed lines have been theoretically classifled as 'forbidden' 
transitions (forbidden In the sense that the transitlon violates a 
f~rst-approximat~on quantum-mechanical selection rule) they have 
never been observed in the laboratory because of the high 
stages of ionization that correspond to these transitions. The 
initial llnes to be investigated are 5536 Angstroms (thought to 
be Ar XI. 6917 Angstroms (thought to be Ar XI), and 8476 
Angstroms (thought to be Ar X)  A second objective is to 
produce and identify spectral lines of highly ionized atoms of 
astrophysical interest in the far ultraviolet and soft x-ray regions 
In particular, those elements observed In the sun will be introduced 
so that identlflcatlon of laboratory lines will be conslstent with 
solar spectra obtalned by rocket and satell~te-borne spectrographs. 
The thetapinch facillty will be used to generate the radiating 
plasma. The one-megajoule thetapinch facility produces a plasma 
of sufficient temperature and denslty to produce Ar X through 
Ar XIII. Observation of the normal transition from those ions 
simultaneously with the vislble line would confirm the stage of 
ionlzatlon involved In the emission of the visible corona lines. 
Theoretical intenslt~es. oscillator strengths and the energies 
involved in these transitions will be calculated as needed using 
the wavefunctions generated by a Hartree-Fock computer program. 
This procedure should not only classify the transitlon and element 
but should also provlde a determination of the oscillator strength. 
Thls same procedure will also apply to the identlflcat~on of 
normal spectral lines of hlghly lonlzed atoms. Analysls of the 
plasma radiation depends on a knowledge of the plasma state 
Itself. Important parameters for the characterizat~on of the plasma 
state are ghe electron temperature and density. These 
parameters will be measured by laser scattering methods 
W73-70626 188-38-53 
Ames Research Center, Moffett F~eld. Calif. 
SOLAR MAGNETISM A N D  INTERPLANETARY FIELD 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The objectwe IS to define the underlying structure in the 
interplanetary magnetic fleld and ~ t s  relationship to the rotating 
photospheric fleld pattern. The definition ,of the proper rotation 
rate of the Interplanetary sector structure over the solar cycle 
and its significance in view of the latitude dependent photospher- 
ic rate w ~ l l  be considered. To compare photospher~c and 
interplanetary field data wlth ground based magnetic records 
and develop models conslstent with the observations. Spacecraft 
data from Ames magnetometers on Explorers 33 and 35  and 
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Pioneer 9 are scanned to determ~ne interplanetary sector 
boundaries. In collaboration with other ~nst~tut ions these are 
compared with geomagnetic observations from Thule and Godhavn 
and w l t h  solar photospheric magnetic re'cords. Stat~stical 
correlat~on studies are carried out by computer. 
W73-70627 188-38-53 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT - L A B O R A T O R Y  A N D  
THEORETICAL SOLAR PHYSICS 
J C. Brandt 301-982-4701 
Research toward improved systems for solar observations 
in the EUV. X-ray and gamma ray regions 1s being pursued 
through the development of prototype collimator systems and 
detectors for these wavelengths The X-ray and EUV scattering 
properties of surfaces produced by various polishing techniques 
are belng studied Research into Improved hard X-ray detectors 
emphasizes the objective of extending the energy range of 
observation to 20 MeV. Use of a passive Li impregnated 
Bismuth sh~eld offers a substantial improvement over existing 
methods. Electronics are being developed, which together with 
existing crystal and methanical fixtures, will produce a detector 
able to record the spectrum of a solar X-ray burst with 100 
milliseconds resolution. Detector work beglns on a multiple 
chamber counter capable of simultaneously recording soft, medlum 
and hard X-rays. Des~gn of high resolution coronal spectrometer/ 
polarimeters for the wavelength ranges 1-20 angstroms and 
1200-1500 angstroms is underway and bench testing will be 
carried out. COS/MOS type integrated clrcuits which may have 
reduced power needs, volume and weight will be environmental- 
ly tested in typical space solar experiment electron~c units. 
Developmental work includes an imaging Infrared up-converter 
for use at 5 microns. Extensive laboratory studies of ultraviolet 
spectra are performed to interpret observatlons. 
W73-70628 188-41 -51 
.Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR SPECTROMETER DEVELOPMENT 
(ASTRONOMY) 
Y. Kondo 71 3-483-6467 
Ultraviolet Stellar Spectrometer - The objective IS to observe 
Mg II doublet emission at 2795 Angstrom and 2802 Angstrom 
in various spectral type stars. Particular emphasis will be placed 
in the intermediate to early type stars. (In thls spectral region. 
the Ca II doublet emissions at 3933 Angstrom and 3968 
Angstrom become unobservable.) The Balloon-borne Ultraviolet 
Stellar Spectrometer has been designed, fabricated, and flown 
successfully twice in 1971. Further flights will be required to 
extract the full usefulness of t h ~ s  instrumentation. The objectives 
for FY 73 are to further develop the inner loop pointing system 
of the balloon payload and to perform two combined engineering 
development and scientific data fl~ghts. 
W73-70629 188-41-51 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
UV A N D  OPTICAL ASTRONOMY 
Albert Boggess. 111 301 -982-5103 
The objectwe IS to pursue a long range program in 
astronomical research, with emphasis on opt~cal observations. 
theoretical astrophysics, and other specific topics of speclal 
interest to NASA. The effort includes operatlon of ground 
telescopes, development of new instrumentation for ground and 
rocket use. data Interpretat ion, and theoretical studies. 
Spectroscopic and photometric data are obtained from ground 
and rocket telescopes in order to analyze the properties of 
stellar atmospheres and the interstellar medium. Model 
atmospheres are belng developed to compare with observat~on. 
particular attention be~ng paid to nonequlllbr~um phenomena. 
Additional tasks include calculations of fundamental physical 
parameters of astrophysical Interest, investigations of convective 
energy transport. and some stellar population problems. 
W73-70630 188-41 -51 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
UV A N D  OPTICAL ASTRONOMY ( C O M P U T A T I O N A L  
PHYSICS) 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
New and Improved computer models will be developed to 
investigate the evolut~on and structure of varlous systems of 
astrophysical interest. such as spiral galaxies, the asteroid belt 
and Saturn's rlngs. Galaxy related problems that will be studled 
are the methods by which splral galaxles transfer their angular 
momentum outwards. Another problem to be Investigated is the 
density wave theory proposed to explain the sp~ral structure of 
galaxies. Computer experiments testing the density wave theory 
without making the approximations required in an analyt~cal 
treatment will be performed. Numerical experlments on the 
evolution of the asteroid belt wil! be performed. In particular. 
resonant effects caused by the commensurab~lity of asteroids 
with Juplter will be invest~gated. Similar calculations will be 
made for Saturn's rlngs. Another problem to be investigated is 
the dynamics of the expansion of an art~ficial ion cloud released 
in the Earth's magnetosphere t o  study the geomagnetic 
environment Another objective IS the study and extension of 
current cosmological theorles and the corre lat~on of the 
theoretical and experimental results in order to identify the 
correct model universe. In addition. studies will be made to 
determine which astronomical and astrophysical observations 
yielding the most significant cosmological data. are worthy of 
being done in a satell~te and provlde methods of data analysis. 
This work w ~ l l  improve the bas~c knowledge of the universe and 
establ~sh requirements for cosmological observatlons and 
satellites. 
W73-70631 188-41 -51 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala. 
UV A N D  OPTICAL ASTRONOMY 
Jean R. Olivier 205-453-3428 
The objectives are to perform ground-based visible and 
near IR filter photometry of blnary stars, long perlod mlra 
variables. Seyfert galaxies and magnetic var~able 'stars; and to 
perform mult~spectral photoelectr~c polarimetry to study properties 
of zodiacal light. The above data will be used in support of 
several fllght experlments now under development at MSFC 
Multispectral photometry will be performed using equipment 
which is mostly already developed' and on hand. The 3 0  and 
49 cm telescopes at MSFC, and the 150 cm telescope ar 
Tucson. Arizona will be used. 
W73-70632 188-41-52 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
GROUND BASED RADIO ASTRONOMY 
R. G. Stone 301-982-4631 
The objective of the Ground Based Radio Astronomy program 
IS to provide a better understanding of the dynamlcs and 
composition of astrophysical plasmas In objects such as radio 
galaxies. quasars, supernovae, pulsars, and solar system sources 
such as the Sun and Juplter through the high angular and tlme 
resolution observations of radlo emission from these objects. 
Radio Astronomy has provided new insight Into such problems 
which could not have been gained from observations In other 
parts of the spectrum such as the vlslble or UV region The 
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interpretation of source spectral and spat~al dlstribut~on in terms 
of our knowledge of plasmas and high energy processes leads 
to knowledge of the evolution of the source and of the magnetic 
f~eld, energetic particle composit~on and dynamic processes w i th~n  
the source. The approach taken ~nvolves the use and developkent 
of h ~ g h  resolut~on radio telescopes. 
W73-70633 188-41 -52 
Jet Propuls~on Lab. Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
RADIO ASTRONOMY 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
Th~s RTOP uses the unique facilities of NASA's Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facil~ty (DSIF) to find microwave spectral 
l~nes of interstellar atoms and molecules at X-band (8GHzl and 
K-Band (1 5 GHzl. regions In wh~ch  NASA's receiving capabilit~es 
are the best In the world. Concurrently. a laboratory microwave 
spectroscopy program IS carried out In order to interpret the 
results of the observation program as to the molecular species. 
abundances within the source, and the Doppler shift of the 
source itself. DSlF equlpment to be used lncludes the 64m 
Goldstone antenna; K-Band and X-Band wideband low noise 
feeds, masers. and ~eceivers: a wideband digital correlator 
spectrum analyzer: calibrated nolse sources, and programmable 
local osc1llator8. This DSlF equlpment either already exists or is 
being developed for programs supported by the Office of Tracking 
and Data Acquisition (OTDA); thus. RTOP does not pay for 
such equipment. The spectrometer system to be used In the 
laboratory invest~gations includes a Stark Modulat~on Spectrometer 
and assoc~ated programmable d~gital data handling and control 
equipment. Fundamental questions in stellar and galactic evolution 
to be answered by interstellar microwave spectroscopy include 
the galactic molecular and isotope distribution and the isotope 
abundance ratios. the veloc~ty distribution of interstellar mater~al: 
and the causes of anomalous interstellar molecular spectral line 
intensities. Of particuljr Interest is the location and abundance 
of complex Interstellar molecules, because the mechanism that 
allows the creation and retention of such molecules 1s presently 
unknown. 
W73-70634 188-41-53 
Arnes Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
THEORETICAL ASTROPHYSICS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The objective is ro conduct theoretical stud~es on important 
fundamental problems of astronomy and astrophysics and to 
prov~de theoretical adv~ce and support for the center program 
on observational infrared astronomy. Astrophysical theory and 
mathematical techniques will be used together with available 
observational data to develop self-cons~stent theoret~cal models 
for the ~nves t iga t~on  and in terpretat~on of  astrophysical 
phenomena. Appl ic~tlon will be made to a w ~ d e  range of 
problems including the properties of the envelopes of quasl-stellar 
objects, the infrared background radiation, the energy transfer 
mechanism in the Crab Nebula, possible IR sources for airborne 
observation, pre-maln sequence stellar evolution and others. 
W73-70635 188-41 -54  
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsv~lle. Ala 
RELATIVITY A N D  CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
James 0 .  Ballance 205-453-3431 
The object~ve of this activ~ty is to develop, through a 
coord~nated program. the technology and research required to 
support the f l~ght of the gyro-relat~vity experlment. This experiment 
will be a fundamental and unique test of the general theory of 
relativity. The feasib~l~ty of t h ~ s  experiment centers around the 
development of gyroscopes several orders of magnitude more 
precise than any existing gyroscope, and the ab~lity to maintain 
these gyroscopes and record their precessions, while in earth 
orbit, over a period of twelve months or more This work will 
be accomplished by expanding the technology development 
programs being carried out in laboratories of the Sc~ence and 
Engineering D~rectorate. by initiating a mission definition study 
for the eng~neering test fl~ghts required to support t h ~ s  upporting 
research and technology efforts under overall MSFC program 
management. These activ~ties will be administered through the 
Mission and Payload Planning Office of the Program Development 
Directorate w h o  will assume the .overall coordination and 
management of these activ~ties. In-house exper~mental and 
theoret~cal act iv~t~es will be applied to support the Stanford 
Un~versity SRT activities. These activit~es w ~ l l  be or~ented toward 
resolving problems in the development of the gyroscope and 
other phases of the experiment. 
W73-70636 188-41 -54  
Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
RELATIVITY A N D  CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
To support on a consult~ng basis and upon call the planning 
activities of NASA Headquarters in the areas of space probe 
missions relevant to the testing of gravitational theories and the 
cooperative planning of these m~ssions w ~ t h  ESRO. JPL technical 
personnel will follow and review the technical studies be~ng 
conducted for the European Space Research Organization on 
the testing of gravitat~onal theories in space. As requ~red. a 
technical consulting team of senior personnel from several 
discipl~nes will be formed at JPL. lnformat~on obta~ned from 
ESRO will be periodically presented to the team for reaction 
and revlew. These evaluat~on will be forwarded to N A S A  
Headquaners (SG). This activity will support the joint Mission 
Definition Group of ESRO and NASA formally agreed upon. 
Approximately twenty percent of the funding will be required 
for travel to ESRO fac~l~t ies for technical interchange. Some 
Interchange w ~ l l  take place at JPL. 
W73-70637 188-41 -55 
Jet Propuls~on Lab Cal~f lnst of Tech Pasadena 
INFRARED ASTRONOMY 
Donald P Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
The object~ve of t h ~ s  task IS to obta~n and analyze h ~ g h  
resolut~on (better than 1 cm to mlnus the 1st power) spectra of 
selected cool stars In the 1 2 to 6 mlcron (1600-8000 cm to 
mlnus the 1st power) reglon w ~ t h  the JPL Mk I l l  Connes -type 
Four~er Spectrometer at the coude focus of the 107 Inch 
telescope McDonald Observatory The prlmary alm IS to a ~ d  In 
the understanding of the chem~cal composltlon and evolut~onary 
state of normal and var~able late type stars 
W73-70638 188-41 -55  
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Calif. 
INFRARED ASTRONOMY 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The broad objectives of t h ~ s  program are (1)  to obtaln and 
Interpret astronomical data in the far Infrared region of the 
spectrum and (21 to develop and evaluate improved platforms 
and lnstrumentatlon for Infrared astronomy. A Michelson 
interferometer is used w ~ t h  a 12 inch telescope mounted on a 
Lear jet to determine the spectra of galactic nuclei. HI1 regions. 
and the bright planets In the range of 30  to 300 microns A 
28 inch balloon-borne telescope is be~ng modified to make it 
suitable for observations in the far infrared Engineering test 
flights (probably 2) will be launched to check out guidance and 
control and to compare the performance of the detector and 
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the interferometer aboard the balloon system with that aboard 
the Lear Jet. Efforts will be made to obtain a spectrum of 
atmosphertc emission from both platforms. A 30-cm aperture. 
cooled telescope-interferometer and associated remote guidance 
control, and information handl~ng systems w ~ l l  be developed for 
use on htgh-alt~tude aircraft. 
W73-70639 188-41 -55 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
INFRARED ASTRONOMY 
Jean R.  Ollvier 205-453-3427 
This survey w ~ l l  be performed with earth-based telescopes 
us~ng l~quid helium-cooled ga l l~um-doped  germanium and 
copper-doped germanium detectors. Bandpass spectral filters 
wtll be used to make use of the earth's atmospheric windows 
and also to glve the spectral distribution of the emitted energy. 
The measurement will be made using a 1.5-meter infrared 
telescope at Tucson, Arizona. There are many stars and stellar 
sources whtch emit a sizeable portion of their energy in the 
infrared pan of the spectrum. Surveys have been made in the 
near infrared but much remains to be done in determining 
which of the objects are detectable in the middle and far 
infrared. The results from these measurements will be made 
ava~lable to infrared astronomers so that closer study can be 
made on those findings that are of prime interest in understanding 
stellar evolution and processes. 
W73-70640 188-41-55 
Goddard Space Fltght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
EXPERIMENTAL A N D  OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH I N  
INFRARED ASTRONOMY A N D  INTERSTELLAR M E D I U M  
Patrick Thaddeus 2 12-866-361 8 
GlSS is carrying out several projects in experimental and 
obse~at lonal  physics and astronomy for the purpose of study 
of infrared sources. interstellar molecules and the cosmic 
microwave rad~ation. Spec~fic aspects of this work are: Infrared 
Astronomy - conducting of experiments using balloons. aircraft, 
sounding rockets and ground-based telescopes for study of 
Infrared sources and for Improvement of techntques for tnfrared 
observation: Interstellar Molecules and the Cosmic M~crowave 
Radiation - to obtain precise laboratory frequencies of a number 
of molecular transitions recently discovered in space with radio 
telescopes and, also to measure the frequency of lines which 
are good candidates for detectton. to continue analys~s with the 
GlSS m~crodensitometer system of high resolut~on stellar and 
tnterstellar spectra obta~ned at Lick and McDonald Observatories. 
W73-70641 188-41-55 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
I N F R A R E D  SPECTROSCOPY OF COOL STARS.AND 
PLANETARY NEBULAE (ASTRONOMY) 
A E. Potter 7 13-483-207 1 
lnfrared spectra of planetary nebulae and cool stars are 
measured with a Michelson interferometer using infrared detectors 
and the 107 inch McDonald Obseniatory telescope. Analysis of 
the spectra yields information on the composition and structure 
of the nebular gases and the stellar atmospheres. Principal 
obiect~ves of the work are to clarify the origin and nature of 
cool carbon-rich and oxygen-r~ch stars and to explore the nature 
of infrared em~ssions from planetary nebulae. 
W73-70642 188-41 -59 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md 
X-RAY ASTRONOMY 
Elihu A. Boldt 301 -982-5853 
X-Ray production is a necessary consequence of energetic 
charged particles In space Ultra-relativistic electrons rad~ate 
X-rays vla their tnteractions wtth the ambient electromagnetic 
environment (e.g.. magnetic ftelds, starlight, mtcrowave radio). 
Subrelativistic energetic pantcles radiate X-rays via collisions 
with matter. highly ionized atoms radiate characteristic X-ray 
lines after recombin~ng with ambient electrons. Hence, by studying 
the X-ray emiss~on from stellar objects, nebulae, and interstellar 
space we get d~rect information on energetic processes over a 
broad range of phys~cal condit~ons and astronomical scales. 
Observations of hard X-rays are made with mechanically coll~mated 
proportional counters of advanced des~gn. The technical goals 
are large effecttve area, broad spectral coverage, opt lmum 
resolution, and eff~cient rejection of extraneous events (e.g.. 
caused by gamma rays, electrons. radioact~vityl. These goals. 
coupled with a detailed knowledge of detector response, are 
being achteved via laboratory tests, balloon and rocket flights. 
Observations of soh X-rays may be made w ~ t h  the use of 
grazing incidence optics. Small specialized detectors are then 
practical, and we are investigating the use of gas jets composed 
of pure low atomic number elements as precision X-ray filters 
for identifying line emission in the soft X-ray band. 
W73-70643 188-41 - 6 0  
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ASTRONOMY SORTIE MODULE (ASM)  
S. Sobieskt 301 -982-4549 
The objective is to deftne and implement a group of 
associated astronomical experiments to be performed using the 
space shuttle operating in a sortte mode. Specif~c goals will be 
definttion of sc~enti f~c objectives, formulation of instrumentat~on 
requirements, establishment of operational criteria and modes. 
and formulat~on of data acquisitton. management and reduct~on 
procedures. The wavelength reglon to be covered will be from 
the far ultraviolet to the near infrared (100 angstroms to 5 
microns) Additional passive experiments requirements requiring 
pointing will be cons~dered on an non-interference basis. Emphas~s 
will be on experiments most appropriately performed from the 
shuttle, that is on those wh~ch  capitalize on the shuttle capabil~t~es 
for infl~ght experimental reconfiguration, experiment return and 
re-flight with updated equipment. The scientific objectives are 
to complement and supplement ground-based and space-based 
research The results of the preliminary study will be used to 
configure an astronomical facility to pursue sc~entific programs 
in observational astronomy within the framework given below. 
Flexibility in programming and instrument configuratton is to be 
matntained to allow redeftnttion of the scientific program at any 
time in order to maximize efficiency and scienttfic productivity. 
Experiment definition and part~cipation by non-NASA sc~entists 
In programming and utilization w ~ l l  be according to conventtonal 
practice at ground-based observatories. 
W73-70644 188-41 -60  
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
STRATOSCOPE Ill 
Tom Barr 205-453-1 732 
Stratoscope I l l  is a concept for astronomical observations 
from a balloon supported telescope. Typical operation will elevate 
the telescope by balloon to 80.000 h.. which is above 90% of 
the atmosphere. In this manner improved observations can be 
made w ~ t h o u t  the disturb~ng effect of air turbulence and 
contamination. This concept has been demonstrated wtth earlier 
systems (Stratoscope I and I l l  with good results. Stratoscope I l l  
will be a 48  in. diffraction limited, reflect~ng telescope The 
design will be for balloon flight and adaptable to Shuttle Sortte 
operation 
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W73-70645 188-41-61 
Goddard Space Fllght Center. Greenbelt. M d  
SOFT X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY FOR SHUTTLE 
Ellhu A Boldt 301-982-5853 
(1  88-4 1-59) 
X-ray production 1s a necessary consequence of energetic 
charged partlcles in space. Ultra-relativistic electrons radiate 
X-rays via their Interactions with the ambient electromagnetic 
environment (e g , magnetlc fields, starlight, microwave radio) 
Subrelatlvistic energetlc partlcles radiate X-rays vla collisions 
with matter: hlghly Ionized atoms radiate characteristic X-ray 
llnes after recomblnlng with amblnet electrons. Hence, by studylng 
the X-ray emission from stellar objects, nebulae, and Interstellar 
space we get direct information on energetlc processes over a 
broad range of physlcal condit~ons and astronomical scales. 
Observations of hard X-rays are made with mechanically collimated 
proportional counters of advanced des~gn The technical goals 
are large effect~ve area, broad spectral coverage, opt lmum 
resolution, and efficient rejection of extraneous events (e g.. 
caused by gamma rays, electrons, radioactivity). These goals. 
coupled with a detailed knowledge of detector response, are 
being achieved via laboratory tests, balloon and rocket flights. 
Observations of soft X-rays may be made with the use of 
grazing incidence optics. Small specialized detectors are then 
practical. and we are rnvestigatlng the use of gas jets composed 
of pure low atomlc number elements as precision X-ray filters 
for Identifying line emission in the soft X-ray band. We are also 
continuing the development of cooled Si(L1I detectors to be 
used for non-d~spers~ve spectrometery with resolution even better 
than that obtainable from proportional counters. 
W73-70646 188-45-51 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
COMETS AND INTERSTELLAR M A l T E R  
8. D. Donn 301-982-5014 
Thls RTOP Includes several programs to study Interplanetary 
and interstellar matter. The primary objective IS laboratory 
experiments relevant to the behavior of matter in space. Theoretical 
analysis of astronomical problems using this data is a second 
aim A thlrd aspect involves flight observations to obtain new 
data. The last phase uses ground based telescop~c observations 
Molecular beam and laser technlques are being used for measur- 
ing productions of atoms, radlcals and Ions from planetary, com 
tary or ~nterstellar moelcules by Impact of photons, electrons or 
ions The optics, spectroscopy and chemistry of specles appropriate 
to the study of interstellar molecules and gralns will be investl- 
gated The possible relatloa of cometary and interstellar molecules 
to chemical evolution ant1 the orlgln of life w ~ l l  be exam~ned. In 
support of other research. use of Image intensifiers to study 
comets and interplanetary matter w ~ l l  be investigated 
W73-70647 188-45-51 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Cal~f. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
COMETS A N D  ASTEROIDS 
Donald P. Burcham 213-354-3028- 
The asteroids very probably represent material which has 
existed since the orlgin of the solar system. They may well be 
planetessimals left over from the formation of the planets and ~f 
so they are very important to our eventual understanding of the 
origin of the solar system. It is intended to investigate the 
origin and evolution of small bod~es In the solar system. The 
properties of the asteroid belt, asterold famllles. and fireballs 
would be studied The proposed study of asterold famil~es will 
identify which asteroids are fragments of a former body. and 
which appear to have survived wlthout major disruption. The 
study of the asterold belt bears on our understanding of the 
Impact history of the surface of Mars. There are four objectives 
1) To investigate the properties of asteroid fam~l~es. clusterings 
of asteroids, using recently derived data on presently known 
objects. 2) To generate proper elements. orbltal elements freed 
of the perturbations of the planets, for newly discovered asteroirds. 
3)  To generate proper elements for fireball orbits and Investigate 
the~r d~stribution and nature. and 4) To Investigate the long term 
orbltal evolution of spec~al objects by numerical integration 
These studies should illuminate the origin and fragmentation 
history of asteroids and will attempt to use techn~ques on the 
analysis of flreball orb~ts whlch have proved powerful for the 
analysis of astero~rds. 
W73-70648 188-45-51 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
COMETS A N D  ASTEROIDS 
J. R. Ollvler 205-453-3428 
The object~ves are to construct photoelectric polarimeter 
for ground-base visible measurements. Zodlacal l~gh t  and airglow 
observations are to be performed. The polarimeter would be 
used in support o f  determining the correlation between 
ground-base and space obse~atlons. 
W73-70649 188-45-52 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
METEOR ASTRONOMY 
J R. Olivier 205-453-3428 
(1  88-45-52) 
Low light level television systems onboard airborne 
expeditions can be used to make optical, real-time, examinations 
of faint phenomena under the improved atmospheric conditions 
encountered at high altitudes Data recorded by Secondary 
Electron Conduction (SEC) vldeo cameras can provide on-the-spot 
support to other experiments and can be filmed or stored on 
video tape for analys~s. Special filters allow examlnatlon to be 
made in selected spectral regions. Thus astronomical events 
(aurora, eclipses, etc.) occurring at times and places for w h ~ c h  
no real time observations are available, may be analyzed in the 
laboratory. Low light level television (SEC V~dicon) systems 
equipped with full aperture diffraction gratings will be used to 
obtain spectro-photomatic data on meteors. Analysis of the 
data will be done by using (1)  photography of the TV screen. 
(2)  use of v~deo analys~s on stop action frames of TV. (3)  use 
of movlng target video processors to Isolate the moving spectra 
from a stationary background, a scan converter for storing the 
spectra. and auto cotrelat~on to Identify falnt spectral Ilnes. 
W73-70650 188-45-52 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va 
M E T E O R  P H Y S I C S  - SPECTRA PATROL AND DATA 
ANALYSIS 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
The primary oblectlve of the In-house research is to contlnue 
to obtaln spectra of shower meteors: and to obtain spectra and 
velocity. altitude, and orbit data of sporadic meteors. Radiation 
studies using shock tube meteorite spectra and other radiation 
data will be conducted Studles of satellite meteor ultraviolet 
spectroscopy of silicon, carbon and magnesium, and of alrborne 
meteor spectroscopy will be made A comet probe study will be 
undertaken. Data reduction and analysis with emphasls on element 
abundance determinations will continue at LRC A secondary 
objectwe of the in-house research is to obtain spectra and 
related data of meteors produced by debris f rom comet  
G~acob~ni-Z~nner on October 8. 1972. This data will be reduced 
and analyzed for spectroscopically accessible element abundances. 
and the result correlated wlth other meteor data. The objectives 
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of the contract (SAO) meteor research are: to reduce radar 
meteor data collected over the period 1965-1968: to finish 
reduct~ons and analysis of simultaneous meteor data, and to 
analyze this meteor data In order to reduce basic uncertalntles 
in flux, mass, composition, dens~ty, and ablat~on of meteoroids 
that enter the earth's atmosphere. Additional objectives of the 
SAO meteor research are to determine orbital distr~butions of 
sporadic meteors and meteor streams wi th~n the meteor sample. 
and to lnvestlgate associat~ons of meteor streams with comets 
and asteroids. 
W73-70651 188-45-53 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
COSMIC DUST RESEARCH 
Louis S Walter 301 -982-2282 
The objectlve of thls research will be to understand the 
nature and origin of the condensed matter of the solar system. 
In this effort. a multidisciplinary approach will be applied whlch 
will involve: (A) Analysis of material of cosmological sign~ficance 
when ~t is returned to the laboratory. ( I )  Mineralogical/ 
petrograph~c (~ncluding microprobe) analysis (2) Chemical analysis 
(both wet and trace element analys~s) (3)  Isotopic analys~s for 
age determination, and for the study of short-lived radioact~vities 
produced by cosmic ray spallat~on (8 )  Laboratory experimentatton 
- h~gh-temperature experiments. under reduclng conditions on 
sllicate systems. 
W73-70652 188-45-53 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Callf. 
COSMIC DUST MEASUREMENTS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The objective is to perform chemical analyses of extrater- 
restrial mater~al (involving major element. trace element and 
lsotopic determinations) enabling interpretation of the nature 
and origin of cosmic dust and meteorites. A laser mtcroprobe 
will be used in this work to excite spectral emission from 
cosmic dust grains. pollution particles, and meteorite minerals 
as a means of studying major and trace element content. Ion 
microprobe and electronprobe techniques will also be appl~ed to 
determlne isotope ratios in and major element contents of 
terrestrial and extraterrestrial material A direct-reading probe 
(one using photomultiplier tubes) has now been designed and 
built and has proven to be a much more sensitive and precise 
method than fllm recording of elemental line intensities. Preamps. 
amplifiers, analog-to-digital converters and scalers are currently 
betng purchased and integrated, and a completed system, capable 
of registering and printing out intensities of three or more 
elements simultaneously. 1s expected to be in routine operation 
by March. 1972. 
W73-70653 . 188-45-54 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
COSMIC DUST EXPERIMENT FOR THE SPACE SHUlTLE 
0. E. Berg 301-982-5920 
The objective 15 to prepare for use in the Space Shuttle 
land other missions) an instrument which will determine the ion 
composition, and much more accurately measure the speed. 
direction, and kinetic energy of cosmic dust parttcles. Laboratory 
experiments have proved the feasibil~ty and practicability of 
adjusting the pos~tion sensor techniques used in nuclear studies 
to cosmlc dust Impact studies. The experiment ensemble will 
Incorporate position sensor techniques: ion composition techniques 
(already proved): and impact energy analysls techniques (from 
Pioneer experiments). 
W73-70654 188-46-51 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington. 
D.C. 
LOW ENERGY COSMIC RAYS 
Albert G. Opp 202-755-3689 
(1  88-46-52) 
The object~ve of this task is to study the composition and 
propagation of solar and galactic cosmic rays with energies less 
than 10  BeV. The primary galactic radiation represents the 
direct penetration of mater~al from the galaxy into the solar 
system. The study of the nuclear compos~tion and energy of 
this material prov~des d~rect evidence on the stellar processes 
whlch created the cosmlc radiation and information on the 
interstellar material. through which the cosmic radiation has 
passed The total energy content of the galactic cosmic ray is 
high, and it is believed to be a major factor in the stability of a 
galaxy. The observation of solar cosmtc rays provides information 
on the abundances of dlfferent elements in the sun and Information 
on the solar processes whlch accelerate the cosmic ray particles 
to their observed energies Similarly. the measurement of solar 
neutrons will give information on thermonuclear reactions in the 
sun and mechanisms responsible for accelerating charged particles 
In solar flares. It is also necessary to be able to assess the 
hazard of solar flare part~cle bursts on astronaut operations and 
on the operation of radiation-sensitive spacecraft components. 
The cosmic ray particles considered here can be observed by 
solid-state detectors, scinetillators, nuclear emulsions and similar 
nuclear detectors Funds prov~ded here are utlllzed to conduct 
laboratory and balloon tests of new instrument concepts--- 
W73-70655 188-46-51 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
I S O T O P I C  A B U  NDANCES I N  LOW-ENERGY COSMIC 
RADIATION 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The isotopic ratios, elemental abundances and energies of 
cosmic ray nuclei with masses which are less than or approximately 
equal to 16  amu and energles whlch are less than or approximately 
equal to 300  MeV/amu will be measured from hlgh alt~tude 
balloons at high latitude. To perform these measurements. a 
three-parameter time-of-flight telescope with a large geometric 
factor will be developed to measure charge. mass, and energy 
with far better resolution than achievable in present systems. 
The measured results will be used to study solar modulat~on 
and the origin, propagation. and age of the cosmic radiation. 
W73.70656 188-46-51 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center Greenbelt M d  
LOW ENERGY COSMIC RAYS 
F 8 McDonald 301-982-4801 
The technical objectlve of thls task 1s the development of 
new detector systems to determlne the propertoes of solar and 
galactlc cosmlc rays and the assoc~ated development of theoretical 
stud~es related t o  these experlments S p e c ~ f ~ c  goals are 
enumerated as follows (1) The development of a hlgh 
resolut~on detector system comblnlng superconduct~ng magnets 
and nuclear emuls~ons to conduct experlments whlch would 
measure the separate abundance of the Isotopes of the elements 
from LI through C In cosmlc rad~at~on I  the energy reglon from 
about 100 to 400 MeV/nucleon (2 )  The development of a 
large area detector to obtaln the f~rst measurements of the 
spectra of heavy ( 2  IS more than or equal to 3)  galacttc cosmlc 
rays at low energtes (2  IS less than or equal to E 3 0  MeV/nucleonl 
(3)  The development of detectors to measure the true lntenslty 
of cosmlc rays In interstellar space on deep space mlsslons (4) 
Improved measurements of the dlfferent~al lntensltles of posltlve 
and negative cosmlc ray electrons wlth energles from 2 0  MeV 
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to 2 0  GeV. Detectors will be designed, constructed, and tested spacelike radiation environment. The spec~fic objective for thls 
in our laboratories. Detector behav~or will' be explored using program for FY'72 is to integrate an advanced sol~d state 
particle accelerator beams and other dev~ces. Balloon fl~ghts w ~ l l  detector array, its cesium Iodide shield, pulse-helght analyzer. 
be carried out both for the purpose of detector development and data handling electronics into a balloon-fl~ght system and 
and obtaining new scientif~c information. perform a balloon flight In the last part of FY'73. 
W73-70657 188-46-52 
Natlonal Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington. 
D.C. 
H lGH ENERGY COSMIC RAYS 
Albert G. Opp 202-755-3689 
(188-46-51) 
The objective of this task is to study the composition and 
propagation of primary cosmic radiation .greater than 10  8eV in 
energy. Cosmic rays in t h ~ s  energy range provide informatlon on 
very high energy processes occurring In stellar reactions. The 
energy of some cosmic ray particles presently exceeds the 
energles available fr,.)m ground-based accelerators. Very high 
energy nuclear particle interactions, whlch cannot be studied in 
terrestrial laboratories. can be studied in space The high energy 
of these particles requires large sophisticated instrumentation to 
define the charactellstics of the cosmic ray particle and to 
analyze the resultin!: interact~on. These effects are studied with 
instruments such as ionization spectrometers. total absorption 
cascade detectors, trans~tion radiation detectors, and superconduc- 
l ing magnetic spectromei.ers. The size and complex~ty of these 
instruments requires extensive development and balloon testlng 
prior to flight on a spacecrah. lnstrumentation developed under 
this RTOP is directed toward future flight opportunit~es on High 
Energy Astronomy Observator~es and on the Space Shuttle. 
W73-70658 188-46-52 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md 
H lGH ENERGY COSMIC RADIATION 
Frank 8. McDonald 301-982-4801 
The objective is to measure the energy distribut~on and 
the charge and mass composltlon of the several components of 
the primary cosmic rad~ation high altitude from balloons. These 
components Include both electrons and nucle~ from hydrogen to 
iron, lead, uranium, and beyond. The results will be used in 
astrophysical considerations concerning the origln. acceleration. 
and propagation of cosmic rad~ation. The properties of charge 
measuring devlces, direction detecting devlces and total ionization 
spectrometers for m !asuring energy will be designed, developed. 
fabricated, and tes'ed. They will then be cal~brated on the 
ground and studiec ,at balloon alt~tudes These balloon flights 
w ~ l l  provide results Jn the details of the cosmlc ray composition 
at energles betwee ' I0 :q the 10th power and 10  to the 12th 
power eV. The de~.,tors developed will subsequently be used 
In satellite born deI2:ctors which will prov~de the long exposures 
reql~~red to measurt the low fluxes of the particles in question. 
'JV73-70659 188-46-53 
Jet Fropuls~on Lab . Cal~f. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
X-RAY A N D  G A M M A  RAY ASTRONOMY 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
This describe: the JPL part of a cooperative program with 
UCSD in X- and .amma-ray astronomy The objective is to 
observe line spectra in extraterrestrial X-ray and gamma-ray 
sources in the 0.05 to 1 0  MeV energy range Observation of 
such sources would provide important informat~on on nuc- 
leosynthesls, galactic history and the nature of cosmic X-ray 
sources. Under this program, a gamma ray sensor which has 
been developed for lunar mlssions will be adapted to balloon 
fllght systems for carrylng out astronomical observations while 
simultaneously studylng thew properties and performance in a 
W73-70660 188-46-53 
Nat~onal Aeronaut~cs and Space Adm~n~strat~on.  Wash~ngton 
D C 
GREATER THAN 1 0  KeVX-RAY ASTRONOMY 
Albert G Opp 202-755-3689 
(1 88-46-54) 
Several X-ray sources have been ~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  whlch have 
spectra extend~ng Into the tens of keV energy range In addlt~on. 
a d~ffuse X-ray background has been ~ d e n t ~ f ~ e d  The background 
IS predicted to orlglnate from a comblnatlon of contr~but~on 
from dlscreet sources and a contr~but~on from the lnteractlon of 
h~ghenergy cosmlc ray electrons w ~ t h  the 2 7 K background 
rad~at~on The spectra of the dlscreet sources and the spectra 
and celest~al dlstr~but~on of the X-ray background will prov~de 
lnformat~on of stellar processes as well as on physlcal processes 
In galactlc and extragalactic space Sol~d-state detectors and 
large lnorganlc sc~ntlllators have been used for measurements In 
thls energy reglon Solld-state detectors generally must be cooled 
and large sc~nt~llators are relatively frag~le In the space and 
launch envlronments Technical development IS requ~red to perfect 
these sensors for space use lnstrumentat~on developed under 
thls RTOP IS d~rected toward future f l~ght  opportun~tles on the 
Explorer class satell~tes follow on H ~ g h  Energy Astronomy 
Observator~es and on the Space Shuttle 
W73-70661 188-46-54 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington, 
D.C 
G A M M A  RAY ASTRONOMY 
Albert G Opp 202-755-3689 
(1 88-46-53) 
Gamma-ray photons result from a number of physical 
processes. These processes can furnish informat~on on the 
synthesis and distr~bution of elements in the universe, on the 
magnetoplasma environment of a star, on the condensation and 
Interaction of interstellar material with rad~ation, as well as 
other astrophysically important parameters. Gamma rays. which 
are undeflected by magnetic f~elds, travel d~rectly from their 
sources, and anlsotroples in the direction of arrival of the 
photons gives Information on the location of the gamma-ray 
sources The high gamma-ray background of the earth and the 
high .energy of several of the gamma rays of interest requlres 
sophist~cated Instrumentation capable of absorbing high energy 
photons with satisfactory direct~onality and shielding to protect 
against background and to determine the direction of arrival of 
the photon. lnstrumentation .used for these investigations-are 
spark chambers, large inorganic scintillators and Cerenkov 
counters The primary objectlve of this task is to develop these 
detectors, such that unambiguous measurements of high energy 
photons can be made in space, lnstrumentation developed under 
thls RTOP is directed toward future f l~ght opportunit~es on 
Explorer class satellites, future High Energy Astronomy 
Observatories and on the Space Shuttle. 
W73-70662 188-46-54 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
G A M M A  RAY ASTRONOMY 
C. E Fichtel 301 -982-6281 
The technical objectlve is to develop the most appropriate 
detector systems for the observation of the astrophysical sources 
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of very energetic photons. The approach has been dlvlded into 
several different parts. The first approach to the general 
problem of gamma-ray astronomy w a s t h e  development of a 
large telescope using digitized spark chambers to be tested on 
high altitude balloons and then flown on satell~tes. Other 
approaches to detector systems are now being pursued both for 
the high energy gamma rays and intermediate gamma ray 
studies A medium energy gamma ray detector is being designed 
and bu~l t .  A unique feature of this system is its high time 
resolution whlch will permit the tagging of several gamma rays 
during a short (microseconds) pulse as m~gh t  be expected from 
a supernova outburst Improvements in the spark chamber 
systems are continuing. and methods for accurate timlng are 
belng developed for a search for discrete source emission of 
gamma rays at pulsar periodic~ties In addition, a complementary 
ground-based detector system is belng constructed and operated 
to search for atmospheric fluorescence which would be generated 
by photon pulses. These pulses are expected to result from 
extra-galactic supernova, and their detection would strongly 
suggest that supernova are the principal sources of cosmlc ray 
panicles. 
W73-70663 188-46-55 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ASTRONOMY I N  THE 150 KeV TO 1 5  MeV RANGE 
T. L. Cllne 301 -982-4375 
The technical objective of thls new research program is to 
carry out extensive stud~es in astronomy in the 0.15 to 15 
MeV region, intermed~ate betweet  the traditional X-ray and 
gamma ray domains. This scientific discipline is cr~tical in ' 
h~gh-energy astrophysics since many important spectral and 
temporal features of electrornagnetlc rad~ation are expected in 
thls unique energy range as the signatures of certain astrophysical 
processes These spectral features Include the electron-pos~t~on 
annihilation line, most nuclear deexcitat~on lines, and the changes 
In the power-law exponent of continuous spectra due to the 
emergence of high-energy processes. There are also the questions 
of the extent into the high-energy domain of various lower- 
energy spectral and temporal x-ray phenomena, such as pulsars 
and time-varylng hard x-ray emitters. Not only are point sources 
and the diffuse background of great Interest. but of timely 
interest are the possib~lities that the extended anisotropic sources 
of the Gum Nebula and the galactic plane emit detectable 
intensities of photons In this energy Interval, particularly w ~ t h  
spectral features such as several-MeV lines. The problems of 
angular resolution and signal to nolse are especially critical in 
this energy range, due to the existence of cosmic-ray secondary 
generation both in the environment and in the detector mater~al 
itself: these problems create the need for innovative approaches 
to instrument des~gn and to research studies. A new detector 
system is being developed whlch will employ energy resolution 
from 150 keV up to 15 MeV, directional resolution. and Improved 
sens~tiv~ty for the expected sources. This system is radically 
different than those that  are presently. and have been 
previously, employed in t h ~ s  energy range; ~t lnvolves several 
technological developments, including time of f l~ght- - -  
W73-70664 188-46-56 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
VERY HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAY DETECTORS FOR 
SHUITLE 
J. F. Ormes 301-982-5798 
The technical objective of the proposed experimental program 
1s to develop detectors whlch can be flown on the space 
shuttle capable of making the follow~ng measurements in primary 
cosmic rays (1) To measure the energy dependence of the 
charge distributions of cosmic ray nucle~ from protons to Fe in 
the range 10  to the 14th power to 10  to the 17th power eV 
where galactlc containment starts breaklng down. (21 To measure 
the energy dlstributlons of V.V.H, nuclei IZ IS more than 301 
around 10  to the 12th power eV. These r ~ u c l e ~  arlse in the 'r' 
and 's' processes in S.N. explos~ons and other high energy non 
stationary environments. ( 3 )  To measure the spectra of  
electrons of h ~ g h  energy (1s more than 1000 GeV) in order to 
study their relationship to rnuon.poor extenslve air showers and 
to understand the Interactions with the galactic magnetlc f~e ld 
and photon environments. (41 To measure the direct~on of 
arrlval of these particles as a funct~on of charge and energy in 
order to probe the structure of galactic magnetic fields and to 
attempt to relate sources of cosmlc rays with nearby celestial 
objects like the Gum nebula. These stud~es are essential t o  
complement the ex~sting astrophysical information to understand 
the orig~n of cosmic radiation and to determine whether the 
processes responsible are galact~c or metagalactic 
W73-70665 188-46-57 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
G A M M A  RAY, ENERGETIC ELECTRON, SUPERCONDUC- 
TlNG MAGNET. A N D  NUCLEAR EMULSION COSMIC RAY 
DETECTOR SYSTEMS FOR APPLICATION TO THE SPACE 
SHUTTLE PROGRAM 
C. E. Flchtel 301 -982-6281 
(188-46-54: 188-46-51) 
The technical objective of the proposed research is the 
development of a system of compat~ble detectors with diverse 
capabilities, which can be comblned In various conf~gurat~ons to
perform a number of important experiments in gamma ray 
astronomy, energetic electrons, and cosmic ray nuclei studles 
The ult~mate goal IS t o  develop detector systems w h ~ c h  can 
utilize the capability of the Space Shuttle to place large and/or 
heavy payloads in orbit. These detector developments are d~rected 
toward three broad categories of scientific objectives: 1)  Gamma 
Ray Astronomy - Improvement of sensitiv~ty, precise source 
location capability, and extension of energy range to both higher 
(is more than 1 GeV) and lower (is less than 50 MeV) energies: 
2 )  Cosmlc Ray Electron/Positron Studies - Refinement of 
measurements at low and intermediate energles (10  MeV - 1 0  
GeV), measurements at ultra high energies (is more than 100 
GeV); 3) Cosmic Ray Nuclei Stud~es - Measurement of isotop~c 
composition of low energy nucle~ (Z is less than 30). high 
resolut~on studies of superheavy nuclei (Z is more than 30). 
studies of   so topic composition of extreme relativistic nuclei 
(gamma 1s more than or approximately equal to 30) .  The 
technical developments to be pursued include the following 1)  
Large area spark chambers to provide increased sensitivity In 
the investigat~ons of rare components of the cosmlc radiation; 
2)  Proportional chambers to allow better spatial resolutlon. 3)  
Superconductlng magnet and cryogenic techniques for high 
prec is~on rigidlty measurements; 4) Total absorption h ~ g h  
resolutlon energy detector for gamma ray and electron energy 
measurements.. 5) Large area proportional counters to allow 
sensitive energy loss (dE/dx)--- 
W73-70666 188-46-58  
Goddard Space Fllght Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
SHUTTLE SUPERNOVA DETECTOR 
T. L. Cline 301-982-4375 
The technical objective of the proposed experiment is to  
search for, detect, and d~rectly measure the time structure and 
energy spectrum of the energetic X-ray bursts from brief. 
catastrophic celestial events such as supernovae, novae. X-ray 
flares and pulsar quakes. A new detector system is being 
developed with differential tlme resolut~on on the several- 
nanosecond scale, energy resolutlon In the few-keV to hundred-keV 
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region and sensltlvity sufficient for the theoretically expected 
fluxes. The detection of supernova X-ray bursts and the analysis 
of resulting data should provide a significantly greater understan- 
ding of the funda~nental, hlgh-energy astrophysical processes. In 
addition. the observation of the prompt X-ray flash can be used 
as an alarm to predlct the delayed presence of secondary. 
supernova gamma-ray emissions from the de-excitation of the 
long-lived nuclear states. 
W73-70667 188-48-51 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsv~lle. Ala. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY SPACE RESEARCH 
E Stuhlinger 205-453-3033 
Oblectlve is to conduct space research In various scientific 
and technical dlsclplines with a capability of directing "quick 
reaction" efforts toward signifcant problems or promising areas 
of research and w th the over-all purpose of helping develop 
the in-house sclentlfic capabilities of the Center. Under the 
direct ion o f  the Associate Dlrector for Science. Dr. Ernst 
Stuhlinger, research is initiated in scientific and technical areas 
that influence the :scientific mlsslons of the MSFC. Research 
projects are selected that, wlthln available resources, contribute 
s~gn~ficantly to in-house scientific capabilities and state-of-the-art 
advancement. These projects are then funded from the 
Interdisciplinary Space Research dlscretlonary funds 
W73-70668 188-48.52 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
BASIC THEORETICAL RESEARCH 
Aaron Temkln 301 -982-521 3 
The objective is to develop technlques for the solution of 
basic (prototype) atomic coll~sion problems involved In processes 
occurring in planetary and stellar atmospheres. and in other 
plasmas: also for collision processes that may be used as 
dlagnostlc tools in atmospheres Speciflc work implementing the 
above objective fall in the following general categories I. 
Study of electron impact ionization. 2.  Development of techniques 
and calculations of at toionlzation states of atomic systems. 3. 
Calculation of electron molecule scattering techniques. 4. Study 
of positron-atom scattering and reactions. 5. Study of proton- 
hydrogen coll~sions. 6 ,  lnvestigatlon of hydrogen-antihydrogen 
annihilation and its toslnic significance. 7. Study of photoion~zation 
processes. 
W73-70669 188-78-51 
Marshall Space Fligllt Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
L O W  G R A V I T Y  S U P E R F L U I D  H E L I U M  A D V A N C E D  
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
James 0 .  Ballance 205-453-3431 
(188-41-54) 
Several experiments are currently belng developed which 
will require a low temperature envlronment for their power 
operation In space. Superfluid helium will undoubtedly be used 
for many of these applications lmmedlate applications to  
experiments are to be found in cosmic ray, relativity, and 
infrared astronomy. The purpose of thls task is to investigate 
theoretically and experimentally, where possible, the properties 
of superfluld hellum to be expected when liquld hellurn dewars 
are flown into space. The properties of superfluid hellurn in this 
near zero gravity environment will be assessed and methods 
will be investigated whereby problem areas may be resolved or 
controlled 
W73-70670 188-78-51  
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT. GENERAL: 
ON-BOARD PROCESSING ELECTRONICS; SOLID STATE 
NUCLEAR DETECTORS 
J H Tra~nor 301 -982-6282 
A. The technical objectives of this research project are to 
develop and test new on-board signal handling, data processing. 
storage, computing and auxillary electronic circuitry for use In 
energetic particle and astrophysics experiments on IMP, SAS, 
Pioneer. Hellos, HEAO, outer planet missions, rockets balloons. 
etc. The growing complexity of experiments and the often 
corresponding increase in volume of data obtained have made 
signal handling, data processing and data transmission - capability 
llmitlng factors. To reduce the transmission of unnecessary 
data. ~t is necessary to increase the exper~ment's on-board 
signal handling and data processing capability. This program is 
approached through ( 1 )  the lnvestlgatlon and development of 
new technlques for slgnal shaping and handling, data processing 
and auxillary circuitry and (2) the modification of existing 
techniques by the application of advanced technology and 
materials lncludlng bipolar integrated circuits. MOS/LSI  
technology, thick fllrn techniques, micropower circuitry and 
multiple chip technlques. Special techniques must also be devised 
In order to accurately and efficiently evaluate and test the fllght 
systems. 8. The technical objective of the research project is to 
conduct a program of research and development, and devlse 
test and evaluation in the fleld of silicon nuclear radiation 
detectors with emphasis on (1 )  the improvement of detector 
technology: (2) the understanding of the radiation damage effects 
on device operation and lifetime; (3)  the understanding of the 
effects on these detectors of chemicals commonly used near or 
'on spacecrafi: (41 to establish the technology for the fabrlcatlon 
of specialized devices not available from industry; and (5) to 
continue the pragmatic llfe testing now underway 
W73-70671 188-78-52 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
MODULAR INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
Raymond G. Hartenstein 301 -982-5410 
(180- 17-54: 11 5-23-31) 
Some of the benefits which can be derived from the 
addition of an on-board computer to spacecraft command and 
data handling subsystems have been demonstrated by the 
On-Board Processor (OBP-I) on OAO-C whlch was developed 
under earlier phases of an RTOP supported by OTDA. The 
OBP-l has proven ~ t s  versatility by performing tasks for virtually 
all of the major spacecraft subsystems simultaneously. The 
OBP-l on the other hand is rather large and heavy (55 pounds) 
and consumes 35  watts of power all of which detracts from ~ t s  
universality especially in the smaller satellite field The size and 
weight are being improved by an item of this RTOP which is to 
result in an LSI logic version of the processor module in third 
quarter 1972. The power consumption will be greatly lessened 
by the use of plated wire memories and/or volatile semiconductor 
(C-MOS) data storage memories both of which are part of this 
RTOP. The plated wire memory development is near fruition 
with the delivery of a qualification model scheduled for second 
quarter 1972. The C-MOS memory program to be Initiated 
when funds become available will result in an order of magnitude 
reduction In memory power along with slmilar size and welght 
improvements. In order to keep pace with the continual Increase 
In data rates and to increase the computational capacity of the 
OBP. ~t is essential that improvements in the speed power 
product of the OBP loglc be lnvestlgated. Essential to these 
efforts 1s the continual development of ground support hardware 
and software. 
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W73-70672 188-78-57 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
L4RGE SPACE TELESCOPE INSTRUMENTATION 
G 8. Graves 703-827-3745 
The principal objective of this work IS to develop Instrumenta- 
tion and technlques for maintaining diffraction-l~mited performance 
in astronomical space telescope system. In order to make 
maximum use of the space environment, the opt~cal systerns 
must be maintained in precise al~gnment and the rnlrror shapes 
must be maintained to, w i t h i n ' l / 5 0  wavelength. The effects of 
the launch environment, the stresses associated with the 
change from 1 g to 0 g environment, the effects of heat inputs. 
and the basic material stabilities make the use of a conventional 
passlve mirror doubtful. Techniques w ~ l l  be developed which 
use control systems to actively control the shape of the mlrror 
surfaces and the alignment of the optical elements to the 
accuracy requlred for diffraction-limited operation under the 
influence of varylng loads and stresses. 
W73-70673 188-78-57 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
Garvin R. Emanuel 205-453-3427 
The objective of the LST project is to orbit a large, high 
resolution optical telescope system which 1s international in 
scientific usefulness and which will s~gniflcantly extend man's 
knowledge of the unlverse. A more immediate objective is to 
fulfill as many of the scientific and technological requirements 
as possible during a precursor mission that will provide 
mankind with astronomical analysis beyond the reach of all 
ground-based telescopes and, simultaneously, provide scientific. 
technological, and operational knowledge for a diffraction-limited 
LST in the early 1980's. The projects outlined in this RTOP are 
necessary to solve the technological problems associated with 
the design and development of the LST. 
W73-70674 188-78-57 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
DESIGN, ANALYSIS A N D  EVALUATION OF THE LARGE 
SPACE TELESCOPE OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS SYSTEM 
A. 8. Underhill 301 -982-5101 
(502-23-54; 975-84-78) 
The Large Space Telescope (LST) is intended as a very 
h ~ g h  performance multi-purpose astronom~cal research facil~ty. 
Candidate instruments for the LST include the full gamut of 
imaging, dispersive. photometric, polarimetric, and interferometric 
devices. and the fine guidance systern necessary to properly 
necessary to properly point the telescope The various Instruments 
will be Lyman limit through the near infrared; they will be 
removable for service and, in some cases. interchangable so 
that the flight complement of instruments can be modified in 
orbit to reflect improvements in the state of the art or changes 
programmatic emphas~s Three types of actlvlty will be supported 
under this Plan: a )  development and evaluation of novel devices 
potentially applicable to LST instruments, b)  definition and detailed 
design of specific Instruments to meet the established performance 
objectives, c) development of the data handling and data reduction 
techniques that will be required in order to achieve the full 
research potential of the instrumentation, Items b)  and c) are 
closely interactive and should proceed together. It is expected 
that these efforts will culminate in the fabrication of bread-board 
instrumentation whose performance capablllties can be verified 
In the laboratory and in LST engineering models. 
W73-70675 188-78-58 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE PHASE-B STUDIES A N D  LONG 
LEAD TIME PROCUREMENT 
Garvln R Emanuel 205-453-3427 
The objective of the LST project is to orbit a large, high 
resolution optical telescope systern which is international in 
scientific usefulness and which w ~ l l  significantly extend man's 
knowledge of the unlverse. A more Immediate objective is to 
fulfill as many of the scientific and technological requirements 
as possible durlng a precursor mission that will provide mankind 
wlth astronomical analysls beyond the reach of all ground-based 
telescopes and, simultaneously, provide scientific, technological. 
and operational knowledge for a diffract~on-limited LST In the 
early 1980's The objective of the Phase-B effort is to obtain 
sufficient informat~on on each alternate LST project approach 
resulting from the'phase-A study to permlt the recommendation 
of a single approach for LST. Further. it is to  p r o v ~ d e  
management wlth a basis for action on recommendations for 
follow-on projecr activity. Two prlme contractors will be selected 
to conduct parallel one-year studies, each funded at 5OOK. The 
contractors will define the Optical Telescope Assembly (OTAI 
for the LST and prepare inputs for the LST Phase-C/D. One of 
these two contractors will be selected for Phase C/D without 
resolicltation, hence a Phase C/D start can begin in early 
1974. An additional $1000K of FY-73 funds is requlred because 
of the long lead tlrne associated with procuring a three-meter 
diameter mirror for the LST. 
W73-70676 188-78-59 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala 
ASTRONOMY SORTIE MISSION DEFINITION PROGRAM 
Dale J. Wasserman 205-453-3430 
A continued program to determine the most advantageous 
method of performing Astronomy Sortie Missions is proposed. 
This program is a natural extension of the FY-71 Astronomy 
Sortie Mission Definition Study The effort will further develop 
methods of mountlng optical telescopes and high energy arrays 
w~ th ln  the Shuttle cargo bay. develop deployment techniques, 
analyze observat~on programs, and study technlques for s~mpllfying 
ground refurbishment operations. Thls continuing effort will also 
update the definition of certain optical instruments such as the 
1 -M Photoheliograph mounted in the Shuttle The approach will 
be to examine the results of the FY-71 Sortie Mission Study: 
additional study will be performed on the conclusions and 
results. More detailed analysls will be performed on the crltlcal 
items of the mission such as mission time lines. observer 
schedullng, equipment operations, the control and display panel 
concepts and the telescope operating philosophy. Detailed study 
should be given to the methods of operating and controlling the 
optlcal instruments. 
W73-70677 188-78-81 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
INVESTIGATION TO DEFINE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD EXPERI- 
M E N T  SYSTEMS FOR FLIGHTS OF OPPORTUNITY I N  
PHYSICS A N D  ASTRONOMY 
J. V. Foster 41 5-965-5803 
The objective of this invest~gation is to establish how 
physics and astronomy experiment systerns for Shuttle fl~ghts of 
opportunity may take advantage of sounding rocket techniques 
and procedures to obtain the benefits, such as low cost and 
quick reaction, which are characteristic of soundlng rocket 
programs. This investigation is sometimes referred to as the 
MPACT (Modular  Phys~cs and Astronomy Concepts and 
Techniques) Project. The existing experience wlth on-going rocket 
payload flight projects, such as SPARCS (Solar Pointlng Aerobee 
Rocket Control System), will be combined wlth additional inputs 
from exoerimenters to establish beneflts and requlremenls for 
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application of sounding rocket concepts and techniques. The 
results of prlor work on orbltal verslons of rocket payloads, 
such as Orbitlng SPARCS, will be extended to develop system 
concepts whlch take advantage of sounding rocket techniques 
and procedures to obtain maximum sclence for m~nimum cost. 
Related techniques beir~g used for low-cost airborne experiment 
systems will be incorporated where appropriate. Spec~fic concepts 
will be developed for attached and free-flying versions of MSPARS 
(Modular Solar Po~nting Astronomical Research System) and 
MSTARS (Modular Stellar Tracking Astronomical Research 
System). Coordination with Space Shuttle will be used to establish 
payload interface requirements. A program plan will be developed 
to further def~ne and to implement the recommended payload 
concepts, techniques, and procedures. 
Planetary Biology 
W73-70678 192-55-61 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld, Callf. 
CHEMICAL EVOLUTlOlJ 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
11 92-55-62) 
Chemical evolution encompasses the study of the evolution- 
ary path of carbon and its compounds from the primal fireball. 
through interstellar dust clouds, to formation of galaxies. solar 
systems. and planets. to the first stirrings of life in the Earth's 
primative oceans. In the laboratory, the syntheses of organic 
compounds related to terrestrial biochemicals are explored in 
experiments which simulate the putative environments of 
interstellar dust clouds, coollng solar nebulae and primordial 
and extant planetary atmospheres and surface. The study is 
relevant to understanding the prebiological chemistry of the 
solar system which led in the case of Earth to the formation of 
organic compounds and the origin of  life, but  which on 
extraterrestrial bodies and environments may have taken divergent 
paths. The study provides an exper~mental basis for the hypothesis 
that the origln of life. on Earth and possibly elsewhere, was 
preceded by a period of organic chemical evolution in which 
s ~ m p l e  compounds containing the organogenic elements 
C.N.0.S.P.H were converted by abiotic processes into the complex 
organic molecules whlch are direct precursors of the macromole- 
cules essential to lifc 
W73-70679 192-55-62 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 
H. P Klein 415-965-5094 
11  92-55-6 1 )  
The objective of organic geochemistry is to study the 
abundance, fate, and distr~bution of organic carbon compounds 
in contemporary environments and in recent and ancient 
(Precambr~an) rocks Modern organlc geochemistry also includes 
the study of extraterrestrial material such as lunar samples and 
meteorites. In this work highly refined laboratory techniques w ~ l l  
be used to isolate organic matter from a mineral matrix and to 
~dent l fy  its constituents Chemical criteria will be used to 
distinguish between the biological or non-biological origin of the 
organic matter found in geological samples. 
W73-70680 192-55-63 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif, lnst of Tech.. Pasadena. 
LlFE DETECTION 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
In preparatlon for mlsslons to the planets, research is 
required to  define and develop scientific strategies for flight 
experiments which w ~ l l  detect and Identify extraterrestr~al life 
and organic molecules characteristic of past or present life. 
Under this program are eight separate tasks which entail a 
wide variety of disciplines from organic chemistry, geochemistry. 
b~ochemistry through various types of molecular spectroscopy. 
Metabolism and Photosynthesis. Geochemistry of B~omolecules. 
Reaction mechanisms In Thermal Decomposi t~on.  Volatile 
derivat~es of Organic Compounds. Analyt~cal Technique in Mass 
Spectrometry. Advanced Techniques in Organ~c Analysis. Kerogens 
of Harsh Env~ronmental Soils. B~ospheric Recycling Processes. 
W73-70681 192-55-63 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
LlFE DETECTION 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
Those attributes of life which can be used for the remote 
detection of life are being studied. Techniques are being developed 
for the detection of active extraterrestrial life. lor the detection 
of organic molecules unequivocally related to life. and for the 
determ~nation of the nature of extraterrestrial life. 
W73-70682 192-55-64 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
BIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
Objective IS to study terrestrial microorganisms whlch have 
adapted to llfe under extremes of environment, as models for 
organisms which may have evolved and continue to live on 
other planets. Environments on the other planets include low 
and high temperatures. low water concentration, intense radiation. 
and probably high salt concentration. Microorganisms have been 
collected from various localities on earth which resemble those 
conditions, and are being studied to determine the mechanisms 
by whlch they adapt to such extremes. This lnformat~on will 
lead to better predict~nns of the possib~lities for evolut~on of life 
on other planets, the character~stics to be expected of such I~fe, 
and properties which can be ut~lized In a search for the living 
forms. 
W73-70683 192-55-64 
Jet Propulsion Lab, Calif. Inst. of Tech . Pasadena. 
BIOLOGICAL ADAPTATIONS 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
The results from the study of the ecology and b~ochemistry 
of organisms which can survive and grow in extreme'environments 
are important for planning and interpreting the results of the 
planetary biology experiments. One area of study in this task is 
the ecology of m~croorganisms that exist in extreme environments, 
especially desert soils The desert soils of Antarct~ca constitute 
our best model of Martian ecology. By studying the ecology of 
the m~croorganisms and their enzymes, a bener understanding 
of the survival and growth of l ~ f e  in such environments can be 
obtained. the current work continues microbial. physical, and 
chemical analyses of soils and microbial isolants from harsh 
environments, vlz.. the Antarctic dry valleys, Transantarctic Mts.  
and from .Don Jaun Pond. Measurements of metabolic activities 
will be continued on soils recently collected in Antarctica. Based 
on relationships between the occurrence of organisms and 
environmental factors established in our field work and recent 
MM'71 results, an attempt will be made to develop descriptive 
criteria for selection of the most promising areas to search for 
active or past biology on Mars. Because of the aridity of Mars. 
~t is approprlate to investigate halophilic m~croorganisms since 
they are unlquely adapted to an environment of limiting water. 
The two proposed areas are under study with the halophiles: 
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the characterization of ~ntracellular enzymes and the mechanisms 
for uptake of extracellular substrates. Understanding these 
processes may  provide some instght as to how Martian 
I~fe-forms perform metabolic transformatlons In the arid 
environment. 
W73-70684 192-55-65 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
BIOINSTRUMENTATION 
J. V. Foster 41 5-965-5083 
The broad objective of the effort is to develop instrumentation 
and techniques for planetary exploratton In the field of exobiology 
The primary emphasis of the program is directed at the exploration 
of Mars, but consideration will be glven to applicat~on of the 
lnstrumentatlon to other planets. The work ranges from the 
continued development of a complex wet-chemical processor 
for the isolation and identification of so11 compounds such as 
amino acids, to feasibility studies of experiments involving stable 
isotope tracers, mass spectrometry and other advanced concepts. 
The approaches are: to design, fabricate, and test in breadboard 
form, specific critical components of the wet-chemtcal processor; 
establish feasibility and perform preliminary breadboard design 
of a metabolic gas analysis system for Mar's life detection. 
establish feasibility of integration of flight type mass spectrometer 
with wet-chem~cal analysts. 
W73-70685 192-55-65 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech., Pasadena. 
BIOINSTRUMENTATION 
Donald P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
In this task a major effort will be made to develop fully 
wet chem~cal analytical techniques and instrumentation needed 
t o  insure the successful conversion of potential post-1976 
candidate experiments for detection of active biology and 
b~omolecules into flight experiments. I t  IS expected that such 
experiments will be proposed by extra-JPL NASA-supported 
scientists and might be expected to originate from several SRT 
tasks presently in progress at JPL Careful attention will be 
given to means by which the exist~ng Viking GC/MS technology 
can be incorporated into these future potential flight experiments 
involving w e t  chemlcal front ends and atmospheric trace 
const~tuent analysis schemes. Every attempt will be made in 
this task to bring together the scientlfic investigator and the 
development engineer early in the conceptual phase of potent~al 
experiments. By making careful engineering evaluations and 
supplying appropriate engineering support at an early stage. 
alternatives which wtll lead to more feasible automation and 
remote data acquisition should be implemented. Such a strategy 
can be expected to result in a more ready development of a 
scientific concept into a scient~fic breadboard or engineering 
prototype stage than has traditionally taken place. 
missions. Saturn's rings encounter, and atmospheric probes: 12) 
studies to determine the effect of the natural space environment 
on the survival of microorganisms These studies are being 
conducted to identify planetary quarantine constraints for future 
mlssions to better understand the requirements and to develop 
the procedures and methodology by which flight programs can 
reliably satlsfy these requlrements. Existing JPL facilities will be 
used to conduct these studies and a muliidiscipl~ned team w ~ l l  
be used to perform analysis for advanced missions. Thls team. 
will include support for the definition of the natural space 
environmental parameters, spacecraft flight environments. mission 
analysis and microbiology. 
W73-70687 193-58-62 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
MICROBIAL ANALYSIS 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
(1 93-58-61 ; 193-58-63) 
The objectives of this RTOP are to develop analytical tools 
and perform expertmental studies in order to estimate the 
recontaminat~on hazard for spacecraft hardware. All physically 
significant parameters and processes are to be analytically modeled 
and experimentally verified, where poss~ble. to obtain a reasonable 
level of confidence in the results A combined disctpline approach 
will be used to: (1)  perform tests in exlsting JPL facil~ties in 
order to obtain data for the verification of the analytical models; 
(2) perform analytical and empirical correlation studies and (3) 
to perform mlssion strategy analyses to assess their impact on 
recontamination phenomena 
W73-70688 193-58-63 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Caltf. Inst. of Tech. Pasadena. 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
11 93-58-61 ; 193-58-62) 
The objective of this RTOP is to further develop and refine 
the methodology and procedures for the reduction and probab~lity 
estimation of m~crobial burden on an assembled spacecraft at 
the tlme of encapsulation or termlnal ster~lization or dur~ng 
flight. This technology is required for: 1 I design of the sterilization 
process for a planetary lander or probe; 2 )  estimation of the 
probabilities of contaminat~on associated with contaminating 
events ident~f~ed in the mission prelaunch analysis; 3)  the reduction 
of microbtal burden on spacecraft components for the purposes 
of either decreasing planetary contamtnatlon probabilities for an 
orbtter or m~nimizing the duration of the ster~lizat~on process for 
a lander. The work will provide mathematical tools for the 
estimation of microbial survival probabilities on spacecraft and 
needed information concerning cleaning techniques that could 
sign~ficantly reduce microbial burden on spacecraft hardware. 
This RTOP contains a work unit which prov~des direct support 
to the NASA headquarters Planetary Quarantine Offlce as 
requested. 
Planetary Quarantine 
Lunar Science SR&T 
W73-70686 193-58-61 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena 
STERILIZATION TECHNIQUES 
John W. Lucas 21 3-354-4530 
(193-58-62: 193-58-63) 
The objectives of this RTOP are to perform analytical and 
experimental studies in the area of planetary quarantine to 
develop understanding of potentla1 contamination events of future 
missions Specifically, these studles will include: (1) an analysis 
of planetary quarantme constralnts for -  Jup~ter-Saturn fly-by 
W73-70689 195-42-50 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Callf. 
IMPACT CRATERING I N  GEOLOGIC MATERIALS 
Glen Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
(383-09-52) 
The Vertical Gas Gun (VGG) and the Electrostatic 
Microparticle Accelerator (€MA)  Ranges will be used to study 
cratering in unconsolidated materials of low coheslve strength 
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and In masslve rock. The effects of material strength and 
grav~tat~onal forces will be examined over a w ~ d e  range of 
crater sizes. Previously developed techniques will be exploited 
to model and stud) other geologically significant format~ons for 
lunar and planetary applications. Results of studies will be 
combined with RTOP 383-09-52 'Lunar Data Analysis' for 
lnterpretatlon of the lunar surface morphology and evolut~onary 
processes The VGG will be used In studies of crater formation 
and of ejecta trajec!orles In gravitational fields of 1 to 0 '9'. 
Exper~ments on the EMA will focus on cratering efficiency (i.e., 
the ratlo of eroded mass to projectile kinetic energy), effects of 
oblique impact. residudl projectile material In craters, commlnutaon 
of small pan~cles, and calibration of micrometeorite detectors 
Because the cratering process is controlled pr~mar~ly  by material 
strength and/or gravitational forces depending on crater size. 
target media will vary from unconsol~dated material through 
bonded particulate material to massive rock in order to simulate 
to cratering of dlffcrent scales and ascertain material strength 
effects With the VGG, high speed photographic and stereoscopic 
techniques will be used to study crater formation and ejecta 
tralectoraes in gravity fields from 1 to 0 'g'. Modeling techniques 
that have been developed will be exploited to explore scallng 
laws for large craters and study geologically significant 
deformations and stnlctures. 
W73-70690 195-42-51 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Faeld. Calif 
CHEMICAL A N D  ISOTOPIC STUDIES OF METEORITES 
AND ABLATION PRODUCTS 
Glen Goodwin 41  5-965-5065 
11 88-45-53)  
Chemical analyses vla the electron microprobe permit 
determination of coexisting mineral composition in meteorites. 
terrestrial analogs and lunar samples. Knowledge of mineral 
composition. together with textural studies, is needed to 
determ~ne more precisely the physicochemical conditions of their 
origin. post-sol~d~fication thermal histor~es and shock events. 
Experiments will be dev~sed to determine the feasibility of 
forming meteorates from a 'cold' beginning. In addit~on, a study 
of the concentrations of the cosmogenlc radionuclldes in 
rneteorltes provides information regarding their pre-atmospheric 
entry size in their exposure age. Concentrations of such 
nucl~des in meteorites are a function of chemical composit~on. 
meteorite sue and exposure age. Thus comparisons can then be 
made among meteorite and terrestrial mlneral assemblages for 
establishing more precise l ~ m ~ t s  on meteorlte parent body size. 
crystallization process, and postparent body breakup histories. 
Also, characterization of react~ons and fract~onated products will 
def~ne the types of materlal be~ng ablated from bodies during 
entry into the earth's atmosphere. This w ~ l l  enable new cr~teria 
to be developed for Identifying debr~s ablated from sources 
such as meteoroids Hence, it will be possible to ident~fy 
extraterrestrial debri: ablated from meteors and fireballs found 
in glacial Ice sedime ~ ts .  Analyses to be conducted on specimens 
wil l  include: optical mineralogy. petrography. density, X-ray 
d~ffraction. X-ray fluorescence, electron mlcroprobe scanning 
electron microscopy. 
W73-70691 195-42-53 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Calif. 
THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE M O O N  A N D  METEORITE 
PARENT BODIES 
Glen Goodwin 425-965-5065 
The objective IS to obtain a better understanding of the 
structure, compos~tion and evolut~onary history of the moon by 
means of theoretical investigations employing the results of 
lunar and ground based experiments. Theoretical knowledge, 
phys~cal insight and mathematical modeling techniques are used. 
together with astronomical and geological data. to construct 
self consistent mathematical descriptions of lunar and meteorlte 
processes and structure. Analysis and interpretat~on of the results 
of these model calculations are applied to such topics as the 
compos i t~on  and thermal hlstory of the moon, solid state 
convection in the lunar interior, the electrical conductiv~ty proflle 
In the moon, interpretation of rare gas studies of meteorites 
and lunar samples and radar scattering properties of the lunar 
surface. 
W73-70692 195-42-55 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. lnst of Tech.. Pasadena. 
GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY 
D P Burcham 213-354-3028 
The Geology and Mineralogy program is a coordinated 
group of researches d~rected at understandlng the surface and 
subsurface propenies of the Moon, the evolutionary history of 
this body and its relat~on to the orlgln of the solar system. The 
spec~fic tasks involved are: ( 1 )  Analysis of lunar gravity and 
associated lunar structures (2) Analysis of electromagnet~c 
techn~ques for lunar interior explorataon. (3) Thermal and 
thermoelastic histories of  the body, based on previous 
investigations of lunar thermal hlstory (4)  lnvestigat~ons of 
thermal deformation as a mechanism for modification of lunar 
surface features. (5) Studies of the reflectance and radiative 
propenies of rocks and lock-form~ng minerals, and their use in 
interpretation of telescopic and spacecran observations. (6) 
Irradiation of known composition targets to observe induced 
gamma ray spectra as a supplement to interpretat~on of Apollo 
15 and 16  gamma ray spectroscopy data. (7)  Study of the 
relation between lunar surface rock (or particulate) sizes and 
radar back scattered energy, using by-product data from the 
Apollo Lunar Sounder Experiment (8)  Produce a radar map of 
the Moon at 7.5 m wa;elength from data previously obtained 
at Arecibo Obse~atory.  (9)  Obtain new magnetlc resonance 
data on terrestrial and meteorite, as well as lunar samples. to 
further our basic understanding of the nature of lunar materials. 
W73-70693 195-42-57 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
PARTICLE TRACK COSMOCHRONOLOGY 
D. P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
This work is undertaken to expand our understandlng of 
the mineraloglc settings and d~fferentiation histories of planetary 
heat sources. Improved understanding of these settings and 
historaes will lead to clearer ~nterpretation of   so topic chronology 
studies and will provide constraints for models of planetary 
evolut~on. Planetary heat sources uranium and thorium are mapped 
on a mlcroscopic scale by fission track mapping in lunar. meteoritic. 
and terrestrial materials. Sites of these species are studied 
geochemically and petrologically. 
W73-70694 195-42-59 
Manned Spacecrah Center. Houston. Tex. 
GEOCHEMICAL RESEARCH (GEOCHEMICAL RESEARCH 
OF LUNAR MATERIALS). 
P. R .  Brett 713-483-2781 
Geochemistry research is being conducted in 3 major 
areas of Interest at MSC. TASK 1. Isotopic and chemlcal 
analysis of lunar rocks. meteor~tes and terrestrial basalrs and 
ultramafic rocks using mass spectrometer, x-ray fluorescence, 
atomic absorption, rare gas analysis by mass spectrometry and 
gamma count~ng. TASK 2:  Mineralogy, petrography, and mineral 
chem~stry of lunar rocks, meteorites, and terrestrial basalts and 
ultramafic rocks, using the techniques of optical and electron 
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microscopy. x-ray crystallography. the electron microprobe and 
ion microprobe. TASK 3: Phase equilibria stud~es in order to 
determine the conditions of formation (temperature, pressure, 
volatile fugacity, elemental distributions) In lunar rocks, meteorites, 
and terrestrial igneous rocks. Analysis of volatile contents 
(excluding noble gases) in lunar rocks. terrestrial volcanlc rocks 
and meteorites using thermogravimetric analysis, differential 
thermal analysis and mass spectrometric techniques. 
W73-70695 195-42-60 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 
D. W. Strangway 71 3-483-5891 
Geophysical research is belng conducted in two areas of 
Interest. TASK 1: Geophysical Properties of Materials- (a) 
Magnetic Properties: To study magnetism in materials-- ln 
particular lunar samples--to help understand the evolution of 
the moon, in particular whether it had a fluid core. A cryogenic 
magnetometer representing the state of the art has been delivered 
Contracts will be let to continue modifications and ensure that 
we can make maximum use of the device. We also plan to let 
contracts to develop furnaces and alternating field demagnetizers 
to be part of this instrument. (b) Electrical Properties: To measure 
the electrical properties of materlals that might represent lunar 
and planetary in ter~ors as a function of temperature and 
pressure. The equipment for this is largely in operation or is in 
procurement permitting measurements to 300 C and 30 Kbars. 
Synthetic samples of pure materials and 'crystals need to be 
procured for this work. This work relates to the temperature 
determination in planetary interiors by transient sounding. Measure 
the properties of a soil as a function of confining stresses 
representing the top kilometer of a planet. (c) Thermal properties. 
To measure the thermal diffusivity of lunar and other soil 
samples under high vacuum conditions and varying confining 
stresses to represent the top kilometer or so of the moon or 
planets. This information is useful in understanding the heat 
flow of the moon and the thermal balance at planetary 
surfaces. A contract--- 
W73-70696 195-42-63 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, M d  
ORIGIN A N D  STRUCTURE OF THE PLANETS A N D  THE 
MOON 
L. S. Walter 301 -982-2282 
The objective of the in-house research is to gain an 
understanding of the nature and origin of the condensed matter 
of the solar system. More specifically, activities will focus on - 
time and mechanism of formation of the terrestrial planets, the 
moon and meteorites and subsequent modification of these 
bodies since formation. Thls includes, for example, development 
of the earth's core and formation and movement of the continents. 
development of  the surflcial topography of the moon by 
vulcanism and meteorite/cometary impact and comparison of 
magnetic differentiation processes of the moon and the earth. 
The approach will be mult~disc~plinary. involving the following 
areas: 1. Analytical geochemistry - major, minor and trace 
element analysis. 2. Geochronology - rubidium/strontim and 
potassium/argon age determinations. 3 .  Radiochemistry - 
determination of cosmic-ray spallation products. 4. Mineralogy/ 
petrology - mineral compositions and textural relations. 5. 
Crystallography - analysis of crystal structures. 6. Experimental 
petrology - duplication of natural conditions In the- lab. 7. 
Geologlc investigations - in situ (e.g., terrestrial craters) and 
photographs (e.g., Lunar Orbiters: earth satellites). 8. Theoretical 
study of lunar origin. The objectives of the out-of-house research 
are, 1) to determine the state and magnetic moment of iron in 
tektltes and meteorites (especially achondrltes) and to--- 
W73-70697 195-42-68 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
HALO-ORBIT UTILIZATION STUDIES 
R. W. Farquhar 301-982-6724 
Prevlous studles under this RTOP have demonstrated the 
Importance of halo orbits about librat~on polnts in future space 
missions. The principal goal of the current effort is the development 
of a computer program that could be used for a wlde varlety of 
misslon analyses of possible halo-orbit operations. This computer 
program will be mainly directed towards the trajectory and 
control requirements associated with these operations, but other 
mission constraints will also he taken into account. It would be 
applicable to all types of libration-point m~ssions including an 
upcoming GSFC mission ( IMP-K' ) .  Many  of  the requlred 
subroutines for this type of program have already been developed 
at GSFC and could easlly be incorporated into the mission 
analisls program. I t  is intended that all hardware-related program 
elements will be represented by general parametric relationships. 
This specification should increase the program's flexibility, and 
at the same time, forestall early obsolescence. 
W73-70698 195-43-51 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
LUNAR RANGING EXPERIMENT LASER SYSTEM 
T. S. Johnson 301 -982-4835 
The objective is to develop, build. test, ~nstall. and evaluate 
high energy, short pulse laser transmitter systems for the Lunar 
Ranging Experiment (LURE). Experiment uses retroreflectors which 
were placed on the moon by Apollo 1 1. 14. and 15. By 
measuring distance precisely to each reflector from several 
stations on Earth, we can study lunar orbits. lunar precesslon. 
earth rotation variations, polar motion. continental drift, ard 
relativistic effects. present' NASA installation at the University 
of Texas McDonald Observatory uses system with resolution of 
one nanoseconds (15 cm). Experiment requlres a second statlon 
in Hawaii and a system resolution of 0.2 nanoseconds. as well 
as an improvement in the economy of the operation. The ruby 
laser transmitter developed and installed by GSFC at the McDonald 
Observatory In 1969 has a typlcal pulse duratlon of 3 to 4 
nanoseconds and pulse energy of 3 to 5 joules, operating once 
per 3 seconds. New laser materlals and techniques indicate 
that Neodymium (Nd) lasers (using host crystals of Yttrium 
Aluminate or Yttrlum Aluminum Garnet) can produce pulses 
less than 200 picoseconds long with energies up to 2 joules at 
pulse rates of 5 to 10 per second In this RTOP, such a laser 
will be developed, tested, and integrated into a second statlon 
being built in Hawali. The improved divergence of the transmitted 
beam, the Increased pulse rate. and the shorter wavelength of 
Nd radiation will also improve the efficiency of the system, 
making possible the use of smaller cheaper telescopes and 
shorter operating periods. Telescopes. detectors. electronlcs. 
facllities, and operations are not part of this RTOP, bu t  
responsibility of other members of LURE team. Data resulting 
from experiment will be analyzed at GSFC and at other 
participating organizations. 
Planetary Astronomy SR&T 
W73-70699 196-41-12 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Callf. lnst of Tech. Pasadena. 
SUPERCONDUCTING INFRARED DETECTORS 
D P. Burcham 213-354-3028 
(1  34-03-03) 
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The objective is to develop an improved type of detector 
for radiation in' the microwave and far infrared region of 3 mm 
to 100 microns, for use in both earth- and spacecraft-based 
astronomical observations. The detector is expected to have a 
sensitivity on the order of 10  to the minus 15th power watt/ Hz 
to the mlnus 112 power. a response time of 10  to the minus 
9th power sec or better. and to be narrow-band and tunable. 
The detector will make use of a thin-film superconduct~ng 
structure similar to  a Josephson junction. In developing the 
detector the main obstacle to be overcome is that of efficiently 
coupling the superconducting structure to external radiation. 
This problem will be approached first at 10-20 GHz, where the 
equipment and superconducting samples are more tractable: the 
results will then be transferred to 100 GHz (3 mm) and above. 
Coupllng and sensitivity will be maximized by manipulating 
geometrical factors and composition of the structure. Frequency 
response and sensitivity w l l  be determined in the range of 
10-100 GHz and above, and noise measurements will be made 
at microwave frequencies, Instrumentation will be developed for 
use with the superconducting device. Close cooperation in this 
project will be maintained w l t h  members of  Dr .  James 
Mercereau's Low-Temperature-Physics Group at Caltech. 
Members of this group were responsible for the invention and 
lnltial development of the type of superconducting structure to 
be studied. Outside of JPL. this IS the only other place where 
t h ~ s  structure is being studied. A portion of the funds will be 
used to support their contributions to this task. 
W73-70700 196-41.50 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
GROUND-BASED INFRARED ASTRONOMY 
R .  A.  Hanel 301-982-4528 
The scientific objective is to determine information on the 
atmospheres and surfaces of the planets from ground-based 
infrared measurements, obtained with high spectral resolutlon. 
of the planets thermal emission spectrum. A double-beam 
Michelson interferometer has been used to obtain high quality 
spectra of Venus In the regions of the terrestrial atmospheric 
'windows' at 450-500/cm. 800-1000/cm and 1 100- 1200/cm 
with a spectral resolution of 0.25/cm. Similar data but of lower 
quality and lower spectral resolution (0.5- l .O/cm) have been 
obtained for Mars. Anempts to measure the thermal emission 
spectrum of Jupiter have not been successful to date due to its 
very low infrared signal, Improvement of the present instruments- 
tlon and data acquisition electronics will allow funher valuable 
planetary observations to be obtained. These observations include 
obtaining some spatial resolution for Venus. measurement of 
the thermal emisslon spectrum In the 2000/cm terrestrial 
atmospheric 'window' for all of the planets and obtaining higher 
quallty spectra of Mars and Jupiter for all the terrestrial 'window' 
regions 
W73-70701 196-41-51 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
RADIO A N D  RADAR PLANETARY STUDIES 
J. K Alexander 301-982-5461 
The objective of the Juplter Monitor program is to obtain 
continuous synoptic observations of the decameter-wave radio 
emissions from Jupiter in order to facilitate reliable studies of 
the morphology of the emission phenomenon and its relat~on to 
dynamical processes in the Jovian magnetosphere. To meet this 
need a world-wide network of five observing sltes has been 
established in order to monitor Jupiter with identical instruments 
at each site and thus obtain a homogeneous body of data for 
analysis Each site consists of a two-element interferometer 
operating at 16.7 and 22.2 MHz. These are located at Goddard 
Space Flight Center, at Clark Lake Observatory in Borrego 
Springs. Calif.. and at MSFN statlons in Kauai. Hawail; Carnarvon. 
Australia; and Grand Canary Is., Spain. The network is providing 
important data on the Jovian radio emissions that can not be 
obtalned from a single, isolated 0bSe~atory or from comblnatlon 
of data from various dissimilar observator~es. 
W73-70702 196-41-52 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
ADAPTATION OF MARINER M A R S  IRIS BREADBOARD 
FOR SPACE SHUlTLE MISSIONS 
R. A Hanel 301 -982-4528 
1196-41 -50. 160-44-54) 
The objective of thls RTOP is to prepare' instrumentat~on 
eventually suitable for several tasks In atmospheric research to 
be performed from the space shuttle. The instrument will be 
designed to record a substantial portion of the thermal emisslon 
spectrum (200  to 1600/cm) with a spectral resolution adequate 
to resolve individual spectral llnes of many atmospherlc 
consti tuents (0 .251cm) .  The approach is to upgrade the 
breadboard Instrument of the Mariner 9 infrared interferometer 
and to demonstrate the above performance in the laboratory. 
The new breadboard instrument to be constructed can then 
serve as a convenient prototype for Instrumentation to be flown 
on sortie missions of the space shuttle. 
W73-70703 196-41 -66 
Ames Research Center Moffett F~eld Calif 
AIRBORNE PLANETARY ASTRONOMY 
G Goodwln 41 5-965 5065 
(188-41 -55) 
This RTOP IS to provlde hlgh-altltude platforms for Infrared 
observations of the planets The experiments will be flown at 
altitudes whlch put them above most of the atmospherlc water 
vapor. whlch 1s the chlef absorber of Infrared radlatlon Thls 
program of alrborne planetary research will provlde much needed 
~nformatlon on the extent and composlt lon of planetary 
atmospheres and the composltlon of planetary surfaces Thls 
~nformatlon will be of assistance In the deslgn of manned and 
unmanned systems for mlsslons to the planets 
W73-70704 196-41 -67 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
PLANETARY ASTRONOMY A N D  SUPPORTING LABORA- 
TORY STUDIES 
G. Goodwin 41 5-965-5065 
The abundance, temperature. and pressure of certain 
constituents of planetary atmospheres can be determined by 
spectroscoplc observations from ground-based and from airborne 
observatories Such data are necessary for the preparation of 
model atmospheres that are needed to evaluate the possibilities 
of life on the planets and to design systems for exploratory 
missions. The objective of this work is to make airborne and 
ground-based observations of planetary spectra, to obtain in the 
laboratory the spectroscopic parameters needed to analyze the 
observatory spectra, and to  develop the analytical and 
computational techniques needed to interpret the spectra in 
terms of real planetary atmospheres. The spectroscopic parameters 
such as absorption intensity and line widths and their temperature 
and pressure dependences will be obtained using long path gas 
cells, cooled gas cells and high resolution spectrometers and 
interferometers operating primarily in the infrared. 
W73-70705 196-41-71 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
GROUND BASED OPTICAL ASTRONOMY 
OFFICE OF TRACF.ING A N D  DATA ACQUISITION 
Donald P. Burcham 2 13-354-3020 
(1 96-41 -74) 
The objective of this task is the comprehensive study of 
solar system bodles through ground-based telescope observations 
Principal emphasis IS devoted to hlgh-resolution spectroscopic 
observation of Mars. Venus. Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus. The 
principal instrument used in this task is the h~gh-dispersion 
coude spectrograph and its ancillary equipment at the coude 
focus of the Table Mountain Observatory 24-inch telescope. 
Specific objectives for FY 73 include completion of the analysis 
of the Venus superior conjunction C02 data, completion of the 
analysls of the H2 abundance on Saturn, analysis of CH4 and 
NH3 on Saturn through observation of the 3 nu sub 3 and 3 
nu sub 1 bands at 1.1 micron respectively, observation of C02 
band strengths during Venus inferior conjunct~on, 0bServatl0n of 
the H2 abundance on Uranus, compilation of a library of solar 
comparison spectra for Table Mountain. construction of an Image 
tube scanning system for the coude spectrograph. and construction 
of an image stablllzer and guidance system for the coude 
spectrograph. 
W73-70706 196-41 -72 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Callf. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
GROUND-BASED INFRARED ASTRONOMY 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
(196-41-74) 
The objective of this task is to obtain and analyze high 
resolution spectra of the planets at infrared wavelengths. The 
principal instrumentation employed is a Connes'-type Fourier 
spectrometer at the coude focus of the 107 inch telescope, 
McDonald Observatory. University of Texas. Durlng FY'73, we 
plan to continue our observing program on Venus in order to 
elucidate the role of the clouds in the anomalous phase effects 
observed both in the continuum and. in  the HC1 bands We 
shall also continue our efforts to make a positive identification 
of the cloud material. We also plan to continue our successful 
exploration of the spectrum of Jupiter and to commence 
observations on Saturn 
W73-70707 196-41 -73 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
RADIO A N D  RADAR PLANETARY STUDIES 
Donald P. Burcham 2 13-354-3028 
The objective of thls task IS to conduct a comprehensive 
program in ground based planetary radio and radar astronomy. 
Radio astronomical observations provide data on the properties 
of planetary atmospheres. magnetospheres. and surfaces Radar 
astronomy provides data on the properties of the atmosphere. 
surfaces, and dynamical motions of the planets. A microwave 
radiometer development program 1s conducted to provide support 
for the observational radlo astronomy program. The support 
objectives are to deslgn, construct, test. and maintain advanced 
microwave radiometer systems for use at Table Mountaln. 
Goldstone. and Owens Valley radio observatories. Equipment 
used in the course of this task includes the facllitles and test 
equipment of the Table Mountain Observatory and the Deep 
Space Network The facilltles include the 18-foot millimeter 
wave antenna at Table Mountain, and the 85-foot. and 210-foot 
antennas at the Goldstone Tracking Station Observations at 
other observator~es are carried out as requlred by the specific 
needs of the program. 
W73-70708 196-41 -74  
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY . 
Donald P. Burcham 21 3-354-3028 
The objective of thls activity is to suppon astronomical 
and spaceflight studies of planetary atmospheres by obtain~ng 
spectra of gases under sumable conditions. There are two main 
functions, namely: (1)  to furnish quantitative band or line data 
chiefly at Infrared wavelengths. and (2) to provide direct aid in 
verifying identificat~ons of features observed In planetary spectra 
The primary facility employed in this task is the Spectroscopy 
Laboratory which contains spectrometers covering the vlslble. 
near and m~ddle infrared spectral reglons and absorption tubes 
capable of providing path lengths of up to 1 kilometer at 
pressures up to 2 0  atmospheres. 
W73-70709 150-22-20 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 
TRACKING A N D  DATA RELAY SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT 
George Q Clark 301-982-6331 
(1 64-21-55) 
The two objectives are: (1)  To provide for the deflnitlon of 
a Tracklng and Data Relay Satellite System to be used for 
support of NASA missions, and (2) To provide for the orderly 
development of the technology required for implementing a 
first-generation TDRSS by 1977 Various studies will be performed 
to establish the criteria for a TDRSS, while other studies will 
look for solutions to problems Inherent In the system. In addition, 
technology will be developed as requlred for a first-generation 
TDRSS. 
O F F I C E  O F  T R A C K I N G  A N D  
DATA ACQUISITION 
Tracking and Data Acquisition 
W73-70710 150-22-21 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
NETWORK INTEGRATION A N D  DEVELOPMENT PLANS 
James P. Shaughnessy 301 -982-2357 
This task addresses the total scope of problems which are 
related to the technical integration of the STADAN and the 
MSFN into the STDN and the development of plans, programs, 
and techniques required to update the network. This task will 
emphasize those areas which max~mize the effectiveness of the 
support provided and increase the cost effectiveness of the 
total network. Advanced and state of the a n  techniques will be 
identified and their potential impact upon the network will be 
evaluated along with their misslon support capabilltles. Specific 
objectives of this task which will affect all elements of the 
network including remote sites, control centers, and data handling 
centers are identified in the following broad areas. (A) lntegratlon 
of MSFN and STADAN networks: (8 )  Network Control: (C) 
TDRS Impact on the Network: (D) Advanced network system 
support/cost trade-off data. 
W73-70711 150-22-22 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
GODDARD TRAJECTORY DETERMINATION SYSTEM 
W. D. Kahn 301-982-4554 
The Goddard Space ,Flight Center (GSFC) Operational 
Trajectory Determination System currently in use for definitive 
and operational orbit determination must be improved in order 
that accuracies on the order of one meter can be attained. 
Such orbital accuracies are to be commensurate with anticipated 
tracking system accuracies resulting from improved RF Systems 
(ground based and spacecraft borne). Operational Laser Systems, 
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and Very Long Baseline Interferometer Systems which will be 
avallable in the mid 1970's In order to support the upcoming 
Rad~o Astronomy Explorer (RAE-B) Lunar Miss~on, the Goddard 
Trajectory Determination System (GTDS) IS belng modified and' 
augmented under the concept of a series of major subsystems 
In the areas of orbit determlnatlon, trajectory control, attitude 
determinat~on, and attltude control. The aforementioned Trajectory 
Determination System will have the capabillty - to  function as 
unlque subsystems or as an integrated computing system in 
both a real tlme and non-real tlme environment. Flexibil~ty in 
the overall des~gn of the GTDS w ~ l l  be ma~ntalned to assure 
that appllcarion of this system to future space miss~ons such as 
IMP K' whlch will be located in an orbit In the vicinity of the 
l~brat~on point (L1) between the sun and the earth (1.e. distance 
of .Ol A.U. or 1 5 X 10  to the 6th power, km) is accomplished 
in an efficient and t~mely manner 
W73-70712 150-22-23 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
NETWORK SIGNAL QUALITY A N D  TIMING ACCURACY 
IMPROVEMENT 
T. S. Golden 301 -982-4297 
This program conducts stud~es and develops software and 
hardware technology to improve signal quallty for satell~te-to- 
ground telemetry and tracking. Quality enhancement will be 
achieved through. (1) analys~s of phenomena and delineation 
of techn~ques to alleviate ionospheric propagation anomal~es: 
( 2 )  Investigation of  technlques t o  Improve network time 
synchronizat~on to meet the plus to minus one microsecond 
requirement imposed by approved satellite experiments. 
Emphasis IS placed on satisking known present and future 
deficiencies In the operating networks. Software models will be 
developed where appropriate. Experimental or engineering models 
of some hardware will be bullt and tested in semioperat~onal or 
operational environments A single worldw~de time synchron~zation 
system to meet the network requirement is being Investigated. 
Hardware recelver development for the system IS expected to 
be completed in FY 7 2  A field test of the system capabillty 
will be conducted in FY 73. 
W73-70713 150-22-24 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. M d  
WIDE BAND STATION DATA HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
Henry J. Franks, Jr. 301-982-2649 
The W ~ d e  Band Statlon Data Handllng Equipment research 
program will invest~gate concepts for demodulating, synchronlzing. 
decommutating, and recording spacecraft telemetry data at rates 
up to 300 megabits per second. In the demodulator the main 
emphasis will focus on investigat~on to optimize the intermedl- 
ate and local oscillator frequencies and the number of conversions. 
The primary study will be on quadraphase modulation with later 
stud~es on other modulation techn~ques for comparison and 
trade-off considerations. In the synchronizer and demodulator 
prlmary emphasis will be placed on test techniques to ascertain 
error rate performance In environments perturbed by nolse. jitter 
and baseline variat~ons. Attention will be devoted to pattern 
sens~t~vity problems such as experienced with the 15 Mbs 
ERTS system. Experimental recording systems utilizing magnetic 
tape, electron beam, laser and holographic techn~ques presently 
exlst in contractor laborator~es. A study will be initiated comparing 
the performance of these systems and ascertaining the~r  suitability 
for use in the field at statlons of the Space Tracklng and Data 
Network Primary emphasis w ~ l l  be placed on a system to meet 
the 30  MBs requirement for project EOS wlth later emphasls 
on the 100 to 300 MBs range of data rates. 
W73-70714 150-22-25 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt, M d  
AUTOMATIC COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION 
E. P. Damon 301.982-5478 
Through numerous cursory lnvestlgations and a symposium 
on Automated Methods of Computer Program Documentation 
held at GSFC on November 2 and 3. 1970. a study contract 
has been awarded which will identify wlthin the varlous 
compilers, assemblers, and loaders presently in existence where 
information for automatic program documentation can be obtalned 
It will further provide designs of special programming that will 
generate information not presently avallable. It will also attempt 
to present an improved format for computer program docurnenta- 
tlon that will be more easily understood by other programmers 
and management personnel. This effort is aimed at the 
implementation of the applicable techniques recommended by 
the study contract stated above. This implenientat~on will include 
the detailed design, product~on, and documentation of one or 
more computer programs whlch will contr~bute to the automatic 
documentation of other computer programs. 
W73-70715 150-22-26 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
TRACKING DATA A N D  TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS 
J. L. Colley 301 -982-5671 
The objectives are. to provide computat~onal techn~ques 
for metric tracking data, trajectory, guidance and maneuver 
analysis for space f l~ght missions and tracklng experiments 
scheduled for the mid 1970's era, such as Rad~o Astronomy 
Explorer. Synchronous Meteorological Satellite, geodetic and 
geodynamic satellites, and satellite-to-satellite tracking experi- 
ments, to develop computer programs and analysis procedures 
for improving the quality and usage of tracking data Including 
pre-fl~ght calibration, real-time analysis and post-flight evaluation; 
to conduct evaluat~on studies to Isolate and Identify tracking 
data error sources: to develop computational and procedural 
techniques which enhance the utilization of present and future 
tracking data: and to develop techn~ques and computer programs 
to study the interrelat~onship between the tracking data, the 
on-board guidance system, and the miss~on to determine trajectory 
and navigation requirements. Th~s  RTOP covers four tasks. (a) 
Trajectory and Data Analysls Techniques: (b) Geodetic Tracking 
Data Processing ,and Analysis, (c) Mlssion Analys~s: and (dl 
Development of Wideband F~lter. 
W73-70716 150-22-31 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. M d  
A GROUND ANTENNA FOR WIDE B A N D  DATA TRANSMIS- 
SION SYSTEMS 
A. F. Durham 301-982-4973 
A future advanced spacecraft system will transmit data to 
the ground at rates much higher than that of current operational 
systems. The Earth Observation Satellite (EOS) will transmit 
h ~ g h  resolution color TV either dlrectly to a ground station or 
via a Tracking and Data Relay Satell~te (TDRS). The TDRS will 
transmit s~gnals from EOS and other satellites which required 
total TDRS bandwidths approaching 1 GHz. Ex~sting NASA 
ground stations are not equ~pped for such data rates Future 
wideband communicat~on by TDRS. EOS and other projects. 
requlre use of frequenc~es at which the necessary bandw~dth 
can be allocated A wide band (approx~mately 1 GHz) system 
requires a high performance ground antenna system. Emphasis 
on overall system efficiency will be essential to an econom~cally 
feasible ground statlon. In particular, technlques and components 
will be developed wh~ch  yield high efflclency antenna systems. 
feed systems and low noise preamplifiers. In addition, dichroic 
subreflector techn~ques permitting simultaneous and efflc!ent 
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operation of an antenna at different frequencies without 
degradation of overall performance or flexiblllty will be refined. 
Analytical procedures and des~gn tools will be further developed 
to support the speclfic requirements of these advanced antenna 
systems and the general antenna deveiopment program. 
W73-70717 150-22-32 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
H IGH RELIABILITY CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR ANTENNAS 
N. A. Raumann 301 -982-6579 
Concentration of data acquisition responsib~lities and 
increasing data bandwidths resulting from reduction In the number 
of network stations are placing greater loads on the network 
Ilnks. Thus, the cost of link down tlme is increased, requiring a 
corresponding increase in link reliability. The antenna control 
system is one of the few components to which redundancy 
cannot be economically applied. In addition, link down tlme due 
to alignment requirements and routine maintenance has to be 
minimized. At  the same time a reduction in maintenance and 
operation ( M  and 0 )  manpower is highly desirable. Above 
objectives are met by the tasks in this RTOP The computer 
controlled antenna system has demonstrated a potential for 
marked reduction in ( M  and 0 )  manpower and the functions of 
several equipments have been successfully integrated. Thls system 
is operating experimentally at the Network Test and Training 
Facility (NTTF) and prototype des~gn has begun for FY 73  
operation. I t  will support the STADAC system at NTTF to be 
installed in the same time frame. The acoustical analysis equlpment 
for detecting and identifying incipient failures in hydraulic and 
mechanical systems is being or has been installed on ten 
network antennas. In addition to dlrect support to the network. 
these installations will provide fleld data for further evaluation 
and analysis technique development under thls RTOP. Study 
efforts in progress will define the design characteristics for a 
high accuracy control system whlch is requlred for future antennas 
operating in the Ku-band such as the ground station in suppon 
of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). 
W73-70718 150-22-35 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. M d  
F U T U R E  N E T W O R K  U T I L I Z A T I O N  A N D  S U P P O R T  
ANALYSIS 
James P. Shaughnessy 301 -982-2357 
The objectwe is to investigate support requirements of 
future manned and unmanned miss~ons such as Shuttle. Large 
Space Telescope. Space Station. TDRS. EOS. HEAO. IMP K. K'. 
L. and M, which are presently being programmed for the 1975 
to 1980 time frame, and define the impact of these support 
requirements on network receiving and transmitting systems. 
the Network control centers, and remote site computer systems. 
Studles will be performed to identify new technology and support 
capabillty that can be used to upgrade or augment existing 
network capabillty. Studies will also be performed to determine 
the degree and complexity of computational services required of 
the Network and control center computers to provide efficient 
and cost effective automated central control o f  network 
resources. Operational concepts and rationale will be investigated 
to determ~ne their feaslblllty and applicability to the following 
functions: (A) Scheduling; (0 )  Network/site equlpment reconfigu- 
ration: (C) Data flow verification; (Dl  Mission simulations: (El 
Equipment and data quality monitoring; and (F) Data handling. 
W73-70719 150-22-36 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
AUTOMATIC DATA HANDLING 
John C. Rogers 301-982-4189 
Improvements to meet the large increases in support 
requlrements demanded by NASA's future space programs 
specifically include a higher level of automation for Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC) facilities resulting in increased data 
and informatlon exchanges between the various GSFC facilities. 
Thls RTOP shall study methods of handling data and Information 
within GSFC and shall result in two end products (1) a varlable 
exercisable computer simulation of the future data handling and 
processing capability at GSFC, and (2) the des~gn of an automatic 
information management system with the necessary capablllty 
to input, store, retrieve, and distribute the increased information 
and data traffic resulting from increased real time operations at 
GSFC. The computer simulation will ald in determining the 
requirements and deslgn of systems to handle and process the 
data at GSFC. The simulation will also be an evaluation tool to 
determ~ne where bottlenecks occur and what effect alternate 
changes have on the overall data handllng system. The simulation 
can also be used in the evaluat~on of equipment proposals. The 
information management system shall interface with the M and 
DOD computer facilities and NASCOM concentrating on the 
particular problems inherent in informatlon and data transfer, 
data coordination and accountability among the GSFC facilities 
Including NASCOM.  Studies shall spec~fy equipment and 
software requirements, equipment configuration, formats and 
procedures needed to interface the system to the GSFC facllitles 
and NASCOM and to perform the specified tasks. 
W73-70720 150-22-37 
Goddard Space Fllght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
STDN INTERFACE COMPUTING SYSTEMS. CONTROL A N 0  
APPLICATIONS STUDY 
James P. Shaughnessy 301 -982-2357 
STDN future planning includes lntegratlng the former 
STADAN and MSFN systems into a unified network with all 
stations havlng manned and unmanned support capabilities and 
continuing the current level of mission support with reduced 
station facllltles. The remaining station will have increased 
capabilities requiring more automation In areas of test ing. 
scheduling, configuration control, data handllng. and status and 
performance monitoring in order to permit eHicient utilization of 
the~r  assets Tne planned STDN facility reduction also places 
added emphasis on station avallabillty. The ensulng improvement 
of network support efficiency will impact its Interface computing 
systems operational policies and procedures and their hardware 
and software configurations, both at remote stations and GSFC. 
This RTOP shall provide an assessment of these Impacts with 
emphasis on the following: (1  1 determining the current and long 
range effect on the STDN central computing system configuration 
(software and hardware): (2)  determining the feasiblllty of utilizing 
the central computlng systems to provide simulations between 
the STD N and spacecraft control centers: (3)  determining 
techniques for minimizing or improving non-real time data handllng 
between STDN statlons and spacecraft control centers, and (41 
developing a STDN central computing system control and 
application plan for the 1975 to 1980 time period. STDN/ 
spacecraft control center simulation and STDM non-real tlme 
data handhng techniques study thrusts w ~ l l  be directed toward 
Improving station availability and/or support eHlclency. The STDN 
Interface computing system control and application studies will 
be directed towards developing management plann~ng and 
budgeting guidelines for the future STDN central computlng 
systems which include the NOCCINST support computers. GRTS. 
and the NASCOM switching computers located at GSFC. 
W73-70721 150-22-38 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. M d  
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 
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Philip B. Pease 301-982-6276 
(150-22-39) 
The objective of this RTOP is to provide cost-effective 
means for processing high data rates (more than 30Mbps) and 
h ~ g h  data volumes and for distributing this data to the users. A 
secondary objective is improving the speed, rel~ability, and cost 
of current Mission and Data Processing Operations at GSFC. 
The work propbsed falls Into three categories: (11 Storage 
System Evaluat~on - To evaluate the characteristics of storage 
systems with respect to operating performance and archival 
propertles: also to investigate new technologies which may 
make archival storage of large data volumes (more than or 
equal to 10  to the 15th power b~ ts )  practical. (2)  Data Processing 
System Stud~es - To identify the high data rate processing 
requirements and to evaluate posslble processing system 
architectures to meet these requirements (3)  Remote Terminal 
Studies - To investigate the use of remote terminals to reduce 
the quantity of data collected, processed, and/or d~strlbuted in 
high data volume conditions and to improve Mlsslon and Data 
Processing Operations. In each category, the initial phase consists 
of in-house problem formulation by GSFC personnel. This may 
be followed by in-house implementation or a problem oriented 
study contract or grant. Implementations of solut~ons for a 
particular appllcatlon are supported directly by the appropriate 
project 
W73-70722 150-22-39 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
IMAGE PROCESSING FACILITY PERFORMANCE EVALUA- 
TION AND IMPROVEMENT 
John Y. Sos 301-982-2841 
The NDPF has been designed primarily to handle ERTS 
data The facility can be modified, however, to handle such 
future earth obserdation systems as EOS. It is proposed to 
conduct a study of the requirements for modlfylng the NDPF to 
handle EOS data. The ERTS NASA Data Processing Facility 
(NDPF) IS required to produce a large volume and variety of 
products of extremely high quality. This requirement places a 
very stringent demand on the equipment performance in the 
NDPF. It also limits for reasons of economy the number of 
lypes of standard products that can be generated. These products 
then do not nece:isarily satisfy the requirements of all the 
users. To assure achievement of high performance i t  is necessary 
t o  develop efficient performance rnon~tor ing techniques. 
parameters to characterize product quality. and obtain instruments 
to implement the techniques in conjuction with existing NDPF 
hardware. I t  is also necessary to study methods for generating 
image products that could be more useful to the user cornmunlty 
This plan proposes to develop efficient and accurate methods 
for monitoring and controlling performance of equipment, and 
assurlng the quality of products produced in the NDPF. I t  also 
proposes to investigate the utility of new presentation such as 
stereo pairs, and products that would make human (rather than 
machine) interpretat~on easier. The plan proposes to implement 
an Image Display and Manipulation System (IDAMS) for support 
of above actlv~ties. 
W73-70723 150-22.46 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
UNIFIED SPACECRAFT RADIO FREQUENCY SUBSYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT 
A. F. Block 301-982-4158 
This program provides improved tracking. telemetry, and 
command equipment for space f l~ght programs. It develops 
des~gns which, due l o  versatility, are applicable to large spacecraft 
requlrlng h ~ g h  power. wideband transminers as well as smaller 
payloads hav~ng modest size. we~ght, and power budgets This 
IS achieved by: (1)  Developing new components to prov~de 
extended commun~cation ab~l~t ies. Power translstors for high 
frequency are an examble: (2)  Improving circuit des~gn or circu~t 
effectiveness through fabricat~on technique and component  
application. Power amplifiers. frequency multipliers, linear phase 
modulators, and stabilized oscillators are typical of. this effort: 
(31 Designing complete systems. Thls is exempl~fied by the 
present effort which will produce a transponder with command. 
telemetry and tracklng capability into the NASA networks. These 
systems w ~ l l  incorporate the most frequently required parameters 
of equipment planned for future spacecraft missions. This design 
will employ many subassemblies and components developed 
previously on this task. The design and prototype transponder 
will be done for the most part in-house. In addition to the 
S-band, a transistor development for a f ~ v e  watt, 4 to 5 GHz 
will be contracted by the end of FY 72. 
W73-70724 150-22-60 
Jet Propuls~on Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech., Pasadena. 
NAVIGATION ACCURACY ANALYSIS 
D W. Trask 213-354-4878 
(1 50-22-6 1. 150-22-62: 150-22-63: 150-22-64) 
Those DSN Tracking System uncertainties which limit 
spacecraft navigat~on capabll~ty now and In the future will be 
determined. Methods of removing these limitations and more 
effectwe uses of existing tracking statlons such as the two-station 
track~ng techn~ques needed by m~ssions to the outer planets 
will be analyzed. Demonstrations to prove the advantages of 
two station tracking techniques including S/C VLBI ,  and 
differential VLBl wlth Mariner IX In configurations whlch simulate 
MVM73/VK75 nav~gation will be planned and executed In 
antic~pation of MJS 77 requirements. The relat~ve contr~butions 
of DSN tracking system error sources to orbit estimation w ~ l l  
be examined in the presence of single and multi-station radio 
metric data types, both to develop and refine models of tracking 
system errors and to determine where better equipment/ 
calibration techniques are needed. Currently the main thrust 
includes developing better practical techniques to calibrate the 
effects of the transmission media (troposphere. lonosphere, and 
space plasma) on radio metric data and to reduce the platform 
parameter (DSS location, polar mot ion.  Universal t ime)  
uncertainties. It IS planned for the transmission media to 
demonstrate radio metric monitoring of water vapor as a 
tiopospheric calibration and to develop techniques to extract 
the charged particle information in the S/X radio metric data 
for the MVM73 demonstration In the area of platform parameters 
it is planned to demonstrate both the feasibility of routinely 
providing platform parameter measurements using VLBl 
technlques with exlsting DSN equipment and that the accuracy 
of the polar motion and UTL determinations are at least 
competitive with determinations obtained by present optical 
techniques. 
W73-70725 150-22-61 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
INSTRUMENTATION FOR NEW TRACKING DATA TYPES 
R Bruce Crow 21 3-354-329 1 
(1  50-22-60: 150-22-62. 150-22-63: 150-22-64) . 
This RTOP develops the support equipment necessary to 
generate the tracking data types required for deep space missions 
of the next decade. The data types of interest include simultaneous 
S and X down links as well as two-statlon tracklng. S~multaneous 
SIX down links will lead to calibration of the charged particle 
medium and two-station tracking will provide microradian angle 
and angle-rate data on spacecraft position The new tracking 
data types are needed for example for navigation of the 
Venus-Mercury '73 and Jup~ter-Saturn '77 spacecraft. Due to 
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increased tracking accuracy, there w ~ l l  be a savings of on-board 
fuel requirements An Improved sequential component ranging 
system will be demonstrated with the Venus-Mercury '73 
SIX-band experiment. In conjunction with the ground-based 
hardware, there will be an X-band SIC transmitter developed 
for V-M '73 M~crosecond precision time synchronization for use 
in the two-statlon tracking will be demonstrated using slgnals 
from radio stars Th~rd-order phase locked loop technology will 
be utilized in the design of the Block IV Subcarrier Demodulator 
Assembly (SDA) to permit tracking of h ~ g h  res~dual doppler 
rates. Computer control and monitor will be designed into the 
SDA as well as the Block IV Ranging Demodulator Assembly 
(RDA) Ultra stable dual frequency receivers, increasingly necesaary 
as space probes go farther from earth, will be des~gned and 
developed. The Coherent Reference Generator (CRG) utilizing a 
new universal w~deband d~s t r~bu t~on  amplif~er w ~ l l  be des~gned 
to provide and distribute ultra-stable dual frequency reference 
signals. A stable S/X recelver/exciter w ~ l l  be demonstrated in 
the V-M '73 S IX  experiment. with the new reflex d~chroic feed. 
This feed will be designed to retain h~gh-efficiency low noise 
performance at both bands simultai~eously. 
W73-70726 150-22-62 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
S-BAND RANGE A N D  DOPPLER QUALITY 
R. L. Sydnor 21 3-354-2763 
(1 50-22-61 ; 150-22-63: 150-22-64: 150-22-66) 
The planetary tracking requ~rements of the DSN track~ng 
stations over the next decade involve greater distances, higher 
accelerations due to grav~tational fields. higher data rates, and 
the necessity for improved S-band range and Doppler qual~ty in 
order that the required improvements in radio navigation and 
radio science be met. Callbration of the DSN tracking stations 
as a prec~sion measuring system and accurate differenced range 
versus Integrated Doppler (DRVID) measurements for calibration 
of the propagation path will be requ~red for the more demanding 
navigat~onal and sclence needs of these missions. In order to 
achieve thls required performance, the work under this RTOP is 
concerned with stable generation and control of frequenc~es, 
stable phase and group delay in the DSN track~ng system, and 
w ~ t h  means for obtaining and maintaining stable one and two 
way unified communication and track~ng w ~ t h  spacecraft. To 
these ends this RTOP will. I) develop reliable, h ~ g h  power. 
phase stable transmitters with high spectral purity for increasing 
the signal-to-noise ratlo in the spacecraft receiver and thus 
improve the quality of the down-link signal; 2)  develop digital 
osc~llators for removing the high loop stresses in the up-link 
and down-link during high grav~tat~onal acceleration and thus 
minimizing the consequent doppler and telemetry degradation: 
3 )  develop reliable hydrogen masers for ultra stable frequency 
generation for improving Doppler and range data over the long 
round trip light times. mainta~n~ng time synchronization between 
sites, and for use in very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) to 
determine track~ng station locat~ons accurately, improved radio 
navigation In outer planet missions, planetary orbiters, and entry 
miss~ons. and 4 )  develop techniques for improving the signal 
delay stability through RF modules and cables to Improve ranglng 
calibrat~on and prec~sion. 
W73-70727 150-22-63 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
RADIO SCIENCE 
C. Stelzried 2 13-354-3838 
(1  50-22-60; 150-22-61 ; 150-22-64; 150-22-621 
The objective of the Radlo Sc~ence RTOP is to extend the 
capability of the DSN tracking s t N n s  to meet '!ong range 
radio sclence goals for planetary spaceckft and proqde:b;;e-project 
y :: 
.\' 
planning informat~on by support of propagation medium research. 
Techniques will be developed to perform rad~o propagatlon 
experlments utilizing the spacecraft-earth comrnun~cations I~nk. 
The goal is to obtain information in a cost effect~ve manner 
(utilization of existing link) wh~ch  not only contr~bute to our 
knowledge of the Solar system but also provide data needed to 
des~gn an optimum communlcatlon link for future space probes. 
The approach is to provlde DSN co-investigators for approved 
propagation med~um experlments. These include Pioneer 10  and 
G Occultation (measure structure of Jovian atmosphere and 
ionosphere and Solar corona effects). Mariner '71 Occultation 
(rneasure structure of Martian atmosphere. and ionosphere and 
phys~cal properties of the planet), Pioneers 7 and 9 and Helios 
(measure Faraday rotat ion in the Solar corona): Manner 
Venus/Mercury '73 and Viking '75 SIX Experiment (measure 
Interplanetary and planetary ionosphere electron densities and 
demonstrate X-band as a NASA frequency). The occultation 
experiments require both open and closed loop ground receiving 
systems The closed loop and open loop S-band receivers are 
operational at all stations. Simultaneous S/X capab~l~ties w ~ l l  be 
provided for Mariner '73 at DSS-14 and extended, to the 
overseas 64-m antennas for Viking '75. These experlments 
require measurements of phase path. group path, plane of 
polar~zation, and spectral broadening. Data has been obtained 
from Mariner '71 and Pioneers 7 and 9. 
W73-70728 150-22-64 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
X -BAND RADAR DEVELOPMENT 
C. P. Wiggins 213-354-601 6 
(150-22-60: 150-22-61 ; 150-22-62: 150-22-63) 
Th~s RTOP develops an X-band radar capability to  obtain 
operational experience at this frequency and to prepare for a 
possible spacecraft X-band upl~nk. A gain of up to 7db over 
S-band will be achieved on targets w~thout  dense atmospheres. 
Thus, better experlments can be done on Mercury, Mars. the 
Jovian Moons, and asteroids. The w ~ d e  bandwith available at 
X-band allows finer range gates, which can be used to improve 
mapping and altitude resolution and obtain better ephemerides 
as well. During FY'73 des~gn of the X-band radar will continue 
and procurement of parts and fabricat~on will be started. This 
effort will contlnue in FY'74 w ~ t h  installat~on and checkout In 
FY'75 The radar transmitter will be ~nstalled on DSS-14. It will 
use the exist~ng H. V Power Supply and coolant system. Minor 
mods to the control system and extension of the coolant plpes 
are required. The X-band klystrons are being procured in FY'72. 
A new X-band power amplif~er will be designed and installed. A 
new X-band microwave feed will be procured in FY'74 and 
Installed In FY'75. Wavegu~de components will be designed. 
procured and installed starting In FY'73 and continued through 
FY'74 and FY'75. The X-band exciter will be a design modificat~on 
to an existing S-band exciter. The design and procurement will 
be In FY '74 The X-band receiver subsystem IS presently in use 
at DSS-14 and will be used for the X-band radar development. 
The receiver subsvstem Includes an X-band low nose TWM. 
W73-70729 150-22-65 
Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ANTENNA SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 
H. P. Phillips 21 3-354-4743 
(1  50-22-66: 150-22-67) 
This RTOP develops and cal~brates DSN ground antennas 
to meet the DSN commitments to the NASA planetary program 
and improves the~r performance. flex~bility and operational 
ava~lab~l~ty  for maximum economy in telecommun~cations with 
spacecraft. Improvements are developed in the areas of RF 
optics, antenna structural and mechanical design, control systems. 
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measurement and calibratlon techniques, and the evaluatlon of 
engineering and economtc problems involved in the larger or 
hlgher galn antennas requlred in future planetary missions such 
as Marlner 73. Vlklng 75. Mariner 77 and the ongoing Pioneer 
program. Engineers ass~gned to the development tasks are those 
dlrectly responsible for the design of the operational equipment. 
maintalnlng a continuity of responsibility from development 
through prototype installation, callbration, and operational usage. 
Development efforts are carried on In house at JPL, and 
occasionally under contract from JPL In other laboratories having 
unusual abllitles in speclfic fields of interest Contact is maintained 
with other laboratories and instltutlons dolng work of Interest 
applicable to the DSN antenna systems. 
W73-70730 150-22-66 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst, of Tech , Pasadena 
RADIO SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 
W. H Higa 213-354-4240 
( 1  50-22-67) 
The objective of this effort is to optimize the spacecraft-to- 
gmund communications link in order to meet the future data 
rate requirements of the planetary exploratlan program. The 
Vlking '75 mission to Mars, for example, will requlre simultaneous 
commun~cations wlth as many as two orblters and two landers. 
Future mlssions to the outer planets, e.g.. Marlner-JupiterISaturn 
wi l l  requlre sophisticated communicat~ons for navigatlon. 
telemetry, and high resolution television. This effort seeks to 
meet these requirements by improving equipment, by optimizing 
the use of avilable PF equlpment. and by utilizing the DSN 
commun~cations system In the most efficient and cost-effective 
way. Hardware improvement for the DSN tracking statlons 
refers specifically to broadband traveling wave masers operating 
In superconducting magnets at X- and K-bands to meet future 
needs of MJS '77 for data dump telemetry and ground antenna 
calibratlon Diplexed use of antennas is practicable provlded the 
transmitter does not interfere with the receiver functions; this 
means that the reflector panels of the antenna must not arc at 
the joints during high power transmissions. Optimum use of 
antennas requires measurement and calibration of antenna gain, 
polntlng accuracy, and noise performance to reduce pads which 
must otherwise be included In flight project design control 
tables. Efficient use of the DSN track~ng stations requires 
investigation of techniques such as multiplexed transmitters for 
simultaneous transmissions to multiple spacecraft and of wideband 
data-dump telemetry for rapid transfer of information from 
spacecraft to ground. The latter requires a study of weather 
dependent characterist~cs of X-band and K-band propagation 
through the atmosphere 
W73-70731 150-22.67 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Callf. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 
R. A. Winkelstein 21 3-354-3843 
(1 50-22-65: 150-22-66) 
In order to enhance communicat~ons between planetary 
spacecraft and the DSN tracklng station In a timely and cost 
effective manner, this RTOP will provide development of  
technology and construction of equlpment needed to handle the 
extremes of telemetry data rates belng planned for mlssions ~n 
the next decade. Multiple Frequency Shlft Keying (MFSK) receiving 
equipment will be constructed and demonstrated at rates up to 
2 0  symbols per second. This phase incoherent method of 
communication is required for the difficult transmission paths 
through absorptive and turbulent planetary atmospher~c media 
encountered by the expected Pioneer Venus Multiprobe and 
possible Juplter probe spacecraft misslons Telemetry analog 
slgnal predetection storage and processing equipment will be 
developed to permit data recovery for certaln spacecraft failure 
modes. A record~ng bandwidth of 500 KHz will allow post-mission 
processing of both low rate MFSK telemetry or phase coherent 
high rate telemetry. In addition, this recording technique will 
provide synchronizat~on protection in the case of llmited magnetic 
tape Information dropout thus permitting two station tracking of 
spacecraft by provldlng a low cost synchronization method 
between data received at independent stations. Digital filter 
theory and deslgn will be developed as a cost-effective alternative 
to large valued analog filters required In narrow bandwidth 
phase locked loop reception of phase coherent telemetry with 
low signal-to-noise ratios. Narrowing the receiver loop bandwidth 
permits a corresponding increase in telemetry signal modulation 
index whlle still mainralning the loop carrier signal-to-noise 
ratio. Digital filters are also needed as a preprocessing element 
for spectral analysis requlred for narrow loop signal acqulsltion 
and MFSK reception. 
W73-70732 150-22-68 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Callf. Inst, of Tech.. Pasadena. 
STATION MONITORING AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
G. Morris 21 3-354-2745 
( 1  50-22-69) 
The general objective of this work is to increase the 
number of tracklng statlon control and monitoring functions 
performed automatically without operator intervention. The general 
approach is to use digital mini-computers to perform these 
functions. The plan for FY'73 and FY.74 contains three types of 
activities: ( 1 )  the standardization of interfaces between the 
station and the mlnl-computers. between mini-computers, and 
between mini-computers and the Network Control System: (2 )  
the development of speciflc digital control and monitoring 
subsystems such as precision signal power measurement. PN 
coder controller, and antenna controller; and (3) the integration 
of several of these devices into a system such as planetary 
radar interferometer to demonstrate two station tracking under 
realistic conditions with a complex system using small tracking 
crews and a high level of automation. The interface between 
the minl-computers and the station has been studied and a 
standard proposed. The interface between station computers is 
currently under investigation w i t h a  demonstration system soon 
to be In operation. The study of  the larger problem of  
computer-computer communications and communicat~ons with 
the Network Control System will be started in FY'73. The 
Precision S~gna l  Power Measuremept technique has been 
demonstrated and several improvements will be made in FY'73. 
The PN coder controller is already in the construction phase 
The antenna controller will be started in FY'73 The demonstration 
of a h~ghly automated two station radar interferometer radar 
will take place in early FY'73 with several improvements proposed 
durlng FY'73 and FY'74. 
W73-70733 150-22-69 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
TRACKING STATION OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY 
E. Jackson 213-354-3898 
(1 50-22-68) 
This RTOP provides a non-mission committed station and 
evaluatlon techniques for testing and demonstrating the efficiency 
and reliability of new tracklng statlon subsystems, conflgurations. 
and operations control techniques It  also provides ephemeris 
predictions for DSN Development radar demonstrations. The 
Venus Statlon. with no mission commitments evaluates new 
communications and track~ng concepts prlor to flight project 
commitment, thus avoldlng costly late fixes. A spacecraft signal 
source which can be freely manipulated for test purposes is 
desirable for development testlng: in the absence of such test 
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sources, planetary radar experiments are performed at Venus 
Station and DSS.14 (Mars) together and separately. As a 
by:product of such testing. valuable planetary data necessary 
for pre-project planetary modeling and mission plann~ng are 
obtained. Development of the two statlon IVLBI) tracking mode. 
wherein spacecraft angle positions are obtained with mlcro- 
radian precision. can be supported, inasmuch as Venus is equipped 
with receive capability at the spacecraft downlink frequencies. 
Station automation, startlng at the subsystem level and working 
up. 1s demonstrated at Venus Station. lnexpenslve enlargement 
of antenna size and DSN utilization of the shaped antenna 
concept for performance improvement will be demonstrated at 
Venus Station. In add~tion to providing the inhouse and contractor 
personnel and services required for Venus Station and the 
Microwave Test Facility. this RTOP also provides a small 
permanent contractor staff at DSS-14 to coordinate the support 
required by DSN Development activities. In the area of DSN 
management information, mathematical models of inventory. 
shipping, spares stockage. maintenance activity and scheduling. 
and reliability will be developed and tested against simulated 
and actual DSN logistics data, to minimize costs while maintaining 
the current high level of equipment availability. 
W73-70734 150-22-70 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
NETWORK DATA STREAM PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
A N D  CONTROL 
R. J. McEliece 21 3-354-7058 
(1  50-22-7 1 : 150-22-72) 
The work units covered in this RTOP have as goals the 
analysis and improvement of the communication channel 
represented by the Ground Communication Facility. First. current 
GCF transmission reliability data will be gathered. and then a 
statistical model of some kind (perhaps a Markov compound 
channel) will be sought which adequately represents the channel. 
Special emphasis will be placed on the problem of determining 
the effective memory of the channel noise, since the size of 
this memory will determine whether or not forward error-correction 
will be a practical method of improving GCF performance. In 
any event, once a reasonably accurate channel model has been 
developed i t  should be possible to utilize the well-developed 
techniques of information theory to  improve the overall 
computer-computer/GCF link performance. For example, if it is 
found that an important part of the channel noise comes from 
symbol-error bursts of relatively short duration, than, as mentioned, 
forward error-correction could prove to be a practical method of 
sign~ficantly decreasing the overall bit-error probability on the 
GCF. On the other hand. ~f most of the channel noise comes in 
the form of very long bursts, some sort of a error-detection and 
retransmission request would probably be best. In any case. 
once a particular scheme has been decided upon, it w ~ l l  then 
be necessary to develop efficient algorithms for performing the 
necessary computations. 
W73-70735 150-22-71 
Jet Propulsion Lab. Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
NETWORK CONFIGURATION MONITORING A N D  CON- 
TROL 
John R. Smith 213-354-4768 
(1 50-22-70. 150-22-72) 
The objective of this activity is to define and develop 
techniques of automated mon~toring of the performance and 
operable status of the Deep Space lnstrumentat~on Facility. 
These techniques will be used in the Network Control System 
to monitor the network performance. control and record the 
configuration of the stations in the network. and generate 
simulated data for use in testlng the station equipment. training 
the station operators, and performing the tracking activities 
assigned to the DSIF. Th~s will improve the reliability of the 
network. improve the capability of the network to adapt to 
future flight project requirements. and redbce operations costs 
through a reduction ,in required personnel. Equipment required 
for the NCS will be fabricated with a standard packaging 
technique to reduce maintenance and logistics problems and 
reduce costs through the use of hardware available from multiple 
sources. The I.C. logic modules used w ~ l l  also be procurable 
from multiple sources and will be screened for improved reliability 
The facllit~es of the NCS and DSIF will be used to  create a 
computer network for common access to a central data base 
for network maintenance and logistics data which will improve 
the operating efficiency of the DSN 
W73-70736 150-22-72 
Jet Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech., Pasadena. 
NETWORK CONTROL DATA PROCESSING 
J .  W. Layland 21 3-354-2757 
(1 50-22-70: 150-22-7 1) 
The objective of this RTOP is to develop the techniques 
necessary for the effective and efficient appl~cation of computation- 
al resources to the jobs of the DSN. Computational Complexity 
theory is extended toward the development of a yardstick 
against which to measure the effectiveness of task implementation 
within DSN computers. This same theory will be used to guide 
the study of resource allocation for the DSN Information Network, 
with the object~ve of defining an optimum structure, and of 
optimally sizing both the data transmission rates between elements 
of the DSN and the required computational capability at the 
DSN Tracking Station or Control Center The allocation of data 
handl~ng functions to software tasks and the allocation of tasks 
to processors within a computer network is also considered in 
this development. A technique is sought for the rigorous 
specification of complex sof?ware/hardware systems which will 
permit the implementation of such systems to be managed in a 
systematic and cost-effective manner Alternatives in standard~za- 
tlon of computer-based systems at the interface, software. or 
total hardware level are developed and an estimate is made of 
their impact on DSN logistics requirements. A programming 
suppon system is being developed on the S~gma 5 computer 
for development of Minicomputer software in a standardized 
real-time language. Primary emphas~s is placed upon the portability 
of working software modules between dissimilar minicomputer. 
this helping to provide an alternative to total standardization of 
DSN computers. The design of a potential DSN Standard 
Minicomputer will be undertaken to determine the feas~bility 
and desirability of providing a standard computer which can be 
procured to  DSN Specification. 
O F F I C E  O F  , M A N N E D  SPACE 
FLIGHT 
Advanced Development 
W73-70737 909-41 -02 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex. 
EOS/SPACE STATION - THERMAL CONTROL 
James A. Smith 713-483-3676 
(908-42-02) 
Heat pipe systems offer promise for use in the thermal 
control of manned spacecraft because of their high heat transfer 
capability, near isothermal operating characteristics and passive 
thermal control features with resulting long life potential. Studies 
for space station thermal control systems in FY'70 resulted in 
~denti fy~ng potential advanced concepts through the use of heat 
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pipes. It IS the objective of this RTOP to provide a follow-on 
effort to perform in-depth testing and analysis on heat pipe 
applications defined from contract NAS 9-10436. ~rototyp'e 
fabrication and testing will be performed over the range of 
flight thermal environments experimenced by earth orbital 
spacecraft for large capacity heat pipe applications. The objectives 
of the analytical development are to pursue improved thermal 
analysis computer program techniques which make use of latest 
computer capabilitles. development of thermal control systems 
performance subroutines, and upgrading thermal radiation and 
structural Interface computat~onal techniques commensurate with 
advanced systems analysis requirements. The approach to the 
thermal control analysis techniques development will be to 
make utilization of existing baseline thermal programs from 
which Improved analytical capabilities can be developed. This 
approach insures preservation of program compatibility and is 
consistent with the generalized thermal program approach for 
all industry and NASA use 
W73-70738 909-41 -07 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
EOS/SPACE STATION COMMUNICATIONS 
H. J. Moorehead 713-483-41 17 
(977-41 -07) 
Thls RTOP covers (1)  optlmum digital modulation. (2)  
on-board command generation, and (3)  color TV camera reliability 
Improvement (1) Projected communication systems will require 
the dlgltal techniques of source and channel coding in order to 
operate effectively. In-house tests using the DTS (digital test 
set) developed under FY-71 RTOP funding have indicated certain 
optimization procedures that will be requ~red to realize the 
theoretical improvements promised by dlgltal communication 
theory. These procedures will be further investigated to establish 
specific parameters, after wh~ch  modifications to the DTS will 
be designed and installed, giving the DTS a capability to further 
evaluate the techniques proposed. This will lead to a firm 
hardware base from which to specify spacecraft systems. (2)  
Shuttle and space station operations will involve other orbital 
vehicles and detached satellites. These will be controlled by 
commands generated on-board the parent ship. At present. 
there is no spacecraft equipment available. which IS  equivalent 
to the command generator in remote sites or the MCCH. 
Further, there may be a requirement for the spacecraft unit to 
operate with multiple formats. For this purpose a command 
generator with formats stored for rapid switching and verification 
is desirable This task will lead to the design of such a unit. (3) 
The present spacecrah color TV camera uses a mechanical 
color wheel to generate sequential color fields. This arrangement 
has limited lifetime and is subject to wear on long missions. I t  
appears feasible to replace this mechanical arrangement with a 
solid--- 
W73-70739 909-41 -1 8 
Manned Spacecrafr Center. Houston, Tex. 
EOS/SPACE STATION CHECKOUT 
A. E. Lightsey 7 13-483-5096 
The ETC/LSS is a flight prototype model based on a six 
man crew w ~ t h  provision for variations In crew slze from 2 to 6 
men. The system is designed for an earth orbital misslon with 
resupply of expendables and spares at 180 day intervals I t  will 
be packaged w~th in two 13 foot by 29 foot long test modules 
simulating modules of a shuttle launch space station. The ETC/LSS 
consist of three major functional groups: atmosphere revitalization. 
l iqu~d heat transport, and water and waste management. One 
of the 13 x 29 foot test modules is utilized as a Control Center 
Module (CCM) and houses the Atmosphere Regeneration and 
Liquid Heat Transport group equipment. The second module 
simulates a Crew Quarters Module and contains the Water and 
Waste Management group equipment. The ventilation flow, wh~ch  
controls C02. humidity. and trace contaminant concentrations 1s 
also being slzed for two additional modules, the Experimental 
Module and the Habitability Module. The SSP f l~ght prototype 
ETC/LSS will require a checkout tool and MSC Lab faclllty to 
fully evaluate and study the checkout techniques. control and 
monltor function and system concept of the ETC/LSS and its 
interfaces. All aspects of the ETC/LSS sensor requirements and 
signal conditioning. signal sample rates, control requirements. 
redundancy requirements, etc. will be analyzed. A detailed analysis 
of checkout participation in system start up/shut down sequences. 
expandable loading/unloading. checkout system/GSE interplay. 
redundancy control and inlineloffline maintenance concepts will 
be evaluated. The ETC/LSS Interface study will include signal 
description list, slgnal types. sample rates, operating limits and 
programmable llmits requirements. 
W73-70740 909-51 -02  
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
THERMAL CONTROL 
J. L. Vanlman 205-453-3821 
(1  14-03-50; 124-09-28: 124-09-31 ) 
The 3 tasks covered by this RTOP are directed toward 
provid~ng technological solutions to thermal control problems 
introduced by new spacecraft requirements for long term high 
' 
reliability operation in space for periods up to ten years. Long 
term tests of thermal control surfaces and coatings will be 
performed to provlde resolution and circumvention of limited 
heat rejection capability imposed by radiation blockage of 
contiguously docked modules and by surface optical property 
degradation/contam~nation resulting from prolonged exposure to 
the space environment Heat pipe system studies and hardware 
development will be continued to assure efficient h~ghly reliable 
long life thermal control system technology is available for 
module des~gn. Studies to evaluate design techniques for radiation 
cooling of spacecraft electronics will be initiated. Projected time 
to complete the objectives of thls RTOP is 6 years. 
W73-70741 909-51 -04  
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
SPACE STATION A lT ITUDE CONTROL P R O P  U L S l O N  
SYSTEMS 
L. W. Jones 205-453-3814 
(908-51 -04) 
This plan is to establish the attitude control propulsion 
system (ACPS) design operational methodology and component 
requirements to satisfy the manned space station requirements 
and demonstrate the necessary component,, system and 
operational technology This effort is necessary to provide the 
capability to meet the long duration and large impulse needs of 
the space station w l t h  a m ~ n i m u m  of crew activity for 
refurbishment and resupply. These objectives will be accomplished 
by a logical sequence of requirements def~nition and analysis, 
component and system design and trade-off studies, and 
experimental demonstration of breadboard components and 
systems. The ACPS repair, resupply and maintenance contracts 
begun in previous fiscal years have been completed. The 
"Evaluation of the Trash Rocket Concept" task, which has 
examined the potential of the hybrid ACPS using nonlecal solid 
wastes as the fuel, will terminate. by recommendation of the 
EOST Guidance and Control Subpanel. Because of the limited 
amount of investigation top dated the trash rocket system has 
demonstrated potential for Space Stat~on application, but is not 
yet sufliciently mature to be considered in future Space Station 
propulsion trade studies. Durlng FY'73 it is planned to formulate 
new propellent grain compositions using 'Space Station Wastes' 
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and to test them for performance. Additionally improved lgnltion 
systems and technlques will be developed and tested. 
W73-70742 909-51 -05 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
EARTH ORBITAL SYSTEMS ELECTRIC POWER TECHNOL- 
OGY 
C. B. Graff 205-453-4560 
(908-51 -05: 1 13-60-21) 
Th~s RTOP consists of 4 tasks. which will be separately 
summarized and d~scussed Task 1 - Solar Array Stack 
Development : To investigate the nature of cell t o  cell and cell 
to substrate problems and to develop cell stack technology for 
Space Statlon application wlth highest reliability and longest 
lifetlme including cell interconnection, bonding technlques, matrix 
design ieakage and avalanche and thermal capacitance. Task 2 
- Power Conditioning Analysls and Development : To brlng 
power conditioning technology to the status where system tradeoff 
and selection can be made. Several areas of development 
technology are requlred In the field of electric power condition- 
ing. Task 3 : Brayton Cycle Power Systems Tests - Continuation 
of effort. Primary FY 73 1s to conduct engineering evaluation of 
inherent technology embodied LeRC Brayton BRU Systems. 
Task 4 - Switch Gear and Circuit Protected Development . To 
develop superior design concepts for high voltage DC (120 
VDC) solid state sw~tches. remote power controllers, Improved 
electromechan~cal relays, power contactors, and circuit protection 
W73-70743 909-51 -07 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala 
COMMUNICATIONS 
D. 0 .  Lowrey 205-453-1570 
(909-41-07: 974-41 -33) 
To develop an electronically steerable microwave phased 
array at S-Band capable of operating on earth orbital systems 
and other space vehicles. The array will provide a hlgh data 
rate, telecommunicat~ons capability with simultaneous or separate 
transmit. receive and tracking funct~ons. The narrow beam, hlgh 
gain signal will automatically scan and track within a 120 
degree cone. It w ~ l l  be capable of operating in either the 
retrodlrective self-focus~ng or programmed mode. The active 
electronics modules of the array will utilize 100 percent microwave 
and digital integrated circuitry. and m~crocircuitry techniques to 
achleve high efficiency, wide bandwidth, long operating Ilfetime. 
small size, and light weight system. The array will contaln all 
the electronic circuitry and antenna elements in an integral 
package to perform the transmit. recelve and beam pointing 
control functions High redundancy and graceful performance 
degradation will be achleved through the use of the individual. 
electronic modules. each of which contalns complete transmit. 
recelve and logic electronics that are frequency coherent with a 
master frequency control module. Low power levels generated 
by each module are radlated by their indlvldual associated 
antenna element t o  form the cornpostte radiated s ~ g n a l  
Techniques will be developed for production of microelectron~c 
circuitry to achieve low cost modules. Empirical design equations 
developed for the active electronically steered phase array will 
be made ava~lable to aid In the design and development of 
active electronically steered phased arrays at higher frequencies 
W73-70744  909-51 -33  
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
EARTH ORBITAL SYSTEM COMPUTING ( IMSI 
H. Garrett 205-453-4070 
(908-51 -33; 502-23-31) 
The objectives of this effort are to perform research and 
development of advanced space computer hardware. software. 
and computer peripheral device lechnology. Also research and 
development of computer/scientist languages and interactions 
will be performed. This effort will lead to the development of 
an advanced space multiprocessor, a generalized software 
executive, advanced peripheral devices and programing techniques 
yield~ng high reliablllty programs. Included under thls effort are- 
research and development of advanced space computers. 
multiprocessors, and multicomputer systems, and the associated 
software: research and development of advanced computer 
peripheral devices such as dlsplay. history plotters, keyboards. 
hardcopy devices, and mass storage unlts will be performed; 
research and development of high level computer/scientist 
languages to facilitate man-machine interaction The research 
areas support future information management systems and data 
management systems such as those anticipated for the Space 
Station. During FY'73: Design of the SUMC Multiprocessor will 
be continued and development of the prototype unit initiated. 
Development of the Executative Software will be continued 
with completion of the First Generation Programs planned for 
late FY73. Development of Higher Order Language Compiler 
and Controller Programs will be continued. 
W73-70745 909-71 -21 
Langley Research Center. Langley Statlon. Va. 
EXPLOSIVE WELDING FOR EARTH ORBITAL FABRICA- 
TION 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2093 
The primary objective of t h ~ s  program is to apply the 
exploslve welding technology conceived at NASA-Langley to 
accompl~sh fabrication requirements such as space station docking. 
assembly, and repalr for Earth orbiting systems. This explosive 
welding concept is unique In that it uses relatively small amounts 
of exploslve In a ribbon configuration to produce contlnuous. 
narrow, airtight welds. In addition, it has the physical flexib~llty 
to be molded to complex shapes. The approach for this effort 
would be to build on the inltial In-house conceptual demonstrations 
to show the feaslbtllty of using thls welding concept on Earth 
orbitlng systems, based on their particular mechanical and 
environmental requirements. In-house work would expand the 
exploslve welding capabilities and initial contracted work would 
clearly deflne physical parameters of the welds, such as shear. 
tension, and fatigue properties. 
W73-70746 909-81 -08  
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
CONTROL COMPONENTS FOR EARTH ORBITAL SYS- 
TEMS 
H. E. Evans 301 -982-51 94  
(908-7 1-08) 
This task covers design, test and evaluation of prototype 
drive motors and speed reducer systems for Space Station 
support. Work Includes establishing reliability through life testing 
programs. Where appropr~ate. new deslgns will be undertaken 
to meet Space Station control system requirements. Goals for 
thls program are component and systems design that meet 10  
years operation in the space environment, lni t~al efforts cover 
deslgn, development, and evaluation of components for CMG 
spin motor and glmbal torquers utlllzing brushless dc motor 
drives and unlque speed reduclng assemblies. Test programs 
will include simulated CMG loads, duty cycles, and load 
d~sturbances Electrontc circuitry required to provide control over 
the duty cycle range will be designed and evaluated in a 
simulated space environment. Close coordlnatlon will be 
maintained with related efforts at LRC. MSFC and MSC to 
Insure program cornpat~bility 
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W73-70747 909-42-02 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex. 
SPACE SHUTTLE THERMAL CONTROL 
J. A Smith 713-483-3676 
(1  14-09-31: 908-41 -02) 
The overall vehlcle thermal management systems for the 
shuttle must be flexible and adaptable enough to accomodate 
changes in missions and conf~gurations and must efficiently 
utillze available heat sources and sinks. The multi-mission 
requlrement for the shuttle presents particular design problems 
in thermal control due to: (1)  life-cycle conslderations, and. (2) 
the wide range of required operating conditions varying from 
those similar to conventional aircraff, to spacecrafts subjected 
to boost, orbital and reentry thermal conditions. The objective 
of this RTOP IS to develop candidate thermal control concepts 
which offer potential solutions for shuttle design problems and 
develop improved analytical techniques for more effective design 
and evaluation. Heat pipe thermal control systems offer the 
potential for long life and trouble free heat transport and rejection 
at low weights for space shuttle equipment cooling applications. 
Design and testing of prototype thermal control systems applicable 
to the unique space shuttle environment and reuse applications 
will be pursued to prov~de thermal control design optlons for 
the shuttle vehicle. Vehicle complexity and use of advanced 
components requires improved analytical methods and extensive 
veh~cle level analysis for des~gn support and mission planning. 
The analyt~cal techniques development program is directed 
towards developing computer programs for use as analytical 
tools for the shuttle program. 
W73-70748 909-42-07 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SHUTTLE COMMUNICATIONS 
W. E. Zrubek 71 3-482-3669 
The Shuttle w ~ l l  b"e required to rendezvous with various 
spacecraft such as scientific satellites, sortie modules, the RAM. 
the tug. the Space Station, and disabled or powered-down 
vehicles. In each case, some form of rendezvous aid will be 
required In some cases, a cooperative RF tracking mode can 
be established. In others. such as disabled satellites, the shuttle 
must derive rendezvous parameters on its own. This will require 
a noncooperative rendezvous radar Two parameters are of interest 
in rendezvous activity - range and angle. The prlmary emphasis 
of this task will be to modify existing radar types (spec~f~cally 
Apollol to allow them to operate in a noncooperative skin track 
mode and still have the capability for beacon tracking. Nonflight 
hardware will be used to demonstrate success of modificatlons. 
which will include increased RF transmission power and gain, 
reduced receiver noise. and changing to an interrupted CW 
mode. As a secondary task, techniques similar to those used on 
Gemini radar antennas will be investigated to provide angle 
track~ng information. These techniques involve multiple flush 
mounted antennas forming an RF interferometer. However, where 
Gemini antennas rotated, the desired approach will use fixed 
antennas with the objective of minimizing the effects on Shuttle 
external structure. 
W73-70749 909-42-08 
Manned Spacecrab Center. Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SHUTTLE - STABILIZATION A N D  CONTROL 
K. J. Cox 713-483-3254 
The objective of this task is to advance the conceptual 
development and technology of boost guidance and control 
systems for a class of launch vehicles (including the Space 
Shuttle). In particular, means to minimize the effects of wind 
disturbances on asymmetrical vehicles lateral dynamics will be 
sought, lnvestlgations of liftoff control in the presence of severe 
ground w~nds. of lateral control, load relief, and dynam~c stability 
in regimes of maximum aerodynamic pressure will be made. 
Wind statistics will be reviewed, and design concepts for utilizing 
a priori w ~ n d  information will be developed. 
W73-70750 909-42-1 0 
Manned Spacecrafl Center. Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SHUTTLE - GUIDANCE A N D  NAVIGATION 
K. J Cox 713-483-3254 
The objectives of this study are to identify what design 
factors contr~bute to an optimal sampling rate structure for 
digital flight control systems. and to develop techniques which 
can be utilized for the analysis of such systems. The digital 
control technology developed for Apollo will be extended to 
encompass control problems pecullar to the atmospheric flight 
regime w ~ t h  spec~al emphasis on multi-rate sampled data 
techniques. The overall task will consist of a control requirements 
analysis, the establishment of structural response models, control 
system definltlons and comparisons for uniform and multi-rate 
sampling. and development of techniques for evaluating stability 
margins in multi-rate sampled data systems. 
W73-70751 909-52-31 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
OPERATIONS. MAINTENANCE A N D  SAFETY 
Henry E. Attaya. Jr. 205-453-1 121 
(908-52-46: 908-52-47: 908-52-37) 
The object~ve of this RTOP is to provide the required 
technology for design, development and operation of the Space 
Shuttle (S.S.) in the following areas: ( 1 )  Cryogenics, (2) Upper 
Atmosphere Pollution Due SS Operations, and 13) Environment 
for Design. Test and Mission Analysis. Thls effort will provide 
consistent design criteria and concepts for efficient utilization 
and control of on-board cryogens; and will establish the data to 
insure minimum performance deviation of SS elements due to 
extended operational l ~ f e  and reuse. These w ~ l l  be accomplished 
through analysis, preliminary design and testing. This effort will 
also provide technology coverlng environmental design data 
requirements and guidelines in consistent engineering terms 
from the earth's surface to orbltal altitudes for all elements. 
Government and industry, involved in development of the shuttle 
vehicle. This will be accomplished through environment models. 
test support planning operational analysis, environmental hazards 
environment, specific design study interpretation and definition 
and specialized/selective data acquisition. The established base 
for this effort must be continued to avoid costly errors on 
environment inputs to the SS development and its future 
operations. The work for FY'73 is a continuation of effort in FY 
'72 under RTOPs 908-52-37. 908-52-46 and 908-52-47. 
W73-70752 909-52-39 
Marshall Space Fllght Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
SPACE SHUlTLE AEROTHERMODYNAMICS 
Werner K. Dahm 205-453-1092 
(976-30-39: 908-52-39) 
The objective of this RTOP is to provide support for the 
aerodynamic and thermodynamic development of the Space 
Shuttle vehicle. The tasks llsted are of analytical and experimental 
nature. They involve the development of criteria and methods in 
those areas where adequate knowledge or prediction tools exlst 
for the definition of aerothermodynamic environments or design 
values. The following items listed below have been selected 
because of their critical impact on the shuttle design: (1 I 
Aerodynamic Study of Space Shuttle Vehicle Concepts. (2)  
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Shuttle Load Distributions. (3) Booster Staging Env~ronment. (4)  
Ascent Base Heatlng. 15) Launch Configurat~on Shock Interference 
Heating. 16) Engine Plume Induced Effects on Ascent Aerody- 
namics. and (7) Booster Reentry Heating Studies. 
W73-70753 909-62-47 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Cocoa Beach, Fla. 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
W H. Lee 305-867-3152 
(909-62-31) 
The objective of this work is to determine the effect of 
Space Shuttle exhaust on the ecosystem of the Kennedy Space 
Center and environs. The so l~d propellant vertical launch asslst 
rocket and the turbojet horizontal flight engine exhaust products 
Include hydrogen chloride, carbon monoxide. unburned and 
chlortnated hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide. hydrogen. water and 
other vapors and gases, and alum~num oxide and other particulate 
matter. Some will react with each other and the atmosphere 
producing other compounds. They will eventually fall to the 
earth's surface or become dispersed in the atmosphere. Their 
env~ronmental fate and effect must eventually be determined 
The lnltial concern is for hydrogen chloride gas. Its toxlc effect 
on humans is well-known and exposure limits are established: 
however, this is not so for other sign~ficant species of the 
ecosystem. The techntcal approach is the straight-foward 
appl~cat~on of life sctences standard toxic effects determ~nation 
methods by a systematic program of controlled exposures (time 
and concentrat~on) of live specimens from the ecosystem to 
exhaust products of concern The management approach is to 
establish a working arrangement among elements of public and 
private institutions having locally ava~lable capabilities in 
biology, toxicology, bto.chemistry, and ecosystem effects 
analysis. 
W73-70754 909-72-31 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SHUTTLE CRYOGENIC TECHNOLOGY 
J. R. Barber 216-433-6441 
(180-31-51) 
The work conducted under this RTOP will provide the 
technology required for the effective design and fabrication of 
cryogenic thermal protection and storage systems for the Space 
Shuttle Vehlcle Th~s work will be conducted on storage systems 
designed to meet the problems of ground hold, launch ascent, 
reentry through the earth's atmosphere, and reuse. The use of 
internal, gas barrier type insulation will be evaluated for the 
ascent tanks. Work on a unique self-evacuat~ng multilayer 
~nsulation system concept will be continued. for the particular 
requirement of the on-orbit LH2 tank of the orbiter. Rlg~d 
vacuum jacket concepts will also be studied for this application. 
As part of the cryogenic storage work, efforts will be conducted 
to evaluate the use of composite materials for the fabricat~on of 
plumbing lines, both uninsulated and vacuum-jacketed. System 
designs will be evaluated to provide lines that are l~gh t  weight. 
have low heat flow, and show improved flow quality vs, time 
parameters when compared to all-metal lines. In addition to the 
storage system work, investigations will be conducted on zero 
and reduced-gravity fluid behavior as applied to propellant 
orlentation. propellant transfer. heat transfer phenomena and 
interface control util~zing surface energy forces. 
W73-70755 909-72-47 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SHUTTLE SONIC BOOM STUDIES 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
(117-07-01) 
The work under this RTOP will prov~de a flrm technology 
basis for understand~ng of Shuttle sonic boom stgnatures. Existing 
sonic boom technology, as developed for aircraft, applies primartly 
to steady, level flight of high fineness ratlo vehicles at low 
angles of attack at altitudes of less than 100.000 feet, and at 
Mach numbers less than 3.0. The Shuttle's unique characteristics 
of relarlvely low fineness ratio vehicles at large attitudes, stead~ly 
decelerating from an altitude of about 400.000 feet wlth initial 
Mach numbers in excess of 25. establishes the need for a 
concentrated technology development program to provide the 
means of obtaining realistic predict~ons of Shuttle boom signatures. 
Once this capability IS available, operational studies will be 
conducted to define techniques for alleviating the overpressure 
levels and/or controlling the locatton of the boom footpr~nt 
within restricted areas. Detailed analysis of sonic boom signatures 
obtained during Apollo 15 and 16  missions and comparisons 
with preflight predictions will aid in the development of prediction 
capability for Shuttle and verification of the prediction techniques. 
Addittonal, more detailed, measurements w ~ l l  be obtained during 
the Apollo 17 mission Controlled studies of the overpressure 
characteristics in foct or caustic regions will be conducted to 
Increase the basic understanding of the focal reglon occurring 
dur~ng Shuttle ascent. 
W73-70756 909-72.48 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SPACE SHUTTLE: FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF ORBITER 
HANDLING Q U A L I T I E S  D U R I N G  A P P R O A C H  A N D  
LANDING 
Leonard Roberts 41 5-965-5066 
NASA is developing a handling qualities criteria for manual 
control of the Space Shuttle Orbiter during the terminal area. 
approach and land~ng phases of flight. The NASA operating 
centers have defined a requirement for the orbiter to be manually 
controlled with a minimum SAS. To ineet this requirement, it 
becomes necessary to Investigate and define the mlnimum 
acceptable vehicle handling qualities during atmosphertc fllght 
phase. The program required to sattsfy this need Includes analysis. 
simulation and f l~ght test. In FY 72. an analysls and simulation 
were conducted in-house to a ~ d  In development of handling 
qualities criteria. The procurement of the SSV-Flight Test System 
(SSV-FTS) to be ~nstalled tn the NASA CV-990 aircraft for 
simulation of the SSV orblter, will be completed by July 1972. 
The program for FY 73 uses the CV-990 to study the handling 
qualities of several candidate vehicle and contro l  system 
configurations. For these studies, the shuttle trajectory, displays 
and performance from 40.000 ft to touchdown will be duplicated 
as closely as possible by the CV-990 aircraft. The SSV-FTS w ~ l l  
prov~de the var~able stability capability required to investigate 
the orb~ter handling qualities. 
W73-70757 909-44-02 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex 
SPACE SYSTEMS . THERMAL CONTROL 
W. W Guy 713-483-2351 
The objective of the proposed effort 1s to develop a modular, 
self-contained, inflatable radiator system that can be easily 
deployed in orbit from standard docklng ports in order to 
minimlze rad~ator area availability problems of future spacecratr 
The approach will include an analytical investigation and a 
feasibil~ty test of candidate inflatable radiator concepts. This 
effort will util~ze the technology base established by Echo balloons 
and other inflatable structures to develop a I~ghtweight, inflatable 
radlator system. 
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W73-70763 909-44-33 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SYSTEMS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYS- 
TE M 
E. A.  ~ a l k e  713-483-4065 
A relatively large number of present and future onboard 
systems and payloads require processing a variety of measure- 
ments or handling diverse types of data. The quantity under 
measurement may require spectral or time/frequency domain 
analysis and be of such h ~ g h  bandwidth as to preclude the use 
of onboard information management, and evaluation of data 
condit~ontng, compression. and processing hardware wh~ch  could 
provide an eff~cient and pract~cal transit~on from the high 
frequency experiment signals into useful d~gital data for experiment 
checkout, monitor~ng, and control by the IMS system. An in-house 
study will determine, using a representatlve set of experiments, 
areas in whlch the applicat~on of special purpose data handling 
equipment capable of prov~ding an efficient transit~on from high 
frequency data to information only data will result in reduct~ons 
in cost, power. weight, and volume of the overall onboard data 
systems. The in-house study w ~ l l  provide a funct~onal comparison 
of the overall data flow from sensor to user with and without 
special purpose processing equipment to demonstrate the 
advantages of the former approach. Design requirements for the 
onboard special purpose processor will be generated and a 
contract awarded for the design and demonstration of the 
breadboard model. 
W73-70764 909-44-35 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
AVIONICS COST MODEL 
Joseph Fuller 71 3-483-2741 
The objective of this plan IS to enhance MSC's capab~lity 
to develop cost and scheduling relationships for advanced av~onics 
subsystems. The approach IS to: (1)  develop an avionics data 
base of historical cost. schedule, and technical performance 
characteristics which are capable of producing statist~cal inferences 
for future hardware developments: (2) use the data base developed 
for each subsystem in determin~ng relationships between cost. 
schedules. and readilyknown parameters, such as desired technical 
performance character~stics: (3) perform cost and schedule 
sensitivity analys~s over state-of-the-art and advanced (expected) 
performance ranges for each subsystem; and (4)  verify the 
validity of cost and schedule estimating techniques developed 
with an example from each subsystem famtly, within the relevant 
performance ranges mentioned in (3). 
W73-70765 909-44-38 
Manned Spacecratt Center, Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SYSTEMS - MATERIALS 
H. F. Kline 713-483-5539 
The objective is to develop an organized method of utilizing 
information obta~ned from the examination of materials which 
have been exposed to space aging environment. This information 
should assist In predicting the-l i fe of nonmetallic materials 
similar In structure; in continutng the work of NAS 9-1161 1 
(Development of Specification to Evaluate Elastomers Relative 
to Aging Resistance); and In developing new and novel methods 
of mater~al degradation testlng. A systematic method of testing, 
classifying and recording aging data will be established. Flight 
hardware from Apollo program will be dismantled and tested. 
The program will relate changes of the material to similar 
changes on new materials of the same formulation obta~ned by 
accelerated aging tests. The objectwe of this RTOP task is to 
develop a design handbook and gu~delines which can be used 
to m i n ~ m ~ z e  contamination problems due to outgasstng of 
mater~als One of the primary functions of shuttle w ~ l l  be to 
deliver experiment packages into earth orbit. In order to accomplish 
such a task successfully, contaminat~on of the experiments by 
the shuttle vehicles and the experiments themselves must be 
minimized. This can best be accompl~shed by providing to the 
des~gn engineer ground rules and methods for evaluating and 
uslng outgasslng data as well as prov~d~ng access to extensive 
l~stings of outgasslng data. 
W73-70766 909-44-41 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
SIMULATION TECHNIQUES FOR ADVANCED AVIONICS 
SYSTEMS 
A. G Nolting 713-483-5121 
(970-53-1 0)  
The goal of this Research and Technology Operating Plan 
IS to provlde a comprehensive set of avionics s imu la t~on  
requirements for an interim functtonal slmulat~on and the Shuttle 
Miss~on Simulator. Efforts will be directed toward evaluat~ng 
alternatives, e.g.. simulat~on techniques, simulation computer 
complex configuration, and establishing the requirements for the 
computer systems and programs for the Shuttle Mission Simulator 
The data generated is required early during the Shuttle Phase C 
effort t o  influence crew station design and for the early 
development of simulators and software programs to be used 
for crew tra~ning. 
W73-70767 909-44-42 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
CREW PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES 
Paul C Kramer 713-483-3291 
The major study objective IS to develop a digital computer 
program to Interface f l~ght procedures documentation w i t h  
man-in-the-loop simulators. Th~s computer program will enable 
defin~tion, veriflcation, and modiftcatlon of flight procedures more 
efficiently than has been posstble for the Apollo and Skylab 
programs. The procedures development program will be used 
for the following (1) To produce step-by-step crew rimelines 
directly from stmulation runs. (2) To compare actual procedures 
used during simulator runs with destred procedures stored In 
computer mass memory. (3) To evaluate. create, and modify 
crew displays on multi-purpose CRT's. Each crew action to be 
documented will be defined and identified by NASA approved 
nomenclature. Other sign~f~cant procedural factors, such as 
day-night cycle' and tracking station coverage will also be 
determined and a data format defined which meets procedures 
documentation requirements. A software program whlch extracts 
and records the desired data dur~ng simulation runs will be 
developed. This program will also arrange the data In the 
des~red format and include the capability to produce hard copes. 
The program will be completely documentated with Flow charts 
and program I~stings, and a user's manual wtll be provided. 
W73-70768 909-44-42 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex 
SIMULATOR CONFIGURATION, CHECKOUT A N D  OPERA- 
TION 
Paul C. Kramer 71 3-483-3291 
The objective of this study is to develop a series of 
software programs for man-~n-the-loop simulators that will provide 
the techniques for defin~tion, verif~cation and modificat~on of 
flight procedures and simulator hardware and software. Task 1 
- Crew Procedures Development Techniques . Th~s task develops 
a computer program which will enable def~n~tion, verification 
and modification of flight procedures more eff~ciently for future 
manned space flight missions than has been posstble in the 
past. Task 2 - Simulator Software Verif~cation Techniques - This 
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task develops design methods/techn~ques that permlt rap~d 
ver~f~catlon (self-test) of the simulat~on hardware and techniques 
that ver~fy accurate simulator representation of f l~ght vehicle 
responses. displays, sequencing timing, etc. Task 3 - Development 
of S~mulator Change Control System - This task w ~ l l  develop a 
documentatlon system and assoclated update procedures for 
using a spacecraft contractor's documentation system as the 
data source lor design and development of a large scale 
simulator. Task 4 - Automation of Simulator Conf~guration Control 
- Thls task develops the methods for cornputerlzing and controlling 
the configuration documentation of large-scale simulators to 
improve configuration control and reduce manpower requrrements. 
W73-70769 909-44-42 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex. 
DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATED SIMULATOR CHANGE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
Charles C Olasky 7 13-483-342 1 
The goal of thls RTOP is to investigate and develop 
methods for minimizing the manpower requirements inherent 
with the task of change (configuration) control for large-scale 
simulators. This study will be divided into two basic tasks. 
TASK 1 - Thls task wi l l  examlne the area of simulator 
documentat~on systems and assoc~ated update procedures for 
deflning and maintaining a simulated flight vehicle definition. 
The documentation systems associated with the spacecraft and 
spacecraft simulators have represented a significant bottleneck 
in efficient simulator development. It is assumed that little will 
ever be done to change a spacecraft contractor's system to 
benefit a simulator deslgn. Therefore, this task would assume a 
specific spacecraft contractor's documentation system to be the 
data source for a simulator and subsequently develop a responsive 
simulator contractor documentation system. A serles of test 
cases based on change control problems encountered during 
the CMS. LMS. and SLS development would be used to verify 
the developed system. The end product of thls task would be a 
study report including a procedures document describing the 
new system. TASK 2 - The goal of this task IS to develop 
mettiods for centralizing, cornputerlzing and controlling the 
conf~guration documentat~on of large-scale simulators for the 
purpose of improving configuration control with reduced manpower 
requirements Thls study would deflne levels of documentation 
control. computer tasks, human tasks, data base requirements, 
input-output methods,  computer- to-computer  data base 
exchanges, scheduling system, and provide a cost effectiveness 
analysis. 
W73-70770 909-74-03 
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio. 
SMALL HIGH SPEED BEARING TECHNOLOGY 
W. A. Tomazic 216-433-8358 
(502-24-3 1)  
The objective is to develop and demonstrate the technology 
for small high speed bearings (approximately 2 0  mm diameter 
and 120.000 rpm). Such bearlngs are required for use in 
hydrogen pumps of small. highly efficient and versatile 
staged-combustion hydrogen-oxygen rocket engines whlch must 
operate reliably in a space environment for long perlods of tlme 
and over many duty cycles. The contract effort will be carried 
out In two phases. In Phase 1 ,  the contractor will des~gn, build 
and test rolling-element type bearings. These bearlngs will be 
designed using the best available information, to meet the 
conditions prescribed for use in a space tug engine, Including 
long-life capability (10  hours and 300  starts) The retainer 
design IS particularly cr~tical in these small bearings. To further 
improve the l ~ f e  expectancy of these advanced conventional 
bearings. Phase II will incorporate the best Phase I bearing into 
a hybrid design, which combines the roll~ng-element and 
hydrostatic principles. 
W73-7077 1 909-74-33 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
EVALUATE REALISM OF M A N N E D  ACTIVITY SCHEDULING 
SYSTEM (MASS) I N  SKYLAB MISSIONS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
A cooperative effort between LRC and MSC is currently 
underway where the LRC Manned Activ~ty Scheduling System 
(MASS) will be used to support the 56-day SKYIAB Medical 
Experiments and Altitude Test (SMEAT). LRC will use the MASS 
to conduct crew actlvity analyses and to generate crew activity 
timelines for MSC In turn. LRC will receive valuable mission 
experience whlch is dlrectly related to the in-house support of 
the Shuttle compatible ~ d v a n c e d  Technology Laboratory. In-house 
and contractural efforts will continue to improve the LRC MASS 
to make ~t a more realistic and useful tool for mission planning 
and operations analyses. 
W73-70772 909-74-35 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SOLAR CELL ENERGY WHEEL SYSTEM FOR S P A C E  
VEHICLE APPLICATIONS 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
This work will establish. the feasibility of a- Solar Cell 
Energy Wheel System (SCEWSI that can perform the dual 
function of power generation and attltude control for a broad 
range of spacecrah and rnlsslons. Initial efforts will define SCEW 
system and component design goals and will investigate the 
Impact of spacecrah integration on SCEW system deslgn. Analyses 
and s~mulat~ons will be conducted to determine the system 
power generation and control capability. to generate component 
performance specifications compatible with vehicle/misslon 
requirements. and to verify component des~gns and integrat~on 
of systems System hardware which cannot be '  developed 
within state-of-the-art technology will be identified, and deslgn 
and breadboard hardware development efforts will be carried 
out to assure the SCEWS concept feasibility and practicability. 
If the SCEWS concept proves viable, laboratory prototype SCEWS 
hardware will be bud-and  evaluated using exlsting LRC static 
and dynamic test setups. Assoc~ated development programs will 
be directly coordinated with LeRC. GSFC. MSC, and MSFC. 
Primary problem areas include the impact of reliability, safety. 
mainta~nability, failure modes, and system integrat~on on SCEWS 
weight tradeoffs: performance limits of composite rnater~als under 
cyclic stresses and extended-duration vacuum: development of 
bearings and seals capable of long life under large cyclic loads. 
development of high-power. efficient spin motors and generators, 
development of high-torque, low-rate gimbal actuators; and 
development of glmbal sensors w i th  high resolution and 
accuracy. Solutions to these problems will be verified through 
simulation and hardware tests, which will determine power 
generation capability, control effectiveness, and spinup-sp~ndown 
cycling effects on system performance. Successful completion 
of this program would permit major weight and volume savings 
for a broad range of spacecraft. 
Space Life Sciences 
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NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
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The objectives are to investigate and evaluate effects of 
exposure t o  the space environment on neurophys~ological 
processes in man, w ~ t h  emphasis on visual functions; to provide 
for the development of practical procedures for In-flight as well 
as preand post-fl~ght evaluation of these variables, and whenever 
Inevitable temporary disturbances are expected: and to provide 
adequate compensatory measures. The effects of unusual 
gravttational forces on dynamtc visual accommodation (focusing) 
will be investigated by: (1)  utilizing the SRI-Ames Optometer to 
measure the accommodat~ve function under bedrest conditions. 
and (2 )  developing and utilizing a space-rated mod~fication of 
the SRI-Ames Optometer for use In flight. The effects of motlon 
slckness on the limits of peripheral vision and on v~sually-based 
orlentation will be investigated using the rotational facl l~t~es of
USN-AMI. and test equipment and data-analysis facilities at 
ARC; real-time analysis techniques w ~ l l  be developed for the 
on-line measurement and control of the extent of induced 
motlon sickness. The capability for pursuing a program of 
sophisticated measurements of visual funct~on during space flight 
will be developed in the Human Vision Space Fl~ght Experiment 
(T-006) and w ~ l l  prov~de a comprehensive series of tests of 
visual functioning w ~ t h  the related equipment consolidated into 
a single v~sion tester. 
W73-70774 970-21 -1  2 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
CARDIOVASCULAR-PHYSIOLOGY 
H P. Klein 415-965-5094 
The objectives of thls program are to describe and understand 
the course of adaptation of the cardiovascular system to space 
flight cond~tions and its readjustment to normal gravity upon 
re-entry to the earth's environment. In order to accomplish this 
the response of the human cardiovascular system will be 
determined during the various factors and stresses associated 
with manned space f l~ght. Work will be conducted in both 
animals and man. Human studies will be conducted using 
non-invasive methods Animal studies will be performed in 
appropriately instrumented chronic animal preparations suitable 
for use in future space f l~ght  experiments. Animal models (dogs 
and/or chimpanzees) are being created to assess central (heart 
and lung) and peripheral (arterial and venous) card~ovascular 
function. Similar studies are being conducted in humans subjected 
to bed rest simulations of weightlessness. Studies to date have 
demonstrated that both central and per~phera l  vascular 
mechan~sms are contributing to the altered orthostatic response 
after bed rest or associated with the decreased tolerance to 
acceleration profiles known to occur and anticipated for future 
space flights. 
W73-70775 970-21-13 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif 
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY 
H. P Klein 415-965-5094 
It  is predicted that pulmonary function changes significantly 
in weightlessness. The objective of this program is to determine 
the magnitude of certain of  these changes and determine the~r  
effects on the ability of man to adjust successfully to long 
duration spaceflight and to readjust to normal gravlty subsequent 
to such a miss~on. In addition, the part played by gravity in 
determ~ning pulrrlonary function on earth will be examined to 
obtain baselme data and improve the predictions which can be 
made regarding the changes expected in welghtlessness. The 
functions being measured are lung volumes, oxygen and carbon 
d~oxide washout. regional perfusion, regional vent~lation, total 
ventilat~on, vent~lation/perfusion ratio for whole lung and different 
regions. pulmonary diffusing capactty, mtxed venous C02 
tensions, pulmonary blood volume and cardiac output In the 
area of aerosol deposition, where significant changes are also 
expected. experiments will be carried out under high and zero 
gravity cond~tions to conf~rm the predicted changes in deposit~on 
In the lung from the larger particle sedimentation factor. 
Approaches include investigations to determine the effects of 
gravity on normal human lung, with particular reference to 
mechan~cal deformation and its effects on pulmonary function; 
continued work on baseline data required for the ground controls 
for a future flight experiment: feasibility demonstrations for 
hardware systems later to be converted into flight systems: and 
aircraft parabolic flight experiments to evaluate aerosol deposition 
changes under varylng g loads. 
W73-70776 970-21-14 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
METABOLISM A N D  NUTRITION 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
Major emphasis is placed on the development of an 
integrated program on general metabol~sm and nutrition within 
the framework of the Biomedical Research D~vision The goals 
are directed towards obtaining a greater understanding of the 
regulatory processes requ~red for maintenance of vital functions 
and from wh~ch heat and energy for muscular activity IS 
derived. Approaches are oriented towards ultimate appl~cations 
to human maintenance diagnosis. prevention, and physiologic 
factors bear~ng on mission safety requirements with special 
emphasis on the effect of acceleration environments. Research 
IS conducted in carbohydrate and fat metabolism; calc~um 
metabolism and factors ~nfluenc~ng the physical integrity of 
bone, work performance. heat production, and temperature 
regulation: water and electrolyte metabolism; liver funct~on tests: 
and remedial measures to offset effects of adverse accelerat~on 
environments. Researches are performed through simulation 
studies wlth experimental animals and human test subjects 
Research is conducted In-house and on a contract and grant 
basis. Animal restraint and bed rest will be used to Investigate 
hypogravic environments, centr~fuges will be used to evaluate 
htgh g profiles Flight opportunities will be sought to verify 
theory w ~ t h  experimental findings. 
W73-70777 970-21 -16 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
ENDOCRINOLOGY 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
The general object~ve IS to define more precisely the 
endocrine mechan~sms which mediate the physiological responses 
and adaptations encountered in prolonged space flight. Research 
will be primarily directed to the analysls of the endocrine 
mechanisms regulating protein, lipid and m~neral metabolism. 
Emphas~s will be placed on the development of biochemical 
methods for assessing the endocrine status of subjects exposed 
to prolonged space flight with particular reference to the effects 
of real or simulated welghtlessness and of variable g-forces. 
The speciftc approaches to be employed are as follows: (1) the 
quantitative determination of the levels of circulating pituitary 
and other peptide hormones in plasma: ( 2 )  the analyses of the 
spectrum of tlssue peptidases ~nvolved in the conversion of 
peptide hormone precursors into biologically actlve hormones as 
well as their involvement in regulation of the b~ologically actlve 
concentrations of pitu~tary and other peptide hormones: (3) 
analys~s of the effect of variable g-forces on the plasma 
concentrations of peptide hormones and their resultant effects 
on protein. lipid and mineral metabolism: (4)  evaluation of 
radiorespirometry as a tool for assessing the endocrine-dependent 
metabolic status of the whole animal: (5)  analys~s of endocr~ne- 
dependent enzymes ~nvolved in lipid metabol~sm and transport. 
and (6)  the elucidation of the effect of varylng brain serotonin 
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levels on responsiveness of the pituitary adrenal system to 
stress. 
W73-70778 970-21 - 1  7 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Callf. 
COUNTERMEASURES 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
Research will be continued. to determine the effectiveness 
of  candidate techniques to prevent or correct deteriorative 
physiological changes induced by space flight, prtmarily in the 
cardiovascular, musculoskeletal and body fluid disbrlbution areas. 
This research wil l  emphasize gradlent positive pressure. 
programmed Valsalva maneuvers, skeletal compression and 
combinations of these as candidate techn~ques which may preclude 
the possible requirement for spacecraft artificial g on future 
long duration missions. A concept will be developed, hardware 
manufactured and tested for an oscillating platform to impose 
intermittent inertial forces to the cardtovascular and musculoskele- 
tal systems, the purpose of which IS to maintain normal equtllbrium 
in these systems during bed rest and eventually in orbiting 
systems. 
W73-70779 970-21 -25 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif. 
CHEMISTRY A N D  MICROBIOLOGY 
H. P. Klein 
This program has as ~ t s  objective the definition and study 
of potential microbiolog~cal and btochemical problems of manned 
space flight. Studies will be directed to examine and assess 
alterations between man and his microflora in the spacecraft 
environment during manned space flight. especially as they may 
adversely affect astronaut health. Research will be oriented 
toward a number of parameters concerned with virulence of 
microorganisms. immunity to infect~on, rapid diagnosis of the 
infected state, measures to prevent or limit infectious disease. 
microbial shock and mutational effects as related to manned 
space missions The overall approach will be to study the 
mechanism of responsibility for undesirable or hazardous changes 
in the host parasite system in a spacecratt environment. mainly 
by a continuation and expansion of grants to universities plus 
s~eci f lc  In-house efforts. 
W73-70780 970-21 -35 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS EFFECTS 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
The objective is to determine effects of various environmental 
factors (atmospheric contaminants, dysbarism, weightlessness 
and plus G sub z in relation to human performance In space 
fllghts Cellular consequences as well as physiologtcal effects 
will be studled. Human, particulate induced pathology. will be 
studied as a polnt of reference with respect to the state of 
damage which may occur in astronauts. Correlations will be 
made between morphological alterations and phys~ological 
changes caused by agents contaminating the atmosphere. Extent 
of damage and reversibllity will be established uslng ultrastructural 
morphology as an endpoint. The greater risk of dysbarism in 
presently planned atmospheres requires investigations into 
preventative or remedial techniques. To this end, nitrogen 
scavenging compounds are being developed which will remove 
nitrogen from tissues and blood. Deslgn limitations predicate 
that crew and passengers on space vehicles will be subjected 
to weightlessness for considerable perlods of time durlng space 
flights. Tolerance of humans aher varying periods of simulated 
weightlessness wtll be determined under medically controlled 
conditions. The effects of weightlessness and reentry profiles 
from the wetghtless state will be ascertained In a wider variety 
of subjects as may be candidates for passengers in the shuttle. 
W73-70781 970-21 -45 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif 
MEDICAL SUPPORT 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
(970-21-14) 
The objectives of this program are to study environmental 
influences on the efficiency of specific drugs likely to be used 
during manned space flight. Emphasis will be placed on 
determining adverse or beneficial reactions because of altered 
absorption or metabolism of the drug in the space environment 
or because of speclfic synergistic or antagonistic effects of the 
drug to physiological changes produced by weightlessness and 
other flight factors. Work will focus on xylocaine. on the interaction 
of caffeine with amphetamine or amphetamine/scopolamine and 
on aspirin. The Interaction of aspirin wlth the increased C02 
levels of the space cabin environment will be evaluated by 
changes in blood acid-base balance, blood and urinary electrolyte 
balances and bone mineralization Interference of all drugs 
tested w i t h  routine physiological measurements such as 
electrolytes and conicosteroids wtll be assessed. 
W73-70782 970-21-51 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Fleld. Calif. 
H U M A N  BEHAVIOR A N D  PERFORMANCE 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
(970-21-52) 
The objective of this research is to determine the effects 
of environmental variables characteristics of space man's 
performance as a systems manager and crew member. Research 
will be conducted on classes of behavior, likely to be affected 
by the space environment. specifically, alertness, information 
acquisition. decislon processes, communication and cooperation 
with other crew members. Laboratory and field studies will be 
conducted. whlch explore new methods of maintaining individual 
and social behavior under conditions approximating space flight. 
This wi l l  involve manipulation of communication patterns, 
cooperative work, incentive programming and contingency 
management. Selection versus behavior maintenance approaches 
to insuring long-term performance will be investigated. 
W73-70783 970-21 -52 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
BEHAVIORAL PHYSIOLOGY 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
(970-21 -53) 
The objectives of this program are to establish in animals 
the brain mechanisms that regulate biologic rhythms and behavior 
and to apply this information via experiments in man to solving 
specific spaceflight related problems of behavior, performance 
and social interaction. These objectives will be achieved by 
studying in rats and subhuman primates. the central nervous 
system mechanisms controlling behavioral rhythms by braln 
electrical stimulation, by alteration in food consumption. feeding 
time and food composltion, and by changing the set-point of 
the biologic clock by use of noxious stimuli or drugs. Experiments 
in man will include studies of sleep-wake cycles and sleep 
deprivation in a time free envlronment: correlating consumption 
of speciftc foods with serotonin systhesis, sleep, alertness and 
body temperature; determining the thresholds of light intensity 
necessary to maintain circadian rhythm synchrony in man and 
whether this threshold is altered by simulated weightlessness 
(bedrest); and quantitating the changes in gross behavior. 
performance, social interaction and sleep previously observed in 
prolonged bedrest. 
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W73.70784 970-21 -53 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
SENSORY SYSTEMS A N D  NEUROBEHAVIORAL STUDIES 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
The objective of this work IS to increase our knowledge of 
postural and orienting mechanisms--especially thelr reactions to 
unusual environmental forces. This information will be applted 
in the evaluation, prediction and control of the adverse effects 
of the unusual high and low g forces and unusual linear and 
angular accelerative forces encountered in extended space 
missions. Particular attention will be paid to visual vestibular, 
and proprioceptive (muscle feedback) systems, thelr interactions. 
and their relationships with the general mechanisms underlying 
sleep and wakefulness. Descriptive studles will define the effects 
of altered gravity on neurophys~ological function and behav~or. 
orientation. sensorimotor coordination, postural control and 
locomotion. Analytical studies will be devoted to the understanding 
of  the neural processes involved in gravity reception and 
response. thresholds for detecting changes in acceleration and 
rotation, and the rate and level of adaptatlon to chronlc exposure 
to altered gravity. Neurophysiological and neurochemlcal studies 
will address the mechanisms which underhe levels of sleep and 
arousal, attention. alertness, and motivation. The behavioral 
aspects of maturatlon and development will be investigated 
with emphasls on the effects of chronic exposure to levels 
above and below earth gravlty In addition, work on the 
mechanisms of complex orientational capacities in man and 
animal will also receive attention. Other sensory systems such 
as those sewing auditory and cutaneous (tactile, thermal, and 
pressure) sensibilities will be Investigated as necessary in support 
of flight experlments and in developing basic information relevant 
to remotely operated systems 
W73-70785 970-21 -61 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
REGULATORY BIOLOGY 
H. P. Kleln 41 5-965-5094 
(970-21 -62) 
The objective IS to establish the mechanisms of functional 
adaptatlon of living systems when ~nfluenced by space fllght 
variables. Functional variations, and their inherent mechanisms, 
will be studied in plant and animal systems at various levels of 
blologic organization. The research within the scope of this 
RTOP is related to the quantltation and delineation of the 
biochemical, anatomic and physiologic changes in organisms 
exposed to altered gravity. Representative biologic species, both 
plant and animal, at different levels of biologlc organ~zation 
must be used, comparatlvely, to determine the Influence of 
altered gravity on major blologic functions. Changes in gravity 
will be introduced by such means as acceleration (centrifuge). 
gravity compensatlon (clinostat), etc Observations will be made 
of morphologic changes. of modified biochemical pathways and 
of changes in speciflc physiologic function consequent to changes 
in body functions likely to be manifest. A significant part of this 
effort is related to an elabgration of the regulatory factors In 
homeostatic adaptatton to and deconditioning from the metabolic 
stresses associated with a change In the gravlty field. The 
mechanism(s) of graviperception are most Important. Thus. a 
comprehensive, quantitative knowledge of the unique responses 
of a variety of livlng systems to space flight factors will afford 
valuable insights Into the blologic aspects of manned space 
fllght 
W73-70786 970-21 -62  
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
DEVELOPMENTAL A N D  GENETIC BIOLOGY 
H. P. Klein 41 5-965-5094 
The objective of this program is to determine the effects 
of space flight on genetic integrity, differentiation, growth. 
development, maturation and senescence of living systems. 
Research will be performed on the role of gravity, from hlgh g 
to weightlessness. in the maintenance of cellular integrity, of 
cellular spatial relationships and in biochemical and biophysical 
reactions that control differentiatlon, growth, development and 
maturatlon of embryonic systems, both plant and animal. Of 
general Importance is the determination of any subtle or gross 
effect of altered gravity on the organization of living matter 
during a complete life span in the space environment and its 
subsequent readaptation to Earth's gravity. The quantltatlve 
comparat,ive differentiation between gravity-dependent and 
gravity-independent systems wtll be evaluated critically Also. 
experiments have been selected which can be developed into 
flight experlments to investigate the genetlc effects of the 
space environment. Laboratory tests will be requlred to develop 
procedures and establish baseline genetic data, Improved 
techniques to measure specific endpoints such as the fixation of 
biological material In space for prolonged storage will be 
developed. A self-powered unit for flxatlon and preservation will 
be built. Radlatlon sources will be developed for in-flight use to 
detect synergism of radiation and we~ghtlessness in producing 
genetic damage. The effect of hlgh Z cosmic ray particles will 
be determined. 
W73-70787 970-21 -63 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif. 
RADIATION BIOLOGY 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
A comprehensive study addressed to the space radiation 
problem for manned flights will be accomplished for the purpose 
of establishing realistic radiation exposure limits and developing 
protective and preventative procedures and techniques agalnst 
hazards of space radiation. Emphasis will be placed on studies 
concerned with biological effects and relevant dosimetry of 
galactic cosmlc ray particles, and combined effects of radiation 
and dynamic space flight factors. Both ground-based and space 
flight stud~es are to be accomplished, lntenslve ground-based 
work will be conducted, utilizing a variety of biological materlals 
and endpoints and existing or modified partlcle accelerators for 
lrradiatlon, to establish and understand the mode of action and 
biologic effectiveness of energetic, heavy-lons (HZE) at the 
molecular, cellular, and organism levels. The acute and chronlc 
effects of HZE particles on proliferating and non-d~vidlng cells 
and tissues, and the comblned biologic effects of radlatlon, 
vibration, and compensated gravlty will be assessed. The rate of 
production and energy spectra of high-LET recoil particles in 
tissue equivalent nuclear track detectors will be established, and 
capability to identify track, energy, and charge of particle impacting 
biologic targets will be developed. Balloon and/or space flight 
experiments will be conducted to assess the biologic effectiveness 
of galactic cosmic rays in various biological materlals. including 
brains and eyes of intact organlsms, and the comblned effects 
of radiation and dynamic space f l~ght  factors. 
W73-70788 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Fleld, Cal~f. 
AIR REVITALIZATION 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
(970-22-30) 
A program to conduct Ifle support research and advanced 
technology will be carried out by this Center. The life support 
areas to be Investigated are, advanced academtc life support 
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research: stat~c-feed water electrolysis; n~trogen/hydrogen gas 
separation. electrochem~cal oxygen concentration: electrochem~cal 
C 0 2  concentratlon, s3l1d electrolyte C02 electrolysis, trace 
contaminant control, and l ~ q u ~ d  amine for C02 removal. 
W73-70789 970-22-23 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Cal~f 
WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 
H. P. Kle~n 41 5-965-5094 
A program to conduct l ~ f e  support research and advanced 
technology w ~ l l  be carried out by this Center. The life support 
areas to be invest~gated are. (1)  urlne pretreatment by stab~lized 
urease enzyme; (2) membrane development for reverse osmosls 
appl~cat~ons: and (3)  sol~d waste ~nc~neration. 
W73-70790 970-22-24 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Calif 
FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
H P Kleln 415-965-5094 
A program to conduct advanced Food Technology research 
will be carried out by thls Center. The areas to be ~nvest~gated 
are (1)  chem~cal synthesis of carbohydrate from C02: (2) 
enzymatic synthesis of carbohydrate from C02: and (3)  growth 
of fresh food by hydropon~c techniques 
W73-70791 970-22-30 
Ames Research Center. Moffett F~eld. Callf. 
CREW EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS 
H. P. Klein 415-965-5094 
(970-22-2 1) 
Ames Research Center will conduct a program to perform 
research and advanced technology In crew equipment systems. 
The areas to be lnvest~gated are: advanced space suit and 
glove development: advanced l ~ q u ~ d  cooled garment: l ~ q u ~ d  cooled 
garment thermal control, advanced extravehicular protective 
system C02 control, advanced extravehicular protective system 
thermal control; and so l~d oxygen sources. 
W73-70792 970-23-20 
Ames Research Center. Moffett Fleld. Calif 
TELEOPERATOR MANIPULATOR AND END EFFECTOR 
TECHNOLOGY 
H P Kle~n 41 5-965-5094 
Research and development stud~es are needed to develop 
subsystem technology for appl~cations to earth-orb~tal lunar and 
planetary surface teleoperator miss~ons. Research currently 
underway includes integrated in-house and grantlcontract 
studies. In-house stud~es are devoted to the development and 
evaluat~on of: a) improved unilateral and bilateral manipulator 
arms and dexterous end effectors. b) advanced v~sual environment 
sensing and display systems which will provide the human 
operator with a 3-D vlew of the remote scene. and c) pred~ctor 
d~splays based on hybrid computer mapping, storlng and 
manipulating stereo-palr Information obta~ned from the stereo 
camera subsystem. Grant and contract studies are directed 
respectively toward a) the development of a collaborative 
AmesIStanford program in which a teleoperator research 
laboratory will be establ~shed at Ames to study man-mach~ne 
Integration problems associated with various levels of manual 
and automatic control, and b) the development and evaluat~on 
of advanced sensory aids and the associated displays required 
to prov~de relevant information on the remote environment to 
the human controller dur~ng RMS control tasks 
W73-70793 970-23-30 
Ames Research Center Moffett F~eld Cal~f 
ADVANCED BIOINSTRUMENTATION 
H P Kle~n 415-965-5094 
The oblect~ve for work In this area IS the development of 
blo~nstrumentat~on technology requ~red to enable the measurement 
of b~olog~cal phys~olog~cal nd psycholog~cal responses of man 
and/or selected an~mal specles durlng space f l~ght  Advanced 
b~o~nstrumentat~on efforts will Include the development of 
varlous concepts and techn~ques to monltor phys~olgolcal funct~on 
by non-lnvaslve non-~njur~ous methods lnclud~ng swallowable 
telemetry unlts new ECG electrodes and mlnlature sensors 
such as accelerometers placed on or about the body surface 
Non-~nvas~ve techn~ques will be developed and evaluated for 
mak~ng card~ovascular measurements uslng prlmarlly Doppler 
ultrasound Both continuous and pulsed ultrasonic techn~ques 
will be evaluated part~cularly mult~ple range gatlng of transcutan 
eous s~gnals Development of new laboratory techn~ques and 
equipment such as holographic microscopy and advanced 
techniques for processing biological materials will also be'pursued. 
Lastly, new and Improved microelectron~c methods for measuring 
physiologic status during space f l~ght  will be developed. These 
methods will be applied to sensors and systems placed in or 
upon the body surface. 
W73-70794 970-24-01 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Cal~f. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH 
H. P. Kleln 41 5-965-5094 
Objective is to prov~de support for prel~m~nary lnvest~gation 
of various alternat~ve advanced research and technology efforts 
which might ultimately become part of an approved programmed 
RTOP ass~gned to the Center The Center Director of L~fe 
Sciences will be the sole authority for selecting those tasks 
wh~ch  will become pan of t h ~ s  RTOP. Task documentation 
outlining the efforts undertaken as pan of this RTOP will be 
furnished for Information purposes follow~ng assignment of the 
task by the Center D~rector of L~fe Sc~ences. 
W73-70795 970-24-02 
Ames Research Center, Moffett F~eld. Calif. 
BIORESEARCH MODULE 
D. L. W~nter 41 5-965-5100 
The object of this project is to conduct a study to adapt 
the Bioresearch module used in the OFO-A flight to a possible 
longer durat~on f l~ght of increased complexity The non-recoverable 
OFO-A bioresearch module des~gn w ~ l l  be used as a technical 
baselme for this study Requirements and trade-offs will be 
explored to increase the life support thermal control and centrifuge 
capab~l~ty 
W73-70796 970-42-30 
Flight Research Center. Edwards. Cal~f. 
CREW EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS 
L. R Carpenter 805-258-331 1 
(970-22-30: 970-52-30) 
The objective is to prov~de appl~ed technology development 
and flight concept verif~cat~on of flight crew personal equipment 
related to the shuttle spacecraft f l~ght test veh~cle program. The 
technical approach will Include definition of crew equipments 
for the f l~ght test veh~cle and subsequent development and 
engineer~ng s~mulat~on testing In support o f  the proposed 
operations. 
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W73-70797 970-51-1 1 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 
M. R DeLucchi 713-483-4731 
The object~ve IS to investigate and evaluate effects of the 
space environment upon the nervous system of man. This body 
system demands particular attention in that it constitutes the 
sensory, motor .  and most  significantly, the coordinating 
mechanisms for human performance and behavior. It is imperat~ve 
that neurophysiolog~cal function IS not impaired by exposure to 
any of the variables which are experienced dur~ng the course of 
a manned mission. The funct~on of the nervous system is of 
major significance in any attempt to either evaluate or predict 
human capabilities and performance. I t  is to  this end that work 
will be undertaken and directed. It is required that nervous 
system physiology be assessed both under conditions of ground 
based research and during space m~ssions so that the information 
obtained can be utilized to insure appropriate safety and 
performance potential. Particular emphasis will be placed upon 
spatial orlentation, motion s~ckness. visual and auditory perception. 
levels of attention and alterness, since information concerning 
these has d~rect appl~cation to space flight operations and 
mission planning. B~ochem~cal and bioelectric correlates of 
neurophys~ological function and behavior wi l l  be studied. 
Weightlessness and its associated alteration of sensory input to 
the body. durat~on of sleep and its quality, work-rest cycles. 
and stress levels--- 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY 
G. W. Hoffler 713-483-5555 
The object~ve is to determine cardiovascular responses 
and/or adaptations to the varlous environmental factors associated 
w ~ t h  manned space flight. Particular attention w ~ l l  be given to 
the physiological responses to weightlessness and mission-like 
workloads. Emphasis wtll be placed on Investigations pertalnlng 
to  those factors which affect and the mechanisms which control 
the onhostatic response to gravitational fields following exposure 
to long duration we~ghtlessness. Ancillary effort will be directed 
towards other factors and physiologic systems affecting 
cardiovascular funct~on such as heat loads, water and electrolyte 
balance renal and endocrine control Ground based programs 
will include use of hypodynam~c states: study of regulatory 
mechanisms and related physiologic systems and responses; 
development of measurement techn~ques, hardware, and data 
management and analysis capabilities: and conduct of pre- and 
postflight evaluat~ons of space crews, and analyze data from 
infl~ght medical experiments. 
W73-70799 970-51 -14 
Manned Spacecrah Center. Houston, Tex. 
METABOLISM A N D  NUTRITION 
John A. Rummel 7 13-483-5 156 
(970-52-20: 970-51-1 3) 
Metabolic mechanisms wh~ch  store and liberate heat and 
energy are the most basic processes in living systems. In 
supporting this scientif~c disc~pline we can divide ~t Into three 
overlap~ng areas: ( 1 )  Nutrition - the supply of adequate energy 
sources. 12) Respiratory/Metabolic - the transformation of energy 
sources to useful body processes and the resultant external 
work of the organism, and (3) Thermal - the effect of the 
environment on the organism's ability to regulate the loss of 
the heat produced by metabolic processes The spec~fic objectives 
and approach In each of these areas is as follows: ( 1 )  Nutrit~on - 
This program has. as its end polnt, the development of criteria 
for optimum foods and packages. It approaches t h ~ s  goal through 
two major categories of effort: the derivation of nutrit~onal and 
metabolic requirements and the design of foods and packages 
to meet those requirements. (2) Respiratory/Metabolic - The 
objective if this program is to obtain an understanding of the 
homeostatic mechanisms involved in the adaptation of man's 
energy transforming processes to the spaceflight environment. 
This w ~ l l  be accomplished by conducting basic research to 
evaluate the effect of abnormal and proposed environmental 
condittons on respiratory/metabolic function in order to determ~ne 
human effects. tolerances, and protective/preventative require- 
ments. (3)  Thermal Physiology - The physical effect of the 
spacecraft environment on thermoregulation has been included 
in a model of thermoregulation in man. Although no direct 
physiolog~c effect of the spacecraft environment is expected 
there may be interactions of the pulmonary and cardiovascular 
systems that will ~ndirectly influence thermoregulation. In add~tion 
work will be done to evaluate and optimize cooling systems 
and to Improve the def~n~t ion of heat storage tolerance 
W73-70800 970-51-1 5 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
HEMATOLOGY (IMMUNOLOGY) 
S L. Kimzey 713-483-4086 
(970-51 -1 6) 
The overall objective of this program is to assess the 
physiological costs of manned space flight relative t o  the 
hematolog~cal and immunological systems. Advanced biochemical 
analyt~cal techniques are being applied for: 1) detection and 
characterization of disease states prlor to their clinical expression. 
2 )  quantitative and qualitat~ve analysis of cellular chemical 
constituents of the formed elements of the blood and muscle 
tissue: and 3) computer~zed cell ~dentificatlon and functional 
classification based upon pattern recognition and association 
routines. Studies are being conducted to perfect procedures for 
~n f l~gh t  acquisition and preparation of microsamples of blood for 
postflight physiochemical analys~s. Animal models will be utilized 
to evaluate the influence on the immune response of stresses 
character~stic of both the terrestr~al and space flight environment. 
W73-70801 970-51.16 
Manned Spacecrah Center. Houston. Tex. 
ENDOCRINOLOGY 
C. S Leach 71 3-483-4086 
The overall program descr~bed herein is designed to further 
elucidate and define those physiological mechanisms which are 
operatlve in adaptation of the man to the space flight enviroriment 
and in h ~ s  readaptation to the earth environment following 
extended duration missions In general, these investigat~onc, w ~ l l  
be directed toward the identif~cat~on of hormonal and neurohumer- 
al agents wh~ch  are actlve In the readaptive process and will be 
concerned w ~ t h  describing the relat~onship between these 
compounds and those organ systems which are affected by the 
space flight environment. Research emphas~s will be placed on 
quantitation of endocr~ne compounds and the~r effect at the 
effector within the total system, as pertains principally to the 
regulation of  f l u ~ d  and electrolyte balance and acid-base 
equilibr~um. The endocrine control of these major system 
responses will include, but not be l~mited to, such areas as 
stress response, phys~ological cost and reserve. and nutrit~onal 
effects. The effects of stress induced endocr~ne/metabolic 
processes will be examined In reference to the interrelationship 
of the hormonal system with metabolic process to ~dent~ty  
those which are of importance in man's overall adaptat~on to 
environmental changes 
W73-70802 970-51-17 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
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COUNTERMEASURES 
G W Hoffler 71 3-483-5554 
The oblectlves of lnvestlgatlons undertaken wlthln the 
countermeasures area shall be to deflne develop and evaluate 
preventive and/or remed~al measures for mltlgatlng the deleterlous 
effects of prolonged welghtlessness on crew and/or passenger 
personnel These deleterlous effects may appear durlng fllght 
but are apt to be more evldent on return to force flelds (I-g) 
Countermeasures may be physlcal pharmacolog~cal or d~etary 
(nutrltlonal) In character and shall relate to the known blomedlcal 
problem areas of space flight, vlz card~ovascular decondltlonlng 
(postflight onhostatism). bone demineralization, muscle mass 
loss. decreased exercise tolerance, decondltioning of Ilgamentous. 
tendinous or other supportive skeletal structures, and vestibular 
disfunction. tvlethods shall be largely empirical but not to the 
exclusion of defining mechanisms of action in more basic studies. 
Finally, countermeasures will be valldated by appropriate stress 
testing. which may include centrlfugation, zero flights, and other 
less elaborate verflcation techniques. Particular emphasis will be 
placed on maintalnlng the Integrity of the cardlovascular and 
musculoskeletal systems, as well as of the general physical 
fitness of representative candidate crew and passenger 
populations. Bed rest will be the weightlessness analog utilized 
to simulate zero g either inhouse or at contractor facilities 
Such studies are now In progress at the USPHS Hospital, San 
Francisco in the mineral metabolism, fluid, electrolyte, and 
card~ovascular areas. 
W73-70803 - 970-51-25 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex. 
CHEMISTRY A N D  MICROBIOLOGY 
0. J. Mieszkuc 71 3-483-2031 
The baslc objective IS to identify and evaluate potential 
hazards to crews and passengers on OMSF missions. This 
includes programs to insure that the spacecraft has a compatible 
microbial ecology and that potential toxic contaminants are 
identified and evaluated. The current level of knowledge is not 
adequate to make satisfactory risk decisions for long-duration 
space fllghts, specifically, as related to our ability to provide 
man wlth a habitable non-toxlc environment and our ability to 
control or modlfy the endogenous and exogenous infectlous 
disease potential. The approach to reduction of this knowledge 
gap requires a three-phased coordinated course of study and 
action leading to the qualification of man and machine for 
extended duration mlssions in space. as follows: (1  ) determine 
the nature and extent of problems; (2)  derlve effectlve methods 
of  prevention and control; (3)  provide microbiolog~cal and 
toxicological support and monitoring systems for use infllght. All 
in-house and contract research efforts in support of Skylab and 
Advanced Misslons are organized around this approach. Thls 
research approach involves: ( 1 )  studies utilizing in vitro 
techniques. 12) comparative sutdies utilizing animal hosts: (3)  
medlcal investigations utilizing man as the test subject. 
W73-70804 970-51 -35 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex. 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS EFFECTS 
J A. Rummel 713-483-5156 
The objective of this work is to investigate the physiological 
effects of mechanical forces on man, and to evaluate the 
physiological adequacy of spacecrah atmospheres. The primary 
effort 1s to establlsh tolerance limits to sustained positlve (G sub 
z) acceleration in order to evaluate crew performance capab~l~ties 
and passenger protection and comfort for application to future 
programs An objective of these studies is to evaluate acceleration 
tolerance In relation to we~ghtlessness. Thls will be ac- 
compllshed by using strict bedrest as a means to simulate 
weightlessness. The acceleration proflle will be such that llmits 
of tolerance can be established that will be applicable to all 
probable spacecraft reentries involving G sub z acceleration 
vectors. Protective measures will be investigated. Additional 
efforts under thls RTOP will be to develop automated systems 
to integrate the results of the data obtained during atmosphere 
validation studies. 
W73.70805 970-51 -45  
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
MEDICAL SUPPORT 
R. L. Sauer 71 3-483-5056 
The objective 1s to develop techniques, methodologies and 
procedures for optimal preventlve and inflight medical care for 
future manned space fllght missions This plan encompasses 
two major areas of activity: (1 ) lmproved diagnostic and predictive 
capability; and (2) lmproved preventive and restorative treatment 
capabilities. Data collection, documentation and interpretation 
are essential efforts in enhancement of diagnostic and predictive 
capabilities. One proposed task. Development of an Automated 
Neurophysiological Function Test will fill an imponant gap in 
our present data acquisition system. Two tasks are involved 
wlth the continuing development of our data storage and retrieval 
system for Dispensary records, hazardous man test records, etc. 
The task. development and verlficatlon of Time Series Analysis 
Techniques. represents an important attempt at better understan- 
ding and utilization of biological data recorded over short time 
intervals for multiple perlods. Two tasks. Automated Cell 
ldentiflcatlon and Rapld Diagnostic Techniques for the early 
detection of disease, have Important implications for improving 
our flight crew health stabilization efforts at identification of 
Incubating infectious diseases, and for automation wlth potential 
remote utilization in a wide varlely of diagnostic problems. 
W73-70806 970-51 -51 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
H U M A N  BEHAVIOR A N D  PERFORMANCE 
W. E Feddersen 71 3-483-4734 
The objective of research in this area is to optimize man's 
performance under conditions of long-term space flight. Areas 
being Investigated are: ( 1  ) Skill retention for procedural, near-polnt 
and far-point control tasks over extended periods of time: and 
(2) Personality and psychosocial assessment techniques valldated 
and standardized for appllcation to spacecraft crew command 
structure. To establlsh the basic principles for optimal structuring 
of small groups under conditions of  sola at ion, conflnement. and 
other stresses. To 'advance knowledge of human capabilities 
and limitations in behavior and performance relevant to roles 
man must fulfill in space. (1)  Identify and select far-point 
control task requirements, develop candidate skill retention 
methods. traln subjects to conduct tests, and select optimum 
skill retention methods and specify prototype design requirements. 
(21 Establish a baseline battery of standardized psychosocial 
assessment measures for appllcation to crew command structures 
Major initlal emphasls will be placed on the development of 
criteria for the selection of lndivlduals for membership in groups 
whlch are assigned specific mission tasks Methods for continuous 
assessment of performance and group interaction over long 
periods of tlme will be deflned and validated. Such methods 
should be sufficiently sensitive to detect alteration in the 
effectiveness of individual and group functioning under adverse 
conditions such as rhythm desynchronization, sleep deprlvation, 
and sltuatlonal stress. Research wi l l  be devoted to  the 
programming of environmental events and procedures for the 
prevention and correction of undesirable behavior resulting from 
social and environmental conditions analogous to those 
encountered In space flight. (3)  Provide in-house laboratory 
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support In conduct of baseline performance studies in support 
of Space Shuttle 
W73-70807 970-51 -62 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex. 
DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY 
C. H. Walkinshaw 7 13-483-203 1 
Stud~es are underway at the Manned Spacecraft Center to 
determine the effects of the space envlronment on differentiat~on. 
growth, development. maturation, and senescence of livlng 
systems These studies have developed from Increased technol- 
ogy gained In Apollo 1 1. 12, 14. and 15 post-flight lnvestigatlons 
in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory. The primary objectlves of 
this work are to evaluate the dependence of plant growth upon 
specific environmental factors, to assess the effects of reduced 
grav~tatlonal and geomagnetic forces on growth and development 
of plants and animals. and to determine the effects of lunar 
matertals on selected plant species Also included as aims are 
certain preliminary evaluations on the usefulness of plants and 
animals In env~ronmental regenerat~on systems. The overall 
approach to defin~ng research areas IS to utilize plant and 
animal systems in which the compensation to environmental 
stress has been exaggerated by an obvious modification in 
cellular behav~or. Specific emphasls is being placed on measuring 
cellular products of aeromatic amino acids In species exposed 
to reduced grav~ty, reduced geomagnetic forces, modlfied gaseous 
environments, and mod~fied nutritional conditions. The detailed 
investigations on the growth promotion of plants treated with 
lunar matertals are also being continued For these latter studies, 
germfree plants exposed to lunar materials will be analyzed by 
techniques of gas-chromatography-mass spectrometry, and 
electron microscopy The approach to all tasks has been to 
establish cooperative experiments aimed at utiliz~ng unique 
resources of the Manned Spacecraft Center and involving NASA. 
the USDA, univers~tles. and industry. An increased understanding 
of environmental forces on the morphology and physiology of 
econom~cally Important specles will be obtained. 
W73-70808 970-51 -63 
Manned Spacecratt Center. Houston. Tex. 
RADIOBIOLOGY 
R. E. Benson 713-483-4251 
This research program is designed to investigate and define 
the potential biological hazards of the space radiation envlronment 
to manned space m~ssions. This includes special attention and 
emphasis on studies concerning the biomed~cal effects of high 
energy high Z (HZEI cosmic ray particles. The program also 
provides support for development of accetable rad~ation safety 
crlteria and dose I~mits, including preventlve and corrective 
procedures and techniques. The physiolog~c and pathologic 
changes in man subjected to long duration space radiat~on are 
considered. The approach used includes retrospective and 
prospective studies of human response to radiat~on therapy and 
accidental exposures to various radiatlon sources. In addition, 
experimental animals are utillzed in studies specifically designed 
to investigate s~mulated space radiatlon hazards. Results are 
evaluated and compared with known human response to rad~ation. 
Knowledge of responses to radiation under both continuou5,and 
intermittent exposures and at low dose rates IS needed. This 
information is necessary to permlt definition of the doses-response 
thresholds for man. Currently there is insufficient knowledge 
concerning these factors to permit defin~tion of reliable radiat~on 
dose response criteria appropr~ate for future space programs. 
Manned Spacecraft Center.  oust$?,; Tex. 
, , 
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LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROGRAM 
Noel C. Willis 7 13-483-21 7 1 
(977-50-06) 
The objective of the current ETCILSS development program 
is to design, develop and test a flight prototype subsystem to 
support future long durat~on earth orb~tal missions. An equally 
important objective of thls program is to exercise a management 
approach to advanced hardware development which will.reduce 
the ultimate cost of flight systems. The program philosophy 
entalls development of the ETCILSS Life Support Sysrem 
Hardware utilizing a flight qualif~able deslgn with sufficient 
flexibil~ty. such that the program could be applicable to a 
variety of mlssion cons~derations The basic subsystem perform- 
ance requlrements dictate accommodation of a 6 man crew 
over a total pressure range of 10 psia to 14.7 psia, with a 
useful lifetime of 2 years and 180 day resupply interval. 
Specif~cally, the space station prototype (SSP) ETCILSS malntalns 
veh~cle cabin pressure. provides a conditioned shirtsleeve 
atmosphere for the crew, maintains thermal control of electronic 
equipment and control of the.closed-cycle water-supply system 
and solid wastes. Unlike previous l ~ f e  support systems, the SSP 
ETCILSS is an advanced design utilizing the recovery of useful 
products In order to accommodate long duration missions. The 
program does not presume to be the spec~fic design for a 
particular vehicle configurat~on; however. the realism associated 
with designing and testlng a system with flight type cons~derations 
IS necessary to attack the systems integration and matntenance 
concepts associated with advanced ETCILSS and to develop a 
low cost approach to managing complex systems for advanced 
programs. A ground test program for Shuttle integrated ECLSS 
testlng at MSC will be def~ned. A study will be inltiated to 
define overall ECLSS ground test objectlves. From this study a 
general test plan and test requirements will be development. 
W73-70810 970-52-21 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
AIR REVITALIZATION A N D  CONTAMINANT CONTROL 
Frank H Samonski. Jr. 713-483-21 71 
The objective IS to provide advanced life support technology 
for components and subsystems for air revitalizat~on, atmosphere 
storage and generation and carbon dioxide and contaminant 
control. Subsystem technology will be advanced through to 
design and verification for rel~able hardware for shuttle and near 
term space missions Performance data on subsystems and 
components will prov~de a basis for select~on of critical subsystems 
to make them adaptable to f l~ght type hardware. 
W73-70811 970-52-22 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
A T M O S P H E R I C  P R E S S U R E ,  C O M P O S I T I O N ,  A N D  
THERMAL CONTROL 
Frank H Samonski, Jr. 713-483-2171 
The objective 1s to provide advanced life suppon technology 
for components and subsystems for atmosphere supply and 
pressure control, sensor and instrumentation and thermal control. 
Subsystem technology will be advanced through to design and 
verification for rel~able hardware for shuttle and near term 
space miss~ons Performance data on subsystems and components 
will provide a basts for selection of cr~tical subsystems to make 
them adaptable to flight type hardware. 
W73-70812 970-52-23 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex 
WATER A N D  WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Frank H. Samonski. Jr. 713-483-21 71 
The objective is to prov~de advanced l ~ f e  support technology 
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for componenets and subsystems for w a t e r  and w a s t e  
management Subsystem technology will be advanced through 
to des~gn and v e r ~ f ~ c a t ~ o n  f r reliable hardware for shuttle and 
near term space mlssions Performance data on  subsystems and 
components wlll provlde a bas~s  for select~on of cr~t lcal  subsystems 
to make them adaptable to f l ~gh t  type hardware 
W 7 3 - 7 0 8 1 3  9 7 0 - 5 2 - 2 4  
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex 
FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
N. D. He~delbaugh 7 13 -483 -5056  
-The objective 1s t o  mlnim~ze overall mission costs by 
max~mizlng food adaptat~on to  the m~ss ion needs rather than 
adapt~ng mlsslon components t o  fit commercially available foods. 
Space food systems englneering design goals are. minimum 
w e ~ g h t ,  m i n ~ m u m  vo lume,  m i n i m u m  power  requirements. 
maximum use of famil~ar types of foods. minimum in-flight food 
preparatlon times. and mlnlmum overall program costs. Food 
technology, food englneerlng, and food science wi l l  be exploited. 
t o  support research and development of food systems whlch 
provlde optimized support for advanced missions of manned 
space f l~ght .  Part~cular attention wi l l  be given t o  those techniques 
whlch are judged to  be most l~kely to a ~ d  In ach~evement of 
space food systems englneerlng deslgn goals. Emphasis will be 
placed on  specialized technical areas neglected by the commercial 
food industry. These efforts will be complemented by tasks to 
select and adapt commercially developed food technology and 
food englneering t echn~ques .  Pr ior~ t ies  w i l l  be  g iven t o  
development of overall concepts for advanced food systems by 
tradeoff analysis. Attention wi l l  be placed on opt imizat~on of 
space food preservation techn~ques, opt im~zat ion of packaglng,and 
development of efficient in - f l~ght  food storage. preparation, and 
dellvery systems. and subsystems hardware. 
W73-70814  9 7 0 - 5 2 - 3 0  
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
CREW EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS 
R E. Smylie 713-483-4931 
The object~ves are to def~ne the operational EVA/IVA 
and emergency IVA requlrements for Shuttle, and select the 
EVAIIVA systems in order t o  provide systems interface def~nit ion 
to the prime vehlcle contractor. Efforts w ~ l l  be made to. establish 
a baselme for the preparatlon of detailed specif~cations for 
EVA/IVA hardware: Initiate the design. development, fabricat~on. 
and testing of prototype advanced EVA technology suits: and 
Initlate the technology development of selected EVA life support 
system components. These efforts w ~ l l  be coordinated w ~ t h  the 
Shuttle requirements de f~n~ t i on  program in order t o  provide a 
def~natlve baseline for the preparatlon of detailed spec~fications 
for EVA equipment. 
W73-70815  9 7 0 - 5 3  1 0  
Manned Spacecraft Center Houston Tex 
S H U T T L E  C R E W  T R A I N I N G  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  A N D  
MAINTAINABIL ITY  
T U McElmurry 713 -483  6 4 1 6  
(970 -53  5 0  908 -42 -42 )  
The goal of thls Research and Technology Operation Plan 
IS to develop a set of process and product speclflcat~ons and 
simulator requlrements spec~f~cat lons which can be used to 
Initlate development of operat~onal techn~ques and resources 
assoc~ated wlth crew lntegratlon c r e w  tratnlng and c r e w  
operations for speclf~c near future manned space programs 
Task 21 Shuttle M lss~on  S~mulator D e f ~ n i t ~ o n  Study - Thls 
task develops and documents the requlrements spec~f lcat~ons 
for a Shuttle full mlsslon s~mulator and prov~des a bas~s for 
ln i t iat~on of simulator design. Task 2 2  - Shuttle Simulator Visual 
System Definition Study - Thls task develops and documents 
the requirements spec~f icat~ons for a Shuttle crew training vlsual 
s lmulat~on system. Task 31  - In-Flight Maintenance and Stowage 
Operations Study (Phase 1 1 1 1  - This task develops process and 
product speclflcatlons for controlling and managlng crew interface 
requirements for in - f l~ght  maintenance and stowage funct~ons 
W 7 3 - 7 0 8 1 6  9 7 0 - 5 3 - 2 0  
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston, Tex. 
VEHICLE A l T A C H E D  M A N I P U L A T O R S  
Richard 8 Dav~dson 7 13 -483 -4966  
Ana l ys~s ,  eva luat ion,  fabr icat ion and slmulat~on of a 
manipulator system for deploying and retrlevlng shuttle cargo 
and inspecting and s e ~ l c i n g  shuttle payloads and satellites. The 
objectives of this effort will be to fabricate a technology boom 
manipulator system defined under FY 7 2  RTOP 970 -53 -20  and 
to conduct an In-house s~mulat lon program to  invest~gate and 
evaluate varlous man~pulator techniques and concepts. 
W 7 3 - 7 0 8 1 7  970 -53 -30  
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. Tex. 
ADVANCED B IO INSTRUMENTATION 
Sam Lee Pool 713 -483 -4121  
The advanced b~oinstrumentation programs proposed in 
this RTOP include many onc,olng efforts along with a few new 
tasks The scope of the RTOP is broad in the sense that a 
diverse group of f~e lds  1s covered from neurology to advanced 
b~oengineering. The overall object~ve of the advanced b~o~ns t rum-  
entation programs is t o  develop and test bioinstrumentat~on 
techniques whlch appear most promis~ng from the standpoint of 
prov~dlng a uniquely space-applicable technique adapted from 
ground-based technology, to a baslc advance in the state of the 
art from bioinstrumentation on earth as well as In sDace. 
W 7 3 - 7 0 8 1 8  970 -53 -40  
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
INTEGRATED M E D I C A L  A N D  BEHAVIORAL  LABORATORY 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ( IMBLMS)  
N. Belasco 713 -483 -41  21  
Medlcal research in space has been severely limited by 
the lack of appropriate ~nstrurnentation and techniques which 
are both functional and accurate under the environmental and 
operat~onal constraints of space missions. This effort w ~ l l  provide 
the needed baslc tools o f  biomedical measurement In a form 
that 1s f lex~ble enough to allow ta~lor ing - o f  space medlcal 
research t o  ind~vidual mlssions. The IMBLMS concept 1s one of 
continuing development and incorporation into a basic system, 
techniques and Instrumentation which are beyond the present 
state of the art. In past program phases, the feasibility studies 
have been completed and funct~onal breadboards of the system 
have been assembled and tested. Presently Phase 8. Project 
Def in~t~on,  is completed The preliminary design of the fllght 
type system, plans, and schedules are contained In recent reports 
from both contractors. However. program results t o  date have 
concentrated on developing techniques, protocols, and equipment 
des~gns to support t he  med i ca l  and b e h a v ~ o r a l  research 
experiments for long duration m~ssions Recognizing that med~ca l  
care and servlces are of a higher prlorlty In extended manned 
space mlsslons, the NASA has elected to increase emphas~s 
upon the development of the IMBLMS onboard clinlcal capability 
in Phase C Because of the sim~lar i t~es of health care In space 
and providing health care In remote areas, NASA deems it 
advantageous t o  assemble and operat~onally test a remote 
ground-based health care test bed system to guide future 
development of a space flight health care f a c ~ l ~ t y .  F~e ld  testing 
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in typical remote locat!ons will permit compilat~on of data to 
gu~de future efforts. 
W73-70819 970-53-50 
Manned Spacecrah Center Houston Tex 
HABITABILITY/FUNCTIONAL MOCKUP EVALUATION 
Allen J Louv~ere 713-483-4966 
The oblect~ve 1s to  determine des~gn crlterla and requlrements 
for varlous compartments furn~sh~ngs and crew equlpments to 
be u t~ l~zed  In the Shuttle Orb~ter Fl~ght Crew Compartment 
Efforts will be made to establ~sh des~gn feaslbll~ty through 
one-g s~mulat~ons and/or neutral buoyancy testlng and prov~de 
conceptural des~gn of the personnel compartment and accom- 
modat~ons by conslderlng the l ~ m ~ t a t ~ o n s  and requlrements of 
man Ver~f~cat~on will be establ~shed through 3 dlmens~onal 
englneerlng models and mockups 
W73-70820 970-62-21 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
AIR REVITALIZATION 
George Hopson 205-453-3830 
This RTOP is composed of two tasks In the area of alr 
rev~talization for manned spacecraft Task 01 1s concerned with 
prov~ding technology for obtaining long life components for alr 
revitalization systems although that technology will be applic- 
able to other systerns as well. Those character~stics indlcatlve 
of impending component wearout and approaching failure will 
be identified. Methods for repair or replacement of the component 
prlor to system failure will be determined and a feas~ble concept 
for a component failure antlc~pationldetection system established 
Task 0 2  is for development of a Bosch C02 reduction system 
This system can eliminate overboard effluents from the atmosphere 
revitalization system thus enhancing the local spacecraft 
environment for experiment performance. 
W73-70821 970-62-23 
Marshall Space Fl~ght Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
WATER A N D  WASTE MANAGEMENT 
G. D. Hopsln 205-453-3830 
(970-62-201 
The purpose of this RTOP IS to provide the technology for 
recovery of potable water from waste water In l ~ f e  support 
systems In space There are two tasks In this RTOP Task 0 1  - 
Vacuum Dlstlllat~on/Vapor D~f fus~on (VD/VF) Water Recovery 
System Task 02  RlTE Waste Management System The 
approach on both tasks IS slmllar analyt~cal lnvestlgatlons followed 
by fabrlcat~on of prototype unlts and verl f~cat~on testlng The FY 
73 portlon of these tasks will prlmar~ly complete fabr~cat~on of
the prototypes and accomplish ver~f~cat~on testlng Both tasks 
cover the recovery of potable water from waste mater~als The 
VD/VF recovers water from urlne and condensate water whereas 
the somewhat more complex RlTE system prov~des for so l~d 
waste lnclneratlon In addltlon to water recovery 
W73-70822 970-62-40 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
ZERO GRAVITY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
A set of analytical models has been compiled to describe 
and predict the behavior of f lu~ds In a reduced gravity f~eld. 
These models, when verified. can serve as analytical tools for 
the optimal design of hardware systems that Incorporate basic 
physico-chem~cal processes which are sensitive to changes In 
the gravity environment. While the models may be used In the 
design of any hardware involving flu~ds. special emphasis is 
placed on describ~ng those phenomena associated with life 
support systems. The models have been verified In the laboratory 
under one g condit~ons and a program plan has been developed 
for complete updating and validation of the models through 
flight testing that includes both aircrah and manned space 
flight Recent testing has demonstrated the feasibility of sustaining 
small an~mals under simulated space conditions for extended 
per~ods of time but pointed out the need for Improved reliable 
feeder Ilp sw~tches and a means of determining mass In Zero G 
in order to completely define the hardware design for space 
m~ssions.  A contract is currently being negotiated for the 
development and test ing of a f l ~ g h t  configured Zero G 
Mass/Volume Measurement System and modifled lip switches 
for existing feeders and waterers 
W73-70823 970-63-10 
Marshall Space Fl~ght Center Huntsvllle Ala 
REQUIREMENTS FOR WORK PERFORMANCE DESIGN 
J R Thompson 205-453 3739 
1970-63-50 970-63-1 0 )  
The objectlves of thls effort are to optlmlze utlllzat~on of 
payloads for space f l~ght  operations and f l~ght experiments 
establlsh performance measures and assess effect of space 
f l ~ g h t  on man machlne Interfaces and to develop effectlve 
conf~gurat~ons for experiment and systems work spaces Through 
a comblned program of ground and f l~ght evaluat~ons the 
necessary technology to assess effectiveness of space f l~ght 
man-rnach~ne Interfaces will be developed Efflcacy of assessment 
techniques by applylng lnterlm f~ndlngs to conceptual work 
space des~gns will be tested 
W73-70824 970-63.20 
Marshall Space Fl~ght Center. Huntsvllle, Ala 
TELEOPERATOR CONTROL A N D  MANIPULATION 
W G. Thornton 205-453-5530 
This RTOP proposes to further develop the technology 
such that design criter~a are available in the time frame of 
1975 for application to the free flying teleoperator. Efforts wlll 
be made t o  establlsh component and Integrated systems 
technology and criteria for free flying teleoperators applicable to 
shuttle and satellite missions. The main effort will be within the 
technical areas of manipulative devices; visual systems: remote 
control of mobllity unlts: the associated control station; and the 
human factors and manlmachine interface. Feasibility studies 
and investigat~ons will be conducted on advanced manipulators. 
end effectors, visual systems, displays, and remote control: 
evalutate man-machine integrat~on methodology for remote, free 
flylng manipulator unlts. 
W73-70825 970-64-03 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD INTEGRATION INTO MANNED 
SPACE FLIGHT SYSTEMS 
J. D. Hilchey 205-453-3433 
The objectlves of this activ~ty are. ( 1 )  to develop a body 
of Integration data and a variety of engineering and administrative 
program planning tools whlch can be used by NASA Life 
Sciences organization: ( 2 )  t o  estabhsh programs to accomplish 
integration of L~ fe  Sciences payloads into manned space flight 
systems: and (3)  to guide manned f l~ght system planners and 
developers in development and Integration of Life Sciences 
payloads. W ~ t h  the guidance of a multi-CenterjNASA Headquar- 
ters Study Management Team. Baseline L~fe Sciences payloads 
for manned f l~ght systerns were selected, and approved payload 
layouts were developed under contract NAS8-26468 Fundlng 
llmitat~ons forced postponement of study tasks to produce 
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admin~strative/eng~neer~ng planning tools as well as conceptual 
designs of payloads integrated into flight systems. The approach 
under this RTOP w ~ l l  be to. (1 )  complete the objectives of the 
orig~nal study, i.e, develop appropriate conceptual designs and 
program plannrng tools; and 12) resolve subsystem and other 
interface problem areas already identified under contract 
NAS8-26468, planning tools, developed ad hoc for specific 
Shuttle Sortie laboratory payloads (FY72 study) and specific 
long duration Life Sciences laboratory payloads (FY73 study) 
into a U n ~ f ~ e d  Life Sciences Payload lntegrat~on Planning System 
for use throughout N A S A .  I t  1s expected that  t ~ m e l y  
completion of the proposed studles will permit initiat~on in 
FY74 of a Phase B study of small, early Life Sciences Laboratory 
Payloads for Sortie missions. 
W73-70826 970-71 -61  
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va. 
REGULATORY BIOLOGY 
E. M. Holton 703-824-341 1 
The objectwe is to  understand the b~ochemical and 
physiologic mechanisms associated with regulatory changes as 
a response of living systems to a range of environmental 
temperatures The principle of translent metabolic states (excitatory 
and depressed) IS being explored as a potent~al simulator of 
weightlessness. an antagonist to radiat~on-~nduced damage and 
the understand~ng of the mechanism of delayed metabolism 
wh~ch  allow Injury repair processes to avoid untoward effects. 
Differences in function are being established between rapidly 
metabolizing systems and those more mature and metabolically 
stable. Regulatory, intermed~ary pathways are be~ng established. 
W73-70827 970-83-20 
Jet Propulsion Lab, Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
ADVANCED TELEOPERATOR SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS 
Ewald Heer 21 3-354-3060 
(1 12-30-14; 1 15-04-20, 970-23-20;  970-63-20) 
The general objective of this program IS to develop needed 
information about teleoperator/robots that augment and extend 
man's capabilit~es so that missions to the Moon, planets, asteroids. 
etc.. requiring the use of such systems can be planned and 
Implemented with the required reliabil~ty, performance and 
economy Specific object~ves of the work of this RTOP are to 
ident~fy and establish teleoperator/robot system and subsystem 
requirements, functions, and designs and to determine the 
machine's and man's complementary roles in the operation of 
teleoperator/robots which can be used to explore lunar and 
planetary environments and surfaces. The objectives of t h ~ s  
program will be approached through techn~cal studles identifying 
the scientific and operat~onal miss~on requirements and by 
develop~ng the resultant necessary teleoperator/robot functions. 
by man and machine in the control center, and by the remote 
system (robot) at the remote site From the implied capability 
requlrements for man and mach~ne, the necessary technology 
developments for teleoperator/robot systems and subsystems 
will be derived. Required studies will be defined and implemented. 
analyr~cally and/or experimentally uslng simulation techniques. 
breadboard set-ups, or prototype equipment These studies will 
glve Insight Into the functions to be performed by man or 
machine or both for remote explorations and operations. Function 
allocations will be made between man and machine for various 
communication tlme delay requirements, so that optimum system 
performance can be achieved. and crit~cal technology development 
requlrements can be ~dentrf~ed. New concepts of teleoperator/ 
robot systems and subsystems wil l  be developed when  
appropriate and related feas~bil~ty stud~es w ~ l l  be conducted. 
Man-machine system performance evaluations will be conducted 
and performance criter~a w ~ l l  be established This work will be 
coordinated wlth related work at JPL. ARC, MSC, and MSFC. 
Payloads 
W73-70828 975-50-01 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center. Greenbelt. Md. 
SHUTTLE-BASED LOW COST SPACECRAFT 
J. Purcell 301-982-4345 
1976-30-20; 975-84-20) 
The principal objective of this task is the demonstration of 
an example of the type of low cost spacecraft that is made 
possible by the Space Shuttle The abllity to repair satellites in 
orb~t  and to retrieve satellites from orbit for repair or overhaul 
on the ground will permit the application of much less exotic 
technology and management controls NASA's trad~tional search 
for technical perfection, necessary since resupply or retrieval is 
not possible, is the root cause of the very hlgh cost of present 
day space hardware Essential ingredients of a low cost spacecraft 
development are a des~gn  that facilitates orbital resupply 
w~thout  escalated cost and a determined application of  a 
development approach which simplifies those management 
practices and requlrements that have resulted In h ~ g h  cost A 
potentlal resupply concept has been evolved with the GSFC 
In-house deslgn for the Large Space Telescope. The Interfaces 
with the Shuttle and requirements for remote manipulator design 
are now be~ng studied under contract with North American 
Rockwell (RTOP 976-30-20). An interim international agreement 
with Canada provides for Canada's fund~ng of remote manipulator 
design by Canadian firms as a part of the study. Both of these 
tasks are be~ng mod~f~ed  to Include an earth observation 
rniss~on. 
W73-70829 975-61 -02 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va. 
SHUTTLE ATMOSPHERIC P O L L U T I O N  M O N I T O R I N G  
EXPERIMENT USING ACTIVE OPTICAL TECHNIQUES 
C H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The large thrust and payload carrying capabilities of the 
space shuttle in the 1980 period will enable the launching of a 
dedicated Earth Observations Facilrty having large and heavy 
experiments for manned observations of the earth. This new 
capability and facility for improved earth observations means 
that new technology must be brought forward for the dellnition 
of experiments for shuttle sortie or shuttle laboratory missions 
to become available in the 1980 perlod. The objective of this 
work IS to define experiments uslng active optical sensing 
techniques and systems for the remote detection and measurement 
of atmospheric constituents from aircraft and satellite pla?forms 
such as Space Shuttle. An optical radar system will be developed 
which utillzes Raman and resonance Raman scattering, and 
resonance fluorescence as the measurement technique and which 
IS capable of measuring aerosol distribution and constituent 
density prof~les In the terrestr~al atmosphere. The successful 
application of t h ~ s  technique depends upon correct knowledge 
of the scattering characteristics of the various atmospheric 
constituents and upon the development of laser systems with 
the appropriate range of wavelengths and operational characteris- 
tics needed for atmospheric sensing systems. I t  will, therefore. 
be necessary to. (1)  carry out theoret~cal and exper~mental 
laboratory studies to determine the scattering cross sectlons of 
the varlous naturally occurring aerosols and pollutant gases of 
interest; (2)  conduct laboratory studies to develop tunable lasers 
to the stage required for application to atmospheric senslng; 
and 13) to- - -  
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W73-70830 975-70-52 
Langley Research Center, Langley Stat~on, Va 
THE STUDY OF A N  ORBITING ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
LABORATORY (SHUTTLE COMPATIBLE) 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The use of space by competent researchers IS a National 
asset thar can quicken the pace of technological advancements 
benefic~al to domest~c needs. The object~ve of this study is to 
define a Shuttle compatible Advanced Technology Laboratory 
(ATLI particularly suited to Langley Research Center's technical 
expertise and research requirements. This Laboratory w ~ l l  provide 
LRC with the capab~lity of implementing a spaceborne research 
program that is truly accessible to the ground-based researchers. 
The study effort w ~ l l  include the further def~nition of those areas 
of research need~ng Shuttle Sortie capability. Design concepts 
for cand~date ATL experlments will be developed. An analysis 
w ~ l l  be made of the experiment integrat~on, checkout, orbital 
operation, and data recovery required of the ATL. Defin~tion 
stud~es w ~ l l  be made which will develop preliminary experiment 
laboratory equipment designs, schedules, and resource information 
for phased follow-on design. development and operations 
act~vity. 
W73-70831 975-71-53 
Lew~s Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo 
ZERO GRAVITY PROPELLANT TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY 
D A. Petrash 216-433-6103 
(909-72-31 ) 
Th~s program is to prov~de the technology base necessary 
for the design of efficient and predictable in-orbit fluid transfer 
systems and operattons. The objective will be accomplished 
through an evaluation of the existing technology In the areas of 
zero-gravity fluid behav~or and thermal protection to ident~fy 
technology gaps with respect to the immed~ate problem of 
in-orb~t transfer of cryogens and noncryogens. In-orb~t fluid 
transfer systems will be studied to Identify crit~cal characteristics 
and components. Subsequently, research and development studies 
will be undertaken to fill the gaps in the technology and to 
establ~sh des~gn cr~teria for the cr~tical system components and 
character~stics 
W73-70832 975-72-32 
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va 
ORBITAL FATIGUE EXPERIMENT 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
The development of long-lived space veh~cles requlres 
knowledge of the fat~gue behav~or of englneerlng materials in 
the space environment. Data from earth-bound tests in simulated 
environments must be correlated w ~ t h  data obtained in orb~t. 
The capab~l~ty for conducttng fatigue tests in orbit will be 
developed in three phases. Spec~men geometry and size will be 
determined in Phase 1. A fatigue testlng machlne will be 
designed in Phase 2.  One prototype machine wtll be constructed 
and tested In a hard vacuum in ground facilities tn Phase 3. 
Operation in orb11 will be accomplished when a vehicle is 
available. 
W73-70833 975-72-39 
Marshall Space Fl~ght Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
OPTICAL CONTAMINATION 
Hoyt M Weathers 205-453-3040 
(502-2 1-28)  
Fl~ght measurements on both manned and unmanned 
spacecraft have been seriously degraded by the spacecraft amb~ent 
environment This contamination can originate from several 
sources, including material oulgasslng. particulates and debr~s. 
various vents, attitude thruster firings, leakage. and even from 
w~th in  experlments. An SRT program for the study, control. 
monitoring, and abatement of contamination (see related RTOP 
502-21-28) has been established w i th~n  the Space Sciences 
Laboratory as the key acttvity in the overall MSFC program in 
this area. The SAT program IS bas~c to, and necessary for. t h ~ s  
effort to define the advanced hardware concepts wh~ch  will be 
needed for the Shuttle. Sortie Can. RAM. and the Large Space 
Telescope. The work described herein continues those on-going 
act~vities wh~ch  were ~n~ t ia ted  in previous years. The milestone 
schedule shows the measurements In the "Blue Book" and is 
addressed bv this RTOP 
W73-70834 975-72-51 
Langley Research Center. Langley Statlon. Va. 
DEFINITION OF METEOROID A N D  EXPOSURE MODULE 
FOR SHUTTLE LAUNCH A N D  RECOVERY 
C. H. Nelson 703-827-2893 
A s~mple. inexpenswe meteoroid and exposure module and 
a set of compatible noncr~t~cal experiments which w ~ l l  be capable 
of obtaining valuable scientific and technological data on the 
near-earth space environment and the effects of this environment 
on spacecraft materials, systems, simple l ~ f e  forms, etc.. will be 
defined. The defin~tion will be such that  shutt le induced 
environments for payloads can also be investigated with 
experiments on the module. The module d e f ~ n ~ t ~ o n  will also be 
such that the module can be placed into o rb~ t  and later returned 
to earth on early shuttle development missions and in no way 
Interfere with the prlmary purpose of these missions, namely 
the development of the shuttle. The invest~gations and definit~on 
of experiments for the module will be performed by LRC w ~ t h  
the aid of other NASA Centers as well as contracted act iv~t~es 
In Industry, univers~ties, etc. The invest~gat~ons and def~nition of 
the module conf~guration and module systems w ~ l l  be performed 
by MSFC under the overall module d~rectlon of LRC 
W73-70835 975-73-48 
Langley Research Center. Langley Stat~on. Va. 
DEFINITION OF EXPERIMENTS FOR A PHYSICS A N D  
CHEMISTRY LABORATORY I N  SPACE 
C. H Nelson 703-827-2893 
NASA programs such as Space Shuttle and Space Station 
offer unparalleled opportunit~es for scient~fic investigations in 
space coverlng a wide range of technical d~sciplines. Two important 
and related d~sciplines are phys~cs and chem~stry NASA is 
planning a space laboratory to support a wide range of original 
physics and chemistry experiments which makes use of the 
unique environmental conditions In space It is envisioned that 
this laboratory will be ava~lable to un~vers~ties and research 
laboratories. both in the U.S. and abroad, to conduct experiments 
with a mlnimum of expense and lead time, and thus allow new 
opponunities to experimenters who might otherwise be unable 
to participate In space experiments. Previous stud~es have 
developed a catalogue of experlments cons~dered representattve 
of the types of experlments which w ~ l l  be performed in space 
in the next decade Follow-on stud~es have used the experiment 
requirements as input to Space Shuttle, Space Stat~on. Research 
Appl~cat~ons Module (RAM) and other studles to identify Interface 
and support requirements. The study proposed here~n will extend 
work done in the past by (1)  defin~ng a small number of 
specific experiments to  be conducted in a physics and 
chemistry laboratory In space, 12) identifying poten'tial pr~nc~pal  
lnvestlgators for each experiment, and (3) conducting experiment 
definit~on studies for the more promising experiments. 
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W73-70836 975-73-48 
Jet Propulsion Lab., Ca l f  Inst. of Tech.. Pasadena. 
PHYSICS A N D  CHEMISTRY - SUPERFLUID HELIUM 
John W. Lucas 213-354-4530 
The objectlve of the work to be carried out under t h ~ s  
RTOP 1s to deflne a superfluid helium experiment to be performed 
In an earth orbiting laboratory. The experlment will be used to 
study the unusual hydrodynamlcs and thermodynamics of 
superfluid drops. The hydrodynamics of superfluid drops is not 
only of interest in its own right. but may also shed light on the 
dynamlcs of nuclear fission and the hydrodynamlcs of pulsars. 
This experlment - -  the flrst to observe the hydrodynam~cs of 
superfluld hellurn in the absence of constraining walls --  will 
help answer the questlon What role do such walls play In the 
many and var~ed phenomena that have been observed in superfluld 
hellurn In the last thirty years? Techniques to be developed in 
the deslgn and performance of thls experlment for handling. 
and even manufacturing, superfluid helium in space will be 
useful for future space missions. Provision can be made to 
extend a portlon of thls experiment into an englneerlng experlment 
to design and study a superfluid coollng system that can operate 
In space 
W73-70837 975-75-49 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala. 
SPACE SHUTTLE LASER COMMUNICATION EXPERI- 
MENT 
J. L. Randall 205-453-3770 
(975-22-01 : 1 15-22-05: 11 5-22-06) 
The objectlve of this program is to develop and implement 
a f l ~ g h t  program to demonstrate a high data rate optical 
communication (Op/Com) link between a shuttle spacecraft (or 
other low earth orbit satellite) and a synchronous satellite. Thls 
would demonstrate the capabillty of optical communication for 
a high data rate relay system from a low earth orbit satellite to 
ground via synchronous relay satellites. To develop a flight 
program whlch will lead to an Op/Com system to be placed on 
a Space Shuttle (or other Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite). This 
LEO Op/Com system will communicate with an Op/Com package 
whlch is be~ng developed now to fly on the ATS-G synchronous 
satellite. A definition and design study of the LEO Op/Com 
package 1s being initiated In FY 7 2  to start this task. Trade off 
studles will be performed to optimize the communication 
capability between this package and the ATS-G Op/Com package. 
In order to allow for careful planning and coordination the 
study will be performed by the prime contractor for the ATS-G 
Op/Com package The FY 73 effort will contlnue this study and 
an MSFC in-house effort will begin to develop a preliminary 
project plan to be submitted by January 1973 to NASA 
Headquarters for review 
W73-70838 975-75-50 
Goddard-Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
SPACE SHUTTLE ZERO G MIRROR TEST FACILITY 
John Mangus 301-982-4532 
(1 15-24-07; 976-30-20: 975-84-79; 188-78-56. 975-84-20) 
The objective is to develop a technology mlrror. three 
meters In diameter. for an optical research test facility for short 
duration shuttle flights to measure the performance, under 
operating conditions as a step in the manufacturing process, of 
large diameter light welght diffraction limited mlrrors The 
development of Zero G technology for these light welght optical 
elements IS one of the major pacing technology development 
efforts required for orbltlng hlgh resolution earth resources and 
astronomical telescope systems. The single most important 
function of thls general purpose facillty will be the detection 
and evaluation of dimensional changes which occur on mlrror 
surlaces as a result of the transition from one G to Zero G 
environment In addition, the evaluation of thermal gradients on 
diffraction limited surfaces and the effects of thermal/structural 
distortions on advanced earth resources and stellar optical 
packages will be measured. Both are fundamental t o  the 
development of operational high resolution telescopes. 
W73-70839 975-84-41 
Goddard Space Fllght Center. Greenbelt, Md. 
H l G  H RESOLUTION SPECTROGRAPH FOR SELECTED 
SOLAR SPECTRAL LINES 
S. D. Jordan 301-982-4872 
The Laboratory for Solar Physlcs. GSFC, proposes to build 
and test a high resolution spectrometer. which will be built to 
obtain line profiles for several selected solar spectral, lines of 
chromospherlc and transition region orlgin. The main scientific 
purpose of the anticipated f l~ght  experiment will be to use the 
spectral data to study wave propagatlon and mechanical heatlng 
in the chromosphere and the transition region. A secondary 
objective will be to determlne the temperature and electron 
density structure of the llne formlng regions. It is assumed that 
a large space telescope of a very high maximum spatial resolution 
(better than 1.0 arc sec) will be available Preliminary meetings 
with Dr. Harold Zirin of the California lnstltute of Technology 
indlcate that h ~ s  photohel~ograpt, instrument offers one such 
possibility. 
W73-70840 975-84-78 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt. Md. 
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS SYSTEM FOR THE LARGE SPACE 
TELESCOPE 
K. L. Hallam 301-982-6609 
( lee -78-56 .  188-78-57; 188-78-58) 
The purpose of thls effort IS to provlde for the development 
of the system of optical Instrumentation for the b r g e  Space 
Telescope (LST) required for the Research and Application Module 
(RAM) concept of the OMSF as given in NHB 7150 1 "Reference 
Earth Orbital Research and Applications Investigations" (Blue 
Book). The LST must provide the astronomer with the capability 
of analyzing the spectrum from the ultraviolet to the infrared. In 
order to provide this capabillty a full complement of posslble 
Instruments must be Identified and defined. This lnstruments 
System must then be optimized withln the constraints of the 
entire telescope system which must Itself then be influenced by 
the lnstruments System requirements. The lnstruments System 
includes: fleld Imaging cameras, lmaglng spectrographs, high 
resolution spectrographs, polarlmeters, spectrometers, spatial 
Interferometers and the offset fine error sensor. The instruments 
must be modular for in-orblt replacement and responsive to the 
RAM Interfaces. Systematic development of the lnstruments 
System will require design analysis. breadboarding, prototype 
construction and laboratory evaluation. 
Space Shuttle Technology 
W73-70841 976 30-09 
Lewls Research Center. Cleveland. Ohlo 
NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL I N  SPACE 
F E Rom 216-433-4000 
The objectlve of the study IS to determlne the technical 
feaslblllty cost and safety of dlsposlng of nuclear radloactlve 
waste In space More spec~flcally the use of the shuttle and 
expendable vehlcles as a means for launching safely contalned 
quantltles of nuclear radloactlve waste materlal Into space will 
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be investigated. Consideration will be given to (1) various disposal 
destinations li.e.. earth escape, solar orbits, solar escape and 
solar impact): (2) trajectories launch and re-entry; (3)  payload 
for various vehicles and combination: (41 packaging techniques 
for various nuclear waste materials; (5)  safety assessment from 
point of view of hazards to general population; (6) assessment 
of technical feasibility of constructing containment systems that 
would prevent the release of fission products from any foreseeable 
sltuatlon: and 171 assessment of the overall cost of the system 
for disposing of nuclear waste material that is designed for 
acceptable low potential hazards to the general population. 
W73-70842 976-30-20 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. M d  
INTERFACE DEFINITION STUDY OF SHUlTLE BASED 
REMOTE M A N I P U L A T O R  S Y S T E M  FOR D O C K I N G .  
RESUPPLY AND/OR RETRIEVAL OF SATELLITES 
Frank J. Cepollina 310-982-6044 
(1 88-78-56: 975-84-79) 
The overall objective of this study IS to define the general 
interface requirements between a shutt le-based remote 
manipulator system and an orbiting spacecraft relative t o  
shuttle-to-spacecraft docking, resupply and retrieval activities. 
This study shall deal with establishment and definition of 
requirements from the standpoint of spacecraft. end effectors 
and shuttle manipulator, to effect these shuttle activities via a 
remote manipulator system. During the course of the study, the 
characteristics requirements and constraints of spacecraft and 
end effectors to be examined shall include (but not be limited 
to) the following (1) Acceptable spacecraft impact loads. (21 
Spacecraft provisions for docking. (3) Desirable resupply functions, 
(4) End effector conf~gurations. (5) Thermal control requirements. 
(6) Telemetry requirements. (7) Module placement accuracy, (8) 
Module Insertion and breakaway forces. (9) Spacecraft C.G. 
offsets. (10) Visual sensor needs. (1 1) Lighting requlrements. 
and (1 2) Control and display facilities in shuttle. 
W73-70843 976-52-40 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
DYNAMICS A N D  AEROEUSTICITY 
Henry E. Attaya. Jr. 205-453-1 121 
The objective of this RTOP is to provlde the technological 
basls for improvement and development of analytical and test 
techniques required to solve critical problems in the following 
discipline areas: Buffet. Vehicle Dynamlcs and Response. Nolse 
and Vibration, and Ground Winds applicable specifically to the 
Space Shuttle ISS). Particular emphasis will be placed on 
technology improvements needed because of unique shuttle 
mission requirements and envlronments. the extreme weight 
criticality. the unique contro l  requirements, configurations. 
parallel stacking of multi-stages. water Impact and recovery of 
solid stages, and the sensitivity of the vehicle weight to the 
dynamlc environment. The present configuration has a very 
strong structural-control-trajectory coupling which requires 
advancement of state-of-the-art techniques which consider these 
three disciplines as separate entities Thls technology will be 
acquired through theoretical analysis, dynamics and aeroelastlc 
expermental testing and computer simulation, wind tunnel testing 
of scale models This effort is a continuation and up-date of 
effort covered in FY 72 under 976-30-40. 
Research and Application ~ o d u l e s  
W73-70844 977-41 -05  
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. Tex 
EOS/SPACE STATION - ELECTRICAL POWER 
J. L. Cioni '713-483-5361 
This program is concerned with power generation and 
energy storage. In this program. the feasibility of a 10.000 sq 
ft. flexible solar array for space stations will be demonstrated 
by manufacturing and testing full scale hardware whlch IS 
designed to meet the wide range of requlrements posed by the 
space station configurations under study within NASA. For 
energy storage, a 100 ampere-hour nickel cadmium cell and 
batten/ module are belng developed. The solar array program 
(LMSC-Sunnyvale. NAS 9-1 1039) and the Ni-Cd Battery Program 
(Grumman-Bethpage; NAS 9 -1  1074) were initlated on FY 7 0  
funds and continued with FY 71 funds. The funds from this 
RTOP belng applied to the Solar Array (NAS 9 - 1  1039) and 
Battery (NAS 9-1 1074) programs will carry both activities to a 
point where the programs can be logically concluded and Battery 
activities will be primarily to obtain long duration testing on the 
same order as space station misslons durations. During the 
current fiscal year the scope of the Lockheed Solar Array 
Program is increased to provlde the planning necessary to 
implement a thermal cycling test program for flexible solar 
arrays. In this planning activity. Lockheed will determine test 
methods, facility requirements, cost, etc.. necessary to implement 
a standardized. high volume thermal test program The scope 
change will also provide for performing studies using the modular 
hardware developed in the program for alternate station/shuttle 
applications. 
W73-70845 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Ten. 
EOS SPACE STATION LIFE SUPPORT 
Noel C. Willls 7 13-483-2 17 1 
(970-52-1 0) 
The objective of the current ETC/LSS development program 
IS to design, develop and test a flight prototype subsystem to 
support future long duratlon earth orbital missions. An equally 
Important objective of thls program is to exercise a management 
approach to advanced hardware development which will reduce 
the ultimate cost of flight systems. The program philosophy 
entails development of the ETC/LSS Life Support System 
Hardware utlllzing a flight qualifiable deslgn with sufficient 
flexlbillty, such that the program could be applicable to a 
variety of  mission considerations. The basic subsystem 
performance requirements dlctate accommodation of a 6 man 
crew over a total pressure range of 10  psia to 14.7 psia. with 
a useful lifetime of 2 years and 180 day resupply interval. 
Specifically, the space station prototype (SSP) ETC/LSS malntains 
vehicle cabin pressure, provides a condit ioned shirtsleeve 
atmosphere for the crew, malntains thermal control of electronic 
equipment and control of the closed-cycle water-supply system 
and solid wastes. Unlike previous life support systems, the SSP 
ETC/LSS is an advanced design utilizing the recovery of useful 
products in order to accommodate long duration misslons. The 
program does not presume to be the specific design for a 
particular vehicle configuration; however. the realism associated 
with designing and testing a system with f l~ght ype cons~derations 
is necessary to attack the systems integration and maintenance 
concepts associated with advanced ETC/LSS and to develop a 
low cost approach to managlng complex systems for advanced 
programs. 
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W73-70846 977-41 -33 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Tex. 
EOS/SPACE STATION I M S  COMMUNICATIONS 
R. E. Kos~nski 71 3-483-287 1 
(977-41-07: 908-41 -07) 
The objectives of this RTOP .address three aspects of 
communication systems of the future that represent departures 
from present practice. These are: Increased complexity of l ~ n k  
Interfaces, relay satell~te use, and automatic configuration moding 
and control. In a space station communication complex. potential 
simultaneous users include station-earth d~rect, statlon-relay 
satellite, stat~on-shuttle. EVA, station-free f ly~ng satellite. etc. All 
of these links could cause a severe frequency spectrum 
management and EM1 (electromagnet~c interference) problem. 
Further, the distribution of links among redundant items of 
communications equipment must be controlled automat~cally. In 
order to insure the success of communications, selected techniques 
must be Investigated and subsystems developed. Specifically. 
(1) spectrum management and EM1 control in multichannel 
systems will be investigated, (2) subsystem components that 
allow synthesis and modulation of signals for flexible mult~channel 
commun~cation will be developed. (3)  a relay satellite-compatible 
dish antenna w ~ l l  be developed at K-band which features a 
reduction In equipment required for tracking, and (4)  techniques 
for automatic RF equipment checkout and control w ~ l l  be 
investigated. The techniques and hardware developed under this 
RTOP will be incorporated into the CTB (communicat~on terminal 
breadboard) being supp'isd by the space station phase B contractor 
(NR-ITT) to  MSC for tvaluation. At MSC. certain equipment 
gaps in the CTB will be filled. in addition to gaming insight into 
problems that may be s,:sountered in an orbiting manned vehicle 
electromagnetic envirc~r~,nent. Test and evaluation results will 
also be appl~cable to shrtttle planning. 
W73-70847 977-41 -33 
Manned Spacecraft Cer,tc!r. Houston. Tex. 
E O S ~ S P A C E  STATlOrr INFORMATION M A  N A G  E M E N T  
SYSTEM 
E. A. Dalke 713-483-4065 
(502-33-33; 909-44-33) 
The objective of this effort is to evaluate various system 
conf~gurations of the IMS Data Acquisition and Control Subsystem 
(DACS) so as to determ~ne that conf~guration best suited for 
high data rate subsystem support funct~ons such as closed-loop 
control and checkout, automatic sequencing, and data processing. 
The approach to be utllized in ~mplementing this effort will be 
to interface the sal~ent modules of the DACS (Data Bus Control 
Unit. 10  MBS data bus, and Remote Acquisition and Control 
Un~ts) to simulated vehicle subsystems and the Computer System 
I/O. Such an approach will allow for the evaluation of the 
system's operational integrity and rel~ability such that comprises 
In the system's operational integrity and reliab~lity d~rectly 
associated with the high data rate can be determined and 
possible design changes proposed and evaluated. The integration 
of the Computer System I/O with the DACS will aid In evaluating 
redundant fault-tolerant computer configurations. in addition, 
this effort w ~ l l  also address Itself to evaluating advanced controls 
and displays for man/mach~ne interfac~ng. 
W73-70848 982-42-04 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SHUlTLE ATTITUDE CONTROL PROPULSION 
Henry 0.. Pohl 7 13-483-497 1 
The objective of this RTOP is to improve the auxiliary 
propuls~on systems technology base in support of the space 
shuttle. The programs whlch comprlse this RTOP are intended 
l o  prov~de des~gn and operating data for alternate component 
and system concepts in direct support of phases C and D of 
the mainstream vehlcle program, and to provide early Identification 
of serious development or technology problems inherent In the 
primary system approaches. Programs w ~ t h ~ n  this RTOP 
encompass the reaction control system (RCS), the orb~tal 
maneuvering system (OMS) and the gas generator combustion 
dev~ces for aux~liary power unit (APU) turbine. In the RCS area 
programs w ~ l l  be undertaken to further develop and evaluate 
nonmetallic [polymer~c) seal materials for long term use in the 
RCS and OMS components. The RCS b~propel lant engine 
technology program w ~ l l  be continued to study reuse and 
maintainability technology A program will be undertaken 
to evaluate two light-weight RCS pressurization system concepts. 
A program will be undertaken to evaluate the basic compatib~lity 
problems wh~ch  will exist between propulsion system materials 
and fluids In the OMS area a program w ~ l l  be undertaken to 
evaluate candidate engine coollng techniques. In the APU area 
a current program evaluating hydrazine gas generator designs 
will be extended to further evaluate reuse and maintainab~l~ty 
capab~l~ty. 
W73-70849 982-42-05 
Manned Spacecraft Center Houston Tex 
SPACE SHUTTLE - ELECTRICAL POWER 
G D Hydr~ck 71 3 483-3206 
The object~ve IS to prov~de technology read~ness of fuel 
cell power generatlon systems for the space shuttle and to 
prov~de supporting systems lntegrat~on efforts to sat~sfy shuttle 
electr~cal power requirements The present parallel technology 
development program w ~ l l  be cont~nued to establish a level of 
techn~cal read~ness In fuel cell power generatlon Thls parallel 
effort w ~ l l  be ma~nta~ned to a calendar date wh~ch  approximates 
the select~on of a fuel cell subcontractor by the shuttle prlme 
contractor Then a s~ngle contractor effort w ~ l l  be retamed to 
support In-house MSC testing and evaluat~on efforts w h ~ c h  
support the ma~n l~ne  shuttle program The two programs w ~ l l  
pursue. (1)  an alkal~ne fuel cell technology at P and W [Pratt 
and Wh~tney) and (2) an ac~d  fuel cell technology at GE (The 
General Electr~c Company) 
W73-70850 982-42-37 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SHUTTLE - CRYOGENIC STORAGE SYSTEM 
W. A. Chandler 7 13-483-477 1 
The space shuttle will require cryogenic storage systems 
for boost propulsion. fuel cell and environmental control/life 
support functions and pressurization systems. The storage systems 
must supply conditioned fluids for up to 7 days and satisfy the 
shuttle requirements of complete reusabil~ty, low cost, minimum 
maintenance and maxlmum safety. Present technology is 
Inadequate to meet these requirements. Therefore. selected critical 
programs were initiated in FY 7 2  to satisfy these deficient 
technological areas and will be continued with FY 73  funds 
The overall program objectwe IS to provide the cryogenic system 
technology necessary to meet all the object~ves for a low cost 
reusable shuttle vehicle. 
W73-70851 982-42-38 
Manned Spacecraft Center. Houston. Tex. 
SPACE SHUTTLE - MATERIALS 
R E. Johnson 713-483-2050 
The objective of this task is to select and pursue the 
development of promising RSI, ablator. and carbon/carbon TPS 
systems. Emphasis w ~ l l  be placed on material and coating 
improvements. appl~cation of large tile size, attachment design 
and ~nspection. Testing and engineer~ng evaluation of gaps, 
joints, diss~m~lar material interfaces, closeouts, and material 
performance w ~ l l  be conducted to understand the irnpllcation of, 
and to verify the feasibil~ty of utiliz~ng advanced or back-up 
systems for the space shuttle vehicle. These activ~ties will not 
be in competition to the prime contractor's effort. but will 
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augment design opt~ons ava~lable for f~nal  hardware selection. 
There are two major objectives to this RTOP One is to explore 
the application of metal composite materials to spacecraft radiators 
and to simplify the fabrication of panel components from the 
composite tape mater~al. The composite chosen for the program 
is boron-aluminum because of its elevated temperature capability. 
and good thermal properties. The FY 73 fund~ng will be used to 
scale up the processes developed in FY 71 and FY 72 with the 
fabrication of a full-size radiator panel. The second object~ve of 
the RTOP is to improve the nondestructive testing ( N D T )  
techniques for the detection of flaws in structural mater~als 
particularly the aluminum alloys. The approach will be to evaluate 
and improve ex~sting NDT methods (X-ray. ultrasonic, dye 
penetrants. and eddy current) for the detect~on of tightly-closed 
fatigue cracks resulting from space shunle operations. and the 
detection of lack of weld penetration during tank fabr~cation. 
W73-70852 982.42-39 
- Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. Tex 
SPACE SHUITLE - AEROTHERMODYNAMICS 
R. G Gonzales 713-483-2237 
Thls effort is des~gned to provide current state-of-the-art 
technology studies in support of the engineering design analysis 
on the space shuttle vehicles. I t  includes analytical studies and 
experimental testing as necessary to analyze vehicle aerothermody- 
namic characteristics and to accurately define performance 
capabilities. Studies w ~ l l  be performed in developing and improving 
the analysis and techniques for vehicle aerodynamic conf~guration 
trade studies currently being used for the space shunle vehicle 
design. Analytical studies and experimental testing w ~ l l  be 
performed to analyze and evaluate the aerodynamic performance 
of this vehicle 
W73-70853 982-52-01 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala. 
STRUCTURES 
E. E. Engler 205-453-3958 
(1  14-08-04; 976-30-61 ) 
The objective of this RTOP is to provide the technological 
base to support the development of the Space Shuttle in the 
following structures areas: (1) Design Criter~a and Analytical 
Techniques - For critically assessing and opt~mizing all factors 
affecting launch vehicle weight to provide maximum payload 
capability for a given thrust capability. along wlth emphasis on 
minimum cost of vehicle development and manufacture. (2)  
Structural Systems Development - To establish deslgn. analys~s. 
fabricat~on and inspection techn~ques and hardware experience 
necessary to provide low cost, l~ghtweight structural systems 
with minimum development risks. and to provide real~stic weight 
and cost data along with ind~cations of those areas which show 
growth potential through the use of advanced filamentary 
composites and other lightweight materials. (3) Manufactur~ng 
Processes - For full scale bulge-formed CH2 bulkheads and LOX 
tank assembly, and development of the weld-on stiffener concept 
for tank reinforcement. The approaches to be used in achieving 
the object~ves of this effort w ~ l l  consist of studies, analys~s, 
des~gn. fabrication, materials evaluation, model and full scale 
tests. computer simulations, and structural testing and evaluation. 
This effort is a continuation of FY 72 RTOP 114-08-04 and 
976-30-61 
W73-70854 982-52-03 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Ala. 
SHUTTLE. M A I N  PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY 
J. A. Lombardo 205-453-3800 
(982-52-04) 
The objective of this plan is to provide the required 
technology for SSME in the areas of POGO suppression. measuring 
dynam~c flow to analyze POGO perturbation devices, incipient 
failure and malfunction detection systems. reactivity of materials 
in high pressure oxygen and thermodynamic properties of cryogens 
at high pressures. Studies will be made to determine the size 
and location of gas accumulators to inhib~t interaction between 
the SSME propulsion system and vehicle structural modes in 
order to suppress POGO. The POGO perturbation device for 
exciting propulsion systems to natural frequencies study will 
determine methods of dynamic data acquisit~on- In cryogenic 
systems; and methods of measuring dynam~c flow to establ~sh 
the preferred method. bleed or posit~on displacement pulsers. 
will be studied. lncip~ent mechanical fall* and malfunction 
detection will be studled. analyzed. and systems developed to 
have many components and subsystems monitored by the 
on-board engine checkout and monitor~ng system. The reactivity 
of materials in high pressure. 100 per cent oxygen. will be 
determined with an Impact tester: and the thermodynamic 
properties of cryogens will be experimentally determined for a 
wide range of temperatures at pressures up to 15,000 PSI. This 
is a follow-up of FY 7 2  effort covered under RTOP 113-31-14. 
W73-70855 982-52-38 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville. Ala 
MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 
C. E. Cataldo 205-453-1277 
( 1  14-03-35; 1 14-03-32; 1 14-03-34) 
The objective is to develop and evaluate advanced materials 
for use in the Space Shuttle. The following tasks will be 
undertaken during FY '73: Oxygen and Hydrogen Compatibility. 
Corrosion, Lubricants. Software Materials - Oxygen Compatible 
Adhesives. High Strength Welds In Aluminum Plate. Drop Tank 
Insulation. Adhesives for use at Cryogenic Temperatures, and 
H ~ g h  Temperature Fasteners for Reuseable Thermal Protection 
System Panels. Pertinent physical. chem~cal and/or environmen- 
tal tests such as corrosion, h ~ g h  temperature tensile etc. will be 
performed in the appropriate task. The results will be used to 
evaluate and direct the approach to the solution of the problems 
contained in this RTOP to improve the material usage for 
Space Shuttle. 
W73-70856 982-52-43 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala. 
SPACE SHUlTLE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
J. L. Vaniman 205-453-3821 
(976-30-61 1 
The two tasks included under this RTOP are directed 
toward verification of the thermal protection system design of 
two primary regions of the space shunle booster and orbiter: 
(1) The solid rocket motor and orbiter drop tank s~dewalls and 
(2) The SRM and drop tank base reglon. Some effort, too, will 
be toward TPS design verification of the orbiter base region 
and LOX/LH2 engine nozzles The verification will include 
analytical studies and test programs coordinated with subjunctive 
tasks aimed at supporting the reuse capability of some regions 
of the overall vehicle TPS. Disposable TPS trade studies and 
test programs are also scheduled Supplemental tasks dealing 
with TPS degradation, damage surveillance, material requlrements. 
and f l~ght measurement instrumentation are also planned to 
provide basis of credibility of flight documentation and assessment 
of multi-mission design impact on TPS cost and weight figures. 
Projected RTOP completion is one year for all objectives. 
Contracted efforts are planned to be complemented by inhouse 
efforts. This is a continuation of FY 72 effort under Code 
976-30-61 
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FISCAL YEAR 1973 RTOP Summary 
TYPICAL SUMECT I N D E X  LISTING 
Vsmelastc Propar~~es of M y m e n  
ACCESSION 
NUMBER 
Noma Technology CTOL T r a n v n  Propulsion Studies 
501-24-01 W73-70067 791-94-81 W73.70202 
Nolv Technology AERODYNAMIC FORCES A title 1s u s e d  1 0  p r o v i d e  a m o r e  e x a c t  d e s c r i p -  501.24.01 w73-70068 Loads and Structural Dvnam~cs ~- - ~ 
t l o n  of the s u b j e c t  m a t t e r  The RTOp a c c e s s i o n  50~,"~~1Tleshnologv 501 -22-05 ~73.70019 
W73-70084 Nonsaady Aamdynami- 
n u m b e r  i s  u s e d  t o  l o c a t e  t h e  b i b l i o g r a p h i c  c i t a -  s,oL Technology MI -06.06 W73-70102 
t l o n s  a n d  t e c h n i c a l  s u m m a r i e s  in the S u m m a r y  50'-2'.12 W73-70087 AEllODYNAMlC HEATING 
ACQUISITION Flight Loads Measurement Techn~ques Section St"& of [he Effects of Government D~rected Changes %I1-2-08 W73-70022 
m Budc Costs and Schedde o f  Selected Fllght Vone$Aerodyrumlcs 
VahncIos 501 -06-04 W73-70098 
79 1-92-04 W73-70192 Airfoil and Confiaurat~on Aerodvanmlcs 
ABLATION 
Planetary Entry Technolcgy 
502-27.01 W73-70319 
Planetary Entry Technology 
502-27-01 W73-70320 
Outer Phnets Entry Probe H ~ g h  Speed Brak~ng 
Survival Analysls 
186-68-59 W73-70599 
ABLATIVE MATERIALS 
Space Shunle Thermal Prolectlon Systems 
502-37-02 W73-70323 
Space Shunle rhermal Protscr~on Systems 
502-37-02 W73-70324 
Chemtcal and lsotop#c Studler of Meteorlres and 
Ablation Products 
195-42-51 W73-70690 
ABORT TRNECTORIES 
Nuclear Flight-Abort Safety Technology 
503-35-03 W73-70409 
ABSORPTION SPECTRA 
Gas Dynamics Research 
502-07-01 W73-70315 
LBborato~. lnvest~gat~on o f  M ~ n o r  Atmospheric 
Const~luents 
1 6 0 - 4 4 7 8  W73-70464 
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 
H ~ g h  Resolullon Atmospher~c Laser Propagation 
Studces 
503.10-01 W73-70423 
ABSORPTIVITY 
Gas Dynambcs Research 
502-07.01 
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) 
RS-27 Engins Low Lwel Thrust Oual~ficat~on 
180-31 -07 W73-70566 
H ~ g h  Energy Cosmic Radlatlon 
188-46-52 W73.70658 
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE 
Envvonmental Factors Effects 
970-51.35 W73-70904 
ACCEPTABILITY 
Acceplance of Anrcrah Operatlons - Community 
Nolse 
501-29-1 1 W73-70048 
Acceptance of Alrcrah Operal~ons - R~de Ouallty 
501 -29-12 W73-70049 
Low-Oens~ry Shon.Haul Transponation Systems 
Traveler Acceptance Factors 
791.91-51 W73-70190 
ACOUSTIC DUCTS 
Noise Technology 
501-24-01 W73.70068 
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION 
Nowe Technology 
501.24-01 W73-70067 
Nonse Technology 
501 -24-01 W73.70068 
Communlcauon bnk Dlaracter~zat~on 
164.21-72 W73-70540 
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION 
Fl~ght Simulat~on Technology . P~lotlng Cues 
501 -29-1 4 W73.70054 
ACOUSTICS 
Structural Acoustics 
501 -22-07 W73-70021 
ADAPTATION 
Biological Adaptallon 
192-55-64 W73.70682 
Regulatory Biology 
970-2 1-61 W73-70785 
ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
Advanced Control Applications 
501.26-05 W73-70120 
ADHESIVE BONDING 
Composites for ShuRle 
M 2 - 3 1 - 5 2  W73-70261 
ADHESIVES 
Polymen 
501-21-22 W73-70009 
Suppon of 0 0 0  In Balloon Eng~neenng 
501-22-10 W73-70023 
Matet~als ~echn i logy  for Space Shmle 
982-52-38 W73.70855 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
Remote Sensing of Env~ronmental Changes Related 
m Public Health and Welfare Pmblems 
160-75-28 W73-70503 
AEROOYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Subson~c/Son~c A~rcrsfi Aerodynamic Performance 
760-64-01 W73-70142 
Mjl~tary A~rcrafi - A~rcrafi and Mlss~le Aerodynamlcs 
760-67-01 W73-70158 
DO0 Ass~stance . Speclfnc Mllllary Development 
Programs 
760-17-01 W73-70163 
Improved Aeronauucsl System Analysis Capabdlty 
791 -9 1-05 W73-70187 
b h ~ n g  Body Fllght Research 
756-47-01 W73-70385 
AEROOYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS 
AST Structural Deslgn Concepts and Walght Stud~es 
501-32-01 W73.70029 
AST - Mater~als and Structural Components - T~ tan~um 
AST Wlnd Tunnel Techniques for Acl~ve Controls 
501-32-07 W73-70035 
Alrfoll and bnf~guratnon Aerodyanmacs 
51 0-06-05 W73-70107 
Sonnc 8 w m  
501-06-1 1 W73.70109 
Subson~c/Son~c CTOL Transpan Technology A~rframe 
and Nacelle Aerodynamlcs ( A n )  
760-64-60 W73-70145 
Hyperson~c A~rcrafi - Aerodynam~c Performance 
760-66-01 W73-70155 
Hyperscn~c A~rcrah Asmdynsmlc Performance 
760-66-01 W73-70156 
Svstems Analvses of Long Haul Hmh Producuv~w 
 ranip pons ITST) ' 
791-91.03 W73-70195 
F-E Supercrltical Fl~ght Erper~mental Program 
765-7341 W73.70221 
Space Shunls Aerothermodynam~a. Configurauons, 
and Operational Analysis Stud~es 
502-37-01 W73-70321 
Space Shunle, Conf~gural~ons and Aerothermdyna- 
mtcs 
502-37-01 ~ 7 3 - 7 0 3 2 2  
Space ShuRle - Aerothermodynamla 
982.42-39 W73-70852 
AEROOYNAMIC DRAG 
Airfoil and Cimf~gurat$on Aerodynamlcs 
501-06-05 W73-70100 
" ~ 
510-06-05 W73.70107 
Boundary Layer Slsbiliry and Tranrlrmn 
501 -06-07 W73-70112 
Eanh-Orbital Reentry Technology 
502-27.02 W73-70317 
Planetary Entry Technology 
502-27-01 W73-703 18 
Planetary Entry Technology 
502-27-01 W73-70319 
AEROOYNAMIC LOADS 
Loads and Structural Dynam~cs 
501-22-05 W73.70020 
Fl~ght Loads Measurement Techn~ques 
501-22-08 W73-70022 
Hypewnlc Vehicle Struclures Technology 
501-22-06 W73-70025 
AST Fluner Oesngn Module 
501 -32-02 W73-70030 
AST Loads and Aeroelanicity Technology 
501 -32-03 W73.70031 
Alrcrah Operaung Experiences 
501-38-1 1 W73.701 Y4 
V/STOL Till Rotor Research Aircrafi Prolect 
767-78-01 W73.70224 
AERODYNAMIC NOISE 
Loads and Structural Oynamncs 
501-22-05 W73-70019 
Basic No~se Research 
501-04-01 W73-70057 
Subson~c/Son~c A~rcrah Aerodynam~c Performance 
760-64-01 W73.70142 
Space Shuttle Dynamics and Aeroelastjclty 
502.32.02 W73-70270 
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
Vonex Aemtynemics 
501 -06.04 W73-70099 
Nonsteady Aerodynamics 
501 -06-06 W73-70102 
Handl~ng Oual~t~es - TLlrbulence/Flexib~l~ly Effects 
501 -26-02 W73-70117 
VTOL Aerodynamic Performance 
760-62-01 W73-70131 
Subson~c/Son~c A~rcratl - Aerodynamic Performance 
760.64-01 W73-70141 
S u p e m n ~ c  Transport - Opt~mum Deslgn/CCV 
760as.01 ~ 7 3 . 7 0 1 4 6  
AST - Aerodynamlcs and Performance IConceptsl 
760-65-03 W73-70147 
AST - Aerodynamlcs and Performance (Theory) 
760-65-04 W73-70148 
Space Shuttle Conf~gurations and Aerothermodyna- 
mics 
502-37-01 W73-70322 
AEROOYNAMIC STALLING 
Veh~cle Oynam~cs - Stall/Spon/H~gh A (O~rectly 
Pmponional to1 Characlerin~cs 
501 -26-04 W73-70118 
Veh~cle Oynamlcs - Stall/Spln/H~gh A IO~rectly 
Pmponional to1 Character~st~cs 
501 -26.04 W73-70119 
AERODYNAMICS 
Aeroelarr~c!y 
501 -22-04 W73-70019 
Inlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73-70073 
Turbine Technology 
501 -24-09 W73.70077 
Englne Technology 
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501-24-04 W73-70083 
STOL and RTOL Propuls~on Tuchnology 
501-24.12 W73-70086 
Comp~latoonal Aerodynamics 
501.06.01 W73-70093 
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AERONAUTICS 
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AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS 
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970-21-45 W73-7078 1 
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970-21-51 W73-70782 
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970-21-62 W73-70786 
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970-51-1 1 W73-70797 
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970-51-17 W73.70802 
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970-51-45 W73-70805 
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Planetary Entry Technology 
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Planetary Entry Technology 
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Planetary Entry Technology 
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Large Telexope Technology 
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502-03-1 1 W73-70325 
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188-41-51 W73-70629 
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188-41-52 W73-70632 
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188-41-53 W73-70634 
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ATMOSPHERES 
Air Revmlal~zat~on 
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ATMOSPHERIC A lTENUATlON 
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502.04-36 W73-7028 1 
Hngh Resalutton Almosphsrtc Lasar- Propagallon 
Studies 
503- 10-01 W73-70423 
Magnetospher~c Physocs - Panbcles and Pan~cle/Phofon 
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Planetary Astronomy and Suppon~ng Laboratory 
Stud~es 
196-41-67 W73-70704 
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAVER 
Almospherlc Paramelers 
501-08-10 W73-70167 
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY 
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160-44-64 W73-70459 
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 
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Atmosphernc Pollutmn Sensmng 
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160-44-69 W73-70463 
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ments 
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ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION 
Radlat~re Transler Models Relaung to Atmosphere 
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160-44.54 W73-70452 
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ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING 
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ATMOSPHERIC TIDES 
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ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE 
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Veh~cles 
501.26-01 W73-70116 
Flmght Expermen1 Program . Augmentor Wtng Jet 
STOL Research A~rcrah 
766.71.02 W73-70210 
Teleoperator Control and Man~pulauon 
970-63-20 W73.70824 
AUTOIONIZATION 
Basc Theorer~cal Research 
188-48-52 W73-70668 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
Remore Senstng of Oceanography - Ocean Eta. 
Producllvnly 
160-75-16 W73-70484 
Automar~c Computer Program Documentat~on 
150-22-25 W73-70714 
Sranon Montlor~ng and Control Technology 
150-22-60 W73-70732 
Development of Automated S~mularor Change Control 
System 
909.44-42 W73-70769 
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL 
Automated VTOL Avlon~cs and Sensor Technology 
501-23-1 1 W73-70039 
AUTOMATIC PILOTS 
AST - Gmperative Aurop~lot/SAS/Propuls~on Control 
System 
760-65-05 W73-70150 
AUTOMATION 
Unconvenl~onal Advanced Commuter Alrllne Systems 
791-90-03 W73-70104 
STDN Interlace Comput~ng Systems Control and 
Appl~cat~ons Study 
150-22-37 W73-70720 
AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES 
Space Shunle H - 0  APU (was Fl~ghl Control Power 
Unit1 
502-35-60 W73-70311 
Advanced H - 0  Power Syslem Technology 
502-35-64 W73-70313 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
Cluasl-Steady Plasma Pmpulslon Research 
502-04-05 W73-70276 
Advanced Llqu~d Rocket Systems Technology 
502-24-3 1 W73-70287 
Space Shunle Auxllhary Propuls~on 
502-34-33 W73-70296 
Electr~c Aux~llary Propulslon Systems for Appl!calion 
Satell~tes 
757.51-09 W73.70386 
Space Shunle Annude Control Propulslon 
982-42-04 W73-70848 
AVIONICS 
Joint Un~verstty Research on Alr Transponation 
Avaanlcs 
501-03.02 W73-70037 
Automated W O L  Avion~cs and Sensor Technology 
501-23-1 1 W73.70039 
General Aviation Fllght Control Systems and Otsplays 
Av~onlcs For General Avlatlon 
501 -23-22 W73.70041 
H~ghly Relaable Computers for Actwe Conlrol Systems 
501-23-31 W73-7W43 
Subsonmc/San!c CTOL Transport Technology Avlonncs 
and Fl~ght Controls (AAT) 
501-23.60 ' W73-70044 
VTOL Transport Systems Studler 
791 -93-02  W73-70194 
Veh~cle Dependent Aspecls of Termma1 Area Guddance 
and Control 
768.81-01 W73-70225 
Advanced Operallng Systems Technology lor CTOL 
A~rcrah 
768-81-02 W73-70226 
STOL Operatnng Systems Experments Using MODILS 
and the C~vnl/M~l~tary M~crowave Land~ng System (MLSI 
768-81-03 W73-70227 
Advanced Inlegrated Av~onlcs Conflgurat~ons Su~table 
for Future Large Hlgh Performance Jet V/STOL Anrcrah 
768-81-05 W73.70229 
Ouantum Electronncs 
503.10-01 W73-70424 
Sysrem Performance and Technology Asrersmsn~ for 
Unmanned Missions 
100- 17-50 W73-70558 
Avlonlcs Cost Model ' 
909-44-35 W73-70764 
S~mulatnon Techniques lor Advanced Av~on~cs  Systems 
AXISYMMETRIC FLOW 
Inlet Technology 
501.24-05 W73-7007 1 
BACKGROUND NOISE 
Human Response ro the Aeronauucal Env~ronment 
501 -09-02 W73.70045 
BACKGROUND RADIATION 
Grealsr than 10 keV X-Ray Astronomy 
188-46-53 W73-70660 
BACKWASH 
Hazard Avoidance and El~mmnatlon (Wake Vonexl 
501-38-13 W73-70175 
BALLOON FLIGHT 
Ultraviolet Stellar Spenrometer Development (As- 
lronomyl 
186.41-51 W73-70628 
BALLOONS 
Support of DaD ~n Ballmn Engneer~ng 
501 -22-10  W73-70023 
Slratoscope I l l  
188-41.60 W73-70644 
Isotop~c Abundances In Low-Energy Cosm~c Rad~at~on 
188-46.51 W73-70655 
BANDWIDTH 
b m m u n ~ c a t ~ o n s  Systems Analysis 
164.06-50 W73-70531 
Informaton Transfer V!a Comrnunlcal~on Satell~tes 
164-06-56 W73.70532 
BATTERY CHARGERS 
Electrochem~cal Energy Storage Research 
502-05-55 - W73-70300 
BEAM WAVEGUIDES 
Cnmmunlcat~on Satellne Antenna Research 
164-11-54 W73.70538 
BEARING (DIRECTION) 
Ground.8ared Platforms, 810 lnstrumenra~lon and 
Anlmal Trackmng Systems & Techniques 
160-75-27 W73-70500 
BEARINGS 
Subs~d~ary Mechan~cal Components 
501-24-10 W73-70078 
Hmgh Perlormance Small Englne Technology 
501-24-15 W73-70089 
Bear~ngs. Lubr~cants and Seals for Shunle 
502-31.51 W73-70260 
Small Hlgh Speed Bearing Technology 
909-74-03 W73-70770 
BEHAVIOR 
Biologlc and Behavioral Mechanisms I" Anlmal 
Nav~gat~on and Or~entat!on 
160-75-26 W73.70499 
Ground.Based Plalforms. Bio.lnsrrumenrat~on and 
Anmmal Tracklng Systems & Techn~ques 
160-75-27 W73-70501 
BENDING MOMENTS 
Launch Vehicle Concepts and Analysnr 
180-06-52 W73-70555 
BINARY STARS 
UV and Opt~csl Astronomy 
188-41-51 W73-70631 
BINDERS (MATERIALS1 
Space Staton Thermal Control 
502-21-27 W73.70243 
BIOASTRONAUTICS 
Neurophysldogy 
970-21-1 1 W73-70773 
Grd~ovascular.Physology 
970-21-12 W73-70774 
Melabol~rm and Nutrir~on 
970-21-14 W73.70776 
Endocrnnology 
970-21-16 W73-70777 
Chemistry and M~crob~ology 
970-2 1-25 W73.70779 
Env~ronmental Factors Eflects 
970-2 1-35 W73-70780 
Medlcal Suppon 
970-21 -45 W73.70781 
Bshav~oral Physbology 
970.2 1-52 W73-70783 
Sensory Systems and Neurobehav~oral Studies 
970-21 -53 W73-70784 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
Llis Deleclan 
192-55-63 W73-70680 
Chem~stry and Mncroblology 
970-2 1-25 W73-70779 
Hemalology ilmmunologyl 
970-51-1 5 W73-70800 
SUBJECT INDEX CIRCUIT  RELIABILITY 
BIODYNAMICS 
Countermeasures 
970-51-17 W73-70802 
Env~ronmental Faclors Effects 
970-51 4 5  W73-70804 
BIOINSTRUMENTATION 
Remote Sensnng lor Conservat~on Management and 
Utlllzatnon of Anlmal Resources 
160-75.24 W73.70498 
Ground-Based Platforms 610-lnstrumenlauan and 
Anlmal Tracklng Syslems & Techniques 
160-75.27 W73-70501 
Biolnstrumenlat~on 
192-55.65 W73-70684 
Advanced B~o~nstrurnentauan 
970.23-30 W73-70793 
Advanced B~otnstrumentat~on 
970-53-30 W73.70817 
Integrated M e d ~ c a l  and Behavioral Laboratory 
Measurement System (IMBLMS) 
970-53-40 W73-70818 
BIOMEDICAL DATA 
Medlcal Support 
970-51 -45 W73-70805 
BIOTECHNOLOGY 
Advanced Teleoperator Systems Requnremenrr 
970-83-20 W73-70827 
BIRDS 
GrOund.Bassd Platforms. 610-lnstrumentatlon and 
Anlmal Tracking Systems & Technques 
160-75.27 W73-70500 
BOMBER AIRCRAFT 
DOD Assstance 
760-17.01 W73-70162 
BOOMS IEOUIPMENTJ 
Vehlce Anached Manlpularors 
970-53-20 W73-70816 
BORON 
Shunle Composile Tank Technology 
502.32-03 W73-70272 
BOTANY 
Oeveloprnental Biology 
970-51-62 W73-70807 
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
Tunnel and Scale Effects 
501 -06-09 W73 701 14 
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
Boundary b y e r  Slabflny and Trans~lion 
501 -06-07 W73-70111 
Boundary Layer Stab~lny and Tranr~t~on 
501-06-07 W73-70112 
BOUNDARY IAYER TRANSITION 
Boundary b y e r  Stab~ltv and Transltton 
501 -06-07 W73-70111 
Boundary b y e r  Stabbliry and Transltl~n 
501 4 6 - 0 7  W73.70112 
BRAKING 
Tore Tract~on. Braking 
501-38- 12 
Tlre Traction. Brakbng 
501-38-12 W73-70172 
BRAYTON CYCLE 
Brayla" Convers~on Technology 
503-35-01 W73-70407 
Earth Orbltal Systems Electrlc Power Technology 
909-51-05 W73-70742 
BREADBOARD MODELS 
Power Systems and C~rcults Development lor Planetary 
Spacecrah 
502-25-74 W73-70310 
Anlf~coal lntellfgencs for Integrated Rabat Systems 
502-03-32 W73-70328 
Earth-Ortented Anitude Reference 
502-23.41 W73-70333 
Opt~cal Mass Memory 
502-23-31 W73-70339 
Identif~cauon of F~ngerpr~nts by Opt~cal Procersnng 
184-06 70 W73-70535 
Gundance Computer Technology 
180-17-54 W73-70561 
B~o~nrtrumsntauon 
192-55-65 W73-70685 
Adaptauon ol  Mar~ner Mars IRIS Breadboard for 
Space Shunle Mlssaons 
196-41.52 W73-70702 
Solar Csll Energy W b e l  System for Space Vehicle 
Appl~csl~ons 
909-74-35 W73-70772 
BUCKLING 
lrogrnd Cylinder Test Program - Cornbmned Loads 
lncludlnp Internal Prmsure 
180-1 1.06 W73-70556 
BUFFETING 
Nonsteady AerDdynamncs 
501 -0B-06 W73.70102 
Space Shurlle Dynammcs and Aeroelasl~c~ry 
502-32.02 W73-70270 
Shunle Dynamncs and Aeroelasl~c~ty 
502-32-02 W73-7027 1 
Dynamlcs snd Aeroelast~cty 
976.52-40 W73.70843 
BUILDINGS 
Engmne Nose and Sonlc Boom EHects 
501.38-15 W73.70179 
Flre Safety. Air Pollut~on Reduct~on. and Health Care 
Dellvery 
770-1 8-02 W73-70393 
BUMPERS 
Meteorold Technology Satell~te 
755.42-01 W73-70384 
BURNERS 
Combustor Technology 
501 -24.08 W73-70076 
C-130 AIRCRAFT 
b m p o s ~ t e  Marenals Appl\cat~ons to C-130 Center 
Wlng Structure 
766-74-01 W73.70215 
C.54 AIRCRAXT 
Remote Sensing Sensor Technology for Eanh 
Resources Survey 
160.75-31 W73-70507 
CALIBRATING 
Cal~brar~on. Evaluat~on and Slmulat~on o l  Earth 
Resource Multichannel Surface Sensors 
160-20-58 W73-70448 
Earth Observat~ons Laboratory. F~eld Exper~ments. 
and Cal~bratlon 01 Radiatmon Sensors 
160-44.56 W73-70454 
Absoiute Pressure. Atomlc Oxygen. and Energetic 
Beam Cal~brat~on lor Mass Spectrometers 
185-47-51 W73-70572 
Magnelospherlc Phystcs - Panlcles and 
lnteract80n 
188-36-55 
CAMERAS 
Opllcal Instrumenls System lor the 
Telescope 
975-84-78 
CANADA 
Shunle-Ba-d Low Cost Spacecrah 
975-50-01 
CARBIDES 
Nuclear Rocket Eng~ne Technology 
503-24-02 
CARBOHYDRATES 
Food Technology 
970-22-24 
CARBON 
Advanced Mater~als for Space 
502-21.20 
Pan~cle/Field 
W73-70607 
Large Space 
W73-70840 
W73-70828 
W73-70414 
W73-70790 
W73-70242 
CARBON COMPOUNDS 
Organ~c Geochern~st? 
192-55-62 
CARBON DIOXIDE 
Air Revntalfzatnon 
970-22-21 W73.70788 
Food Technology 
970-22-24 W73-70790 
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
10 Mncrometer Wavelength Space Cornmunncat~on 
164-21 -80  W73-70542 
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL 
Air Rev~talnzal<on snd Contaminant Control 
970-52.21 W73.70810 
CAROIOVASCUIAR SYSTEM 
Card~ovascular-Phys~olo~y 
970-21.12 W73.70774 
Ccunlermeasures 
970-21-17 W73-70778 
Crad~ovascular Phys~ology 
970-51-12 W73-70798 
CARGO SPACECRAFT 
Vehicle Attached Man~pula~ors 
970-53.20 W73-70816 
CATALYSIS 
Propenles of Mater~als lor Electronfc Application 
502.01-03 ,. W73-70236 
L~qutd Prop~ ls~on Techmlogy 
180-31-52 W73-70568 
COC COMPUTERS 
Computat~onal Asrodynam~cs 
501-00-01 W73-70094 
CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
Magnelospheric Physics - Radlo Science 
108-36.57 W73-70618 
Relat~vnly and Celesllal Mechsnncs 
188-41-54 W73-70635 
Relat~v~ty end Celest~al Mechanncs 
188 41-54 W73-70636 
CELLS (BIOLOGYI 
Physncs and Chemistry of Sollds 
502.01 -02 W73-70234 
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS 
Central Mult~processar and Man/Machlne Technmques 
502.23-33 W73-70341 
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS 
H ~ g h  Performance Small Engmne Technology 
501-24-15 W73-70089 
CERAMICS 
Interdnsctpl~nary Materials Laboralornes 
502-01 -04  W73.70238 
External lnsulat~on 
502.31-50 W73-70257 
CERTIFICATION 
DOT Asslslance - Cert~l~cat~on Cr~terla Oevelopment 
760-16-01 W73.70164 
CESIUM 
Lquld Metal MHO 
503-05-02 W73-70399 
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSIONI 
Network Dala Stream Performance Monlrorlng and 
Control 
150-22-70 W73-70734 
CHARGED PARTICLES 
Env~ronmental Oeslgn Cnter~a 
502-21 -30 W73-70254 
Eanh Slat~cs/Dynam~cs - VLBl 
160-79-64 W73-70525 
Magnetosphernc Physmcs . Panicles and Panacle/Fneld 
X-Ray Astronomy 
188-41-59 W73-70642 
Soh X.Ray Spectroscopy for Shuttle 
188-41-61 W73.70645 
Very Hngh Energy Cosmlc Ray Detecfors for Shunle 
188-46-56 W73-70664 
CHECKOUT 
A Vehicle Stalvs and Mon~tor~ng System 
502-33-82 W73-70356 
EOS/Space Station Checkout 
909-41 -18 W73-70739 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
Chernlcal. Radtochsmncal, and Geologic Factors 
Affecting the Env~ronmental Oualoty of the Chesapeake 
Bay Watershed 
160-75-22 W73-70493 
Cosmlc D u n  Measurements 
188-45-53 W73-70652 
Chemical and lsolopmc Slud~es of Meleorttes and 
Ablateon Products 
195-42-51 W73-70690 
Geochem~cal Research (Geochemfcal Research o l  
Lunar Mater~alsl. 
195-42-59 W73-70694 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
Infrared Astronomy 
188-41.55 W73.70637 
CHEMICAL IASERS 
Quanlvm Electron~cs 
503-10-01 W73-70421 
CHEMICAL PROPULSION 
Spacecrafl bquud Propuls~on Research 
502-04-20 W73.70278 
Lquld Rocket Research 
502-04-25 W73.70279 
Advanced Spacecrah Engine Components 
502-24.26 W73-70286 
Advanced Propuls~on Comparison Study 
792-91-01 W73-70435 
CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
VISCOBI~SIIC Properties a l  Polymers 
501-01.10 W73-70004 
Flight Salery R and D 
503-24-04 W73-70416 
CHLOROPHYLLS 
Remote Senrlng for Global Survey of Coastal. Rnver 
Lake and Ground Water Features 
160-75-14 W73-70480 
Remote Sensing o f  Oceanic Blo-Productlvlry 
160.75.16 W73-70486 
Remote Semnng lor Water and Air Pollution 
160-75-22 W73-70495 
CHROMOSPHERE 
Solar Physim - Shuttle Payload Dew . Salar Poonting 
Instrument 
188-38-03 W73-70621 
Ground Based Obervatlon of the Sun 
. .-. 
CHRONOLOGY 
Panncle Track CosmochmnolDgv 
195-42-57 W73-70693 .. - 
CIRCUIT RELIABILITY 
Oes~gn. Procsss~ng and Test~ng of LSI Arrays 
502.23-51 W73-70349 
Screan~ng and Rallablllry Tesung of Microc~rcu~ls and 
Electronoc Devres 
CIRCUITS SUBJECT INDEX 
502-23-52 W73-70350 
CIRCUITS 
Control Components for Earth Orbtlal Systems 
909-81-08 W73-70746 
CIVIL AVIATION 
Rororcrah - Advanced Technology Civil Hellcopter 
760-63-05 W73-70140 
Systems Analyses of Long Haul H ~ g h  Productlv~ty 
Transports ITSTI 
7 9 1 - 9 1 ~ 0 3  W73-70185 
VLF Wide Area Nav~gar~on For Low.Dens~ty Shon-Haul 
Transportallon 
791 -93-51 W73-70197 
Subsonic/Sondc CTOL Transpon Technology Syslem 
Analyrlr and Oeslgn lnlegraflon (ATTI 
791 -94-60 W73-70201 
CTOL Transpon Propulsion Stud~es - 
7 9 1 ~ 9 4 - 6 1  W73-70202 
Advanced Operatang Syslems Technology for CTOL 
AlrcraH 
768-81 -02 W73-70226 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
ldenr~f~cation of Ffngerpr~nts by Opllcal Processing 
164.06~70 W73-70535 
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE 
Atmospher~c Parametes 
501-08-10 W73.70166 
Hanard Avomdance and Elim~nat~on 
501-38-13 W73-70178 
CLIMATOLOGY 
Cl~matolog~cal-Stat~slical Atrnosphernc and Cloud Cover 
Models 
1 6 0 - 4 4 5 8  W73.70456 
Techniques for Measurement of Stralorpheric 
Remole Sensang of Vegetat~on. %,Is and Related 
791-94-04 W73.70199 
COMBUSTION 
Combuslor Tschnology 
501-24-08 W73-70076 
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS 
Baste Pollut~on Research 
501 -04.02 W73-70062 
8asw Propulsoon Research 
501 -04-03 W73-70065 
Pollur~on Technology 
501-24-02 W73-70069 
Uean Combusror Technology 
501-24-18 W73-70070 
Combustor Technology 
501.24-08 
Advanced H - 0  Power System Technology 
502-35-64 W73-70313 
COMBUSTION CONTROL 
Uean Combusror Technology 
501-24-18 W73.70070 
COMBUSTION TEMPERATURE 
Basic Pollut~an Research 
501 -04-02 W73-70063 
COMETS 
Env~ronmenlal Design Gllerla 
502.21-30 W73-70254 
Speclrorcopy and Photochem~stry o f  Planetary and 
Comelaty Molecules 
185-47-55 W73-70576 
Aimospherlc Chem~cal Phys~cs - Research Studies of 
ProceSSe~ ~n Planetary Atmospheres. Comets and 
lnrerslellar Space 
185-47.66 W73.70579 
Comers and Inlersteilar Malter 
188-45-51 W73-70646 
Comets and Astero~ds 
188-45-51 W73-70647 
Water Resources 
160-75-01 Comets and Asreratds W73.70466 188.45.51 W73-70648 
Remote Senslog of Vegelat~on Stress 
160-75-02 W73-70468 C O M ~ ~ ~ ~ b : a n c e  o f  A~rcraH Operations - Technology 
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS Assessment 
Chemistry and M~crob~ology 501-29-01 W73-70047 
970-51-25 W73-70803 Acceptance of Alrcrah Operar~ons - Rade Qual~ly 
CLOUD COVER 501-29-21 W73-70050 
Wimalologlcal~Slat~st~cal A mospherlc and Cloud Cover L ~ ~ . o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  s ~ ~ ~ . H ~ ~ ~  T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  systems .
Models 
160-M-58 W73-70456 Traveler Acceptance Facrors 791-91-51 W73-70190 
CLOUD PHYSICS 
Remole Sensmng Techn~ques lor Atmaspher~c Structure C 0 M ~ ~ 5 " , a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ m m u n l c a r i o n s  
and Surface Condltlon Relevant to Meteorology 
160-44.53 909-41-07 W73-70738 
CLOUDS IMETEOROLOGYI W73.70451 COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT 
Experament Development for the Delermnauon of 50~a~~.0N101s Research 
Venus Cloud Pan~cle Compos~lmon W73-70059 
185-47-54 Subsonic/Sonfc CTOL Transpon Technology Develop- 
COASTAL ECOLOGY W73-70575 men1 Prapuls~on 
Remote Sensing of Phys~cal Oceanography. Coastal 501-24-60 W73-70082 
Processes and Esruarfes Ctvll Arcrafl Development Testing 
160-75-1 7 w 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 8 7  760-64.03 W73-70144 
Remole Sens~ng of Phys~cal Oceanography. Coastal a n ~ ~ ~ n e ; ~ / ~ , " ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ I ~ : " ~ ~ ~ ~  'Irframe 
P~oceses and Esluaibes 
160-75-17 ~ 7 3 . 7 0 4 8 8  760-64-60 W73-70145 
COATINGS Hazard Avoidance and El~manal~on 
Arom~c Slruclure and Propen~es 501.38-13 W73-70177 
501-01-06 ~ 7 3 . 7 0 0 0 3  COMMUNICATING 
Polymers Informalaan Transfer Via Commun~cal~on Satell~les 
501-21-22 ~73.70009 64-06-56 W73-70532 
COAXIAL PLASMA ACCELERATORS COMMUNICATION 
Plasma Dvnam~cs Advanced Concepts for Spacecrah Antenna Srructures 
COOING 
Physfcal Modelmg and Verlflcatlon of Illlac Computer 
Codes 
501 -06-03 W73-70097 
Commun~cal#ons Systems Analysls 
164-06-50 W73-70531 
COHERENT LIGHT 
Power Conversoon of Coherent L~ghr 
502-11-11 W73-70372 
COLO WEATHER 
Remote Ssnstng of Vegelataon Stress 
160-75-02 W73-70468 
COLLIMATORS 
Experament Development - Laboratory and Theoretical 
Solar Phys~cs 
188-38-53 W73-70627 
COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
Avlonlcs For General Av~at~on 
501-23-22 W73-70041 
A lom~c Frequency Standard For Fllghl Appllcatnons 
501-23-23 W73~70042 
TraHlc Managemenl 
164-18-54 W73-70537 
COLOR TELEVISION -. . ~ . -  
EOS/Space Stauon Commun~cat~ons 
909-41 -07 ~ 7 3 - 7 0 7 3 8 -  
COMBAT 
Remolely P~loled Vehicles 
502.22-05 W73-70267 
Eanh Observallon lmagtng Analys~s Techniques 
160-20-53 W73.70441 
EOS/Space Stauon Comrnunncat~ons 
909-41-07 W73-70738 
COMMUNICATION EOUIPMENT 
Educat~onal Cornmun~cat~ons Satell~te System Study 
164-06-58 W73-70534 
Dlgl~al Systems Development 
150-22-67 W73-70731 
EOS/Space Stallon IMS Commun~cauons 
977-41-33 W73-70846 
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 
Ion Thruster Research 
502-04-01 W73-70274 
Electr~c Auxll~ary Propulsion Systems for Appl!cat~on 
Salellltes 
757-51-09 W73-70386 
Remote Sensing of Oceanlc Bjo-Product!v~ly 
160-75-16 W73-70485 
lnformaz~on Transfer Vna Communcat~on Satellttes 
164-06-56,. W73-70532 
Educalional Commun~calions Satelllle System Study 
164-06-58 - - W73.70533 
Educat~onal Commun~cat~ons Satell~te Sysrsm Study 
164-06-58 W73-70534 
Commun~catoan Satell~le Antenna Research 
164-21-54 W73-70538 
Commun~car~ons and Navlgallcn. Sslelltta S u w n  
Studmer 
184-2 1-81 W73-70543 
COMMUNITIES 
Acceplance of Atrcrah Operations - Community 
Nmse 
M I - 2 9 - 1 1  W73.70048 
Engine Nals and Sonic B m m  Effens 
501-38-15 W73-70179 
COMPARISON 
Advanced Propulrlon Comparison Slvd~es 
792-91-01 .W73.70436 
COMPATIBILI lT 
Propuls~on and Pyrotechntc Technology for Ouler 
Planet Masslorn 
185-68.62 W73-70600 
COMPONENT RELIABILITY 
Baltery Oudlty Control and Tests 
502-25.58 W73-70305 
Solid Slate Sensors and Processnng Technques 
502-0363 W73-70332 
Pred~ctable Long-Lfe Component Technology 
502.23-53 W73-70351 
COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
Compor~res 
501 -2 1-23 W73-70005 
Composlle Malerlals Apdacal~on to Aarcratl Srructures 
501.22-03 W73.70027 
AST - Mater~als and Structural Components - 
Compos~tes 
501-32-06 W73-70034 
Subsonfc/%noc CTOL Transpon Technology Struc- 
lures and Materaale (ATTI 
501-32-60 W73-70036 
Tnre Tracl~m. Brabng 
501.38-12 W73-70171 
F~re  Retardatton 
501-38-19 W73-70181 
Composlre Malerlals Appl~cat~ons l o  C-130 Center 
Wlng Structure 
766-74-01 W73-70215 
Compos~tes for Shutlle 
502-31-52 W73-70261 
Space Shutlie Slruclural Desagn Technology 
502.32-01 W73-70269 
Shunle ComposlIe Tank Technology 
502-32-03 W73-70272 
COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS 
Compos~te Tank Technology 
502-22-02 W73-70264 
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 
8as1c Research and Advanced Concepts 
501.02-01 W73-70016 
501-22-03 W73-70027 
Composite Mater~als Appl~cauon to Alrcrah Structures 
501-22-03 W73-70028 
AST Maternals and Slructural b m ~ o n e n r s  
501 -32-04 W73-70032 
COMPRESSOR BLADES 
Fan and Compressor Technology 
501-24-07 W73-70075 
COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 
Fan and Compressor Technology 
501-24-07 W73-70075 
COMPRESSORS 
Fan and Compressor Tmhnology 
501 -24-07 W73-70075 
AST Propulr~on No~se 
501 -24-19 W73.70079 
COMPUTATION 
Comp~talional Aerodynamlcs 
501-06-01 W73-70093 
Computational Aerodynamlcs 
501 -06-01 W73-70095 
Development of Compurat~onal Aeronautocal b d e s  
for Illlac 
501 -06-02 W73-70096 
Guidance Computer Technology 
180- 1 7-54 W73-70561 
COMPUTER DESIGN 
Eanh Orb~ral System Compullng IIMS) 
909-51 -33 W73.70744 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
Automatic Computer Prqlram Oocumentat~on 
150-22-25 W73-70714 
Network Control Oala Process~ng 
150.22-72 W73-70736 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Compulat~onal Aerodynam~cs 
501 -06-01 W73-70094 
Development of FLEXSTAB for AST 
760-65-06 W73-70151 
Analysis o'f Advanced Propulsion Systems Requ~re- 
msnrj  
SUBJECT INDEX CRATERS 
180.06-50 W73-70552 
A n d p r  of Advancad ~~~~~n System Requlremenls 
Hab-Orb1 Ut~l!zat#on Studoar 
195-42 6 8  W73-70697 
Auromatlc Computer Pmgram Documentat~on 
150.22-25 ~ 7 3 1 7 0 7  14 
Tracking Data and Tralectary Anelysls 
150-22-26 W73-70715 
Space Shuttle l l e r m a l  Control 
909-42 0 2  W73-70747 
Spece Systems Alt~luds Control Pmpuls~on 
909-44-04 W73-70758 
Crew Procedures Development Technngues 
909-44-42 W73-70767 
Slmulatot Conl~gural~on. Checkout and Opsratton 
909-44-42 W73-70768 
COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES 
A n ~ l ~ c i a l  lntell~gence 
502-03-31 W73-70327 
Electron~c Mater~als and Processes 
502-03-51 W73.70330 
Eleclronmc Dev~ces and Comwnents 
502-03-52 W73-70331 
Opllcal Mars Memory 
502-23-31 W73-70339 
Advanced Dtgttal Oata Systems far Deep Space 
502-33.93 W73-70365 
Modular Information Subs"'r1em Development 
188-78-52 W73-70671 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 
Study to Generare a NASA Software Research Plan 
502-03-33 W73-70329 
STON Interface Computlng Systems. Conrrol and 
Appllcal~ons Sludy 
150-22-37 W73-70720 
Nemork Control Oata Procers~ng 
150-22-72 W73-70736 
Eanh Orb~tal System Computlng lIMS1 
909-51 -33 W73-70744 
Slmulallon Technnquer for Advanced Av!onmcs Systems 
9 0 9 ~ 4 4 - 4 1  W73-70766 
EOS/Space Stat~on lnformat~on Management System 
977.41-33 W73-70847 
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
Swmulat~on Technology lor  Aeronaurlcs 
501-39-01 W73-70055 
Fllght Somulatnon Technology - Snmulatmon Technlquer 
Programs - YF-12 Research Alrcrah 
766-72-02 W73-70220 
ha l lana l  Microwave Landing System Feaslblllly 
Oemonstrat~on and V/STOL Operaldonal Valndat~on 
768-81 -08 W73.70230 
Gas Oynamtcs Research 
502-07-01 W73-70314 
Advanced Nuclear Propulston Research 
503-04-01 W73-70412 
Teleoperator Systems 
503-24-01 W73.70418 
Eanh Obsewatlon lmagnng Analysns Technlques 
160-20-53 W73-70441 
Computer An~maled Mlsslon Descr~pt~on Films 
166-68-70 W73-70605 
Auromat~c Data Handl~ng 
150-22 36 W73 707 19 
Crew Procedures Development Techn~ques 
909.M-42 W73-70767 
Development of  Automated Simulator Change Contral 
System 
9 0 9 - 4 4 4 2  W73-70769 
COMPUTERS 
Eanh Observat~on lrnag~ng Analysts Technlques 
160-20-53 W73-70441 
CONFERENCES 
Study to Generate a NASA Software Research Plan 
502-03-33 W73-70329 
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
Simulator Configurat~on. Checkout and Operation 
909-44-42 W73-70768 
Development of Automated S~mulator Change Control 
System 
909-44-42 W73-70769 
CONFIGURATIONS 
Space Mlrslon and Vehlce Analysts 
790-91 -42  W73-70378 
CONSERVATION 
Models for Mon~ror~ng. Managlng and Conse~ lng  
Land and Water Resources 
160-75-08 W73-70473 
Remote Sensing for Geolog~c Hazards and Disasters. 
Mine Area Conservauon. Sail Mapp~ng and Land-Use 
Rann~ng 
160.75-1 1 W73-70475 
Remote Senstng for Gwlcqlc Hazards and Olserters. 
Mbne Area Conrervatnon. Sod Mapping end Land Use 
Plann~ng 
160.75-1 1 W73-70476 
Remote Sens~ng lor Conservetlon Management and 
Ul~l~zarmn d Animal Resources 
160-75-24 W73-70498 
CONSTRUCTION 
S~mulator Develc+menl 
501.26-09 W73-70124 
CONSULTING 
Commun~cat~ons Techn~csl Consulat~on Programs 
164-21-73 W73-70541 
CONTAMINANTS 
Bart Pollurnon Research 
501-04-02 W73.70062 
Remote Ssnrlng lor Water and Air Pollul~on 
160-75-22 W73-70495 
Env~ronmsntal Factors Effects 
970-2 1-35 W73-70780 
Aor Revttaluauan and Contarnmant Control 
970-52-21 W73-70810 
CONTAMINATION 
Ster~l~zat~on Techn~gues 
193-58.61 W73-70686 
Env~ronmenlal Qualnty 
909-62-47 W73-70753 
Space Systems - Materials 
909-44-38 W73-70765 
CONTINUUM MECHANICS 
Computat~onal Aerodynamics 
501.06-01 W73-70095 
CONTRACTS 
Electronoc Oevlces and Components 
502-03-52 W73-70331 
CONTROL DATA ICOMPUTERSI 
Central Mull~processor and ManIMach~ne Techniques 
502-23-33 W73-70341 
CONTROL EaUlPMENT 
Applcation of Control and Guidance Theory to the 
Automat~c and Manual Control of Future STOL and 
VTOL Alrcrati 
501.03-11 W73-70038 
CONTROL SIMULATION 
EOS/Space Stal~on/Fler~ble Spacecraft Snmulat~on 
Program 
502-23-45 W73-70337 
CONTROL STABILITY 
General Aviauon Fllght Oynamlcs - Control and 
Display 
760-60-05 W73-70125 
Technology Oevelopment lor ACT-Conf~gured Super- 
son~c Anrplanes I I  - Investbgat~on o f  Contml System 
Mechan~zat~on Technques 
760-65-08 W73-70153 
CONTROL THEORY 
Advanced Nuclear Propulsion Research 
503-04-01 W73-70412 
CONTROLUBIL ITV 
Subson~c/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology Av~on~cs  
and Fllght Controls IAAT) 
501-23-60 W73-70044 
Handlmng Qua l~ t~er  . G ~ t e r ~ a  for H~ghly Augmented 
Vehbcles 
501.26-01 W73-70116 
Handling Quallrles Turbulence/Fler~b~lty Effects 
501-26-02 W73-70117 
Advanced Conrrol A p p c a l ~ o n s  - Fly-By-Wlre 
Exper~ments 
501.26-06 W73-70121 
STOL Fllght Dynammcr 
760-61 -03 W73-70129 
VTOL Fllght Oynamncs 
760-62-02 , W73-70132 
V/STOL Fllght Oynamlcs 
760-62-02 W73-70133 
Supersonoc Tranapan - Optomurn Dmgn/CCV 
760-65-01 W73-70146 
AST . Handllng Quallt~es Crmtei~a for ACT-Conllgured 
Advanced Supersonnc Alrcrah 
760-65.07 W73-70152 
COOLING SYSTEMS 
Turb~ne Technology 
501.24-09 W73-70077 
Advanced Concepts and Future Plannlng 
790-90-04 W73-70374 
CORROSION 
Maternals Technology for Space Shuttle 
982-52-38 W73-70855 
CORROSION RESISTANCE 
Space Systems Anitude Control Propulsmon 
909-44-04 W73-70758 
COSMIC DUST 
Cosmtc Dust Research 
189-45.53 W73.70651 
Cosmlc Oust Measuremenrs 
188-45.53 W73-70652 
Cosmic Oust Experiment for ths Space Shuttle 
188-45.54 W73-70653 
COSMIC RAYS 
Exper~mentel and Observat~onsl Rersarch In lnlraied 
Astronomy and Interstellar Madmum 
188-41-55 W73-70640 
Isotop~c Abundances In Low-Energy Cosmmc Radlanon 
188-46-51 W73-70655 
Hlgh Energy Cosmlc Rays 
188-46-52 W73-70657 
Hlgh Energy Cosmic Radlatlon 
188-46-52 W73.70658 
Vew Hlgh Energy Cosrnlc Ray Detectors lor Shunle 
108-46-56 W73-70664 
Gamma Ray. Energntlc Electron Superconduct~ng 
Magnet. and Nuclear Emulsnon Cosmic Ray Detector 
Systems for Appl~cat~on 10 the Space Shuttle Program 
188-46-57 W73-70665 
COSMOLOGY 
Geophys~cal Processes Related to Or~gln and Evolution 
of the Planets 
105-50.50 W73-70586 
UV end Optlcal Astronomy (Computallonal Phys~cs) 
188-41-51 W73-70630 
Radlo Astronomy 
188241.52 
Comets and Asrsro~ds 
188-45-51 W73-70647 
Cosmic Dust Research 
188-45.53 W73-70651 
Panicle Track Cosmochronology 
195-42.57 W73-70693 
COST ANALYSIS 
Moss~on and Vehtcle Analysis 
790-91.44 W73-70379 
Advanced Propuls~on Compar~son Slud~es 
792-91-01 W73-70436 
Avlonncs Cosl Model 
909-44.35 W73-70764 
COST EFFECTIVENESS 
01gltal Fly-By Wfre Fl~ghl Control System Research 
and Developmenl 
766-75-02 W73-70214 
Solar Cell Basmc Research 
502-05-50 W73-70297 
Advanced Spacecraft and Erpernment Control Systems 
502-23-44 W73-70336 
Technology Forecasung far Space Communlcalions 
502-23-14  W73-70345 
Mull#-Use Reusable Antenna Technology 
164-76-01 W73-70549 
Use of the Solar Electroc Propulsion Stage ISEPSI 
for Eanh Orbbtal Applbcatdon 
164-76-84 W73-70551 
Telecommun~cal~ons Technology for Ourer Planet 
Mlssons 
186-68-53 W73-70593 
COST ESTIMATES 
Technology Iden t~ l~ca t~on 
502-24-34 W73-70288 
COSTS 
Study 01 the Enects of Government D~rected Changes 
on Bast Costs and Schedule of Selected Fllght 
Veh~cles 
791-92-04 W73-70192 
Shuttle-Based Low Cosl Spacecraft 
975-50-01 W73-70828 
COUNTERMEASURES 
Counrermeasures 
970-51-17 W73-70802 
COUPLING 
Superconduntng Infrared Detectors 
196-41-12 W73-70699 
CRACK PROPAGATION 
Fatigue. Fracture, and bfe Predncllon 
501.21-21 W73.70013 
Fattgue. Fracture. and Life Pred~ct~on 
501-21-21 W73-70014 
CRACKING lFRACTURlNGl 
Structural lntegr~ry 
501.22-02 W73.70024 
Fracture Control Technology 
502-22-03 W73-70265 
Shutlle Franure Control Methods 
502-32-04 W73-70273 
CRACKS 
Fatngue. Fracture and L~fe  Predict~on 
501-21-21 W73-70014 
CRASHES 
F~re Rerardar~on 
501-38-19 W73-70181 
CRATERS - - 
Impact Cralerng on Geologic Materials 
195-42-50 W73-70689 
CREEP ANALYSIS SUBJECT INDEX 
CREEP ANALYSIS 
Fracture Control Technology 
502.22-03 W73-70265 
CREWS 
Evaluate Realism of Manned Act~v~ty  Schedulmg 
System (MASS) ln Skylab Mmss~ons 
909-74-33 W73-7077 1 
Human Behavtor and Performance 
970-21-51 W73-70782 
CRYOGENIC EOUIPMENT 
Thermal Power for Cryogenic Refrigerators 
503-35-05 W73-70411 
Low Gravity Superfluad Hellurn Advanced Technology 
Development 
188-78-51 W73-70669 
CRYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE 
Shunle Cryogenfc Technology 
909-72.31 W73-70754 
Space Shuttle - Cryogenic Storage System 
982-42-37 W73-70850 
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS 
Shunle. M a ~ n  Propulsion Technology 
982-52-03 W73.70854 
CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELIANTS 
Composlle Tank Technology 
502-22-02 W73-70264 
Safely Research 
502.28-04 W73-70367 
Nuclear Stage Technology 
503-24-06 W73-70420 
Thermal Systems Management 
180-31-51 W73-70567 
Zero Grevlly Propellanl Tranrler Technology 
975-71-53 W73-70831 
CRVOGENICS 
Composotes 
501-21-23 W73-70006 
Advanced Concepts and Futures Plannlng 
790-90-04 W73-7L374 
Thermal Syslems Mansgement 
180-31.51 W73-70567 
Opsratlons. Malnrenance and Safety 
909-52-3 1 W73-70751 
S ~ a c e  Shuttle - Cryogenc Storage System 
982-42-37 W73-70850 
CUES 
S~mulal~on Technology for Aeronaul#cs 
501-39-01 W73-70055 
CV.990 AIRCRAFT 
Eanh Obse~atlonr Laboratory. Field Exper~ments. 
and G l ~ b r a r ~ o n  of Radlatlon Sensors 
160-44-56 W73-70454 
CYCLOTRONS 
Advanced Mater~als for Space 
502-2 1-20 W73-7024 1 
Nuclear Phys~cs 
503-10.04 W73-70434 
CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
lrogrtd Cylinder Test Program - Combtned Loads 
lnciud~ng Internal Pressure 
180-11.06 W73.70556 
CYTOLOGY 
Hematology Ilmmunologyl 
970-51.15 W73-70800 
DAMAGE 
Englne Nolse and Sonx Boom Eflecls 
501.38-15 W73-70179 
DAMPERS lVALVESl 
Synchronous Orb11 Spacecrah Technology 
164-76-51 W73-70544 
DATA ACOUISITION 
Alrcrah Operating Exper~ences 
501.38-1 1. W73-70174 
Fllghl Test lns~rumenlalion 
501-38-16 W73-70182 
Technology Identiltcat~on 
502.24-34 W73-70288 
Study 10 Generate a NASA Sohware Research Plan 
502.03-33 W73-70329 
Central Multiprocessor and Man/Machlne Technlques 
502-23-33 W73-70341 
Aerospace Safety Data Bank 
770-14-02 W73-70397 
Remote Senrlng for Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160-75-13 W73-70478 
Remote Sensing of Phyrlcal Oceanography. Coastal 
Proceses and Estuaries 
160-75-17 W73-70487 
Remote Sensnng Data Management end lnterpretal~on 
Techn~ques Far Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70513 
Dala Collecrfon 
164-78-60 W73-70545 
Data Collect~on 
164-76-60 W73-70546 ' 
Nerwork Integration and Development Plans 
150-22-21 W73-707 10 
H~gh Rellabll~ty Control Systems for Antennas 
150.22-32 W73-70717 
Med~cal Suppon 
970-51 -45 W73-70805 
EOS/Space Srauon Informatdon Management System 
977-41-33 W73-70847 
DATA CORREIATION 
Remole Sensng of Vegetal~on and W~ldland Resource 
Stresses 
160-75.02 W73.70467 
Remote Sensdng of Env~ronmenral Changes Relaled 
to Publ~c Health and Welfare Problems 
160-75-28 W73-70503 
DATA LINKS 
Codlng far Space Commun~cal~on 
502.23-13 W73-70344 
DATA MANAGEMENT 
Anlflclal lntelllgence 
502-03.31 W73-70327 
Data Management and Storage 
160-20-52 W73-70439 
Data Management and Storage 
160-20-52 W73-70440 
Remote Sens~ng Data Management and In~erprelat~on 
Technmques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70511 
Remote Sensnng Data Managemenl and Interpretallon 
Techniques for Eanh Resources Survey 
1 6 0 - 7 5 4 2  W73-70512 
Remote Sensmg Data Management and lnterpretstoon 
Techn~ques For Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70513 
Eanh Resources Data Base 
160-75-88 W73-70521 
Data Collection 
164-76-60 W73-70545 
Space Systems Information Managemenl Syrlem 
909-44-33 W73-70763 
DATA PROCESSING 
A Vehicle Stalus and Mon~toring System 
502.33-82 W73-70356 
Dara Managemenl and Storage 
160.20-52 W73-70439 
Data Management and Storage 
160.20-52 W73-70440 
Microwave Rad~omerry for Remote Senslng 
160-20-54 W73-70444 
Remote Sensnng for rhemat~c Mappdng of Cultural. 
Natural and Physmcal Patterns and Change 
160-75.06 W73.70471 
Remote Sens~ng of Ocesntc 810-Product~v~w 
160-75-16 W73.70485 
Remote Senrlng for Mull~ple Resource Survey 
160-75-30 W73.70504 
Remole Sensmng Data Management and lnterpretatlon 
Technmques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73.70510 
Remole Sens~ng Data Management and lnterpretatlon 
Techn~ques for EaRh Resources Survy  
160-75-32 W73-70512 
Remote Sensnng Data Management and Interpretallon 
Technlques Far EaRh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70513 
Gu~dancs Computer Technology 
180-17.54 W73-70561 
Development of Neutral Mass Spectromelers lor 
Planetary Atmosphere Exper~ments 
185-47-52 W73-70573 
Spacecrah Dala-System Technology lor Ouler.Uane1 
Mnss$ons 
186-68-56 W73.70597 
Meteor Phwcs - Spectra Patrol and Data Analysts 
188-45.52 W73-70650 
Modular lnformatlon Subsystem Development 
188-78.52 W73-70671 
Automat~c Computer Program Documentat~on 
150-22-25 W73-70714 
Trecbng Dara end Traiectory Analys~s 
150-22-26 W73-70715 
Automal~c Dala Handlong 
150-22-36 W73-707 19 
Image Processtng Fac~l~ty Performance Evaluat~on 
end Improvement 
150-2249 W73-70722 
Network Conlrol Data Procesr~ng 
150-22-72 W73.70736 
DATA PROCESSING EOUIPMENT 
Aulornat~c Dals Handl~ng 
150-22.36 W73-707 19 
lmage Processmng Fac~llty Performance Evaluation 
snd Improvement 
150-22-39 W73-70722 
Space Systems lnformat~on Msnagemlrnt Syslem 
909-44-33 W73-70763 
DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS 
Data Processtng Synem 
150-22-38 W73-70721 
DATA RECORDING 
W ~ d e  Band Starmon Dara Handling Equipment 
150.22-24 W73-707 13 
DATA REDUCTION 
Meteor Physncs - Spectra Palrol and Data Analysls 
188.45-52 W73-70650 
Space Sysrems lnforrnatlon Management System 
909-44-33 W73-70763 
DATA RETRIEVAL 
Aerospace Safely Dala Bank 
770.14-02 W73-70397 
DATA STORAGE 
Aerospace Safety Data Bank 
770.1 4-02 W73-70397 
Dara Management and Storage 
160-20-52 W73.70439 
Dara Managemenl and Slorage 
160-20-52 W73-70440 
Remote Sens~ng Data Managemenl and lnrerpretatmon 
Technques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70510 
Eanh Resources Data Base 
160-75-88 W73-70521 
Spacecrah Data-System Technology b r  Ouler-Planet 
Mmas~ons 
186-68-56 W73-70597 
Data Procesr~ng System 
150-22.38 W73.70721 
DATA SYSTEMS 
Fllght Test lnstrumentat~on 
501-38-16 W73-70182 
Electron~c Devlcer and Components 
502.03-52 W73-70331 
Automated Dala Handllng Technlques and Components 
Technology Forecast~ng far Space Commun!cat~ons 
502-23.14 W73.70345 
Advanced Otg~tal Data Systems for Deep Space 
502-33-93 W73-70365 
Oceanograph~c Remote Sensbng 
160-75-66 W73.70517 
Wide Band Slarlon Dala Handltng Equ~pmsnt 
150-22-24 W73.70713 
FYIYIW N e l w r k  Uttl~zauon and Support Analys~s 
150-22-35 W73-70718 
Aulomatfc Data Handl~ng 
150-22.36 W73-707 19 
EOS/Space Station lnformat~on Managemenl System 
977.41-33 W73-70847 
DATA TRANSMISSION 
Advanced Plasma Thruster and Laser Research 
502-04-02 W73-70275 
Informat~on Transfer Vla Commun~cauon Satell!les 
164-06-56 W73.70532 
Tracklng and Data Relay Sa le l l~ le  Technology 
Davelopment 
164.21-55 W73-70539 
Advanced Technologral  Developrnenl. General 
(h-Board Prmerslng Elenron~cs. Solid Stare Nuclear 
Detectom 
188.78-51 W73-70670 
Track~ng and Data Relay Satellite Technology 
Derelopment 
150-22-20 W73-70709 
A Ground Antenna for W ~ d e  Band Data Transrnisrdon 
Systems 
150-22-31 W73-70716 
Network Dals Stream Performance Monttortng and 
Control 
150-22.70 W73-70734 
DEBRIS 
Optlcsl Conlamlnat~on 
975-72-39 W73-70833 
DECAMETRIC WAVES 
Studies of Jupiter's Magnetosphsre 
188.36-55 W73-70609 
Radoo and Radar Planetary Studdes 
196.41-51 W73-70701 
DECODING 
Codong for Space Comrnunlcat~on 
502.23-13 W73-70344 
DECONTAMINATION 
Mlcroblal Analys~s 
193-58.62 W73.70687 
Opl~cal b n t a m ~ n a t ~ o n  
975-72-39 W73-70833 
DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FAClLlrY 
Rad~o Aslrfflomy 
188-41.52 W73-70633 
Network Gmf~gurst~on Mon~tor~ng and Control 
150-22.71 W73-70735 
DEEP SPACE NETWORK 
Nev~gat~on Accuracy Analys~s 
150-22-60 W73.70724 
SUBJECT INDEX EARTH ATMOSPHERE 
S-Band Range and Oqp le r  Ouallty 
150.22-62 W73-70726 
Rad~o Sceence 
150-22.63 W73-70727 
Antenna Systems Development 
150-22-65 W73-70729 
Radc Systems Development 
150-22-66 W73-70730 
O~gllal Systems Develqment 
150.22-67 W73-70731 
Trackfng Slat~on Operat~ons Technology 
150-22-69 W73-70733 
Network Conf~gurat~on Monitot~ng and Control 
150-22-7 1 W73-70735 
Nerwork Control Data Pracess~ng 
150-22-72 W73-70736 
DEFENSE PROGRAM 
0 0 0  Ass~slance 
760-17-01 W73-70162 
DEGRADATION 
P h y s ~ s  and Chemlslv of Solids 
501-01.02 W73-70001 
Vlscoela~t~c Propentes of Polymers 
501-01-10 W73.70004 
Fabrlcatnon and Procesing 
501-21-26 W73-70011 
Materials for Hogh Power Lasers 
501-21-33 W73-70012 
Optical Contamnatbon of Spacecrafl 
502-21 -20 W73-70248 
Opllca Contarn~nal~an of Spacecraft 
502-21-28  W73-70250 
STOP is~ruclural-Thermal-Opt~cal-Pmgram) 
502.22-06 W73-70268 
Planetary Solar Power Research 
502.05-54 W73-10299 
Electrochem~cal Energy Slorage Research 
502-05-55 W73-70300 
Space Systems - Matermals 
9 0 9 - M - 3 8  W73-70765 
Space Shuttle Thermal Prolecllon System 
982-52-43 W73-70856 
DELTA I A U N C H  VEHICLE 
Della Hybrld Technology Demonstratdon 
758-56-42 W73-70308 
Aerozlne 501N204 Autogenous Pressurlzatlon System 
180-3 1-02 W73-70565 
RS-27 Englne Low Level Thrust Oualnf~cal~on 
180-31 -07 W73.70566 
Delta Hybrld Technology Demonstrat~on 
180-32-52 W73-7057 1 
DEMODULATION 
Commun~cattons Systems Analysbs 
164-06-50 W73-70531 
Wnde Band Slatlon Data Handlmng Equmpment 
150-22-24 W73-707 13 
DEMODUIATORS 
Instrumenlat~on for New Trackmg Dala Types 
1 5 0 - 2 2 6 1  W73.70725 
DETECTION 
Shunle Fracture Control Methods 
502-32-04 W73-70273 
Space Shunle Instrumental~on/Sensors 
502-33-85 W73-70359 
Recovery And3 lor Aerospace Nuclear Systems 
502-28-34 W73.70369 
Armospherc Polluuon Sens~ng Heterodyne Speclros- 
COPY 
160.20-56 W73-70447 
Remote Sensong of Oceanic Bee-Product~rfty 
160-75-16 W73-70486 
DEUTERONS 
Nuclear Physics 
503-10-04 W73-70433 
DIAGNOSIS 
Medacal Suppon 
970-51 -45 W73-70805 
DIATOMIC MOLECULES 
Physncs and Chemstry 
502-01-02 W73-70233 
DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS 
Computal~onal Aerodynamics 
501-06-01 W73-70095 
DIFFUSION 
Solar Cell Bast Research 
502.05-50 W73-70297 
DIFFUSION THEORY 
Phys~c. and Chem~stry of Solods 
502-01-02 W73-70235 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
Hoghly Reloable Computers lor Active Control Systems 
In-Fllght Slmulallon Technology GPAS 
501 -28-07 W73.70122 
Slatlon Monltor~ng and b n ~ r o l  Technology 
150-22-68 W73-70732 
DIGITAL FILTERS 
Oagltal Syslems Development 
150-22-67 W73-70731 
DIGITAL SIMULATION 
EOS/Space Slal~on/Fler~ble Spacecraft Slmulatmon 
Program 
502-23-45 W73-70337 
M S L I O ~  and Vehicle Analyss 
790-9 1-44 W73-70379 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS 
Advanced Conlrol  A p p l ~ c a l ~ o n r  - Fly-By.Wlre 
Exper~ments 
501 -26.06 W73-70121 
O ~ g ~ t a l  Fly-By-Wlre System F i ~ g h ~  Exper~ment 
766-75-01 W73-70213 
Omg!lal Fly.By-Wire Flbght Canlrol System Research 
and Development 
766-75.02 W73.70214 
Advanced Inregrated Avlontcs Confngurarbons Su~table 
for Future Large Hogh Performance Jet V/STOL A~rcrah 
Advanced Dng~tai Data Syslems for Deep Space 
502-33-93 W73-70365 
Advanced Image Processmng Tschnquea 
160-20-59 W73.70449 
Informallon Transfer Vna Communlcatlon Satell~tes 
164.06-56 W73-70532 
DIGITAL TECHNIOUES 
Remote Sensing for Themat~c Mappfng of Cuhural. 
Natural and Physacal Panerns and Change 
160.75-06 W73-70471 
Remote Sensing Data Management and lnterprelatnon 
Techniques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70510 
Remote Senslng Data Management and Interpretauon 
Technlques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70511 
EOS/Space Station Commun~cat~ons 
909-41 -07 W73-70738 
DIODES 
Properties of Materials for Electron~c Appllcalion 
502-01-03 W73-70236 
Electran~c Malertals and Processes 
502-03-51 W73-70330 
Space Systems Dqsplays 
909-44-12 W73-70761 
DIRECT CURRENT 
Multl.KW OC Otslrmbut~on System . Evaluat~on and 
Demonstralon 
502-25-73 W73-70309 
DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS 
In-Flhght S,mulat~on Technology--GPAS 
501-26-07 W73-70122 
DISEASES 
Remote Sens~ng of Envlronmenlal Changes Relaled 
to Publ~c Health and Welfare Problems 
160-75.28 W73-70503 
Chem~stry and M~crob~ology 
970-51-25 W73.70803 
Medical Suppon 
970-51-45 W73-70805 
DISPIAY DEVICES 
General A v ~ a t ~ o n  Fllght Conlrol Systems and O~splays 
501-23.21 W73-70040 
Avnonmcs For General Avlatlon 
501-23.22 W73-70041 
Fllght Management Synems 
W1.29-02 W73-70051 
Slmulatbon Research for Aeronaul~cs 
501-29-03 W73-70053 
Fllghl S~mulat~on Technology - P~lollng Cues 
501-29-14 W73.70054 
General Avtat~on Fl lgh Dynam~cs - Conlrol and 
Display 
760-60.05 W73-70125 
Electron~c Maternalr and Processes 
502-03.51 W73-70330 
Earth Orblral System Campullng IIMSI 
909-51-33 W73-70744 
Space Synems D~splayr 
909-44-1 2 W73-70761 
Telsoperator Man~pulator and End Effector Technology 
970.23-20 W73-70792 
DOCUMENTATION 
Safety Documenleuon and Tra~n~ng 
502-19-20  W73-70371 
Automalic Computer Program Documentation 
150-22-25 W73-70714 
S~mulalor Conf~gurat~on. Checkout and Operat~on 
909-44-42 W73-70768 
Davslopmenl of Automated S~mulalor Change Control 
*stem 
409-44-42 W73-70769 
Interd~scpl~nary Research 
9 7 0  24-01  , W73-70794 
DOCUMENTS 
Envwonmental Oesagn Crtterta 
502.21-30 W73-70253 
Env~ronmental Oesngn Crtter~a 
502.21-30 W73-70254 
Envfronmental Oeslgn Cr~lerla 
502-21 -30  W73-70255 
DOPPLER EFFECT 
S-Band Range and Doppler O u a t y  
150-22-62 W73.70726 
DOPPLER NAVIGATION 
Hanard Avoidance and El~mlnat~on 
501-38-13 W73-70178 
DOPPLER RADAR 
Hanard Avadance and Ellmnatton 
501-38-13 W73-70178 
Ground-Based Platforms, 010-lnstrumentat~on and 
Anlmal Track~ng Syslems B Technques 
160-75-27 W73-70500 
DOSIMETERS 
Radlat~on Shbeidang and Doslmerry 
502-2 1-32 W73-70256 
Rad~at~on Bology 
970-21-63 W73-70787 
DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS 
Advanced Pyrofechn~c/Rocke~ Syslems Technology 
502-24.41 W73-70289 
DRAG 
Noule Technology 
501 -24-06 W 7 3 - 7 W 7 4  
DRUGS 
Med~cal Suppon 
970.21 -45 W73.70781 
DURABILITY 
Therrnoeleclrnc Systems Technology 
503-35-04 W73-70410 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Programs - YF-12 Research Alrcrah 
766-72-02 W73-70220 
EOS/Space Slat~on/Flex~ble S p a c ~ r a h  Simulation 
Program 
502.23-45 W73-70337 
DYNAMIC LOADS 
Mull,-KW DC O~strlbutton System - Evaluar~on and 
Demonstral~on 
5Q2-25-73 W73-70309 
DYNAMIC STABlL I lY  
Fllghl Simulation Technology - Plloting Cues 
501-29-14 W73-70054 
V/STOL Tmll Rotor Research A~rcrafl Project 
787.78-01 W73-70224 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
Loads and Structural Dynamfcs 
501 -22-05 W73-70019 
Loads and Structural Dynamics 
501 -22-05 W73-70020 
Fl~ght Loads Measurement Techniques 
501-22.08 W73-70022 
Hyperwn~c Vehlcle Structures Technology 
501-22-06 W73-70025 
Hyperwn~c Veh~cle Structures Technology 
501.22-06 W73-70026 
Spacecrafl b u n c h  Dynam~cs 
502.22-04 W73-70266 
S h ~ n l e  Dynamics and Aeroelasucily 
502-32-02 W73-70271 
DYNAMIC TESTS 
Spacecrafl b u n c h  Oynammcs 
502-22-04 W73-70266 
EARTH (PIANETI  
Geophys~cal Processes Related l o  Orlgln and Evolul~on 
of the Planets 
185-50-50 W73-70586 
EARTH ALBEDO 
Enendsd Measurement of Albedo and Terrestrial 
Redlalnon 
160-44-65 W73-70460 
EARTH ATMOSPHERE 
Beslc Polluton Research . 
501 -04-02 W73-70363 
Basic Pollullon Research 
51 0-04-02 W73-70066 
b s e r r  for Remote Sens~ng 
502-23-56 W73-70354 
Analysis of Energy Interacr~ons Between Levels of 
the Atmosphere and Solar Tsrrestrlal Relat~onship 
160-44.55 W73-70453 
Numerical Model and Slmulat~on of Severe Storms 
Caupled Eanh Energy and Mass Transpon Cycles 
160-44-83 W73-70450 
Oevnlopment of Neutral Mass Spectrometers for 
Planelary Atmosphere Experlmenls 
185-47-52 W73.70573 
Planetary Almospher~c Processes and Measurements 
E A R T H  E N V I R O N M E N T  SUBJECT INDEX 
185-47-91 W73-70584  
Magnetospher~c Physlcr - Radm Scnencs 
188-36-57 W73-70618  
EARTH ENVIRONMENT 
Lasers far Remote Sensing 
502.23-56 W73-70354 
EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS 
Feasjb~l~ry Study of a Solar Electric Propuls~on Stage 
ISEPS) for Geosynchronous M ~ s s ~ o n s  
502-24-13 W73-70294  
EARTH ORBITS 
Feas~b~lhly Study of a Solar Electr~c Propuls~on Slage 
ISEPS) for Geosynchronous M ~ s r o n r  
502-24-13 W73-70294  
Eanh Orbltal Reenly Technology Thermal Prolectlon 
Syslems 
502-27-02 W73-70316 
Eanh-Orbltal Reenlry Technology 
502-27-02 W73-70317 
Advanced Spacecrah and Expsr~menl Control Syslems 
502-23-44  W73-70336 
Use of the Solar Electric Propulslon Stage ISEPSl 
for Eanh Orbilal Appllcatlon 
164-76-84 W73-70551 
EOS Space Stallon b fe  Suppon 
977.41-06 W73-70845 
EARTH RESOURCES 
Environmental Engfneer~ng-Energy Management. 
Ground Transponat~on, and Air Pollution Reduct~on 
770-18.01 W73-70392  
Mtcrowave R a d ~ o m e l y  for Remote Sensing 
160-20-54 W73-70444 
IPL Methods for G e o l w c  Mapp~ng 
160-20-54 W73-70445  
Callbratnon, Evaluatnon and Sdmulatton a1 Ear lh 
Resource Mulllchannel Surface S e n ~ n  
160-20-58 W73-70448  
Remote Sensnng of Vegetat~on and W~ldland Resource 
S~ressss 
160-75-02 W73-70467 
Remote Sens~ng of Vegetauan and W~ldland Resources 
160.75-02 W73-70469  
Remote Ssnsnng for Global Land-Use Mapplng and 
Resource Management ~n Geography. Demography, and 
Canography 
160-75-07 W73-70472 
Remoce Ssns~ng of Physical Oceanography. COartal 
Processes and Esluarles 
160-75-17 W73-70488  
Remote Sensing lor Mult~ple Resource Survey 
160-75-30 W73-70504  
Remole Sensang for Mulllple Resource Surveys In 
the Chesapeake Bay Area - 
160-75-30  W73-70505  
Remote  Sens~ng . Sensor Technology for Eanh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-3 1 W73-70506  
Remote Senslng Sensor Technology for Earth 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31  W73'70507 
Remote  S e n s ~ n g  Sensor Technology for Eanh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70508  
Remote Sens~ng Sensor Technology for Earth 
Resources Survey . 
160-75.31 W73-70509  
Remote Sensing Data Managemenl and lnterprelatlon 
Techn~ques lor Eanh Resnurces Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70510 
Remote Sensing Dala Managemenl and Inlerpretatlon 
Technfques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70511 
Remote Sensmng Data Management and lnrerpretalmon 
Technoquer for Eanh Resources Survey 
160.75-32 W73-70512  
Almosphernc Effects Upon Remote Ssnsfng from 
A~rcraH and Satell~tes 
160-44-60  W73-70457 
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT 
Vls~Me and IR Sensor Technology 
160-20-53 W73-70442 
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE A 
Earth Resources Data Base 
160.75-88 W73 70521  
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
Eleclron~c Maleroals and Processes 
502-03.51 W73.70330 
IPL Methods for Geolog~c Mapp~ng 
160  20-54  W73-70445 
Advanced lmage P r o c e s n g  Techn~ques 
160-20.59 W73-70449 
Atmospher~c Effects Upon Remote Sensmg from 
Alrcrah and Salell~les 
160-44.60 W73-70457  
Rsmoce Ssnrmng for Global Land-Use Mapplng and 
Resource Management ~n Geography. Demography. and 
Canography 
160-75.07 W73-70472 
Remote Sensang for Muluple Resource Survey 
160-75-30  W73-70504  
Remote Sensing Dala Managemenl and Inlerprelallan 
Techn~quer for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70514 
lmage Praessnng Facnllly Performance Evaluar~on 
and Improvement 
150-22-39 W73-70722 
EARTH ROTATION 
Relallvtly and Celesllal Mechan~cs 
188-41 - 5 4  W73-70635 
Lunar Rangnng Experlmenl Laser Syslem 
195-43.51 W73-70698 
EARTH SATELLITES 
Earth-Oriented Andlude Reference 
502-23-41  W73-70333 
Automaled Data Handl~ng Techniques and Components 
Oata Management and Storage 
160-20-52 W73-70439 
Data Managemenr and Storage 
160.20-52 W73-70440  
EARTHQUAKES 
Shon and Long Term Geodynam~cs 
160-79-51 W73-70522  
ECOLOGY 
Remote Sens~ng/Waler and Land Polluuon 
160-75-22 W73-70492 
Chem~ca l .  Rad~ochemtcal. and Geolog~c Factors 
ARect~ng the Env~ronmental Ouallty of the Chesapeake 
Bay Walershed 
160-75-22 W73-70493  
Remote Sens~ng Water and Land Polluuon Blotlc 
and Ab#ot~c Degradalion. Energy. Budge1 and Cultural 
Pressures 
160-75-22 W73-70494 
Remole Sensing o f  Water and Land Pollut~on 
160-75-22 W 7 3  70496  
Remore Sens~ng Nalnonal Park Areas and Archeolog~cal 
and H~r to r~ca l  Satas 
160-75-23 W73-70497 
Remole Sensing for Mulllple Revlurce Surveys In 
the Chesapeake Bay Area 
160-75-30 W73-70505  
Remote Sensong Oata Managemem and lnlsrpretallon 
Techniques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70514 
B~ologlcal Adaplar!ons 
192.55-64 W73-70683 
Envlronmenlal Ouallly 
909-62-47 W73-70753  
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
Acceorance of Alrcrah Ooerattons - Technolotlv 
In~srd~scapl~nary Support l o  Earth Dbre rva l lona  
Pmgrams 
160-88-50  W73-70530  
ECONOMIC FACTORS 
Subson~c/Sonlc CTOL Trenspon Technology Develop. 
men1 Propuklon 
501.24-60 W73.70082 
Data Collecuon 
164-76-60 W73-70545 
Solar Power System Development 
164-76-83  W73.70550 
ECONOMICS 
Analys~s of Future Cavil Alr T r a n s p n a l l m  Systems 
and Concepts 
791.93-03 W73.70195 
Analys~s of Future Mol~tary Av~at lon Syslems and 
Concepts 
791-93-04 W73-70196 
Sac lo -Econom~c/Technra l  Assessmenr o f  Space 
ACI~YI~IBS 
790-92-01 W73-70382 
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION 
Educalional Commun#carlons Salellnle Syslem Sludy 
164-06-58 W73-70533 
Educal~onal Cnmmun~catmns Satelllle System Study 
164.06-58 W73-70534  
EFFICIENCY 
Solar Cell Baslc Research 
502-05-50 W73.70297 
E IASTOMERS 
V8scoelastlc Propenlss o l  Polymers 
M I - 0 1 - 1 0  W73-70004  
AST Fuel Tank Sealants 
501-31.71 W73.70015 
Tmre Tract~m. Brabng 
501-38.12 W73-70171  
Crew Equ~pmenl Systems 
970-52 3 0  W73.70814 
ELECTRIC BATfERIES 
Solid Electmlyle Research 
502-05-5 1 W73-70298 
Elec~rochemral  Energy Slorage Research 
502.05-55 W73-70300 
Deep Space Batlerles 
502-25-57 W73-70304  
Power Svstems and Clrcults Develo~ment lor Planefav 
Spacecrah 
502-25-74  W73.70310 
Space Shunle Inslrumentat~on/Sensors 
W2-33.85 W73.70359 
ELECTRIC FIELDS 
Electron Wave Interanion and Electromagnet lc 
Research 
503- 10-02 W73-70425 
Magnelospher~c Physncs - Panfcles and Part~cle/Field 
Interactlone 
188-36.55 W73-70608 
Magnetospherc Physdcs - Pan~cles and Panral /Photon 
lnleractlons 
188-36-56 W73-70612 
ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
Power Processing For Eanh Orbllal Space Science 
and Appllcataons Satell~tes 
502-25-72  W73-70308 
Power Convers~on of Coherenl Llght 
502-1 1-1 1 W73-70372  
Brayron Converr~on Technology 
503-35-01 W73-70407 
Plasma Dynamlcs 
503-  10-03 W73-70428 
Solar Power System Developmen1 
164-76-83 W73-70550  
EOS/Space Station - Electrical Power 
9 7 7 ~ 4 1 - 0 5  W73.70844 
ELECTRIC POWER 
Space Shunle H - 0  APU lwas Fllght Control Power 
lln,,l 
- . - . , . ,
Remole Sensmg Data Management and Inlerprelatlon ~ssessment  502-35-60 W73.70311 
Techn~ques For Eanh Resources Survey 501-29-01 
160-75-32 
W73-70047 Terreslr~al Applacalions of Solar Energy 
W73-70513 Ground.Based S~mulation Technoldgy 5 0 2 - 3 5 4 2  W73-70312 
Oceanograph~c Remole Sens~ng 501  -26-08  
160-75-66 
W73-70123 Eanh Orbital Systems Eleclr,c Power Technology 
W73-70517 Systems Analyses of Long Haul Htgh P r o d u n ~ v ~ t y  909-51.05 W73-70742 
Mmcrowave Geothermal Erplorar~on Transpons ITST) 
160.75-69 W73-70519  791-91.03 ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION W73-70185 M u I ~ I - K W  OC D~strabut~on System . Evalualmon and 
Eanh Resources Latoratow a1 M I ~ ~ I S S I P P I  Test Faclllly Aeronaut~cal System Analys~s (ACSYNTI Demonstratton 
791-91-04 W73-70186 502-25.73 W73-70309  
160-75-85 W73-70520 Improved Aeronautlcal System Analysds Capabollfy Nucleai Power Systems Technology 
Eanh Resources Dala Base 791-91-05 W73-70187 503-25.07 W73-70404 
1 6 0 ~ 7 5 - 8 8  W73-70521 Study of the Effects of  Government D~recled Changes Space Shuttle - Electr~cal Power 
A p p l ~ c a l ~ o n s  01 Veclor ,Magnetometry to Eanh on Bas~c Cosls and Schedule of  Selected Flaght 982-42-05 W73-70849  
Resources and Geologacal Stud~es Veh~cles 
160-79-90  W73-70529  791-92.04 W73-70192 ELECTRIC PROPULSION Physncal Praasses an Plasma Propuls~on 
lnrerdisc~pi~nary Support l o  Earth Observations Subsnn~c/Sanlc CTOL Transpon Technology Sr j rem 502-04-14 W73-70277 
Programs Analys~s and Desgn lntegratlon IATTI 
160-88-50 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 5 3 0  791.94-60 W73-70201 502.24.1 2 W73-70293 
Pioneer Solar Electr~c Propulsnon Spacecrah 
EARTH RESOURCES PROGRAM CTOL Transpon Propuls#on Studies 
Cl~matolog~cal-Sta11~11cal Almospherlc and Cloud Cover 791-94-61  
Eleclrtc A u r ~ l ~ a y  Propulslon Systems for Appllcal~on 
Models 
W73-70202 Sa~el l~tes - 
Advanced Propulsnan Comparison Sludies 
160-44-58 W73-70456  792.93.01 
757.51-09 W73-70386 
W73-70436  
SUBJECT INDEX EVALUATION 
30-cm Ion Thruster m n d  Power Cmdltvonar Develop, 
men1 and T n l  
758-51-04 W73-70390 
W a r  Electr~c Thrust Subsyslem Developmen1 
758-57-1 1 W73-70391 
Lqud Metal MHD 
503-05-02 W73-70399 
Thsrmtonnc Reector Power Syslem Technology 
503-25-02 W73-70401 
ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES 
30-cm Ion Thruster and Power Cond~l~oner Develop- 
ment and Tsrl 
758-57-04 W73-70390 
EUCTRO.OPTICS 
Artmnomocsl Ssnsorr and lmagbng Systems for 
Large Space Telswopes 
502-23-54 W73-70352 
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS 
Electrahernncal Energy Storage Research 
502-05-55 W73-70300 
ELECTRODES 
Sold Electrolyle Research 
502-05-51 W73-70298 
ELECTROHYORODYNAMICS 
Thermal Control 
502.21-27 W73.70246 
ELECTROLYSIS 
Atr Rev~taluat~on 
970-22-21 W73-70788 
ELECTROLYTIC CELLS 
Sal~d Electrolyte Research 
502-05-51 W73.70298 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
X-Ray Astronomy 
188.41-59 W73-70642 
Sah X-Ray Spectroscopy for Shuttle 
188-41-61 W73-70645 
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 
EOS/Space Stallon IMS Communlcallons 
977-41-33 W73-70846 
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
Electron Wave lnteracllons 
503-10-02 W73-70426 
Expermen1 Oevelopmenl - bbaratory and Theoretical 
Solar Physics 
188-38-53 W73-70627 
Arlronomy n the 150 keV l o  15 MeV Range 
188-46-55 W73-70663 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCAlTERlNG 
Expermen1 Developmenl - bboratory and Theoret~cal 
Sola, Phys~cs 
188-38-53 W73-70627 
ELECTROMAGNETISM 
Lunar and Planetary Studtes 
185-50-61 W73-70588 
ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT 
Advanced Bombardment Thruster Technology 
502-24.03 W73-70291 
ELECTRON IRRADIATION 
Planetary Salar Power Research 
502-05-54 W73-70299 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES 
Surface Phys~cs and Chemstry 
502.01-01 W73-70232 
ELECTRON SCAlTERING 
Theoret~cal Stud~es-Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47-72 W73~70583 
ELECTRON SOURCES 
Electron~c Device and Systems Suppon 
502-23-55 W73-70353 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Eleclron~c Malerlals and Processes 
502-03-51 W73-70330 
Electronc Oevlces and Components 
502-03-52 W73-70331 
Screen~ng and Ael8ab8lbN Tesl~ng of M~croc~rcu~ts and 
Elecrronc Devices 
502-23-52 W73-70350 
Electronnc Oevlcs and Systems Suppan 
502-23-55 W73-70353 
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING 
Electranlc Parts and Packaging lor Oufsr Planet 
Mw.mons 
186-70-51 W73-70606 
Advance0 rechnologlcal Oevelopmenl. General 
On-Board Proceaslng Electronss. Solbd State Nuclear 
Detecrorr 
188-78-51 W73-70670 
ELECTROPHOTOMETRV 
UV and Optical Aslronomy 
188-41-51 W73-70631 
ELECTROSTATIC ENGINES 
Ion Thruster Research 
502-04-01 W73-70274 
Advanced Bombardment Thruster Technology 
502.24-03 W73-70291 
ELEMENTARY PARTICLES 
High Energy Cosmtc Rays 
188-46-52 W73-70657 
EMBRITTLEMENT 
Phys~cs and Chsmnslry 01 Solnds 
501.01-02 W73-70001 
EMISSION 
Pollul~on Technology 
501-24-02 W73-70069 
aean Combustor Techmiogy 
501-24-18 W73-70070 
EMISSION SPECTRA 
Infrared Aslronomy 
188-41 -55 W73-70639 
X.Rsy Astmnomy 
188-4 1-59 W73-70642 
Sah X-Ray Spec l rosco~ lor Shutlle 
188-41-61 W73-70645 
Ground-bawd Infrared Astronomy 
196-41.50 W73-70700 
hdapisrton o l  Msrlner Mars lRlS B r e d b o ~ r d  107 
Space Shulrle Mlssmns 
196-41-52 W73-70702 
ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS 
Endocrinology 
970-21-18 W73-70777 
Endarbnology 
970-51.16 W73-70801 
ENDOCRINOLOGY 
Endocr~nologv 
970-21.16 W73-70777 
ENERGY ABSORPTION 
Gamma Ray Aslronomy 
188-46-54 W73.70661 
ENERGY CONVERSION 
Energy Convers~on Generat~on and Transpon Rerearch 
503-05.01 W73-70398 
Therrn~on~c Reactor Power Technology 
503-25.01 W73-70400 
Thermoelectrtc Systems Technology 
503-35-04 W73-70410 
Elecrron Wave lnteractmns 
503-1 0-02 W73-70426 
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
Hlgh Energy Casmlc Radlallon 
188-46-52 W73-70658 
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
Solar Power System Development 
164-76-83 W73-70550 
ENERGY SOURCES 
Terrestrtal Appl~cat~onr of Solar Energy 
502-35-62 W73.70312 
ENERGY SPECTRA 
Shuole Supernova Detector 
188-46-58 W73-70666 
ENERGY STORAGE 
Electrochem~cal Energy Storage Research 
502-05-55 W73-70300 
EOS/Space Stallon - Electr~cal Power 
977-41-05 W73-70844 
ENERGY TRANSFER 
Envnronmental Englneertng-Energy Management.  
Ground Transponat!on, and Amr Pollut8on Reductlon 
770-18-01 W73-70392 
Atmospheric Chemlcal Physics - Research Studies of 
Processes In Planetary Atmospheres. Comets and 
Interstellar Space 
185-47-66 W73-70579 
ENGINE CONTROL 
Inlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73-70073 
ENGINE DESIGN 
Advanced A~rbreathlng Propuls~on Systems Analp15 
791-91-10 W73-70189 
CTOL Ou~et Clean Englne IMK I l l  
791-94-08 W73-70200 
Upper Srage and Planetary Exper~mental Motors 
758-56-47 W73-70389 
ENGINE INLETS 
lnlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73-70073 
ENGINE NOISE 
Structural Acoustbcs 
501-22-07 W73-70021 
Baec No~se Research 
501 -04-01 W73-70056 
Basic Noise Research 
MI -04-01 
Noose Technology 
501-24-01 
Noise Technology 
501-24-01 
AST Propuls~on No~se 
501.24-19 
VTOL Technology 
501-24.1 1 W73-70084 
VTOL Technology 
501 -24-1 1 
STOL Technolagy 
501.24-12 
Engone Noore and %nlc B w m  Enech 
501-38-15 W73.70179 
CTOL Ou~et Uean Eng~ne IMK Ill 
79 1-94-08 W73-70200 
CTOL IMK II Du~et  Englne 
765-68-01 W73-70206 
ENGINE PARTS 
Composite Ma~erbals Appl~calton to Amrcrah Structures 
ENGINE TESTS 
VTOL Techmlogy 
501-24-1 1 W73-70085 
ENVIRONMENT MODELS 
Meteors and Merearold Studnos 
502-21-29 W73-70252 
Env~ronmental Deslgn Crnterla 
502-2 1-30 W73-70253 
Opsrsuona. Ma+ntenance and Safety 
909.52-31 W73-70751 
ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION 
Short-Haul V/STOL Transponat~on System Sludles 
791 -93.01 W73.70193 
Env~ronmental Engtneerlng-Energy Managemenl.  
Ground Transportallon, and Air Pollut~on Reduct~on 
770-18-01 W73-70392 
Remote Semlng/Water and Land Pdlulmon 
160.75-22 W73.70492 
Operat~ons. Ma~nrenance and Safety 
909-52-31 W73-70751 
Shunle Atmspherlc Pollul~on Mon~tor~ng Elperlmenl 
Us~ng Actwe Opt~cal Techniques 
975-61-02 W73-70829 
Nuclear Waste Dtsposal In Space 
976-30.09 W73-70841 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
H y p e ~ n l C  Vehicle Strunures Technology 
501.22.06 W73-70026 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
Envnronmental Englneerlng-Energy Managemenl 
Ground Transprtat~on. and Air Polluuon Reduction 
770-18-01 W73-70392 
Technology Appl~cat~ons ro Env~ranmental Problems 
770-1 8-04 W73-70394 
Space Technology Appllcal~ons ISTAI 
770-18-08 W73-70395 
Envtronmenlal Faclors Effects 
970-51-35 W73-70804 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS 
Env~ronmental Destgn Crlterla 
502-21.30 W73-70253 - ~-
EOSS 
EOS/Space Starbon - Thermal Control 
909-41 -02 W73-70737 
EOS/Space S~atnon Checkout 
909-41-1 8 W73-70739 
EOS Space Stallon Llfe Suppon 
977-41 -06 W73-70845 
EOS/Space Srallon 1MS Cnmrnun~cat~ons 
977-41.33 W73-70846 
EOS/Space Stat~on lnlormat~on Managemenl Syslem 
977-41.33 W73-70847 
ERROR DETECTION CODES 
Codlng for Space Commun~calion 
502-23-1 3 W73-70344 
Network Data Stream Performance Monllornng and 
Control 
150 22-70 W73.70734 
ERRORS 
Eanh Statcs/Dynam~cs . VLBl 
160-79-64 W73-70525 
ESTUARIES 
Remote Sensnng 01 Phys~cal Oceanagraphy. Coastal 
Pmcesses and Ertuarles 
160-75-1 7 W73-70487 
Remote Sens~ng 01 Physacal Oceanography. Coastal 
Processes and Estuaries 
160-75-17 W73-70488 
Remote Sensfing of B~omes. Ecosystems. Ecological 
Oynamncs and Product~v~ry Pressures 
160-75-2 1 W73-70490 
Remote Sens~ng Warer and Land Pollutton. 0 0 0 1 1 ~  
and Ab~otic Oegradatton. Energy. Budget and Cullural 
Pressures 
160-75-22 W73-70494 
Oceanography Studies (Radar) 
160-75-67 W73-70518 
EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION) 
Evaluallon Program of Improved A~rcraft  Cab~n 
Mater<als 
501 -38.19 W73-70180 
EVALUATION 
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT) SUBJECT INDEX 
Callblatlon. Evaluat~on and Slmulauon of Earth 
Resource Muluchannel Surface Senson 
160-20-58 W73-70448  
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT) 
Comets and Astero~ds 
188-45-51 W73-70647 
Chem~cal Evolut~on 
192-55-61 W73-70678  
Chem~cal and lsotopmc Studoes of Mereor~les and 
Ablatnon Products 
195-42-51 W73-70690 
EXCITATION 
Election Wave Interaction and Electromagnetic 
Research 
5 0 3 - 1 0 ~ 0 2  W73-70425 
EXHAUST GASES 
Basic Pollullon Research 
501-04-02  W73-70062 
Basic Pollution Research 
501  -04-02  W73-70063 
Bast Pollur~on Research 
510.04-02 W73-70066  
Pollul~on Technology 
501 -24-02 W73-70069 
Uean Combustor Technology 
501-24-18 W73-70070  
Env~ronmental Ouatmty 
909.62-47 W73-70753  
EXHAUST NOZZLES 
Nozzle Technology 
501 -24-06  W73-70074  
EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
Airport Air Pollutmn 
501-38-17 W73-70168 
EXOBIOLOGY 
Llfe Detecl~on 
192.55-63 W73-70681  
Bnological Adaptat~on 
192-55-64  W73-70682 
Biolog~cal Adaprauons 
192-55-64 W73-70683 
8lolnstrumenrat~on 
192-55-65  W73-70684 
Bno~nstrumentai~on 
192-55-65 W73-70685  
Endocr~nology 
970-51-16 W73-70801 
Radtobtology 
970-51-63  W73-70808 
EXPERIMENTATION 
D s f ~ n ~ l ~ o n  f  Exper~ments and Instruments for a 
Commun~cauon/Nav~gal~on Research Labralory 
164.76-80 W73-70548  
Defln~lion o f  Exper~ments for a Phys~cs and Chemistry 
laboratory In Space 
975-73-48  W73-70835  
EXPLOSIVE WELDING 
Exploslve Weldlng far Eanh Orbatal Fabr~car~on 
909-71-21 W73-70745 
EXPOSURE 
Def~n~t lon  of Meteorold and Expasure Module for 
Shuttle b u n c h  and Recovery 
9 7 5 - 7 2 ~ 5 1  W73-70834  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Env~ronmenral Design Cr~ter~a 
502-21-30 W73-70255  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE 
Ljfe Detect~on 
192-55.63 W73-70680  
L ~ f e  Delect~on 
192-55-63 W73.70681 
810logdcal Adaptatdon 
192-55-64 W73-70682  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL M A l T E R  
b s m ~ c  Dust Measurements 
188-45-53 W73-70652 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION 
Radmt~on Shneldlng and Dasmerry 
502.21-32 W73-70256  
lsotaplc Abundances in Low-Energy Cosm~c Radlallon 
X-Ray and Gamma Ray Aslronomy 
188-46-53 W73-70659 
Radlatlon Boology 
970.21-63 W73-70787 
Rad~oblalogy 
970-51 -63 W73-70808  
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
Crew Equulprnenl Systems 
970-22.30 W73.70791 
Crew Equ~pmenr Systems 
9 7 0 - 5 2 - 3 0  W73-70814 
EXTREMELY H I G H  FREOUENCIES 
C o m m u n ~ c a ~ ~ o n  Satellite Antenna Research 
164-2 1-54 W73-70538  
Space Systems Communlcat~ons 
909-44-07 W73-70759 
F.111 AIRCRAFT 
F-1 11 TACT Research Amrcrah 
7 6 6 - 7 6 0 2  W73-70212  
F-8  AIRCRAFT 
F-8 Supercrot~cal Fllght Experimental Program 
766-73.61 W73-70221 
FABRICATION 
Advanced Marerlals for Amrcrah 
501-21.20 W73-70008 
Fabr~cat~on and Process~ng 
501-21.26 W73-7001 1 
Explos~ve Weldmg for Eanh Orb~lal  Fabr~catlon 
909-71.21 W73-70745  
FABRICS 
Suppon of  DaD In Balloan Engneerong 
501-22-10  W73-70023 
FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS 
Eanh Orbital Reentry Technology Thermal Protecllon 
Systems 
502-27-02 W73-70316 
FAILURE ANALYSIS 
Screen~ng and R e l ~ a b ~ l ~ l y  Tesl~ng of Mlcroclrcu~ls and 
Electron~c Oevnces 
5 0 2 - 2 3 5 2  W73-70350  
A Veh~cle Slatus and Mon~tor lng System 
502-33-82  W73-70356  
Aeroz~ne 5 0 / N 2 0 4  Autogenous Pressurazat~on System 
180-31 -02 W73-70565 
FAILURE MODES 
Englneernng lnstrumentat~on 
180-24-51 W73-70564 
F A R M  CROPS 
Remote Sensing o l  Vegelarlon and Wlldland Resource 
Stresses 
160-75-02 W73-70467 
Remote Sensng of Vegetat~on Stress 
160-75-02 W73-70468 
Remote Sensmng of Vegetation and W~ldland Resources 
160-75.02 W73-70469 
FATIGUE (MATERIALS) 
Fat~gue. Fracture. and Lfe Pred~ctlon 
501-21.21 W73-70013 
Analys~s and Design Methods 
501-22-01 W73.70017 
Loads and Structural Dynamics 
501-22-05 W73.70020 
Structural Acoustics 
501-22-07 W73-7002 1 
Srruclvral lntegrmly 
501  -22.02 W73-70024  
Orbntal Fallgue Erper~menl 
975-72-32  W73-70832  
FATIGUE TESTS 
Orbital Fatigue Expernment 
975-72-32 W73.70832 
FEED SYSTEMS 
Advanced Llqutd Rocket Component Technology 
502-24.24 W73-70285 
Advanced Spacecrah Engone Components 
502.24-26 W73-70286  
FIBERS 
Compos~tes 
501-21-23 W73-70006  
Composites for Shutlle 
502-31.52 W73-70261 
FIGHTER AIRCRAXT 
M ~ l ~ t a r y  Anrcrah - Vectored Thrust Maneuversb~l~ly 
760-67.03 W73-70160  
M ~ l ~ t a r y  Alrcrafl - Remole Plloted Veh~cle 
760-67-05 W73-70161 
DOD Aar~stance 
760-1 7-01 W73-70162 
YF-12 Flight Tests 
766-72-01 W73-70216  
YF. 12 O~sc~p l~na ly  Research 
766-72-02  W73-702  17 
YF-12 Dlsclplmary Research 
766-72-02 W73-70218  
YF-12 Olsciplnnary Research 
766-72-02 W73-70219 
F I U M E N T  W I N D I N G  
Shuttle Composmte Tank Technology 
502-32-03  W73-70272 
FINGERS 
Idennf~cat~on of Flngsrprlnls by Opl~cal  Processdng 
164-08-70  W73-70535  
FIRE PREVENTION 
Polymers 
501-21-22 W73.70010 
Fire Retardatlo" 
501 -38-19 W73-70181  
Flre Safety. At1 Pollut~on Reduction. and Health Care 
Dellvery 
770-18.02 W73-70393  
FISHES 
Remote Sensmg of Oceanic Bto-Producl~vary 
160-75-16 W73-70485  
FISSION PRODUCTS 
Energy Conversion Generalton and Transpon Research 
503-05-01 W73-70398  
Plasma Dynamics 
503- 10-03 W73-70430 
FISSIONABLE MATERIALS 
Nuclear Propulson Technology 
501-24-17  W73-70092  
Plasma Dynam~cs 
503- 10-03 W73-70431  
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
OUESTOL Project 
741-87-01 W73-70205 
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
Acceplance of Alrcrah Operat~ons - Rlde Oual~ty 
501-29-12 W73-70049  
V/STOL Fltght Dynam~ca 
760-62-02  W73-70133 
08gltal Fly-By-W~re Syrrem Fl~ght Erper~menl 
766-75-01  W73-702 13 
Composlte Materials Appllcatlons to C.130 Center 
Wmng Structure 
766-74.01 W73.70215 
Rotor Systems Research Alrcran 
767 77-01 W73-70222  
FLIGHT CONTROL 
Joint Unlvers~ly Research on AII Transponatbon 
Acp l~ca t~on  of Conlrol and Gundance Theory to the 
Automatnc and Manual Control of Future STOL and 
YTOL A~rcrah 
501.03-1 1 W73.70038 
General Avlatoon Fllght Control Systems and Displays 
501-23-21 W73-70040  
Subson~c/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology Avmonlcs 
and Flfght Controls IAAT) 
501-23-60 W73-70044  
Handl~ng Oualilles - Cr~teria lor Hghly Augmented 
Vehicles 
501-26-01 W73.701 16 
Advanced Control Applicatronr 
501.26-05 W73-70120  
General Av!atfon Fllghl Dynam~cs - Control and 
Olsplay 
760-60-05 W73-70125  
Ratorcrah Fllght Dynam~cs 
760-63-04 W73-70139  
Advanced Superson~c Tschnology Systems Studies 
760-65.09 W73-70154 
STOL Operarlng Systems Expsr~ments Usmg MODILS 
and the C~v~l/M#l! tary Mtcmwave Landing System IMLSI 
Space Shulrle - Gudance and Navlgstnon 
909-42.1 0 W73-70750  
FLIGHT CREWS 
Human Response to Ihe Aeronaut~cal Envlmnment 
501 -09-03  W73-70046 
Fllght Management Systems 
501-29-13 W73.70052 
Crew Procedures D e v e l ~ m e n t  Techn~ques 
909-44-42 W73-70767  
Crew Equlpmenr Systems 
970-42-30  W73-70796  
FLIGHT HAZARDS 
Floghr Safely R and 0 
503-24-04  W73-70416  
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 
Instrumentauon Research 
501.06-10 W73-70105  
FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS 
YF-12 Dlsclpltnary Research 
766-72-02 W73-702  I 8  
FLIGHT MECHANICS 
Space Shunle Aerathermodynern!cs. Conf~gurat~ons 
and Operallonal Analys~s Stud~es 
502-37-0 1 W73-70321  
FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION 
Fllghl Management Systems 
501-29-13 W73-70052  
FLIGHT PATHS 
Low-Oens~ty. Shon-Haul tranrponalnon Systems 
Operat~onal Systems 
791-91.53 W73-70191  
Vehicle Dependent Aspects of Termmnal Area Gumdance 
and Conliol 
768-81-01 W73-70225  
FLIGHT PLANS 
SUBJECT INDEX FURNACES 
OUESTOL Project Suppon - Oeslgn and Fllght 
Operarlons 
741-86-05 W73.70204 
FLIGHT SAFETY 
Acceptance of A~rcrah Operat~ons - Technology 
Assessment 
501-29.01 W73-70047 
Flight Management Systems 
501-29-02 W73-70051 
Hazard Avo~dance and Elbmmatton 
501.38-13 ' W73-70177 
Hanard Avoidance and El~mmnat~on 
501-38-13 W73-70178 
VLF Wlds Area Nav~gat~on For Low-Oens~ly Shoo-Haul 
Transportallon 
791-93-51 W73-70197 
Nuclear Flight Safety Research and Analys~s 
502.28-31 W73-70370 
Aerospace Safety Data Bank 
770-14-02 W73.70397 
Fllghr Salety R and 0 
503.24-04 W73-70416 
MULATION 
F g h t  Snmulat~on Technology . P~lotnng Cues 760-63- 
501-29-14 W73.70054 
Fltght Slmulat~on Technology . S~mulat~on Techntques 
501-39-1 1 W73-70056 
In-Fl~ghl Smmulatmon Txhnology--GPAS 
501-26-07 W73-70122 
Ground-Based Smmulaibon Technology 
501.26-08 W73-70123 
Rotorcrafi Fltght Ovnam~cs 
760-63-04 W73-70139 
Subson!c/Sontc Arcraft - Flnght Oynamcs 
760-64-02 W73-70143 
DOT Ass~stance - Cenlllcatlon Crltarla Development 
760-16-01 W73-70164 
Flight Experiment Program - Augmenror Wtng Jet 
STOL Research Anrcrah 
766-71-02 W73-70210 
~ ~ 
STOL . Air Traff~c Control lntegrar~on Stud~es 
768-81 -04 W73.70228 
Space Shuttle Flnghr lnvestlgat!on of Orbiler Handlnng 
Oualltles Ourlng Approach and Landing 
909-72-48 W73-70756 
FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
Acceptance 01 Alrcrah Operatbons - Ride Ouallry 
501-29-12 W73-70049 
S~mulation Technology for Aeronautics 
501-39-01 W73-70055 
S#mulator Development 
501-26-09 W73-70124 
Technology Development for ACT-Canfigured Super- 
sonc Abrplanes II . lnveat~gat~on o l  Conlrol System 
Mechanlzat~on Techn~ques 
7 6 0 - 5 5 0 8  W73-70153 
Smmulator bnf~gurat ion. Checkout and Operation 
309-4442 W73-70768 
FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS 
Fllghl Tesr lnslrumentat~on 
5 0 1 - 3 8 ~ 1 6  W73-70182 
Fllghf Tesr Insrrumentat~on 
501-38-16 W73-70183 
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES 
Crew Equbpment Systems 
970-42-30 W73-70796 
FLIGHT TESTS 
AST - Mater~als and Structural Camponenrs Tlrangum 
501-32-05 W73-70033 
A S 1  - Materlals and Structural Camponentr - 
Camposres 
501 -32-06 W73-70034 
Sonc Boom 
501-06.1 1 W73-70110 
Handlnng Oualtlles . Cr~terna lor Hmghly Augmented 
Vehicles 
501-26.01 W73-70116 
Advanced Conlrol App l~cat~ons - Fly-By-Wire 
Erperfmentr 
501 -26.06 W73-70121 
Flnght Test Instrumentatton 
5 0 1 - 3 8 ~ 1 6  W73-70183 
Transonnc Amrcrah Technology (TACT1 
766-76-01 W73-7021 I 
01glral Fly-By-Wlre System Fllght Experiment 
766-75-01 W73-70213 
Onaltal Fly-Bv-Wnre Fllaht Control Svrtern Research 
and bevelopment 
766.75-02 
YF-I2 Fllght Tests 
766-72-01 
F-8 Supercnllcal Flmght Exper~mental Program 
766-73-61 W73-70221 
Lftmng B e  Fllght Resaarch 
756-47-01 W73-70385 
Zero Gravlw Fllght Expertments 
970-62-40 W73-70822 
FLIGHT TIME 
Eldoresearch Module 
970-24-02 W73-70795 
FLORIDA 
Remote Senslng o l  Vegefat~on Stress 
160-75-02 W73-70468 
FLOW DISTORTION 
Inlet Technology 
501.24-05 W73-70071 
FLOW DISTRIBUTION 
Bastc Propuls~on Research 
501 -04-03 W73.70065 
Camputat~onal Aerodynam~cs 
501 -06-01 W73-70093 
Development of Camputat\ona Aeronaut~cal Codes 
lor Illlac 
501 -06-02 W73-70096 
Rotorcrah Aerodynam~cs and Dynamics - Analys~s 
and Tesrs of Rotorcrah Flow Ftelds and System 
Elements 
0 1 W73-70134 Airborne 
Superson~c Transporn . Opt~mum Oes#gn/CCV 
760-65-01 W73.70146 
Launch Veh~cle Propuls~on Technalagy 
502-24-2 1 W73-70283 
Outer Planets Entry Probe Hlgh Speed Braking 
Surv~val Analvsls 
186-68-59 W73-70598 
FLOW EQUATIONS 
Campural~onal Aerodynam!ca 
501-06-01 W73-70093 
FLOW GEOMETRY 
Tunnel and Scale Effects 
501 -06-09 W73-70114 
FLOW MEASUREMENT 
l n ~ t r ~ m e n t a t ~ o n  Research 
501-06-10 W73-70105 
FLOW VELOCITY 
lnstrumentat~on Research 
501-06-10 W73-70106 
FLOWMETERS 
Advanced L~quqd Rocket Component Technology 
502-24-24 W73-70285 
FLOX 
Oelta Hybr~d Technolog, Oemonstrar~on 
758.56.42 W73-70388 
Delta Hybrld Technology Demonstralmon 
180-32-52 W73-7057 1 
FLUID DYNAMICS 
Basic Pollution Research 
501-04-02 W73-70062 
Computal~onal Aerodynamics 
501 -06-01 W73-70094 
FLUID FLOW 
L~quld Rocket Research 
502-04-25 W73-70279 
Gas Oynambcs Research 
502-07-01 W73.70314 
Gas Oynrmlcs Research 
502.07-01 W73-70315 
Shut~le Cryogenic Technology 
909-72-31 W73-70754 
Zero Gravity Fl~ght Erper~ments 
970-62-40 W73-70822 
FLUID MECHANICS 
Baslc Propulsion Resaarch 
501 -04.03 . W73-70064 
Plasma Oynammcs 
503- 10-03 W73-70432 
Zero Grav~ry Propellant Transfer Technology 
975-7 1.53 W73-70831 
FLUIDIZED BED PROCESSORS 
Advanced Nuclear Propuls~on Qesearch 
503-04-01 W73-70413 
FLUTTER 
Analysis and Dss~gn Methods 
501-22.01 W73.70017 
Aerwlast~clry 
501-22-04 W73-70018 
Loads and Structural Oynammcr 
501 -22-05 W73-70020 
Space Shunle Oynam~cs and Aeroelastmcty 
502.32-02 W73-70270 
Shutlle Oynamlcs and Aeroelaslic~ty 
502.32-02 W73.70271 
FLUTTER ANALYSIS 
AST Flutter Oerlgn Module 
501.32-02 W73-70030 
AST Loads and Aeroelast~cmty Technology 
501 -32-03 W73-7W31 
AST Wtnd Tunnel Technnques for Active bnrrols 
W l - 3 2 - 0 7  W73-70035 
FLY BY WIRE CONTROL 
Hlghly Rel~able Computers for Acuve Control Synems 
501-23-31 W73-70043 
Advanced Control Appl1cat8ons . F l y . 8 ~ - W i r e  
Expermenis 
501 -26.06 W73-70121 
Olg~ral Fly-By-Wire System Fllght Experlment 
766-75-01 W73.70213 
0 1 ~ 1 t a l  F y-By-Ware Fllght Control System Research 
and Development 
766-75-02 W73-70214 
lnertlal Components 
502-23-42 W73-70334 
FLYBY MISSIONS 
Extended Llle Att~tude Control System IELACSI lor 
Unmanned Planelary Vehncles 
502-23-46 W73-70338 
FOG 
Armos~her~c  Parameters 
501-08- i0  W73-70167 
FOOD 
Food Technology 
970-52.24 W73-70813 
FOREST FIRE DETECTION 
Oetectlon of Heal Sources and Small Fires by 
Thermal Infrared Llne Scanners 
502.28-33 W73-70368 
FORESTS 
Remote Sensing o f  Vegetation. Solls and Related 
Water Resources 
160-75-01 W73-70466 
FORMATIONS 
Impact Craterlng In Geolog~c Materials 
195-42.50 W73-70689 
FORTRAN 
Development 01 Camputat~onal Aeronautical Cades 
for Illlac 
501 -06-02 W73.70096 
FRACTURE MECHANICS 
Fat~gue. Fracture, and Llle Pred~crnon 
501-21.21 W73-70013 
Fat~gue. Fracture, and L le  Predlct~on 
501-21-21 W73-70014 
Structural lntegrlty 
501.22-02 W73-70024 
Fracture Control Technology 
502-22-03 W73-70265 
FRACTURE STRENGTH 
Shunle Franure Control Merhods 
502-32-04 W73.70273 
FRACTURES (MATERIALS) 
Aduanced Mater~als for Afrcrah 
501-21-20 W73-70008 
Fat~gue. Fracture. and bfe Predtction 
501-21-21 W73-70013 
Analvsls and Oeslgn Methods 
501-22.01 W73.70017 
FRACTURING 
Fracture Control Technology 
502.22-03 W73-70265 
FRAUNHOFER LINE DISCRIMINATORS 
ldent~l!cat~on 01 F~ngerprmts by Opt~cal Processtng 
164-06-70 W73-70535 
FREQUENCY STANDARDS 
Aromc Frequency Standard For Fl~ght Applncatlons 
501.23-23 W73-70042 
FRICTION 
Bearings. Lubrlcanrs and Seals for Shuttle 
502-31.51 W73-70260 
FRICTION DRAG 
Turbulent Boundary Layers 
501-06.08 W73-70104 
FUEL CELLS 
Space Shunle - Electr~cal Power 
982-42.05 W73-70849 
Space Shuttle - Cryogenlc Storage System 
982-42-37 W73-70850 
FUEL CONTROL 
Polluuon Technology 
501-24-02 
FUEL OILS 
Remote Sens~ng Water and Land Pollut~on Blotlc 
and Abtotlc Oegradar~on. Energy. Budget and Cultural 
Pressures 
160-75.22 W73-70494 
FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION 
Aerozlne 50/N204 Autogenous Pressur~zauon System 
180-3 1-02 W73-70565 
FUEL TANKS 
AST Fuel Tank Sealants 
501-31-71 W73.70015 
Shuttle Composnte Tank Technology 
502-32-03 W73-70272 
FUELS 
Combustor Technology 
501 -24-08 W73.70076 
Research ~n Atomtc and Metsll~c Hydrogen 
502-04.35 W73-70280 
FURNACES 
Nuclear Rocket Englne Technology 


SUBJECT INDEX 
975-73-48 W73-70836 
HYDROELASTICITY 
Shunle Dynam~cs and Aeraelasuctty 
502-32-02 W73-7027 1 
HYDROGEN 
Research ~n Atomlc and Meralllc Hydrogen 
502'04-35 W73-70280 
HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES 
Space Shuttle Aurlllary Propuls~on 
502-34-33 W73 70296 
Space Shuttle H - 0  APU [was Fllght Control Power 
U n t l  
502-35-60 W73-70311 
Advanced H - 0  Power System Technology 
502-35-64 W73-70313 
Small Hlgh Speed Bearing Technology 
909-74-03 W73-70770 
HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS 
Hlgh Energy Cells 
502.25-53 W73-70302 
HYDROGRAPHY 
Remote Sensing for Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160-75-13 W73-70478 
HYDROLOGY 
Remote Sensing for Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160.75-13 W73.70477 
Remote Sensing for Snow Ice. and So11 Moosrure 
Remote Sensing for Global Survey of Coastal. R~ver. 
lake and Ground Water Features 
160-75-14 W73-70481 
InveStigaUOns of the Hydrolag~c Cycle and large 
Scale Hydrologmc Systems 
160-75-15 W73-70482 
lnvest~gat~on of the Hydrolog~c Cycle and Large 
Scale Hydrolog~c Systems 
160-75-1 5 W73-70483 
Remote Sensing o l  B~omes.  Ecosystems. Ecologncal 
Dynamics and Product~vtry Pressures 
160-75-2 1 W73-70490 
Remole Sensing Data Management and Interpretarmon 
Techn~ques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70511 
HYDROPONICS 
Food Technology 
970-22.24 W73-70790 
HYDROSTATICS 
Nuclear Rocket Test Operauons 
503-24.05 W73-70417 
Small H ~ g h  Speed Bearnng Technology 
909.74-03 W73-70770 
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
Hypersontc Propuls~on Technology 
501.24-16 W73-70090 
Hyperson~c Research Eng~ne 
501-24-16 W73-70091 
Hypersonic A~rcraf l  - Aerodynamlc Performance 
760-66-01 W73.70155 
Hypersonic Alrcraft Aerodynamic Performance 
760.66-01 W73-70156 
Hypersonic Research A~rplane Concept Development 
760-66-02 W73-70157 
HYPERSONIC COMBUSTION 
Basic Propulsnon Research 
501-04-03 W73.70064 
HYPERSONIC FLIGHT 
Basbc Propulsion Research 
501-04-03 W73.70064 
Sonlc Boom 
501-06-1 1 W73-70109 
HYPERSONtC INLETS 
Easlc Propuls~on Research 
501-04-03 W73-70065 
Hyperson~c Amraft - Aerodynamlc Performance 
760-66-01 W73-70155 
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES 
Hypersonmc Vehicle Structures Technology 
501-22-06 W73-70025 
hyper son!^ Vehtcle Structures Technology 
501 -22-06 W73-70026 
HYPERSONICS 
Hypersonc Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-16 W73-70090 
Hyperson~c Research Englne 
501 -24-16 W73-7009 1 
ICE 
Remote Sens~ng Sensor Technology lor Earth 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70509 
ICE MAPPING 
Remote Sensing for Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160-75-1 3 W73-70477 
Remote Sensing lor Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160-75-1 3 W73-70478 
Remote Senslng lor Snow. Ice, and So11 Mo~sture 
Mapping 
160-75-13 W73-70479 
Remote Sensing Oata Management and Interpretatton 
Techn~ques For Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70513 
IDENTIFYING 
ldent~f~caroon of F~ngerpr~nls by Optical Process~ng 
164-06-70 W73-70535 
IGNITION 
Space Shunle Auxiliary Propulston 
502-34-33 W73-70296 
IGNITION SYSTEMS 
Space Stallon Anltude Control Propuls~on Systems 
909-51-04 W73-70741 
ILLIAC 4 COMPUTER 
Computal#onal Aerodynam8cs 
501 -06-01 W73-70094 
Development of Computal~onal Aeronautlca Codes 
for Illlac 
501 -06-02 W73-70096 
Phys~cal Model~ng and Vertflcatlon of llllec Computer 
Codes 
501 -06-03 W73-70097 
Physics and Chemistry 
502-01 -02 W73-70233 
Remote Sensing Data Management and lnterpretatlon 
Techn~ques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160.75.32 W73.70514 
IMAGE DISSECTOR TUBES 
Gu~dance and Control Technology lor Outer Planet 
Msslons 
186-68-54 W73-70595 
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS 
Remote Sens~ng Sensor Technology fo r  Earth 
Resources Survey 
160.75-3 1 W73.70507 
IMAGERY 
Mlsslon and Veh~cle Analysts 
790-91.44 W73-70379 
Advanced lmage Processtng Techn~ques 
160-20-59 W73-70449 
Remote Sens~ng of 81omes. Ecosystems. Ecolog~cal 
Dynam~cs and Productlvlty Pressures 
160-75-21 W73.70490 
Remote Sensmng Data Management and Interpretailon 
Techn~ques for Earth Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70514 
lmage Process~ng Facllhty Performance Evaluat~on 
and Improvement 
150-22-39 W73-70722 
IMAGING TECHNIOUES 
Automated Data Handling Techn~ques and Components 
502-23-32 W73-70340 
Artronom~cal Sensors and lmag~ng Systems lor 
Large Space Telescopes 
502.23.54 W73-70352 
Advanced lmaglng Systems Technology 
502-33-94 W73-70366 
Eanh Observar~on lmag~ng Analysis Technnques 
160.20-53 W73-70441 
Vlstble and IR Sensor Technology 
160-20.53 W73-70442 
IPL Methods lor Gsolog~c Mappmg 
160-20-54 W73-70445 
Advanced lmage Processlng Technnques 
160-20-59 W73-70449 
Large Space Telescope Instrumenraton 
188.78.57 W73-70672 
I M B L M S  
Integrated M e d ~ c a l  and Behav~ora l  Labratory 
Measurement System (IMBLMSI 
970.53-40 W73-70818 
IMMUNOLOGY 
Hematology l l rnmunolo~yl  
970-51-15 W73-70800 
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING 
A Vehicle Status and Monltorlng System 
502-33-82 W73-70356 
Shunle Sensors and Instrumentat~on 
502-33-86 W73-70360 
Eng~neering Instrumentaton 
180-24-51 W73-70564 
Chemostry and M~crob~ology 
970.51-25 W73-70803 
INCENTIVES 
Safety Documentat~on and Tratnmng 
502- 19-20 W73.70371 
INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
Astr~onlcs Systems Evaluat~on 
180- 17-50 W73-70557 
Dynamnc Tests of lnerttal Sensors 
180-17-53 W73-70560 
INERTIAL NAVIGATION 
lnert~al Components 
502-23-42 W73-70334 
Dynamic Tests o l  lnert~al Sensors 
180-17-53 W73-70560 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
Chemistry and Microb~ology 
970-2 1-25 W73.70779 
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
Space Systems - Thermal Control 
909-44-02 W73-70757 
INFORMATION DISSEMINATION 
Educat~onal Communtcations Satellite System Study 
164-06-58 W73.70534 
Data Process~ng System 
150-22-38 W73.70721 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
Arttf~cial lntellngence 
502-03-31 W73-70327 
Central Multiprocessor and Man/Machne Techn~ques 
502-23-33 W73-70341 
Automat~c Oata Handling 
150-22-36 W73-707 19 
Oata Processlng System 
150-22-38 W73-70721 
Space Systems Informarlon Management System 
909-44-33 W73.70763 
EOS/Space Stallon Information Management System 
977-41-33 W73-70847 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
Models for Monttor~ng. Managing and bnsewlng  
Land and Water Resources 
160-75-08 W73.70473 
Remote Sens~ng Dara Management and Interpretallon 
Techn~ques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70510 
Earth Resources Data Base 
160-75-88 W73-70521 
Data Cnllect~on 
164-76-60 W73-70545 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Modular lnformatlon Subsystem Development 
188-78-52 W73-70671 
INFORMATION THEORY 
Codlng for Space Communcat~on 
502-23-1 3 W73-70344 
Network Dara Stream Pedormance Monbtorong and 
Cnnrral 
150-22-70 W73-70734 
INFRARED ASTRONOMY 
Theoretical Asrrophysncs 
188-41-53 W73.70634 
lnlrared Astronomy 
188-41-55 W73.70637 
lnlrared Astronomy 
188-41-55 W73-70638 
lnlrared Astronomy 
188.41.55 W73-70639 
Erper!mental and Observataonal Research in Infrared 
Astronomy and Interstellar Medmum 
188-41-55 W73-70640 
Infrared Spectroscopy of Cool Stan and Planetary 
Nebulae (Astronomyl 
188-41-55 W73-70641 
Ground-based Infrared Astronomy 
196-41-50 W73-70700 
Atrborne Planetary Astronomy 
196-41 -66 W73-70703 
Ground-based lnlrared Astronomy 
196-41-72 W73-70706 
INFRARED DETECTORS 
Detection of Heat Sources and Small Fires by 
Aurborne Thermal Infrared Lne Scannen 
502-28-33 W73-70368 
Thermal Power lor Cryogen~c Relrlgeratars 
503-35-05 W73-70411 
Supercondun~ng lnlrared Detectors 
196-41.12 W73-70699 
INFRARED IMAGERY 
Solid State Senson and Processtng Techntgues 
502-03-53 W73-70332 
Remote Semlng for Gmlog~c  Hazards and D~sasters. 
Mine Area Ccnservar~on. Son1 Mappmng and Land Use 
Plennlng 
160-75.1 1 W73.70476 
INFRARED LASERS 
Almospher8c Polluroon Sensmng Heterodyne Spsctror- 
m u y  
160-20-56 W73-70447 
INFRARED RADIATION 
Atmospher~c Elfeels Upon Remote Sensmg from 
Aorcran and Salell~les 
160.44-60 W73-70457 
Supsrcondun~ng Infrared Detectors 
196-41-12 W73-70699 
INFRARED SCANNERS 
Eenh-Orbenled Attdtuds Reference 
502-23.41 W73-70333 
Detecllon of Heal Sources and Small Fbrss by 
A ~ r b r n e  Thermal Infrared L ~ n s  Scanners 
502-28-33 W73-70368 
Vmsnble and IR Sensor Technology 
SUBJECT INDEX JUPITER ATMOSPHERE 
160-20 53 W73-70442 
Remote Sensong of Vegetat~on and W~ldland Resource 
Stresses 
160-75-02 W73-70467 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
Atmosphernc P o l l ~ t ~ o n  Sens~ng 
160-44-64 W73-70459 
lnfrared Astronomy 
188-41-55 W73-70638 
lnfrared Spectroscopy of Cool Scars and Planerary 
Nebulae (Astronomyi 
188-41-55 W73-70641 
Ground-based Infrared Astronomy 
196-41-72 W73-70706 
lnfrared Speclroscopy 
196-41 -74  W73-70708 
INFRAREO SPECTROMETERS 
Radlallve Transfer Models Relarmng to Atmosphere 
and Surface Characler~srmcs 
160-44-54 W73.70452 
INFRAREO SPECTROSCOPY 
Speclroscopy of Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47-61 W73-70578 
Plane~ary Astronomy and Suppon~ng Laboratory 
Sluder 
196-41-67 W73-70704 
lnlrared Spectroscopy 
196-41-74 W73-70708 
INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES) 
Englneerng lnstrumenral~on 
180-24-51 W73-70564 
Sclld Rocket Propulsmon Sysems 
180.32-51 W73-70569 
INJECTION 
Spacecrah h q w d  Propuls~an Research 
502.04-20 W73-70278 
INLET FLOW 
Inlet Technology 
501.24-05 W73-7007 1 
Subsontc and Superson~c lnlel Technology 
501 -24.05 W73-70072 
INLET PRESSURE 
Subson~c and Superson~c Inlet Technology 
501-24-05 W73-70072 
INSECTS 
Envtronmenlal Changes Related to Publmc Health 
1 6 0 - 7 5 2 8  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 5 0 2  
INSTRUMENT COMPENSATION 
Opt~cel b n t a m n a t ~ o n  of Spacecratt 
502-21 28  W73-70249 
Absolute Pressure Alammc Oxygen, and Energel~c 
Beam Calhralton lor Mass Spec~rometers 
185-47-51 W73-70572 
INSTRUMENT PACKAGES 
%la, Physlcs UV. EUV. X-ray Instrument - Shurlle 
Payload Developmenl 
1 8 8 - 3 8 ~ 0 2  W73-70620 
INSTRUMENTS 
Remote Sens~ng of Oceanography - Ocean Blo- 
Producllvmly 
160-75-1 6 W73-70484 
INSUIATION 
Evalual!on Program of Improved A~rcrah Cabl" 
Marerlals 
501-38-19 W73-70180 
Space Shuttle External lnsulat~on 
502 31-50 W73-70258 
Shunle Enernal lnsulat~on 
502-31.50 W73-70259 
Space Shut~le Antenna Techn~ques and Marer~als 
502-33-83 W73-70357 
Thermal Systems Management 
180-31-51 W73-70567 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
Space Shur~le b w  Nose Rsce~ver 
502-33-88 W73-70362 
INTERATOMIC FORCES 
lnterd~sctplnnary Marermals Laborator~es 
502-01.04 W73 70238 
INTERFACE STABILITY 
Inledace Delln#l(on Study of Shuttle Based Remote 
Man!pulator Sysrem for Dock~ng. Resupply and/or 
Re~rleval of Satell~tes 
976-30-20  W73-70842 
INTERFACES 
Deep Space Batteries 
502-25-57 W73-70304 
INTERFEROMETERS 
Laboralory lnvsrtogat~on of M ~ n o r  Atmospheric 
Conrtlrtrents 
160 44 78 W73-70464 
Vew Long Baseline Inlarlerometry (VLBI) lor Earlh 
Phyrlcr 
160-79 6 4  W73-70526 
Adsplatton of Mar~nar Mars IRIS Breadboard for 
Space Shuttle M~ss~onr  
196 41-52 W73-70702 
Stallon Monllornng and Cnr8trol Technology 
150-22-68 W73-70732 
Space Shunle Communicet~ons 
909-42-07 W73-70748 
Optical Instruments System for the b r g e  Space 
Telescope 
975-84-78 W73-70840 
INTERFEROMETRY 
Plasma Dynam~cs 
503- 10-03 W73-70432 
Earth Stalocs/Dynam~cs . VLBl 
160-79.64 W73-70525 
INTERNAL PRESSURE 
Isogr~d Cylinder Test Program - Comb~ned Loads 
lncludlng Internal Pressure 
180.11-06 W73-70556 
INTERPIANETARY FLIGHT 
Pulsed Plasma Altitude Control System Technology 
for Planetary Mnss~ons 
502-24-1 8 W73.70295 
Advanced O~gltal Data Systems lor Deep Space 
502-33-93 W73-70365 
Advanced lmaglng Systems Technology 
502-33.94 W73-70366 
30.cm Ion Thruster and Power Condotloner Deveop- 
men1 and Test 
758-57-04 W73.70390 
Instrumentat~on for New Track~ng Data Types 
150-22.61 W73-70725 
INTERPLANETARV MAGNETIC FIELDS 
Solar Magneltsm and Interplanetary Fleld 
188-38-53 W73-70626 
INTERPIANETARY M E D I U M  
Comers and Interstellar Matter 
188-45-51 W73-70646 
INTERPLANETARV SPACE 
Magnerospherlc Physics - Rad~o Scoence 
188-36-57 W73-70618 
INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT 
Deep Space M~crowave Commun#cal~on and Track~ng 
502-33-92 W73-70364 
L ~ q u ~ d  Prapuls~on Systems Technology for Planelary 
Spacecrati 
757-53-30 W73-70387 
Upper Slage and Planetary Exper~menlal Motors 
758-56-47 W73-70389 
INTERSTELLAR MATTER 
Magnelospher~c Physics - Panmcles and Pancle/Fleld 
ln~eract~on 
188-36-55 W73-70607 
Comets and lnters~ellar Matter 
188-45-51 W73-70646 
Cosmtc Dusl Expertmen1 for the Space Shuttle 
188-45-54 W73-70653 
Low Energy Cosm~c Rays 
1 8 8 ~ 4 6 - 5 1  W73-70654 
INTERSTELLAR RADIATION 
Radio Astronomy 
188-41.52 W73-70633 
Expertmental and Obsewalional Research n Infrared 
Astronomy and Interstellar Med~um 
188-41-55 W73-70640 
INTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
Crew Equ~pment Systems 
970-52-30  W73-70814 
INVISCID FLOW 
Cnmputat~onal Aerodynamics 
501-06.01 W73-70093 
ION CONCENTRATION 
Cnsmmc Dusl Exper~ment lor the Space Shulfle 
188-45-54 W73-70653 
ION CURRENTS 
Solid Electrolyte Research 
502-05.51 W73-70298 
ION ENGINES 
Quast-Sleady Plasma Propuls~on Research 
502.04-05 W73-70276 
ION PROPULSION 
o n  Thruster Research 
502-04-01 W73-70274 
Advanced Bombardment Thruster Technology 
502-24-03 W73.70291 
Htgh Energy Cells 
502-25-53 W73-70302 
Power Process~ng & D~slr lbut~on Components. 
Grcultr, and Syslem Technology 
502-25-70 W73-70307 
ION SOURCES 
Development 01 Neulral Mass Spectromelers lor 
Planelary Almos~here Expermsnls 
185-47-52 W73-70573 
IONIZATION 
Atmospher~c Chemical Phys~cs - Research Srudles of 
Processes In Planelaw Atmospheres Comels and 
lnlerstsllar Space 
185 47-66  W73-70579 
IONIZED GASES 
Plasma Dynamcs 
503 10-03 W73-70428 
IONOSPHERE 
Developmenl of Ion Mass Spectrometer for Planetary 
Almospher~c Experiment 
185-47-53 W73-70574 
Slruclure of Planerary Atmospheres 
1 8 5 - 4 7 6 7  W73-70580 
Magnetosphertc Phys~cs - Pantcles and Partlcle/Photon 
Interacllons 
188-36-56 W73-70611 
Magnetosphertc Physcs - Panlcles and Panlcal/Photon 
Interacllons 
188-36-56 W73-70612 
Magnetospherlc Phys~cs - Panlclen and Panlcle/Pholon 
Interacllons (Aeronomy) 
188.36-56 W73.70613 
Shuttle Appl~catmons of lanosphertc Plasma Experm 
ments 
188-36-57 W73-70617 
IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES 
Magnerospherc Physncs - Panicles and Pan~cle/Photon 
lnteractlons 
188-36-56 W73-70614 
IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION 
Network Signal ( lual~ty and T ~ m t n g  Accuracy 
lrnprovemenl 
150-22.23 W73-707 12 
IONS 
Atomlc Frequency Standard For Fllghl Appllcallons 
501-23-23 W73-70042 
Negatwe Ions In Planetary Atmospheres 
185.47-56 W73.70577 
IRRADIATION 
Rad~oblology 
970-51-63 W73.70808 
ISOTOPES 
lsoloplc Abundances ~n Low Energy Cosmic Radtatlon 
JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE 
Development of Ion Mass Spectrometer for Planetary 
Atmospheric Erper~ment 
185-47-53 W73.70574 
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
Bas~c Nolse Research 
501 -04-01 W73-70057 
Basmc Nalse Research 
501-04-01 W73-70058 
8asx Nose Research 
501 -04-01 W73-70059 
Bas~c No~se Research 
501.04.01 W73-70060 
Noise Technology 
501 -24-01 W73-70067 
JET ENGINES 
Bas~c Pollutmn Research 
501 -04-02 W73.70061 
Easmc Pollullon Research 
51 0-04-02 W73-70066 
Combustor Technology 
501 -24-08 
STOL Technology 
501.24-12 
JET EXHAUST 
Baslc No~se Research 
501-04-01 
8as1c Nose Research 
501-04-01 
Basic Pollution Research 
501 -04-02 W73.70061 
Bas~c Pollut~on Research 
51 0-04-02 W73-70066 
Nozzle Technology 
501.24.06 W73.70074 
AST Pollurnon Reduct~on Technology 
501 -24-20  W73-70080 
JET FLAPS 
STOL and RTOL Propulsmon Technology 
501-24-12 W73-70086 
QUESTOL Prolecl Suppon - Dsslgn and Technology 
741 -86-02 W73-70203 
JOINING 
Fabr~cat~on and Pracessnng 
501-21-26 W73-70011 
JUPITER (PLANET) 
Almospherlc Elper~ment Development 
185-47-71 W73-70582 
Env~ronmental Requ~rements and Slmulallon lor Ouler 
Plane1 Mss1ons 
186-68-69 W73-70604 
Radlo and Radar Planetary Sludles 
196-41-51 W73-70701 
JUPITER ATMOSPHERE 
Slruclure of Planeraw Atmospheres 
JUPITER PROBES SUBJECT INDEX 
185-47-67 W73-70580  
Heat Sh~eld Evalual~on lor Juptter Probe Mnsslons 
186-68-51 W73.70591 
Stud~es of Jupller s Magnetosphere 
188-36-55 W73-70609 
Radio and Radar Planetav Stud~es 
196-41-51 W73-70701  
JUPITER PROBES 
Heat Sheld Evaluat~on lor Jupiter Probe Mlsslons 
186-68-51 W73-70591 
K INEMATICS 
lnrerrelat lans Eerween Atmaspherlc Motlons of 
Dofferent Scales 
160-44-69  W73-70463  
KINETICS 
Gas Dynam~cs Research 
502-07-01 W73-70314  
LAMINATES 
Compasltes 
501.21-23 W73-70005 
L A N D  USE 
Remole Sensng o f  Soll/Vegetat~on Relar~onshlps lor 
Land-Use Plann~ng 
160-75-04  W73-70470  
Remole Sens~ng lor Global Land-Use Mapptng and 
Resource Management ~n Geography, Demography. and 
Canography 
160-75-07 W73-70472 
Models for Mon~tor#ng. Managtng and Conservtng 
Land and Waler Resources 
160-75-08 W73.70473 
Remote Sensng for Geologic Hazards and D~sasters 
Mlne Area Conservation. Soil Mapp~ng and Land Use 
Plann~ng 
160-75- 1 1 W i 3 - 7 0 4 7 6  
Remole Sensing National Park Areas and Archeolog~cal 
and Hmstor~cal S m s  
160-75-23  W73-70497 
LANDING - - - 
Systems Concepls for Nav~gat~on. Gutdance and 
Conliol Ourlng Approach and Landlng 
502-33-81  W73-70355 
LANDING AIDS 
' T ~ r e  Tract~on and Brak~ng 
501-38-12  W73-70170  
Advanced Operattng Systems Technology lor CTOL 
Amrcrah 
768-81-02 W73-70226 
STOL Operat~ng Systems Erper~menls Ur lng M001LS 
and the C!v~ l /M~ l~ ta ry  Microwave Landlng Syslem IMLSI 
DemonsIratoon and V/STOL 0p;arlonal Val~datton 
' 
768.81 -08  W73-70230  
Development of  STOL Integrated Avlonlcs for Term~nal 
Area F l~gh l  Invesr~gauons In an ATC Env~ronment 
768-83-01  W73-70231 
LANDING GEAR 
Tire Tract~on and Braking 
501-38-12  W73-70170  
Crosswnd Landlng for STOL Operat~ons 
501 -38-18 W73-70173 
LANGUAGES 
Earth Orbital System Compul~ng ( M S I  
909-51-33  W73.70744 
LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
Destgn. Processing and Test~ng of LSI Arrays 
502-23-51  W73-70349  
LARVAE 
Envnronmenlal Changes Related lo  Public Healrh 
160-75-28 W73-70502 
LASER ALTIMETERS 
Remole Sensing o f  So~l /Vegetat~on Relat~onsh~ps lor  
Land-Use Plannnng 
160.15-04 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 7 0  
Remote  Senslng Sensor Technology lor Eanh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70508 
Laser Instrumental~on for Eanh Physics 
160-79-61 W73-70524  
LASER MATERIALS 
Materials for H ~ g h  Power Lasers 
5 0 1 - 2 1 ~ 3 3  W73.70012 
LASER MODES 
A~rborne Vis~ble Laser Optical C o m m u n ~ c a l l o n s  
IAVLOCI 
502.23-16 W73-70347  
LASER OUTPUTS 
Matsrbalr for H ~ g h  Power Lasers 
501 -21-33 W73-70012  
Propagallon Studaes Uslng Extended Wavelength 
Tunong Of CO And HF Lasers 
502-04-36 W73-70281  
Electron-Wave Interacuons 
503-10-02 W73-70427 
LASER RANGE FINDERS 
Lunar Rangong Exper~ment Laser Syrlem 
195-43-51 W73-70698 
LASERS 
Mater~als for Hlgh Power Lasers 
501-21.33 W73-70012 
Advanced Plasma Thruster and Laser Research 
502-04-02 W73-70275 
Phys~cal Processes In Plasma Propulsion 
502.04.14 W73-70277 
Propagallon Stud~es Uslng Extended Wavelength 
Tun~ng Of CO And HF Lasers 
502.04-36 W73-70281 
Laser Phys~cs 
502-03-1  1 W73-70325 
Oplmcal Communlcauon Research 
502-03-12 W73.70326 
lnenlal Components 
502-23-42 W73-70334 
Optncal Mass Memory 
502-23-31 W73.70339 
Oprmcal b m m u n ~ c a t ~ o n s  and Track~ng 
502-23-15 W73-70346 
Lasers for Remote Senrmg 
502-23-56 W73-70354 
Power Conversion of Coherent L ~ g h l  
502-1 1-1 1 W73-70372 
Optlcal Communcauon Flmght Exper~ment (ATS-GI 
755.43-1 1 W73-70383 
Long Range Laser Traversang System 
770-18-15 W73-70396 
Cluanlum Elecrron~cs 
503-10-01  W73-70422  
High Resolullon Armospherlc Laser Propagat~on 
Stud~es 
503-10-01 W73-70423 
Quantum Electronics 
503-10-01 W73-70424  
Plasma Dynammcs 
503-1 0-03 W73-70430  
Plasma Oynam~cs 
503- 10-03 W73-7043 1 
Plasma Dynamics 
503-1 0-03 W73-70432 
Remote Senslng Water and Land Pollullon 
160-75-22 W73-70491 
Space Shvnle Laser Commun~cal~on Experlmenl 
9 7 5 - 7 5 4 9  W73-70837 
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS 
C o m p s t e  Tank Technology 
502-22-02  W73-70264  
Launch Veh~cle Concepts and Analysis 
180-06-52 W73-70555 
LAUNCH VEHICLES 
Upper Stage and Planetary Expertmental Motors 
758-56.47 W73-70389  
Launch Vehlcle Plannmng Studies 
180.06-01 W73-70536 
Astr~on~cs Systems Evalualion 
180-1 7-50 W73-70557  
System and Tralectory Analys~s 
180-1 7-52 W73-70559  
Guidance Computer Technology 
180-1 7-54 W73-70561 
Space Shunle - Srabsl~zat$on and Control 
909-42-08  W73-70749 
LAUNCHING 
Spacecrah Launch Dynam~cs 
502-22-04  W73-70266 
LEARNING MACHINES 
Anif~caal lntelltgence 
502-03-31  W73-70327 
LlFE (DURABILITY1 
Fat~gue. Fracture, and L le  Pred~ct~on 
501-21-21 W73.70013 
Fatigue Fracture, and L f e  Pred~ctmon 
5 0 1 ~ 2 1 - 2 1  W73-70014 
Emended L f e  A n ~ l u d e  Control System IELACSI for 
Unmanned Planelary Veh~cles 
502-23-46 W73-70338 
Predictable Long-Llle Component Technology 
502-23-53 W73-70351 
Solar Power System Developmenl 
164-76-83 W73-70550  
Spacecraft Data.Syslem Technology for Outer-Planet 
Mmss~ons 
186-68-56 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 5 9 7  
Space Systems - Maler~als 
909-44-38  W73-70765 
LlFE DETECTORS 
Lale Deteclmn 
192.55-63 W73-70680  
Llfe Deleclmn 
1 9 2 - 5 5 6 3  W73-70681  
B~o~nslrumsnlat lon 
192-55-65  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 6 8 4  
B ~ o ~ n s t r u m m t a l ~ o n  
1 9 2 - 5 5 6 5  W73-70685  
LlFE SCIENCES 
lnterdjsc~pl~nary Research 
970-24-01  W73-70794 
Integrated Medical and Bshav!oral  Laboratory 
Measurement System I IMBLMSI 
970-53-40  W73-708  18 
Ldfe Sclences Payload lnlegratlon into Manned %ace 
Fllght Syslems 
970-64-03 W73-70825 
LlFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Afr Rev~lalizal~on 
970-22.2 1 W73-70788  
Waler and Waste Managemem 
970-22.23 W73.70789 
Food Technology 
970-22-24  W73-70790  
Crew Equ~pment Systems 
970.22-30 W73-70791 
Eloresearch Module 
970-24-02 W73.70795 
Llfe Suppon Systems Program 
970-52-10  W73-70809  
Atmosphernc Pressure. Compos~t~on. and Thermal 
Control 
970-52-22 W73-70811 
Waler and Waste Management 
970-52-23 W73.70812 
Crew Equapmenl Systems 
970-52-30  W73-70814  
Water and Waste Management 
970-62-23 W73-70821  
Zero Grav~tv F l ~ g h ~  Exper~menls 
970-62-40 W73-70822 
EOS Space Starlon Llfe Support 
977-41-06  W73-70845  
LlFT 
Deve lopment  and Ver~f lcat lon of Methods for 
Predmcl~ng the Low-Speed Aerodynamnc Character~sl~cs 
of Advanced Supersonic Technology Alrcrah 
760-65-04 W73-70149  
ClUESTOL Project 
741-87-01 W73.70205 
LIFT AUGMENTATION 
STDL Aerodynam~c Performance - Two O~mens~onal 
Llh Augmentallon and Noose Studies 
760.61-01 W73-70126 
C-8A Augmenlor Wlng Proof o l  Concept Fllghl 
Program 
766-71-01 W73-70209 
LlFT DEVICES 
CnuI Alrcrah Development Testing 
760-64-03  W73-70144  
M ~ l ~ t a r y  A~rcrafi - A~rcraft Aerodynamocs 
760-67.01 W73-70159  
C-8A Augmentor Wring P i w f  of C o ~ c e p t  Fl~ght 
Program 
766-71-01 W73-70209  
LIFT DRAG RATIO 
Boundary Layer Srabal~ly'and Trans~tion 
501 -06-07 W73-70112  
LlFT F A N S  
VTOL Technology 
501-24-1 1 W73.70084 
VTOL Technology 
501-24-1 1 W73.70085 
VTOL Aerodynam~c Performance 
760-62-01 W73-70131 
Llh-fan Research Veh~cle Studies 
791 -94-02  W73-70198 
LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES 
Llhlng Body Fl~ght Research 
756-47-01  W73-70385 
LIGHT SCATTERING 
Long Range Laser Travers~ng System 
770-18-15 W73-70396  
LIGHT TRANSMISSION 
Ozone Measurements 
160-44-68 W73-70462  
LIMNOLOGY 
Remote Sensng far Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160-75-13 W73-70477 
Remote Senstng for Global Survey of Coastal. R~ver. 
Lake and Ground Waler Features 
160-75-14  W73-70480 
Chemical. Rad~ochemocal, and Geo log~c  Facrors 
Affecting Ihe  Envtronmenlal Quality of the Chesapeake 
Bay Watershed 
160-75-22 W73.70493 
LINE SPECTRA 

M A N N E D  ORBITAL LABORATORIES SUBJECT INDEX 
M A N N E D  ORBITAL LABORATORIES 
The Sludy of an Orbltlng Advanced Technology 
Laboratory IShutlle Compal~ble) 
975-70-52  W73-70830  
Physlcs and Chemistv . Superflu~d Helmurn 
975-73-48  W 7 3  70836  
M A N N E D  SPACE FLIGHT 
,. Rad~auon Shtelding and Dosbmetry 
502 .21-32  W73-70256 
Manned Cornmuntcattons and Nav~gat~on  Fllght 
Expermen! D e f n t ~ o n  
164-76-61  W73-70547 
Smmularor Conflgurat~on. Checkout and Operallon 
909-44-42  W73-70768 
Counrermeasures 
970-21-17  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 7 7 8  
Neurophya~ology 
970-51-11 W73-70797 
Crad~ovascular Physiology 
970-51-12  W73-70798  
Food Technology 
970-52-24  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 8 1 3  
L ~ f e  Sciences Payload lntegrat~on lnlo Manned Space 
Fltghr Systems 
970-64-03 W73-70825 
M A N N E D  SPACE FLIGHT N E W O R K  
Network lnlegralion and Development Plans 
150-22-21  W73-70710  
STON Interlace Compullng Systems Conlrol and 
Applncattons Sludy 
150-22-37 W73-70720  
M A N N E D  SPACECRAFT 
EOS/Space Stallon - Thermal Control 
909-41 -02 W73-70737 
EOS/Space Stat~on Communlcallons 
909-4  1-07 W73-70738  
Air Rev~tal~zalnon 
970-62-2 1 W73-70820 
MANPOWER 
Developmen1 of Automaled S~mulalor Change Control 
System 
909-44-42 W73-70769 
M A N U A L  CONTROL 
Space Shutlle Flaght Invesl~garian of Orb~ter Handl~ng 
( lual~l~es Our~ng Approach and Landing 
9 0 9 - 7 2 ~ 4 8  W73 70756 
MANUFACTURING 
Srructures 
982-52-01  W73-70853 
MAPPING 
IPL Methods for Geolog~c Mapp~ng 
1 6 0 - 2 0 ~ 5 4  W73-70445  
Remote Senslng for Themat~c Mapping o l  Cultural. 
Natural and Phys~cal Patterns and Change 
160-75-06 W73-70471 
185-47.68 W73-70581 
M A R S  ENVIRONMENT 
Blologcal Adaplat~ons 
192-55.64 W73-70683 
M A R S  SURFACE 
Lunar and Planetary Studmes 
185-50-61 W73-70588 
G and C Technology for Mars Rov~ng Veh~cles 
186-68-55 W73-70596 
MARSHLANDS 
Remote Sens~ng o f  B~omes Ecasyrlems Ecolql~cal  
Oynamncs and Product~vny Pressures 
160-75-21 W73-70490  
Eanh Resources Laboratory a1 M ~ S S I ~ I P P I  Tesl Fac~lhly 
MASERS 
Propen~es of Maler~als for Elecrronoc Appl~cal8on 
502-01-03 W73-70238 
Laser Phys~cs 
502-03-1 1 
Ouantum Electronics 
503-1 0-01 
Ouantum Electronics 
503.10-01 
Radlo Systems Development 
150-22-66 W73-70730 
M A S S  SPECTROMETERS 
Absolute Pressure. Arornc Oxygen, and Energet~c 
Beam b l lb ra r lon  for M a s  Spectrometers 
185-47-51 W73-70572 
Developmen1 of Neutral Mass Spectrometers for 
Planetary Atmosphere Exper~ments 
185-47-52 W73.70573 
Developmen! of  Ion Mass Spectrometer for Planerary 
Almospher~c Expermen1 
185-47-53 W73-70574  
Magnetospheric Physlcs 
188-36.58 W73-70615  
M A S S  SPECTROSCOPY 
Advanced Mater~als for Space 
502-21-20  W73 70242 
Exper~ment Development for the Determ~natton of 
Venus Cloud Pan~cle Compos~t~on 
185-47-54  W73-70575 
Negalmve Ions ~n Planelary Atmospheres 
185-47-56 W73-70577 
Btoonstrumenralon 
192-55-65  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 6 8 4  
MATERIALS 
Advanced Materlala for Aeronaut~cs 
501-21-20  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 0 7  
Advanced Materials for Atrcrah 
501-21-20  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 0 8  
MATERIALS TESTS 
Remote Sensmg of Blames. Ecosysrems. Ecological Prapulston and Pyrorechnfc Technology for Outer 
Oynammcs and Producttu~ty Pressures Planet M1ss8ons 
160-75-21 W73-70490 186-68-62  W73-70600  
Ground-Based Plalforms. 010-lnstrumenlal~on and 
An~mal  Trackang Systems & Technques 
160-75-27 W73-70500  
MARINE BIOLOGY 
Remote Sens~ng of Oceanography - Ocean 010- 
Producuvnty 
160-75-16 W73-70484  
Remote Sens~ng of Oceanic 810-Product~v~ty 
160-75-16 W73-70485  
Remote Sensng of Ocean~c Baa-Producl~v~ty 
160-75.16 W73 70486 
MARINER SPACECRAFT 
Sctence Subsystem Technoloqy far Outer Planet 
Mlssoons 
186-68-52 W73-70592 
Envtronmental Requ~rernents and Smulauon for Ourer 
Planet M ~ s s ~ o n s  
186-68-69 W73-70604  
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE 
Planetary Almospherlc Processes and Measuremenls 
185-47-91  W73-70584  
Planetalogy Geamorphology and Surface Process of 
Planetary Bod~es 
185-50-60  W73-70587 
Lunar and Planetary Stud~es 
185-50-61 W73-70588  
Adaptallon of Mar~ner Mars IRIS Breadboard for 
Space Shultle M ~ s s ~ o n s  
196.41-52 W73-70702 
M A R S  IPLPINET) 
Planetary Atmospher~c Processes and Measuremenla 
185.47-91 W73-70584  
MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
Subson#c/Sonlc Atrcrah - Fllght Dynam~cs 
760-64-02  W73-70143 
AST - Handl~ng Oual~t~es Cr~ te r~a  for ACT-Configured 
Advanced Supersan~c A~rcraxl  
760-65-07  W73-70152 
A~rpon  Atr Pallut~on 
501-38-17 W73-70168 
Aeronautical Syslem Analysis (ACSYNT) 
791-91-04  W73-70186 
Numerical Model and S~mula l~on  of Severe Slorms 
Coupled Earth Energy and Mass Transport Cycles 
160-44-63 W73-70458 
Models lor Monllorlng. Manag~ng and Consewlng 
Land and Water Resources 
160-75-08 W73-70473 
Remote Sensmg for Global Survey of  Coastal R~ver.  
Lake and Ground Waler Features 
160-75-14 W73-70481 
Remote Senstng Data Management and lnterprelat~on 
Techntquer far Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70512  
Remole Sensing Data Management and lnterpretat~on 
Technmques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70514  
Shon and Long Term Geodynam~cr 
160-79.51 W73-70522 
Analysts of Advanced Propuln~on Syslem Requirements 
180-06-50 W73-70553 
System a"d Tralectory Analysm 
180- 17-52 W73-70559 
Geophys~cal Processes Relaled lo  Orlgln and Evolution MATRIX METHODS 
01 rhe Planets Space Systems Displays 
185-50-50  W73-70586  909.44.1 2 W73-7076 1 
M A R S  ATMOSPHERE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
Negative Ions ~n Planetary Atmospheres Advanced Plasma Thrusler and Laser Research 
185-47-56  W73-70577 '  ' 502.04.02 W73-70275 
Slruclure of Planetary Alrnospheres Hmgh Temperalure Sensors 
185-47-67 W73-70580  5 0 2 ~ 3 3 ~ 8 4  W73-70358  
Planetary Almospheres - Slruclure end b m p o r ~ t ~ o n  
Space Shultle lnslrumentalon/Sensors 
502-33.85 W73.70359 
Oynamnc Tests of  lnental Sensors 
180-17-53 W73.70560 
Magnetorpher<c Physlcs . Particles and Pan~cle/Fleld 
Interacllons 
188-36-55  W73-70608  
Cosmic Oust Exper~ment for the Space Shutlle 
188-45-54 W73-70653 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Relatbonsh~p of A l o m ~ c  Slruclures w l lh  Maler~al  
Propenles 
502-01-06 W73-70240  
Shuttle External lnsulatlon 
502-31-50 W73-70259 
H ~ g h  Temperature Marer~als For Space Shutlle 
502-31-53 W73-70262 
MEDICINE 
Space Technology Appltcat~ons ISTAI 
770-1 8-08 W73.70395 
MEMBRANE STRUCTURES 
Physics and Chemlslry of Sollds 
502-01-02 W73-70234 
Waler and Waste Managemenl 
970-22-23 W73-70789 
METABOLISM 
Meratmlmsm and N u r r ~ l ~ o n  
970-21-14 W73-70776  
Metabal~sm and Nurrlr~on 
970-51-14 W73.70799 
Reg~lefory 810logy 
970.71 4 1  W73-70826  
METAL FATIGUE 
Fat~gue. Fracture, and Llfe Predlcl~on 
501-21-21 W73-70014  
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES 
Cor.~posoles 
501-21-23  W73-70005  
Compas~tes 
501-21-23  W73-70006  
METALLURGY 
Non-Mera lc  Superconduclors 
502-01 -05  W73-70239  
METEORITES 
Cosmmc Dusl Measuremenls 
188-45-53 W73.70652 
Chemlcal and lsotop~c Studies o f  Meleorhes and 
Ablar~on Producrs 
195-42.51 W73.70890 
METEORITIC COMPOSITION 
Chem~cal and lsolap8c Sludbes of Meteorites and 
Ablatlon Products 
195-42-51 W73-70690  
Theoreucal Sudtes of rhe Moon and Meleorlre 
Parent Bodes 
195 42-53  W73-70691  
Orlgln and Struc~ure of the Planets and the Maon 
195-42-63 W73-70696  
METEOROID CONCENTRATION 
Meteoromds (Space Srauon) 
502-2 1-29 W73-70251 
METEOROID PROTECTION 
Meteors and Meleorold Studtes 
502-21.29 W73-70252 
Meteorold Technology Sarelllre 
7 5 5 ~ 4 2 - 0 1  W73-70384  
Oef~ntt~on of Meteorold and Exposure Module for 
Shutlle Launch and Recovery 
975-72-51 W73-70834 
METEOROID SHOWERS 
Meteor Phyrlcs - Speclra Patrol and Oala Analysas 
188-45-52 W73-70650  
METEOROIDS 
Meteoronds ISpace Slat~on) 
5 0 2 ~ 2  1 ~ 2 9  W73-70251  
Meteors and Meleoro~d S~udles 
502-21-29 W73-70252  
Meteor Astronomy 
188-45-52 W73-70649 
Meteor Phyrlcs - Spectra Patrol and Data Analysms 
188-45.52 W73-70650  
METEOROLOGICAL FLIGHT 
Aircrah Support of the Meteorology Program 
160-44-57 W73 70455  
T s c h n ~ q u e r  for  Measuremen l  o f  Strarosphertc 
Consltuenta 
160-44 6 7  W73-70461  
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS 
Atrcrah Suppon a l  the Meleorology Program 
1 6 0 ~ 4 4 . 5 7  W73 70455  
Technnuues for Measurement  o f  S l ra lospher~c  
b n s l ~ l u e n t s  
160-44-67 W73-70461  
METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
Atmasphermc Parameleis 
501-08-10  W73-70168  
Techntques for U l~ ln lng  Satelltle Obsewalionr In 
Mersorologtcal Applncarmons 
1 6 0 ~ 4 4 - 5 1  W 7 3 - 7 0 4 5 0  

MODULES SUBJECT INDEX 
MODULES 
Solar Powered Elecrr~c Propulsion Syslems and 
Inlegrailon Technology 
502-24-10  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 9 2  
Solar Cell Technology 
502-25.52 W73-70301 
Dehn#tton o f  Meteorold and Expasure Module for 
Shuttle Launch and Recovery 
975-72-51 W73-70834  
MOLECULAR B E A M S  
Magnetospher~c P ~ ~ S I C S  
188-36-56  W73-70615  
MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS 
Surlace Physmcs and Olem~stry 
502-01-01 W73-70232  
Physics and Chemlstry 
502-01-02 W73-70233 
Physics and Chemlstry of So11ds 
502-01-02 W73-70234 
Comets and Interstellar Malter 
188-45-51 W73-70646 
MOLECULAR PHYSICS 
Spectroscopy and Phatochem~slry o f  Planetary and 
Cometary Molecules 
185-47-55  W73-70576  
MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY 
Plasma Dynamlcs 
503-10-03  W73-70428  
Llfe Detectbon 
192-55.63 W73-70680  
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 
Polymers 
501-21-22  W73-70009  
MONITORS 
Advanced Supersonmc Transpon Pollut~on Reduc~~on 
Technology 
501-24-20  W73-70081 
Slratospher~c Monltorlng U r ~ n g  Laser Radar 
501  -08-05  W73-70165 
Surlace M o r ~ o n  Monitor 
160-20.55 W73-70446 
Remote Sensing for Water and Air Pollut!on 
160-75-22 W73-70495  
Ocean Dynamncs and Marne Geodesy 
160-79-55 W73-70523  
Stauon Monl lor~ng and Control Technology 
150-22-68 W73-70732 
MONOCHROMATORS 
Hngh Resolut~on Atmospher~c b s e r  Propagation 
Sludnes 
503-10-01 W73-70423 
MONTE C A R L 0  M E T H O D  
Cl~matalagcal-Slaus~cal  Atmospher~c and Claud Cover 
Models 
160-44-58 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 5 6  
M O O N  
Theorelcal Sudmes of the Moon and Melearlle 
Parent Bod~es 
195-42-53 W73-70691 
MOTION 
Acceptance of  A~rcrah Operal~ons - Rtde Oualmty 
501-29-21 W73-70050  
MOTION PICTURES 
Computer Antmaled M~sslon Oescrbpl~on Fdms 
186-68-70  W73-70605 
MOTORS 
Control Componenls far Eanh Orbital Syslems 
909-8  1.08 W73-70746  
MUFFLERS 
No~se Technology 
501-24-01  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 6 8  
MULTILAYER INSULATION 
Shunle Cryogenic Technology 
909-72-3  1 W73-70754  
MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
Remole Sensing of Soll/Vegetal~on Relat~onsh~ps for 
Land-Use Plann~ng 
1 6 0 - 7 5 ~ 0 4  W73-70470  
Remote Senstng for Themallc Mapp~ng af Cultural. 
Natural and Physlcal Parlerns and Change 
160-75-06 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 7  1
Remore Sensing lor Global Land-Use Mapplog and 
Resource Management In Geography. Demography, and 
Cartography 
1 6 0 - 7 5 ~ 0 7  W73-70472 
Remote Sens~ng for Global Geolog~cal Resource 
survey 
160-75- 10 W73-70474 
Remote Sensnng Nat~onal Park Areas and Archeolog#cal 
and Hlstarlcal Slles 
160-75-23 W73-70497 
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM 
Countermeasures 
970-21-17 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 7 7 8  
N 
NACELLES 
Subson~c and Supersan~c Inlet Technology 
501-24-05 W73-70072 
Subson~c/Son~c CTOL Transport Technology A k a m e  
and Nacelle Aerodynamles I A V )  
7 6 0 - 6 4 6 0  W73-70145 
CTOL IMK I)  Quiet Engnne 
765-68-01 W73-70206 
Oulet. Clean STOL Erper~mental Engmne IOCSEE) 
NASA PROGRAMS 
Analys~s Suppon for Aeronautical Program Plannbng 
791-91.09 W73-70188 
Analys~s Suppon to  OAST Managemenl 
790-91-01 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 7 5  
Soc~o-Econom~c/Technical Assessment 01 Space 
Act~vtnes 
790-92-01 W73-70382 
lnterd~scnpllnary Support  to Eanh Observauons 
Programs 
160-88-50 W73-70530 
Launch Veh~cle Plannng Slud~es 
180-06-01 W73-70536 
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION 
Development of Cornputal~onal Aeronaut~cal Codes 
for Illlac 
501  -06-02  W73-70096  
NAVIGATION 
General Avlal~on Flaght Control Syslems and Omsplays 
501-23-21 , W73-70040  
VLF Wide Area Navlgauon For Low-Oens~ly Shon-Haul 
Tranrpanatlon 
791.93-51 W73.70197 
Development of STOL Integrated A v ~ o n c s  for Termmal 
Area Fl~ght Invest~gat~ons in an ATC Environment 
768-83-01 W73-70231 
Earth-Orenled Anblvde Reference 
502-23-41 W73-70333 
Syslems Concepls for Nav~gal~on. Gundance and 
Control During Approach and Landlng 
502-33-81 W73-70355 
Guldance and Nav~gauon lor Unmanned Planetary 
Veh~cles 
502-33-9 1 W73-70363 
Definir~on 01 Expermments and Instrumenls for a 
Cammunicat~on/Nav~gat~on Research Laboratory 
164-76-80 W73-70548 
Solar Electr~c P r a ~ u l s ~ o n  Stage (SEPI - SRT 
1 8 0 ~ 1 7 - 5 6  W73-70562 
NAVIGATION A I D S  
Advanced Inlegrated Avoonocs Conflguratlons Sutlable 
lor Future Large High Performance Jel  V/STOL Alrcratl 
768-81-05 W73-70229 
Remote Sensng for Snow and Ice Mappng 
160-75-13 W73-70478 
NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
Commun~cauans and Navlgarlons Satell~tes Suppon 
Studies 
164-21-81 W73-70543 
NETWORK ANALYSIS 
Nelwork S~gnal Ouallty and Tmmtng Accuracy 
Improvemen! 
150-22-23 W73-70712 
Fulure Nelwork U t ~ l z a t ~ o n  and Suppan Analysis 
150-22-35 W73-70718 
Network Conf~gurat~on Monltor~ng and Conlrol . 
150-22-71 W73-70735 
NETWORKS 
Future Nelwork Utbl~zat~on and Support Analysts 
150-22-35 W73-707 18 
Nelwork Conflgurarion Montrormg and Conlrol 
150-22-71 W73-70735 
NEUROLOGY 
Advanced Bto~nstrumental~on 
970-53-30  W73-70817 
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY 
Neurophysology 
9 7 0 ~ 2 1 ~ 1  1 W73-70773 
Sensory Syslems and Neurobehavlora Slud~es 
970-2 1.53 W73-70784 
Neurophys~ology 
970-51-1 1 W73-70797 
NEUTRAL PARTICLES 
Magnetospher~c Physics Pan~cles and Part~cle/Field 
Interact~ons 
188-36-55 W73-70608 
NICKEL ALLOYS 
Relal~onshlp 01 A tom~c Structures w ~ r h  Malermal 
Propenes 
502-01 -06  W73-70240  
NICKEL C A D M I U M  8 A l T E R I E S  
High Energy Cells 
502-25-53  W73-70302  
Battery Ouallly Control and Tests 
502-25-58 W73-70305 
Thermal Analysis and Design of  Thsrmal Conlrol 
Hardware far 2 0 0  AH NlCad Banew 
502.25.59 W73-70306  
N I O B I U M  ALLOYS 
Advanced Maler~als for Space 
502-21.20 W73.70241 
NOISE INJURIES 
Human Response to rhe Aeranaul~ca Environment 
501  -09-02  W73-70045  
NOISE PROPAGATION 
B a s ~ c  N o w  Research 
501 -04-01 W73-70057 
NOISE REDUCTION 
Subsnnlc/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology Struc- 
tures and Materials IATTI 
501-32-60 W73-70036  
Human Rewonae to the Aeronaut~cal Envmranment 
501-09-02 W73.70045 
Acceptance of Alrcrah Operauonr - Communlly 
Nose 
501-29.1 1 W73.70048 
Basfc No~se Research 
501-04-01 , W73-70058 
Basic No~se  Research 
501  -04-01 W73-70059 
Bart Noise Research 
501-04.01 W 7 3 - 7 W 6 0  
No~ss Technology 
5 0 1 ~ 2 4 - 0 1  W73-70067 
Nose Technology 
501-24-01 W73-70068 
Fan and Compressor Technology 
501 -24-07 W73-70075 
AST Propuls~on Nolse 
501-24-19 W73-70079 
STOL and RTOL Propuls~on Technolcgy 
501-24-12 W73-70086  
STOL Aercdynamnc Performance - Two O~mens~onal 
Lah Augmenlat~on and No~se Stud~es 
760-61.01 W73-70126  
STOL Aerodynam~c Performance - Conllgurauon 
STOL Aerodynamic Performance - Conl~guratoon 
Shan-Haul V/STOL Transponat~on Syslem Studies 
791-93.01 W73-70193 
CTOL Outel Clean Englne I M K  Ill 
791 -94-08 W73-70200  
OUESTOL Project Support - Deslgn and Technology 
74 1-86-02 W73- 70203  
OUESTOL Prolect Support . Derlgn and Fllght 
OUESTOL Project 
741 -87-01 W73-70205  
CTOL I M K  I1 O u ~ t  Eng~ne 
765-68-01 W73-70206 
Oulet. Clean STOL Erpernmenlal Engmne IOCSEE) 
765-69-01 W73-70207 
JT3D/JT8D Rerrofil Demonstrat~on 
765-70-01 W73-70208 
Advanced Operaung Systems Technology lor CTOL 
NOISE TOLERANCE 
Acceptance 01 Alrcrah Operauans - Commun~ry 
Nmse 
501.29-1 1 W73-70048  
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS 
Fabr~carlon and Processng 
501-21-26  W73-70011 
Suppon of  Do0  ~n Ballcon Eng~neernng 
501-22-10  W73-70023  
Planelaw Solar Power Technology 
502 25-56  W73-70303 
Engineering Inslrumentalon 
180-24-51 W73-70564 
So l~d  Rockel Propuls~on Sysems 
180-32.51 W73-70569  
Space Shunle - Mater~als 
982-42-38 W73-70851 
NONFLAMMABLE MATERIALS 
Eva lua l~on  Program of Improved A~rc rah  b b l n  
Malenals 
501-38-19 W73.70180 
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
Computallonal Aerodynam~cs 
501-06-01 W73.70095 
NOVAE 
Shuttle Supernova Detector 
188-46-58 W73-70666  
NOZZLE DESIGN 
Delta Hybrmd Techology Demonslrauon 
758-56-42 W73-70388  
Upper Stage and Planelary Erperrmental Morors 
758-56-47  W73-70389  
SUBJECT INDEX OPTICAL RADAR 
Space Shuttle Thermal Protection System 
982 52-43 W73 70856 
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER. GENERATION 
Energy Convetson Generat~on and Tranrpon Research 
503 05-01  W73 70398 
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
Recovery Aids lor Aerospace Nuclear Systems 
502 28-34  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 6 9  
Nuclear Power Systems Technology 
503-25-07  W73-70404  
Advanced Propuls~on Comparbson Study 
792-91-01  W73-70435 
Mlrsnon Requmremenlr far Nuclear Electrtc Spacecrah 
1 8 0 - 0 6 ~ 5 1  W73-70554  
NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLES 
Fllghl Safely R and D 
503-24-04  W73-70416  
NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS 
Nuclear Propulr~on Technology 
501-24-17 W73-70092 
Thermlontc Reactor Power Syslem Technology 
503-25-02 W73-70401 
Thermlonlc Reactor Technolog? 
503-25-03  W73-70402  
NUCLEAR FUELS 
Thermton~c Reactor Power Technology 
503-25-01  W73-70400  
Nuclear Power Reactor Technology 
503-25-04  W73-70403 
NUCLEAR HEAT 
Oetect8an 01 Heat Sources and Small F~res by 
Airborne Thermal Infrared Line Scanners 
502-28-33  W 7 3  70368  
NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
Nuclear P ~ Y S I C S  
503- 10-04  W73 70433  
Nuclear Phystcs 
5 0 3 - 1 0 ~ 0 4  
Low Energy Cosm~c Rays 
188-46-51 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 6 5 6  
NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS 
Nuclear Fl~ght-Abon Safety Technology 
503-35-03  W73-70409  
NUCLEAR PROPULSION 
Nuclear Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-17  W73-70092 
Thermal Control 
502-2  1 ~ 2 7  W73-70247  
Power Systems and Corcu~ts Development for Planetary 
Spacecrah 
502-25-74  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 1 0  
Nuclear Flmght Safety Research aod Analysis 
502-28-31  W73-70370  
Advanced Nuclear Propulston Research 
503-04-01 W73-70412 
Advanced Nuclear Propuls~on Research 
503  04-01 W73-70413 
Nuclear Rocket Englne Oeftntt~on 
503-24-03 W73-70415  
NUCLEAR REACTIONS 
Nuclear Physlci 
503-10-04 W73-70434  
NUCLEAR RESEARCH 
Nuclear Power Systems Technology 
503-25-07 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 0 4  
Advanced Nuclear Propuls~on Research 
503.04-01 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 1 2  
Advanced Nuclear Propuls~on Research 
503-04-01 W73.70413 
Nuclear Rocket Englne Technology 
5 0 3 2 4 - 0 2  W73-70414 
Nuclear Rocket Engne D e f ~ n ~ r ~ o n  
503-24-03 W73-70415 
Nuclear Rocket Test Operat~ons 
503-24-05  W73-70417 
Nuclear Stage Technology 
503-24-06  W73-70420  
NUCLEAR RESEARCH A N D  TEST REACTORS 
Nuclear Rocket Englne Technology 
503-24-02 W73-70414  
NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES 
Thermlanlc Reactor Power System Technology 
503  25-02 W73.70401 
Thermlonc Reactor Technology 
503-25-03 W73-70402  
Advanced Nuclear Propuls~on Research 
503-04-01 W73-70413 
Nuclear Stage Deftnmt~on 
792-91-02 W73-70437  
NUCLEAR SCATTERING 
Basbc Theoret!cal Research 
188-48-52  W73-70668  
NUCLEATION 
Surlace Phys~cs and Chemlslry 
5 0 2 - 0 1 ~ 0 1  W73-70232  
NUCLEI (NUCLEAR PHYSICS1 
Gamma Ray Energet~c Electron. Supercanduct~ng 
Magnet, and Nuclear Emuls~on Cosmmc Ray Detector 
Syslems lor Appllcatlon to  the Space Shurtte Program 
1 8 8 ~ 4 6 - 5 7  W73-70665 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTIONS 
Hmgh Energy Cosmnc Rays 
188-46-52 W73.70657 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
Computat~onal Aerodynamics 
50  1-06-01 W73-70094  
NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING 
Interrelauons Between Atmospheric Mo l lons  o f  
Dnlferent Scales 
160-44-69 W73-70463 
NUTRITION 
Metaboltsm and Nutr~uon 
970-21-14  W73-70776 
MeIabol$sm and Nutr l t~on 
970-51-14  W73-70799 
Food Technology 
970-52-24 W73-70813  
OCCULTATION 
Radm Science 
150-22-63 W73-70727  
OCEAN CURRENTS 
Nurner~cal Model and Somulat~on of Severe Storms 
Coupled Eanh Energy and Mass Transport Cycles 
160-44-63 W73-70458 
Oceanography Studies (Radar) 
1 6 0 ~ 7 5 - 6 7  W73-70518  
Ocean Oynamcs and Marme Geodesy 
160-79-55 W73-70523 
OCEAN SURFACE 
Oceanograph8c Sensor Technology 
160-75-19 W73-70489 
Oceanography Studes (Radar) 
160-75-67 W73-70518 
Laser Instrumental~on for Eanh Phys~cs 
160-79.61 W73-70524  
OCEANOGRAPHY 
Mocrowave Radiometry lor Remote Sens~ng 
160-20-54 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 4 4  
Remote Sensing of Oceanography - Ocean Blo- 
Praduct~vty 
160-75.16 W73-70484 
Remote Sensing of Oceanic 010-Producuvmty 
160-75-1 6 W73-70485 
Remote Sensing of Phys~cal Oceanography. Coastal 
Processes and Estuartes 
160-75-17 W73-70487 
Remote Senslng of  Physlcal Oceanography. Coastal 
Processes and Estuar~es 
160-75-17 W73-70488 
Oceanograph~c Sensor Technology 
160-75-19 W73-70489 
B ~ o l o g ~ c  and Behavioral Mechanmsms In Anlmal 
Nav~gatmon and Orlentallon 
160-75-26 W73-70499 
Remote Sensbng for Multiple Resource Suweys In 
the Chesapeake Bay Area 
160-75-30 W73-70505 
Oceanograph~c Remote Sens~ng 
160-75-66 W73-70517  
Nuclear Rocket Englne Technology 
503-24-02 
Nuclear Rocket Ens~ne Defmnnt~on 
503-24-03 
F g h t  Safery R and D 
503-24-04 
Earth Resources bbararory at Mlssoss~pp~ Tesl Fac~llty 
160-75-85  W73-70520  
Ocean Oynam~cs and Marne Geodesy 
160-79-55 W73-70523 
OCULOMETERS 
Flaghr Management Systems 
501.29-13 W73.70052 
OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
VLF Wide Area Navgat~on For Low-Density Sham-Haul 
Transponatton , 
791-93-51 ' W73-70197 
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING 
Eanh Resources Data Base 
160-75-88 W73-70521 
ONBOARD EDUIPMENT 
Space Systems Informallon Management System 
909-44-33 W73-70763 
501-38-13  W73-70177 
Evaluate Realmsm o f  Manned Act~vstv Scheduling 
System (MASS1 In Skylab M~sslons 
909-74-33  W73.70771 
Shuttle Crew Tralnlng Requrementr and Ma~n lanab~ l t -  
1 y 
970-53-10 W73-70815  
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 
Laser Physlcs 
502-03-1 1 W73 70325  
Optical Cnmmun~cat~on Research 
502-03-12  W73-70326 
Opncal Commun~cat~ons and Tracklog 
502-23-  15 W73-70346 
A~rborne Vlslble Laser Optical C o m m u n ~ c a t ~ o n s  
IAVLOCl 
502-23-16 W73-70347 
Optical Communcatdo~ Fl~ght Experment IATS-G) 
755 43-1 1 W73-70383 
1 0  Micrometer Wavelength Space Commun~catmon 
164-21 - 8 0  W73-70542  
Space Shunle Laser Commun~catmon Expermen1 
975-75-49 W73 70837 
OPTICAL D A T A  PROCESSING 
Opl~cal  Mass Memory 
502-23-31  W73-70339  
Automated Dala Handltng Techn~ques and Components 
Lasers lor  Remole Sensing 
502-23-56 W73-70354 
Advanced Image Process~ng Techn~ques 
160-20-59 W73-70449 
Astronomy S o n ~ e  Module IASM)  
188-41-60 W73.70643 
OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY 
Spectroscopy and Pho~achemmstry of Planetaw and 
Cometary Molecules 
185-47-55 W73-70576  
O P T I C t L  EQUIPMENT 
Optlcal Conlam~natlon 01 Spacecraft 
502-21 -28  W73-70249 
Development of Erper~ments and Hardware for Solar 
Physlcs Research 
180-38-51 W73-70622  
Aslronomy Sortme Module IASM) 
188-41-60  W73-70643  
Space Shuttle Zero G M ~ r r o r  Test Facll~ty 
975-75.50 W73-70838 
OPTICAL GYROSCOPES 
lnemlal Componenls 
502.23-42 W73-70334 
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT 
Gundance and Nav~gatnon for Unmanned Planetaw 
Veh~cles 
502-33-91 W73-70363 
Ozone Measurements 
160-44-68 W73-70462  
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
Large Telescope Technology 
502-23-21  W73-70348 
Long Range Laser Traversng System 
770-18-15 W73-70396 
Large Space Telescope Advanced Technologtcal 
Development 
188-78-57 W73 70673  
Des~gn. Analys~s and Evaluation of the Large Space 
Telescope Optical lnetrumenls System 
188-78-57 W73-70674  
Large Space Telescope Phase-8 Stud~es and Long 
Lead Tlme Procurement 
188-78-58 W73-70675  
Teleoperator Man~pvlator and End Effector Technology 
970-23-20  W73-70792 
Shutlle Atmaspherlc Pollul~on Monltartng Experbment 
Usnng Actlve Optical Techn~ques 
975-61-02  W73-70829 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
Opllcal Canlamlnat~on of Spacecraft 
502-21-28 W73-70248 
Hlgh Temperature Materials For Space Shuttle 
502-31-53 W73-70262 
STOP iStructural-Thermal-Oprlcal~Pr%ram1 
502-22-06 W73-70268 
Erpermmental and Theoret~cal Slud~es o f  Planetary 
Atmospheres 
185-47-94  W73 70585  
OPTICAL RADAR 
Materbals for Hlgh Power bsers  
501-21-33 W73-70012 
Advanced Supersonic Transpon Pollut~on Reduct~on 
Nuclear Rocket Test Operations OPERATIONS RESEARCH Technology 
503-24-05 W73-70417 AlrcraH Operatng Erper~ences 501 24-20  W73-70081 
Advanced Prapuls~on Compar~son Study 501.38-1 1 W73.70174 Stratospheric Monltorng Us~ng Laser Radar 
792-91-01 W73-70435 Hazard Avo~dance and Ellm~nauan 501 -08-05 W73-70165  
OPTICAL TRACKING SUBJECT INDEX 
Almospher~c Parameterr 
501.08-10 W73-70166 
Geoderlc and Earth Physics Exper~menl Systems 
160-79-68 W73-70527 
OPTICAL TRACKING 
Opl~cal Communicalmons and Tracklng 
502-23-15 W73-70346 
A~rborne V#s#ble b s e r  Op l~ca l  C o m m u n ~ c a l ~ o n r  
(AVLOC) 
502-23-16  W73-70347 
OPTICS 
Flmght S~mulallon Technology . S~mulation Techniques 
501-39-1  1 W73-70056 
Large Telescope Technology 
502.23-21 W73-70346 
OPTIMIZATION 
Low-Denslly. Shafi-Haul Transponat~on Systems. 
Operational Systems 
791-91-53 W73.70191 
ORBIT CALCULATION 
Gutdance and Nav~gal~on lor Unmanned Planetary 
Vehacles 
502.33-91 W73-70363 
Goddard Trajectory Determlnalnon System 
150-22-22 W73-707 11 
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY 
Thermal Analys~s and Destgn of Thermal Conlrol 
Hardware for 200  AH NlCad Baltery 
502-25-59 W73-70306 
ORBITAL MECHANICS 
Halo-Orbot Ut~lzatnon Szud~es 
195.42-68 W73-70697 
ORBITAL POSITION ESTIMATION 
Advanced Gu~dance and Nav~gar~on Study 
909-44-1 0 W73-70760 
ORBITAL WORKERS 
The Study of an Orb~t~ng Advanced Technology 
Laboratory (Shunle Campa~~blel  
975-70-52 W73.70830 
ORBITAL WORKSHOPS 
The Study 01 sn Orbitlng Advanced Technology 
Laboratory (Shuttle Compal~blel 
975-70-52 W73-70830 
ORBITING FROG OTOLITH 
Bioresearch Module 
970-24-02  W73-70795 
ORBITS 
Educaruonal Commun~cations Satellite System Study 
164-06-58 W73-70533 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Chemcal Evolution 
192.55-61 
Life Detectlo" 
192-55-63 
Lfe Detectbon 
192.55-63 
Blolnrrrumenlatlon 
192-55-65 
ORGANIC MATERIALS 
Organic Geochem~slry 
192-55-62 
oso 
Ground Based Observattons of !he Sun 
188-38-52 W73-70624 
OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS 
Advanced Concepts for Spacecrak Antenna Slructures 
Nuclear Racket Eng~ne Definit~on 
503-24-03 W73-70415 
OUTGASSING 
Optical Conlam~nal~on of Spacecrak 
502-21.28 W73-70250 
Space Systems - Materbals 
909-44-38 W73-70765 
Optmcal Contamtnallon 
975-72-39 W73-70833 
OVERPRESSURE 
Shunle Sanlc Boom Studies 
909-72-47 W73-70755 
OXIDATION RESISTANCE 
Advanced Matsrlals lor Space 
502.21.20 W73-70242 
H ~ g h  Temperature Maler~als For Space Shultle 
502-31 -53 W73.70262 
OXIDIZERS 
Safety Research 
502-28-04  W73-70367 
OXYGEN PRODUCTION 
Air Rev~lalnzat~on and Conlamman1 Control 
970-52-21 W73-70810 
OZONE 
Basic Palluuon Research 
501 -04-02 W73-70063 
Analys~s of Energy lnleracl~ons Belween Levels 0 1  
the Atmosphere and Solar Terrerlrmal Relalmonsh~p 
160-44-55 
Ozone Measurements 
160-44-68 
P.N JUNCTIONS 
Electron Wave Inreracuons 
503- 10-02 W73-70426 
P I C K I N G S  (SEALS1 
Bear~ngs Lubr~cants and Seals for Shutlle 
502-31-51 W73-70260 
PAINTS 
Space Stat~on Thermal Conlrol 
502-21.27 W73-70243 
PANEL F L U n E R  
Loads and Slruclural Oynamlcs 
501 -22-05 W73-70019 
PANELS 
AST Maleroas and Structural Componenls 
501-32-04 W73.70032 
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS 
Space Shunle Low Nose Rece~ver 
502-33-88 W73-70362 
PARTICLE ACCELERATION 
Non.Thermal Solar X.ray Obsewauons Solar Phys~cs 
- Shuttle Payload Oevelopmenl 
188-38-01 W73-70619 
PARTICLE ENERGY 
Hlgh Energy b s m ~ c  Rays 
188-46-52 
Advanced Technolog~cal Development.  General 
On-Board Process~ng Eleclron~cs Solid Slate Nuclear 
Detectors 
188-78-51 W73-70670 
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES 
Pan~cle Track Cosmochronology 
195.42-57 W73-70693 
PARTICULATE SAMPLING 
Remole Sensmng Water and Land Pollution 
160-75-22 W73-70491 
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
Acceptance of Alrcrah Operatbons . Rlde Oualty 
501-29-21 W73-70050 
PASSENGERS 
Acceptance of Arcrah Operar~ons - R~de Oualty 
501-29-12 W73-70049 
Acceptance of A~rcrah Operatnons . Rlde Ouallty 
501-29.21 W73-70050 
Unconvenl~onal Advanced Commuter Alrllne Systems 
791-90-03 W73-70184 
bw.Denslry Shon-Haul Transportataon Systems - 
Traveler Acceplance Factors 
791-91-51 W73-70190 
PAYLOAD M A S S  RATIO 
Compos~les lor Shuttle 
502-31-52 
PAYLOADS 
Srudy of an Orblt~ng Advanced Technology Laboratory 
(Shuttle Compat#blel 
790-91-46 W73-70381 
Nuclear Stage Oefinlllon 
792-91-02 W73-70437 
Mlsslon Requtrements for Nuclear Electrlc Spacecraft 
180.06-51 W73-70554 
Non.Thermal Solar X-ray Observat~ons Solar Physlcs 
Shuttle Payload Development 
188-38-01 W73.70619 
Solar Phys~cs UV. EUV. X-ray Instrument . Shuttle 
Payload Development 
188.38-02 W73.70620 
lnvesttgat~on to Deflne Shunle Payload Exper~ment 
Syslems for Fllghrr o f  Opponun~ty In Physics and 
Aslronomy 
188-78-81 W73-70677 
Veh~cle Altached Manipulators 
970-53-20  W73.70816 
Requirements for Work Performance Des~gn 
970-63.10 W73-70823 
L~fe Scmences Payload lnlegratlon #"lo Manned Space 
Fltghl SySIems 
970-64.03 W73-70825 
Structures 
982.52-01 W73-70853 
PEGASUS SATELLITES 
Mereorotds (Space Stallon) 
502-21-29 W73-7025 1 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
Pred~ctable Long-Llfe Component Technology 
502-23-53 W73-70351 
PERFORMANCE TESTS 
F-8 Supercr~t~csl Fllgh! E~per~men la l  Program 
766-73-61 W73-70221 
Dynsmlc Tesls of lnsnlal Sensors 
180-17-53 W73-70560 
Advanced B~o~nslrumenlat~on 
970.53-30 W73-70817 
PERTURBATION THEORY 
Launch Vehncle Propuls~on Technology 
502-24-2 1 W73-70283 
PHASED ARRAYS 
Microwave Near Earth Cammun~cat~ons and Track~ng 
502-23.1 1 W73-70342 
Communmcat~on Satellite Antenna Research 
164-21-54 W73-70538 
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
Analysts o l  Energy lnreracl~ons Between Levels of 
the Atmosphere and Solar Terreslr~al Relationsh~p 
160-44-55 W73.70453 
Spectroscopy and Photochemistry of Planetary and 
Comelary Molecules 
185-47-55 W73-70576 
Atmospher~c Chem~cal Phys~cs - Research Studies Of 
Processes In Planetary Almospheres. Comets and 
Interstellar Space 
185-47.66 W73.70579 
Theorel~cal Studes-Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47-72 W73-70583 
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM 
Radiation Sh~eld~ng and Dosmetry 
502-21-32 W73-70256 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING 
Remote Sensing Sensor Technology for Earlh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70506 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Remole  Sens~ng Sensor Technology far Earth 
Resources Survey 
160-75.31 W73-70506 
PHOTOMETRY 
Remote Detection of Surface Propenles of Planets 
185-50-90 W73-70590 
UV and Optical Astronomy 
188-41-51 W73.70629 
UV and Opt~cal Astronomy 
188-41-51 W73-70631 
PHOTONS 
Gamma Ray Astronomy 
188-46-54 W73-70661 
Gamma Ray Astronomy 
188-46-54 W73-70662 
PHOTOSPHERE 
Solar Magnst~sm and lnlerplanetary held 
188-38-53 W73-70626 
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION 
Power Systems and C~rcu~ ls  Development for Planetary 
Spacecraft 
502-25-74 W73-703 10 
Electron Wave lnreractlons 
503-10-02 W73-70426 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
Zero Grav~ty Fl~ght Eapermenls 
970-62-40 W73-70822 
PHYSIOCHEMISTRY 
Hematology (Immunologyl 
970-51-1 5 W73-70800 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
Cnuntsrmeasurer 
970-21-17 W73-70778 
Env~ronmental Factors Etfecls 
970.21.35 W73-70780 
Medlcal Support 
970-21-45 W73-70781 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES 
Human Response la  Ihe Aeronautical Env~mnmenl 
501 -09-03 W73.70046 
Endocrlnology 
970-21-1 6 W73.70777 
Advanced B~o~nstrumentalion 
970-23-30 W73.70793 
PHYSIOLOGY 
Bnolog~c and Behavioral Mechan~sms on Annrnal 
Nsv~gal~on and Ornenlatlon 
160.75.26 W73-70499 
Ground-Based Platforms 080-lnrlrumen~at~on and 
Animal Track~ng Systems & Technlquss 
160-75-27 W73.70501 
Cardovascular-Phys~ology 
970-21.12 W73-70774 
Resplrstory Phys~ology 
970-21-13 W73-70775 
Behavnoral Physlalogy 
970-21.52 W73 70783 
Regulatory B~alogy 
970-71-61 W73-70826 
PIGMENTS 
Space Slatan Thermal Conlrol 
502-21.27 W73-70243 
PILOT ERROR 
Human Response to the Aeronaultcal Envnronment 
501 09-03  W73 70046 
PILOT PERFORMANCE 
Human Response la  Ihe Aeronaullcal Envtro~>menl 
501-09-03 W73-70046 
Fl~ghl Management Systems 
501 -29-02  W73-70051 

PRESSURE VESSELS SUBJECT INDEX 
PRESSURE VESSELS 
Compos~te Tank Technology 
502-22-02  W73-70264 
Shunle Compos~te Tank Technology 
502-32.03 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 7 2  
PROCEDURES 
Crew Procedures Osvelopmenf Techniques 
909.44.42 W73-70767 
PROJECT M A N A G E M E N T  
Analys~s Suppon lo  OAST Managemenl 
790-91  -01  W73-70375  
Analyses. Advanced Concepts. Plannong and Syslem 
Synthes~s far the Space Program 
790-91  -02  W73-70376 
PROJECT PLANNING 
Analys~s Suppon lor Aeronautical Program Plannsng 
791-91-09  W73-70188 
Study of  the Effects of  Government O~rected Changes 
on Baslc Costs and Schedule of Selecled Fltght 
Vehcles 
791-92-04  W73-70192  
Technology lden l~ f~ca t~on  
502-24-34  W73-70288  
Study to Generate a NASA Sohware Research Plan 
502-03-33 W73-70329 
Eleclronlc Dev~ce and Systems Suppan 
5 0 2 ~ 2 3 - 5 5  W73-70353 
Advanced Concepts Developmen1 
790-90-01 W73-70373 
Analyses Suppon to OAST Management 
790-91-01 W73-70375 
Soclo-Econom~c/Technlcal Assessment o f  Space 
Ac t~v l r~es  
790-92-01 W73-70382 
Remote Senslng Nauanal Park Areas and Archeologmcal 
and H~srormcal Sites 
160-75-23 W73-70497 
lnlerdnscfpl~nary Support  to  Earth Observal~ons 
Programs 
160.68-50 W73 70530  
Launch Vehlcle Plannlng Slud~es 
180-06-01 W73-70536 
Analysls 0 1  Advanced Propulslan Syslem Requlremenrs 
180-06-50  W73-70553 
Venus P~oneer Sclent~f~c lnslrumenl Development 
186-68-63 W73-70601 
P~oneer Follow On Mlss~on Technology 
186-68-65 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 6 0 2  
PROJECTS 
lnlerdnsc~plnnav Space Research 
188-48-51 W73-70667 
PROPELLANT BINDERS 
Advanced S a d  Propulr~on And Pyrolechnc Concepts 
PROPELWNT M A S S  RATIO 
Ressarch I" Atom#= and Metallic Hydrogen 
5 0 2 . 0 4 ~ 3 5  W73-70280 
PROPELLANT STORABILITY 
Research ~n Aromlc and Metal l~c Hydrogen 
502.04-35 W73-70280 
PROPELLANT STORAGE 
Nuclear Stage Technology 
503-24-06  W73-70420  
PROPELLANT T A N K S  
Composte Tank Technology 
502-22-02  W73-70264  
PROPELLANT TRANSFER 
Zero Gravily Propellant Transfer Technology 
975-71-53  W73-70831 
PROPELLANTS 
Research an Alornac and Metal l~c Hydrogen 
502-04-35 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 8 0  
PROPRIOCEPTION 
Sensory Systems and Neurobehavloral Srud~es 
970-21-53 W73-70784  
PROPULSION 
V lOL Technology 
501-24-11 
Hyperson~c Research A~rplane Concepl Development 
760-66-02  W73-70157 
Improved Aeronaut~cal System Analysm Capablty 
791-91-05  W73-70187 
Launch Vehicle Planning Stud~es 
180-06.01 W73-70536  
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
Basic Propuls~on Research 
501 -04-03  W73-70064  
lnler Technology 
501-24-05  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 7 3  
Engtne Technology 
501  -24-04  W73-70083 
STOL and RTOL Propulsion Technology 
501-24-12  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 8 6  
STOL Technology 
501-24-12  W73-70087 
Hyperean~c Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-16 W73-70090  
Hypersonic Research Englne 
501-24-16 W73-70091 
STOL Asrodynamlc Perlormance - b n f ~ g u r a l ~ o n  
Sludles 
7 6 0 ~ 6 1 - 0 2  W73-70127  
AST - Cooperar~ve Aulopilot/SAS/Proputs~an Conlrol 
Syslem 
7 6 0 ~ 6 5 . 0 5  W73-70150  
Advanced Asrbrealhing Propulsoon Systems Analysts 
791.91.10 W73-70189 
CTOL Oumel Clean Engmne IMK Ill 
791 -94-08 W73-70200  
Nuclear Fltght Salety Research and Analysls 
502-28-31 W73-70370  
Llquld Prapulslon Syslems Technology lor Planelav 
Spacecrah 
757-53-30  W73-70387  
30-cm Ion Thruster and Power Condllloner Develop- 
ment and Tesl 
758-57-04  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 9 0  
Solar Electr~c Thrust Subsystem Developmenr 
758-57-1  1 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 9 1  
Advanced Propuls~on Cornparason Slud~es 
792-91-01  W73-70436  
L ~ q u ~ d  Propuls~on Technology 
180-31-52 W73-70568  
Solid And Hybrld Propulsion Technology 
180.32-52 W73.70570 
Space Stallon Att~tude Canrrol Propuls~on Sysrems 
909-51-04  W73-70741 
PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
Bast Propulsmon Research 
50  1 ~ 0 4 - 0 3  W73-70065  
Subsonnc and Superson~c Inlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73-70072  
Nozzle Technology 
501 -24-06  W73-70074  
H ~ g h  Performance Small Englne Technology 
501 -24-1 5 W73-70089 
Advanced Supersonic Technology Syslems Studies 
760-65-09 W73-70154  
Programs - YF-12 Research A~rcratr 
766-72-02  W73-70220  
Advanced Propulsnon Technology 
5 0 2 ~ 2 4 - 2 2  W73-70284  
Llquld Propulston Systems Technology far Planelaw 
Spacecrafl 
757-53-30  W73-70387  
Advanced Propuls~on Cornpar~son Study 
792-91-01 W73-70435 
Advanced Propuls~on Cornparlson Stud~es 
792-91.01 W73-70436 
Analys~s 01 Advanced Prapulston Systems Requ~re- 
ments 
180-06-50 W73-70552 
Analys~s of Advanced Propuls~on System Requirements 
180-06-50 W73-70553 
Space Stal~an An~tude  Control Propuls~on Systems 
909-51 -04  W73-70741 
PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY 
Subson~c/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology Develop- 
men1 Propulslon 
501 -24-60 W73-70082 
CTOL Transpan Propuls~on Stud~es 
791-94-61 W73-70202 
Quasi-Steady Plasma Propulrlon Research 
502-04-05 W73-70276 
Advanced Prapuls~on Technology 
502-24-22 W73-70284  
Advanced Solmd Propuls~on And Pyrotechnoc Concepts 
502-24-46 W73-70290  
PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
Advanced Malerlals for Aeronaul~cs 
501-21-20 W73-70007  
Space Shunle External lnsulatnon 
502-31-50 W73-70258 
PROTON IRRADIATION 
Planetary Solar Power Research 
502-05-54 W73-70299 
PROTONS 
Nuclear Physcs 
503- 10-04 W73-70433 
PROTOTYPES - -  - 
N a t ~ o n a l  Mmcrowave Landbng Syslem Feaslb~llty 
Oemonstrat~on and V/STOL Operallonal Va l~da t~on  
768-8 1-08 W73-70230  
Long Range Laser Travers~ng System 
770-10-15 W73-70396  
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
Advanced B~o~nslrumenlal ion 
970-23-30 W73-70793 
PULMONARY FUNCTIONS 
Resptralary Phyrmology 
970-21-13 W73-70775 
PULSE0 LASERS 
Lunar Rang~ng Elper~menl Laoar System 
195-43-51 W73-70698  
P U M P S  
Space Shunle H - 0  APU lwss Flmghr b n t r o l  Power 
Unlll 
502-35-60  W73-70311 
PYROTECHNICS 
Advanced Pyrorechnnc/Rocker Systems Technology 
502-24-41 W73-70289  
Advanced %l#d Propulslon And Pyrotechnnc Conrepls 
502-24-46  W73-70290  
So l~d  Rocket Propulslon Sysemr 
180-32-51 W73-70569 
Propulr~on and Pyrolschnoc Techrmlogy far Outer 
Planet Mmsr~ons 
186-68-62 W73-70600  
OUALITY CONTROL 
Bat tev  Oualsly Control and Tssls 
502.25.58 W73-70305  
Image Praess~ng  Fac~lmly Performance Evalual8on 
and Improvement 
150-22-39  W73-70722 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Eanh O b s e ~ a t l o n  lmaglng Analys#s Techn~ques 
160-20-53 W73-70441  
Q U A N T U M  ELECTRODYNAMICS 
Laser Physics 
502-03-1  1 W73-70325  
Ouantum Eleclronmcs 
503 10.01 W73-7042  1 
Quantum Electronics 
503-10-01  W73-70424  
QUENCHING 1COOLINGl 
Upper Stage and Planetary Expermental Motors 
756-56-47 W73-70389  
RADAR 
Envoronmental Changes Related lo  Publnc Health 
160-75-28 W73-70502  
Radar Agrtculture 
160-75-65 W73-70515 
Radar Radiometer Development 
160-75-66 W73-70516  
RAOAR ASTRONOMY 
Radio and Radar Planelany Studes 
196-41-73 W73-70707  
RAOAR IMAGERY 
Surface Motlon Mon~to r  
160-20-55 W73.70446 
RAOAR M A P S  
Remote Sensing Sensor Technology for Earth 
Resources Suwey 
160-75-31 W73-70507 
Geology and M~neralogy 
195-42-55 W73-70692  
RADAR MEASUREMENT 
Surface M o t ~ o n  Monftor 
160-20-55 W73-70446 
Oceanography Sludles (Radar) 
160-75-67 ' W73-70518 
RADAR SCATTERING 
Microwave Sensor Technology 
160-20-54 W73-70443 
RADAR TRACKING 
Ground-Based Platforms. Bla-lnstrumental~on and 
An~mal  Track~ng Systems 81 Techntques 
160-75-27 W73-70500 
Geodel~c and Eanh Phys~cs Exper~ment Systems 
160-79-68 W73-70527 
Space Shunle Commun~car~ons 
909-42-07 W73-70748 
RAOAR TRANSMISSION 
X-Band Radar Development 
150-22.64 W73-70728 
RADAR TRANSMITTERS 
X-Band Radar Development 
150-22-64 W73-70728 
RADIATION 
Meteor Phys~cs - Spectra Patrol and Data Analys~s 
188-45-52 W73-70650  
RADIATION ABSORPTION 
Power Canversbon of Coherenl Llght 
502-1 1-1 1 W73-70372 
RADIATION COUNTERS 
Magnelaspher~c Phys~cs - Panicles and Panocal/Photan 
Interactions 
188-36-56 W73-70612 
RADIATION D A M A G E  
SUBJECT INDEX R E F R A C T O R Y  M E T A L  ALLOYS 
Propem~es at Malertals for Electronc Appllcattons 
501-01  0 3  W73-70002  
Rsdnetoon Shlgld~ng and Oor~melry 
502-2  1 -32  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 5 6  
RADIATION DETECTORS 
Remole Oelecrlon of  Surface Propenbes of  Planets 
1 8 5 - 5 0 ~ 9 0  W73-70590  
Exwr~men l  Oevelopmenl - Labratory and Thearetlcal 
Salar Phyr~cr  
188-38  53  W73-70627 
Low Energy Cosmic Rays 
188-46 51 W73-70656 
Gamma Ray Astronomy 
1 88  46-54  W73-70661 
Gamma Ray Astronomy 
188-46  5 4  W73-70662 
Astronomy ~n the 150  keV l a  15 MeV Range 
188-46-55 W73-70663 
Very Hlgh Energy Cosmtc Ray Detectors for Shuttle 
188-46-56 W73-70664 .  
Gamma Ray. Energet~c Electron. Supercanductbng 
Magnet, and Nuclear Emuls~on Cosm~c Ray Detector 
Syslemr for Appltcatbon to the Space Shutlle Program 
188-46-57 W73-70665  
Shunle Supernova Oeteclor 
188-46-58  W73-70666  
Advanced Technologncal Oeuelapmenl.  General  
On-Board Procesrnng Electron~cs. Salod State Nuclear 
Oeleclors 
1 8 8 - 7 8 ~ 5  1 W73-70670  
RADIATION EFFECTS 
Advanced Solnd Propulsbon And Pyrorechnnc Concepts 
RTG Technology and Aqpllcat~ons 
503-35-02  W73-70408  
Env~ranmental Requtrements and S~mulatoon for Outer 
Planet Mlssaons 
186-68-69  W73-70604 
Eleclronnc Pams and Packag~ng for Outer Planet 
M~sstons 
186.70-51 W73-70606  
Oevelopmental and Genetlc Bmology 
970.21-62 W73-70786  
RAOIATION HAZARDS 
Phys~cr and Chemistry o l  Sallds 
502-01-02 W73-70234 
Radoob~alogy 
970-51-63  W73-70808 
RADIATION MEASUREMENT 
RTG Technology and Appllcal~ons 
5 0 3 - 3 5 0 2  W73-70408  
ISO~OPIC Abundances ~n Low-Energy Coamlc Radlatlon 
188-46-51 W73-70655 
RAOIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
Low Energy Casmlc Rays 
188.46-51 W73-70656  
RADIATION PROTECTION 
Thermal Control 
5 0 2 ~ 2 1 - 2 7  W73-70244  
RAOIATION SHIELDING 
Radlal\on Sheldlng and Dosmetry 
502-2 1-32 W73-70256 
Gamma Ray Astronomy 
188-46-54 W73-70661 
RADIATION SOURCES 
X Ray and Gamma Ray Astronomy 
188 46-53 W 7 3  70659  
Greater than 10 keV X Ray Astronomy 
188-46-53 W73-70660  
Very Hlgh Energy Cosmlc Ray Detectors for Shuttle 
188-46-56 W73 70664 
RAOIATION SPECTRA 
Greater than 1 0  keV X-Ray Astronomy 
188-46-53 W73 70660  
Astronomy In the 150  keV to 15 MeV Range 
188-46-55 W73-70663 
RADIATIVE TRANSFER 
Rad~al~ve Transfer Models Relatong to Atmosphere 
and Surface Characrerwt~cs 
1 6 0 - 4 4 ~ 5 4  W73-70452  
A~mospherlc Expermenr Development 
1 8 5 ~ 4 7 - 7 1  W73-70582  
Theoreucal Studies-Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47 72  W73-70583 
Erper~mental and Thearetlcal Studtes of Planetary 
Atmospheres 
185-47.94 W73-70585 '  
RADlO ASTRONOMY 
Earth Srattcs/Dynamtcs VLBl 
160-79.64 W73-70525  
Very Long Baselme Interferometry (VLBII far Earlh 
Phvs~cs 
1 6 0 - 7 9 ~ 6 4  W73-70526 
Development of Exper!menrs and Hardware lor Solar 
Physics Research 
188.38-51 W73-70622  
Ground Based Radto eistronomy 
188-41-52 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 6 3 2  
Rad~o Astronomy 
188-41-52 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 6 3 3  
Redlo and Radar Planetary Studies 
196-41-73 W73-70707 
R A D l O  ASTRONOMY EXPLORER SATELLITE 
Goddard Trajectory Oelermtnat~on System 
150-22-22  W73-70711 
RADlO COMMUNICATION 
Microwave Techn~ques and Components 
502-23-1 2 W73-70343  
Telecommunicat~ons Technology for Outer Planer 
Mlsslons 
186-68.53 W73-70593 
Radon Science 
150-22-63 W73-70727  
Radto Syslems Development 
150-22-66 W73-70730  
RADlO ELECTRONICS 
Electron~c Pans and Packagtng for Ouler Planet 
Mlsanons 
186-70-51 W73-70606 
R A D I O  EMISSION 
Ground Based Radlo h t r o n o m y  
188-41.52 W73-70632  
Radlo and Radar Planetary Studies 
196-41.51 W73-70701 
RADlO FREOUENCIES 
Unolled Spacecrab Radlo Frequency Subsystem 
Development 
150-22-46 W73-70723 
RAOlO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
Communocat~on Link Characternrat~on 
164-2 1.72 W73.70540 
RAOlO NAVIGATION 
Deep Space M~crowave Commun~cat~on and Tracking 
502.33-92 W73-70364  
S-Band Range and Doppler Qual~ty 
150-22-62 W73-70726 
RADIO OBSERVATION 
Radbo and Radar Planetary Studies 
196-41 73 W73-70707 
RAOlO RELAY SYSTEMS 
Deep Space M~crowave Communmca~~on and Track~ng 
502.33-92 W73-70364 
RADlO SIGNALS 
Magnerospher~c Physics - Radlo Sclence 
188-36-57 W73-70618  
RADIO SOURCES [ASTRONOMY) ' 
Ground Eased Rad~o Aslronomy 
188-41-52 W73-70632 
RAOlO TRACKING 
Deep Space M~crowave Commun~cal~on and Tracklng 
502-33-92  W73-70364  
Geodel~c and Eanh Phys~cr Erpet~ment Systems 
160-79-68 W73-70527 
RAOlO TRANSMISSION 
Radmo Sc~ence 
150-22-63 W73-70727 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES 
Nuclear Waste Otsposal ~n Space 
976-30-09  W73-70841  
RADIOBIOLOGY 
Radlabiology 
9 7 0 ~ 5 1 - 6 3  W73-70808  
RAOIOCHEMISTRV 
Chernlcal. Rad~ochemical. and Geolog~c Factors 
Affect~ng the Env~ronmental Ouallty ol  the Chesapeake 
Bay Watershed 
160-75-22 W73-70493 
RADIOMETERS 
Spacecrafi Systems and Technology 
160-20-5 1 W73-70438  
Remote Sensing Sensor Technology for Earth 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70508 
Radar Agriculture 
160-75-65 W73-70515 
Radar Radometer Development 
160-75-66  W73-70516  
RADIOSONDES 
ln te r re la t~ons  Between Atmospheric Mot~ons o f  
Differen1 Scales 
160-44-69 W73-70463 
R A M A N  IASERS 
Hazard Avo~dance and El~mnat lon 
501-38-13  W73-70176  
R A M A N  SPECTRA 
Shuttle Atmosphertc Pallut~on Mon!tar~ng Exper~ment 
Using Actwe Oprtcal Techniques 
975-6 1-02 W73-70829 
RAMJET ENGINES 
Hypersontc Research Engtne 
501-24-16  W73-70091 
REACTION KINETICS 
Corners and lnlerstellar Matter 
188-45-51 W73-70646 
REACTOR DESIGN 
Nuclear Power Reactor Technology 
503-25-04  W73-70403  
REACTOR MATERIALS 
Nuclear Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-17 W73-70092  
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
Thermoonlc Reactor Pawer System Technology 
5 0 3 ~ 2 5 - 0 2  W73-70401  
Thermlon~c Reactor Technology 
503.25-03 W73-70402 
Nuclear Power Reactor Technology 
503-25-04 - W73-70403 
Nuclear Pawer Systems Technology 
5 0 3 ~ 2 5 - 0 7  W73-70404  
ZrH Reactor Power System Technology 
503-25.05 W73-70405  
Thermoelectrtc Power Conversbon Technology for 
Reactor Heat Sources 
503-25-06 W73.70406 
Braylan Convers~on Technology 
503-35-01 W73-70407 
RECEIVERS 
Opr~cal Cammun~cat~on Research 
502.03-12 W73-70326  
1 0  M~cromeler Wavelength Space Cornmuntcar~on 
164.21-80 W73-70542  
RECLAMATION 
Air Rev~ la l~za l~on  
970-62-21 W73-70820  
RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENT 
Planetary Solar Pawer Research 
502-05-54 W73-70299 
RECONNAISSANCE 
Remotely Piloted VehmclR 
791  -94-04  W73.70199 
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
Solar Physla - Shuttle Payload Oev - Solar Po~nttng 
lnslrumenl 
188-38-03 W73.70621 
RECREATION 
Remote Sensing Nattonal Park Areas and Archealogcal 
and H~rtor lcal  Slles 
160-75-23 W73-70497 
REDUCED GRAVITY 
Low Gravtty Superfluld Hellurn Advanced Technology 
Osvelopment 
188-78-51 W73-70669 
Zero Grav~ty Fl~ght Erperments 
970-62.40 W73-70822 
REDUNDANCY 
Advanced Guldance and Navngat~on Study 
909-44-10  W73-70760  
REENTRY 
Earth Orb~tal Reentry Technology Thermal Protectton 
Systems 
502-27-02 W73.70316 
Earth-Orb~tal Reenlry Technology 
5 0 2 ~ 2 7 - 0 2  W73-70317 
H ~ g h  Temperature Sensors 
502-33-84  W73-70358 
Nuclear Fllght Safety Research and Analysis 
502-28-3 1 W73-70370 
REENTRY EFFECTS 
Space Shuttle External Insulaton 
502-31-50 W73-70258  
Hlgh Temperature Mater~als For Space Shuttle 
502-31 -53 W73-70262  
Space Shuttle Antenna Techn~ques and Mater~als 
502-33-83 W73-70357  
Nuclear Flfighl-Abom Safety Technology 
503-35-03  W73-70409 
REENTRY VEHICLES 
External lnsulatton 
502-31-50  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 5 7  
REFERENCE SYSTEMS 
Geodesy and Geodeuc Systems 
160-79-69 W73-70528  
REFLECTING TELESCOPES 
Slraloscope I l l  
188-41 -60  W73-70644 
REFLECTORS 
Microwave Near Earth Communcat~ons and Track~ng 
502  23-1  1 W73-70342  
Power Convers~on of Coherent L ~ g h l  
502-1 1-1 1 W73-70372 
REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
Alomlc Slructure and Properttes 
501 -0  1-06 W73-70003  
Advanced Mater~als for Aeronaur~cs 
501-21-20  W73-70007 
AST Malerlals and Structural Components - 
Cnmposltes 
501 -32-06 W73-70034  
REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS 
REFRACTORY METALS SUBJECT INDEX 
REFRACTORY METALS 
Phys~cs and Chemistry of Sollds 
502-01-02 W73-70235 
REFRIGERATING 
Thermal Systems Managemenl 
180.31-51 W73-70567 
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY 
Thermal Power for Cryogenic Refr~geratore 
503-35-05 W73-7041 1 
REGULARITY 
Regulatory B~ology 
970-71-61 W73-70826  
REIATIVITV - 
Relallvlry and Celesloal Mechanocs 
188-41-54 W73.70635 
Relativity and Celest!al Mechan~cs 
188-41-54 W73-70636 
RELIABILITY 
Hlghly Relnable Compurers for Act~ve Control Systems 
501-23-31 W73-70043 
Advanced Spacecrah Engne Components 
502-24-26 W73-70286 
Deep Space Balterles 
502-25-57 W73-70304  
Advanced Dfgntal Dala Systems for Deep Space 
502.33-93 W73-70365  
ZrH Reactor Power System Technology 
503-25-05 W73-70405  
Thermoelectr~c Power Conversmon Technology far 
Reactor Heal Sources 
503-25-06 W73-70406 
Brayton Conversion Technology 
503-35-0  1 W73-70407 
Gutdance Computer Technology 
180-1 7 - 5 4  W73-70561 
Solid And Hybrld Propuls~on Technology 
180-32 52 W73-70570 
Sc~ence Subsystem Technology for Outer Planet 
M ~ s s ~ o n s  
186.68-52 W73-70592 
Gutdance and Control Technology for Outer Planet 
Mtss~ons 
186-68-54 W73-70595 
Spacecrah Data-System Technology for Outer-Planel 
Mlsslons 
186-68-56 W73-70597 
Nelwark Conflgurat~on Monmorng and Control 
150-22-71  W73-70735  
Avlonlcs Cost Model 
909-44-35 
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Tracking S la t~on  Operations Technology 
150-22-69 W73-70733 
REMOTE CONSOLES 
Data Processong System 
150-22-38 W73-70721 
REMOTE CONTROL 
M ~ l ~ t a r y  Aircrah - Remole Pmloled Veh~cle 
760-67-05 W73-70161 
Remotely Pololed Veh~cles 
791-94-04  W73-70199  
G and C Technology for Mars Rov~ng Vehcles 
186.68-55 W73-70596 
Telsoperator Manipulator and End Effector Technology 
970-23-20 W73-70792  
Telwperator Conlrol and Man~pulauon 
970-63-20  W73-70824 
Inlerlacs D e f ~ n ~ l ~ o n  Study of Shunle Based Remote 
Manlpulalor System for Dack~ng. Resupply and/or 
Retr~eval o f  Salellnles 
976-30-20 W73-70842 
REMOTE HANDLING 
Teleoperator Sysrems 
503-24-01 W73-70419 
REMOTE SENSORS 
Aslronom~cal Sensors and lmag~ng Systems for 
Large Space Telescopes 
502-23.54 W73-70352 
Lasers for Remote Sensng 
502-23-56 W73-70354  
Spacecrafl Systems and Technology 
160.20-51 W73-70438 
Mlcroware Sensor Technology 
160-20-54 W73-70443 
M~crowave Radmomelry lor Remole Sensing 
160-20-54 W73-70444  
IPL Melhodr lor Geolog~c Mapp~ng 
160-20-54 W73-70445 
Almospher~c Pollul~on Sens~ng Heterodyne Speclros- 
COPY 
160-20-56  W73-70447  
Callbration. Evaluanon and Smmulat~on of Earth 
Resource Mull~channel Surface Senson 
160-20-58 W73-70448 
Techniques lor Utlllzlng Satelllle Observations ~n 
Meleorologtcal Appicalons 
160.44-51 W73-70450  
Remole Sensfng Technques for Atmospheric Structure 
and Surface Cond~tlon Relevant to Meleoralogy 
160-44-53 W73-7045 1 
Radlatlve Transfer Models Relattng to Alrnosphere 
and Surface Characterlsllcr; 
160-44.54 W73-70452 
Aircraft Support of Ihe Meteorology Program 
160-44-57 W73-70455 
Atmaspher~c Effecrs Upon Remote Sensing from 
Alrcrah and Salell~les 
160-44-60 W73-70457 
Extended Measurement of  Albedo and Terrstraal 
Radialoon 
160-44-65 W73.70460 
Ozone Measurements 
160-44-68 W73.70462 
Remote Sensing of  Vegetal~on. Sods and Related 
Water Resources 
160.75-01 W73-70466 
Remole Sens~ng of Vegelatlon and Wnldland Resource 
Stresses 
160-75-02 W73-70467 
Remote Sensmg of Vegetal~on Slress 
160-75-02 W73.70468 
Remote Sensng of Vegetallon and W~ldland Resources 
160-75-02 W73-70469  
Remote Sensing of So~l/Vegetalmon Relal~onsh~ps for 
bnd.Use Plannlng 
160.75-04 W73-70470  
Remote Sensing for Thematmc ~ a p b l n g  of  Cullural. 
Natural and Phystcal Parrerns and Change 
160-75-06 W73-70471 
Remote Sensfng for Global Land-Use Mapp~ng and 
Resource Management ~n Geography. Demography. and 
Remote Sens~ng for Global Geolag~cal Resource 
Survey 
160-75.10 W73-70474  
Remote Sensnng for Geolog~c Hazards and Dlsasterr. 
Mlne Area Conservat~on. 5011 Mapping and Land-Use 
Planning 
160-75-1 1 W73-70475 
Remote Sensng for Geologlc Hazards and D~sasters. 
Mme Area bnserva l~on .  So11 Mapplng and Land Use 
Plann~ng 
160.75-11 W73-70476  
Remole Sens~ng lor Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160-75-13 W73.70477 
Remote Sensjng for Snow and Ice Mapplng 
160-75-1 3 W73-70478 
Remote Sens~ng for h o w  Ice. and Son1 Mo~srure 
Remole Sens~ng lor Global Survey of Coastal River. 
Lake and Ground Water Features 
160-75-14 W73.70480 
Remote Sens~ng for Global Survey of Coastal. Rnver. 
Lake and Ground Waler Features 
160-75-14 W73-70481 
lnvest~gat~ons of the Hydrolog~c Cycle and Large 
Scale Hydrolog~c Systems 
160-75-15 W73-70482  
lnvestagal~on of the Hydrologic Cycle and Large 
Scale Hydrologoc Syslems 
160-75-15 W73-70483 
Remote Senrlng of Oceanography - Ocean B I O ~  
Remate Sens~ng of  Oceanic 810-Product~v~ty 
160-75-16 W73-70486 
Remote Sensmng of Phys~cal Oceanography. bas la1  
Processes and Estuarles 
160-75-17 W73-70487 
Remole Sensong of Physical Oceanography Coastal 
Processes and Estuar~es 
160-75-17 W73-70488  
Oceanographlc Sensor Technology 
160-75-19 W73-70489  
Remote Sensing of Buomes. Ecosystems. Ecolog~cal 
Dynam~cs end Produc l~v~ ly  Pressures 
160-75-21 W73-70490  
Remole Sensing Water and Land Pollut~on 
160-75.22 W73-70491  
Remote Senslng/Water and Land Pcllutlon 
160-75-22 W73-70492  
Remote Sens~ng Water and Land Pollut~on. Blorlc 
and Abnottc Oegradal~on. Energy. Budgel and Cullural 
Pressures 
160-75-22 
Remole Sensing for Waler and A I ~  Pollution 
1 6 0 ~ 7 5 - 2 2  W73-70495 
Remote Sensng of Water and Land Pollution 
160-75-22 W73.70496 
Remote Senstng Naraonal Park Areas and Archeologocal 
and H~stor~cal  Sjres 
160-75-23 W73-70497 
Remole Sensnng far Canservat~on Management and 
Ul~l fzat~on of An~mal  Resources 
160-75-24  W73-70498 
Env~ronmental Changes Related to Publtc Health 
160-75-28 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 5 0 2  
Remote Sens~ng lor Mult~ple Resource Survey 
160-75-30 W73-70504 
Remote Sens~ng for Mulrlple Resource Surveys In 
Ihe Chesapeake Bay Area 
160-75-30 W73-70505  
Remole Sensing Sensor Technology for Ear lh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70506 
Remote  Senslng Sensor Technology lor Earth 
Resources Suwey 
160-75-31 W73.70507 
Remote Sensmg Sensor Technology for Ear lh  
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70508 
R e m o t e  Sens~ng Sensor Technology for Eanh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70509 
Remote Sensong Data Management and Interpretarton 
Techn~ques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75.32 W73-70510  
Remote Sensong Dala Management and lnlerpretalton 
Techn~quee for Earth Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70512 
Remote Senslng Data Management and Interpretallon 
Technjques Far Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75.32 W73-70513  
Radar Agr~culture 
160-75-65 W73.70515 
Radar Rad~omeler Development 
160.75.66 W73-70516  
Oceanographlc Remole Sens~ng 
160-75-66 W73.70517 
M~crowave Geothermal Explorauan 
160-75-69 W73-70519 
Earth Resources Laboratory ar M ~ s s i s s ~ p p  Test Faclllry 
160-75-85 W73-70520  
Short and b n g  Term Grodynamlcs 
160-79-51 W73-70522  
Appltcal~ons of Vector Magnetomerry to  Earth 
Resources and Geological Studfes 
160-79-90  W73-70529  
Erperimental and Theoreucal Studies of Planetary 
Atmospheres 
185-47-94 W73-70585  
Llfe Delecllon 
192-55-63 W73-70681  
RESEARCH 
lnterdlsc~plinary Malerlals Laboralorles 
502-01-04 W73-70238 
Study lo  Generate a NASA Software Research Plan 
502.03-33 W73.70329 
Srudy of an Orbml~ng Advanced Technology Laboratory 
(Shurlle Compallblei 
790-91 -46  W73-70381  
lnterdscpl~nary Research 
970-24-01  W73.70794 
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
Hyperwrnnc Research Amrplane Concepl Oevelopmen~ 
760-66-02 W73-70157 
L ~ f ~ f a n  Research Vehlcls Sludles 
791  -94-02  W73-70198  
QUESTOL Project Suppon - Oeslgn and Technology 
741 -86-02 W73-70203  
OUESTOL Prolecl Suppon . Deslgn and F l~gh l  
Operatmons 
741-06-05 W73-70204 
Rotor Systems Research Alrcrah 
767.77-01 W73-70222 
TIII-Rotor Research Amrcrall Support 
767-78-01 W73-70223  
V/STOL Tmll Rotor Research A~rcrafl Project 
767.78-01 W73-70224 
RESEARCH A N D  DEVELOPMENT 
S~mula r~on  Technology br Aeronaut~cs 
501 -39-01 W73-70055  
Sonmc Boom 
501-06-1 1 W73-70109  
Analysms Suppon for Aemnaullcal PKqram Plannlng 
79 1 ~ 9  1-09 W73-70188 
Electron~c Oevlce and Syslems S u p a n  
502.23-55 W73-70353  
RTG Technology and App l~ca l~onr  
503-35-02 W73-70408 
Telecommun~cauons Tachnology for Outer Planet 
SUBJECT INDEX SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
Venus P~oneer Sctent~fmc Instrument [ 
186-68-63 
lnlerdlsc~pl~nary Space Research 
188-48-51 
large Space Telescope Advanced 
Development 
188-78-57 
Interd~scipl~nary research 
970-24-01 
Advanced B~o~nstrumentatnon 
970-53-30 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 
Simulator Development 
501.26-09 
RESEARCH M A N A G E M E N T  
Launch Vehtcle Planning Studies 
180-06-01 
ln te rdsc~pnary  Space Research 
186.46-51 W73-70667 
RESINS 
Composites 
501-21-23 W73-70005 
RESOLUTION 
Oc~anographlc Sensor Technology 
160-75-19 W73-70489 
Space Systems D~splayr 
909-44- 12 W73-70761 
RESONANCE 
Atomoc Frequency Standard Far Fllghr Appl~cat~ons 
501 -23-23 W73-70042 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
Technology Identlf~catlon 
502.24-34 W73-70288 
RESPIRATION 
Metabolwm and Nut r~ t~on  
970-51-14 W73.70799 
RETROREFLECTION 
Laser lnatrurnenlaraon for Eanh Physfcs 
160-79.61 W73-70524 
Lunar Rangng Erper~ment Laser Syslem 
195-4351 W73-70698 
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT 
Eanh Orbital Reenfry Technology Thermal Protection 
Systems 
502-27-02 W73-70316 
Nuclear Stage Technology 
503-24-06 W73-70420 
REUSE 
Multi-Use Reusable Antenna Technology 
164.76-81 W73-70549 
REVISIONS 
Ploneer W a r  Electrlc Propulsbon S~acecrah  
502-24-1 2 W73-70293 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
Phys~cal Mcdelmg and Ver~ftcatmon of Illlac Computer 
Codes 
501 -06-03 W73-70097 
Tunnel and Scale EHects on Transon~c Flow 
501 -06-09 W73.70113 
Tunnel and Scale Eiiects on Transonc Flow 
501-06-09 W73-70115 
Civil Alrcrah Development Testing 
760-64-03 W73-70144 
RHEOLOGY 
Vlscoelaslic Properties of Polymers 
501-01.10 W7 3-70004 
ROBOTS 
Anlf~cbal lntelllgence 
502-03-31 W73-70327 
Anlftc~al lntelllgence for Integrated Robol Syslems 
502-03.32 W73-70328 
Teleoperator Systems 
503-24-01 W73.70418 
Teleoperator Syslems 
503-24-01 W73-70419 
Advanced Teleoperator Syslsms Requnrements 
970.83-20 W73-70827 
ROCKET ENGINE DESIGN 
Advanced L q u ~ d  Rocket Component Technology 
502-24-24 W73.70285 
Advanced Bombardrfient Thruster Technology 
502-24-03 W73.70291 
Solar Powered Electrtc Propulsmon Systems and 
Integration Technology 
5 0 2 - 2 4 ~ 1 0  W73-70292 
ROCKET ENGINES - - 
Launch Vehacle Propulsion Technalcqy 
502-24-21 W73-70283 
Advanced Propuls~on Technology 
502 24-22 W73-70284 
Advanced Spacecrah Englne Components 
502-24-26 W73-70286 
Synchronous Orbll Spacecrah Technology 
164.76-51 W73-70544 
OelIe Hybrld Technology Oemonsrrat~o? 
180-32-52 W73~70571 
ROCKET NOZZLES 
Advanced Propulsoon Technology 
502-24-22 W73-70284 
Solid Rockel Propulston Systems 
180-32.51 W73-70569 
Delta Hybrld Technology Demonstrat~on 
180-32.52 W73-70571 
ROCKET PROPELLANTS 
Solid Propellant ResearchSvSlems. 
502.04-45 W73-70282 
ROCKS 
Organic Geochem~stry 
192-55-62 W73-70679 
ROTARY W I N G  AIRCRAFT 
Rotorcrah Aerodynam~c Perofrmance . Test and 
Analysis of Rotor Syrlems and Conflgural~ons 
760-63.02 W73-70136 
Rotorcrah Aerodynam~cs and ~ J n a m ~ c s  - Analys~s 
and Tests of Systems and Conl~gurauons - Till Rotor 
760-63.03 W73.70137 
Rotorcrah Flfight Dynam~cs 
760-63-04 W73-70139 
Rotor Systems Research Alrcrah 
767-77-01 W73-70222 
ROTARY W I N G S  
Rotorcrah Aerodynamlcs and Dynamics - Analysna 
and Tests of Rotorcrah Flow Fields and S p t e m  
Elements 
760-63-01 W73-70134 
ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
Rotorcrah Aerodynamlcs and Dynarnlcs - Analysts 
and Tests a l  Rotorcrah Flow F~elds and System 
Elements 
760-63-01 W73-70134 
Rotorcrah Aerodynamlc and Dynamlcs Test and 
Analys~s of Rotor Systems and Confbguratnons . 
Helcopter 
760-63-02 W73-70135 
Rotorcrah Aerodynam~c Perofrmance - Test and 
Analys~s 01 Rotor Systems and bn f igu ra t~ons  
760-63-02 W73-70136 
Rotorcrah Aerodynambcs and Oynam~cs . Analysls 
and Tests of Systems and Cnnf~guratlons - T ~ l t  Rotor 
760-63-03 W73-70137 
Rotorcrah Fl~ght Dynammcs - Tilt Rotor Alrcrah 
760-63.04 W73-70138 
ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT 
Rotor Systems Research Alrcraft 
767-77.01 W73-70222 
ROTORS 
Rotorcrah Aerodynamlc Perofrmance . Tesl and 
Analysis of Rolor Systems and Confbgurat!ons 
760-63-02 W73.70136 
ROVING VEHICLES 
Anl l lcal  lnlelllgence for lnlegrared Robat Systems 
502-03-32 W73-70328 
G and C Technology for Mars Rov~ng Vehicles 
186-68-55 W73-70596 
RUBY LASERS 
Lunar Ranglng Exper~ment Laser System 
195-43-51 W73.70698 
RUNWAY CONDITIONS 
Tlre Tractton and Braknng 
501-38-1 2 W73-70170 
RUNWAYS 
Ttre Tracuon Brak~ng 
501-38.12 W73-70172 
Subson~c/%nlc CTOL Transport Technology System 
Analys~s and Destyn lnlegratlon (Am1 
791 -94-60 W73.70201 
SAFETY 
Nuclear Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-17 W73-70092 
Salety Research 
502-28-04 W73-70367 
Safety Documentauon and Trann~ng 
502-19-20 W73-7037 1 
Space Technology Appl~catlons ISTAI 
770- 18-08 W73.70395 
M~ssoon Requtremenls for Nuclear Electroc Spacecrah 
180-06-51 W73-70554 
Nuclear Waste O~sposal n Space 
976-30-09 W73~70841 
SAFETY FACTORS 
Nuclear Fllghl-Abort Safety Technology 
503-35.03 W73-70409 
SAFETY M A N A G E M E N T  
Salery Oacumenlatton and Trann~ng 
502-19-20 W73-70371 
SATELLITE ANTENNAS 
Commun~car~on Sstell~te Antenna Research 
164-21-54 W73-70538 
SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS 
Venus Pioneer Sc len l~ l~c  Instrumen1 Oevelopment 
186-68-63 W73-70601 
SATELLITE LIFETIME 
Orbllal Faugue Exper~ment 
975-72-32 W73-70832 
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
Traff~c Managemen! 
164-18-54 W73-70537 
Cammun~cat~ons and Navqat~ons Salell~tes Suppon 
Srud~es 
164.21-81 W73-70543 
SATELLITE NETWORKS 
Communicat~ons Systems Analys~s 
164.06-50 W73-7053 1 
Track~ng  and D a l a  Relay Satell~te Technology 
Development 
164-21-55 W73-70539 
Commun~cat~on Link Character!zatbon 
164-21-72 W73-70540 
Commun~cat~ons Technical Consulat~on Programs 
164-21.73 W73-70541 
Tracklng and Data Relay Salelll le Technology 
Development 
150-22-20 W73-70709 
Network Integrauon and Development Plans 
150-22-21 W73-70710 
SATELLITE OBSERVATION 
Data Management and Storage 
160.20-52 W73-70439 
Eanh Obsewat~on lrnagmg Analyslb Techn~ques 
160-20-53 W73.70441 
Technques lor Uttllzlng Satellite Obsewauans tn 
Meleorolog~cal Appl~catons 
160-44-51 W73-70450 
lnterdwcmpl~nary Support  to Earth Obsewat~ons 
Programs 
160-88-50 W73-70530 
SATELLITE TRACKING 
b r e r  Instrumentat~on for Eanh Phys<cs 
160-79-61 W73-70524 
Very Long Baselme Interferometry (VLBII for Eanh 
P~YSICS 
160-79-64 W73-70526 
Data Collection 
164-76-60 W73-70546 
Tracklng and Data Relay Satellite Technology 
Development 
150-22-20 W73-70709 
Network Integrat~on and Development Plans 
150-22-21 W73.70710 
N e t w o r k  Signal Q u a l ~ t y  and n m l n g  Accuracy 
Improvement 
150.22-23 W73.70712 
Trackmg Dala and Tra~ectov bnalysos 
150-22-26 W73-70715 
SATURN (P IANET)  
Planetary Atmospheres - Structure and Composltlon 
185-47-68 W73-70581 
Atmospheric Experbment Development 
185-47-7 1 W73.70582 
Planetary Telecommun~cal~ons 
186-68-53 W73-70594 
SATURN RINGS 
Environmental Requirements and S~mulallon for Outer 
Planet Miss~ons 
186.68-69 W73-7060.4 
UV and Optical Astronomy (Computatmonal Phys~csl 
188-41 -51 W73-70630 
SCALE EFFECT 
Tunnel and Scale Etfects on Traneon~c Flow 
50 1-06-09 W73-70113 
Tunnel and Scale Effects on Transonic Flow 
501 -06.09 W73-70115 
SCAlTERlNG 
Surface Motfan Monitor 
160-20-55 W73-70446 
SCAlTEROMETERS 
Mocrowave Sensor Technology 
160-20-54 W73-70443 
SCHEDULING 
Study 01 Ihe Effects 01 Government Dmrected Changes 
on Basic Costs and Schedule a1 Selected Flbghr 
Vshlcles 
791.92-04 W73-70192 
Av#on~cs Cost Model 
909-44-35 W73-70764 
Evaluate Realdsm 01 Manned Act lv~ly Scheduling 
System (MASS1 In Skylab Mlsseons 
909-74.33 W73.7077 1 
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES 
Power Prmessmng For Earth Orb~tal  Space Sc~snce 
and A p p l ~ c a t ~ m s  Satell~tes 
502.25-72 W73-70308 
Metnoromd Technolosy Satell~te 
755-42-01 W73-70384 
SCINTILLATION 
Msgnetosphermc Physdcs 
188-36-56 W73-706 16 
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
Meteorold Technology Satellite 
SCRUBBERS SUBJECT INDEX 
7 5 5 - 4 2 ~ 0 1  
Launch Vehicle Concepts and Analysts 
180-06-52 
Solid Rocket Propuls~on Sysems 
180-32-51  
SCRUBBERS 
Nuclear Rocket Englne Technology 
503-24-02 
Nuclear Rocker Test O~eralmons 
503.24-05 
SEA ICE 
Oceanography Sludtes (Radar) 
160-75-67 
SEA STATES 
Oceanography Studes (Radar1 
1 6 0 - 7 5 6 7  
Ocean Oynamncs and Martne Geodesy 
. 160-79-55  
Laser lnstrumentat~on for Eanh Phystcs 
160-79-61 
SEALERS 
AST Fuel Tank Sealants 
501.31.71 
SEALS ISTOPPERSI 
Subsmdmary Mechantcal Components 
501-24-10  W73-70078 
Htgh Performance Small Engnne Technology 
501-24-15 W73-70089 
SEISMIC WAVES 
Englne N o w  and Sontc Boom Enects 
501-38-15  W 7 3  70179  
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES ' 
Propert~es of Materials lor Electron~c Appl~carlon 
502-01 -03  W73-70236 
SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS1 
Non-Metallic Superconductors 
502-01 -05 W73 70239 
Electron Wave Interactions 
503- 10-02 W73-70426 
SENSORS 
Sa l~d  State Sensors and Procesrung Techniques 
502-03-53 W73-70332 
SENSORY PERCEPTION 
~ - 
A n ~ f ~ c ~ a l  lnlell~gence lor Integrated Robot Syslems 
502-03-32  W73-70328  
SEPARATED FLOW 
Alrfoll and Conlogurat~on Asrodynam~cs 
501-06-05 W73-70101 
Turbulent Boundaw Layers 
5 1 0 ~ 0 6 - 0 8  W73-70108 
SEPARATORS 
Solid Electrolyre Research 
502-05-51 W73-70298  
SERVOMECHANISMS 
Flight Slmulat~on Technology - Smmulatton Technmques 
501-39-1 1 W73-70056  
Hlgh Re l~ab~ l~ ty  Control Systems far Anlennas 
150-22-32 W73-70717  
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS1 
Basnc Research and Advanced Concepts 
501-02-01 W73-70016 
SHIELDING 
Energy Convers~on Genetauon and Transpan Research 
503-05-01  W73-70398  
SHOCK TUBES 
Gas Oynamncs Research 
5 0 2 ~ 0 7 - 0 1  W73-703 15 
SHOCK WAVES 
Turbulenl Boundary Layers 
501.06-08 W73-70104  
Turbulent Boundary Layers 
510-06-08 W73-70108 
Tunnel and Scale Efiects 
501-06-09 W73-70114 
SHORT H A U L  AIRCRAFT 
Automated VTOL Avmon~cs and Sensor Technology 
501-23-11 W73-70039 
Rotorcrah - Advanced Technology C~vl l  Hel~capler 
760-63-05  W73-70140  
Low-Oenslty Short-Haul Transpanar~on Sysrems - 
Traveler Acceptance Faclors 
791-91-51 W73-70190  
Low-Denstry. Shon-Haul Transponatlon Systems. 
Operat~onal Systems 
791.91-53 W73-70191 
Shon.Haul V/STOL Tranrponatlon System Stud~es 
791  93-01  W73-70193 
VLF Wlde Area Navlgatton For Low Oensty Short-Haul 
Transportallon 
791-93-51 W73-70197 
Lllt-fan Research Veh~cle Stud~es 
791 -94-02  W73-70198  
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
App lca t~on  a i  Control and Guldance Theory to the 
Aulomat~c and Manual Control of Future STOL and 
VTOL A~rcraf l  
5 0 1 - 0 3 ~ 1  W73-70038 
Acceplancs of Alrcrah Operations - Technology 
Assessment 
501-29-01  W73-70047 
STOL and RTOL Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-12 W73-70086 
STOL Technology 
501-24.12 W73 70087 
STOL Aerodynam~c Performance - Two Dlmenslonal 
bI1 Augmentataon and Noise Studies 
760-61-01 W73-70126 
STOL Aerodynam~c Performance - Conl~gurat~on 
Studoes 
760-61-02 W73-70127 
STOL Aerodynam~c Performance Conllguratlon 
STOL Fllght Dynam~cs 
760-61-03 W73-70129  
Crosswind Landing lor STOL Operallons 
501 -38-18 W73-70173 
Unconvsnt~onal Advanced Commuter Atrl~ne Systems 
79 1-90-03 W73-70184 
Analysms of Fulure Clvll Air Transpanat~on Systems 
and Concepts 
791-93-03 W73-70195  
QUESTOL Project Support - Oesogn and Technology 
741-86-02 W73-70203 
QUESTOL Prolect Support - Deslgn and Fllght 
QUESTOL Prolect 
741-87-01  W73-70205 
Qu~st.  Clean STOL Expermental Eng~ne iQCSEEl 
765-69.01 W73.70207 
C-8A Augmentor W ~ n g  P r w l  of Concept Fltghl 
Program 
766-71-01 
F l~gh l  Expermmen1 Program - Augmentor Wlng Jet 
STOL Research Afrcratr 
766-71.02 W73-70210 
STOL Operating Syslems Exper~menls Uslng MODILS 
and the C~v~I /M l l ta ry  Microwave Land~ng System (MLSI 
STOL Alr TraHlc Control lntegrauon Studies 
768.81-04 W73-70228 
Development at STOL Integrated Avlonlcs for Terminal 
Area Fllghl Invest~gat~ons ID an ATC Envnronmenl 
768-83-01 W73-70231 
SIDELOBE REDUCTION 
Communacatmon Satellne Antenna Research 
164-21-54 W73-70538 
S IGNAL PROCESSING 
Laser Instrumental~on lor Earth Phys~cs 
160-79-61 W73-70524  
Advanced  Techno log~ca l  Development. General 
On-Board Process~ng Electronics. Solid State Nuclear 
Detectors 
188-78-51 W73-70670  
S IGNAL TRANSMISSION 
Communtcar~on Llnk Character~zat~on 
164-21-72 W73-70540 
SIGNALS 
Network Sngnal O u a l ~ l y  and T l m ~ n g  Accuracy 
Improvement 
150-22-23 W73-707 12 
SIGNATURE ANALYSIS 
Remale  Sensing Sensor TecAnology for Earth 
Resources Suwey 
160-75-31 W73-70506 
Radar Agrmculwre 
160-75-65  W73-70515  
SIGNATURES 
M~crowave Geothermal Exploral~on 
160-75-69 W73-70519  
SILANES 
Planetary Salar Power Technology 
502-25-56 W73-70303 
SILICON 
Solar Cell Bast Research 
502-05-50 W73-70297 
RTG Technology and Appllcatlons 
503-35-02 W73-70408  
Science Subsystem Technology for Ouler Planet 
Mlssons 
186-68.52 W73-70592  
SILVER C A D M I U M  BAlTERIES 
High Energy Cells 
502-25-53 W73-70302  
SILVER ZINC B A l T E R l E S  
H ~ g h  Energy Cells 
502-25-53 
S IMULATION 
S~mulatlon Research for Aeronaut~cs 
501-29-03 W73-70053 
Smmulator Development 
501 -26-09 W73-70124  
L ~ w ~ O e n s ~ l y .  Shon~Haul Transportatton Syslams 
Operational Sp lems 
791-91-53  W73-70191 
Spacecratr Launch Oynamocs 
502-22-04  W73-70266  
Callbrar~on. Evaluallon and S~mulallon of Eanh 
Resource Mullochannel Surface Sensors 
160-20-58 W73-70448  
Slmulaton Technmques lor Advanced Avlonlcs Systems 
909-44.41 W73-70766 
Crew Equ~pment Systems 
970-42-30  W73-70796 
SIMULATORS 
STOL Aercdynamlc Performance - Con l~gura r~on  
Stvdles 
760-61-02 W73-70127 
Mult l -KW DC O~str lbut~on System . Evaluation and 
Demonstra~~on 
502-25.73 W73-70309 
Crew Procedures Developmenl Techniques 
909-44-42  W73-70767 
Development of Automated Simulator Change b n r r o l  
System 
909-44-42 W73-70769 
SINGLE CRYSTALS 
Solar Cell Technology 
502-25-52  
SKIN FRICTION 
Turbulenl Boundary Layers 
501-06-08 W73.70103 
SKYLAB PROGRAM 
Remote Sensong for Mult~ple Resource Survey 
160-75-30 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 5 0 4  
Evaluate Realism of Manned ACI~VIIV Scheduling 
System (MASS) ~n Skylab M~ss~ons  
909-74-33 W73-70771  
SLEEP 
Behav~oral Phys~ology 
970-21-52 W73.70783 
SNAP 
Thermoelectr~c Syslems Technology 
503-35.04 W73-70410  
SNAP 1 9  
Nuclear Power Systems Technology 
503 25-07 W73-70404  
S N O W  
Remote Sens~ng for Snow and Ice Mappnng 
160-75.13 W73-70477 
Remote Sensang for Snow and Ice Mapplng 
160-75.13 W73-70478  
Remote Sensing lor Snow. Ice. and 5011 Molslure 
Mapping 
160-75-1 3 W73-70479 
SOCIAL FACTORS 
Soclo-Econom~c/Technlcal Assessment 01 Space 
Actlw111es 
790-92-01 W73-70382 
SOCIOLOGY 
Human Behav~or and Performance 
970-51-5 1 W73-70806  
SOlL  MAPPING 
Remote Senr~ng for Gmloglc Hazards and Olsasters. 
Mmne Area Conservatron. Soil Mappmg and Land-Use 
m, - - rlannlng 
160-75-1 1 W73-70475  
Remote Sensing for G m l o g ~ c  Hazards and Oosasters. 
Mlne Area Conservation. So11 Mapplng and Land Use 
Plannmg 
160-75-1 1 W73-70476 
SOlL SCIENCE ~~- - - -
Radar Rad~ometer Development 
160-75-66 W73-70516  
SOILS 
Remote Sens~ng of Vegetat~on. Soils and Related 
Water Resources 
160-75-01 W73-70466 
Remote Sens~ng for Snow. Ice. and 5011 Mo~r tu re  
Mapping 
160-75-13 W73-70479 
SOLAR ACTIVITY 
Solar Magnel~sm and Interplanetary Feld 
188-38-53 W73-70626  
SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS 
Ground Based Observation of the Sun 
188-38-52 W73-70623  
SOLAR ARRAYS 
Planetary Solar Power Technology 
502-25-56 W73-70303  
Power Praessmg & D~str~burmon , Camponents. 
Clrculrs, and System Technology 
502-25-70 W73-70307 
Power Process~ng For Earth Orbllal Space Science 
and Appl~calaons Satellmtes 
502-25-72  W73-70308 
Solar Array Technology for Solar Electrlc Propulsfon 
Stage iSEPSS 
180-17-57 W73-70563  
SOLAR ATMOSPHERE 
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE FLIGHT 
Solar Physmcs - Shuttle Payload Dew Solar Potntlng 
lnstrumenl 
188-38  0 3  W73-70621 
S O U R  CELLS 
Properttes of Maleroar for ElecrrOntc Applmcarton 
502-01-03  W73-70236  
Solar Cell Basic Research 
502-05-50  W73-70297  
Planelaw Solar Power Research 
502-05-54  W73-70299  
Solar Cell Technology 
502-25-52  W73-70301 
Planetary Solar Power Technology 
502  25-56  W73-70303  
Spacecraft Systems and Technology 
160-20  51  W73-70438  
Solar Array Technology lor Solar Eleclrmc Propuls~on 
Stage ISEPS) 
180-17.57 W73 70563  
Earth Orbltal Syslems Elecrr~c Power Technology 
909-51-05  W73-70742 
Solar Cell Energy Wheel System for Space Veh~cle 
SOLAR CORONA 
Solar Phyadcs - Shutlle Payload Dev - Salar Polnllng 
Instrument 
168-38-03 
Ground Based Observat~ons of the Sun 
188-38-52 W73-70624  
Solar Phys~cs 
188-38-53 W73-70625 
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 
Low Energy Cosmic Rays 
188-46-51 W73-70654  
Low Energy Cosmic Rays 
188-46-51 W73-70656 
SOLAR CYCLES 
Solar Magnerlsm and lnlerplanelaiy Field 
188-38-53  W73-70626 
S O U R  ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
Solar Powered Eleclr~c Propuls8on Sysrems and 
lntegrat~on Technology 
502-24  1 0  W73-70292 
Poonesr Solar Eleclrmc Propulr~on Spacecraft 
502-24-12  W73-70293  
Feas~b l~ ty  Study of  a Solar Eleclr~c Propuls~on Stage 
ISEPSI for Geosynchronous Mlsstons 
502 .24~13  W73.70294 
Advanced Propuls~on Comparison Study 
792-91-01 W73-70435 
Use of the Salar Electrtc P r o ~ u l s ~ o n  Staoe ISEPSI 
for Earth Orb~tal Appl~cal~on 
164.76-84 W73-70551 
Salar Eleclrlc Propuls~on Slage ISEP) - SRT 
180-17-56 W73-70562 
Solar Array Technology lor Solar Eleclrlc Propuls~on 
Stage ISEPSI 
180.17-57 W73-70563 
SOLAR ENERGY 
Terresrral Appl~car~ons of  Salar Energy 
502-35-62 W73-70312 
SOLAR FLARES 
Non-Thermal Solar X-ray Observat~ons Solar Physncs 
- Shunle Payload Developmenl 
188-38-01 W73-70619  
Solar Physjcs UV. EUV. X-ray Instrument - Shuttle 
Payload Development 
188-38-02 W73-70620  
Ground Based Observal~on of the Sun 
188-38-52 W73-70623 
Low Energy Cosmlc Rays 
188-46-51 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 6 5 4  
SOLAR GENERATORS 
Solar Power Syslem Developmsnt 
164-76-83 W73-70550 
SOLAR HEATING 
Terrestr~al Appicatons of Solar Energy 
502-35-62 W73-70312 
SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD 
Ground Based Observation of Ihe Sun 
1 8 8 ~ 3 8 - 5 2  W73-70623  
Solar Magnel~sm and Interplanetary Fleld 
188-38-53 W73.70626 
SOLAR OBSERVATORIES 
Ground Based Observauans at !he Sun 
188 3 8 ~ 5 2  W73-70624 
SOLAR PHYSICS 
Non-Thermal Solar X-ray Observations Solar Physmcs 
- Shunle Payload Developmenl 
188-38-01 W73-70619 
Solar Phys~cs UV. EUV. X-ray Instrument - Shuttle 
Payload Development 
188-38-02 W73-70620  
Development of Ezperomenls and Hardware lot Solar 
Physics Research 
188-38-51 W73-70622 
Ground Based Obsarvatlons of the Sun 
1 8 8 - 3 8 ~ 5 2  W73.70624 
Solar Phyrtcr 
188-38-53 W 7 3  70625  
Erper~msnr Developmenl - LaMralory and Thearsl~cal 
s l a t  Phystcs 
188 38-53  W73-70627  
S O U R  PROPULSION 
Thermal Control 
502-21-27  W73-70247 
Solar Eleclroc Thrust Subsystem Development 
758-57-1 1 W73-70391  
SOLAR PROTONS 
Magnetospheric Physmcs 
188-36.56 W73-70616  
SOLAR RADIATION 
Atmosphermc Enecrr Upon Remote Sensing y m  
Alrcrah and Satelllles 
160-44-60  W73-70457  
Remote Delecl~on of Surface Propenies of Planets 
185.50-90 W73-70590 
S O U R  SPECTRA 
Ground Based Opllcal Aslronomy 
196-41-71 W73-70705  
Hmgh Resolut~on Spectrograph for Selected Solar 
Spectral Lines 
975-84-41 W73-70839  
SOLAR SPECTROMETERS 
Ground Based Observatlons 01 the Sun 
188-38.52 W73-70624  
SOLAR SYSTEM 
UV and Oplmcal Aslronomy ICompuIat~onal Physmcr) 
188-41-51 W73-70630  
Cosm~c Dust Research 
188-45-53 W73-7065 1 
Chemlcal Evolul~on 
192-55-61 W73-70678 
Ong~n and Srructure of the Planets and the Moon 
195-42-63 W73-70696  
Ground Based Oplical Astronomy 
196-41-71 W73-70!05 
SOLAR W I N O  
Structure of Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47-67 W73-70580  
Magnelosphernc Phystcs - Pan~cles and Pan~cle/Photon 
Inleraclmons IAeronomy/ 
188-36-56 W73-70613 
Magnerospher~c Phystcs 
188-36-56 W73-70616  
Ground Based ObseNarlons of the Sun 
188-38-52  W73-70624  
SOLAR X-RAYS 
Non-Thermal Solar X ~ r a y  Observat~ons Solar Physics 
- Shuttle Payload Developmenr 
188-38-01 W73-70619 
SOLID PROPELLANT IGNITION 
Solfd Propellanl Research 
502-04-45 W73-70282 
SOLlD PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
Advanced Fyrolechn~c/Rockel Systems Technology 
502-24-41 W73-70289 
Upper Stage and Planetary Expermental Motors 
758-56-47  W73-70389  
RS-27 Engfne Law Level Thrust Ouallflcal~on 
180-31-07 W73-70566  
So l~d  Rocker Propulston Sysems 
180-32-51 W73-70569 
Solld And Hybrld Propuls#on Technology 
180-32-52 W73-70570 
Space Shunle Thermal Pratect~on System 
982-52-43 W73-70856  
SOLID PROPELLANTS 
Solld Propellanl Research 
502-04-45  
Advanced Pyratechnoc/Rocket Systems Technology 
502-24-41 W73-70289 
Advanced Solid Prapuslon And Pyrorechnlc Concepts 
502-24-46 W73-70290 
SOLlD STATE 
Phys~cs and Chem~stry of  Sol~ds 
502-01-02 W73-70235 
SOLID STATE DEVICES 
Power Prxessnng & D~slr!burlon Components. 
Grcuats. and System Technology 
502-25-70  W73-70307 
Soltd State Sensors and Process~ng Techn~ques 
502-03-53 W73-70332 
Space ShuRle Low N o w  Receiver 
502-33-88 W73-70362 
Advanced lmagnng Systems Technology 
502-33-94  W73-70366 
Electron-Wave lnteractlons 
503-1 0 -02  W73-70427 
Planetology Slud~es 
185-50-71 W73-70589 
Telecommun~cat~ons Technology for Outer Planet 
M1ss10ns 
186-68-53 W73-70593 
SOLlD STATE PHYSICS 
lnlerd~sc~plmnary Malerlals b b r a l o r ~ s s  
502-01  - 0 4  W73-70238  
SOLIDS 
lnterd~sclpl~nary Malerlals Labrator ler  
502-01 -04  W73-70238  
SONIC B O O M S  
Human Response l o  the Aeronaut~cal Env~ronment 
501-09-02 W73-70045  
Sonnc Boom 
501-06.1 1 W73.70109 
Sonlc Boom 
501 -06-1  1 W73-70110  
Eng~ne Na~se and Sonlc Boom ERRCIS 
5 0 1 ~ 3 8 - 1 5  W73-70179  
Space Shulrle bnfogural~anr and Aerolhermodyna- 
mlcs 
502-37-01 W73-70322, 
Shuttle Sonic Boom Sludles 
909-72-47  W73-70755 
SOUND GENERATORS 
Recovery Aids far Aerospace Nuclear Systems 
502-28-34 W73-70369  
SOUNDING ROCKETS 
Space Vehicle Thermal Control Hear P~pes Vacuum 
Oepos~red Coatings 
502-21-27 W73-70245 
lnvesl~galton to Deflne Shuttle Payload Exper~menl 
Systems lor  Fllghls of Opponun~ty In Physics and 
Astronomy 
188-78-81 W73-70677  
SPACE CHARGE 
Propenes of Materials for Electron~c Appl~catlons 
501.01-03 W73-70002 
SPACE COMMUNICATION 
Optocal Communmcat~on Research 
502-03-1 2 W73-70326 
, M~crowave Techn~ques and Components 
502-23-12 W73-70343 
Coding for Space Communbcatnon 
502-23-1 3 W73-70344  
Technology Forecastlng for Space Communications 
502-23-1 4 W73-70345 
Optical Commun~cat~on Fl~ght Erper~menl IATS-G) 
755-43-1 1 W73-70383 
Ccmmunncat~ons Technical Conrulauon Programs 
164-21-73 W73-70541 
1 0  M~crometer Wavelenglh Space Commun~caloon 
164 21-80  W73.70542 
Space Systems Communlcatlons 
909-44-07  W73-70759  
Space Shulrle Laser Communlcauon Exper~ment 
975-75.49 W73-70837 
SPACE DEBRIS 
Comets and Asteratds 
188-45-51 W73-70647 
Nuclear Waste Dmsposal ~n Space 
976-30-09 W73-70841 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION 
Melearoads Ispace Statdon) 
502-21-29  W73-70251 
Space Syslems - lnstrumental~on 
909.44-13 W73-70762 
Human Behawor and Performance 
9 7 0  21-51  W73-70782  
Orb~tal  Fatmgue Expermmen! 
975-72.32 W73-70832  
SPACE EXPLORATION 
Space Erplorat~on - Moss~on and Syslems Analys8s 
790-91-41 W73-70377 
Space Utol~zatlon - Mission and Systems Analysis 
790-91.45 W73.70380 
Nuclear Rocket Englne D e f ~ n ~ l ~ a n  
503-24-03  W73-70415 
Negal~ve Ions In Planetav Almospheres 
185-47-56 W73-70577  
Science Subsysrem Technology tor Outer Plane1 
Mw.~ons 
186-68-52 W73-70592 
G and C Technology for Mars Rovlng Vehlcles 
186-68-55 W73-70596 
Blolnstrumentauan 
192-55-65  W73-70684 
Planetary Astronomy and Suppon~ng b b o r a l o r y  
Studies 
196-41.67 W73-70704  
Ground-based Infrared Aslronamy 
196-41-72 W73.70706 
Radlo and Radar Planetary Studes 
196-41-73 W73-70707 
SPACE FLIGHT 
Advanced Componenls for Precls~on Control Systems 
502-23-43 W73-70335  
Advanced Spacecraft and Expertmen1 Control Syslems 
SPACE FLIGHI '  FEEDING SUBJECT INDEX 
502-23-44  W73-70336 
Requ,rements lor Work Perlormance Design 
970-63-10  W73-70823 
SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING 
Food Technology 
970-22-24  W73-70790 
Food Technology 
970-52-24  W73-70813 
SPACE FLIGHT STRESS 
Hematology I lmmunolwyl 
970-51-15  W73-70800 
Endocrmnology 
970-51.16 W73-70801 
Requ~remente for Work Perlormance Design 
970-63-10 W73-70923 
SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING 
Shunle Crew Tranng Requlrements and Malntainablll- 
ry 
9 7 0 - 5 3 ~ 1 0  W73-70815 
SPACE LABORATORIES 
Study of an Orbollng Advanced Technology Laboratory 
(Shultle Compatlblel 
790-91-46 W73-70381 
De l in~ t~on of Exper~ments and Instruments for a 
Comm~n~cal~on/Navigaflon Research Laboratory 
164-76-80 W73-70548 
Adapl~ve Sc~ence Laboratory Technology 
186-68-66 W73-70603 
Shunle Almosphernc Pollution Mon~tor~ng Exper~ment 
Usmg Actwe Oprncal Techn~ques 
975-61-02 W73-70829 
Deltn~r~on of Experiments for a Physics and Chem~stry 
Laboralory in Space 
975-73.48 W73.70835 
SPACE MAINTENANCE 
Shuttle Crew Trafn~ng Requlrements and Ma~ntalnablln- 
g70-53-10  W73-70815 
Shunle-Based Low Casl Spacecrah 
975.50.01 W73.70828 
SPACE MISSIONS 
Envnronmental Oestgn Crtler~a 
502-21-30  W73-70253 
Planetary Solar Power Technology 
502-25-56 W73-70303 
Deep Space Baner~es 
502-25-57 W73-70304 
Automated Data Handlmg Techniques and Components 
502-23-32 W73.70340 
Space Mlss~on and Vehncle Analysis 
790-91-42 W73-70378 
Mssmn and Vehicle Analysms 
790-91-44 W73-70379 
Space Ultlirat~on - Mlsslon and Syrlems Analvsns 
790-91-45 W73-70380 
Advanced Propuls~on Cnmparlson Study 
792-91-01 W73-70435 
Advanced Propuls~on bmparlson Studtes 
792-91-01 W73-70436 
Use of the Solar Electric Propulsion Stage ISEPSI 
far Eanh Orbital Appl~callon 
1 5 4 - 7 6 4 4  W73-70551 
Analysts o f  Advanced Propulsion System Requirements 
180.06-50 W73-70553 
System Performance and Technology Assessment far 
Unmanned M~ssions 
180-1 7 -50  W73-70558 
Telecommun~cauons Technology for Outer Planet 
M~ss~ons  
186.68-53 W73-70593 
Gu~dance and Control Technology lo, Outer Planet 
M~sslona 
186-68.54 W73-70595 
Spacecrah Data-Sys~em Technology for Outer-Planet 
M~sslons 
186-68-56 W73-70597 
Adapt~ve Sc~ence Laboratory Technology 
186-68-66 W73-70603 
Cornpuler Antmaled Mlsslon Descrlpt~on Fdms 
186-68-70 W73-70605 
Eleclron#c Pans and Packaging for Ouler Planet 
M ~ s s ~ o n s  
186-70-51 W73-70606 
Relat~v~ty and Celest~al Mechanucs 
188-41-54 W73-70636 
Halo-Orblt Ut i l~zal~on Srudles 
195-42-68 W73-70697 
Fulure Nelwork U l ~ l ~ z a l ~ o n  and Supporl Analysls 
150-22-35 W73-70718 
Teleoperator Conlrol and Man~pulauon 
970-63-20 W73-70824 
Advanced Taleoperator Syslems Rsqu~remsnts 
970-83.20 W73-70827 
The Study of an Orbbl~ng Advanced Technology 
Laboralory (Shuttle b m p a l ~ b l e )  
975-70-52 W73-70830 
SPACE NAVIGATION 
Manned Commun\cat\ons and Nav\gat\on Fllghl 
Erper~ment Del~n~rmon 
164.76-61 W73.70547 
Navlgarlon Accuracy Analysis 
150-22.60 W73-70724 
Space Shunle . Gu~dance and Nav~gar~on 
909-42-10  W73-70750 
Advanced Gu~dance and Nav~galion Study 
909-44.10 W73.70760 
SPACE PERCEPTION 
Ground-Based Smmulat~on Technology 
501.26-08 W73-70123 
SPACE POWER REACTORS 
Advanced Matermals for Space 
502.21.20 W73.70241 
Nuclear Power Reactor Technology 
503-25-04 W73-70403 
Nuclear Power Systems Technology 
503-25-07 W73-70404 
SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS 
Therm~on~c Reactor Pow'er Technology 
503-25-01 W73-70400 
SPACE PROBES 
Pioneer Follow On Mlss~on Technology 
186-68-65 W73-70602 
Conlamlnallon Canlrol 
193-58-63 W73-70688 
SPACE PROGRAMS 
Advanced Concepls Development 
790190-01 W73-70373 
Analyses. Advanced Concepts. Plann~ng and System 
Synrhests for the Space Program 
790-91-02 W73-70376 
SPACE RATIONS 
Food Technology 
970-52.24 W73.70813 
SPACE RENDEZVOUS 
Space Shunle b m m u n ~ c a t ~ o n s  
909.42-07 W73.70748 
SPACE SHUlTLE ORBITERS 
Spacs Shuttle Aerolhermodynam~cs. Conf~gural~onr. 
and Operatnonal Analyss Sludles 
502-37-01 W73-70321 
Space Shunle Filghl Investlgauon of Orbiter Handlmg 
Oualot~es Dur~ng Approach and Landing 
909-72-48 W73-70756 
Habltabil!ly/Functlonal Mockup Evaluat~on 
970.53-50 W73-70819 
SPACE SHUTTLES 
Space Shunle Erlernal lnsulal~on 
502-31 -50  W73-70258 
Shunle External Insulation 
502-31 -50  W73-70259 
Bearings. Lubrtcants and Seals lor Shuttle 
502-31-51 W73-70260 
Composites for Shuttle 
502-31 -52 W73-70261 
Hlgh Temperalure Materlals For Space Shuttle 
502-31-53 W73.70262 
Space Shunle Slructural Oeslgn Technolagy 
502-32-01 W73-70269 
Space Shunle Dynamcs and Aeroelasucty 
502-32-02 W73-70270 
Shunle Dynamlcs and Aeroelaslic~ty 
502.32.02 W73-7027 1 
Shunle Composmte Tank Technology 
502-32-03 W73-70272 
Shunle Fracture Canlrol Methods 
502-32-04 W73-70273 
Feaslbnllty Sludy o f  a k l a r  Electrbc Propulsion Stage 
(SEPS) lor Geosynchronous M~rslons 
502-24-1 3 W73-70294 
Space Shunle Auxlllary Propuls~on 
502-34-33 W73-70296 
Space Shuttle H - 0  APU (was Flmght Conlrol Power 
Spacs Shuttle Aerothermodynam~cs Conl~gurat~ons. 
and Operarnonal Analys~s Studlea 
502.37-01 W73-70321 
Space Shunle Conf~gurat~ons and Aerothermatyna- 
mlcs 
502-37.01 W73-70322 
Space Shunle Thermal Prorecl~on Systems 
502-37-02 W73-70323 
Space Shunle Thermal Prolecllon Systems 
502-37-02 W73.70324 
Systems Concepts for Navlgarlon. Guldance and 
Ccnlrol Dur~ng Approach and Landmg 
502-33-8 1 W73-70355 
Space Shunle Antenna Techn~ques and Materlals 
502-33-83 W73.70357 
Hlgh Temperature Sensors 
502-33-84 W73-70358 
Space Shunle Instrumentat~on/Sensors 
502.33.85 W73-70359 
Shulrle Sensors and Inrtrumentauon 
502-33-86 W73-70360 
Manned Space Shultle- Mlcrowawe Ampl~f~ers lor 
Space Shuttle Vehicle 
502-33-87 W73-70361 
Space Shulde Low Nose Recelver 
502-33-88 W73-70362 
Sludy of an Orb$l,ng Advanced Technology Laboratory 
IShuttle Cnmpal~blel 
790-91 -46 W73-70381 
Nuclear Slage Technology 
503-24-06 W73-70420 
Nuclear Slage Oef in~ l~on 
792-9 1-02 W73-70437 
Manned Cammunlcauons and Nav~gar~on Fl~ghl 
Expermmen1 Oelin~tion 
164-76-6 I W73-70547 
Mull,-Use Reusable Antenna Technology 
164-76-81 W73-70549 
lsogr~d Cyl~nder Test Program - Combined Loads 
lncludlng Internal Pressure 
180-1 1-06 W73-70556 
Shuttle Appllcal~ons o l  lonospher~c Plasma Expert- 
ments 
188-36-57 W73-70617 
Solar Physlcs UV. EUV. X-ray Inslmment . Shuttle 
Payload Oevelopmenl 
188-38-02 W73-70620 
Solar Physics - Shultle Payload Dev . Solar Pontlng 
Instrument 
188.38.03 W73 70621 
Astronomy Some Module (ASMI 
188-41.60 W73-70643 
Soh X-Ray Speclroscapy for Shultle 
188-41-6 1 W73-70645 
Cosmlc Oust Exper~ment for the Space Shutlle 
188-45-54 W73.70653 
Very Htgh Energy Cosrnlc Ray Detectors for Shunle 
188-46-56 W73-70664 
Gamma Ray. Energelmc Electron. Superconducl~ng 
Magnet, and Nuclear Emulsion Cosmtc Ray Detector 
Syslems for Appl~cat~on to the Space Shutlle Program 
188-46-57 W73-70665 
Shuttle Supernova Detector 
188-46-58 W73-70666 
Astronomy Sane Mtsslon Del lnt#on Program 
188-78-59 W73-70676 
Inverrigauan to Def~ne Shutlle Payload Experlmenl 
Systems lor Fl~ghls 01 Oppcnun#ty ~n Physics and 
Astronomy 
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502-23-42 W73-70334 
System and Tralecrory Analysts 
180-17-52 W73-70559 
Advanced Guidance and Navmgat~on Study 
909-44 10 W73-70760 
STRATOSCOPE TELESCOPES 
Stratoscope I l l  
180 41-60 .W73-70644 
STRATOSPHERE 
Bas~c Pollutton Research 
501 -04-02 W73~70061 
8as1c Pollulton Research 
501 -04-02 W73-70062 
AST Po l lu~~on  Reducuon Technalogy 
501-24-20 ' W73-70080 
Slratosphermc Mon~lor lng Usng  Laser Radar 
501 -08-05 W73-70165 
Analys~s of Energy Interacttons Between Levels of 
the Atmosphere and Solar Terrestr~al Relal~onshlp 
160-44-55 W73-70453 
Techn~ques  lo r  Measurement  01 Strarosphertc 
Consltluenls 
160-44-67 W73 70461 
Global Sludy of  Stralospher~c Const~~uentr  
160-44-79 W73.70465 
STRESS [PHYSIOLOGY1 
Endocr~nalogy 
9 7 0 ~ 5 1 - 1 6  W73-70801 
Counlermeasures 
970-51-17 W73-70602 
STRESS ANALYSIS 
lsogrtd Cylinder Test Program - Combfined Loads 
lncludng Internal Pressure 
180-1 1-06 W73-70556 
STRESS CORROSION 
Physcs and Chemstry of  Sol~ds 
501-01-02 W73-7000 1 
Advanced Mater~als for Aircraft 
501-21-20 W73-70008 
Shunle Sensors and lnstrumenlar~on 
502-33-86 W73-70360 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
Propenles o f  Malerlals for Electron~c Appl~ca[oans 
501-01~03 W73-70002 
Atomlc Slruclure and Propemes 
501-01-06 W73~70003 
Composotes 
501-21-23 W73-70005 
Fabrtcal~on and Process~ng 
501-21~26 W73-70011 
Basic Research and Ahanced  Concepts 
50 1 - 0 2 ~ 0 1  W73-70016 
Analys~s and Oestgn Melhods 
501-22-01 W73-70017 
Cornpas~le Malerlals App l~ca t~on  lo Ajrcraft Structures 
501 -22-03 W73-70028 
AST Structural Oestgn Conceprs and Welghl Srudses 
501-32-01 W73-70029 
AST Marerlals and Slructural Components 
501 - 3 2 ~ 0 4  W73-70032 
AST - Maler~als and Structural Componen~s - Tltanmum 
501 -32.05 W73-70033 
AST - Mater~als and Structural b m p o n e n t s  - 
Compos~tes 
501 -32-06 W73-70034 
Hyperson~c Research A~rplane Concept Development 
760-66-02 W73-70157 
Improved Aeronautical Syslem Analyss Capabllrly 
791-91-05 W73-70187 
1111-Rotor Research Alrcrah Suppan 
767-78-01 W73-70223 
Struclural Deslgn Stud~es 
502-22 01 W73-70263 
STOP IStructura-Thermal-Oplcal -Piograml 
502-22-06 W73-70268 
Space Shultle Slructural Desngn Technology 
502.32-01 W73-70269 
Shunle Sensors and Instrurnental~on 
502-33-86 W73-70360 
Solar Electr8c Propuls~on Stage ISEP) - SRT 
180-17.56 W73-70562 
STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
Structural lntegrlry 
501-22-02 W73-70024 
Composlle Mater~als Appllcalnon to A~rcratr Structures 
501-22.03 , W73-70028 
AST Ful ler  Des~gn Module 
501-32-02 W73-70030 
SubsonlclSonnc CTOL Transpdrt Technology Struc- 
tures and Malernals (ATTI 
501 -32-60 W73 70036 
AST - Caoperar~ve AutopolorlSAS/Propuls~on Control 
System 
760-65-05 W73-70150 
Slruclural Deslgn Studdes 
502-22-01 W73-70263 
Space Shunle Slructural Oeslgn Technology 
502-32-01 W73 70269 
Shuttle Fracture Control Methods 
502-32-04 W73 70273 
Deftntl~on of Exper~menls and Instruments lor a 
Commun~cat~on/Nav~gal~on Research bboratory 
164-76-80 W73-70548 
Structures 
982-52-01 W73-70853 
STRUCTURAL STABI LITY 
Structural Design Srud~es 
502-22.01 W73~70263 
STRUCTURAL STRAIN 
Structural A C O U S ~ ~ C S  
501-22.07 W73-70021 
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
AST Structural Destgn Concepts and Weaght Studies 
501-32-01 W73-70029 
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT 
Subsonlc,iSon~c CTOL Transport Technology Struc- 
tures and Matermals i A W  
501 -32.60 W73-70036 
Subson~c/Son~c CTOL Transport Technalogy A v ~ o n ~ c r  
and Fllghl Controls IAATI 
501 -23-60 W73-70044 
A ~ d o ~ l  and Conf1gurat80n Aerodynamics 
501 -06-05 W73-70101 
S u b s o n l c i b n ~  A~rcraf t  Flmght Dynamics 
760-64-02 W73-70143 
CTOL i M K  ll Ou~er Englne 
765.68~01 W73-70206 
SUBSONIC FLOW 
Subronc and Supersan~c Inlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73-70072 
SUBSONIC SPEED 
DOD Ass~stance - Spec~ f~c  M ~ l ~ t a r y  Development 
Programs 
760-1 7-01 W73-70163 
SUN 
Magnetospher~c Physics - Panocles and Pan~cle/Fleld 
Interactdon 
1 8 8 ~ 3 6 - 5 5  W73-70607 
SUNLIGHT 
Terrestrial Applncatoons of  Solar Energy 
502-35-62 W73-70312 
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS 
Properl~es of  Materals for Electronic Appllcauons 
502-01 -03 W73-70237 
SUPERCONOUCTIVITY 
Properl~es of Materals lor Elecrrondc Appl~caltons 
501 -0 1-03 W73-70002 
Properlles of  Materals for Elecrron~c Appllcallons 
502-0 1-03 W73-70237 
Superconducr~ng lnlrared Derecrors 
196-41-12 W73-70699 
SUPERCONDUCTORS 
Nan-Metall~c Superconduclors 
502-01 -05 W73-70239 
Research nn Atomc and Melal l~c Hydrogen 
502~04-35 W73-70280 
Electron Wave ln te rac r~on  and Electromagnel~c 
Research 
503-10-02 W73-70425 
Electron-Wave nteractlons 
503-10-02 W73-70427 
SUPERCRITICAL WINGS 
Subsonlc/Sonnc CTOL Transport Technology Airframe 
and Nacelle Aerodynamcs IATTI 
760-64-60 W73-70145 
Transon~c Alrcratr Technology (TACT1 
766-76-01 W73-70211 
F-1 11 TACT Research Alrcrah 
766-76-02 W73-70212 
F-8 Supercrnlcal Fllghl Exper~mental Program 
766.73~61 W73-70221 
SUPERFLUIDITY 
Advanced Concepls and Futures Planning 
790-90-04 W73-70374 
Low Grav~ry Superflu~d Hellurn Advanced Technology 
Development 
188-78-51 W73~70669 
Physncs and Chemistry - Supefllu~d Hellum 
975-73-48 W73~70836 
SUPERHIGH FREOUENCIES - 
Instrumentat~on lor New Track~ng Dala Types 
150-22.61 W73-70725 
S-Band Range and Doppler (lual~ty 
150-22-62 W73-70726 
X-Band Radar Development 
150-22-64 W73-70728 
Comrnun~cat~ons 
909-51-07 W73-70743 
SUPERNOVAE 
Shutlle Supernova Detector 
188-46-58 ' W73-70666 
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
AST Fuel Tank Sealants 
501-31-71 W73-70015 
AST S[iuctural Deslgn Conceprs and Welghl Sludes 
501-32-01 W73-70029 
AST Flutter Desmgn Module 
501-32-02 W73-70030 
AST - Materials and Structural Components - Tltannum 
501 -32-05 W73-70033 
AST Mater~als and Structural Components . 
Composites 
501 -32-06 W73-70034 
AST Wlnd Tunnel Techn~ques for Act~ve Controls 
501 -32-07 W73-70035 
Basc No~se Research 
501-04-01 ' W73-70060 
Inlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73-7007 1 
AS1 Propuls~on No~se 
501-24-19 W73-70079 
AST Pallut8on Reduct8on Technology 
501 -24.20 W73.70080 
Englne Technology 
501 -24-04 W73-70083 
A d a l l  and Canlbguratlan Aerodynamfcs 
501 -06-05 W73-70101 
Deve lopment  and Ver l f lcat~on of Methods for 
Pred!ctong the Low-Speed Aerodynam~c Character~stfcs 
of  Advanced Superson~c Technology Arcrai l  
760-65.04 W73-70149 
Developmenl of FLEXSTAB for AST 
760-65-06 W73~70151 
AST . Handl~ng Oualoltes Cr~ te r~a  lor ACT-Configured 
Advanced Supersonic Alrcraf~ 
7 6 0 ~ 6 5 - 0 7  W73-70152 
Technology Developmenl lor ACT-Conf~gured Super- 
sontc Amrplanes II lnvesl~gal~an 01 Control System 
Mechan~zaflon Techntques 
760-65-08 W73 701 53 
Advanced Supkrsonoc Technology Sysrems Studtes 
760-65.09 W73-70154 
Analys~s of Future C~vd Air Transportallon Systems 
and Concepts 
791 -93-03 W73-70195 
Transonec A~rcraft Technology (TACT) 
766-76-01 W73-702 11 
Y F ~ 1 2  Flight Tests 
766.72-01 W73-702 16 
YF-12 Dlsc~pl~nary Research 
766-72-02 W73-702 17 
Y F ~ 1  2 D!scmpllnary Research 
766-72-02 W73-70218 
YF. 12 Dlscmplmary Research 
766-72-02 W73-70219 
SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS 
Boundary b y e r  Stab~ltty and Translt~on 
501 -06-07 W73-70111 
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION 
Hyperson~c Propulsmon Technology 
501~24-16 W73-70090 
Hyperson~c Research Eng~ne 
501-24-1 6 W73-70091 
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
Hypersonc Propulsmn Technology 
501-24-1 6 W73-70090 
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT 
Sonic Boom 
501-06-1 1 W73-70109 
SUPERSONIC INLETS 
Subsonic and Supersanc Inlet Technalogy 
501 -24-05 W73-70072 
Inlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73~70073 
SUPERSONIC NOZZLES 
Nozzle Technology 
501 -24-06 W73-70074 
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 
DOD Ass~stance - Spec~ l~c  Mllhrary Developmenl 
Programs 
760-17-01 W73-70163 
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS 
ASS Loads and Aeroelast#c#ty Technology 
501-32-03 W73-70031 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS SUBJECT INDEX 
Advanced Superson~c Transport Pollut~on Reducuan SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE Educational ~ommun icar !on~  Sarellhle System Sludy 
Technology Eanh Observalmons Laboratow. F~eld Exper~ments. 164-06-58 W73-70533  
501-24-20  W73-70081 and Callbral~on of Rad~atoon Sensors System Performance and Technology Assessment for 
Supersonic Transpon - Op t~mum Destgn/CCV 160-44-56 W73-70454  ~ lnmanned M~ss~ons  
760-65-01 W73-70146 SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 180- 17-50  W73-70558 
AST - Aerodynamtcs and Performance IConcepls) 
760-65-03 W73-70147  
AST - Aerodynam8cs and Perlormance (Theory) 
760-65-04  W73-70148 
DOT Ass~slance - Cenlf~callon Cr~terla Development 
760-1 6-01 W73 70164 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Till-Rotor Research A~rcrah Suppon 
767-78-01 W73-70223 
lnlerdtsc~plnnary Support t o  Earth Observations 
Programs 
160-88-50 
Future Network U t ~ l ~ z a l ~ o n  and Supuon Analys~s 
150-22-35 W73.70718 
SUPPRESSORS 
No~se Technology 
501 -24-01 W73-70067 
Nozzle Technology 
501-24-06 W73-70074 
SURFACE PROPERTIES 
Propenles of  M a ~ e r ~ a l s  for Electrontc Appl~cal8ans 
502-01-03 W73-70237 
Esrerna lnsulat~on 
502.31-50 W73-70257 
Shuttle External lnrulatoon 
502-31-50  W73-70259 
Radaar~ve Transfer MDdels Relartng lo Atmosphere 
and Surface Characlerlst~cs 
160-44-54 W73-70452 
Remole Detactmon of  Surlace Prapenies of  Planets 
185-50.90 W73-70590  
Alrtarne Planelaw Astronomy 
196.41-66 W73-70703 
SURFACE REACTIONS 
Physmcs and Chemistry o f  Solods 
501-01-02 W73-70001 
Surface Physics and Chemslry 
502-01-01 W73-70232 
Physcs and Chemlslry of Solds 
502-01 -02 W73.70235 
Propenles of Mater~als for Electronjc Appl~cal~ons 
502-01 -03  W73-70237 
Advanced PyroIechn~c/Rockel Systems Technology 
502-24-41 W73-70289 
Space Shuttle Thermal Prorect~on Systems 
5 0 2 - 3 7 ~ 0 2  W73-70323 
Surface M a t ~ o n  Man~ lo r  
160-20-55 W73-70446 
Calibratmon. Evaluatmon and S~mula t~on  of Earth 
Risodrce Mull~channe! Surface Sensors 
160-20-58  ' W73-70448  
SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
Remote Sensdng Techn~ques for Atmospher~c Structure 
and Surface Condwan Relevant to  Meteorology 
160-44-53 W73.70451 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
Remote Sensmg Techn~ques for Atmospheric Structure 
and Surface Condlllon Relevant lo  Meteorology 
160-44-53 W73-70451 
SURVEILLANCE 
Remotely P~loled Vehicles 
791 -94-04  W73-70199  
Tralllc Managemenl 
164-18-54 W73.70537 
SURVEYS 
Long Range Laser Traversng System 
770-18-15  ~ 7 3 - 7 0 3 9 6  
Remole Sensing for Global Geolog~cal Resource 
. Survey 
160-75-10  W73-70474  
Remole Sensmg for Geolog~c Hazards and D~sasters. 
M ~ n e  Area Ccnservar~on. So11 Mapp~ng and Land-Use 
Plann~ng 
160-75-1 1 W73.70475 
Remote Sensang for Global Survey of Coaslal. River 
Lake and Ground Water Features 
160-75-14 W73-70480 
Remole Sensang for Mulllple Resource Survey 
160-75-30  W73-70504 
Remote Sensing far Multlple Resource Surveys I" 
the Chesapeake Bay Area 
160-75-30  W73-70505 
SWITCHES 
Eanh Orbllal Systems Elec!rmc Power Technology 
909-51-05 W73-70742  
SYNCHRONISM 
A l a m ~ c  Frequency Standard For Flnghr Appca t~ons  
501-23-23  W73-70042 
Network S~gnal O u e l ~ l y  and Tlmlng Accuracy 
Improvemen1 
150-22.23 W73-70712 
Wode Band Slatton Oala Handlmg Equlpmenl 
1 5 0 ~ 2 2 - 2 4  W73-70713 
Opt~cal Cammun~ca~~on Flmght Exper~menl IATS-GI 
755-43-1 1 W73-70383 
30-cm Ion Thrusler and Power Cond~lfoner Develop- 
menr and Test 
758.57-04 W73.70390 
Space Shunle Laser Commun~cal~on Exper~ment 
975-75-49 W73-70837 
SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY 
ln le r re la t~ons  eelween Armoapher~c Mo l~ons  of 
D~fferenl  Scales 
160-44-69 W73-70463 
SYSTEM FAILURES 
Safety Research 
502.28-04 W73-70367  
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
Systems Analyses of Long Haul Hlgh Productlvnty 
Transpons ITSTI 
791-91-03 W73-70185 
Aeronaullcal Syslem Analysis IACSYNT) 
791-91-04 W73-70186 
Improved Aeronaur>cal System Analysls Capablltty 
791-91-05 W73-70187 
Advanced Aarbrealhng Propuls~on Systems Analys~s 
791-91-10  W73.70189 
Analys~s 01 Future C~vml Air Transponauon Syslems 
and Concepts 
791 -93-03 W73-70195 
Analye~s of Future M~l i lary Aviar~on Systems and 
Ccnceprs 
791 -93-04 W73-70196 
Subson~c/San~c CTOL Transpon Technology Syslem 
Analys~s and Desgn lntegrat~on IATTI 
791-94-60 W73-70201 
Analyses. Advanced Concepts. Plannmng and System 
Synthesis for the Space Program 
790-91.02 W73-70376  
Space Explorat~on - M~ss~on and Systems Analys~s 
790-91.41 W73-70377 
Space M~ssnon and Vehicle Analys~s 
790-91-42 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 7 8  
Space U l i l~za l~on  . M ~ s s ~ o n  and Systems Analys~s 
790-91-45 W73-70380 
Thermoelec~ric Power Convers~on Technology for 
Reactor Heat Sources 
503.25-06 W73-70406  
Defln~tlon of Experlmenls and Instruments for a 
Cammun~car~on/Nav~gat~on Research Laboratory 
164-76-80 W73.70548 
System and Traleclory Analys~s 
180-1 7-52 WJ3-70559 
Aerozne 5 0 1 ~ 2 0 4  Autogenous Pressurzal~on System 
180-31-02 W73-70565 
Venus Entry Probe Technology 
186-68-60 W73-70599 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
Fllght Management Systems 
501-29-13 W73-70052 
Aeronaut~cal Syslem Analyss IACSYNT) 
791-91-04 W73-70186 
Ll f - fan Research Vehcle Slvdles 
791 -94-02 W73-70198 
Subsonmc/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology System 
Analysns and Deslgn lnlegrat~on (Am1 
791 -94-60  W73-70201 
OUESTOL Pro~ecl  Suppon - Design and Flighl 
Operatmons 
741-86-05 W73-70204 
Strucrural Des~gn Stud~es 
502-22.01 W73-70263 
Deslgn Processng and Tesl~ng of LSI Arrays 
502-23.51 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 4 9  
Screening and Rel~ab~l l ly  Teslong of  Macroc~rcuts and 
Electron~c Devmces 
502-23.52 W73-70350  
Eleclronlc Devtce and Systems Support 
502-23-55 W73 70353 
Syrlems Concepts for Navmgat~on. Guldance and 
Control During Approach and Land~ng 
502-33-81 W73-70355 
Analyses. Advanced Concepls Plannmng and System 
Synthes~s for the Space Program ' 
790-91  -02  , W73-70376  
Space Mtss~on and Vehicle Analyss 
790-91 -42 W73-70378  
MISSIOP and Vehlcle Anslyslr 
790-91 -44  W73-70379 
Space Technology Appl~catlons (STAl 
770-1 8 -08  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 9 5  
ZrH Reactor Power System Technology 
503-25-05 W73-70405  
Geodetic and Eanh Physics Erper~ment Syslems 
160-79-68  W 7 3  70527 
G and C Technology lor Mars Rovlng Veh~cles 
186-68-55 W73-70596 
Spacecrzn Data-Syslem Technology for Outer-Planel 
Mlss~ons 
186-68-56 W73-70597  
Venus Entry Probe Technology 
186.68-60 W73.70599 
Adaptwe Science Laboralow Technology 
186-68-66 W73-70603 
Food Technology 
970-52-24  W73-708 13 
TACT PROGRAM 
Transonac Alrcrah Technology (TACT) 
766-76-01 W73.70211 
F - l  1 1 TACT Research Aircrafi 
766.76-02 W73-70212  
TAKEOFF 
Subsonnc/San~c A~rcrah Aeradynam~c Performance 
760-64-01 W73-70142  
TANTALUM ALLOYS 
Advanced Malerlals for Space 
502-2 1.20 W73-70241 
TAPE RECORDERS 
Dala Management and Storage 
160-20-52 W73-70439 
TASKS 
lnlerd~sc~pltnary Research 
970-24-01  W73-70794  
TOR SATELLITES 
Trackong and Data  Relay Satellite Technology 
Development 
164-21-55 W73-70539 
Track~ng and Data Relay Salellole Technology 
Development 
150-22.20 W73-70709 
Hlgh Rel,ab~l~ty Control Sysrerns for Antennas 
150-22-32 W73-70717 
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING 
Alrpon Air Pollutlan 
501-38-17 W73-70169 
Alrcrah Operaltng Experiences 
501-38-1 1 W73-70174  
Technology Forecasrlng for Space Communlcal~ons 
502-23-1 4 W73-70345 
Advanced b n c e p l s  Oevelopmenl 
7 9 0  90-01 W73-70373 
TECHNOLOGIES 
Sludy of an Orb~rmng Advanced Technology Laboratory 
IShutlle Campal>blel 
790-91-46 W73-70381 
lnlerd~sclpl~nary Research 
970-24-01 W73-70794 
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
Acceptance of  A~rcrah Operallons - Technology 
Assessment 
501-29-01 W73-70047  
Technology Idenuf~caltan 
502-24-34 W73-70288 
Space Ur~l lzat~on - Mtssoon and Systems Analysts 
790-91-45 W73-70380 
Socoo-Econom~c/Techn~cal  Assessment of  Space 
Acuvltaes 
790-92-0  1 W73-70382 
System ~erformar(ce and Technology Assessment for 
Unmanned Mlsslonr 
180-1 7 -50  W73-70558  
Solar Array Technology far Solar Electr~c Propuls~on 
Stage ISEPSI 
180-17-57 W73-70563 
Solid And Hybrld Propuls~on Technology 
180-32-52 W73-70570  
Pmoneer Follow On Moss~on Technology 
186-68-65 W73-70602  
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
Env~ronmenral Eng~neer~ng-Energy  Managemen l .  
Ground Transpanat~on and Air Pollut~on Reducllon 
770-18-01 W73-70392  
Fire Safely. Aar Pollul~on Reducl~on and Health Care 
Delverv 
770- 1 8 ~ 0 2  W73-70393 
Technology Appl~cal#ans to  Envtronmenlal Problems 
770- 18-04 W73 70394 
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 
Advanced Cohceprs Development 
790-90-01  W73.70373 
Analysts Suppan l a  OAST Managemen1 
790-9 1-01 W73-70375  
SUBJECT INDEX THERMOREGULATION 
Space Technology Appl~catmons ISTA) 188-45.52 W73-70649 160-75-22 
770-1 8-08 W73-70395 TELEVISION TRANSMISSION THERMAL PROTECTION 
Brayion Conversnon Technology Space Systems Commun~cat~ons Enernal lnsulal~on 
503-35.01 ~ 7 3 . 7 0 4 0 7  909-44-07 W73-70759 502-31-50 
Adaptwe Science Laboratory Technology 
186.68-66 W73-70603 ' 
Advanced B~o~nstrumantatnon 
970-53-30 W73-70817 
TEFLON (TRADEMARK)  
Solar Array Technology lor Solar Electrlc Propulsbon 
Stage lSEPS1 
180-17.57 W73-70563 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL Space Shultle External lnsulat~on 
Hypersonjc Vehdcle Structures Technology 502-3 1 ~ 5 0  W73 70256 
501-22-06 W73-70026 Shuttle External Insulation 
Space Stauon Thermal Control 502-31 -50  W73-70259 
502.21-27 W73-70243 Hlgh Temperature Materials For Space Shuttle 
Space Vehlce Thermal Control Heat Plpas. Vacuum 502-31.53 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 6 2  
Depostled Coattngs Space Shuttle Slructural Deslgn Technology 
502-21-27 W73-70245 502.32.01 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 6 9  
TELECOMMUNICATION 
M~crowave Near Eanh C o m m u n ~ c a r ~ o n ~  and Track~ng 
502-23-1 1 W73-70342 
Commun~car~ons Systems Analysms 
164-06-50 W73-70531 
Educat~onal Commun~cal~ons Satellite System Study 
164-06-58 W73-70533 
Educational Communicat~ons Sarell~ts System Study 
164-06-58 W73-70534 
TraHlc Management 
164-10-54 W73-70537 
Tracktng and Data  Relay Satellite Technology 
Development 
164-21-55 W73-70539 
Commun~cattons Technical Consulalmn Programs 
164-21-73 W73.70541 
Data Collecl~on 
164-76-60 W73-70545 
D e f ~ n ~ t ~ o n  f  Exper~menrs end lnsrrumenls for a 
Commun~cat~on/Navigatton Research Laboratory 
164.76-80 W73-70548 
Planetary Telecommun~cauons 
186-68-53 W73-70594 
Tracbng and Data Relay Satel l~re Technology 
Development 
150-22-20 W73-70709 
High Rsllab~liry Control Syslems lor Antennas 
150.22.32 W73-70717 
Antenna Systems Development 
150-22-65 W73-70729 
Network Data Stream Performance Monitoring and 
Control 
150-22.70 W73-70734 
Communfcauons 
909-51-07 W73.70743 
EOSjSpace Station IMS Commun~catnons 
977-41-33 W73.70846 
TELEMETRY 
Data Management and Storage 
160-20.52 W73.70440 
N e t w o r k  Slgnal O u a l ~ t y  and Tlmlng Accuracy 
Im~rovemen l  
150-22.23 W73.70712 
Dngltal Systems Oavelwment 
150-22-67 W73-70731 
TELEOPERATORS 
Spacecrah bquld Propuls~on Research 
502-04-20 W73-70278 
Teleaperator Systems 
503-24-01 W73.70418 
Teleoperator Systems 
503~24.01 W73-70419 
Telmperator Manmpulator and End Etlector Technology 
970-23.20 W73-70792 
Veh~cle Anached Manipulalors 
970-53-20 W73-70016 
Teleoperator Control and Man~pu la t~on  
970-63-20 W73-70824 
Advanced Teleoperator Systems Requnrements 
970-83-20 W73-70827 
TELESCOPES 
Large Telescope Technology 
502-23-21 W73-70348 
UV and Opllcal Arlronomy 
1 8 8 ~ 4 1 - 5 1  W73-70629 
Shunle.8ased Law Cost Spacecran 
975.50-01 W73-70828 
Space Shunle Zero G Mlrror Test Factl~ty 
975-75-50 W73-70838 
Htgh Rssolut~on Spectrograph lor Selected Solar 
Speclral bnes 
975-84-41 W73-70839 
Opttcal instruments System lor the Large Space 
Telescope 
975.84-78 W73-70840 
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT 
Educal~onal Communicalions Satelllie System Study 
164-08-58 W73-70534 
Sclance Subsyslsm Technology lor Outer Planet 
Mtssoons 
186-88-52 W73-70592 
TELEVISION SYSTEMS 
M e t m r o ~ d r  (Space Slatton1 
502 21-29 W73-70251 
Meteor Astronomy 
Thermal Control 
502.21-27 
Thermal Control 
502-21 -27 W73.70247 
Thermal Power for Cryogen~c Refrlgerarors 
503.35-05 W73-70411 
Solar Eleclr~c Propulsion Stage ISEP1 - SRT 
180-17-56 W73.70562 
EOS/Space Stallon - Thermal Control 
909-41-02 W73-70737 
Thermal Control 
909-51 -02 W73-70740 
Space Systerns . Thermal Control 
909-44-02 W73-70757 
Atmospher~c Pressure. Compos~t~on, and Thermal 
Control 
970-52.22 W73-70811 
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
STOP (Structural-Thermal-Oprical-Program] 
502.22.06 W73.70268 
Remote Sensing for Global Survey of Coastal. Rlver. 
Lake and Ground Waler Fealures 
160-75-14 W73-70401 
TERRESTRIAL RADIATION 
Extended Measurement of Albedo and Terrestr~al 
Rada t~on  
160.44-65 W73-70460 
TEST EOUIPMENT 
Instrumental~on Research 
501-06-10 W73-70105 
TEST FACILITIES 
Simulator Development 
501-26-09 W73-70124 
Multi-KW DC Dnstrtbul~on System - Evaluar~on and 
Demonslrat~on 
502.25-73 W73-70309 
Absolule Pressure, A tam~c Oxygen, and Energet~c 
Beam Callbratlo" lor Mars Specliomelers 
185.47-51 W73-70572 
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS 
Space Slat~on Thermal Control 
502-21-27 W73-70243 
Thermal Conlrol 
502-21-27 W73-70244 
, Space Vehicle Thermal Control . Heal P~pes. Vacuum 
Oepos~ted Coatlngs 
502-21 -27 W73-70245 
Thermal Control 
502.21-27 W73-70246 
Thermal Control 
502-21-27 W73-70247 
Optical Contammstion of Spacecrah 
502-21-28 W73-70248 
Thermal Analysts and Deslgn of Thermal Control 
Hardware for 200 AH NlCad Batrery 
502.25-59 W73-70306 
Thermal Control 
909-51-02 W73-70740 
Spece Shunle Thermal Control 
909-42-02 W73-70747 
Space Syslems - lnstrumenlat~on 
909-44.13 W73-70762 
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS 
AST Mater~als and Structural Components 
501-32.04 W73-70032 
THERMAL DEGRADATION 
Polymers 
501-21-22 W73-70010 
STOP IStructural-Thermal-Opt~cal-Program) 
502-22.06 W73-70268 
THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Support of OoD In Balloon Englneertng 
501-22.10 W73-7002.3 
EOS/Space Stallon - Thermal Control 
909-41 -02 W73-70737 
THERMAL INSULATION 
External lnsulat~on 
502.31-50 W73-70257 
Thermal Analvsms and Des~gn of Thermal Control 
Hardware for 200 AH NlCad Battery 
502-25-59 W73-70306 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
Remote Sensong for Global Survey of Coastal. River 
Lske and Ground Water Features 
160-75-14 W73-70481 
Remote Sensmng o l  Water and Land Pollunon 
Eanh Orbttal Reentry Technology Thermal Prolect~on 
Syslems 
502-27-02 W73-70316 
Earth-Orbllal Reentry Technology 
502-27.02 W73-70317 
Planetary Entry Technology 
502-27.01 W73-70319 
Planetary Entry Technalogy 
502-27-01 W73-70320 
Space Shuttle Therrbal Protection Systems 
502-37.02 W73-70323 
Space Shuttle Thermal Pratecr~on Systems 
502-37-02 W73-70324 
Thermal Systems Management 
180-31-51 W73-70567 
Ouler Planets Enlry Probe High Speed Braking 
Surv~val Analys~s 
186-68-59 W73-70598 
Space Shuttle Thermal Control 
909-42.02 W73-70747 
Shuttle Cryogenic Technology 
909-72-31 ~ 7 3 - 7 0 7 ' 5 4  
Space Systems - Thermal Control 
909-44-02 W73-70757 
Zero Grav~ty Propellant Transfer Technology 
975-7 1-53 W73-70831 
Space Shuttle - Maler~als 
982-42-38 W73-70851 
Matertals Technology lor Space Shunle 
982-52-38 W73-70855 
Space Shunle Thermal Protectton System 
982-52-43 W73~70856 
THERMAL STABILITY 
Space Shuttle Antenna Techntques and Mater~als 
502-33-83 W73-70357 
THERMAL STRESSES 
Basic Research and Advanced Concepts 
501 -02-01 W73-70016 
Fl~ght Loads Measurement Technnques 
501.22-08 W73-70022 
THERMlONlC CONVERTERS 
Thermoon~c Reactor Power Technology 
503-25.01 W73-70400 
Thermnanc Reactor Power System Technology 
503-25.02 W73-70401 
Thermonbc Reactor Technology 
503-25-03 W73.70402 
THERMlONlC DIODES 
Thermionlc Reaclcr Technology 
503-25-03 W73.70402 
THERMlONlC POWER GENERATION 
Power Systems and Clrcults Develooment lor Planetary 
Spacecralt 
502-25-74 W73-70310 
THERMlONlCS 
Advanced Matermals for Space 
502-21-20 W73-70241 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
Battery (luallly Control and Tests 
5 0 2 - 2 5 5 0  W73-70305 
THERMODYNAMICS 
Polymers . 
501-21-22 W73-70009 
Advanced Concepts and Futures Planning 
790-90-04 W73-70374 
Magnetodynamlcs - Non Thermal Plasmas 
188-36.55 W73-70610 
Space Shunle Aerothermodynam~cs 
909-52-39 W73-70752 
Physics and Chemistry - Superfluld Hellurn 
975-73-48 W73.70836 
THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS 
RTG Technology and App lca t~onr  
503-35-02 W73-70408 
Thermoelectr~c Systems Technology 
503-35-04 W73-70410 
THERMOELECTRIC POWER GENERATION 
ZrH Reactor Power Svstem Technocgy 
503-25-05 W73-70405 
Thermoelectr~c Power Conven~on Technology lo r  
Reactor Heal Sources 
503-25-06 W73-70406 
Thermoelectrlc Systems Technology 
503-35-04 W73-70410 
THERMOREGUL4TION 
Melat- l lsm and N u l r ~ l ~ o n  
THERMOSPHERE SUBJECT INDEX 
970-51-14  W73-70799 
Regulatory Biology 
970-71-61 W73-70826 
THERMOSPHERE 
Planetary Almosphsr~c Processes and Measuremenls 
185-47.91 W73-70584 
THETA PINCH 
Solar Phys~cs 
188.38-53 W73-70625  
THIN F ILMS 
Properl~es 01 Marerlals lor Eleclronac Appl~cal~ons 
501-01-03 W73-70002 
Electron-Wave Inleracllons 
503-10-02  W73.70427 
Developmen1 of Experfments and Hardware lor Solar 
Physgcs Research 
188-38-51 W73-70622 
THRUST CONTROL 
Pulsed Plasma A l t~ lude  Control Syslem Technology 
lor Planetary M~ssmnr 
502-24-1 8 W73-70295 
RS.27 Englne Low Level Thrust Qualtl~catton 
180-31.07 W73-70566 
THRUST PROGRAMMING 
Solar Powered Electr~c Propuls~on Syslems and 
lnlegratlon Technology 
502-24-1 0 W73-70292  
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
VTOL Fllght Dynam~cs 
760-62.02 
Malltary A~rcraft - Vectored Thrust Maneuverabll~ly 
760-67-03 W73-70160  
THUNDERSTORMS 
Numerical Model and S~mulauon 01 Severe Storms 
Coupled Eanh Energy and Mass Transpon Cycles 
160-44-63 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 5 8  
TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
Rotorcrah Aercdynamncs and Dynamacs . Analyaw 
and Tests of Systems and Conl~gural~ons - Tlll Rolor 
760-63-03 W73-70137 
Rotorcraft Flight Dynam~cs - Ttlt Rotor Aarcrah 
760.63-04 W73-70138 
Toll-Rolor Research Alrcrah Suppon 
767-78-01 W73-70223 
V/STOL Ttlt Rotor Research Alrcrah Project 
767-78-01 W73-70224 
TILTING ROTORS 
Rotorcraft Aerodynam~cs and Dynamrcs - Analysts 
and Tests of Systems and Conl~gurat~ons Tflf Rolor 
760-63-03  W73-70137 
T~l t -Rolor Research A~rcrah Support 
767-78  0 1  W73-70223 
T ITANIUM 
AST Fuel Tank Sealants , 
501-31-71 W73-70015  
T ITANIUM ALLOYS 
AST - Malerlals and Structural Components - Tmtanum 
501  -32-05  W73-70033 
TORQUERS 
Pulsed Plasma Attolude Conrro Sysrem Technology 
for Planelev Mlss~ons 
502-24-18 W73-70295 
Synchronous Orb,! Spacecrah Technology 
164-76-51  W73-70544  
Conlrol Components far Eanh Orbllal Systems 
909-81-08  W73-70746 
TOXIC HAZARDS 
Chem~stry and M~crob~o logy  
970-51-25  W73-70603 
TOXICOLOGY 
Remote Sensing/Warer and Land Pollutaon 
160-75-22 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 9 2  
TRACE CONTAMINANTS 
A r  Revmtalmzat~on 
970-22.21 W73-70788 
TRACE ELEMENTS 
Techniques for Measurement  o f  S t ra lospher~c  
Const~tuents 
160-44-67 W73-7046 1 
Ozone Measurements 
1 6 0 ~ 4 4 - 6 8  W73-70462 
TRACKING IPOSITION] 
EanhQrlenIed Attlrude Reference 
502-23-41 W73-70333  
TRACKING NETWORKS 
Mocrawave Near Eanh Communcat~ons and Track~ng 
502-23-1 1 W73-70342 
Technology Forecasl~ng far Space Communicat~ons 
502-23-14  W73-70345 
Shan and Long Term Geodynam~cs 
160-79-51  W73-70522  
Very Long Basellne lnlsrle~ometry IVLBll tor Earlh 
Ph~slcs 
160-79-6' - W73-70526 
.- 
-- 
,Track~ng and Data  Relay Sarell8le Technology 
Develop?enc 
164-21-55 W73 70539 
Radio and Radar Planetary Sludles 
196-41-51 W73-70701 
Goddard Tra~ectoty Delermfnat~on Syslem 
150-22 22  W73-70711 
Trackang Data and Trajectory Analysis 
150-22-26 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 7 1 5  
Nav~gauon Accuracy Analysos 
1 5 0 - 2 2 ~ 6 0  W73-70724  
TRACKING STATIONS 
Slatmon Monitoring and Conlrol Technology 
150-22-68 W73-70732 
Track~ng Slatdon Operat~ons Technology 
150-22-69 W73-70733 
Network Control Dala Processing 
150-22-72 W73.70736 
TRADZOFFS 
Venus Entry Probe Technology 
186-68-60 W73-70599 
TRAFFIC 
Remole Sensong for Thematlc Mapptng of Cultural. 
Natural and Physlcal Parterhs and Change 
1 6 0 ~ 7 5 - 0 6  W73-70471 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
Tranlc Management 
164-18-54 W73-70537 
TRAINING SIMULATORS 
Snmulatlon Research for Aeranaut~cs 
501 -29-03 W73-70053 
Fl~ght S~mula l~on  Technology Pllotlng Cues 
501-29-14 W73-70054 
Ground-Based Smula l~on  Technology 
501 - 2 6 ~ 0 8  W73-70123 
Shuttle Crew Tralnong Requjrements and Manlaonabtlr- 
970-53-1 0 W73-70815 
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS 
Launch Vehicle Concepts and Analysts 
180-06-52 W73-70555 
System and Traleclory Analysts 
180-17-52 W73-70559 
Outer Planets Enlry Probe H ~ g h  Speed Brak~ng 
Survval Analysis 
1 8 6 - 6 8 ~ 5 9  W73-70598  
Cornpuler Anmaled Mlss~on Descr~p l~on  Folms 
186-68-70 W73-70605 
Halo-Orblt U t ~ l ~ z a t ~ o n  Stud~es 
195-42-68 W73-70697 
Trackfng Data and Trajectory Analysfs 
150-22-26 W73.70715 
TRAJECTORY CONTROL 
Goddard Tralectory ~ e t e r m ~ n a t l o n '  Syscem 
150-22-22 W73-7071 I 
TRANSFORMERS 
Power Process~ng For Eanh Orbital Space Scfence 
and Applvcat~ons Satell~ter 
502.25-72 W73-70308 
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE 
Propenles of  Marerlals for Elec~ronlc Applfcal~ons 
502-01.03 W73-70237 
Non-Melalltc Superconduclors 
502-01.05 W73-70239  
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 
A Ground Antenna for Wide Band Data Transm~ss~on 
Systems 
150-22-3 1 W73-707 16 
TRANSMITTERS 
Unlfoed Spacecrah Radm Frequency Subsyslem 
Development 
150-22-46 W73-70723 
TRANSONIC FLIGHT 
Transanlc Aarcrafl Technology (TACT) 
766-76-01 W73-70211 
TRANSONIC FLOW 
Aeroelaslctty 
50.1-22-04 W73-70018 
Development 01 Computal~onal Aeronaul~cal Codes 
for Illlac 
501 -06-02  W73-70096  
Phys~cal Modellng and Ver l f~cat~on of I l l~ac Computer 
Codes 
501-06-03 W73.70097 
Tunnel and Scale Effects on Transon~c Flow 
501 -06-09  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1  3 
Tunnel and Scale Effects 
501 -06-09 W73-70114  
Tunnel and Scale Effects an Transonfc Flaw 
501 -06-09 W73-70115 
Launch Vehicle Propuls~on Technology 
502-24-21 W73-70283 
TRANSONIC FLUlTER 
AS1 Loads and Aeroelasl~c~ly Technology 
501-32-03 W73-70031 
TRANSONIC SPEED 
Tunnel and Scale Effects on Transonic Flow 
501 -06-09 W73-70113  
DOD Ass~stance - Speclhc M,l~zary Development 
Programs 
7 6 0 ~ 1 7 - 0 1  W73-70163  
TRANSONIC W I N D  TUNNELS 
Tunnel and Scale Elfects on Transon~c Flow 
501 -06-09  W73-701  13 
' ' Tunnel and Scale Ellecls on Transanlc Flow 
501-06-09 W73-70115  
TRANSPONDERS 
Deep Space M ~ n o w a v e  Commun~calmn and Tracking 
502-33-92 W73-70364 
Telscommun~car~ons Technology for Outer Planer 
Unofied Spacecrah Radto Frequency Subsystem 
Oevelopmenl 
150-22.46 W73-70723  
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
Subsonic/Sanlc CTOL Transpan Technology Struc- 
tures and Mater~als ( A T 1  
501-32 6 0  W73-70036 
Subsonac/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology Develop 
men1 Propuls~on 
501 -24.60 W73-70082  
Sonlc Boom 
501 06-1  I W73 701  10 
Subson#c/Sondc AlrcraI7 . Aerodynamlc Performance 
760-64-01  W73-70141 
Subson~c/Son#c Aarcrah Aerodynamlc Performance 
760-64-01 W73-70142 
Subson#c/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology Auframe 
and Nacelle Aerodynamacs IATT) 
760-64 .60  W73-70145  
A lmmpher~c  Parameters 
501-08-10 W73-70166 
Sysrems Analyses of Long Haul High Producrrvlty 
Transpons ITST) 
791-91-03  W73-70185  
VTOL Transport Systems Slud~es 
791-93-02 W73.70194 
Subsonlc/Sontc CTOL Transpon Technology Syslem 
Analysis and Dertgn lnlegrarlon IATT) 
791 -94-60  W73-70201 
CTOL Transpon Propuls~on Sludes 
791-94-61 W73.70202 
QUESTOL Prolect 
741-87-01 W73-70205  
CTOL IMK I I  Qunet Englne 
765.68-01 W73-70206  
TROPOSPHERE 
Basic Pollur~an Research 
501 -04-02 W73-70061  
TUNGSTEN 
Advanced Mater~als far Space 
502-21-20  W73-70241  
TURBINE ENGINES 
Subsld~arv Mechan~cal Components 
501-24-10  W73-70078  
TURBINE INSTRUMENTS 
Turbfne Technology 
501 -24.09 W73-70077  
TURBINES 
Turblne Technology 
501 -24-09 W73.70077 
Advanced H - 0  Power Syslem Technology 
502.35-64 W73-70313 
TURBOFAN ENGINES 
Englne Technology 
501 -24-04  W73-70083 
Law Cost Small Eng~ne Technology 
501-24-14  W73-70088  
CTOL Transpon Propuls~on Studes 
791-94-61 W73-70202 
a u ~ e t .  Clean STOL Erper~menta Engine IQCSEEI 
765-69-01 W73-70207  
TURBOFANS 
Fan and Compressor Technology 
501 -24-07 W73-70075 
TURBOGENERATORS 
Thermal Power for Crycgenc Refr~geralors 
503-35-05 W73-70411  
TURBOJET ENGINES 
Low Cost Small Englne Technology 
501-24-14  W73-70088 
TURBOMACHINERY 
 bas^ Noise Research 
50  1-04-01 W73-70058  
8asc  Propuls~an Research 
501 -04-03 W73-70064 
Advanced Llquld Rocket Component Technology 
502-24-24  W73-70205  
TURBULENCE 
Bast Noise Research 
501 -04-01 . W73-70060 
Vanex Aercdynamlcs 
501 -06-04  W73-70099 
SUBJECT INDEX WATER INJECTION 
Turbulenl Boundary Layers 
510  06 0 8  W73 70108  
Boundary Layel SrabtllIy and Transllnon 
501 -06-07  W73 70111 
In Flbght Slmulatlon Technology--GPAS 
501 -26  07  W73 70122 
TURBULENCE EFFECTS 
Hanal~ng Ouall!es - Turbulence'Fler~b~l~ly EHecls 
501-26  0 2  W73'70117 
A ~ r b o r n e  V ~ s ~ b l e  Laser Opt~ca l  Communlcauons 
IAVLOC) 
502 23- 16 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 4 7  
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 
b m p u t a ~ ~ o n a l  Aerodynam8cs 
501 06-01- W73 70093  
Phys~cal Modelmg and Ver!ltcarnon ot I l l~ac Cornpuler 
b d e r  
501 0 6  0 3  W73-70097  
Turbulem Boundary Layers 
50  I -06 0 8  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 0 3  
Turbulent Boundary Layers 
50  1 -06 0 8  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 0 4  
Turbulenl Boundary Layers , 
510-06  0 8  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 0 8  
TURBULENT FLOW 
Phyrlcal Modelmg and Verlflcarlon o f  IIlac Computer 
Codes 
50  1 -06 -03  W73 70097 
Turbulen~ Bounder) Layers 
501 -06  0 6  W73-70103 
Insirumenlar8on Research 
501 -06  1 0  W73 70106 
TURBULENT MIXING 
Turbulent Boundary Layers 
501  -06-08  W73-70104  
TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
Inlet Technology 
501 - 2 4 ~ 0 5  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 7 1  
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS 
Ullrav~olet Stellar Spctrameler Development (As- 
tronomy) 
188-41-51 W73-70628  
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY 
S~ectrascopy of  Planetary Atmospheres 
185 47-61 W73-70578 
UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS 
Recovery Aids lor Aerospace Nuclear Systems 
502-28-34  W73-70369 
UNIVERSITIES 
lnrerdscpl~nary Malerlals Laboratories 
502-01-04 W73-70230  
Advanced Nuclear Propulston Research 
503-04-01  W73-70412  
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
Jomr Un~vers~ty Research on Air Transponatlon 
AvlOnlcs 
501.03 02  W73-70037 
U N M A N N E D  SPACECRAFT 
Opl~cal Contamlnauon of Spacecrah 
502-21-28 W73-70250  
Extended Ldfe Attllude Contra System (ELACSI lor 
Unmanned Planetary Vehocles 
502-23-46 W73-70338 
Gumdance and Nav~gat~on for Unmanned Planetary 
Vehtcles 
502-33-91 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 6 3  
Solar Electr~c Thrust Subsystem Oevelopmenl 
7 5 8 - 5 7 ~ 1  W73-7033 1 
Nuclear Stage Deflntl~on 
792-91-02 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 3 7  
UNSTEADY FLOW 
Loads and Slruclural Dynamtcs 
501 -22-05 W73-70019 
Nonsteady Aerodynamlcs 
501.06-06 W73-70102 
UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
Magnetospherdc Physics - Pancles and Panncle,'Photon 
Interact~ons 
188-36-56 W73 7061 1 
Magnetospheric Physics - Panlc!es and Pan~cle,'Photan 
lnteracr~ons 
188 36-56 W73-70614  
U R A N I U M  PLASMAS 
Plasma Dynamlcs 
503-10-03 W73-70430  
Plasma Dynamcs 
503-10-03 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 4 3 1  
Nuclear Physics 
503-10-04 W73-70434  
U R B A N  PLANNING 
Models lor Monttor~ng Manag~ng and Conserv~ng 
Land and Waler Resources 
160-75-08 W73-70473 
Remore Sensmng lot  Geolognc Hazards and Dtraslers 
Mlne Area.Conservat~on. Sol1 Mappang and Land-Use 
Plannmg 
160-75-1 1 W73-70475 
URINE 
Water and Waste Management . . 
970-22-23  W73-70789  
UTILIZATION 
Use o l  the Solar Electric Propulsoon Stage iSEPSl 
lor Eanh Orbllal Appljcal8on 
164-76-84 W 7 3  70551 
V /STOL AIRCRAFT 
V/STOL Flight Dynam~cs 
760-62-02 W73-70133 
Anrporf A I ~  Pollul~on 
501.38-17 W73-70168 
Shon-Haul V/STOL Transponatlon System Studtes 
791.93-01 W73-70193 
VTOL Transpon Systems Studies 
791.93-02 W73-70194  
Llh-Ian Research Veh~cle Studlea 
791.94-02 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 9 6  
V/STOL TtIt Rotor Research Arcran Prolect 
767.78-01 W73-70224  
Advanced lnlegraled Avban~cs Conflgurallons Su~table 
lor Future Large H ~ g h  Performance Jel V/STOL A~rcraf t  
768-01-05 W73-70229  
VACUUM DEPO'SITION 
Space Vehtcle Thermal Conlrol Heal Plpea: Vacuum 
Deposited Coatings 
502  21-27 W73-70245 
VARIABLE STARS 
UV and Optlcal Astronomy 
188-41-51 W73-70631 
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
Tranyln~c Alrcrah Technology [TACT) 
766-76-01 W73,70211 
F - l  11 TACT Research Alrcrah 
760.76~02 W73-70212  
VEGETATION 
Remote Sensing lor Global Geolog~cal Resource 
Survey 
160-75-10 W73-70474  
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
Voner Aerodvnam~cr 
501 - 0 6 - 0 4  W73-70099 
lnstrumenlat~on Research 
501 -06-10  W73-70106 
. Hazard Avondance and Eltmlnatlon (Wake V o n e ~ l  
5 0 1 - 3 8 - 1 3  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 7 5  
Meteoro~d Technology Sa te l te  
755-42-01 W73-70304 
VENUS (PLANET) 
Geophvs~cal Processes Relared to Orlgtn and Evolution 
or [he Planets 
1 8 5 - 5 0 ~ 5 0  W73-70586 
VENUS ATMOSPHERE 
Expenmen! Developmenl for the Delermlnat~on 01 
Venus Cloud Panicle Compos~uon 
185-47-54 W73-70575  
Negat~ve Ions ~n Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47-56 W73-70577 
Structure of  Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47-67 W73-70580 
Planetary Telecommuncalons 
186-68-53 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 5 9 4  
VENUS PROBES 
Planetary Armospheres Structure and Compas~l~on 
185-47-68 W73-70581 
Venus Entry Probe Technology 
186-68-60  W73-70599 
Venus Planeer Sc~enllfic Instrument Development 
1 8 6 ~ 6 8 - 6 3  W73 70601 
VERTICAL TAKEOFF 
VTOL Technology 
501-24-1  1 W73-70084  
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
Applicat~on of Control and Gu~dance Theory to the 
Aurornatoc and Manual Control of Future. STOL and 
LTOL Arc ran  
501-03-11 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 3 6  
Aulomated VTOL Av~onocs and Sensor Technology 
501-23-1 1 W73-70039  
VTOL Technology 
501-24-1 1 W73-70085 
VTOL Aerodynamac Performance 
760-62-01 W73-70130 
VTOL Aerodynamtc Performance 
760-62-01 W73-70131 
VTOL Fl~ght Dynamcs 
760-62-02 W73-70132 
Ratorcrah Flight Dynam~cs 
7 8 0 ~ 6 3 - 0 4  W73-70139  
Rotorcraft Advanced Technology Clvll Helicopter 
760-63-05  W73-70140  
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES 
VLF Wlde Area Navtgatton For Low-Densnly Shon.Hau1 
Transponaloon 
791-93-51  W73-70197 
VESTIBULAR TESTS 
Sensory Systems and Neurobehavooral Sludes 
970-21-53  W73-70784  
VIBRATION 
Dynarnlcs and Aeroelast~cry 
976-52-40 W73 70843 
V IBRATIONAL STRESS 
Loads and Structural Dynamcs 
501-22-05  W73-70020 
VIDEO D A T A  
Meleot Astronomy 
188-45-52 W73-70649  
VIDEO EOUIPMENT 
Meleor Astronomy 
188-45-52 W73-70649  
VIDICONS 
Advanced lmaglng Syslems Technology 
502-33-94 W73-70366  
Sc~ence Subsyslem Technology for Ouler Planel 
M ~ k s ~ o n s  
186.66-52 W73-70592  
Meteor Astronomy 
1 8 8 ~ 4 5 - 5 2  W73-70649  
V IK ING ORBITER 1975  
Solar Eleclrbc Thrust Subsyslem Development 
758-57-1 1 W73-70391  
VIKING 7 5  ENTRY VEHICLE 
Planelav Atmospheres Structure and Compos!tnon 
185-47-68 W73-70581 
VISCOELASTICITY . 
Solad Propellanl Research 
5 0 2 - 0 4 ~ 4 5  W73-70282 
VISCOSITY 
Tunnel and Scale Effects 
501 -06-09 W73-70114  
VISION 
Neurophys~ology 
970-21-1 1 W73-70773  
V ISUAL CONTROL 
Fllght S~mulatton Technology - S~mulauon.Techn~quer 
501-39-1 1 W73-70056  
VISUAL PERCEPTION 
Ground-Based Swnulatmon Technology 
501 ~ 2 6 - 0 0  W73 701 23 
VOLCANOLOGY 
Planetology Geomorphology and Surface PrPcess o f  
Planetary Bod~es 
185-50-60 W73-70587 
VORTICES 
Vonex Aerodynamtcs 
50  1-06-04 W73-70098  
Vonex Aerodynamlcs 
501 -06-04  W73-70099  
Hazard Avo~dance and Eltmnaloan [Wake Vonex) 
501-38-13  W73-70175  
Hazard Avo~dance and El~m~nalaon 
5 0 1 ~ 3 8 - 1 3  W73-70176  
WAFERS 
Solar Cell Technology . 
502-25-52 W73-70301 
W A R N I N G  SYSTEMS 
Av~on~cs  For General Av~at lon 
501 - 2 3 ~ 2 2  W73-70041  
Harzard Avo~dance and E lm#na l~on  
501-38-13 W73-70178  
WASTE DISPOSAL 
Technology Appl~cat~ons to Env~ronmenlal Problems . 
770-18-04  W73-70394  
Water and Waste Management 
970-22-23  W73-70789 
Waler and Waste Managebent 
970.52.23 w 7 3 - j o 8 1 2  
Nuclear Wasle Olsposal ~n Space 
976~30.09 w73-70841  
WASTE UTILIZATION 
Waler and Wasle Management 
9 7 0 - 6 2 ~ 2 3  W73-70621  
WASTES . 
Water and Wasle Management 
970-52-23 .  W73-70012  
WATER 
Remote  Sens~ng Sensor Technology lor Earrh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73 70509  
WATER INJECTION 
Advanced H - 0  Power System Technology ' . 
W A T E R  M A N A G E M E N T  SUBJECT INDEX 
502-35-64 
WATER M A N A G E M E N T  
W73-70313  Env~ranmental Factors Effects 
970-51-35 W73-70804 
Technology Appl~car~ons 10 Env~ronmemal Problems 
770-18-04  W73-70394 
Remote Sensmng for Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160.75-13 W73-70477 
lnveat~galion of the Hydrolog~c Cycle and Large 
Scale Hydrolog~c Systems 
160-75-1 5 W73-70483 
Waler and Waste Management 
970-22-23  W73-70789 
Water and Waste Managemem 
970-52-23  W73-70812 
Water and Waste Management 
9 7 0 ~ 6 2 - 2 3  W73-70821 
WATER POLLUTION 
Technology Appllcalions to Env~ronmenral Problems 
770-  18-04  W73-70394  
Numer~cal Model and S~mula t~on  of  Severe Storms 
Coupled Earth Energy and Mass Transpon Cycles 
1 6 0 - 4 4 ~ 6 3  W73-70458  
Remote Sens~ng xar Global Survey of Coastal. River 
b k e  and Ground Wafer Features 
160-75-- 14 W73-70480  
Remote Sensng for Global Survey of Coastal. R~ver. 
Lake and Ground Waler Features 
160-75-14  W73-70481 
Remote Sens~ng of Phys~cal Oceanography. Coastal 
Processes and Estuar~es 
160-75-17 W73-70487 
Zero Gravlry Propellant Trawler Technology 
975.71-53 W73-7083 1 RAY ASTRONOMY 
X-Ray Astronomy 
188-41-59 
X-Ray and Gamma Ray Astronomy 
188-46-53 
Space Shunle Zero G M~r ro r  Test Facollly 
975-75-50  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 8 3 8  
WELD STRENGTH 
Explosive Weldng for Earth Orbltal Fabrlcatlon 
9 0 9 - 7 1 ~ 2 1  W73-70745  Greater than 1 0  keV X-Ray Arlronomy 
188-46-53 WHALES 
Boologac and Behav~oral Mechan~sms In Antmal 
Nav~galion and Or~en ta l~on  
160-75-26 W73-70499  
WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION 
Wide Band Slaroon Dala Handllng Equ~pment 
150-22-24 W73-70713  
A Ground Antenna lor Wlde Band Data Transm~ss~on 
Systems 
150-22-31  W73-707 16 
Unlined Spacecrah Radlo Frequency Subsystem 
Developmenr 
150-22-46 W73-70723 
X~Eand Radar Developmenl 
150-22-64 W73-70728  
W l N O  EFFECTS 
Crossw~nd Land~ng for STOL Operat~ons 
501-36-18  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 7 3  
W l N D  TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS 
AST Wlnd Tunnel Techntques for Act~ve Controls 
5 0 1 ~ 3 2 - 0 7  W73-70035 
RAY DIFFRACTION 
Planetology Studies 
185-50-71 
RAY FLUORESCENCE 
Planetalogy Srudoes 
185-50-71 
RAY SPECTROSCOPY 
Planelology Sludres 
1 8 5 ~ 5 0 - 7 1  
Soh X-Ray Spectroscopy for Shuttle 
188-41-61 
RAYS 
X-Ray Astronomy 
188-41-59 
Soh X Ray Spectroscopy for Shuttle 
188-41-61 
Shultle Supernova Detectof 
188-46-58 
Remote Sensmg Water and Land Pollution Nonsleady Aerodynam~cs L 
160-75-22 W73-70491 501-06-06 . W73-70102 
Remote Sensong/Water and Land Pollutoon 
160-75-22  W73-70492 
Chemjcal. Radlochemical. and Geo log~c  Factors 
Al fect~ng the Envronmenlal Quality of the Chesapeake 
Bay Watershed 
160-75-22 W73-70493  
Remote Sensmng Water and Land Pol lu l~on 81otlc 
and Aboollc Oegradat~on. Energy. Budget and' Cultural 
Pressures 
160-75-22  W73-70494 
Remote Sensmng for Waler and Amr Pollution 
160-75-22 W73-70495  
Remote Sensing o f  Water and Land Pollut~on 
1 6 0 - 7 5 ~ 2 2  W73-70496  
Remote Sensmng of Envaronmental Changes Relaled 
l o  Publ~c Health and Welfare Problems 
160-75-28 W73-70503 
WATER RECLAMATION 
lnstrumentat~on Research 
501 .06-10  W73-70105 
Sonoc Boom 
501-06-1 1 W73-70110  
ZOOIACAL LIGHT 
UV and Optfcal Aslionomy 
188-41.51 
Comets and Asleroads 
188-45-51 C I V ~  Alrcrah Developmenl Testong 
760-64-03 W73-70144  
Superson~c Transport - Optimum Desogn/CCV 
760-65-01 W73-70146 
OOD Asslslance Spec#fmc Mjlatary Development 
Programs 
760-1 7-01 W73-70163 
F - l  1 1 TACT Research Alrcrah 
766-76-02 W73-70212  
YF-12 D~scnpl~nan, Research 
766-72.02 W73-70217 
YF-12 D~sc~p l~nary  Research 
766-72-02 W73-702 18 
YF-12 D~sc~p l~nary  Research 
766-72-02 W73-70219 
- - -  
Water and Waste Management 
970-62-23 W73-7082 1 Space Shunle Dynam~cs and Asraelasl~c~ly 
502.32-02 W73.70270 
Llhmng Body Fltghl Research 
756-47-01  W73-70385  
W l N D  TUNNEL WALLS 
Tunnel and Scale Effects on Transonic Flow 
501 -06-09 W73-70113  
WATER TEMPERATURE 
Remote Sensmg of W a e r  and 
160-75-22 
WAVE FUNCTIONS - 
Phys~cs and Chemistry 
502-01 -02  
WAVE INTERACTION 
Eleclron W a v e  Inreract~on 
Research 
503-10-02  
Electron Wave lnleracrmons 
503-10-02  
Land Pollution 
W73-70496  
W73-70233  
and Electromagnet~c 
W73-70425  
W73-70426 
W73-70427 
Tunnel and Scale Effects on Transonfc Flow 
501  -06-09 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 1 5  
W l N O  TUNNELS 
Boundan, Layer Stablltly and Trans~t~on 
501 -06.07 W73-701 11 
Boundary Layer Stabjltly and Transmon 
501-06-07 W73-70112 
W I N D O W S  IAPERTURES) 
Space Shunle Antenna Technques and Materlals 
502.33-83 W73-70357 
W I N D O W S  IINTERVALSI 
Infrared Aslronomy 
168-41-55 W73,70639 
Ground-based Infrared Astronomy 
196-41-50 W73-70700  
W l N G  LOADING 
Advanced Control Appl~cat~ons 
501-26-05  W73-70120  
W l N G  TIPS 
Vortex A?.:Jynam~cs 
501 06-04  W73-70098  
WINGS 
Devalopmenr and Ver~llcatnon of Melhads for 
Predctlng the Low-Speed Aercdynamoc Character~sl~cs 
01 Advanced Supersonc Technology A~rcral t  
760.65-04 W73-70149  
C-8A Augmentor Wlng Prool of  Concept Flnght 
Program 
766-71-01 W73-70209 
Electron-Wave lnterac~aons 
503-10-02 
WAVE PROPAGATION 
Sonlc Boom 
501.06-1 1 
Propagallon Slud~es Us~ng Exrendsd Wavelenglh 
Tuning of CO and HF Lasers 
502-04-36  W73-70281 
Hlgh Resolullon Spectrograph far Selected Solar 
Spectral Llnes 
975 .84~41  W73-70839  
WAVELENGTHS 
Propagat~on Stud~es Usmg E~tended  Wavelength 
. Tunmg Of CO And HF Lasers 
502-04-36  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 8 1  
WEAPON SYSTEMS 
DOD Ass~stance 
760-17-01 " ' W73.70162 
Analysts of Future M~l i tary Av~al lon Systems and 
Concepts 
791-93-04  W73-70196 
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
Space Shurlte Insrrumentat~on/Senso~s 
502-33-85  W73-70359  
Shunle Sensors and Instrumenlat~on 
502-33-86 W73-70360  
Remote Sens~ng Sensor Technology lo r  Earth 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70506  
Envlronmenlal Factors. Elfecls 
970-21-35  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 7 8 0  
, Regulatory Etalogy 
.. 970-21-61  W73-70785  
Compos#le Marer~als &pllcatlons l a  C-130 Canrer 
Wlng Slruclure 
766-74-01 W73-70215 
WORK CAPACITY 
Human Behavlor and Performance 
970-51.51 W 7 3  70806  
WORK FUNCTIONS 
Propennes of Marerlals lot  Electran~c Appl~cat~ons 
501-01 C3 W73-70002  
\IO\ITOR I\DE\: 
FISCAL Y E A R  1973 RTOP Summary  
T\ PIC'11- TEC'H\IC'-\I~ \lO\ITOK I \ L ) E  
TECHNICAL 
bcaa.  'J W.  I 
Proprues 01 Materials for Electrontc Appl~cat~ons 
Behsim. M. A. 
Inlet Technology 
501.24-05 W73-70073 
Subsonc/Son~c CTOL Transport Technology Develop- 
ment Propuls~on 
501-24-60 W73-70082  
VTOL Aerodynammc Performance 
760-62-01 W73-70131  
T h e  R T O P  accession n u m b e r  IS used to l o c a t e  
the b ~ b l ~ o g r a p h l c  l t a t l o n s  a n d  t e c h n ~ c a l  s u m -  
m a n e s  ~n t h e  S u m m a r y  S e c t o n  
Rolorcratr Aerodynam~c Perolrmance - Test and 
Analysns o f  Rotor Systems and Canftguratbons 
760-63.02 W73-70136 Belasco. N. 
Inregraled M e d ~ c a l  and B e h a v ~ o r a l  Laboratory 
Measurement System (IMBLMSI 
970-53-40  W73-70816 
Rotorcrah Flnght Dyyrnncs 
760-63-04 W73.70139 
Rotorcrah - Advanced Technology Clvtl Hellcopter 
760-63 0 5  W73-70140  
Subson~c/Sonlc Alrcrah - Aerodynamlc Performance 
760-64-01 W73-70141 
Berben, J. H. 
Geodesy and Geodetmc Systems 
160-79-69 W73-70528 
AST - Aerodynamlcs and Performance (Conceplsl 
760-65-03 W73-70147 
AST - Aerodynam~cs and Performance iTheoryl 
760-65-04 W73-70148  
Advanced Superson8c Technology Systems Studies 
760-65-09  W73-70154  
Baremsnd, D .  G 
Space ~ h u n l d  H - 0  APU [was Fltght Cantrol Power Aikin. A. C Negat~ve Ions in Planetary Atmospheres 
185-47-56 W73-70577 Hyperron~c Anrcrah Aerodynamc Performance 
760-66-01 W73-70156 Alexander, J. K 
Radm and Radar Planelaw Studes 
196-41-51 W73-70701 
Advanced H - 0  Power Syslem Technology 
502-35-64  W73-70313 
Berg. 0. E. 
Cosmmc Dust Erper~ment lor the Space Shultle 
188-45-54  W73-70653 
Bematowicz. D T. 
Hyperson~c Research A~mlane Concept Developmenl 
760-66-02 W73-70157  
Mllltary Atrcrah - A~rcraf l  and M~ssmle Aerodynamlcs 
760-67-01  W73-70158 
Mi l~lary Alrcrah - Vecrored Thrust Maneuverab~l~tv 
760-67'03 W73-70160  
DO0 Assstance - Speclfnc M!lmlary Development 
Piograms . 
760-1 7-01 W73-70163  
Allotd, W. J . Jr 
Subsonnc/Son~c CTOL Transport Technology Struc- 
tures and Malerlals (ATTI 
501 -32-60  W73-70036 
Subson~c/Sontc CTOL Transpon Technology Avmnlcs 
and F l~gh l  Controls (AATI 
501-23-60 W73-70044  
Subronlc/Sonc CTOL Tranrpan Technology Anrframc 
and Nacelie Aerodynam~cs (Am1 
760-64-60  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 1 4 5  
Subsonmc/Sonmc CTOL Transpon Technology Syrrsm 
Analysts and Oesogn In~egra l~on  (ATTI 
791-94-60  W73-70201 
Anderson. D. L. 
Design. Procers~ng and Test~ng of LSI Arrays 
502-23-51 W73-70349  
Anderson. W. J. 
Subs~d~aw Mechanlcal bmponents  
501-24-10  W73-70078 
Andrews. W H. 
F-6 Supercr~ltcal Fllghl Erperlmenlal Program 
766-73-61  W73-7022  1 
Anaya, H. E .  
Nuclear Stage Technology 
503 24-06  W73-70420  
Operalaons. Ma~nlenance and Safely 
9 0 9 ~ 5 2 - 3  1 W73 70751  
Dynamcs and Aeroelart~clty 
976-52-40  W73-70843 
Solar Csll Eas~c Research 
502-05-50  W73-70237  
Solar Csll Technology 
502-25-52  W73-70301 . Atmospher~c Parameters 
501 -08-10  W73.70166 
Bertram. M. H 
Turbulenl Boundary Layers 
501 -06-08 W73-70104  
Crosswind Land~ng for STOL Operat!ons 
501-38-18 W73-70173 
A~rc rah  Operating Experiences 
501-38-1 1 W73-70174  
Hazard Avoidance and E l ~ m ~ n a l ~ o n  
501-38-13 W73-70176  
Flight Tesl Instrumentallan 
501  -38-16  W73-70182 
Low-Denenty Shoo-Haul Transponal~on Systems - 
Traveler Acceplance Facton 
791.91-51 W73-70190  
Boundary Layer Srabml~~  and Trans~r~on 
501 -06-07 W73-70112 
Benle,  J. F. 
Remole Sensing for Mulllple Resource Surueyr In 
the Chesapeake Bay Area 
160-75-30 W73-70505  
Block. A.  F. 
U n l l ~ e d  Spacecraf l  Radio Frequency Subsyrtem 
Development 
150-22-46 W73-70723 
Blue. J W. 
Nuciear Physlcs 
503- 10-04 W73-70434  
Bobbin. P. J. 
Computational Aerodynam~cs 
501-06-01 W73-70093 
Boggeas, A. Ill 
UV and Opllcal Aslronomy 
188-41-51 W73-70629  
Boldl. Elihu A 
X-Ray Astronomy 
188-41-59 W73-70642 
Soh X.Ray Spectroscopy for Shuttle 
1 8 8 - 4 1 ~ 6 1  W73-70645 
Rotor Systems Research Alrcrah 
767.77-01 W73-70222 
T~lt.Rolor Research A~rcrafi Support 
767.78-01 W73-70223 
Brandl. J. C. 
Non-Thermal Solar X-ray Obsewarnons Solar Phvs~cs 
- Shultle Payload Development 
188-38-01 W73-70619 
Solar Physics UV. EUV. X-ray Instrument - Shuule 
Payload Developmenl 
188-38-02 W73-70620  
Solar Phys~cs - Shultle Payload Dev - Solar Polnung 
Instrument 
188-38-03 W73-70621  
Ground Based Observarmons 01 the Sun 
188.38-52 W73-70624  
Erperlmenl Development Laboratory and Theoretbcal 
Solar Phys~cr 
188-38-53 W73-70627 
B r e i t u i e w r ,  R 
Thermhonlc Reactor Power Technology 
5 0 3 ~ 2 5 - 0 1  , ' W73-70400  
Bren, P. R.  
Geochemical Research (Geochemical Research of 
lunar Maler~als l  
195-42-59 W73.70694 
Bncker. R. W. 
Evaluat~on Program 01 Improved A~rc ra f l  Cabm 
Maler~alr  
501-38-19  W73-70180  
Briglio, A,, Jr .  
Solar Powered Electrlc Propuls!on Systems and 
lntegratlon Technology 
502-24-10  W73-70292 
Pulsed Plasma An~tude  Control Syslem Technology 
for Planetary M~ss~ons  
5 0 2 ~ 2 4 - 1 8  W73-70295  
Plane~ary Solar Power Research 
502-05-54  W73-70239  
Ballanca. J 0 
Magnetospheric Physics - Pan~cles and Parttcle/Phaton 
Interdct~ons 
188-36-56  W73-70614  
Relauvlry and Celeslial Mechanocs 
188-41-54 W73-70635 
Low Gravrly Superlluld Heltum Advanced Technology 
Oevelopmenl, 
188-78-51  W73-70669 
Barber. J R. 
Bower.  R. E. 
Subsonic and Superson~c lnlsl Technology 
501  -24-05  W73-70072 
Nozzle Technology 
501-24-06 W73-70074  
STOL and RTOL Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-12 W73-70086  
Vortex Aerodynam~cs 
501 06-04  W73-70098 
Inslrumentatmn Reresrch 
501-06-10  W73-70105  
A ~ d o t l  and Conf~gurar~on Aerodyanmtcs 
51  0 -08-05  W73-70107  
Son~c Boom 
5 0 1 - 0 6 1  1 W73-70110  
Tunnel and Scale Effects on Transonic Flow 
501 -06-09 W73-70113 
Vshbcle Dynam~cr - Slall/Sp~n/Hagh A (Directly 
Proponlonal lo1 Charactsr~st~cs 
501-26-04  W73-70118  
Advanced Control Appllcat~ons 
501-26-05  W73-70120  
STOL Aerodynamlc Periotmance - Conflguratlon 
- -
Thermal Systems Management 
180-31-51  W73-70567 
Shutlle Cryagen~c Technology 
909  72-31 W73-70754 
Barbar. M R 
General Avlatton Fllghl Dvnamlcs - .  Conlrol and 
D1splav 
760.60 0 5  W73-70125 
8.rr. T. 
Stra~oscopa I l l  
1 8 8 - 4 1 - 6 0  W73-70644  
Beard. D 8 
Tharmmnqc Reaclar Tsehnolcqy 
503-25  0 3  W73 70402 
Brooks, G. W. MONITOR INDEX 
Elsctrochsmtca Energy Slorage Ressarch Oceanography S lud~er  (Radar) Claybourne. J. P 
5 0 2 - 0 5 ~ 5 5  W73 70300  160-75-67 W 7 3 ~ 7 0 5 1 8  Remole Sens~ng o f  Vegetauon Stress 
Planalary Solar Power Technology Planslology Stud~es 160-75-02 W73-70468  
5 0 2 - 2 5 ~ 5 6  W73-70303 185-50-71  W73-70589 Remole Sensing of  Water and Land Pollution 
Deep Space Bafter~es , Magnelospher~c P ~ ~ S I C S  160-75-22 W73-70496  
502-25-57 W73-70304 188-36-56 W73-70616  Enu\ronmemal Chanoes Related to  Public Health 
Power Systems and C~rcuots Developmsnl for Planetary 
Spacecrah 
5 0 2 ~ 2 5 ~ 7 4  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 3 1 0  
Solar Electr~c Thrust Subsystem Development 
7 5 8 ~ 5 7 - 1   W73-70391 
Brooks. G .  W 
Composlles 
5 0 1 - 2 1 ~ 2 3  W73-70005  
Advanced Maler~als lor A~ ic rah  
501.21-20 W73-70008 
Polymers 
501-21-22  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 0 9  
Fabrtcatmon and Process~ng 
501 -21 -26  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 1 1  
Basic Research and Advanced Concepts 
501 - 0 2 ~ 0 1  W73-70016  
Analysts and Oesmgn Methods 
501  - 2 2 ~ 0 1  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 0 1 7  
Aereelaslnc~ty 
501 -22-04  W73-70018 
Loads and Slruclural Oynamlcs 
501-22.05 W73-70020 
Slruclural Acoustics 
501 -22.07 w ~ ~ - ~ o o ~ I  
Suppon of  Do0  ln Balloon Englneer~ng 
5 0 1 - 2 2 ~ 1 0  W73-70023 
Structural lntegrlry 
501-22-02  W73-70024 
Hypersonmc Veh~cle Structures Technology 
501  -22-06  W73-70026 
b m p o s l t e  Maler~als Aspl~callon to Aorcratl Srructures 
501 -22-03 W73-70027 
AST Structural Design Concepls and We~ghr Studies 
501  - 3 2 ~ 0 1  W73-70029 
AST Flutter Oeslgn Module 
501-32-02 ~ 7 3 - 7 0 0 3 0  
AST Loads and Aeroelasl~caty Technology 
501  -32-03 W73-70031 
AS7 - Materlals and Slruclural Components - Tttanum 
501 -32-05 W73-70033  
AST - Malerlals and Slructural Components 
Compos~res 
501 -32-06 W73-70034  
AST Wlnd Tunnel Technlques for Acllve Controls 
501-32-07 W73-70035 
Human Response l o  Ihe Aeronaul~cal Env~ronrnenl 
501  -09-02 W73-70045 
Acceptance of  Asrcraii Operat\ons - Communlly 
No~se 
501-29-11 W73-70048 
Bas~c Nofse Research 
5 0 1 - 0 4 ~ 0 1  W73-70059 
Nolse Technology 
501-24-01 W73-70068 
T ~ r e  Tract~on and Braking 
5 0 1 - 3 8 ~ 1 2  W73-70170  
Engine Noise and Sanac Boom E(fects 
501-38-15 W73-70179  
Composlre Maler~als Applmcat~ons to C-130 Center 
Wlng Slructure 
7 6 6 - 7 4 ~ 0 1  . W73 70215 
Advanced Materlals for Space 
502-21 - 2 0  W73-70242  
Thermal Control 
502-21-27  W 7 3 ~ 7 0 2 4 4  
External lnsulal~on 
502-31 ~ 5 0  W73-70257  
Structural Deslgn Studies 
502-22-01 W73-70263 
Space Shuttle Structural Design Technology 
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Advanced Concepts Development 
790-90-01 W73-70373 
Vonex Aerodynamncs Aeronautical System Analysls (ACSYNTI Analysls Suppan lo OAST Management 
501 -06-04 W73-70099 791-91-04 W73-70186 790.91.01 W73.70375 
A~rionl and Confbgurauan Aerodynamics Improved Aeronautlcal System Analysis bpablliry Spac i  Erplorat#on - Mtulon and Systems Analysts 
501.06-05 W73-70101 791-91-05 W73-70187 ' 790.91.41 W73-70377 
Nonsteady Aerodynamics Analyss Support for Aeronautical Program Plannlng Space Ut~ l~zat~on - Mlrslon and Systems Analvs~s 
50 1-06-06 W73-70102 791-91-09 W73-70188 790.91.45 W73-70380. 
Atomic Energy Commission 
4 ,  
Soclo-Econmac/Techn~cnl Assessment o f  Space 
k l ~ w ~ r ~ e s  
790.92-01 W73.70382 
Fire Safety Air Pollution Reducf~on. snd Health Care 
mllvery 
770-18.02 W73-70393 
Nuclear Flight-Abort Setew Technology 
503-35.03 W73-70409 
Quantum Elecrmn~cs 
563~10.01 W73-70424 
Plasma Dynam~cr 
503.10-03 W73.70432 
Alrcrah Suppon of the Meteorology Program 
160-44.57 W73-70455 
Atmosphernc Eflects Upon Remote Sensing from 
A~rcraft and Salellnes 
150-44-60 W73-70457 
Laboratory tnvestlgatlon of Mnnar Almosrrher~c 
Global Study ol Stratmphertc Constituents 
160-44-79 W73-70465 
Remote Sensing of Vegelatton and W~ldland Resources 
160-75-02 W73-70469 
Remote Sanslng for Geolog~c Hazards and Dowren. 
Mmne Area Con$ervat~on. Sod Mappnng end Land Use 
Plann~ng 
160-75-1 1 W73-70476 
Remote Sensing for Snow and Ice Mepp~ng 
160-75-13 W73-70477 
Remote Sensnng 01 Dceanfc 810-Pmducttv~ty 
160-75-1 6 W73.70485 
Remote Sensing for Water and Aor Pollution 
160-75-22 W73-70495 
Remote Sensing for Cansewat~on Management end 
Ut~ l~zet~on of An~mal Resources 
160-75-24 W73-70498 
BmlDgic end Behav~oral Mechanisms In Anmmal 
Nav~gat~on end Ortentat~on 
160-75-26 W73-70499 
Ground.Based PlaIformr. 810-lnnrumenral~on and 
An~mal Tracbng Systems & Techniques 
160-75-27 W73-70501 
Remote Sens~ng Sensor Technology for Earth 
Resources Survey 
160.75-31 W73.70509 
Remote Sensing Data Management and lnterpretatmn 
Tschn~ques for Eanh Rerources Survey 
160-75-32 W73-70514 
Appllcallons o f  Vector Magnetometry to Eanh 
Resources and Geological Stud~es 
160-79-90 W73-70529 
Informat~on Transfer Vla Cnmmun~carton Satellites 
164-06-56 W73-70532 
Oala Collection 
164-76-60 W73-70546 
Atmospheric Chemlcal Physlcs - Rrrjearch Stud~es of 
Processes I" Planetary Almospheres. Comers and 
lnterslellar Space 
185-47-66 
Struclvre of Planetary Almospheres 
185-47.67 W73-70580 
Planetary Atmospheres - Slruclurs end Cornposnmon 
185-47-68 W73-7058 1 
Planetology Geomorphology and Surface Process of 
Planetary Bodaes 
185-50-60 W73-70587 
Lunar and Planetery Sludles 
185-50-61 W73-70588 
Hear Shleld Evaluatmon for Jupater Probe M~ss~ons 
186-68-51 W73-70591 
Planetary Telecommun~canons 
186-68-53 W73.70594 
Venus Entry Probe Technology 
186-66.60 W73-70599 
Venus Pioneer Sclenl~flc Instrument Development 
186-68-63 W73-70601 
Ploneer Follow On M~ssion Technology 
166-68.65 W73-70602 
Magnetospher~c Physlcs - Pan~cles and Pan~cle/Fleld 
Interam~on 
188-36-55 W73-70607 
Magnelosphermc Physcs - Pan~cles and Part~cle/Photon 
lnlaractmns (AERONOMY) 
168-36-56 W73-70613 
Solar Magnetlsm and lnlerplenetary Fmeld 
188.38.53 W73-70626 
Theoretical Astrophystcs 
188-41-53 W73-70634 
Infrared Astronomy 
188.41-55 W73-70638 
Cnsmlc Dust Measurements 
188.45-53 W73.70652 
lnvestlgat~on lo O s l l ~ e  Shunle Payload Expenment 
.. - -. 
Systems for Fl~ghls of Opponun~ty ~n Physlcs and 
Astrommy 
188-78-81 W73-70677 
Chemical Evoluuon 
192-55-61 W73-70678 
Orgsnbc Geochemislry 
142-5542 W73-70679 
b fe  Detection 
192-55.63 W73-70681 
B~o l~g ica l  Adaptation 
192-55.64 W73-70682 
Blolnslrumentallon 
.192.55:65 W73-70684 
Impact Craterlng in Geologic Meter~els 
195-42-50 W73-70689 
Chemncel and lvrtop~c Studies of Meteorites and 
Ablauon Products 
195.42-51 W7 3-70690 
Theotetncal Sudlss of the M w n  and M e t w r ~ t e  
Parent B d ~ e s  
195-42-53 W73-70691 
Aarborne Plenelary Astronomy 
196.41 -66 W73-70703 
Planetary Astronomy and Supponlng Laboratory 
Studies 
196-41-67 W73-70704 
Space Shunle: Fllght Invest~galton of Orb~ter Handling 
Q u e l ~ t ~ a  During Approach and Land~ng 
909-72-48 . W73-70756 
Nsurophysiology 
970-21-1 1 W73-70773 
Cardmwascular-Physnology 
970-21-12 
Respiratory Physfology 
970-21-13 
Metebol~sm and Nutrlt~on 
970-21-14 
Endacrlnology 
970-21-16 
Countermeasures 
970-21-17 
Chem~stry and M~crob~ology 
970.21-25 
Env~mnmental Factors Effects 
970-21-35 
Medical Suppon 
970-21 -45 
Human Behev~or and Perlormance 
970-21-51 
Bshav~oral Phys~ology 
970-21.52 
Sensory Syslems and Neurobehavloral 
970.21.53 
Regulatory 8lolOgy 
970-21-61 
Developmental and Genetic B~ology 
970-21-62 
Rad~alfon Biology 
970-2 1.63 
Anr Rev~ralbal~on 
970-22-21 
Watsr and Wasle Management 
970-22-23 
F w d  Technology 
970-22-24 
Electron-Weve lnteractuns 
503- 10-02 W73.70427 
Plasma Oynamncs 
503- 10-03 W73-70430 
F 
Flight Rsnarch  Center. Edwards. Calif. 
Flight Loads Messuremnnt Techn~ques 
501-22-08 W73-70022 
Hyparwnlc Veh~cle Strucruras Techmlogy 
501-22-06 W73-70025 
AST Maternals and Slructural Components 
501-32-04 W73-70032 
General Av~allon Fllghl Control Systems and Displays 
501-23-21 W73-70040 
Human Response to the Aeronautbsal Enwtronmm 
501.09-03 W73.7W46 
Accaptance of Anrcrah Operatdons - Rfde Qualmty 
501-29-21 W73-70050 
Aorlo11 and Conflgurat~on Aerodynam~cs 
501-06-05 W73-701 W 
Turbulent Boundary Layers 
510-06-08 W73-70108 
Handl~ng Qual~tler - G ~ l e r ~ a  for Hfghly Augmenred 
Veh~cles 
501-26-01 W73-70116 
Advanced Control Applcauona - Fly-By-Wtre 
Exper~ments 
501-26-06 W73-70121 
In-Fl~ghr S~mulatmn Technology.-GPAS 
W73-70774 501-26-07 W73-70122 
Simulator Devel~pment 
W73-70775 b01-26-09 W73-70124 
General Awauon Fl~ght Dynamncs - Control and 
~ 7 3 . 7 0 7 7 6  Oaplay 
760.60-05 W73-70125 
W73.70777 AST - Cooperatwe Aulop~lot/SAS/Propulr~on Control 
Svslem 
~ 7 3 . 7 0 7 7 8  760-65-05 W73-70150 
M ~ l ~ t a r y  A~rcrah - Remote Piloted Veh~cle 
~ 7 3 . 7 0 7 7 9  760-67-05 W73-70161 
Fl~ghl Test lnstrumenlat~on 
~ 7 3 . 7 0 7 8 0  501-38-16 W73-70183 
OUESTOL Project Suppon . Dewgn and Fl~ght 
Operations 
741.86-05 W73-70204 
Transonic A~rcrah Techmlogy ITACT) 
766-76-01 W73-70211 
Olglral Fly-8y.Wlre System Fl~ghl Exper~ment 
766-75-01 W73-70213 
YF-1 2 Fl~ght Tests 
766-72-01 W73-70216 
YF.12 O~sc!pilnsry Research 
766-72-02 W73.702 18 
F.8 Supercr~t~cal Fllght Expermmental Prqlram 
766-73-61 W73-70221 
A Veh~cle Status and Mon~loring System 
502-33.82 W73.70356 
Llftlng Body Flmght Research 
756-47-01 W73-70385 
Crew Equ~pment Syslems 
970-42-30 W73-70796 
r? 
Crew Egu~pmenl Systems u 
970-22-30 W73.70791 
Teleoperator Man~pulator and End Effector Technology Godderd Space Flighl Canmr. Greenbett. Md. 
Alomlc Frequency Standard For Fllght Appllcatlons 
970-23-20 W73-70792 5 0 - 2 3 - 2 3  W73.70042 
Advanced Bio~nstrumentallon 
970-23-30 
lnterdisclpl~nary research 
970-24-01 
Eloresearch Module 
970-24-02 
Atomic Energy Commission. G~r rnsntown.  
Therm~on~c Reactor Technology 
503-25-03 
Nuclear Power Syrlems Technology 
503-25-07 
Advanced Nuclear Propulsion Research 
503-04-01 
Nuclear Rocket Englne Technology 
503-24.02 
Nuclear Rocket Englne Oeftnit~on 
503-24-03 
Fllght Safely R and 0 
503-24-04 
Nuclear Racket Test Operat~ons 
503-24-05 
Teleoperator Systems 
503-24-01 
Quantum Elecrron~cs 
503-10-01 
Space Vehncle Thermal Cnntrol - Heat P~pes. Vacuum 
Oepos~ted Cnaungs 
502-21-27 W73-70245 
Optical Conramlnat~on of Spacacrah 
502.21.28 W73-70250 
Envtronmental Design Criter~a 
502-21-30 W73.70253 
Spacecraft b u n c h  Dynamics 
502.22.04 W73-70266 
STOP (Strumural-Thermal-Opt(cal-Prwram] 
502-22-06 W73.70268 
Balrery Qual~ty Control and Tesls 
502-25-58 W 3 - 7 0 3 0 5  
Power ~rocess;ng For Eanh Orbital Space Sctence 
and Appllcatlms Satell#tes 
502-25-72 W73-70308 
Laser Physls 
502-03-1 1 W73-70325 
Advanced Components for Precls~on Control Systems 
502-23-43 W73-70335 
Aulomated Data Handlmng Techn~ques and Components 
502.23-32 W73-70340 
Microwave Near Earth Communcat~ons and Track~ng 
502-23-1 1 W73-70342 
RESPONSIBLE NASA ORGANIZATION INDEX Jet Propulsion Lab. 
~echnologyforecastin~ for s a t e  h m m u n ~ c ~ o n s  
502-23.14 W73-70345 
Opl6cal bmmunncal~ons and Trsck~ng 
502-23-15 W73-70346 
Astronom~cal Sensors snd lmagmg Systems for 
Large Space Telescopes 
502-23-54 W73-70352 
Space Shunle Low Nolse Rece~wer 
502-33-88 W73-70362 
Electric Auril~ary Propulsion Systems for Appllcatmon 
Setell~tes 
757-51-09 W73-70386 
Long Range Laser Traversing System 
770-18-15 W73-70396 
Thermoelectric Systems Technology 
503-35-04 W73.70410 
Thermal Power for Cryqen~c Refr~gerators 
503-35-05 W73.7041 1 
Spacecraft Syslems and Technology 
160-20-5 1 W73.70436 
Data Management and Storage 
160-20-52 W73.70439 
VlrlMe and IR Sensor Technology 
160-20-53 W73-70442 
Microwave Sensor Technology 
160.20-54 W73-70443 
Callbration. Evaluallon and S~mulatlon of Earth 
Resource Mult~channel Surface Ssnsors 
160-20-58 W73-70448 
Advanced Image Processing Techniques 
180-20-59 W73-70449 
Techniques for Utll~z~ng Salellite Obsewauons ~n 
Meteorological Appllcalions 
180-44-5 1 W73-70450 
Remote Semlng Techn~ques for Atmospheric Structure 
and Surface Condillon Relevant to Meteorology 
160-44.53 W73-70451 
Radoatlve Transfer Models Relallng to Atmosphere 
and Surface Character~stics 
160.44-54 W73-70452 
An~ l ys~s  of Energy lnteracllons Between Levels of 
the Atmosphere and Solar Terrestrial Relationsh~p 
160-44-55 W73-70453 
Earth Obrervat~ons Laboretow. Field Exper~menrr. 
and Calmbrauon of Radiation Sensors 
160.44-56 W73-70454 
Techntques for Measurement o f  Stratospher~c 
Consr~tuenrs 
160-44-67 W73-70461 
Remote Sensing for Snow. Ice. and So11 Moisture 
Maoptno 
160-75-13 W73-70479 
l"~05tlgat10n~ of the Hydrologic Cycle and Large 
Scale Hydrologic Systems 
160.75-15 W73-70482 
Remole Sensing of Oceanic Bio-Pmduct~v\ni 
160-75.16 W73-70486 
Oceanographic Sensor Technology 
160-75-19 W73-70489 
Chemical. Radlochemmcal. ana Geologlc Factors 
Afiecting the Environmental (luallry of the Chesapeake 
Bay Watershed 
160-75-22 W73-70493 
Remote Senslng Data Management and lnterprmat~on 
Techniques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73.70511 
Shon and Long Term Geodynamocs 
160-79-51 W73-70522 
Lassr lnstrumenlarlon tor  Eanh Phpncs 
160-79-61 W73-70524 
Very Long Baseline InterIerometry ~ V L B I ~  for Eanh 
Phys~cs 
160-79-64 W73-70526 
Geodelfc and Eanh Phys~cs Experiment Syslems 
160-79.68 W73-70527 
Geodesy and Geodet~c Systems 
160-79-69 W73-70528 
Educational Commun~car~ons Satellile System Study 
164-06-58 W73-70533 
Trafflc Management 
164-1 8.54 W73-70537 
Tracklng and Data Relay Satellite Technology 
Development 
164-21-55 W73.70539 
Comrnun~cauon bnk ~aracterizat~on 
164-21-72 W73-70540 
Commun~cations Technical Consulat~on Programs 
164-21-73 W73-70541 
I 0  M~crometer Wavelength Space Communlcatmn 
164-21.80 W73-70542 
Synchronous Orb11 Spacecrah Technology 
164-76.51 W73-70544 
Dela Collection 
164-76-60 W73-70545 
Analys8s of Advanced Pmoulsion Synem Requirements 
180-06-50 W73-70553 
lsogrbd Cyllnder Test Program . Cornb~ned Lcads 
Including Interval Pressure 
180-1 1-06 W73-70556 
Aerozlne 50/N204 Autogenous Pressur~zat~on System 
180-31.02 W73-70565 
RS.27 Engmne Low Level Thrust Ouallficat~on 
180-31.07 W73-70566 
Aburlute Pressure. Atomic Oxygen. and Energet~c 
Beam Calibrauon for Mass Spectrometers 
185-47.51 W73-70572 
Dsvelopment of Neutral Mass Specrmmeten for 
Planetary Almasphere Ex~erlments 
185-47-52 W73-70573 
Development of Ion Mass Spectrometer for Planetary 
Atmosphernc Expermen1 
185-47-53 W73.70574 
Enper~menl Development for the Determlnateon of 
Venus Cloud Panocle Compos~uon 
185-47-54 W73-70575 
Spectroscopy and Photochemnstry of Planetary and 
Cometary Molecules 
185-47.55 W73-70576 
Negative Ions ~n Planetary Almospherea 
185-47-56 W73-70577 
Geophys~cal Processes Related lo  Origin and Evolutiov 
of Ihe Planers 
105-50-50 W73-70586 
Magnelodynam~cs - Non Thermal Plasmas 
188-36-55 W73-70610 
Magnetospheric P~YSICS - Particles and Part~cal/Phaton 
Shunla Appl~cat~ons of lonospher~c Plasma Expert- 
ments 
188-36.57 W73-70617 
Non-Thermal Solar X-ray Obsewalans Solar Phys1~6 
Shunle Payload Development 
188-38-01 W73-70619 
Solar Physlcs UV. EUV. X-ray lnarurnent . Shuttle 
Payload Development 
188-38-02 W73.70620 
Solar Phys~cs - Shun18 Payload Dew . Solar Pomung 
Instrument 
188-38-03 W73-70621 
Development of Experiments and Hardware for Solar 
Physics Research 
188.38-51 W73-70622 
Ground Based Obsewations of the Sun 
188-38-52 W73-70624 
Exper~menl Developmenl - Laboratory and Theomtlcal 
Solar Phys~cs 
188-38-53 W73-70627 
UV and Optical Astronomy 
188-41-51 W73-70629 
Ground Based Redlo Plslronomy 
188-41-52 W73-70632 
Expermental and Obsewat~onal Ressarch I" lnhared 
Astronomy and Interstellar Medlum 
168-41.55 W73-70640 
X-Ray Astronomy 
188-41-59 W73-70642 
Astronomy Sonle Module IASMI 
188-41-60 W73-70643 
Son X-Ray Speclroszopy for Shunle 
188-41-61 W73-70645 
Comets and Interstellar Maner 
186-45-51 W73-70646 
Cosmlc Dust Research 
188-45.53 W73-70651 
Cosmic Dust Experbment for the Space Shunle 
188-45-54 W73-70653 
Low Ensrgy Cosm~c Rays 
188-46-51 W73-70656 
Hlgh Energy Cosmic~Rediauon 
188-46-52 W73.70658 
Gamma Ray Astmnomy 
188.46-54 W73-70662 
Aslronomy ~n the 150 keV lo  15 MeV Range 
188.46-55 W73-70663 
Very Hngh Energy Gnmlc Ray Oeleclon for Shunle 
188-46-56 W73-70664 
Gamma Ray. Energetic Electron. Superconduct~ng 
Magnet, and Nuclear Emuls~on Cosmlc Ray Deleclor 
Svstems for Application lo  [he Space Shunle Program 
188-46-57 W73.70665 
Shuttle Supernova Detector 
188-46-58 W73-70666 
Baslc Thmretdcal Research 
188-48-52 W73-70668 
Advanced Technological Development. General 
On-Board Pmesslng Eleclronncs. Sola State Nuclear 
Detectors 
188-70-51 W73.70670 
Modular InformaiioX Subsyste6~Development 
188.78-52 W73-70671 
Design Analysts and Evaluatton of the Large Space 
Telescope Optical Instruments System 
188.78-57 W73-70674 
Orlgln and Structure of the Planets snd the Mmn 
195-42.63 W73-70696 
Halo-Orb11 Utilization Studies 
195-42-68 W73-70697 
Lunar Ranging Erpsrment Laser System 
195-43-51 W73-70698 
Ground-based Infrared Astronomy 
196-41-50 W73-707W 
Radlo and Radar Planetary Sludles 
196-41-51 W73-70701 
Adaptallon of Marine, Man  IRIS Breadboard for 
Space Shufe M~ssfons 
196-41 -52 W73-70702 
Tracbng and Data Relay Satellite Technology 
Development 
150-22-20 W73-70709 
Network lntegratlon and Development Plan3 
150-22-21 W73-70710 
Goddard Trajectory Determination System 
150-22-22 W73-70711 
Network Slgnal Oualmly and T~rning Accuracy 
Improvement 
150-22-23 W73-70712 
W~de Band Slation Data Handling Equipment 
150-22-24 W73-70713 
Automat#c Cornpuler Pmgram Documenlat~on 
150-22-25 W73.70714 
Tracking Data and Trajectory Analysis 
150-2226 W73.70715 
A Gmund Antenna for W~de Band Data Transmss~on , 
Systems 
150-22.31 W73-70716 
H~gh Rel~ab~l~ly Control Systems for Antennas 
.150-22-32 W73-70717 
Future Network Ut~lizst~on and Suppan Analysls . 
150-2245 W73-70718 
Automatic Data Handling 
150.22-36 W73-70719 
STON Inlerface Comprn~ng Systems. Control and 
Amdncellons Study 
150.22-37 W73-70720 
Data Proceslng Syslem 
150-22-38 W73-70721 
lmage Processing Facil~ty Performance Evaluation 
and Improvement 
150-22-39 W73-70722 
Unlfled Swcecrah Redlo Frequency Subsyslem 
Davelopment 
150-22-46 W73-70723 
Control Components for Eanh Orbllal Systems 
909-81 -08 W73-70746 
Shunle.Bad Low Cost Spacecratl 
975-50-01 W73-70828 
Space Shunle Zem G Mlrror Test Fac~l~ly 
975-75-50 W73.70838 
High Resolutlon Spectmgraph for Selected Solar 
Spectral bnes 
975-84-41 W73-70839 
O~tlcal Instruments System for the Large Space 
Telescope 
975-84-76 W73-70840 
Interface Def~n~tton Study of Shunle Based Remole 
Manipulator System for Docking. Resupply and/or 
Retrieval of Satellites 
976-30.20 W73.70842 
J 
Jar Propulsion Lab.. Calif. Inst. of Tech.. Psssdem 
Propanles of Materials for Electronic Appllcat~ons 
501-01 -03 W73-70002 
Vlscoelastic Propenfies of Polymers 
501-01-10 W73-70004 
Basic Noise Research 
501 -04-01 W73-70060 
Basa Pollution Reseerch 
501.04-02 W73-70063 
Camputallanal Aerodynamics 
501-06-01 W73-70095 
Boundary Layer Slabll~W and Transition 
501 -06-07 W73-70111 
Tunnel and Scale EffacIs 
501 .06-09 W73-70114 
Lou.Dens~h.. Short-Haul transponetion Syslams. 
Oparat~onal Systems 
791-91-53 W73-70191 
Nun-Metallnc Supsrconduclon 
502-01-05 W73-70239 
Thermal Control 
502-2 . . 1:27 W73-70247 
John F. Kennedy Space Center RESPONSIBLE NASA ORGANIZATION INDEX 
Envnronmental Design Crlterla 
502-21.30 W73-70254 
Advanced Concepts for Spacecratl Antenna Srrucrures 
Oceanography Studles (Radar) 
160-75.67 W73.70518 
M~crowave Geothermal Explorat~on 
160-75-69 W73-70519 
S.Band Range and Doppler Oual~ty 
150-22-62 
Radio Sc~ence 
502-22-05 W73-70267 
Spacecrah Lquid Propulston Research 
502.04-20 W73-70278 
Solfd Propellant Research 
502-04-45 W73-70282 
Eanh Stat~m/Dynam~cs . VLBl 
160-79-64 W73-70525 
Communlcat~onr Systems Analysss 
164-06.50 W73-70531 
Communmcat~on Salell~le Antenna Research 
164-2 1-54 W73-70538 
M~ss~on Aequ~rements lor Nuclear Electr~c Spacecrah 
180-06-5 1 W73-70554 
Enganeer~ng lnstrumentat~on 
180-24 51 W73.70564 
150-22.63 
X-Band Radar Development 
150.22-64 
Antenna Systems Development 
150-22.65 
Radm Systems Development 
150-22-66 
Dng~tal Systems Development 
150-22-67 
Stallon Monnlot~na and Control Tect 
Advanced Spacecrah Engnne Components 
502-24-26 W73-70286 
Advanced Solmd Propulsoon And Pvmtechn~c Concepts 
502.24-46 W73-70290 
Solar Powered Electric Propuls~m Systems and L q u ~ d  Propulston Technology 
180-31-52 W73-70568 
" - - - -, 
150-22-68 W73.70732 
Tracknng Stallon Operal~ons Technology 
150-22.69 W73-70733 
Network Data Stream Performance Mon~tor~ng and 
Conlrol 
150-22.70 W73-70734 
Nenvork Configurat~on Mon~tor~ng and Coniiol 
150-22.71 W73-70735 
Nehvork Control Data Process~ng 
150-22-72 W73-70736 
Advanced Teleopera~or Systems Requ~rements 
970.83-20 W73-70827 
Physics and Chemistry . S u p f l u ~ d  Helium 
975-73-48 W73-70836 
Integral8on Technology 
502.24-10 W73-70292 Solid And Hybrid Propuls~on Technology 
180-32-52 W73.70570 Pulsed Plasma Anilude Control System Technology 
Atmospher~c Experlment Developmenl 
185-47-71 W73-70582 
Theoret~cal Slud~es-Planetary Alrnospheres 
185-47-72 W73-70583 
Planetology Studdsa 
185.50-71 W73-70589 
Sclence Subsystem Technology lor Outer Planet 
M~sslons 
186-68-52 W73-70592 
Telecommunlcat~ons Technology for Outer Planet 
M8sslons 
186-68-53 W73-70593 
for Planetary M ~ s s ~ o n r  
502-24-1 8 
Planetary W a r  Power Research 
502-05-54 W73-70299 
Elecrrochem~cal Energy Storage Research 
502-05-55 W73-70300 
Planetary Solar Power Technology 
502-25-56 W73-70303 
Deep Space Baner~es 
502-25-57 W73-70304 
Power Systems and Clrcults Development for Planetary 
Spacecrah 
502-25-74 W73-70310 John F. Kennedy Space Canter. Cocoa Bench. Fla. Remole Semlng of Vegelateon Srress 
160-75-02 W73.70468 
Gundance and Control Technology lor Outer Planet 
M~sslons 
186-68-54 W73-70595 
G and C Technology for Mars Rovlng Vehlcles 
186-68-55 W73-70596 
Spacecrah Data-System Technology for Outer-Planel 
M~ss~ons 
106-68-56 W73-70597 
Outer Planers Enlry Probe H ~ g h  Speed Brak~ng 
Survival Analysls 
186.68-59 W73-70598 
Propulsaon and Pyrotechnic Technology for Outer 
Planet Mlss~om 
186-68-62 W73-70600 
Envnronmental Requ~rements and Stmular~on lor Outer 
Plsnel Mfssaom 
186-68-69 W73.70604 
Computer Ammated M t u ~ o n  Descrlpt~on F~lms 
186-68-70 W73-70605 
Electmn~c Parts and Packag~ng for Outer Planet 
Mmsslons 
186-70-51 W73-70606 
Planetary Enlry Technology 
502-27-01 W73-70318 Remote Seming of Watnr and Land Pollulmn 
16s-75-22. W73-70496 
Env!ronmenlal Changes Related to Public Health 
Annflc~al Intelligence for lnlegrared Robot Systems 
502-03-32 W73-70328 
Study to Generate a NASA a f tware  Research Plan 
502-03-33 W73-70329 
Ertsnded L le  Andlude Control System (ELACS) for 
Unmanned Planetary Vehncles 
502.23-46 W73-70336 
M~crnwave Techniques and Components 
502-23-12 W73-70343 
Predelable Long-ble Component Technology 
502-23-53 W73-70351 
Guidance and Nav~galmn lor Unmanned Planeraw 
Vehncles 
502-33-91 W73-70363 
Deep Space Mncrowave Commun~cat~on and T r s k ~ n g  
502-33-92 W73-70364 
Advanced Dlgltal Data Syslemr for Deep Space 
502-33-93 W73.70365 
Advanced lmaglng Syslems Technology 
502-33.94 W73-70366 
Langley Resaarch Center. b n g l e y  Station. Va. 
Compos~les 
501-21-23 W73-70005 
Advanced Materials for Amraft 
501-21-20 W73-70008 
Polymers 
501.21-22 W73-70009 
Fabr~cal~on and Pmce5smg 
501-21-26 W 7 3 - 7 W l  1 
Sludaes 01 Jupltsr's Magnetosphere 
188-36-55 W73.70609 
Advanced Concepts and futures planning 
790-90-04 W73-70374 Magnetosphernc Physics 188-36.56 W73-70616 
Radio Aslronomy 
188-41.52 W73-70633 
Rnlativ~ty and Celestial Mechan~cs 
188-41-54 W73-70636 
Infrared Astronomy 
188-41-55 W73-70637 
b m m s  and Astem~ds 
188-45-51 W73-70647 
X-Ray and Gamma Ray Anronomy 
188-46.53 W73-70659 
Basoc Research and Advanced Concepts 
501.02-01 W73-70016 Mbss~on and Vehlcls Analysls 790-9 1-44 W73-70379 
hquvd PrDpuis~on Systems Technology for Planetary 
baeecrah 
757-53-30 W73.70387 
Upper Stage and Planetary Exper~menlal Motors 
758-56-47 W73-70389 
Analysis and Des~gn Methods 
501-22-01 W73-70017 
Aeroelasr~clry 
501-22-04 W73-70018 
Loads and Structural Dynamics 
501-22-05 W73-70020 
Slruclural Acoust~cs 
501-22.07 W73-70021 
Suppon 01 DoD In Ballmn Eng~neer~ng 
501-22.10 W73-70023 
Structural Inlegrlty 
501 -22.02 W73-70024 
Hypersonic Veh~cle Structures Technology 
501-22-06 W73-70026 
b m p o s ~ r e  Materfals Appl~cat~on to Alrcran Structures 
501-22-03 W73-70027 
Solar Electnc Thrust Subsystem Developmenl 
758-57-1 1 W73-7039 1 
Spa- Technology Appllcatlons (STA) 
770.18-08 W73.70395 
b q u d  Metal MHD 
5633-05.02 W73-70399 
Therm~on~c Reactor Power System Technology 
503.25-02 W73.70401 
B~o~nstrumsntat~on 
192-55-65 W73-70685 
Stanllzat~on Techniques 
193-58-61 W73-706B6 
Mncroblal Analys~s 
193-58.62 W73.70687 
Conramlnelmn Control 
193-58-63 W73-70688 
Geology and M~neralogy 
195-42-55 W73-70692 
Parttcle Track Cosmochmnology 
195-42-57 ~ 7 3 . 7 0 6 9 3  
Suprconduct~ng Infrared Detectors 
196-41.1 2 W73-70699 
RTG Technology and Appl~cal!ons 
503.35-02 W73.70408 
Quamum Electronfcs 
503-10-01 , W73-70422 
E lmron Wave lnteractmns 
503-10-02 W73.70426 
Plasma Dynam~cs 
5D3-10-03 W73-70428 
Advanced Propuls~on Compar~son Smdy 
792-91-01 W73-70435 
AST Structural Des~gn Concepls and Welght Stvdles 
501-32-01 W73-70029 
AST Flunsr Desugn M h l e  
501-32.02 W73-70030 
AST Loeds and Aeroelastoc~ry Technology 
501-32-03 W73-70031 
AST - Materials and Slructural Components - l i tan~um Data Management and Storage 
160-20-52 W73-70440 501-32-05 W73-70033 
AST - Malerlals and Structural Componenls 
Compcstles 
501-32-06 W73-70034 
Earth Observation lmaglng Analysas Techniques 
160-20-53 W73-70441 
IPL Methods for Geologic Mapping 
160-20-54 W73-70445 
Surface Mollon Monntor 
160.20-55 W73-70446 
Armospherr Pollution Sensing, Heterodyne Spearos- 
ODPV 
160-20-56 W73;70447 
Radar Agriculture 
160-75-85 W73-70515 
Radar Radmmerer Development 
160-75-66 W73-70516 
Ground Based Optical Astronomy 
196-41-71 W73-70705 AST Wind Tunnel Techn~ques for Anwe Controls 
501 -32-07 W73-70035 Ground-based Infrared Astronomy 196-41-72 W73-70706 
Redm and Radar Planetary Sludles 
198-41-73 W73-70707 
Infrared Spectroscopy 
196-41-74 W73-70708 
Subson~c/bnlc CTOL Transpon Technology Slruc- 
lures and Materbals (ATTI 
501 -32-60 W73-70036 
Jolnl Unoverslty Research on Afr Transponauan 
Aw!onlcs 
501 -03-02 W73-70037 
Automaled VTDL Av~onrs  and Senvrr Techno lm 
501-23.11 W73-70039 
Nawgation Accuracy Analys~a 
150-22-60 W73-70724 
Inatrumentarnon for New Tracking Data Types 
RESPONSIBLE NASA ORGANIZATION INDEX John F .  Kennedy Space Center (Cont.) 
Avlonlcs For General Av~auon 
501-23-22 W73-70041 
Hlghly Rel~able Computers lor Actlve Control Systems 
501-23.31 W73-70043 
Suboon~c/Son~c CTOL Transport Technology A v ~ n l c s  
and Fl~ght Controls (AATI 
501 -23-60 W73-70044 
Human Responw to the Aeronautical Environment 
501.04-02 W73-70045 
Acceptance o f  Alrcrafl Omtat~ons - Commun~ty 
No~se 
501-29-11 W73-70048 
Acceptance of Aircrah Operations . R~de Dual~ry 
501-29-12 W73-70049 
Fllght Management Systems 
501-29-13 W73-70052 
Fllghl Slmulauon Technology - P~loung Cues 
501-29-14 W73-70054 
Fl~ght Smmuiatnon Technology . Samulat~on Techn~quer 
Basic Noise Research 
501-04-01 W73.70059 
Bas~c Poltut~on Research 
501 -04-02 W73-70062 
No~se Technology 
501 -24-01 W73-70068 
Subsonic and Supersanlc Inlet Technology 
501 -24-05 W73.70072 
Nozzle Technology 
501-24-06 W73-70074 
Advanced Supenon~c Transport Pollution Reductnon 
Technology 
501-24-20 W73-70081 
STOL and RTOL Propuls~on Techndogy 
501-24-12 W73-70066 
Hypersonic Research Eng~ne 
501-24-16 W73.70091 
Compural~onal Aerodynamtcs 
501-06-01 W73-70093 
Vonex Aerodynam!cs 
501 -06-04 W73-70098 
Turbulent Boundary Layers 
501 -06-08 W73-70104 
lnstrumentet~on Research 
501-06-10 W73-70105 
A~rfool and Conf~guratlon Aerodyanmlcs 
5 10-06-05 W73-70107 
Sonc Boom 
501-06-1 1 
Boundary Layer Stablliry and Trans~t~on 
501 -06-07 W73-70112 
Tunnel and Scale Effects on Tranron~c Flow 
501 -06-09 W73.70113 
Veh~cle Dynamfcs - Slall/Sp~n/Hngh A IO~rectly 
Propon~onal to1 Character~st~cs 
501-26.04 W73 701 18 
Advanced Control Appl~cattons 
501-26-05 W73-70120 
STOL Aerodynam~c Performance Conf~gurat~on 
VTOL Aemdynamlc Performance 
760-62-01 W73.70131 
Rotorcrah Aerodynam~c Perofrmance . Test and 
Analysls of Rotor Sysrems and Conltgurat~ons 
760-63-02 W73-70136 
Rotorcrah Fllght Dynam~cs 
760-63-04 W73-70139 
Rororcratt - Advanced Technology Clvli Helfcoprer 
760-63-05 W73-70140 
Subson~c/Son~c A~rcraft - Aerodynamic Performance 
760-64-01 W73-70141 
Subson~c/Son~c CTOL Transpon Technology Aorframs 
and Nacelle Aerodynamlcs (ATTI 
760-64-60 W73.70145 
AST - AerDdynamcs and Performance (Conceplsl 
760-65.03 W73-70147 
AST - Aerodynamlcs and Performance (Theory) 
760-65-04 W73-70148 
Advanced Supsrwnnc Technology Systems Stud~es 
760-65-09 W73-70154 
Hyperwnoc Adrcrah Aerodynam~c Performance 
760.66-01 W73-70156 
Hypersonnc Research Amplane Concept Development 
760-66-02 W73-70157 
M~lltary Alrcrah - Aircraft and M~ssile Aerodynamlcs 
760-67.01 W73-70158 
M ~ l ~ t a r y  Aircraft - vectored Thrust Maneuverabil~ry 
760-67.03 W73.70160 
DO0 Ass~stance - Speclfnc Military Develo~ment 
Programs 
760-17-01 
Stratospher~c Monmlorbng Using Laser Radar 
501 -06.05 W73.70165 
Atmospheric Parameters 
501-08-10 W73-70186 
Airport Air PoIIYIIo~ 
501-38-17 W73.70169 
Tlre Tractton and Brak~ng 
501-38-12 W73.70170 
Crosswind Landing for STOL Operations 
501-30-18 W73.70173 
A~rcrah OperaUng Experiences 
501-38-1 1 W73-70174 
. Hazard Avotdance and Ellmlnat~on 
501-38-13 W73-70176 
Eng~ne Noise and Sonic Boom Effects 
501-38-1 5 W73-70179 
Flfght Test lnstrumentat~on 
501-38-16 W73-70182 
Low-Denslw Shon-Haul Transponatoon Systems - 
Traveler Accwlance Factors 
791-91-51 W73.70190 
VLF Wlde Area Nav~gatmn For Low-Density Shon.Haul 
Transponat~on 
791.93.51 W73-70197 
Subsonlc/Santc CTOL Transpon Technology System 
Analysas and Design lntegratlon (Am1 
791.94-60 W73-70201 
D ~ g ~ t a l  Fly-By-Ware Fl~ght Control System Research 
and Development 
766-75-02 W73.70214 
Compos~le Matenals A@pl~cat~ons to C-130 Center 
Wing Structure 
766-74-01 W73-70215 
YF-12 D~sc~pllnary Research 
766-72-02 W73-70219 
Rotor Systems Research A~rcraft 
767.77-01 W73-70222 
Tllr-Rotor Research Alrcran Support 
767-78-01 W73-70223 
Veh~cle Dependent Aspects of Term~nal Area Gujdance 
and Control 
768-81-01 W73-70225 
Advanced Operat~ng Systems Technology for CTOL 
Amrcratt 
768-81.02 W73-70226 
STOL - Alr Traffic Conrrol lntegratlon Stud~es 
768-81.04 W73-70228 
Physlcs and Chem~stry of Solnds 
502-01 -02 W73-70234 
Propsnfer of Materals lor Electron~c Appl~cat~on 
502-01 -03 W73-70236 
Advanced Materials for Space 
502-21-20 W73.70242 
Thermal Control 
502-21-27 W73-70244 
Meteors and Meteoroid Studies 
502-21-29 W73-70252 
Rad~atnon Shleld~ng and Oos~metry 
502-21-32 W73-70256 
External Insulat~on 
502-31-50 W73-70257 
Structural Des~gn Stud~es 
502.22.01 W73-70263 
Space Shuttle Structural Deslgn Technology 
502-32-01 W73-70269 
Shunle Oynam~cs and Aeroeiast~c~ty 
502-32-02 W73-7027 1 
Quasl-Steady Plasma Pmpulslon Research 
502-04-05 W73-70276 
Propagat~on Studoes Uslng Extended Wavelength 
Tun~ng Of CO And HF Lasers 
502-04-36 W73-70281 
Advanced Pyrotechn~c/Rocket Systems Technology 
502-24-41 W73-70289 
Thermal Analysns and Design of Thermal Control 
Hardware lor 200 AH NlCad Battery 
502.25-59 W73-70306 
Gas Dynamlcs Research 
502-07.01 W73-70315 
Earth-Orb~tal Reentry Technology 
502.27-02 W73-70317 
Planetary Entry Technology 
502-27-01 W73-70319 
Space Shunle Aerothermodynam~cs. Conl~guratipns. 
and Operat~onal Analys~s Studies 
502-37.01 W73-70321 
Space Shuttle Thermal Protection Systems 
502-37-02 W73-70324 
Etectronnc Materials and Processes 
502-03.51 W73-70330 
Electron~c Dev~ces and Components 
502-03-52 W73-70331 
Salld State Sensors and Process~ng Techn~quss 
502-03-53 W73-70332 
Earth-Ortented Anltude Reference 
502-23-41 W73-70333 
Advanced Spacecraft and Expertment Control Systems 
502-23-44 W73-70336 
Lasers lor Remote Sensing 
502-23-56 W73-70354 
Space Shuttle: Antenna ~echn~ques and Malerials 
502.33-83 W73-70357 
High Temperature Sensors 
502-33-84 W73-70358 
Manned Spece Shuttle Macrowave Amplifiers lor 
Space Shuttle Veh~cle 
532-3347 W73-70361 
Recovery Ads for Aerospace Nuclear Systems 
502-28-34 W73-70389 
Analyres. Advanced Concepts. Plann~ng and System 
Synthesis for the Space Program 
790-91 -42 W73-70376 
Space M~ssmn and Vehrle Analysis 
790.91-42 W73-70378 
Study of an Qrb~t~ng Advanced Technology Laboratory 
(Shuttle Compauble) 
790-91 -46 W73-70381 
M e t w r o ~ d  Technology Satell~te 
755-42.01 W73-70384 
Oelra Hybrd Technology Demonstratmn 
758-56-42 W73-70388 
Technalogy Appllcetnons to Envlronmntal Problems 
770-18-04 W73-70394 
Hlgh Resolut~on Atmospherlc Laser Propagat~on 
Srudnes 
503.10-01 W73.70423 
Plasma Dynam~cs 
503-1 0-03 W73.70431 
Nuclear Physics 
503- 10-04 W73-70433 
M~crowave Radiometry for Remote Sens~ng 
160-20-54 W73-70444 
Numer~cal Model and S~mulat~on of Severe Storms 
Coupled Eanh Energy end Mass Transpon Cycles 
160-4.4-63 W73-70458 
Extended Measurement of Albedo and Terrestr~al 
Radlatlon 
160.44.65 W73-70460 
Remote Sensing for Global Suwey of Coastal. R~ver. 
Lake and Ground Water Features 
160-75-14 W73-70480 
Remote Senstng of Phys~cal Oceanography. Coastal 
Processes and Estuar~es 
160-75-1 7 W73.70487 
Remote Sensing. Water and Land Pollut~on. Blottc 
and Ablot~c Degradat~on. Energy. Budget and Culrural 
Pressures 
160.75.22 W73-70494 
Remote Sensing Sensor Technology for Earth 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70506 
Analysts of Advanced Propulsion Systems Require- 
ments 
180-06-50 W73-70552 
Launch Veh~cle Concepts and Analyslr 
180-06-52 W73-70555 
Astr~on!cs Systems Evaluat~on 
180-1 7-50 W73-70557 
Sol~d Rocket Propulsnon Sysems 
180-32-51 W73.70569 
Delta Hybrd Technology Oemanstrar~on 
180-32-52 W73.70571 
Planetary Almosphernc Processes and Measurements 
185-47-91 W73-70564 
Remote Derect~on of Surface Propenles of Planets 
185-50-90 W73-70590 
Adaptive Sc~ence Laboratory Technology 
166-68-66 W73.70603 
Magnetospher~c Physlcs 
188-36-56 W73-70615 
Solar Physics 
186-38-53 W73-70625 
UV and Optlcal Astronomy (Computatlonal Physics) 
186-41-51 W73-70630 
Meteor Phys~cs - Spectra Patrol and Oara Analys~s 
188.45.52 W73-70650 
lsotop~c Abundances In Low-Energy Cosm~c Radiat~on 
188-46-51 W73-70655 
Large Space Telescope lnstrumentatmn 
188-78-57 W73-70672 
Erplos~ve Weldlng lor Eanh Obltal Fabr~cat~on 
909-71 -21 W73-70745 
Shuttle Son~c Boom Studies 
909.72-47 W73-70755 
Evaluate Rsal~sm of Manned Act~vlty Scheduimg 
System (MASS) ~n SKYLAB M~ss~ons 
909-74-33 W73-7077 1 
Sclar Cell Energy Wheel System for Space Vehicle 
b p l ~ c a t ~ o n s  
909-74:35 W73-70772 
Zero Gravnty Fllght Experiments 
970.62-40 W73.70622 
Shuttle Atmospheric Pollut~on Mon~tor~ng Expertment 
Uslng Actwe Dpr~cal Techniques 
975-61-02 W73.70829 
Lewis Resea:ch Center RESPON SlBLE NASA ORGANIZATION INDEX 
The Study o f  an Orbltlng Advanced Techmlogy 
Lebornroly IShunle Compatible1 
975-70-52 W73-70830 
Orbital Fatigue Expernment 
975-72-32 W73-70832 
Oefin~t~on of Meteomd and Exposure Module for 
Shunle Launch and Recwerl  
975-72.51 W73-70834 
Det~nltnon of Exwriments for a Phwcs and Chemistry 
b b o r a t o ~  In Space 
975-73-48 W73.70835 
Lswr Remarch Canter. Cleveland. Ohio. 
Atom#= Structure and Propenlas 
501 -01 -06 W73-70003 
Compositer 
501-21-23 W73.70006 
Advanced Materials for Aeronautics 
501-21-20 W73-70007 
Metermals for High Power Lasem 
501.21.33 W73.70012 
Fatigue. Fracture and Lfe Pred~cr~on 
501-21-21 W73.70013 
bmpos l te  Materials Agpl~catoon to Alrcrah Structures 
501 -22-03 
Basic Noise Research 
501-04.01 - -  ~ ~ 
Bar~c  Propulsion Research 
501-04-03 W73-70064 
Basic Pollutnon Research 
51 0-04-02 W73-70066 
N01se Technology 
501 -24-01 W73-70067 
Pollutbon Technology 
501 -24-02- W73.70069 
Clean Combustor Technology 
501-24-18 W73-70070 
Inlet Technology 
501.24.05 W73.70073 
Fan and Compressor Technology 
501.24-07 W73-70075 
Combunor Technology 
501 -24-08 W73-70076 
Turbine Technology 
501.24.09 W73-70077 
Substd~ary Mechan~cal Components 
501-24-10 W73-70078 
Subsonic/Sonbc CTOL Transport Technology Develop- 
ment Propulston 
501 -24-60 W73.70082 
Englne Technology 
501-24-04 W73-70083 
YlOL Technology 
501-24-1 1 W73-70085 
STOL Technology 
501-24-1 2 W73-70087 
Low Cost Small Eng~ne Technology 
501.24-14 W73-70088 
Hlgh Perlormance Small Englne Technology 
501-24-15 W73-70089 
Hypersonic Prapulsnon Technology 
501-24-16 W73-70090 - -  - 
Nuclear Propuls~on Technology 
501-24-17 W73-70092 
Tlrs Traction. Braktng 
501-38-12 W73-70172 
Hazard Avoidance and Elmmlnation 
501 4 8 - 1 3  W73-70177 
Advanced A~rbreathing Propulslon Systems Analysns 
791-91.10 W73.70189 
CTOL (lutet Uean Eng~ne IMK Ill 
791 -94.08 W73.70200 
CTOL Transport Propuls~on Studies 
791-94-61 W73-70202 
CTOL IMK I1 Ouiet Englne 
765-68.01 W73-70206 
(lulet. Clean STOL Experimental Engne IOCSEE) 
765-69-01 W73-70207 -. - -  - 
JT30/JT80 Retrofit Demonstratlon 
765-70-01 W73-70208 
Programs - YF-12 Research A~rcrah 
766-72-02 W73-70220 
Physics and Chemslry of Sollds 
502-01 -02 W73-70235 
lnterd~sclpl~nary Marerlats Labaralories 
502-01 -04 W73-70238 
Relanonship of Aromlc Structures with Material 
Propertnes 
502.01-06 W73-70240 
Advanced Maternas for Space 
502-21.20 W73-70241 
Optical Contam~nalmon o f  Spacecratt 
502-21.28 W73-70249 
Shunle Enernal Insulation 
502.31 -50  W73-70259 
Bearings. Lubr!canls and Seak lor Shuttle 
502-31-51 W73-70260 
Composites for Shunle 
502.31.52 W73-70261 
Compos~re Tank Technology 
502-22-02 W73-70264 
Fracture Control Technology 
502-22-03 W73-70265 
Shurde Composite Tank Technology 
502-32-03 W73-70272 
Shunle Fracture Control Methods 
502-32-04 W73-70273 
Ion Thruster Research 
502-04-01 W73-70274 
Advanced Plasma Thruster and Laser Research 
502-04-02 W73-70275 
Liqud Rocket Research 
502.04-25 W73-70279 
Research ~n Atomnc and Metalljc Hydrogen 
502-04-35 W73-70280 
Advanced Lquid Rocket Component Technology 
502-24-24 W73.70285 
Advanced L q u ~ d  Rocket Systems Technology 
502-24-3 1 W73-70287 
Advanced Bombardment Thruster Technology 
502.24-03 W73-70291 
Space Shunle Auxtllary Propulslon 
502-34-33 W73-70296 
Solar Cell Bas~c Research 
502-05.50 W73-70297 - - -  - -  ~ 
Solid Electrnlyte Research 
502-05-51 ~ 7 3 . 7 0 2 9 8  
Solar Cell Technology 
502-25-52 W73-70301 
Hlgh Energy Cells 
502-25-53 W73-70302 
Power Procers~ng & Dlstnbul~cn. Componenls. 
Circuits. and System Technology 
502-25-70 W73-70307 
Soace Shmle H-0  APU (was Fl~ghl Control Power 
~ n i i i  
502-35-60 W73-70311 
Terrertrlal Appl~cat~ona of Solar Energy 
502-3562 W73-70312 
Advanced H-0  Power System Technology 
502-3564 W73-70313 
Salary Research 
502-28-04 W73-70367 
30-cm Ion Thruster and Power Condltloner Oevelop- 
ment and Test 
758-57-04 W73-70390 
Env~ronmental Englneerlng-Energy Management 
Ground Transponat~on. and Air Pollution Reduct~on 
770-1 8-01 W73.70392 . .- 
Aermpace Safety Oata Bank 
770-14-02 W73.70397 
Energy Conversion Generat~on and Transpon Research 
503-05-01 W73-70398 
Thermlon~c Reactor Power Technology 
503-25-01 W73.70400 
Nuclear Power Reactor Technology 
503-25-04 W73-70403 
ZrH Reactor Power System Technology 
503-2505 W73-70405 
Thermoelectr~c Power Converslon Technology for 
Reactor Heat Sources 
503-2 5-06 W73-70406 
Brayton Converslon Technology 
503-35-01 W73.70407 
Advanced Nuclear Propuls~on Research 
503-04-01 W73-70413 
Electron Wave Interacuan and Elsctromagnetlc 
Research 
503-10-02 W73-70425 
Plasma Dynamics 
503.1 0-03 W73-70429 
Nuclear Physlcs 
503.10-04 W73-70434 
Remale Sensing for Snow and Ice Mapp~ng 
160-75- 13 W73 70478 
Remote Senstng/Water and Land Polluuon 
160-75-22 W73.70492 
Remote Sensing Oata Management and Inlerpretat~on 
Techn~ques For Eanh Resources SUNW 
160-75-32 W73-70513 
Earth Resources Oata Base 
160-75-88 W73-70521 
Educat~onal Cammun~cat~ons Satellite Svslem Study 
164-06-58 W73-70534 
Thermal Syslemr Management 
180-31.51 W73-70567 
Shunle Cryogenic Technology 
909-7241 W73-70754 
Small Hlgh Speed Bearing Technology 
909-74.03 W73-70770 - - ~  ~ 
Zero Gravq Propellant Transfer Technology 
975-7 1-53 W73-70831 
Nuclear Waste Oisposel In Space 
976-30-09 W73-70841 
Manned Spasansh Center. Houston. Tex. 
Evaluation Program ol lmproved Alrcrafr Cabln 
Materials 
501.38.19 W73-70180 
Study of the Effects 01 Government Olrecred Changes 
on Bastc G s t s  and Schedule of Selected Flnghr 
Veh~clas 
791-92-04 W73-70192 
Advanced Repulsion Technology 
502-24-22 W73-70204 
EOS/Space Stat~on/Flexible Spacecrafl Slmuleuon 
Program 
502.23-45 W73-70337 
Central Mulnprocessor snd Man/Mach!ne Tschn~ques 
502-2343 W73-70341 
Space Shuttle Instrumentaf~on/Senson 
502-33-85 W73-70359 
Spectroscopy of Planetaw Atmospheres 
185-47-61 W73.70578 
Ultrawolet Stellar Spenromerer Development IAs- 
trnnomyl 
188-41-51 W73-70620 
Infrared Spectroscopy of Cml Stan and Planetary 
Nebulae IAstrnnomyI 
188-41-55 W73-70641 
Gmcham~cal Research iGeahem~cal Research of 
b n a r  Materlabl 
195.42.59 W73-70694 
Geophysical Research 
195.42.60 W73-70695 
EOS/Space Station . Thermal Control 
909.41.02 W73.70737 
EOS/Space Stallon Commun~cattons 
909-41 -07 W73-70738 
EOS/Space Stallon Checkout 
909-41-18 W73-70739 
Space Shuttle Thermal Conlrol 
909-42-02 W73-70747 
Space Shutlle Communrauons 
909.42-07 W73-70748 
Spacs Shume - Slab~l~zat~on and Control 
909-42-08 W73-70749 
Spacs Shume - Gundance and Nav~gar~on 
909-42-1 0 W73-70750 
Space Systems - Thermal Control 
909-44-02 W73-70757 
Space Systems Anmlvde Contml Propulslon 
909-44.04 W73-70758 
Space Systems Communlcallons 
909.44-07 W73-70759 
Advanced Gufdance and Nav~gat~on Study 
909-44- 10 W73-70760 
Space Systems Olsplays 
909-44-1 2 W73.70761 
Space Systems - Instrumentation 
909-44-1 3 W73-70762 
Space Systems lnformatmn Management System 
909-44.33 W73-70763 
Av~onics Cost Model 
909-44-35 W73-70764 - - -  -~ 
Spacs Systems - Materials 
909-44-38 W73-70765 
Snmulat~on Techniques lor Advanced Av~onics Systems 
909.44-41 W73-70766 
~~~ 
Crew Procedures Oevelcpment Techniques 
909.44-42 W73-70767 
Simulator Configurauon. Checkout and Operation 
909-44-42 W73-70768 
Development of Automated Simulator Change Control 
System 
909-44-42 W73-70769 
Neurophysiology 
970-51-1 1 W73-70797 
Melabollsm and Nutr~tion 
970-51-14 
Hematology llmmunologyl 
970-51 -1 5 
Endocrtnology 
970-51-16 
Countermeasures 
970-51-17 
Chem~stry and Microbiology 
970-51 -25 
Envlronmenlal Factors Effecls 
970-51-35 
Medical Suppon 
970-51-45 . . -  
Human Rehav~or and Peflormance 
970-51-51 W73-70806 
RESPONSIBLE NASA ORGANIZA TlON INDEX National Aeronautics and Space 
, Developmental Btology 
970-51.62 
, Rad~obiolqly 
970-51-63 
160-44-58 W73-70456 lnterd~sclpllnary Space Research 
W73.70807 Inlerrelatlons Between Atmospheric Motmons 01 188-48-51 W73.70667 , , 
D~fferent Scales 
W73-70808 160.44-69 
Low Grav~ty Supeffluld Helmurn Advanced Technology 
W73-70463 Develaoment 
: L fe  Support Systems Program 
, 970-52-10 W73-70809 
Air Revltel~zat~on and Contaminant Control 
; 970-52.21 W73-70810 
Almospherr  Pressure. Composillon, and Thsrmail 
Control 
970-52-22 W73-70811 
; Water and Waste Management 
970-52-23 W73-70812, 
Food Technology 
970-52-24 W73.70813 
Crew Equlpmenr Systems 
970.52-30 W73-70814 
Shunle Crew Tralnnng Regulrements and Ma~ntalnablll- 
ry 
970-53-10 W73-70815 
Vehicle Anached Man~pulators 
970-53-20 W73-70816 
Advanced Bto~nstrumenrauan 
970-53-30 W73-70817 
Integrated Medical and Behav~ora l  Laboralory 
Measurement System I lMBLMSl 
970-53.40 W73-70818 
Habnab~l~ry/Funct~onal Mockup Evaluar~on 
970-53-50 W73-70819 
EOS/Space Statlon - Electr~cal Power 
977-41 -05 W73.70844 
EOS Space Staucn Lle Support 
977-41-06 W73-70845 
EOS/Space Stallon IMS Commun~cat~ons 
977-41-33 W73-70846 
EOS/Space Statlo" Informat~on Management System 
977-41 -33 W73-70847 
Space Shunle Antrude Control Propuls~on 
982-42-04 W73-70848 
Space Shunle - Electr~cai Power 
982-42-05 W73-70849 
Space Shunle - Cryogenoc Storage System 
982-42-37 W73-70850 
%ace Shunie - Mater~als 
98242-38 W73-70851 
Space Shunle - Aerothermodynamics 
982.42.39 W73-70852 
I I 
Marshall Space Flight Canter. Huntsville. Ala. 
Almospherc Parameters 
501-08.10 W73-70167 
Henard Avoidance and Elnm~nst@on 
501-38-13 W73-70178 
Propenles o f  Materials lor Electronlc Appl~cat~ons 
502-01 -03 W73.70237 
Space Stallon Thermal Control 
502.21-27 W73-70243 
Opt~cal  Contamtnat~on ol Spacecrah 
502.21-28 W73-70248 
Metsoro~ds (Space Stallon) 
502.21-29 W73-70251 
Env~ronmenlal Design Craterma 
502.21 -30 W73-70255 
Launch Vehicle Propulsion Technology 
502.24-21 W73.70283 
Feasabll\ty Study of a Solar Electrr  Propulsmn Slage 
ISEPSl for Geosynchronous M ~ s s ~ o n r  
502-24-1 3 W73.70294 
Mul l#-KW DC Distribution Systsm - Evaluation and 
Oemonslratlon 
502-25-73 W73-70309 
lnenlal Components 
502.23-42 W73-70334 
Optical Mass Msmory 
502-23-31 W73-70339 
A ~ r b o r n e  Vlstble Laser Opllcal b m m u n ~ c a u o n s  
lAVLOCl , . 
502-23-1 6 W73-70347 
Large Telescope Technology 
502-23-21 W73-70348 
Design. Processing and Testfng of LSI Arrays 
502-23-51 W73-70349 
Screening end Reldabnliry Test~ng 01 M ~ c r a ~ r c u l k  and 
Electron~c Dsvmces 
502-23.52 W73.70350 
Shunle Sensors and lnstrumentat~on 
502-33.86 W73-70360 
Optical Communication Fldght Ewenment IATS-Gl 
755-43-1 1 W73-70383 
Teiwperator Systems 
503-24-01 W73-70419 
Nuclear Stage Technology 
503-24-06 W73-70420 
Nuclear Stage D e f ~ n ~ t ~ o n  
792-91-02 W73-70437 
U~matologcal-Statlst~cal A~mosphenc and a o u d  Cover 
Models 
Remote Senrlng of Vegerauan and Wmldland Revrurce 
Stresses 
160-75.02 W73.70467 
Remote Sensing of Sonl/Vegelat6on Relalaonsh~ps for 
Land-Use Plannlng 
160-75-04 W73-70470 
Remote Sensing for Thematlc Mapp~ng 01 Cuhural. 
Natural and Phys~cal Panerns and Change 
160-75-06 W73-7047 1 
Remote Sensing for Global Land-Use Mappnng and 
Resource Management ~n Geography. Demography, and 
Cartography 
160-75-07 W73-70472 
Models for Mon~loring. Manag~ng and Conserv~ng 
Land and Water Resources 
160-75-08 W73-70473 
Remote Sensing for Global Geolog~cal Res~urce 
Survey 
160-75-10 W73-70474 
Remote Senslng for Geolog~c Hazards and Disasters. 
M ~ n e  Area Conservat~on. S-11 Mapplng and Land-Use 
Planning 
160-75-1 1 W73-70475 
Remote Sensing for Global Survey of Coastal. R~ver. 
b k e  and Ground Water Features 
160-75-14 W73-70481 
lnverr lgat~m of the Hydrolog~c Cycle and Large 
Scale Hydrologic Systems 
160-75-1 5 W73-70483 
Remote Sensing of Oceanography - Ocean 880- 
Producr~w~ly 
160-75.16 W73-70484 
Remote Senalng Water and Land Pollur#on 
160-75-22 W73.70491 
Remote Senslng Nauonal Park Areas and Archsolql~cal  
and H~slorlcal Sires 
160-75-23 W73-70497 
Remote Sensing lor Mulllple Resource Survey 
160-75-30 W73-70504 
Remole  Senslng Senmr Technology for Earth 
Reraurcas Survev 
~ - - - . . - - .
160-75-31 W73-70508 
Remote Senslng Data Management and lnterpretalion 
Techn~ques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75-32 W73.70512 
Ident~ficauon of F~ngsrpnnts by Opt~cal Praessfng 
164-06-70 W73-70535 
Communlcatlons and Navigations Setell~tes Suppon 
Studies 
164-21-81 W73.70543 
Manned bmmun ica t~ons  and N a v i g a t ~ o n  Floght 
Exper~ment Def~nitmon 
164-76-61 W73-70547 
Def~n~t ian  of Exper~ments and lnrtruments lor a 
Commun~cat~on/Nav~gat~on Research Laboratory 
164-76-80 W73-70548 
Multi-Use Reusable Antenna Technology 
164-76-81 W73-70549 
Solar Power System Developmenl 
164-76-83 W7 3-70550 
Use of the Salar Electroc Propulsmn Stage ISEPS) 
for Eanh Orbital Appllcallon 
164.76-84 W73-10551 
System Psrlormance and Technology Assessment lor 
Unmanned M~sslons 
180-17.50 W73.70558 
System and Trajectory Analys~s 
180-1 7-52 W73-70559 
Dynamlc Tests of lnerttal Sensors 
180-1 7-53 W73-70560 
Gundance Computer Technology 
180-17-54 W73-70561 
Solar Electric Propulslon S t a g e l ~ ~ ~ l  - SRT
180-17-56 W73-70562 
Solar Array Technology for Solar Electroc Propulr~on 
Stage ISEPSI 
180-17.57 W73.70563 
Magnetospher~c Physlcs - Pen~cles and Panicle/Photon 
lnleractlons 
188-36-56 W73-70614 
Ground Besed Obervatmn of the Sun 
188-38-52 W73-70623 
UV and Opt~cal  Astronomy 
188-41-51 W73-70631 
Relatlv~ry and Celest~al Mechanics 
188-41.54 W73-70635 
lnlrared Astronomy 
188-41.55 W73-70634 
Slratoscope Ill 
188-41-60 W73-70644 
Cornets end Asteroids 
188-45-51 W73-70648 
M e t w r  Astronomy 
188-45-52 W73.70649 
Large Space Telescope Advanced Technolog~cal 
Development 
188-78-57 W73-70673 
b r g e  Space Telescope Phare-8 Studies and Long 
Lead T~me Pmcurement 
188-78.58 W73-70675 
Astronomy Sonne Mossion Definjt~on Program 
188-78.59 W73-70676 
Thermal Gmtrol 
909-51 -02 W73-70740 
Space Slatmn Anirude Control Propulsion Systems 
909-5 1 -04 W73-70741 
Earth Orb~tal Systems Eiectr~c Power Technology 
909-5 1-05 W73-70742 
brnmun~cauons  
909-51-07 W73-70743 
Earth Orbital System Compul~ng (iMS1 
909-51 -33 W73-70744 
Operat~ons. Ma~ntenance and Safety 
909-52-31 W73-70751 
Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamcs 
909-5249 W73-70752 
Atr Revltal~zat~on 
970-62.2 1 W73-70820 
Water and Waste Managemenl 
970-62-23 W73-70821 
RequlremenD for Work Performance Design 
970-63-10 W73-70823 
Teleoperator Control and Manlpulanon 
970-63.20 W73-70824 
Llfe Scaences Payload Integration info Manned space' 
Fl~ght Systems 
970-64-03 W73-70825 
Optical Conlamlnalion 
975.72-39 W73-?0833 
Space Shume Laser Comrnun~cation Experiment 
975-75-49 W73-70837 
Dynamics and Aeroelaslic~ry 
976-52-40 W73-70843 
Structures 
982-52-01 W73-70853 
Shunle. Maln Propuls~on Technology 
982-52-03 W73-70854 
Materials Tezhnology for Space Shunle 
982-52.38 W73-70855 
Space Shunle Thermal Prolect~on System 
982-52.43 W73.70856 
Mississippi Test Facility. Bay s t :  Louis. 
Eanh Resources Laboratory et Mrsslssippn Test Fac~ l~ ty  
Narional Aeronautics and S p a c e  A d m i n i s t r o t i o n .  
Washington. D.C 
V/STOL Fllghr Dynam~cs 
760-62-02 W73-70133 
Phystcal Processes m Plasma Propuls8on 
502-W-14 W73-70277 
Technology ldent l f~cat~on 
502-24-34 W73-70288 
Opt~cal Communication Research 
502-03-1 2 W73-70326 
Electronlc Devnce and Systems Suppart 
502-23-55 W73-70353 
Ostecuon 01 Heat Sources and Small Fires by 
Airborne Thermal Infrared Llne Scanners 
502-28-33 W73-70368 
Safety Documentat~on snd T r a ~ n ~ n g  
502-1 9-20 W73-70371 
Oceanograph~c Remote Sensing 
160-75-66 W73-70517 
Interd~sc~planaly Support l o  Ear lh Observa t~ons  
Programs 
160.88-50 W73-70530 
Launch Veh~cle Plannlng Studnes 
180.06.01 W73-70536 
Mamnetospherlc Physics - Pen~cles end Pan#cle/F~eld 
~ - 
Megnelospheric Physlcs - Particles and P a n l c l e / h l o n  
Megnetorpher~c Physics - Radio Science 
188-36-57 W73-70618 
Low Energy Cosm~c Rays 
188-48-51 W73-70654 
High Energy Cosm~c Rays 
188-46.52 W73-70657 
Wallops Station 
Greater 1han7F  k = l  X-Ray ~stronomv 
-. 
188-46-53 W73-70660 
Gamma Ray Astronomy 
188-46-54 W73-70661 
Snace Nuclear Systems Onice IAEC). Washington. 
dc 
Advanced Propuls~on Cornpar~son Sfud~es 
792-91-01 W73-70436 
Wallops Station. Wallops Island. Va. 
Ozone Meawrements 
160-44-68 W73-70462 
Remote Sens~ng of Vegetal\on. Sods and Related 
Water Resources 
160-75.01 W73-70466 
Remote Sens~ng of Phys~cal Oceanography. Coastal 
Pmceases and Estuaries 
160-75-17 W73-70480 
Remote Sensing of Bbomes. Ecosvslems. Ecolog~cal 
Dynamla and Producl~vity Pressures 
160-75-21 W73-70490 
Ground-Based Platlorms. Blo-lnslrumentatlon and 
Anlmal Tracking Systems & Technbques 
160-75-27 W3-10500  
Remote Sens~ng of Environmental Changes Related 
to Publlc Hsanh and Welfare Problems 
160-75-28 W3-70503 
Remote Sensing for Mult~ple Resource Surveys In 
the Chssapeake Bay Area 
160-75-30 W3-70505  
Remate Sensmg Sensor Technology lor Eanh 
Resources Survey 
160-75-31 W73-70507 
Remots Ssns~ng Data Management and interpretation 
Techniques for Eanh Resources Survey 
160-75.32 W73-70510 
Ocean Oynam~cs and Marine Geodesy 
160-79-55 W73-70523 
Exper~mentsl end Theorer~cal Sludles of Planerary 
Almospheres . . 
185-47.94 W73-70585 
Regulatow Boology 
970-71.61 W73-70826 
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